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BASIC SCIENCE UPDATE

Bone Biology

BU1.1

BONE CELL FUNCTION IN BONE AND BEYOND

Bram C.j. Van Der Eerden

Internal Medicine, Laboratory for Calcium and Bone Metabolism,
Erasmus Medical Centar, Rotterdam/Netherlands

Objectives: Bone cells are dynamic players in the bone marrow

environment. They are responsible for the maintainance of skeletal

homeostasis but also interact with many other cell types such as

hematopietic cells, adipocytes, endothelial cells and tumor cells.

Disturbances of their function does not only lead to osteoporosis and

skeletal disorders but also impact on mineral homeostasis, hemato-

poiesis and myelodysplastic conditions, development of tumor

metastases and energy development. In this lecture, the latest findings

will be discussed related to bone cell function and the impact this has

on surrounding cell types in the skeleton and beyond.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteocyte, mineral homeostasis, osteoblast, bone,

osteoclast

BU1.2

BONE AND THE HAEMATOPOETIC NICHE

Laura Calvi

Abstract not available.

Technology

BU2.1

THE IMPOSTER IN YOUR INCUBATOR: THE IMPORTANCE

OF CELL LINE AUTHENTICATION AND GOOD CELL

CULTURE PRACTICE

Sharon Bahia

Abstract not available.

BU2.2

QUANTITATIVE PCR RESULTS REMAIN QUESTIONABLE:

THE NEED FOR THE MIQE GUIDELINES

Stephen Bustin

Abstract not available.

BU2.3

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR PROBES: PROTEIN

DETECTION METHODS FROM IN VIVO TO IN GEL

Raif Yuecel

Abstract not available.

CLINICAL UPDATE

Osteoporosis Diagnostics

CU1.1

OSTEOPOROSIS—DIAGNOSTIC WORKUP

Carola Zillikens

Abstract not available.

CU1.2

FRACTURE RISK ASSESSMENT AND INTERVENTION

THRESHOLDS

Eugene McCloskey

Abstract not available.

Osteoporosis Treatment

CU2.1

CALCIUM AND VITAMIN D

Barbara Obermayer-Pietsch

Abstract not available.

CU2.2

CHOICE OF TREATMENT

Adolfo Diez Perez

Abstract not available.

CU2.3a

EVIDENCE VERSUS EMINENCE: TREATMENT OF

OSTEOPOROSIS IN PATIENTS WITH REDUCED KIDNEY

FUNCTION

Erik F. Eriksen

Dept. of Clinical Endocrinology, Morbid Obesity and Preventive
Medicine, Oslo University Hospital, Oslo/Norway

Objectives: Reduced kidney function affects the bone response to

treatment as well as metabolism of the treatment agent. The obejctive

this review is to summarize the effects of different antiresorptive and

osteoaanbolic regimens in patients with reduced kidney function

distinguishing between moderate and severe renal failure.

Results: Due to increased risk of adverse effects on renal tubular

function, bisphosphonates should not be used in patients with GFR\
35 ml/min. However, in patients with moderate renal failure (GFR

35–60 ml/mn) bisphosphonates, be it oral or intravenous are safe,

without any evidence of increased risk of adverse renal effects with

decreasing GFR. In this range the effects of bisphosphonates on BMD

and fractures seem preserved. Denosumab doses not adversely affect

renal function and the antifracture efficay is not unchanged in mod-

erate renal failure. The tolerability of prolia in severe renal failure

(GFR\30 ml/min) has not been tested in a formal clinical trial
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setting, but a posthoc analyses have demonstrated significant positive

effects on BMD and fractures. The use in such patients is, however,

associated with increased risk of hyocalcemia. Moreover, low turn-

over renal bone disease has to be ruled out prior to use. Teriparatide

(PTH(1–34)) also retains full clinical efficacy at GFR[30 ml/min. In

severe renal failure the use is limited by the degree of secondary

hyperparathyroidism in such patients. Potentially, teriparatide could

be of use in low turnover renal bone disease. The data for the new

osteoanabolic regimens: abaloparatide and anti-sclerostin in renal

failture are still limited.

Summary & Conclusion: Both antiresorptive and osteoanabolic

agens available today all retain full clinical efficacy in moderate renal

failure. The use on severe renal failure is reserved for Denosumab, but

no fracture dara are available from clincial frials and the use is

associated with increased risk of hypocalcemia.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: renal failure, bisphosphonates, denosumab, teriparatide

CU2.3b

EVIDENCE VERSUS EMINENCE: TREATMENT OF

OSTEOPOROSIS IN PATIENTS WITH REDUCED KIDNEY

FUNCTION

Östen Ljunggren

Abstract not available.

Endocrinological disorders and bone

CU3.1

DIABETES AND BONE HEALTH

Lorenz Hofbauer

Abstract not available.

CU3.2

THYROID DISEASES AND BONE HEALTH

Graham R. Williams

Molecular Endocrinology Laboratory, Department of Medicine,
Imperial College London, London/United Kingdom

Objectives: Thyroid hormones are essential for skeletal develop-

ment and are important regulators of bone maintenance in adults. I

will discuss the skeletal consequences of thyroid disease, resistance to

thyroid hormone (RTH) and variation in normal thyroid status.

Results: Childhood hypothyroidism results in delayed skeletal

development, retarded linear growth and impaired bone mineral

accrual. Epiphyseal dysgenesis is evidenced by classic features of

stippled epiphyses on X-ray. In severe cases, post-natal growth

arrest may result in a complex skeletal dysplasia. Thyroid hormone

replacement results in catch-up growth and bone maturation, but

recovery may be incomplete dependent on the duration and severity

of hypothyroidism prior to treatment. Childhood thyrotoxicosis is

rare and accelerates linear growth. Advanced bone age and prema-

ture closure of the growth plates result in short stature, and

craniosynostosis may occur in severe cases. A severe phenotype

characteristic of hypothyroidism occurs in children with RTH due to

mutations affecting thyroid hormone receptor TRα. Mutations of

TRβ, however, disrupt the hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid axis and

increase thyroid hormone levels causing a variable skeletal

phenotype. In adults, hypothyroidism inhibits bone turnover but

identification of effects on bone mass requires long-term follow-up

of untreated patients and data are not available. Thyrotoxicosis is

well known to cause severe osteoporosis and fracture but cases are

rare because of prompt diagnosis and treatment. Nevertheless, recent

data indicate that subclinical hyperthyroidism is associated with low

bone mineral density (BMD) and an increased risk of fracture.

Similar studies have shown that variation in thyroid status within the

reference range in post-menopausal women is associated with

altered BMD and fracture risk.

Summary & Conclusion: Thus, euthyroid status is required for

normal post-natal growth and bone mineral accrual, and is funda-

mental for maintenance of the adult skeleton.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, fracture, hyperthyroidism, thyroid hormone,

skeletal development

CU3.3

SODIUM AND BONE HEALTH

Jens-Erik B. Jensen

Endocrine Department 541, Hvidovre University Hospital, Hvidovre/
Denmark

Objectives: Hyponatremia is the most common electrolyte disor-

der encountered in the clinical practice. Often the light forms are

believed to be asymptomatic, but this does not hold true. It is linked to

an increased risk of falling, fractures and osteoporosis. An estimated

one-third of the body’s sodium deposits reside in the bone matrix of

which 40% is exchangeable with circulating sodium. It is hypothe-

sized that sodium is released from bone in times of sodium

deprivation by osteoclastic resorption in an attempt to restore sodium

homeostasis; much like calcium is released from the bone during

hypocalcaemia, although the exact mechanism is unknown. In cell as

well as in animal studies hyponatremia activates the osteoclast and

severe bone loss is induced. In human gait disturbances and imbal-

ance is seen and this result in a higher risk of falling. Several studies,

but not all has linked low sodium concentration to osteoporosis and in

a number of studies an increased risk of major osteoporotic fractures

is seen. Hyponatremia has been proposed as a risk factor which could

be incorporated in the FRAX estimate. It is often difficult to correct

hyponatremia and the reaction in bone to normalization of sodium as

well as the response to medical osteoporotic treatment is still

unknown.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: hyponatremia, fracture risk, osteoporosis

CU3.4

PARATHYROID DISEASES AND BONE HEALTH

Richard Eastell

Abstract not available.

ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS SESSION

AHP1

THE SCOOP STUDY

Eugene McCloskey

Abstract not available.
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AHP2

GAIT, BALANCE AND FALLS IN PEOPLE WITH

OSTEOPOROSIS

Terry Aspray

Abstract not available.

PLENARY LECTURE—BIG DATA AND CLINICAL
MEDICINE

PL1

USING BIOBANKS TO STUDY THE GENETIC BASIS FOR

COMMON DISEASES

Ian Hall

Respiratory Medicine, University of Nottingham, Nottingham/United
Kingdom

Objectives: 1 To describe the key issues in designing and under-

taking large genetic association studies 2 To describe the advantages

and disadvantages of using the UK biobank resource for large scale

genetic epidemiology studies 3 To discuss quality control issues with

phenotypic and biomarker/genetic data in large population cohorts 4

To discuss ethical issues about the use of large population cohorts for

genetic association and other studies 5 To present association data on

lung function determination and risk of chronic obstructive pul-

monary disease in UK Biobank.

Summary & Conclusion: The UK biobank resource is a population

based study including *500,000 individuals, with extensive pheno-

typic information and the opportunity for longer term follow up. An

increasing number of relevant biomarkers have been measured and

will become available in the next year, and all subjects will have been

genotyped using a bespoke SNP based genotyping panel by early

2017. UK Biobank provides a unique resoucre for undertaking large

scale epidemiological and genetic association studies which can

generate new informaiton on the the genetic architecture of many

common diseases.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: UK biobank, genetic association study, COPD, SNP, lung

function

SYMPOSIA

WIN (What is New): The year in review

S1.1

WHAT IS NEW IN PRECLINICAL RESEARCH?

Duncan Bassett

Abstract not available.

S1.2

WHAT IS NEW IN CLINICAL RESEARCH?

Salvatore Minisola

Internal Medicine and Medical Disciplines, II Medical Clinics, Roma/
Italy

Objectives: Several studies have reported significant findings with

significant clinical implications. Following is a summary reflecting

the most relevant peer-reviewed reports published in the year 2016. A

number of studies addressed the underlying pathophysiological

mechanisms of bone acquisition (or peak bone mass) and subsequent

bone loss. Mitchell J.A. et al. (J.B.M.R.), for instance, emphasized the

beneficial effect of high impact physical activity on bone mass and

observed these osteo-anabolic effects not only in the general pediatric

and adolescent population but also in those genetically predisposed to

lower adult BMD. This suggests the possibility that the genetic

potential for accrual of bone mass is augmented by external factors.

The role of non-pharmacological approaches to osteoporosis was

reported by a number of investigations. Indeed, at least two studies

demonstrated the importance of Mediterranean diet, due among other

things to its anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties (Haring

et al. JAMA Intern. Med.; Benetou et al., J.B.M.R.). Furthermore, and

in support of the above observations, the role of inflammation in the

pathogenesis of bone loss (and sarcopenia), and osteoporotic fractures

was emphasized (Cauley J.A. et al. J.B.M.R.). The effect of bariatric

surgery on the risk of fractures was evaluated by Rousseau C. et al.

(B.M.J.), who reported that the fractures in obese individuals wer site-

specific and that the changes following bariatric surgery ranged from

a pattern associated with obesity to a pattern that was typical for

osteoporosis. Considering pandemic nature of obesity problem, the

authors concluded that a bone specialist should be a part of the team

managing these patients. A Consensus Statement affirmed the lack of

adverse effects of calcium supplementation, with or without vitamin

D supplements, on the risk of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular

disease related or all-cause mortality (Ann. Int. Med.).

Somewhat disappointingly, no new incremental knowledge or

information has been reported in the management of primary hyper-

parathyroidism. In fact a bit of confusion may have been created with

the 4th International Guidelines (Bilezikian J. P. et al.) and the

International Perspective (Khan A. A. et al.) on the management of

mild asymptomatic PHPT. Further clarifications are certainly needed

on the effects of PHPT on renal function, kidney stones and non-

classical manifestations (CV, neurocognitive, psychological, etc). In

contrast, recent approval of parathyroid hormone for the treatment of

hypoparathyroidism is both exciting and intriguing. Whether it will

replace the time honored vitamin D and its metabolite therapy will be

determined as we gain more experience with this rather innovative

modality of therapy of this rare disorder. However, prevention and

perhaps even the regression of sub-cutaneous and intra-cranial cal-

cification, avoidance of renal effects (renal failure or kidney stones)

will ultimately determine the wide adoption of this a bit cumbersome

therapy.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone diseases, osteoporosis, primary hyperparathy-

roidism, hypoparathyroidism

ECTS/ASBMR Joint Symposium on Bone Fragility and Fracture
Risk after Treatment for Osteoporosis

S2.1

BONE QUALITY AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES: WHAT

HAPPENS WHEN TREATMENT IS STOPPED?

Matthew R. Allen

Anatomy & Cell Biology, Indiana University School of Medicine,
Indianapolis/United States of America

Objectives: Once it manifests, osteoporosis is most often a life-

long disease. This has led to the paradigm that reducing fracture risk

necessitates life-long treatment. Prolonged treatment was long-con-

sidered reasonable given the relatively favorable safety profile of the

pharmacological agents commonly prescribed. Over the past decade

the identification of rare, but significant, side effects linked to pro-

longed anti-remodeling treatment has sparked increased discussions

of limiting the duration of pharmacological treatment. This
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presentation will focus on what we know regarding how bone quality

(those properties independent of bone density) and mechanical

properties are changed following treatment withdrawal. Key ques-

tions that are needed to better inform treatment duration decisions will

be put forth.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone quality, mechanical properties, drug treatment, anti-

remodeling

S2.2

BMD REVISITED: CAN BMD BE USED AS A SURROGATE FOR

FRACTURE RISK REDUCTION

Dennis M. Black

Epidemiology and Biostatistics, University of California, San Fran-
cisco, San Francisco/CA/United States of America

Objectives: Development of new osteoporosis treatments is pro-

hibitively expensive due to the need for increasingly large fracture

trials. Valid surrogate outcomes that predict anti-fracture effects could

greatly decrease development time and costs. Imaging as well as bone

turnover markers might be useful as surrogates, but individual trials

are too small.

Methods: The FNIH Bone Quality Project is compiling data from

[100,000 participants in [30 RCT’s of osteoporosis treatments.

Pooling individual participant data from multiple trials could increase

sample size, insure consistent analysis methods and allow predefined

subgroup analyses and provide optimal estimation of the relationship

between potential surrogates and fracture outcomes. This project is

led by UCSF investigators collaborating with other academic, regu-

latory, and industry investigators. Aims include evaluation of image-

derived markers (DXA and QCT/FEA) and biochemical markers for

surrogacy.

Results: Our database currently includes[90,000 patients in 34

trials and will add [25,000 before 12/17 and final analyses. We

have DXA (BL/FU) for[80,000 patients. Preliminary analyses will

be meta-regressions evaluating the potential for DXA change as a

surrogate for fracture risk. The ideal outcome would be that a

future drug approval could be based solely on small/short trials

using only DXA. We are considering change in hip and/or spine

DXA-BMD over 12–24 months and its relationship to reduction in

vertebral, non-vertebral and/or hip fracture risk. Initial results

suggest that BMD change is strongly related to risk reductions for

vertebral and hip but less strongly to non-vertebral fractures. Initial

results support the possibility that change in DXA/BMD, perhaps in

conjunction with biomarkers, could greatly facilitate future drug

development.

Summary & Conclusion: This project represents a novel collab-

oration between academic investigators, the FNIH, the FDA and

multiple pharmaceutical and diagnostic companies. Successful anal-

ysis pooled data will establish the utility of DXA or other biomarkers

for drug development. biomarkers for drug development.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, bone mineral density, surrogates, treatment,

fracture risk

Osteoporosis—a chronic disease needs long term treatment

S3.1

LONG-TERM MANAGEMENT OF OSTEOPOROSIS

Astrid Fahrleitner-Pammer

Abstract not available.

S3.2

BALANCING RISK AND BENEFITS OF LONG-TERM USE OF

ANTIRESORPTIVES

Bo Abrahamsen

Institute of Clinical Research, University of Southern Denmark and
Holbæk Hospital, Odense C/Denmark

Objectives: In RCTs, antiresorptive drugs typically achieve a

relative risk reduction (RRR) of 40–70% for vertebral fractures and

30–50% for hip fractures. While the RRR appears to be largely,

though not completely, similar in primary and secondary prevention,

the absolute risk reduction (ARR) is greater in high risk subjects

including secondary prevention. Though efficacy in the first 3–5 years

is good, clinical trials provide clinicians with only limited information

about the benefit of treatment beyond 5 or at best 10 years. Atypical

femur fractures (AFF) are clearly much more common in users of

antiresorptives than in the background population and there is an

association with duration on use, something that may also be the case

for osteonecrosis of the jaw (ONJ) though there is less data on this.

There are pronounced ethnic differences in the risk of AFF and hip

fracture which will affect the harm benefit ratio.

Methods: Observational studies, with limitations that will be dis-

cussed, have suggested a large increase in the risk of AFFs with long

term treatment though absolute risks remained low compared with

that of osteoporotic fractures or even hip fractures (Table 1).

Results:

Recent Danish observational data found no increase in the risk of

subtrochanteric/shaft fractures and a lower risk of hip fracture with

treatment after ten years of continuous of use of alendronate compared

with shorter durations of treatment or lower adherence. This does not

indicate that the risk of AFF does not increase with time but that long

term benefits are sustained in a treatment practice such as the one used

in Denmark, a country with an above average rate of hip fractures.

Summary & Conclusion: Long term use of antiresorptives appears

to come with relative low risk of serious adverse events but but should

currently be reserved for patients at high risk of osteoporotic fractures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, therapeutics, bisphosphonates, denosumab,

risks

Tendinopathy

S4.1

PREDISPOSITION TO TENDON INJURY

Malcolm Collins

Abstract is not available.

S4.2

INFLAMMATORY MECHANISMS IN TENDINOPATHY:

A TRANSLATIONAL JOURNEY

Neal L. Millar

Institute of Infection, Immunity and Inflammation, University of
Glasgow, Glasgow/United Kingdom

Objectives: Tendon disorders are common and confer a large

socioeconomic burden. This lecture will discusses the role of
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inflammatory mechanisms in tendon homeostasis and resolution of

tendon damage, which are crucial to consider in developing novel

therapeutics for tendinopathies.

Methods: Biography Neal L. Millar is Senior Clinical Research

Fellow and Honorary Consultant Orthopaedic Shoulder Surgeon at the

Institute of Infection, Immunity and Inflammation at the University of

Glasgow, UK. His laboratory’s research focuses on the immunopatho-

genesis and translational immunobiology of soft tissue musculoskeletal

diseases including tendinopathy. Many of his key publications have

highlighted the role of inflammatory mechanisms in tendon disease.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: tendinopathy, inflammation, translational therapies

Symposium: Nerves and Bone

S5.1

NEURONAL REGULATION OF BONE REMODELLING

Paul Baldock

Osteoporosis and Bone Biology Division, Garvan Institute of Medical
Research, Sydney/NSW/Australia

Objectives: The control of bone homeostasis has classically been

considered the result of endocrine, mechanical and calcemic influ-

ences. However, in recent years, this picture has expanded

considerably to include, amongst other influences, the action of the

nervous system. In particular, we have gained an appreciation of the

actions of central, neural pathways, acting from the hypothalamus via

sympathetic pathways to the cells of bone. One of the most important

outcomes of this research has been the discovery of previously

unappreciated links between the skeleton and other pathways, most

commonly energy and glucose homeostasis.

Methods: Genetically modified mice have proven invaluable in the

dissection of these pathways, enabling precise spatial and temporal

changes in gene function. To a large degree, this work has progressed

through examination of the skeletal responses downstream of nutrient

pathways in the hypothalamus, starting with studies in the obese

leptin deficient models and uncovering a number of very powerful

skeletally active pathways.

Results: These nutrient pathways, responding to signals such as

leptin deficiency, are regulated by specific groups of neurons

expressing particular neuropeptides. Modulation of these neuropep-

tides has been demonstrated to induce marked changes in bone cell

activity, most particularly osteoblast function. Most recently, the role

of the osteoblast in this circuit has been highlighted. We have

demonstrated signalling activates within bone cells that parallel those

evident in hypothalamic neurons. Moreover, we have evidence of

specific actions of osteoblastic products to regulate energy and glucose

homeostasis: Placing bone as an endocrine organ functioning within a

complex multi-organ system involving endocrine and neural relays.

Summary & Conclusion: These neuronal pathways represent a

growing area of research that is identifying novel regulatory axes

between the brain and the bone, and links with other homeostatic

networks; thereby revealing a far more complex, and interdependent

bone biology than previously envisioned.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: neural, leptin, neuropeptide Y, metabolism, glucose

FRACTURE RISK IN NEUROLOGICAL DISEASES

Ken Poole

Department of Medicine, University of Cambridge, Cambridge/United
Kingdom

Objectives: Patients with neurological diseases, and in particular

stroke and Parkinson’s disease have an increased risk of fracture.

Methods: The fate of patients with neurological diseases coping with

acute fractures and their later rehabilitation burden has been likened to,

‘adding injury to insult’ (Whitson, H 2006). That sentiment stems from

the worse outcomes (morbidity and mortality) that patients with neu-

rological disease suffer after their fracture. Fractures are also frequent in

patients with other common neurological diseases such as Alzheimer’s

disease, epilepsy and multiple sclerosis. Cummings and Eastell (2016)

recently identified the magnitude of this problem, when they reported

that, “there are nearly as many patients with medical conditions that

substantially increase the risk of hip fracture as there are people with

osteoporosis by femoral neck bone mineral density (BMD) [criteria]”.

Summary & Conclusion: Despite high-quality research linking

specific neurological conditions to fragility fracture, there is no specific

tab in the online FRAX tool for conditions such as stroke and Parkin-

son’s disease, perhaps because their high risk of fracture is time

dependent, non-linear and difficult to encapsulate within a 10-year

prediction algorithm. For instance the risk of fracture after stroke is very

high within the first year, reducing over subsequent years but never

quite reaching baseline. Nor do recent major stroke guidelines

(American Heart Association Stroke Council, 2016) provide useful

management strategies for front line clinicians, despite a dozen refer-

ences to poor bone health. There is a growing need for bone researchers

and physicians to assist their neurology colleagues in providing

strategies to address fracture risk in patients with neurological diseases,

from mechanistic, lifestyle and pharmaceutical approaches.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: neurology, fracture, osteoporosis, Stroke, Parkinson’s

disease

PRECLINICAL WORKSHOPS

Ribosomal proteins in health and disease

PWS1.1

ROLE OF RIBOSOMAL PROTEINS IN THE

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF MYELODYSPLASTIC SYNDROME

Rebekka Schneider-Kramann

Abstract not available.

PWS1.2

A NOVEL RIBOSOMOPATHY LINKS TRANSLATIONAL

FIDELITY TO INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY, AUTISM,

AND DYSMORPHISM

Alyson MacInnes

Abstract not available.

Liquid Biopsies

PWS2.1

RECENT ADVANCEMENTS IN THE FIELD OF LIQUID

BIOPSIES

Catherine Alix-Panabières

Laboratory of Rare Human Circulating Cells; Department of Cell and
Tissue Biopathology of Tumors, University Medical Centre of Mont-
pellier, Montpellier/France
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Objectives: Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in blood are promising

new biomarkers potentially useful for prognostic prediction and

monitoring of therapies in patients with solid tumors including colon

cancer. Moreover, CTC research opens a new avenue for under-

standing the biology of metastasis in cancer patients. However, an in-

depth investigation of CTCs is hampered by the very low number of

these cells, especially in the blood of colorectal cancer patients. Thus,

the establishment of cell cultures and permanent cell lines from CTCs

has become the most challenging task over the past year. In 2015, we

described for the first time the establishment of a permanent cell line

from CTCs of one colon cancer patient. The cell line designated

‘CTC-MCC-41’ has been cultured for more than three years and cells

have been characterized at the genome, transcriptome, proteome and

secretome levels. This thorough analysis showed that CTC-MCC-41

cells resemble characteristics of the original tumor cells in the colon

cancer patient and display a stable phenotype characterized by an

intermediate epithelial/mesenchymal phenotype, stem-cell like prop-

erties and an osteomimetic signature indicating a bone marrow origin.

Functional studies showed that CTC-MCC-41 cells induced rapidly

in vitro endothelial cell tube formation and in vivo tumors after

xenografting in immunodeficient mice. More recent results high-

lighted that CTC-MCC-41 cells display a very specific transcription

program. Interestingly, among the 1,624 transcripts exclusively

upregulated in CTC-MCC-41 samples compared to other colon cancer

cell lines obtained from primary tumors or from metastatic sites, key

genes related to energy metabolism, DNA repair and stemness genes

were observed. Such data may supply insights for the discovery of

new biomarkers to identify the most aggressive CTC sub-populations

and for the development of new drugs to inhibit metastasis-initiator

CTCs in colon cancer.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: prognostic biomarker, circulating tumor cells, liquid

biopsy, epithelial cancer

PWS2.2

CHARACTERISATION OF SMALL RNA CONTENT IN

CANCER-DERIVED EXTRACELLULAR VESICLES

Aija Linē1, Cristina S. Bajo1, Vita Melne2, Kristı̄ne Soboļevska1,

Andreas Berger1, Edgars Endzeliņš1, Pawel Zayakin1, Artūrs Ābols1,

Vilnis Lietuvietis1

1Cancer Biomarkers and Immunotherapy, Latvian Biomedical
Research and Study Centre, Riga/Latvia, 2Dept. of Urology, Riga
Stradins University, Riga/Latvia

Objectives: Cancer-derived extracellular vesicles (EVs) contain

cancer-associated molecules, including various non-coding RNAs,

mRNA and DNA fragments, and they have been found in various

biofluids, such as blood and urine. Therefore, they have gained an

increasing attention as liquid biopsies of cancer that could be

exploited for diagnosis, monitoring of progression and response to

treatment. It is assumed that RNA cargo of cancer-derived EVs is

reminiscent of that in the tumour of origin and that EVs are enriched

for cancer-specific biomarkers that otherwise constitute only a minor

proportion of the total cell-free RNA in biofluids.

We have performed several studies aiming to characterise small

RNA content in cancer-derived EVs. miRNA analysis in EVs released

from colorectal cancer cells under hypoxic and normoxic conditions

revealed that the EV RNA cargo only partially reflects that in the cells

of origin, and that hypoxia may serve as a signal for sorting specific

miRNAs into EVs. Deep sequencing of RNA cargo in EVs isolated

from blood and urine samples of prostate cancer (PC) patients, before

and after prostatectomy, and matching tumour and normal prostate

tissue specimens revealed that both, plasma and urinary EVs con-

tained various RNA species. The most abundant RNAs were mRNA

fragments, followed by Y-RNAs, rRNAs, lncRNAs, miRNAs, pro-

cessed pseudogenes, mitochondrial RNAs, snRNAs, snoRNAs and

vaultRNAs. A set of RNAs that were overexpressed in the tumour

tissue were detectable in the pre-operation urinary and/or plasma EVs

and may represent biomarkers for diagnosis and monitoring of PC.

Furthermore, we performed a head-to-head comparison of miRNA

detection in plasma EVs and total cell-free plasma and will discuss

the pros and cons of quantifying miRNA biomarkers in EVs as

compared to cell-free plasma.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: liquid biopsy, extracellular vesicles, small RNAs,

biofluids, prostate cancer

Autophagy

PWS3.1

CONTROL OF AUTOPHAGY

Sharon A. Tooze

Molecular Cell Biology of Autophagy, The Francis Crick Institute,
London/United Kingdom

Objectives: The aim of my laboratory is to understand mammalian

autophagy at a molecular level, in particular the response initiated by the

stress of amino acid starvation. Autophagy is a highly conserved process

which is essential for cell and organism homeostasis. Furthermore,

dysregulation of autophagy has been implicated in a number of human

diseases. To this end we study the core proteins required for

autophagosome formation in mammalian cells. Autophagosomes are

formed during stress by the concerted action of these core proteins called

the Atg proteins. We study the initiating event, translocation of ATG9

vesicles and activation of the ULK and Beclin1 complexes at the site of

autophagosome formation to elucidate the function of the ATG proteins

at the membrane initiation site, and identify downstream effectors.

Methods: We study autophagy in mammalian cell lines which are

tractable for genetic manipulation. We induce autophagy by short

periods of amino acid deprivation. Our studies use siRNA or CRISPR

deletion of essentail ATG proteins or their effectors to perturb the

process. Following this, we use both biochemical and morphological

approaches to analyse the autophagic process.

Results: Our recent results support the view that ATG9 vesicles

initiate the process of autophagosome formation on a domain of the

endoplasmic reticulum (ER). ATG9 trafficking occurs by vesicles

originating from both the Golgi complex, and endocytic compart-

ments. A key modulator of this process are small GTPases which

confer specificity to the transport step, and larger tethering complexes

which allow the transport vesicle to be captured and delivered to the

correct membrane.

Summary & Conclusion: We have shown that maintenance of

ATG9 trafficking by a continued transport between the Golgi and

endosomes is essential for autophagy. Rab11, and the indetification of

TRAPPIII, a tethering complex, are required for this step. Future

work will identify what components of ATG9 vesicles are essential to

maintain autophagy.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: autophagy, autophagosome formation, ATG9, Rab11,

TRAPPIII.

PWS3.2

AUTOPHAGY IN SKELETAL HOMEOSTASIS

Charles O’Brien

UAMS Transgenic Facility; University of Arkansas, United States of
America
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Objectives: My laboratory has a long-standing interest in trying to

understand the mechanisms by which glucocorticoid excess or natural

aging causes bone loss. Autophagy is an intracellular recycling pro-

cess that deals with damaged intracellular components and thereby

maintains cell function and homeostasis. We have found that markers

of autophagy in osteoblasts and osteocytes are elevated by gluco-

corticoid excess or reduced by aging, suggesting that dysregulation of

autophagy in these cell types may contribute to some forms of bone

loss. To address this question, we have used conditional deletion of

the Atg7 gene to suppress autophagy in cells of the osteoblast lineage.

Suppression of autophagy in mature osteoblasts and osteocytes pro-

duced a skeletal phenotype in young adult mice that resembles that

seen with advanced age, including low bone turnover and increased

cortical porosity. These and other findings suggest that a decrease in

osteoblast/osteocyte autophagy participates in skeletal aging. We also

found that treating young adult mice with high dose glucocorticoids

stimulates autophagic flux in osteocytes, which may be an attempt to

protect the cells from the adverse effects of the hormone. However,

genetic suppression of autophagy did not worsen the negative impact

of excess glucocorticoids on the skeleton. On the contrary, the

increase in osteocyte death caused by glucocorticoid excess was

prevented by suppression of autophagy. Suppression of autophagy in

the entire osteoblast lineage, beginning with early committed pro-

genitors, caused a more severe skeletal phenotype than deletion of

Atg7 in mature osteoblasts and osteocytes. Indeed, approximately

50% of the mice lacking Atg7 in osteoblast-lineage cells experienced

spontaneous fractures by 1 month of age. Detailed histologic analyses

of these mice revealed that, in addition to low bone remodeling,

suppression of autophagy also delayed maturation of osteocytes and

development of the lacunocanalicular network. These latter findings

were associated with retention of cytoplasmic organelles such as

mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum. These findings suggest that

autophagy is required for the transition of osteoblasts into mature

osteocytes and that failure to accomplish this efficiently leads to a

profound reduction in bone strength. Lastly, in each of the Atg7

deletion models, gene expression analyses did not reveal altered

expression of factors known to control bone remodeling, suggesting

that osteocyte autophagy controls this process via novel mechanisms.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

CLINICAL WORKSHOPS

Bone in Rheumatic Diseases

CWS1.1

BONE INVOLVEMENT IN ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS: HOW

TO PREVENT BONE LOSS AND NEW BONE FORMATION

(SYNDESMOPHYTES)

Dominique L.P. Baeten

Abstract not available.

CWS1.2

PATHOGENESIS AND TREATMENT OF EROSIONS IN RA:

PREVENTION AND HEALING

Ellen M. Gravallese

Medicine/rheumatology, University of Massachusetts Medical School,
Worcester/MA/United States of America

Objectives: Research in my laboratory is devoted to the study of

the pathogenesis of rheumatoid arthritis (RA), with particular interest

in the fundamental mechanisms of bone and cartilage destruction.

Methods: Through studies of human tissues using pathologic and

molecular techniques, murine models of disease and in-vitro cellular

assays, this research has helped lead to an understanding of key

pathways in this disease, and contributed to the change in focus in the

treatment of RA, with less focus on pain and clinical inflammation,

and greater focus on disease modification. This work has also con-

tributed to the development of new clinical interventions.

Results: Key research findings can be summarized into three major

areas, as follows: (1) Identification of the critical importance of the

study of synovial tissues via needle biopsy in clinical trials in RA to

define effects of medications at the cellular level and the level of gene

expression. (2) Identification of osteoclasts as the cell type respon-

sible for bone destruction in RA, and receptor activator of NF-kB

ligand (RANKL) as the critical cytokine produced by cells within RA

synovial tissues that drives osteoclastogenesis. (3) Identification of

the inhibitory effects of synovial inflammation on bone formation. We

demonstrated that inhibitors of bone formation (Wnt antagonists) are

produced by synovial tissues in animal models of RA and these may

prevent osteoblast function and healing of bone in RA. These inhi-

bitors are currently being explored as novel therapeutic targets to

promote anabolic bone formation.

Summary & Conclusion: This lecture will cover basic mecha-

nisms, treatment of patients to prevent erosions in RA, and the

potential for healing of erosions.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: rheumatoid arthritis, osteoclasts, osteoblasts, biologic

therapies

Nutrition and bone

CWS2.1

MACRONUTRIENTS AND BONE HEALTH—THE IMPACT OF

FRUITS, VEGETABLES AND ACID LOAD

Bess Dawson-Hughes

Abstract not available.

CWS2.2

TRACE ELEMENTS AND BONE STRENGTH

Jennifer S. Walsh

Mellanby Centre For Bone Research, University of Sheffield, Sheffield/
United Kingdom

Objectives: Many trace elements are present in bone, and have

been shown to have some biological effect on bone cell activity and

bone matrix properties. Some elements are toxic to bone function and

some are required for bone health. For example, aluminium toxicity is

well-described as a cause of adynamic bone disease in chronic renal

disease and chromium-cobalt ions from metal-on-metal hip resur-

facing have been shown to increase bone resorption. Iron overload

disorders are associated with low bone density and increased fracture

risk, and there is some experimental evidence that iron overload

inhibits bone mineralisation and impairs osteoblast differentiation.

However iron overload also causes hypogonadism and multisystem

toxicity, so the osteoporosis in these disorders is probably multi-

factorial. Conversely, iron is a co-factor in enzymes required for bone

matrix synthesis and iron deficiency is associated with osteoporosis in

older adults. Zinc and copper deficiency have been associated with

low bone mineral density and there is in vitro evidence that these

elements increase osteoblast activity and collagen cross-linking.

However there are no published data to show that supplementation

improves bone health. Selenium deficiency is associated with Kashin-
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Beck osteoarthropathy in humans, and with osteopenia in mice. Blood

selenium was positively correlated with bone mineral density and

negatively correlated with bone turnover markers in analysis from the

OPUS study and clinical studies are underway to determine whether

selenium supplementation affects bone turnover.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: selenium, micronutrients, osteoporosis

Vitamin D—back to the future

CWS3.1

VITAMIN D AND FALL RISK

Terry Aspray

Abstract not available.

CWS3.2

TOTAL VERSUS FREE—A NEW TWIST IN THE VITAMIN D

STORY?

Martin Hewison

Institute of Metabolism and Systems Research, University of Birm-
ingham, Birmingham/United Kingdom

Objectives: Vitamin D has been implicated in physiological

responses beyond its well-established effects on calcium home-

ostasis and bone metabolism. However, the optimal level of vitamin

D required to achieve these effects and the mechanism for non-

calciotropic responses to vitamin D remain to be determined. We

have hypothesized that many extra-skeletal actions of vitamin D

involve the serum form of 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD) that is

not bound to vitamin D binding protein (DBP). Instead we postulate

that tissue-specific conversion of 25OHD to active 1,25-dihydrox-

yvitamin D (1,25(OH)2D) involves unbound (free) or albumin-

bound (bioavailable) 25D, and these forms of vitamin D may

therefore provide a more accurate representation of vitamin D

function in vivo.

Methods: We have used in vitro and in vivo models, including

analysis of serum from healthy donors. Notably we used wild type

mice raised on diets containing exclusively either vitamin D2 or

vitamin D3. The higher binding affinity of DBP for vitamin D3 means

that it is possible to uncouple total bound 25D from free/bioavailable

25D in these mice, by comparing 25D2 and 25D3.

Results: Data in vitro indicate that DBP attenuates responses to

25OHD involving local metabolism to 1,25(OH)2D, notably intra-

crine immune responses. The mechanism for uptake of 25OHD in

these target cells is unclear, but data suggest that current measurement

of total serum 25OHD provides only a limited view of vitamin D

functionality. Mice raised on vitamin D2 diets have the same total

25OHD as vitamin D3 mice, but higher levels of free/bioavailable

25OHD.

Summary & Conclusion: Many actions of vitamin D may be

dependent on target cell responses driven by the small amount of

25OHD that is not bound to DBP. For current and future studies of

vitamin D supplementation it may be important to incorporate mea-

surement of free and/or bioavailable 25OHD as well as routinely

measured total serum 25OHD.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: vitamin D binding protein, bioavailable, intracrine,

metabolism, vitamin D.

WORKING GROUPS

Bone Microcracks: Imaging, Biomechanics and Clinical
Relevance

WG1.1

BONE MICROCRACKS: IMAGING, BIOMECHANICS AND

CLINICAL RELEVANCE/IMAGING

Francoise Peyrin1, Remy Gauthier2, Max Langer1, Cecile Olivier1,

Boliang Yu1, Helene Follet3, David Mitton4

1Creatis, Cnrs 5220, Inserm U1206, Univ Lyon, INSA Lyon, UCBL,
Villeurbanne/France, 2Ifsttar, Lbmc Umr T9406, Univ Lyon, UCBL,
Lyon/France, 3Lyos, Inserm U1066, Univ Lyon, UCBL, INSERM,
Lyon/France, 4Ifsttar, Lbmc Umr T9406, Univ Lyon, UCB Lyon I,
Lyon/France

Objectives: X-Ray CT imaging is a choice technique to analyze

bone tissue at different scales. X-ray CT at the microscopic scale

(µCT) has become a standard technique for the three-dimensional

(3D) investigation of bone micro-architecture. However, the three

dimensional observation of bone micro-damage remains challenging

Bone micro-damage occurs naturally in bone due to stress and strain

imposed on the tissue, and is hypothesized to be the main trigger of

bone repair. Different types of micro-cracks may develop; the most

commonly observed being linear micro-cracks, appearing as planar

defects with an opening on the order of a micrometer. The 3D

imaging of micro-damage requires a technique able to penetrate bone

tissue, to reach sub-micrometric spatial resolution with yield suffi-

cient contrast. To achieve this, 3D Synchrotron Radiation (SR) µCT is

a good candidate.

Methods: We will review the use of SR-µCT, in absorption and

phase modes, to image micro cracks, and discuss the processing of

such images to extract quantitative information. The 3D observation

and quantification of bone micro-damage in native human trabecular

bone was first demonstrated using SR-µCT at a voxel size of 1.4 µm.

SR phase µCT at higher spatial resolution was then used to image

damage after applying different types of biomechanical constraints.

Results: In an ongoing study, we aim to study damage distribution

after three-point bending test to failure, with two loading rates: quasi

static (typical of walking) and dynamic (typical of falls). Phase µCT
has the advantage to enhance the visibility of osteons at the price of a

small loss of spatial resolution. We highlight the image processing

chain to extract quantitative parameters about cracks and their envi-

ronment (canals, lacunae…) and present the first results of these

analyses.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: synchrotron imaging, 3D image analysis, imaging, bone

micro cracks, X-ray CT

WG1.2

BONE MICROCRACKS: IMAGING, BIOMECHANICS AND

CLINICAL RELEVANCE/BIOMECHANICS

Philipp J. Thurner

Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, TU Wien, Vienna/Austria
Objectives: Physiologically, bone experiences microscopic dam-

age in vivo. Since this discovery by Frost, in the last century, there

have been numerous studies about this subject. Conventionally,

microscopic damage is classified either as microcracks or diffuse

damage. Imaging modalities to detect and display microscopic
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damage range from classical histology, via confocal light micro-

scopy, electron microscopy, videography to micro-computed

tomography as well as atomic force microscopy. Depending on the

imaging modality chosen, contrasting agents may be required to

visualise microscopic damage. The classification terms, microcracks

and diffuse damage, originally relate to morphologies encountered

in histology as well as confocal light microscopy. Biomechanically,

microscopic damage is considered in different ways. On the one

hand, microscopic damage formation is beneficial allowing bone to

accumulate damage before catastrophic failure and during

stable crack propagation. Such damage is thought to enhance frac-

ture toughness of bone, helping to reduce local stresses. On the

other hand, an accumulation of damage would obviously weaken

bone and lead to catastrophic failure at some point. Further, the

crosstalk and loading history of bone might influence the amount of

crack generated when certain critical loads and loading modes are

applied. That is why microscopic damage is generally repaired in

healthy bone, either via remodelling or other, so far unknown,

processes. For the prior it is obvious that osteoporosis therapy might

impair such repair. In this context, atypical femoral fractures in

bisphosphonate-treated patients may be associated with such a sit-

uation. This suggests that the quantification of microscopic damage

in patients, in vivo, could greatly enhance fracture risk diagnosis in

the clinic. Yet, clinical detection tools are lacking to date. This talk

will be concerned with summarising the current state of the art for

imaging, biomechanical and clinical relevance of microscopic

damage as well as future opportunities arising from current

knowledge and future technology.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: microcracks, osteoporosis, diffuse damage, bone fracture

risk, bone mechanics

WG1.3

BONE MICROCRACKS: IMAGING, BIOMECHANICS AND

CLINICAL RELEVANCE/CLINICAL

Adolfo Diez Perez

Abstract not available.

Rare bone disorders

TREATMENT OF RARE BONE DISORDERS+HOW OFTEN
ARE THE FOUND AMONG COMMON OSTEOPOROSIS

Lothar Seefried

Clinical Trial Unit, Orthopedic Institute - Wuerzburg University,
Wuerzburg/Germany

Objectives: Diagnosis of rare bone disorders Treatment of rare

bone disorders Prevalence of rare bone disorders.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: rare bone disorders, bone metabolism, osteoporosis

Transgenic Animal Models of Musculoskeletal Diseases

No abstracts available.

Epigenetics

No abstracts available.

New Insights in Rheumatic Diseases and Bone

No abstracts available.

MEET THE EXPERTS

OPTIMAL REPLACEMENT WITH VITAMIN D

Terry Aspray

No abstract available.

THOUGHT YOU KNEW EVERYTHING ABOUT PCR?
VARIABILITY OF RESULTS DEPEND ON RESERVE
TRANSCRIPTION OF PCR

Stephen Bustin

No abstract available.

WHAT IS THE MECHANISM FOR
GLUCOCORTICOID-INDUCED OSTEOPOROSIS?

Lorenz Hofbauer

No abstract available.

BONE VASCULATURE

Anjali Kusumbe

No abstract available.

HOW TO MANAGE THE YOUNG PERSON WITH
OSTEOPOROSIS

Jennifer Walsh

No abstract available.

AVOIDING PITFALLS IN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF
OSTEOPOROSIS

Bo Abrahamsen

No abstract available.

BONE PHENOTYPING IN MICE

Duncan Bassett

No abstract available.

RARE BONE DISEASES

Maria Luisa Bianchi

No abstract available.

LONG-TERM TREATMENT OF OSTEOPOROSIS

Dennis Black

No abstract available.
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BONE ALTERATIONS DURING THE RESOLUTION PHASE
OF INFLAMMATION

Ellen M. Gravallese

Medicine/rheumatology, University of Massachusetts Medical School,
Worcester/MA/United States of America

Objectives: Work in my laboratory has elucidated the effects of

resolution of articular inflammation on healing of bone erosions in

animal models of rheumatoid arthritis. This lecture will discuss the

effects of inflammation on inhibiting erosion healing, the mechanisms

and pathways involved including the BMP andWnt signaling pathways

and microRNAs, and imaging modalities to quantitate erosion healing.

Methods: Through studies of human tissues using pathologic and

molecular techniques, murine models of disease and in-vitro cellular

assays, this research has helped lead to an understanding of key

pathways in bone resorption and formation in rheumatoid arthritis,

and contributed to the change in focus in the treatment of RA, with

less focus on pain and clinical inflammation, and greater focus on

disease modification. This work has also contributed to the develop-

ment of new clinical interventions.

Results: Of research studies in the laboratory, as well as those

from imaging studies and clinical trials will be discussed.

Summary & Conclusion: Resolution of inflammation promotes

healing of articular erosions, but significant resolution is required for

this to occur. New imaging modalities including musculoskeletal

ultrasound, peripheral quantitative computed tomography, MRI and

musculoskeletal ultrasound are contributing to our understanding of

residual articular inflammation in RA. Clinical trials have evaluated

healing of erosions, and some unique issues have arisen with bone-

specific agents that appear to also regulate inflammation. This creates

a complex interplay that must be fully understood before new bone-

specific agents are utilized in inflammatory conditions.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: erosion repair, healing, HR-pQCT, osteoimmunology

NAVIGATING THE PUBLISHING PROCESS AT SCIENTIFIC
JOURNALS

Randy Levinson

No abstract available.

DIFFICULT CASES IN GLUCOCORTICOID-INDUCED
OSTEOPOROSIS

Kenneth Saag

No abstract available.

Plenary Oral Presentations

PLO1

OVEREXPRESSION OF HUMAN RANKL DECREASES

SKELETAL MUSCLE FUNCTION AND ENGENDERS INSULIN

RESISTANCE

Nicolas Bonnet

Department of Internal Medicine Specialties, Service of Bone Dis-
eases, Geneva/Switzerland

Objectives: RANKL/OPG are key regulators of osteoclast. RANK

is expressed in skeletal muscle, fat and liver, therefore we hypothe-

sized that RANKL/OPG have potential effects on glucose

homeostasis.

Methods: For this purpose we used transgenic mice carrying a low

or high copy number of human RANKL (Tg5516 and Tg5519,

respectively), treated with OPG-Fc (4 mg/kg/week) or vehicle (Veh)

for 4 weeks. Muscle function was investigated by treadmill exercise,

handgrip, gene expression by RT-qPCR and glucose homeostasis by

GTT, ITT and 2-[14C] deoxyglucose injection.

Results: At 4 months of age, Tg5516 have mild alterations in bone

microstructure and did not exhibit any metabolic or glycemic phe-

notype. In contrast, Tg5519 had severe osteoporosis and lower

maximal speed and force of the limb, respectively −41% and −11% vs

WT (both p\0.05). ITT AUC was higher in Tg5519, +31% vs WT

(p\0.05) whereas GTT was normal. 2-[14C] deoxyglucose indicate

lower glucose uptake in soleus, WATi and the brain of Tg5519 (re-

spectively, −51.9%, −62.7%, −27.6% vs WT, all p\0.05). At sacrifice

Tg5519 exhibit a normal body weight and a lower gastrocnemius and

soleus mass (−29% and −57% vs WT, p\0.05). In gastrocnemius,

expression of Pparα, LPL, Myh2 and Myh1 was decrease (−19.6%,

−16.8%, −23% and −17.8% vs WT, all p\0.05). In Tg5519, OPG-Fc

decrease GTT AUC (−20.8% vs Veh, p\0.01) and normalized the

ITT AUC (464±25.1 in Veh vs 325.3±6.8 in OPG-Fc, p\0.01). In

addition, OPG-Fc increase the maximal speed and force of the limb

(+36.7% and +25.6% vs Veh, p\0.05) and normalize the gene

expression mentioned above.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, overexpression of

RANKL induces insulin-resistance with a decrease in muscle mass

and function, lipid oxidation and uptake of glucose. These effects can

be rescued by OPG-Fc. Hence RANKL could play a central role in the

concomitant development of osteoporosis, sarcopenia and diabetes,

observed in a growing proportion of the population.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: RANKL, skeletal muscle, insulin resistance, OPG-Fc

PLO2

EFFECT OF DENOSUMAB COMPARED WITH RISEDRONATE

IN GLUCOCORTICOID-TREATED INDIVIDUALS: RESULTS

FROM THE 12-MONTH PRIMARY ANALYSIS OF A

RANDOMIZED, DOUBLE-BLIND, DOUBLE-DUMMY, ACTIVE-

CONTROLLED STUDY

Kenneth Saag1, Rachel B. Wagman2, Piet Geusens3, Jonathan

Adachi4, Osvaldo Messina5, Ron Emkey6, Roland Chapurlat7, Nadia

S. Daizadeh2, Nicola Pannacciulli2, Willem Lems8

1Department of Medicine, University of Alabama, Birmingham/AL/
United States of America, 2Research and Development, Amgen Inc.,
Thousand Oaks/CA/United States of America, 3Department of Internal
Medicine, Maastricht University, Maastricht/Netherlands, 4Depart-
ment of Medicine, McMaster University, Hamilton/ON/Canada,
5Department of Rheumatology, Cosme Argerich Hospital, Beunos
Aires/Argentina, 6Clinical Research, Emkey Arthritis & Osteoporosis
Clinic, Wyomissing/PA/United States of America, 7Bone and Chronic
Diseases, INSERM UMR, Lyon/France, 8Department of Rheumatol-
ogy, VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam/Netherlands

Objectives: Glucocorticoid (GC)-induced osteoporosis (GIOP)

remains the most common secondary cause of osteoporosis and is

characterized by increased RANKL. This study assessed the safety

and efficacy of denosumab—a monoclonal antibody to RANKL—

compared with risedronate in GC-treated individuals.

Methods: This was a phase 3, randomized, double-blind, double-

dummy, active-controlled study. Eligible subjects were women and

men ≥18 years, receiving GC (≥7.5 mg daily prednisone or equiva-

lent) for ≥3 months (GC-continuing) or\3 months (GC-initiating).

Subjects\50 years were required to have a history of osteoporotic

fracture. GC-continuing subjects ≥50 years were required to have a

lumbar spine (LS), total hip (TH), or femoral neck bone mineral

density (BMD) T-score ≤–2.0, or ≤–1.0 with a history of fracture.

Subjects were randomized 1:1 to SC denosumab 60 mg Q6M or oral
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risedronate 5 mg daily for 24 months. Subjects received daily calcium

(≥1000 mg) and vitamin D (≥800 IU). The primary objective assessed

denosumab non-inferiority to risedronate (percentage change from

baseline in LS BMD at 12 months) in GC-continuing and GC-initi-

ating subpopulations separately. Secondary objectives assessed

denosumab superiority over risedronate (percentage change from

baseline in LS and TH BMD at 12 months). The study remains

blinded and is ongoing.

Results: The study enrolled 795 subjects (505 GC-continuing and

290 GC-initiating). Baseline characteristics were balanced between

treatment groups. Denosumab non-inferiority and superiority were

demonstrated for GC-continuing and GC-initiating subpopulations,

with significantly greater gains in LS and TH BMD compared with

risedronate (Table). Adverse events (AEs), serious AEs (including

infection), and fracture were similar between treatment groups and

consistent with the known denosumab safety profile.

Summary & Conclusion: Denosumab increased spine and hip

BMD significantly more than risedronate at 12 months. The overall

safety profile was similar between treatment groups. Denosumab has

the potential to become another treatment option for patients on GC at

risk for fracture.

Disclosure: Kenneth Saag (presenter) has served as a consultant for

Amgen, Merck, and Radius.

Keywords: glucocorticoid, GiOP, denosumab, osteoporosis

PLO3

REGULATION OF BREAST CANCER TUMORIGENESIS,

METASTASIS AND OSTEOLYSIS BY IKKε

Ryan T. Bishop, Silvia Marino, Penelope Ottewell, Aymen Idris

Oncology and Metabolism, University of Sheffield, Sheffield/United
Kingdom

Objectives: The NFκB pathway plays an important role in

inflammation and bone remodelling. IκB kinase subunit epsilon

(IKKε), a key component of the NFκB signalling pathway, has

recently been identified as a breast cancer oncogene but its role in the

regulation of breast cancer metastases remains unknown.

Methods: Here, we tested the effects of pharmacological inhibition

and knockdown/over-expression of IKKε on mammary and skeletal

tumour growth, metastases and osteolysis in preclinical models of

breast cancer.

Results: IKKε is highly expressed in various human and mouse

breast cancer cell-lines and its stable knockdown in MDA-MB-231

cells (87%, p≤0.001) or pharmacological inhibition with the IKKε/
TBK-1 inhibitor, Amlexanox (10 µM), suppressed cell migration

(49%, p≤0.001), invasion (39%, p≤0.001) and viability (25%, p≤
0.05), whereas its overexpression was stimulatory (migration 19%;

viability 33%, p\0.05). Moreover, Amlexanox (100 µM) signifi-

cantly enhanced the anti-tumour effect of a panel of chemotherapeutic

agents including Docetaxel by up to 38% (p\0.01). In bone marrow

cell culture, conditioned medium (10%v/v) from naive MDA-MB-231

cells enhanced RANKL-stimulated osteoclast formation (114%, p\
0.001), and this was abolished in cultures treated with Amlexanox

(3 µM, p\0.001) or exposed to conditioned medium from IKKε
deficient MDA-MB-231 cells (p\0.001). In vivo, administration of

Amlexanox (35 mg/kg/day) in immuno-competent mice inoculated

with mouse 4T1 cells reduced mammary (25.3%, p\0.005) and

skeletal tumour burden (70%, p\0.01) and protected against osteol-

ysis (BV/TV, 69%; trabecular thickness, 51%; connectivity density,

120%; p\0.01). Combined administration of Amlexanox (35 mg/

kg/day) and Docetaxel (15 mg/kg/week) in mice reduced mammary

tumour growth (59.7%, p\0.001), improved survival (1.82 fold, p\
0.005) and reduced incidence of metastases to bone, brain and spleen

(p\0.05), when compared to vehicle or individual treatments.

Summary & Conclusion: Collectively, our findings suggest that,

due to the combined anti-tumour and anti-resorptive effects, IKKε
inhibitors, alone and in combination with chemotherapeutic agents,

show promise for the treatment of both skeletal and non-skeletal

complications associated with advanced breast cancer.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: NFkappaB, breast cancer, IKK, combination treatment
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OB1.1

NEW INSIGHTS INTO THE CLCN7-DEPENDENT AUTOSOMAL

DOMINANT OSTEOPETROSIS TYPE 2 (ADO2): A SYSTEMIC

DISEASE

Antonio Maurizi, Mattia Capulli, Rajvi Patel, Nadia Rucci,

Anna Teti

Department of Biotechnological and Applied Clinical Sciences,
University of L’Aquila, L’Aquila/Italy

Objectives: ADO2 is a genetic bone disease induced by dominant

negative mutations of the proton/chloride antiporter ClC7 encoded by

the CLCN7 gene. In osteoclasts, ClC7 is crucial for lysosome func-

tion and resorption lacuna acidification. However, Clcn7 is expressed

in several cell types in various organs, including brain, lungs, kidneys

and spleen. Therefore, we asked whether Clcn7 mutations could

affect other tissues beyond the bone.

Methods: A mouse model of ADO2, carrying the heterozygous

Clcn7G213R mutation, was subjected to in-depth phenotyping.

Results: ADO2 mice exhibited 1.4 fold increased anxiety (p\0.05)

and depression (p\0.01) and their related enzymesGlo1 andGad1were

more expressed in ADO2 brains (+1.77 and +1.23fold respectively; p\
0.05). Increased β-amyloid accumulation was found in hippocampus

(+3.64fold), thalamus (+4.6fold) and amygdala (+2.28fold; p\0.05).

Cryosections of ADO2 hippocampus, as well as cultured ADO2 neu-

rons, showed enlarged γ-adaptin-positive areas (+2.5fold; p\0.02),

suggesting alterations of Golgi-related clathrin-coated vesicular traf-

ficking. Immunohistochemistry showed ClC7 expression in kidney

tubular cells, lung bronchiolar epithelium and alveolar and spleen

macrophages. Masson’s trichrome staining revealed perivascular

fibrosis inADO2 kidneys (+4.4fold; p\0.0001).Moderate perivascular

fibrosis was also observed in lungs (+1.5fold; p\0.001), which in

homozygous Clcn7G213R mice was more pronounced and associated

with severe atelectasis and airway closure. Interestingly, perivascular

fibrosis was confirmed inmuscle, a tissue that does not express ClC7 but

that it is often damaged in ADO2 patients. ADO2 spleens did not show

fibrosis but had elevated number of megakaryocytes (+1.4fold; p=

0.03), sign of an enhanced ectopic haematopoiesis.

Summary & Conclusion: Our study demonstrates that ADO2 is not

only a bone disease, but it affects several organs at multiple cellular

levels. It exemplifies the complexity of this pathology and the need to

develop a targeted therapy with a systemic effect. In fact, the

perivascular fibrosis was rescued, along with the bone phenotype, by

systemic administration of an effective Clcn7G213R-specific siRNA.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteopetrosis, rare genetic disease, fibrosis, behavioral

test, ADO2
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OB1.2

TOWARDS PRECLINICAL DEVELOPMENT OF SIRNA-BASED

THERAPY OF CLCN7-DEPENDENT AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT

OSTEOPETROSIS TYPE2 (ADO2)

Antonio Maurizi1, Mattia Capulli1, Rajvi Patel1, Nadia Rucci1, Anna

Teti2

1Department of Biotechnological and Applied Clinical Sciences,
University of L’Aquila, L’Aquila/Italy, 2Dept. of Biotechnological and
Applied Clinical Sciences, University of L’Aquila, L’Aquila/Italy

Objectives: Heterozygous dominant negative mutations of the

CLCN7 gene, encoding for the ClC7 antiporter, induce ADO2, a rare

bone disease characterized by low osteoclast activity, dense non-re-

modelled bones, multiple fractures, osteomyelitis, haematological

deficiency and sensorial impairments. ADO2 is treated only pallia-

tively, therefore there is an unmet medical need to develop a targeted

therapy to cure patients.

Methods: We designed specific siRNAs recognising CLCN7 sin-

gle-nucleotide changes, proven effective and specific in silencing the

mutant, but not the normal, CLCN7. To progress towards preclinical

development essential for EMA/FDA approval of phase I/II clinical

trials, we secured the intellectual property by patent application PCT/

IB2015/053730 and performed a systematic study to obtain evidence

of efficacy, specificity and safety in Clcn7G213R/WT ADO2 mice.

Results: Pilot studies set the best posology at 4 mg/Kg siRNA,

three times a week, by i.p. infusion. MicroCT analysis showed that

treatments of pre-pubertal, 10 day-old, mice, induced improvement of

trabecular bone morphometric variables in 2 weeks (BV/TV,-19%;Tb.

N,-14%; p\0.05 Tb.Sp,+1.1fold; p=n.s vs SCRsiRNA) and rescued

the bone phenotype in 4 weeks (BV/TV,-21%;Tb.N,-19%;Tb.Sp,

+1.2fold; OcN/BS,-32%; p\0.05 vs SCRsiRNA). Treatments of

adult, 3 month-old, mice triggered an improvement of the bone

phenotype in 4 weeks (BV/TV,-14%;Tb.N,-32%;Tb.Sp,+1.5fold;

OcN/BS-38%; p\0.05 vs SCRsiRNA) and its full rescue in 12 weeks

(BV/TV,-50%;Tb.N,-52%;Tb.Sp,+2fold; p\0.001 vs SCRsiRNA).

Histopathology and serum biomarkers of organ damage revealed no

adverse effects. Furthermore, the treatment failed to increase the pro-

inflammatory cytokines, IL-1β and IL-6 (p[0.2), and to downregulate

the related Clcn3 and Clcn5 transcripts (p[0.5). The treatment res-

cued the perivascular fibrosis in visceral organs (−78%; p=0.02)

alongside ClC7 mislocalization and lysosomal pH in ADO2 cells.

Finally, siRNA efficacy could be monitored by CTX, TRAcP and

CTX/TRAcP ratio (+1.8fold; p=0.0002 vs SCRsiRNA) in sera, and

by downregulation of Clcn7G213R transcript in PBMCs (−50%; p=

0.05) of live ADO2 mice.

Summary & Conclusion: These results have immense translational

impact and open the door for regulatory toxicity studies to progress

the therapy towards clinical development.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteopetrosis, CLCN7, siRNAs, ADO therapy

OB1.3

GENETIC MODULATION OF AUTOPHAGY ALTERS

OSTEOGENESIS IMPERFECTA SEVERITY IN MICE WITH

GLY610 TO CYS SUBSTITUTION IN THE TRIPLE HELICAL

REGION OF THE α2(I) COLLAGEN CHAIN

Elena Makareeva, Shakib Omari, Anna Roberts-Pilgrim,

Ed Mertz, Laura Gorrell, Lynn Mirigian, Sergey Leikin

National Institutes of Child Health and Human Development, National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda/MD/United States of America

Objectives: Glycine substitutions in the triple helix of type I

collagen are the most common mutations resulting in severe forms of

osteogenesis imperfecta (OI). The G610C mouse (MGI:3711122)

with a Gly610 to Cys substitution in the α2(I) chain produces mod-

erately severe OI in heterozygous (het) and lethal OI in homozygous

animals. In previous studies, we found that G610C osteoblast mal-

function caused by accumulation of misfolded procollagen inside the

cell is a major factor in bone pathology and that cells degrade mis-

folded procollagen by autophagy. Here, we assess how autophagy

modulation by genetic tools affects bone phenotype.

Methods: To modulate autophagy, we crossed G610C with

Atg5flox/flox (MGI:3663625) mice and then generated G610C; Atg5-
flox/flox; osteocalcin-Cre animals by breeding with osteocalcin-Cre

mice (MGI:2446069).

Results: Even without introducing Cre recombinase, we found

Atg5 mRNA and protein expression to be 2–5 times lower in all tested

tissues of Atg5flox/flox compared to Atg5+/+ animals (p\0.05). Lower

expression of the Atg5 protein, which is required for autophagosome

membrane formation, significantly increased the frequency and

severity of skeletal deformities in newborn G610C-het pups and

reduced survival of the pups by 30–50% without affecting their wild

type littermates. Skeletal staining of newborn pups revealed under-

mineralization of calvaria, in-utero rib fractures, severe rib and

scapula deformities, and long bones deformities and fractures. The

conditional knockout of Atg5 in osteoblasts had no significant addi-

tional effect on G610C-het pup survival or relative growth curve. Yet,

it further increased the frequency and severity of the skeletal defor-

mities and bone fractures in newborns and affected bone development

and maintenance in mice up to 4 months age.

Summary & Conclusion: Combined with our other observations,

this study suggests that autophagy of misfolded procollagen plays an

important role in OI bone pathology. It might be responsible for

variable severity of the same mutation in different individuals and be

targeted for therapeutic intervention.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone, collagen, osteogenesis imperfecta, autophagy

OB1.4

QUANTITATIVE 3D-MORPHOMETRY OF VERTEBRA

REVEALS SEVERE PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN AN

OSTEOGENESIS IMPERFECTA ZEBRAFISH MODEL

CARRYING A COLLAGEN TYPE I GLYCINE SUBSTITUTION

Imke A.K. Fiedler1, Petar Milovanovic1, Roberta Gioia2, Francecsa

Tonelli2, Katharina Jähn1, Antonella Forlino2,

Björn Busse1

1Department of Osteology and Biomechanics, University Medical
Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg/Germany, 2Department of
Molecular Medicine, Biochemistry Unit, University of Pavia, Pavia/
Italy

Objectives: The zebrafish (Danio rerio) is an increasingly utilized

animal model for skeletal diseases. The Chihuahua (chi/+) zebrafish

carrying a Gly574SAsp substitution in the α1 chain of collagen type I

resembles the severe skeletal phenotype of human osteogenesis

imperfecta (OI), an incurable condition leading to brittle bones and

extreme fracture risk. Radiographs of chi/+ mutants revealed skeletal

deformations and fractures. Bone structure quantification is needed

both to validate chi/+ as an OI model and to facilitate the evaluation

of novel pharmaceutical treatments. Using high-resolution micro-CT,

this study aims to quantify bone morphological differences between

chi/+ and wild type (WT) zebrafish.

Methods: Six adult chi/+ and six WT zebrafish were scanned using

micro-CT (Skyscan 1272, Bruker) at 5 µm resolution. Precaudal

vertebrae were chosen as volume of interest (n=12 per group). 2D and

3D histomorphometric parameters were determined including verte-

bral height (VH), mean cross-sectional bone area (B.Ar), mean
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cortical thickness (Ct.Th), mean polar moment of inertia (MMIp), and

bone volume (BV).

Results: WT vertebrae presented a double-cone geometry with a

bone cortex and an unmineralized core. In contrast, cores of chi/+

vertebrae contained densely mineralized tissue similar to the cortex,

which was subtracted for histomorphometric analysis. Chi/+ vertebral

bodies presented significantly smaller size and thinner cortical shell

(p≤0.001 for all parameters, independent t-test).

WT chi/+

BV [mm] 0.0086±0.0015 0.0034±0.0008

VH [µm] 488±52 288±44

B.Ar [mm] 0.0177±0.0016 0.0120±0.0013

Ct.Th [µm] 17.2±0.8 13.5±0.9

MMIp [mm4] 0.00024±0.00005 0.00009±0.00002

Summary & Conclusion: By revealing and quantifying abnor-

malities in the geometry of vertebral bodies from chi/+ mutants, this

study presents new structural and compositional data highlighting the

pathological changes associated with OI in a fish model. Combined

with future histological, structural and mechanical characterization of

WT and OI zebrafish bone, these parameters will be of great impor-

tance to evaluate the success of novel treatment approaches.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: histomorphometry, osteogenesis imperfecta, bone quality,

collagen type I mutation, micro-CT

OB1.5

BONE LOSS IN GENETIC HFE-HEMOCHROMATOSIS IS

DRIVEN BY THE ACTIONS OF HFE IN THE OSTEOBLASTS

AND NOT BY THE EXCESS OF IRON

Maja Vujic Spasic

Institute of Comparative Molecular Endocrinology, Ulm University,
Ulm/Germany

Objectives: Acquired and inherited iron overload disorders consti-

tute an increasing public health problemworldwide. Themost prevalent

hereditary hemochromatosis (HH) disorder is caused by mutations in

the HFE gene resulting in excessive iron absorption from the diet and

iron deposition in tissues causing multiple organ damage and failure.

Clinical data have raised a considerable attention to the correlation

between massive iron overload in HH and the development of osteo-

porosis, however the exact mechanism leading to bone loss in HFE-HH

is unknown. The aim of our studywas to unveil the cause of bone loss in

Hfe-HH. More precisely, we questioned whether iron overload or

selective actions of Hfe in bone cells contribute HH osteoporosis.

Methods: To address the contribution of iron to bone loss, we

compared bone status betweenmicewith constitutive (Hfe-/-) and liver-

Hfe deficiency, since these two models present similar systemic iron

levels. Furthermore, the consequence of the lack of Hfe in osteoblasts

was evaluated in constitutive and osteoblast-deficient Hfe mice.

Results: We show that Hfe-/- mice develop osteoporosis with low

bone mass and alteration of the microarchitecture in regard to control

mice (BV/TV values: 21.29+2.15 vs 12.96+3.03; p\0.0013,

respectively), contrasting the observations in liver-specific Hfe mice.

These data imply that iron is not the central contributor in the

development of osteoporosis in Hfe-HH. Furthermore, we show that

lack of Hfe in osteoblasts derived from constitutive and osteoblast-

deficient Hfe mice greatly decreased alkaline phosphatase activity and

the expression of several osteoblast-markers. The observed effect

could be reverted by over-expressing Hfe in these cells. By contrast,

the lack of Hfe in osteoclasts did not affect their functions excluding

the contribution of Hfe in these cells to bone loss.

Summary & Conclusion: Our data highlight a previously unrec-

ognized action of Hfe in bone metabolism required for the osteoblast

differentiation and bone integrity.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, osteoblasts, osteoclasts, iron overload,

HFE-hemochromatosis

OB1.6

HIGH BONE TURNOVER IN MICE CARRYING A

PATHOGENIC NOTCH2-MUTATION CAUSING HAJDU-

CHENEY SYNDROME

Timur A. Yorgan, Nele Vollersen, Stephanie Peters,

Michael Amling, Thorsten Schinke

Osteology and Biomechanics, University Medical Center Hamburg-
Eppendorf, Hamburg/Germany

Objectives: Truncating mutations in the gene NOTCH2 have been

linked to the Hajdu-Cheney syndrome (HCS), a rare disorder with

severe skeletal symptoms. The aim of this study was to investigate the

role of Notch2 in bone metabolism in order to identify possible

treatment options for patients suffering from HCS.

Methods: We generated a knock-in mouse model harboring a

pathogenic mutation in the Notch2 gene (6272delT). These mice were

initially characterized by µCT and histomorphometric analysis before

ex vivo assays and unbiased approaches such as RNA-seq were uti-

lized to elucidate the underlying mechanism. Finally the effectiveness

of an alendronate treatment was investigated.

Results: Notch2+/HCS mice reflected the human disorder by dis-

playing a severe osteopenic phenotype with a marked decrease of

trabecular bone volume at 12, 24 and 52 weeks of age. In depth analysis

revealed a severely increased bone turnover as the underlying cause,

since an increased number of osteoclasts and osteoblasts as well as an

accelerated bone formation rate could be observed. Further investiga-

tions suggested alterations of the mesenchymal stem cell pool and

increased Il6 and Rankl production as a potential mechanism. In line

with the observed high turnover, 6 weeks of treatment with alendronate

until themice reached the age of 24weeks led to amarked improvement

of the phenotype by increasing the trabecular bone mass to wildtype

levels and additionally normalizing the bone formation rate.

Summary & Conclusion: The generation of a mouse model of the

Hajdu-Cheney-syndrome has given valuable insights into the role of

Notch2 in bone metabolism. Treatment of this mouse model with

alendronate has demonstrated that anti-resorptive therapy is a viable

option for HCS-patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: Hajdu-Cheney syndrome, Notch signaling, mouse mod-

els, high turnover

Oral presentations Basic Science: Cancer and Bone

OB2.1

BIDIRECTIONAL REGULATION OF OSTEOSARCOMA

ASSOCIATED BONE FORMATION BY EXOGENOUS AND

TUMOUR-DERIVED SEMA3A

Daniëlle De Ridder1, Silvia Marino1, Nathalie Renema2,

Chantal Chenu3, Dominique Heymann4, Aymen Idris1

1Oncology and Metabolism, University of Sheffield, Sheffield/United
Kingdom, 2Inserm, Umr957, Equipe Ligue Contre Le Cancer 2012,
University of Nantes, Nantes/France, 3Department of Comparative
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Biomedical Sciences, Royal Veterinary College, London/United
Kingdom, 4Oncology and Metabolism, Inserm, Sarcoma Research
Unit, University of Sheffield, Medical School, Sheffield/United
Kingdom

Objectives: Semaphorin 3 A (Sema3A), a secreted member of the

Semaphorin family, is implicated in cancer cell motility and plays an

important role in osteoblast differentiation and bone formation, but its

function in osteosarcoma has not been investigated.

Methods: Here, we examined whether Sema3A is functionally

important for human osteosarcoma cell behaviour in vitro and skeletal

tumour burden and osteolysis in vivo.

Results: We show that stable overexpression of Sema3A (Se-

ma3AOE, 2.5 fold increase p\0.05) in the highly metastatic human

osteosarcoma cells KHOS or treatment with human recombinant

Sema3A (300 ng/ml) significantly suppressed migration (up to 24%,

p\0.05) and invasion (up to 77%, p\0.01). Sema3A (300 ng/ml)

inhibited osteoclast formation induced by RANKL (38%), human

Saos-2 (48%), MNNG/HOS (51%) and KHOS (48%) in bone marrow

cell cultures (p\0.01). Similarly, conditioned medium from Sema3A

overexpressing KHOS cells significantly reduced RANKL-induced

osteoclast formation (47%, p\0.01), suggesting the anti-osteoclastic

effects of tumour-derived Sema3A. Mechanistic studies in Sema3A

overexpressing KHOS cells showed that these effects were associated

with GSK-3β phosphorylation, increased β-catenin expression and

reduced level of NFkB. In vivo, administration of Sema3A (0.7 mg/

kg) in mice inoculated with human KHOS cells had no effects on

tumour growth but it significantly increased trabecular BV/TV (fe-

mur, 71% and tibia, 38%, p\0.01) in the tumour-free leg.

Unexpectedly, mice inoculated with Sema3A overexpressing KHOS

cells showed a significant reduction in the formation of cancerous

ectopic bone (44%, p\0.01), whereas tumour growth remained

unchanged. Histological analysis of bones from these experiments is

in progress.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, our studies suggest that

both exogenous and tumour-derived Sema3A inhibit metastatic

osteosarcoma cell motility, proliferation and their ability to enhance

osteoclastogenesis in vitro and reduces the formation of cancerous

ectopic bone in vivo. Further in vivo examination of the effects of

Sema3A in combination with conventional chemotherapeutic and

anti-resorptive agents on models of osteosarcoma metastasis is

ongoing.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: β-catenin, semaphorin3A, bone, NF-kappaB,

osteosarcoma

OB2.2

THE CONTROL OF OSTEOSARCOMA BY RSK2

INHIBITION-INDUCED POLYPLOIDY

Lena Böttcher1, Julia Luther1, Magdalena Weingartner2,

Michael Amling1, Jean-Pierre David1

1Institute For Osteology and Biomechanics (iobm), University Medical
Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg/Germany, 2Molecular Plant
Physiology, University Hamburg, Hamburg/Germany

Objectives: The ribosomal S6 kinase 2 (Rsk2) is essential for

cFos-induce osteosarcoma in mouse. However the mechanism by

which Rsk2 controls the tumor and whether Rsk inhibitors could be

used for treatment is unknown.

Methods: We analyzed the effects of genetic inactivation of Rsk2

or of its pharmacologic inhibition by Bi-D1870 on cell growth and

cell cycle profiles of cells isolated from osteosarcomas developing in

cFos transgenic mice (FosTg) or on p53-deficient mouse mesenchy-

mal cells. The inhibitor effects on human osteosarcomas expressing or

lacking p53 were investigated.

Results: Cells isolated from bones or tumors of FosTg mice have a

growth advantage when compared to wild-type cells. Rsk2 genetic

inactivation or adding increasing dose of Bi-D1870 abolished this

advantage. Morphologically, adding the inhibitor to the tumoral cells

induced a 10 time increased proportion of polynucleated cells. FACs

analysis demonstrated that almost all Bi-D1870-treated cells became

at least tetraploid. Increased proportion of polynucleated cells were

also observed in cells isolated from the residual tumors of the FosTg

mice lacking Rsk2, again, a majority of these cells were tetraploid.

The growth advantage conferred by deleting p53 in the osteoblastic

lineage was abolished by genetic inactivation of Rsk2 or by the

inhibitor that also induced tetraploidy. Finally, the inhibitor similarly

affected U2Os or SaoS human osteosarcomas cells that express or not

p53. Immunofluorescence microscopy revealed disorganized mitotic

figures and e incomplete cytokinesis in cFosTg cells lacking Rsk2.

Finally, Affymetrix gene expression profiling of tumors isolated from

cFosTg demonstrated an increased expression of mitotic genes in the

absence of Rsk2 suggesting a block in the mitotic phase of the cell

cycle.

Summary & Conclusion: Rsk2 inactivation induces a p53-inde-

pendent mitotic defect leading to polyploidy and mitotic catastrophe

thereby inhibiting the growth of osteosarcomas cells, suggesting that

Rsk inhibitors are promising drugs for the treatment of human

osteosarcomas.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteosarcoma, cFos, ribosomal S6 kinase (RSK) 2,

mitotic catastrophe, cell cycle

OB2.3

OSTEOSARCOMA DEVELOPMENT BY NON-CANONICAL

WNT SIGNALLING

Kazuhiko Matsuoka1, Latifa Bakiri2, Özge Uluçkan1,
Erwin F. Wagner1

1Genes, Development and Disease Group, Cancer Cell Biology,
CNIO: Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Oncológicas, Madrid/
Spain, 2Genes, Development and Disease Group, Cancer Cell Biology,
Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Oncológicas, Madrid/Spain

Objectives: Osteosarcoma (OS) is the most frequent primary

malignant bone tumor. The objective is to determine the function of

Wnt signalling in OS development using genetically-engineered

mouse models (GEMMs).

Methods: H2k-c-fos-LTR (FosTg) mice over-expressing Fos/AP-1

are a powerful GEMM for OS as previously reported. FosTg mice

were crossed with TCF/LEF-H2BGFP mice to visualize cells with

active Wnt/β-catenin (canonical) signalling (GFP-OS mice). The

GFP-positive population was analyzed by FACS and immunofluo-

rescence (n=2). An inducible bone-specific Wntless (Wls) loss-of-

function OS model (WlsΔOB-OS mice) was generated by combining

wls floxed, Osx-Cre and FosTg mice. Tumors were monitored longi-

tudinally by micro-CT (n=8). The expression of osteocalcin (Ocn)

and sclerostin were detected by immunohistochemistry (n=2). Gene

expression was analyzed by quantitative RT-PCR (n=5).

Results: While very rare GFP-positive cells were observed in the

tissues surrounding the bone tumors, no GFP-positive cells were

detected in tumors from GFP-OS mice. Consistently, the expression

of the canonical Wnt targets, axin2 and tnfrsf11b, was unchanged in

GFP-OS or FosTg bones. However, the non-canonical Wnt ligands

Wnt7b and Wnt9a were increased 8 and fourfold. Furthermore,

canonical Wnt, Wnt3a treatment suppressed FosTg OS cell prolifer-

ation in vitro. On the other hand, tumor number was decreased by

50% in WlsΔOB-OS mice compared to WlsWT-OS mice, with no

obvious effect on tumor size. The majority of OSs developing in

WlsWT-OS mice appeared osteoblastic and expressed Ocn and
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sclerostin, while fibroblastic OSs were observed in tumors from

WlsΔOB-OS mice.

Summary & Conclusion: OS cells with active canonical Wnt

signaling are not a feature of FosTg-OS, while increased Wnt7b and

Wnt9a, which are important for bone and cartilage development,

suggest that non-canonical Wnt signalling is activated. Genetic

inhibition of Wnt ligand secretion led to changes in tumor burden and

OS histology, indicating that non-canonical Wnt signaling is likely

important for OS development.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: non-canonical Wnt pathway, c-Fos, AP-1 factor,

osteosarcoma, Wnt
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KNOCK-DOWN OF THE VITAMIN D RECEPTOR IN HUMAN

BREAST CANCER CELLS INCREASES METASTATIC

POTENTIAL TO BONE THROUGH ENHANCED EPITHELIAL

TO MESENCHYMAL TRANSITION

Konstantin Horas1, Yu Zheng1, Colette Fong-Yee1,

Nancy Mourad2, Michelle Mcdonald2, Peter Croucher3,

Hong Zhou1, Markus Seibel1

1Bone Research Program, ANZAC Research Institute, Concord/NSW/
Australia, 2Bone Biology, Garvan Inst of Medical Research, Dar-
linghurst/NSW/Australia, 3Bone Biology, Garvan Inst for Medical
Research, Darlinghurst/NSW/Australia

Objectives: Vitamin D deficiency promotes breast cancer growth

in bone, mostly through changes in the bone microenvironment. Here

we aimed to further define the role of the vitamin D receptor (VDR) in

systemic breast cancer spread to bone.

Methods: Following knock-down of VDR expression in the

human breast cancer cell line, MDA-MB-231 (MDAVDR-/-), and

subsequent luciferase gene transfection, MDAVDR-/- and non-target

(NT) control cells were injected intracardially into nude mice (n=

73). Cancer cell spread and skeletal tumour growth were monitored

by sequential in vivo bioluminescent and high-resolution X-ray

imaging for 30days. Cancer cells in the bone marrow were isolated/

quantified via FACS, and visualized/counted by immunohisto-

chemistry 3, 7, 14 & 21 days post-injection. VDR, E-cadherin, ß-

catenin and vimentin expression was analysed in vitro and in vivo.

In a translational approach, VDR, CYP24A1, E-cadherin and ß-

catenin expression were measured in clinical breast cancer speci-

mens (n=170) and correlated with tumour characteristics and

disease progression over 5 years.

Results: Compared to NT-controls, MDAVDR−/− cells demon-

strated increased cell migration and cell invasion in vitro, associated

with significantly reduced β-catenin and E-cadherin protein expres-

sion in MDAVDR−/− c/t NT cells. Following intracardiac injection,

tumor cells were detected as early as day 3 in MDAVDR−/− injected

mice. From day 7 onwards, the number and size of skeletal tumor

colonies was significantly greater in MDAVDR−/− c/t NT injected

mice. Tumours derived from MDAVDR−/− cells showed significantly

reduced E-cadherin and ß-catenin protein expression, while vimentin

protein expression was increased c/t NT-derived lesions. Analysis of

human breast cancer specimens confirmed a strong association

between VDR expression, tumour grade and patient prognosis. Thus,

CYP24, β-catenin and E-cadherin protein expression were positively

associated with VDR expression.

Summary & Conclusion: Silencing the VDR in human breast

cancer promotes systemic spread and skeletal tumour burden through

enhanced epithelial to mesenchymal transition.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: breast cancer, bone metastasis, vitamin D receptor
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THE KEY ROLE OF NOTCH2 IN BREAST CANCER CELL

DORMANCY IN BONE MARROW

Mattia Capulli, Dayana Hristova, Zoe Valbret, Ronak Arjai, Antonio

Maurizi, Alfredo Cappariello, Nadia Rucci, Anna Teti

Dept. of Biotechnological and Applied Clinical Sciences, University of
L’Aquila, L’Aquila/Italy
Objectives: Tumour recurrence after 5 years of disease-free survival

affects[20% of breast cancer (BrCa) patients, and is the clinical

manifestation of tumour dormancy. We hypothesized that dormancy of

BrCa-cells occurs in bone marrow and shares mechanisms of quies-

cence with the Long-Term Haematopoietic Stem Cells (LT-HSC).

Methods: We performed in vitro and in vivo assays using MDA-

MB231 and 4T1 cells, and athymic mice after 1 month of presumed

tumour dormancy.

Results: In vivo competition assays in mice showed that the

engraftment of LT-HSC declined with the increase of BrCa-cells (p=

0.037;R=0.28). BrCa-cells injected in tibias of athymic mice progres-

sively reached the endosteal surface (p=0.02), localizing close to

N-cadherinhigh osteoblasts (SNO), and remaining non-proliferating

(Ki67-negative) for the timeframe of 1 month. Sorted SNOs, but not

SNO-depleted osteoblasts (NON-SNO), impaired the proliferation of

human-MDA-MB231andmouse-4T1BrCa-cells (−91%vs.NON-SNO;

p\0.02).We screened LT-HSC and BrCa-cells for the Notch family and

identified Notch2 as a candidate pathway of quiescence shared by both

cell types. Notch2 expression was higher in BrCa-cells attached to SNO

(+2.8fold; p=0.013), and the Notch2 ligand, Jag1, was overexpressed by

SNO vs NON-SNO (+3.5fold; p\0.001). In vivo, single Notch2high,

N-cadherinhigh, Ki67negative BrCa-cells were close to SNOs. Expression

of LT-HSC markers of stemness (SCA-1, CXCR4, cKit) and binding to

SNO (Tie2) were higher in sorted Notch2high than Notch2low BrCa-cells

(+5.37;+1.34;+123 and +2.6fold, respectively; p\0.001). Notch2-

specific siRNA and the γ-secretase inhibitor, dibenzazepine, increased

cell proliferation of BrCa-cells on SNO (+1.83fold; p=0.04 and +1.75-

fold; p=0.03), achieving the proliferation rate of BrCa-cells attached to

NON-SNO.A single injection of 4.8mg/kg dibenzazepine inmousewith

BrCa-dormancy increased2months later themeandistance ofBrCa-cells

from the endosteal surface (+2.1fold; p=0.0002) and amplified liver

metastases (+2.5fold; p=0.04), while inflammation induced by LPS

administration was unremarkable.

Summary & Conclusion: BrCa-cells share with LT-HSCs features

associated with stemness and dormancy, with a critical role played in

this context by Notch2.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: endosteal niche, n-cadherin, dormancy, breast cancer,

notch
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LONGITUDINAL EVALUATION OF DASATANIB TREATMENT

EFFICACY IN INHIBITING SKELETAL LESIONS IN MICE

USING TIME-LAPSE MICRO-COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY
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4Section Biomedical Imaging, Department of Radiology and Neurol-
ogy, University Hospital Schleswig–Holstein, Campus Kiel/Germany,
5Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, University Hospital
Schleswig–Holstein, Campus Kiel/Germany, 6Department of Gyne-
cology and Obstetrics, University Hospital Schleswig–Holstein,
Campus Kiel/Germany, 7Gynecology and Obstetrics, University
Hospital Schleswig–Holstein, Campus Kiel/Germany, 8Section For
Molecular Oncology, Institute of Experimental Tumor Research,
University Medical Center Schleswig–Holstein (UKSH), Campus Kiel/
Germany, 9Department of Gynaecology, University Hospital Sch-
leswig–Holstein, Kiel, Germany, Campus Kiel/Germany,
10Gynecology & Obstetrics, University Hospital Schleswig–Holstein,
Campus Kiel/Germany, 11Section Biomedical Imaging, Department of
Radiology and Neurology, University Hospital Schleswig Holstein,
Campus Kiel/Germany, 12Section Biomedical Imaging, Department of
Radiology and Neuroradiology, University Hospital Schleswig–Hol-
stein, Campus Kiel/Germany

Objectives: The development of breast cancer lytic bone metas-

tases is promoted by cellular processes mediated by src-tyrosine

kinase which lead to increased osteoclast activity, osteoblast inhibi-

tion and tumor cell proliferation. We determined whether Dasatanib, a

clinically approved src-tyrosine kinase inhibitor, had an osteopro-

tective effect in a mouse model of breast cancer bone metastases

using micro-computed tomography (µCT) in a longitudinal setup.

Methods: µCT scans (VivaCT 80, Scanco, Brüttisellen, Switzerland)

of the knee region was acquired prior to MDA-MB-231-Luc2 tumor cell

innoculation in 6 week old SCID-beige mice. Subsequent scans were

performed at 2 and 4 weeks (n=15). Dasatanib treatment commenced

1 day following inoculation and was administered daily at a dose of

10 mg/kg. Progression of lytic bone lesions was quantified by time-lapse

µCT with automated registration of follow-up to baseline scans.

Results: After 4 weeks, the relative loss of bone volume due to

lytic lesions was reduced by 63% in the Dasatinib group compared to

controls (p\0.001). The relative net gain in bone volume (as gain due

to growth—loss due to lesions) at four weeks was 4 times greater with

Dasatanib treatment (p\0.001).

Table 1

Relative Lytic Loss Relative Net Gain

Group Control Dasatinib Control Dasatinib

2 weeks (0.20±0.01) (0.06±0.01) (0.24±0.05) (0.75±0.05)

4 weeks (0.27±0.01) (0.10±0.09) (0.25±0.07) (1.02±0.06)

At both time points, p\0.001 for group differences of relative lytic

loss and net gain (Control vs Dasatinib)

Summary & Conclusion: Utilizing time-lapse µCT, we demon-

strate that Dasatanib has an osteoprotective effect in a mouse model

of breast cancer bone metastases. Besides a reduction in lytic losses

Dasatinib was found to lead to higher increases in bone mineral,

either by stimulating bone growth or due to reduction of a tumor

associated suppression of bone growth.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: dasatinib, time-lapse ct, bone metastases, micro-com-

puted tomography
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TRACKING THE PROGRESSION OF OSTEOLYTIC AND

OSTEOSCLEROTIC LESIONS IN MICE USING TIME-LAPSE

MICRO-CT: APPLICATIONS TO THE ASSESSMENT OF

BISPHOSPHONATE TREATMENT EFFICACY

Graeme M. Campbell1, Robert J. Tower1, Philipp Kneissl2, Timo

Damm3, Christian Schem4, Sanjay Tiwari1, Claus C. Glüer5

1Department of Radiology and Neurology, University Hospital Sch-
leswig Holstein, Campus Kiel, Kiel/Germany, 2Department of
Gynaecology, University Hospital Schleswig Holstein, Campus Kiel,
Kiel/Germany, 3Klinik Für RadiologieUndNeuroradiologie, University
Hospital Schleswig–Holstein, Kiel/Germany, 4Department of Gynae-
cology, University Hospital Schleswig–Holstein, Kiel, Germany, Kiel/
Germany, 5Section Biomedical Imaging, Department of Radiology and
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Objectives: Osteolytic and osteosclerotic lesions cause localized

bone destruction and abnormal apposition, respectively. Accurate

quantification of lesion progression is critical to study underlying

disease mechanisms and treatment; however, standard structural

parameters may be insensitive to local changes. We developed robust

methods to specifically quantify metastatic structural change using

time-lapse μCT, and applied them to longitudinal mouse studies.

Methods: Two in vivo datasets of Balb/c mice were used: (1)

MDA (osteolytic) cells injected into the left ventricle, alendronate

treatment or vehicle and weekly μCT of the proximal tibia for 4

weeks, and (2) MCF7 (osteosclerotic) cells injected into the tibia and

weekly μCT over 12 weeks. After registering images to baseline,

osteolytic lesion volume was determined by summing baseline bone

voxels at distances greater than a threshold (150 µm) from the nearest

follow-up (Fig. 1A). Osteosclerotic apposition was quantified from

the follow-up to baseline surface distance for each surface voxel. By

calculating the standard deviation of distance (SDD) of surrounding

voxels (Fig. 1B), normal growth (low SDD) and osteosclerotic growth
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(high SDD) were differentiated. Bone mineral density (BMD), vol-

ume density (BV/TV), and separation (Sp) were determined.

Results: Osteolytic lesions were reduced in the alendronate group

(15.0%, p=0.004 and 18.6%, p=0.002 of untreated lesion volume at

week 3 and 4, respectively). Conversely, BV/TV remained at or above

baseline while Sp remained at or below baseline, indicating that

standard microstructural measures were largely influenced by normal

bone growth. In the osteosclerotic dataset, increased SDD was

observed between the injected and control limb by week 5, which was

not evident with BMD or BV/TV.

Summary & Conclusion: We developed methods to successfully

discriminate metastatic structural change, which were able to

demonstrate the positive effect of anti-resorptive therapy to impede

metastatic progression that was not possible using standard parame-

ters. Future work will use this method to study novel treatment

strategies.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: image registration, alendronate, in vivo micro-CT, bone

metastases
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Objectives: Sensory nerves (SNs) densely innervate bone. We

propose that osteocytes (Ocy) modulate axogenesis and excitation of

SNs in bone and resulting bone pain.

Methods: SN excitation was evaluated by pERK and pCREB

expression in SNs. Noxious behaviors were assessed by mechanical

allodynia and thermal hyperalgesia in mice intratibially injected with

E0771 mouse breast cancer cells.

Results: Immunohistochemistry (IHC) of bone in DMP-1-GFP TG

mice revealed that dendritic processes of GFP+ Ocy were in direct

physical contact with calcitonin gene related peptide-positive

(CGRP+) SNs. In co-culture, F11 SN cells transferred small dye

calcein via their neurites to dendritic processes of MLO-A5 osteocytic

cells. Further, F11 SN cells extended their neurites to contact and

transfer calcein to MLO-A5 cells in the microfluid systems. Using

Ca2+ influx imaging assay, we found that co-culture with MLO-A5

cells enhanced F11 SN cell excitation induced by acid (pH 6.5).

Importantly, treatment with GAP27, a selective inhibitor of connex-

in43 (Cx43), or knockdown of Cx43 in MLO-A5 cells, abolished F11

SN cell excitation in co-culture with MLO-A5 Ocys. Consistent with

these data, IHC of bone in DMP-1-GFP TG mice demonstrated that

Cx43+, GFP+ Ocys physically contacted with CGRP+ SNs by

extending their processes. In support of the critical role of Cx43 in SN

excitation and bone pain induction in vivo, GAP27 administration

decreased SN excitation and noxious behaviors in cancer-injected

mice compared with vehicle-treated mice. Further, SN excitation and

bone pain were reduced in mice in which Cx43 was selectively

deleted in Ocys compared to control mice.

Summary & Conclusion: Our data demonstrate that Ocys develop

intimate physical contact with SNs in bone, and transfer small

molecules via Cx43 to excite SN and evoke bone pain, indicating a

novel pain-modulating function of Ocys. Ocy-SN communications

may provide a new potential target for treating bone pain.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteocytes, connexin, sensory nerves
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POSTNATAL SUPPRESSION OF PLATELET-DERIVED

GROWTH FACTOR RECEPTOR β IN OSTEOBLASTS

INCREASES TRABECULAR BONE MASS IN MICE

Cyril Thouverey, Sandra Zujovic, Joseph Caverzasio,

Serge Ferrari

Service of Bone Diseases, University Hospital of Geneva, Geneva/
Switzerland

Objectives: Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) BB, which can

act through both PDGF receptors (PDGFR) α and β, is secreted by

pre-osteoclasts in the bone microenvironment. Osteoblast lineage

cells highly express PDGFRα and PDGFRβ, suggesting that PDGF-

BB/PDGFR signaling may directly regulate osteoblast development

and function.

Methods: To investigate the role of PDGFRβ in osteoblast biol-

ogy, we generated mice lacking PDGFRβ in osteoblast lineage cells

by breeding mice expressing the Cre recombinase under the control of

an inducible Osterix promoter (Osx-Cre) with mice harboring a floxed

PDGFRβ-encoding gene (Pdgfrbf/f). The Cre expression and conse-

quent Pdgfrb inactivation were induced at 1.5 month of age. The bone

phenotype of control (Osx-Cre and Pdgfrbf/f) and mutant (Osx-Cre;

Pdgfrbf/f) mice were assessed by micro-computed tomography and

gene expression analyses at 4.5 months of age (n=6 per group).

Results: Mutant mice were of normal weight and size, and did not

exhibit any difference in cortical bone volume and thickness at

femoral midshaft in comparison to control mice. However, Osx-Cre;

Pdgfrbf/f mice displayed increased trabecular bone volume at the

distal femur (+40.1%, p\0.02), associated with elevated number of

trabeculae (+15%, p\0.05) and decreased trabecular spacing (−16%,

p\0.05). A similar pattern of high trabecular bone mass was observed

at the fifth lumbar vertebral body. Consistent with this high trabecular

bone mass, expressions of Osx, Alp and Ocn were respectively

increased by 40, 80 and 70% (p\0.05) in tibiae of mutant mice, while
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those of Rankl, Opg, Trap5b and CtsK remained unchanged. In vitro,

absence of PDGFRβ in osteoblasts did not affect PI3K-AKT signaling

but significantly altered PLCg, SRC and ERK signaling induced by

PDGF-BB. PDGF-BB-induced inhibition of osteoblast differentiation

was partially prevented by absence of PDGFRβ and totally prevented

by SRC inhibition.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, our results demonstrate

that PDGFRβ in osteoblasts negatively regulates postnatal trabecular

bone formation, possibly through SRC-mediated inhibition of osteo-

blast differentiation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone formation, platelet-derived growth factor, cell sig-

naling, mouse model, osteoblasts
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Objectives: Mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) can differentiate into

cells of the osteogenic and adipogenic lineage. This balance is

commonly disturbed in diseases such as osteoporosis or diabetes

mellitus, in which adipocyte differentiation is favored. Thy-1 (CD90)

is a glycosylphosphatidyl-anchored protein that plays a critical role in

controlling the proliferation and differentiation of fibroblasts. Here,

we analyzed the role of Thy-1 on bone metabolism and the fate

decision of MSC.

Methods: Male, 11-week-old Thy-1-deficient (Thy-1−/−) and

wildtype mice were used to analyze bone microstructure and cortical

porosity using µCT as well as biomechanical parameters using ref-

erence-point indentation and a 3-point bending test. Bone turnover

markers were measured in the serum, and bone marrow-derived MSC

differentiation was assessed ex vivo.

Results: The trabecular (−28%) and cortical (−1.4%) bone volume

fraction of the femora was decreased in Thy-1−/− mice caused by

reduced trabecular (−11%) and cortical (−8%) thickness and an ele-

vated cortical porosity (+102%). Less forcewas needed tomechanically

break bones of Thy-1−/− mice and the elasticity module decreased

(−10%). Reference-point indentation showed an increased total

indentation distance in Thy-1−/− mice (+19%). Serum markers of bone

remodeling (P1NP, CTX) were not altered by Thy-1 deficiency while

the bone formation rate was decreased. The gene expression of alkaline

phosphatase (ALP) in the bone tissue was decreased and osteoprote-

gerin and PPARɣ increased. Ex vivo, osteogenic differentiation of Thy-
1−/−MSCwas reduced as shown by a decreasedmineralization capacity

and expression of Runx2, ALP, osterix, and osteocalcin. In contrast, the

intensity of oil red staining and gene expression of adipogenic markers

such as PPARɣ and adiponectin were increased.

Summary & Conclusion: In summary, Thy-1 promotes the dif-

ferentiation of MSC into the osteoblastic lineage while suppressing

adipogenesis, and thus increases bone mass and strength. Further

studies are required to unravel the underlying signaling pathways.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteogenesis, adipogenesis, biomechanical testing, Thy-1,
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Objectives: Endogenous glucocorticoids acting via the nuclear

receptor GR affect inflammatory responses and bone integrity by

suppressing inflammation and modulating bone formation differen-

tially depending on their concentration. The role of endogenous

glucocorticoids in fracture healing, a process depending on inflam-

mation and bone formation is unclear. Here we investigated fracture

healing in mice with an induced global deletion of GR.

Methods: Male C57BL/6-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm9(Cre/ESR1)

ArteNR3C1tm2Gsc mice (GRgtROSACreERT2) and littermate control mice

(GRflox) were injected with tamoxifen to ubiquitously delete the GR.

Subsequently, a femur osteotomy stabilized by an external fixator was

performed and healing analysed by multiplex, FACS analysis, his-

tomorphometry, µCT, and biomechanics.

Results: Postnatal deletion of the GR did not result in alteration of

bending stiffness of the femur diaphysis, and trabecular parameters in

the distal femur. 6 h after osteotomy, levels of IL-1β in the fracture

hematoma of GRgtROSACreERT2 were significantly increased compared

to control (+285%, p=0.0207). Cell composition in the fracture

hematoma and circulation 24 h after osteotomy revealed no signifi-

cant differences in T-cells, B-cells, macrophages or

polymorphonuclear granulocytes. Bone, cartilage or fibrous tissue

content on day 7 and 14 after osteotomy was not altered. 28 days after

osteotomy, residual cartilage was increased in calli of GRgtROSA-

CreERT2 compared to GRflox (+663%, p=0.0142), resulting in a

significant reduction of bending stiffness (−53%, p=0.048). BMD was

significantly reduced in the absence of GR (−21%, p=0.0329), and the

proportion of successfully healed bones was significantly lower in

GRgtROSACreERT2 compared to GRflox (86% vs. 29%, p=0.0406).

Summary & Conclusion: Here we show that the absence of GR

significantly affects fracture healing. Whereas the inflammatory phase

is basically unaffected, during healing the absence of GR increased

cartilaginous callus formation and consequently delayed endochon-

dral bone healing. We conclude that GR specifically controls

cartilage-to-bone transition during fracture healing.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: glucocorticoids, glucocorticoid receptor, fracture healing
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Objectives: Sclerostin, a Wnt inhibitor encoded by the gene

SOST, is usually regarded as an osteocyte product. Since the Wnt

pathway is an important driver for the differentiation of MSCs, pre-

cursors of osteoblasts, we explored if these cells also express SOST.

Methods: MSCs were grown from the bone marrow of osteo-

porotic patients with hip fracture and controls with osteoarthritis.

DNA and RNA were isolated from MSCs at first passage. Gene

expression was determined by RNAseq (Illumina Hiseq 2000) and

confirmed by RT-qPCR with Taqman probes. DNA methylation was

assessed by using the Human Methylation 450k array (Illumina) and

extracting the beta-values of CpGs mapping to the SOST gene region,

as well as to its master regulators RUNX2 and SP7 (Osterix).

Results: RNAseq analysis showed a higher abundance of SOST

transcripts in MSCs obtained from patients with fractures. This was

confirmed byRT-qPCR (median relative expression 4.0 in fractures and

0.4 in osteoarthritis, n=23, p=0.007). In addition, RUNX2 and SP7

expression tended to be up-regulated in MSCs from patients with

fractures, in comparison with MSCs from controls (p=0.37 and 0.024,

respectively). DNA methylation analysis revealed that 27 out of the 84

CpG sites related to these genes were differentially methylated (FDR

q-value\0.05), including 5 CpGs in SOST, 6 in SP7 and 16 in RUNX2.

Summary & Conclusion: MSCs express SOST. Expression of this

sclerostin-coding gene is up-regulated in patients with osteoporotic

hip fractures. This is associated with increased expression of the

SOST master regulators RUNX2 and Osterix/Sp7. Differences in the

methylation of DNA in these genomic regions may be involved in the

up-regulation of SOST, which, in turn, may have a negative impact on

the differentiation of MSCs of osteoporotic patients into osteoblasts.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: epigenetics, DNA methylation, sclerostin, mesenchymal

stem cells, RUNX2
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Objectives: Severe vitamin D deficiency causes osteomalacia, yet

trials of vitamin D supplementation in the community have not

consistently benefited BMD or fracture risk in adults. This study set

out to determine whether a higher dose of vitamin D influenced BMD

and whether benefit is dependent on baseline 25-hydroxyvitamin D

concentrations.

Methods: This is a sub-study of ViDA, an RCT which recruited

community-resident adults aged 50–84 years. 452 entered the sub-

study and 418 completed 2 years. Participants were randomized to

receive oral vitamin D3 in an initial dose of 200,000 IU, followed by

monthly doses of 100,000 IU, or placebo, for 2 years. The primary

endpoint was change in lumbar spine BMD, with other BMD sites as

secondary endpoints. Exploratory analyses to identify thresholds of

baseline 25-hydroxyvitamin D for vitamin D effects on BMD were

pre-specified.

Results: Intention-to-treat analyses showed no significant treat-

ment effect in the lumbar spine (between-groups difference 0.6%) or

total body but BMD loss at both hip sites was significantly attenuated

over 2 years by about ½%. There was a significant interaction

between baseline 25-hydroxyvitamin D and treatment effect (P=

0.04). In participants with baseline 25-hydroxyvitamin D ≤30 nmol/L

(n=46), there were between-groups BMD changes at the spine and

femoral sites of *2%, significant in the spine and femoral neck.

When baseline 25-hydroxyvitamin D levels were [30 nmol/L,

between-groups BMD differences were *½% and significant only at

the total hip.

Summary & Conclusion: The primary analysis of this study does

not demonstrate a clinically important benefit to BMD from untar-

geted vitamin D supplementation of older community-dwelling

adults. Exploratory analyses suggest meaningful benefit in those with

baseline 25-hydroxyvitamin D ≤30 nmol/L, suggesting that any future

trials should focus on this group. These findings represent a signifi-

cant step towards a trial-based definition of vitamin D deficiency for

bone health in older adults.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: calciferol, bone density, vitamin D, osteoporosis
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CHANGE IN BONE MINERAL DENSITY (BMD) OR BONE

TURNOVER MARKERS (BTM) DID NOT PREDICT RISK OF

VERTEBRAL FRACTURE AFTER DISCONTINUATION OF

ALENDRONATE IN THE FLEX STUDY

Stephen H. Chang1, Douglas C. Bauer2, Dennis M. Black3

1Clinical and Translational Science Institute, University of California,
San Francisco, San Francisco/CA/United States of America, 2Dept of
Epidemiology and Biostatistics, University of California, San Fran-
cisco, San Francisco/CA/United States of America, 3550 16th Street,
University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco/CA/United
States of America

Objectives: There are few data to guide clinical decision making

after stopping bisphosphonates (BPs) for a drug holiday. We have

previously shown that 1 or 3 year change in BMD or BTM after

stopping alendronate (ALN) did not predict clinical fracture risk, but

whether they predict vertebral fracture (VF) risk is uncertain. We

examined this question in the FIT Long term extension Trial (FLEX)

study.

Methods: In FLEX, after 5 years of alendronate during FIT,

women were re-randomized to 5 more years of ALN or to placebo and

followed for 5 years. We studied only the placebo group. The asso-

ciation of 1 and 3 year change in hip BMD or BTM (serum Bone ALP

and urine NTX) were examined as predictors of any incident VF

(morphometric or clinical) over 5 years. Multivariate logistic

regression was used to adjust for confounders (age and prevalent

fracture at ALN discontinuation).

Results: Following 5 years of ALN there were a total of 51 inci-

dent VF among 437 placebo women (13%). BMD, prevalent VF and

age at the time of stopping significantly predicted incident VF risk

after stopping (p\0.05). One or three-year change in either BMD or

BTM after ALN discontinuation did not significantly predict 5-year

risk of VF. For example, one-year percent change in total BMD was

not significantly associated with risk of incident VF (OR=1.1 per 1%

decrease, p=0.11).

Summary & Conclusion: Follow-up measurements of BMD or

BTM after 1 or 3 years of BP discontinuation are not associated with

vertebral fracture risk after adjusting for baseline measurements,

prevalent vertebral fractures and age. This is similar to previous

results for clinical fractures. These results suggest that these follow-
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up measurements are of little clinical utility during a drug holiday

after 5 years of ALN.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: vertebral fractures, osteoporosis, postmenopausal, bone

mineral density, bone turnover markers
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SCREENING FOR ATYPICAL FEMUR FRACTURES USING

EXTENDED FEMUR SCANS BY DXA

Denise Van De Laarschot, Alexandra Smits, Sanne Buitendijk, Merel

Stegenga, Carola Zillikens

Internal Medicine, Endocrinology, Erasmus Medical Centre, Rotter-
dam/Netherlands

Objectives: Atypical femur fractures (AFFs) are a rare but serious

complication associated with the use of antiresorptive drugs such as

bisphosphonates. Assessment of incomplete AFFs on extended femur

scans by Dual X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA) may prevent the devel-

opment of complete fractures. The aim of this study was to evaluate

the potential of extended femur scans by DXA as a screening tool for

incomplete AFFs.

Methods: From June 2014 until September 2016 extended femur

scans were routinely performed in all consecutive patients undergoing

DXA scanning who had used bisphosphonates or denosumab at any

given moment in the previous year. When “beaking” was found,

defined as a localized periosteal or endosteal thickening of the lateral

cortex, a radiograph of the femur was performed to confirm incom-

plete AFF.

Results: Beaking was detected in 12 out of 282 patients (4.3%)

with extended scans of both femora. In nine patients (3.2%) beaking

corresponded with the radiological presence of incomplete AFFs, of

whom four already had an X-ray made because of a previous com-

plete AFF of the other leg. Five patients (1.8%) were newly diagnosed

with six yet unknown incomplete AFFs. No additional X-ray was

performed in two patients because of loss of follow-up. Beaking was

explained by known soft tissue calcifications in one patient. The

positive predictive value of beaking on extended femur scan was

83.3% in our study.

Three cases in whom the new diagnosis of incomplete AFF has

affected medical and surgical treatment are further discussed to

illustrate the relevance of early detection.

Summary & Conclusion: We conclude that extended femur scans

by DXA can detect incomplete AFFs in patients on antiresorptive

treatment and should therefore be considered a clinically relevant

screening tool since early identification of AFFs has therapeutic

consequences.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: DXA, osteoporosis, atypical femur fracture, screening,

antiresorptive drugs
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GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION ANALYSIS IDENTIFIES

CXCR4 GENE AS PREDICTOR OF THERAPEUTIC RESPONSE

TO TERIPARATIDE IN SEVERE OSTEOPOROSIS

Nerea Alonso1, Omar M. Albagha2, Asim Azfer2, Philip Riches2,

Barbara Ostanek3, Tomaz Kocjan4, Janja Marc3,

Bente L. Langdahl5, Stuart H. Ralston6
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Objectives: Teriparatide (TPTD) is an anabolic agent associated

with increased bone formation and reduced fracture rates in com-

parison to oral bisphosphonates. However, treatment costs are high

and the response is variable. We aim to identify markers of response

to TPTD to target treatment more effectively.

Methods: A 2-stage genome-wide association study was per-

formed in 442 patients with osteoporosis from UK, Denmark and

Slovenia, using an Illumina OmniExpress-Exome v8 array. Primary

outcome was change in spine BMD (LS-BMD). This was assessed

after application of standard quality control measures using a linear

regression association analysis in PLINK using residuals of percent-

age of change in spine BMD per month, standardised by centre,

principal components, and age.

Results: We identified a SNP on chromosome 2 showing signifi-

cant association at genome-wide level with response to TPTD therapy

in the combined dataset (p=9.28910−10, beta=−0.38, 95%

CI = [−0.51–0.26]). No evidence of genomic inflation was observed

(lambda=1.09). Three additional suggestive signals were identified on

chromosomes 8, 13 and 15, with p-values \5910−6. Combined

information from the top four signals showed a highly significant

association of change in LS-BMD with the number of alleles carried

(1.5% increase in LS-BMD at 24-month in individuals carrying 5

non-responder alleles compared with 17.5% increase in LS-BMD in

those carrying one or none non-responder alleles (p=2.2910−16)).

The top hit was found to be an e-QTL for CXCR4 expression in

peripheral blood cells (Z-score=−3.15, p=0.0016). CXCR4 encodes

for a chemokine receptor specific for stromal cell-derived factor 1

expressed in osteoblasts and previously implicated in the activation of

WNT signalling and bone formation.

Summary & Conclusion: We have identified a genome wide sig-

nificant marker of response to TPTD and developed an allelic score

that identifies patients with a 10-fold difference in treatment response.

If confirmed and supported by functional studies, this could be of

clinical value in personalising treatment options in patients being

considered for TPTD therapy.

Disclosure: Prof Bente Langdahl: Advisory boards and lecture

honoraria: Amgen, Merck, Eli Lilly and UCB. Research grants: Novo

Nordisk, Eli Lilly and Orkla Health. Prof Stuart Ralston: Research

grants from Amgen, Lilly and UCB.

Keywords: teriparatide, osteoporosis, precision medicine, pharma-

cogenomics, CXCR4
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THE PRO-REMODELING EFFECT OF TERIPARATIDE

THERAPY IS ASSOCIATED WITH LOSS OF CORTICAL MASS

AT THE HIP IN THE STRUCTURE STUDY
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Pharma, Brussels/Belgium

Objectives: Romosozumab, a sclerostin monoclonal antibody,

increases bone formation and decreases bone resorption, while teri-

paratide increases both formation and resorption. STRUCTURE

(NCT01796301) reported greater gains in bone mineral density

(BMD) at the spine and hip with romosozumab vs teriparatide. Using

quantitative computed tomography (QCT), hip cortical BMD and

content (BMC) declined with teriparatide,1 which we hypothesized

may result from increased bone resorption.

Methods: 436 women with postmenopausal osteoporosis transi-

tioning from oral bisphosphonates received romosozumab (210 mg

SC QM) or teriparatide (20mcg SC QD) for 12 months (m). Cortical

BMD and BMC were assessed by QCT at the hip. Serum procollagen

type 1 N-telopeptide (P1NP) and type 1 collagen C-telopeptide (CTX)

were measured at intervals up to 12 m. The association between area

under the curve (AUC) of the change in bone turnover markers and

cortical hip BMD/BMC was assessed.

Results: Mean baseline BMD T-score was −2.24 (total hip), −2.85
(lumbar spine); 90.4% received alendronate (mean 5.6 years) before

screening. At 12 m, hip cortical BMD and BMC increased from

baseline by 1.1% and 2.9% in the romosozumab group and decreased

with teriparatide (−3.6% and −1.3%, respectively; p\0.0001, romo-

sozumab vs teriparatide). With romosozumab, CTX decreased,

returning to and remaining at baseline after 3 m. With teriparatide,

CTX increased and remained above baseline for 12 m; hip cortical

BMD/BMC decrease correlated with CTX AUC increase (r= −0.47
and −0.38 respectively, p\0.0001).

Summary & Conclusion: The bone resorption increase following

teriparatide correlated with the reduction in hip cortical BMD/BMC,

suggesting that the pro-remodeling action of teriparatide can have a

detrimental effect on cortical bone over 12 months. As romosozumab

increases bone formation while decreasing bone resorption with rapid

gains in hip cortical BMD/BMC, it may offer therapeutic advantages

for patients at high risk of hip fracture. 1. Langdahl et al., EULAR

2016. Funded by Amgen Inc. and UCB Pharma.

Disclosure:
BL/DK/EG: research support from Amgen, Lilly; consultant for

Amgen, Lilly. BL/DK/LH/PL: speaker bureaux for Amgen, Lilly. BL:

research support for Novo Nordisk; consultant for UCB; speaker

bureaux for Merck. DK: research support for AstraZeneca, Astellas.

PL: speaker bureaux for Servier, Roche, Teva. MB: research support

for Amgen, Sanofi; speaker bureau for Amgen. BC and LC:

employee/stocks at Amgen; CL: employee/stocks at UCB. ED: no

conflicts.

Disclosure: Please note that the complete disclosure was added to the

section ‘Summary & Conclusion’ due to the 255-character limit of the

system
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romosozumab, teriparatide, bone resorption
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HIP AND OTHER FRACTURE RISK IN PATIENTS RECEIVING

TERIPARATIDE IN REAL-WORLD CLINICAL PRACTICE:

POOLED DATA FROM FOUR PROSPECTIVE

OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES
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Objectives: The pivotal clinical trial in postmenopausal women

with osteoporosis was not conclusive for the effects of teriparatide on

hip fractures given the small number of events. Here, we report

analyses of hip and other fracture rates in pooled data from teri-

paratide observational studies DANCE (USA), EFOS and EXFOS

(Europe), and JFOS (Japan).

Methods: Studies included ambulatory women and men (except in

EFOS) with osteoporosis receiving teriparatide 20 µg/day SQ for 18–

24 months as prescribed during real-world practice. Results for each

study, including safety have been reported previously. Here we

assessed hip, non-vertebral (NVF), clinical vertebral (CVF), wrist,

and clinical fracture rates comparing the teriparatide treatment period

0–6 months (a period during which NVF rates were similar for pla-

cebo and teriparatide in phase 3 trials) as a reference vs 6-months to

end of dosing (6 mo-EOD), using a piecewise exponential model for

the first occurrence of each fracture type for each patient.

Results: Patients were 91.9% female with mean age of 70.9 yrs; 8828

had ≥1 assessment on treatment and median time on treatment was 1.57

yrs. For all fracture types exceptingwrist, rates per 100 patient yearswere

significantly lower from 6 mo-EOD vs the 0–6 mo reference period (all

p\0.001; wrist, p=0.065). Rates for 0–6 mo and 6 mo-EOD, respec-

tively, for hip were 0.88 and 0.39 (56% reduction); for NVF were 4.02

and 2.30 (−43%); for CVF were 2.37 and 0.90 (−62%); for clinical

fracturewere6.31 and 3.16 (−50%); forwrist fracturewere0.88 and 0.59.

Summary & Conclusion: In pooled data including 8828 patients

from observational studies in Europe, the USA, and Japan, hip frac-

ture rate decreased significantly during the period from 6 months to

end of dosing relative to the reference first 6 months of therapy. Non-

vertebral, vertebral, and clinical fracture also decreased significantly

after 6 months of teriparatide dosing.

Disclosure: BLL, SS, NN, and KS are on the Speaker’s Bureau, have

consulted, served on advisory boards, and/or received research sup-

port from Lilly; SF and SS have nothing to declare; DD, FM, HE, and

JK are employees of Lilly

Keywords: observational studies, Hip fracture, osteoporosis,

teriparatide
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GENE MUTATION SPECTRUM AND GENOTYPE-PHENOTYPE

CORRELATION IN CHINESE OSTEOGENESIS IMPERFECTA

PATIENTS REVEALED BY TARGETED NEXT GENERATION

SEQUENCING

Fang Lv, Yi Liu, Xiaojie Xu, Yuwen Song, Lujiao Li, Yan Jiang, Ou

Wang, Weibo Xia, Xiaoping Xing, Mei Li

Department of Endocrinology, Peking Union Medical College
Hospital, Beijing/China

Objectives: Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) is a group of rare con-

genital skeletal dysplasia, and molecular diagnosis is challenging due

to the clinical and genetic heterogeneity. This study aims to reveal the

gene mutation spectrum, and genotype-phenotype relationship among

Chinese OI patients by next generation sequencing (NGS).
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Methods: We developed a NGS-based panel for targeted

sequencing of 14 genes related to OI, and performed on a cohort of

103 Chinese OI patients. Genotype and phenotype relationship were

analyzed by comparison of bone morphologies among patients with

different gene mutations.

Results: Of the 103 patients from 101 unrelated OI families, we

identified 79 mutations (15 frameshift, 40 missense, 6 nonsense, 15

splice site and 3 others), including 43 novel (11 frameshift, 17 mis-

sense, 5 nonsense, 9 splice site and 1 chromosome translocation) in 90

patients (87.4%). Mutations in genes encoding type I collagen,

COL1A1 and COL1A2, accounts for 73.3% of all molecularly diag-

nosed patients, followed by IFITM5 (10%), SERPINF1 (4.4%),

WNT1 (4.4%), FKBP10 (3.3%), TMEM38B (3.3%) and PLOD2

(1.1%). This corresponds to 75 autosomal dominant inherited (AD)

OI patients and 15 autosomal recessive (AR) inherited patients.

Compared with AD inherited OI patients, AR inherited patients had

lower bone mineral density (BMD) at spine (BMD Z score −3.6±2.1

versus −2.6±1.9, P=0.05) and less frequent blue sclera (71.1% versus

26.7%, P=0.001). Patients with type I collagen qualitative defects had

lower femoral neck BMD Z score (−3.1±2.1 versus −5.0±3.2, P=

0.034) and were shorter compared with patients with type I collagen

quantitative defects (−1.2±4.8 versus −6.5±8.2, P=0.022).

Summary & Conclusion: We revealed the gene mutation spectrum

in Chinese OI patients, and provided novel insights into the genotype

and phenotype relationships among Chinese OI patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteogenesis imperfecta, next generation sequencing,

genotype, phenotype
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Objectives: Osteopetrosis (OP) is a group of rare genetic diseases

characterized by increased bone density due to failure in bone

resorption by the osteoclasts. Human OP is genetically heterogeneous.

A precise molecular classification is relevant to treatment decision,

but in some cases delays in diagnosis occur due to OP rareness and to

the presence of complex phenotypes. We aim to genetically diagnose

OP patients by using next generation sequencing technologies.

Methods: We performed Whole Exome Sequencing (WES) in 16

unrelated families comprising 21 OP patients.

Results: We have identified the causative mutation in 10 out of 16

families, comprising 3 CLCN7, 2 TCIRG1, 1 OSTM1, 1 CTSK and 1

CA2 mutations. In particular, here we report the results obtained in 2

unrelated patients that presented peculiar OP forms with additional

primary defects. Patient 1 had osteoclast-rich OP and bone marrow

failure in early life, but no other classical feature, such as visual or

hearing impairments. Because of the severe presentation at birth, the

patient received Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation at 2

months of age with successful outcome. Afterwards, exome

sequencing identified a novel homozygous mutation in the FERMT3

gene, predicted to disrupt the functionality of its protein product

kindlin 3. Patient 2 displayed OP and Poikiloderma with Neutropenia

(PN), a very peculiar phenotype so far reported in literature in a

unique patient besides ours. We identified a homozygous mutation in

the C16orf57 (USB1) gene, encoding a putative phosphodiesterase

involved in U6 snRNA biogenesis. This finding suggests a role for the

USB1 gene in bone and skin physiopathology, even though the exact

pathogenetic mechanism has not been elucidated.

Summary & Conclusion: Our work confirms the power of exome

sequencing in the molecular classification of genetically heteroge-

neous diseases and provides information relevant to physicians for

recognizing patients with extremely rare forms of ARO.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: diagnosis, osteopetrosis, exome sequencing
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Objectives: Advanced or delayed physiological age may influence

significantly health and disease processes. Physiological age can be

estimated using several parameters including dental age (DA). The

actual determinants and biologic processes underlying DA remain

poorly understood. We performed a genome-wide association study

(GWAS) to identify genetic determinants of DA in children of school

age.

Methods: GWAS of DA was performed in the Generation R
study, a multiethnic pregnancy cohort in Rotterdam, The Nether-

lands. We included 2,793 children with mean age 9.82 (SD=0.34)

years. DA was determined from dental panoramic radiographs using

the Demirjian method. Participants were genotyped with the

HumanHap 610 K platform, imputed to the 1000GP reference panel.

Analysis was adjusted for age, sex, height, BMI and 20 genomic

principal components and genome-wide significance (GWS) set at

P\5910−8. Replication of signals associated with DA was pursued

in a published GWAS meta-analysis of the ALSPAC and

NFBC1966 studies (n=12,012) on dental maturity studying “Num-

ber of Teeth at 15 Months” (NT15M) and “Age at First Teeth

Eruption” (AFTE). Fisher’s combined probability test weighted by

sample size, implemented in METAL, was used for the combined

meta-analysis.
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Results: We identified GWS signals in the 16q12.2 (IRX5;

rs35522831-C, P=1.1910−7) and 17p11.2 (SREBF1; rs6502618-A, P

=9.1910−8) loci associated with advanced DA. Significant evidence

for replication of both GWAS signals was observed in the previous

NT15M meta-analysis (IRX5:P=2.7910−5 and SREBF1:P=0.001).

In the combined meta-analysis, the top-associated marker in the

IRX5-region reached GWS (P=2.1910−9). Concordantly, alleles of

the markers associated with higher DA were nominally associated

with earlier teeth eruption in the AFTE meta-analysis (IRX5:P=1.59

10−5 and SREBF1:P=0.002).

Summary & Conclusion: IRX5 and SREBF1 are likely involved in

the process of dental maturation in children from early infancy to late

school age. These genes might also implicate BMI (IRX5) and lipid

metabolism (SREBF1) in dental development.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: genome-wide association, GWAS, pediatrics, develop-

ment, dental age
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Objectives: To identify common genetic variants associated with

any type of fracture and to assess the effect of key clinical risk factors

on fracture risk.

Methods: We conducted the largest genome-wide association

study (GWAS) meta-analysis to date evaluating the influence of

genetic variation on fracture risk, in 37,857 cases and 227,116 con-

trols and conducted replication in up to 147,200 fracture cases and

150,085 controls. We leveraged the GWAS results to assess the role
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of 15 clinical risk factors on osteoporotic fracture risk using Men-

delian randomization (MR).

Results: We identified nine fracture loci. All loci were also

associated with BMD and mapped to genes clustering in pathways

known to be critical to bone biology (e.g. SOST, WNT16 and

ESR1) and others identifying novel pathways (FAM210A, ETS2).

We demonstrated that ETS2 is expressed in bone tissue and is

involved in osteoblast differentiation. Among all 15 evaluated

clinical risk factors, only bone mineral density (BMD) showed

strong genetic correlation with risk of fracture (rg = −0.59, P=19
10–24 for femoral neck BMD). Similarly, our MR analyses indi-

cated that a standard deviation decrease in genetically-determined

femoral neck BMD was associated with 55% increase in fracture

risk (OR=1.55 [95% CI 1.48–1.63]; P=1910–68). Earlier meno-

pause was associated with 9% increased fracture risk per standard

deviation (OR=1.09 [1.03–1.14]; P=2910–3). The remaining clin-

ical risk factors (type 2 diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, age at

menarche, vitamin D levels) evaluated through MR analyses showed

no evidence for an effect on fracture.

Summary & Conclusion: In the first large GWAS for fracture we

identified genetic determinants of fracture that were associated with

BMD. BMD was the only clinical risk factor, among those assessed,

that had a major effect on fracture. These findings emphasize the

importance of BMD as a central, yet insufficient cause of fracture.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: fractures, genome-wide association analysis, mendelian

randomization
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Kingdom, 2Academic Unit of Bone Metabolism and Mellanby
Research Centre, University of Sheffield, Sheffield/United Kingdom

Objectives: In hypophosphatasia (HPP) mutation of the ALPL

gene leads to decreased alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity. Levels

of pyridoxal 5′-phosphate (PLP), a substrate of ALP are increased in

HPP, and PLP is therefore a useful diagnostic indicator of the disease.

To best utilise PLP as a marker of the disease we aim to establish race

and gender specific reference intervals of PLP in adults (ages 20–80

years), excluding factors proven to be associated with significant

differences in PLP.

Methods: Data from two years of the annual National Health

and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) were combined for

this investigation (n=9069), the 2007–2008 dataset (n=4458) and

the 2009–2010 dataset (n=4611). Serum PLP was measured by

reversed-phase HPLC with post-column derivatisation and fluo-

rometric detection in both years. The Mann–Whitney U test was

used to investigate whether the following factors: inflammation

(C-reactive protein ≥5.0 mg/L), low ALP (\36 U/L), reduced

kidney function (eGFR\60 ml/min), and daily vitamin B6 sup-

plement intake, were associated with significant differences in

PLP.

Results: Inflammation and reduced kidney function were associ-

ated with lower PLP (P\0.0001 and P=0.0005 respectively), while

low ALP and vitamin B6 supplementation were associated with

higher PLP (both P\0.0001) compared to ‘normal’. Individuals were

excluded based on these factors, leaving a reference range population

of n=4463. There were significant differences in PLP levels

depending on race and gender (P\0.0001). Race- and gender-specific

95% reference intervals were calculated following exclusions.

Geometric

Mean

95%

Reference

Interval

95% CI of

lower limit

95% CI of

upper limit

n

Mexican American Male Female 50.6 38.8 16.8–152.5 11.3–133.6 15.7–17.9 10.4–12.2 142.9–162.8 123.5–144.5 605 524

White Male Female 42.4 34.6 11.7–154.2 9.3–128.8 11.1–12.3 8.7–9.9 146.5–162.4 121.3–136.8 1332 1013

Black Male Female 41.4 30.2 10.6–159.4 9.1–100.4 9.8–11.6 8.3–9.8 146.5–173.5 92.4–109.1 546 443

Summary & Conclusion: These reference intervals provide useful

information for the diagnosis of HPP in adults.

Disclosure: Professor Richard Eastell receives research grants from,

and provides consultation for, Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc

Keywords: reference interval, alkaline phosphatase, hypophos-

phatasia, NHANES, pyridoxal 5′-phosphate
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Objectives: Gorham-Stout disease is a very rare disorder charac-

terized by extensive angiomatous proliferation and progressive

osteolysis without new bone formation. The quality of life is very

poor since patients display pain, functional impairment and swelling

of the affected regions. The ethiology of GSD is unknown. We aim to

investigate the bone phenotype and to identify molecular and cellular

defects in GSD patients.

Methods: Bone biopsy analysis was performed. Bone turnover

markers were analysed with ELISA assay. In vitro osteoclast and

osteoblast cultures were performed to evaluate alterations of differ-

entiation, morphology and activity. Gene expression was evaluated by

Real-Time RT-PCR.

Results: Bone biopsy analysis revealed fibrous tissue with dilated

blood vessel as well as evidence of very active osteoclast resorption.

A 10-fold increase of osteoclast number with high levels of serum

ICTP was observed in patients. Osteoclast precursors (pOCs) isolated

from patients showed a *twofold increased ability to differentiate

into osteoclasts (412.6±69.58 vs 887.7±56.35; p\0.03), with higher

number of nuclei per cell. About 75% of affected osteoclasts dis-

played a more motile phenotype. Real-Time RT-PCR expression

analysis revealed that patients’ osteoclasts displayed a transcriptional

increase of TCIRG1, CTSK and MMP9 genes. pOCs from healthy

donors treated with serum from patients showed an increase of

osteoclastogenesis compared to pOCs treated with controls’ serum.

Bone Marrow MSC isolated from a patient displayed the character-

istic spindle-shaped morphology and the same immunophenotype as

healthy donors (HD)-MSCs. After incubation with osteogenic med-

ium, GSD-MSCs demonstrated reduced ALP activity and expression

compared with HD-MSCs.
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Summary & Conclusion: These results suggest that in Gorham-

Stout disease there is a primary defect of osteoclasts and osteoblasts.

Understanding the molecular and cellular defects in GSD patients will

allow to perform a correct diagnosis and new therapeutic approaches

for this rare disease.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: Gorham-Stout, osteolysis, osteoclasts
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BONE VOLUMETRIC DENSITY AND MICROARCHITECTURE

IN ADULT PATIENTS WITH X-LINKED HYPOPHOSPHATEMIC

RICKETS

Thomas Funck-Brentano1, Agnès Ostertag2, Sylvie Fernandez3,

Corinne Collet4, Patrice Fardellone5, Martine Cohen-Solal1

1Rheumatology-hôpital Lariboisière, Université Paris Diderot-
INSERM UMR1132, Paris/France, 2Umr-1132, INSERM, Paris/
France, 3Inserm Umr 1132, Université Paris Diderot, Paris/France,
4Service De Biochimie Et De Biologie Moléculaire, Hôpital Lari-
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Université d’Amiens, AMIENS/France

Objectives: X-linked hypophosphatemic rickets (XLH) is due to a

mutation of PHEX that causes renal phosphate wasting and impaired

mineralization. Although increased bone mineral density (BMD) at

the lumbar spine has been reported, volumetric BMD, geometry and

microarchitecture in peripheral bones of patients with XLH is not well

known.

Methods: Bone densitometry and high-resolution peripheral

quantitative computed tomography (HRpQCT) was performed to

XLH patients and age- and sex-matched controls. Biological assay of

bone metabolism was measured. Bone parameters were compared

using the Mann Whitney test. Results are expressed as mean±sd.

Results: We included 14 patients with XLH (Female 64%, age 49.8

±14.5 years, BMI 27±6.6) and 55 matched controls. Areal BMD

assessed by DEXA was high at the lumbar spine (Tscore 2.60±2.08

SD; Zscore 3.39±2.14). In contrast, parameters of peripheral bone

(HRpQCT) showed higher total bone area in XLH patients at the radius

(355.817 mm ± 68.711 vs 303.678 mm ± 76.973, p=0.032) with a

similar trend at the tibia. This increase was explained by a higher tra-

becular area, but not cortical area. No significant change in the cortical

parameters was observed. vBMD was lower at the total radius

(253.842 mg HA/cm3±77.034 vs 326.880 mg HA/cm3±72.603, p=

0.004) and in the meta trabecular area of the tibia. BV/TV was lower at

the radius (0.103±0.059 vs 0.136±0.034, p=0.013), with lower tra-

becular number and higher trabecular spacing, suggesting an increased

bone resorption. Serum Trap-5b was correlated with cortical density

(Pearson=0.97, p=0.004) and serum calciumwaswith radius total area,

trabecular area and cortical perimeter.

Summary & Conclusion: In XLH patients, peripheral bones are

wider along with reduced trabecular mineralization. XLH affects

trabecular bone, but not cortical bone.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: X-linked hypophosphatemic rickets, microarchitecture,

volumetric density, bone densitometry
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LIMITATIONS AND SCOPE FOR FRACTURE LIAISON

SERVICES (FLS) IN PREVENTION OF HIP FRACTURE

Anne Frederiksen, Per B. Johansen, Henrik A. Sorensen,

Bo Abrahamsen

Medicin, Osteoporosis Unit, Holbaek Hospital, Holbaek/Denmark

Objectives: To examine the prevalence of prior MOF in the past

ten years preceding hip fracture in order to provide information about

the potential for prevention of future hip fractures by FLS initiatives.

Methods: We included Danes aged 50+ with surgically treated hip

fracture in 2010 (N=8,158) using the Danish Hospital Discharge

Register. The prevalence of prior fractures was determined by using

data for in- and outpatient treatment with a look-back of ten years. A

prior hip fracture was only included as a prior fracture if occurring

more than 6 months before the present fracture.

Results: A total of 30% of hip fracture patients (33% of women

and 22.8% of men) had at least one MOF in the preceding 10 years.

Colles- and humerus fractures constituted[70% of prior MOF. Men

were less likely than women to have experienced a prior MOF in the

last ten years prior to their hip fracture, chiefly due to a lower

prevalence of prior Colles and humerus fractures. Table 1. Distribu-

tion of former (previous 10y) MOF in surgically treated hip fracture

in 2010.

Total Women Men

Colles 13.5% 16.6% 6%

Spine 2.6% 2.7% 2.4%

Humerus 9.1% 10.4% 5.7%

Hip 8.4% 19.8% 16.7%

M.O.F. 30.0% 33.0% 22.8%

Summary & Conclusion: Despite the clear importance of FLS,

clinicians should be aware that the majority of hip fractures in

women, and in particular men, occur without a prior MOF that could

have resulted in early detection and treatment of osteoporosis, hence

other means of case finding remain very important. With current

treatment modalities a maximum of one in six hip fractures in Den-

mark can be prevented through FLS initiatives.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: FLS, osteoporosis, hip fracture
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KEY INTRACORTICAL REMODELING EVENTS GENERATING

THE INCREASED CORTICAL POROSITY DURING AGING
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Objectives: Cortical bone has a considerable, but often disre-

garded, contribution to the overall strength of bone. In order to

maintain its strength, the cortical bone is constantly remodeled

through numerous intracortical remodeling events, involving a cou-

pled and balanced bone resorption and formation. During aging a

dysregulation of these remodeling events leads to an increased cor-

tical porosity. The present study investigates the histological
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characteristics of the key intracortical remodeling events contributing

to the increased cortical porosity during aging.

Methods: A detailed histomorphometric analysis of 4095 intra-

cortical remodeling events was performed on sections from iliac bone

specimens from 35 women (age 16–78 years) undergoing forensic

examination due to a sudden unexpected death.

Results: Overall the investigated iliac cortex had an age-dependent

increase in the cortical porosity and the mean pore diameter (p\0.05),

which were also correlated with each other (p\0.001). The detailed

analysis of the intracortical remodeling events revealed two remodeling

types: Type 1 remodeling having no overlapwith the pores of preexisting

osteons, reflecting the generation of new canals; and Type 2 remodeling

overlapping with the one or more pores of preexisting osteons, reflecting

the remodeling of preexisting canals. Interestingly, the contribution of

type 2 remodeling events correlated positivelywith age and porosity (p\
0.001), while type 1 remodeling event showed a negative correlation (p\
0.001). More precisely only the incomplete remodeled (pores with

resorption or formation) type 2 remodeling events correlated positively

with age and porosity (p\0.01), which were preferentially enlarged

resorption events without bone formation (p\0.01) leading to the coa-

lescence of several preexisting pores (p\0.001). The remodeling balance

(pore diameter) within the completed remodeling events (osteons with

quiescent surface) showed no correlation with age.

Summary & Conclusion: Collectively, this study demonstrates that

the accumulation of enlarged incomplete type 2 remodeling events

with an uncoupled/delayed bone formation is the main contributor to

the increased cortical porosity during aging.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: aging, cortical bone, bone remodelling, remodeling bal-

ance, cortical porosity
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HIGH CARDIOVASCULAR RISK IN OLDER MEN WITH LOW

AREAL AND CORTICAL BONE DENSITY—THE

PROSPECTIVE STRAMBO STUDY
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Objectives: Many studies show associations between cardiovas-

cular diseases and osteoporosis. By contrast, data on the association

between bone and ischemic heart disease are limited. We studied the

association of areal bone mineral density (aBMD) and bone

microarchitecture with the prospectively assessed risk of acute

coronary syndrome (ACS) in older men.

Methods: In 811 men aged 60–87 aBMD was measured using a

HOLOGIC Discovery-A device. Bone microarchitecture was assessed

at distal radius and tibia using an XtremeCT Scanco device. During

an 8-year prospective follow-up, 53 men had ACS (myocardial

infarction, unstable angina). The analyses were adjusted for con-

founders associated with bone and cardiovascular disease.

Results: Low aBMD at the lumbar spine, hip and distal radius was

associated with higher risk of ACS (HR=1.38–1.73 per SD decrease,

p\0.05). The ACS risk was higher in the lowest quintile of hip aBMD

vs the highest quintile (HR=10.18, 95%CI 2.19–47.50, p\0.005). Low

cortical density (Ct.vBMD) was associated with higher ACS risk (ra-

dius:HR=1.50 per SDdecrease, 95%CI 1.10–2.04, p=0.01; tibia:HR=

1.46 per SD, 95% CI 1.09–1.96, p\0.05). The ACS risk was higher in

the lowest Ct.vBMD quintile vs higher ones (radius: HR=2.21, 95%CI

1.13–4.31, p\0.05; tibia: HR=2.92, 95% CI 1.08–7.87, p\0.05).

Moreover, low aBMD (spine, hip) and lowCt.vBMDwere predictive of

ACS in the low risk groups, e.g. in the non-diabetic men (radius: HR=

1.58 per SD, 95% CI 1.12–2.22, p\0.01). Low Ct.vBMD predicted

ACS in men with C-reactive protein levels of\3 ng/mL (radius: HR=

1.84 per SD decrease, 95% CI 1.17–2.90, p\0.01; tibia: HR=1.55 per

SD, 95% CI 1.03–2.33, p\0.05). Furthermore, low Ct.vBMD was

associated with higher ACS risk in men with low BMI (\27.3 kg/m2,

median), e.g. radius: HR=1.88 per SD, 95% CI 1.06–3.32, p\0.05.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, low aBMD (mainly hip)

and low Ct.vBMD are predictive of ACS in older men. Low Ct.

vBMD also predicts ACS in the lower risk subgroups.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone microarchitecture, cardiovascular disease, bone

mineral density, men
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Objectives: 1. To examine the relation between lumbar spine (LS)

TBS and risk of prevalent vertebral fractures (VFs) 2. Assess whether

this relation is independent of LS-BMD 3. Assess whether LS-TBS

and LS-BMD are related to severity of VFs.

Methods: We included 5,630 participants from a population based

cohort with radio graphic assessments andDXAscans of the lumbar spine.

VFs were scored using Genant’s semiquantitative method assisted by

Spineanalyzer®. Logistic regression models adjusted for multiple con-

founders and LS-BMD were performed to obtain risk estimates per SD

decrease of LS-TBS whereas to assess the relation between LS-TBS, LS-

BMDand severity ofVFsweusedmultinomial logistic regressionmodels.

Results: In our study, 1092 subjects had prevalent VFs of which

619 were mild, 399 moderate, and 74 severe. The correlation between

LS-TBS and LS-BMD was 0.20, p-value \0.001. LS-TBS was

inversely associated with prevalent VFs independent of LS-BMD; OR

=1.19 (95% CI 1.09; 1.29). Mild VFs were not associated neither with

LS-TBS nor with LS-BMD; OR=1.10 (95% CI 0.98 1.22) and OR=

1.07 (95% CI 0.97 1.19) respectively. Both moderate and severe VFs

were inversely associated with LS-TBS and LS-BMD; OR=1.27

(95% CI 1.07 1.39) and OR=1.67 (95% CI 1.24 2.27) respectively for

LS-TBS and OR=1.35 (95% CI 1.17 1.53) and OR=2.08 (95% CI

1.47 2.94) respectively for LS-BMD.
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Summary & Conclusion: In the largest setting to date, we showed

that LS-TBS is strongly associated with prevalent radiographic VFs in

both sexes independent of LS-BMD. It constitutes a useful tool to

assess VF risk in clinical practice alongside BMD. The lack of

association between LS-TBS, LS-BMD and mild VFs suggests that

these fractures do not constitute real ones but most likely deformities.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: BMD, radio-graphic vertebral fractures, TBS,

osteoporosis
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Objectives: Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) is associated with

decreased bone mineral density (BMD) and impaired bone quality.

There is evidence that this is caused by accumulation of advanced

glycation end-products in bone. We aimed to investigate BMD and

bone quality in men with T1DM compared to healthy controls.

Methods: Thirty-three men with T1DM (42.7±12.1 years) and 28

healthy male age-matched controls (41.8±12.0 years) were included.

BMD was measured by dual X-ray absorptiometry (DXA), applying

Hologic Discovery, and spine trabecular bone score (TBS) was

assessed by TBS iNsight software. Bone mechanical strength (BMS)

was examined by micro indentation (Osteoprobe). Fasting blood

samples were collected for analyses of glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c),

bone markers, calcium, parathyroid hormone (PTH) and 25-hydroxy

vitamin D3 (25OH(D)).

Results: The T1DM group displayed lower whole body BMD

compared to controls (−0.46 T-score, p=0.04). Osteopenia/osteo-

porosis were more frequent in the T1DM group, although significantly

only at the total hip (p=0.03). TBS was lower in the T1DM group

(−4.3%, p=0.016). BMS was measured in subgroups (T1DM: n=18,

controls: n=14), and significantly lower BMS was observed in the

T1DM group (−4.8%, p=0.004). HbA1c was 8.0±0.8% in the T1DM

group, versus 5.3±0.3% in controls (p\0.001). Lower levels of the

bone resorption marker C-terminal telopeptide of type 1 collagen (0.25

(0.22–0.39) µg/L vs 0.43 (0.33–0.56) µg/L, p=0.001), and the bone

formation marker osteocalcin (0.60 (0.48–1.00) nmol/L vs 1.00 (0.78–

1.3) nmol/L, p=0.012) were observed in the T1DM group. There were

no significant differences in calcium, PTH or 25(OH)D levels.

Summary & Conclusion: Males with T1DM exhibited lower

whole body BMD, and impaired bone quality assessed by TBS and

BMS, compared to controls. They also displayed decreased bone

turnover. Our data indicate an affection of both microarchitecture and

bone material properties which imply an increased fracture risk.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: The aim of this clinical trial (EudraCT: 2009-016873-

13) was to investigate whether the anabolic agent recombinant human

(rh) parathyroid hormone PTH (1–84) can enhance fracture healing

and arrest bone and joint destruction in patients with diabetes and

acute Charcot osteoarthropathy.

Methods: Forty eight patients were randomised to daily subcuta-

neous injections of rh-PTH (1–84) or placebo until clinical resolution

(defined as a skin foot temperature difference below 2°C at two con-

secutive monthly visits) or up to a period of 12 months. All patients

received casting therapy and Calcium and Vitamin D3 supplementation.

Time to clinical resolution was recorded in months. Semiquantitative

bone marrow oedema (BMO) scores and fracture scores were calculated

on non-contrast magnetic resonance imaging scans and the rate of

change of these scores from presentation and on follow up (at clinical

resolution or at 12 months) was compared between the groups.

Results: Skin foot temperature difference significantly decreased

from presentation to follow up (p\0.001). However, the rate of change

in skin foot temperature difference was not significantly different

between the active and placebo groups (p=0.21). Time to resolution

was not significantly different between the groups (p=0.69) as was the

percentage of patients with clinical resolution at 6 months (odds ratio=

0.94; 95% CI 0.30 to 3; p=0.92) and at 12 months (odds ratio=2.3;

95% CI 0.68 to 7.7; p=0.18). The total BMO score and fracture score

significantly decreased from presentation to follow up (p\0.001 and p

=0.001, respectively). However, the rate of change of BMO scores was

not significantly different between the active and placebo groups (p=

0.95) as was the rate of change of fracture scores (p=0.55).

Summary & Conclusion: Treatment with rh-PTH (1–84) does not

enhance time to resolution, fracture healing and resolution of BMO of

the active Charcot foot. Casting therapy remains the mainstay of

Charcot foot management. Supported by Diabetes UK (BDA RD08/

0003729).

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: Charcot foot, diabetes, recombinant human parathyroid

hormone (1–84), bone marrow oedema
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Objectives: Pulp regeneration by transplantation of dental pulp-

derived cell (DPC) spheroids has been proposed as novel scaffold-free

strategy. A crucial factor for successful transplantation is
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angiogenesis. Hypoxia pre-conditioning can enhance cell engraft-

ment. It is unknown if pre-conditioning interferes with spheroid

formation. Here we evaluated the impact of hypoxia mimetic agents

(HMA) and hypoxia on the formation of DPC spheroids.

Methods: DPC were seeded on agarose-coated plates and treated

with hypoxia, the HMA dimethyloxallylglycine (DMOG), desfer-

rioxamine (DFO), L-mimosine (L-MIM) or a combination of one

HMA and hypoxia. Light microscopic images were taken after

treatment, at 6 h and 24 h. Live-Dead staining and MTT and resa-

zurin-based toxicity assays were used to assess cell viability. Spheroid

sizes were measured with the ImageJ software. Immunoassays were

conducted to evaluate the production of vascular endothelial growth

factor (VEGF), Interleukin(IL)-8 and stromal cell-derived factor

(SDF)-1 in DPC spheroids.

Results: DPC spheroid formation was not impaired by treatment

with hypoxia, HMA or combined treatment with hypoxia and HMA.

Spheroids appeared vital in all tests for viability. No significant dif-

ferences (p[0.05) in sizes were found upon treatment with hypoxia

and HMA. Hypoxia or HMA treatment significantly increased (p\
0.05) production of VEGF and IL-8 in spheroids, but did not modulate

SDF-1. Combinatory treatment with hypoxia and HMA did not fur-

ther boost VEGF and IL-8 production.

Summary & Conclusion: These results indicate that hypoxia-pre-

conditioning supports pro-angiogenic functions while it does not

affect spheroid size during the formation process. Further in vitro

studies will reveal how hypoxia and HMA can be used to support cell

transplantation approaches for regenerative endodontics.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: dental pulp, microtissues, tissue engineering, spheroid,
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Objectives: Stanniocalcin 1 (STC1) is a mammalian homolog of

STC gene that regulates calcium and phosphate levels in bony fish. A

recent study presented that compression of periodontal ligamental

fibroblasts (PDLFs) increases expression levels of STC1. Stc1-defi-

cient mice did not exhibit any bony phenotype but overexpression of

human STC1 gene in mice retarded growth and calvarial suture clo-

sure. However, the function of STC1 in PDLFs has not been

elucidated. Therefore, in this study, we examined the regulatory role

of STC1 in osteogenic differentiation of PDLFs.

Methods: Primary human PDLFs were maintained in growth

medium (α-MEM+ 10% FBS) and osteogenic differentiation was

induced by culturing cells in osteogenic medium (growth medium

supplemented with β-glycerophosphate and ascorbic acid). Osteo-

genic differentiation was examined by performing quantitative RT-

PCR of osteoblast marker genes (Runx2, osterix, alkaline phos-

phatase, osteocalcin), alkaline phosphatase activity assays and

alizarin red S staining to quantify matrix mineralization. Knockdown

of STC1 or VEGF gene was performed by transfecting cells with

small interfering RNAs to the respective genes. Blocking the extra-

cellular action of STC1 or VEGF was induced by using the respective

neutralizing antibodies.

Results: Osteogenic stimuli increased mRNA and protein levels of

STC1 in a time-dependent manner. Overexpression of STC1 gene or

treating the cells with recombinant STC1 protein significantly

enhanced osteogenic differentiation of PDLFs. Knockdown of STC1

or STC1 neutralizing antibody treatment blocked osteogenic differ-

entiation of PDLFs. STC1 increased expression levels of VEGF.

Treatment of PDLFs with VEGF significantly enhanced osteogenic

differentiation. In addition, silencing of VEGF significantly down-

regulated STC1-induced osteogenic differentiation of PDLFs, which

was rescued by addition of extracelluar VEGF.

Summary & Conclusion: These results suggest that STC1 is an

endogenous regulatory protein that is involved in the progression of

osteogenic differentiation of PDLFs and that STC1 enhances osteo-

genic differentiation through the induction of VEGF expression, at

least in part.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteogenic differentiation, VEGF, stanniocalcin 1, peri-

odontal ligament fibroblasts
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Objectives: Osteoporosis is a metabolic bone disease that is

characterized low bone mass resulted from an increase in bone

resorption relative to bone formation. The most current therapies for

osteoporosis have focused on inhibiting bone resorption by osteoclasts.

Although the conventional drugs have therapeutic benefits, they also

have disadvantages such as breast cancer and osteonecrosis of jaw. The

purpose of this study is to develop the new anabolic agents for treatment

of osteoporosis that have fewer risks compared to conventional thera-

pies. We searched the natural products that derived from traditional

chinse medicines which have been used for treatment of bone injuries

and bone related diseases. Icaritin is a flavonoid glycoside derived from

herb Epimedium which has beneficial effects on bone formation. To

determine the effect of icaritin on bone formation, we examined the

effect of icaritin on MC3T3-E1 cell proliferation and differentiation.

Methods: For determining the effect of icaritin on proliferation, we

did MTT assay of MC3T3-E1 cells. To evaluate whether icaritin

could promote the osteogenic differentiation of MC3T3-E1 cells,

alkaline phosphatase(ALP) activity and mRNA expression of Runx2,

osteocalcin(OCN) was determined. In addition, the effect of icaritin

on mRNA expression of RANKL and osteoprotegerin(OPG) was

examined. mRNA expression of osteogenic markers was analyzed by

quantitative real time PCR.

Results: Icaritin increased MC3T3-E1 cell proliferation. Icaritin

increased ALP activity of MC3T3-E1 cells for 72 h culture in

osteogenic media. mRNA expression of Runx2 after 24 h culture with

icaritin was increased. mRNA expression of osteocalcin after 72 h

culture with icaritin was increased. In addition, icaritin increased

mRNA expression of OPG and RANKL both. However icaritin

increased mRNA expression of OPG much more than RANKL and

then increased OPG/RNAKL ratio.

Summary & Conclusion: These results suggest that icaritin pro-

motes osteogenic differentiation of osteoblasts and decreases

osteoclast formation regulated by osteoblasts.
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Objectives: Recent studies identified several bone physiology-

relevant features at the marrow-bone interface. Macrophagic cells

have been suggested to play a role in the regulation of bone forma-

tion. Here we clarified the local marrow distribution of these

macrophagic cells relative to the osteoblastic canopies and bone

surface events in mouse and human bone.

Methods: The analysis was conducted on in situ hybridized and

immunostained sections from iliac crest biopsies of 9 human controls,

and vertebrae and tibiae of 10 40-weeks old C57Bl/6 mice. Macro-

phagic and osteoblastic markers were respectively, CD68/CD163 and

CD56/Runx2 for the humans, and F4/80/CD169 and Runx2/β-catenin
for the mice. The morphology of mice canopies was also investigated

by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

Results: In humans, we consistently observed that only osteoclasts

were CD68+ on the bone surface, while virtually no other cells on the

bone surface or the canopy cells were immunoreactive for the mac-

rophagic markers (\1%), but positive for the osteoblastic markers

([98%). This confirms that the canopies contain only osteoblastic cells

and no macrophagic cells. Interestingly however, 57% of the canopies

were found in contact with CD68+ cells at its marrow side, but only 5%

of it was found in contact with CD163+ cells. The CD68 + macrophagic

cells were significant less abundant further away from the surface. In

mice, thin canopies could clearly be detected above resorptive and

formative surfaces by TEM. When detectable by light microscopy, the

canopy cells were only immunoreactivity for the osteoblastic markers

Runx2 and β-catenin, and had no mRNA expression of the macro-

phagic marker F4/80 or CD169. As in humans, macrophagic cells were

abundant along the marrow side of the canopies.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, macrophagic cells are

abundant right next to the osteoblastic canopies both in human and

mouse cancellous bone—a position compatible with a role in the

regulation of bone formation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone formation, bone remodeling compartment canopy,

osteoblast, bone marrow, macrophages
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Objectives: The surfaces of titanium dental implants have

been modified by titanium plasma spray or by acid etching. The aim

of this study is to define the cell attachment and the gene expression

of MC3T3E1 cells on machined titanium surface and resorbable

blast media surface by cDNA microarray slide containing 21575

genes.

Methods: The Ti disks (Osstem, Pusan, Korea) used for the cell

culture were fabricated from grade 4 commercially pure Ti (Dynamet,

Inc. A Carpenter Co., Washington, PA, USA). The disks were pre-

pared to be 12 mm diameter and 1 mm thick.Cell culture and RNA

extraction MC3T3-E1 cells were cultured on disks placed in the

dishes which have 10 cm diameter.. Total RNA extraction was per-

formed with Qiagen mini kit .MTT assay were used for examining the

proliferation of cells after culturing the cells on the machined surface

and RBM surface for 24, 48 h.SEM The cultures were incubated for

24 h to evaluate the influence of the substrate geometry using a

scanning electro microscope.cDNA microarray The cDNA microar-

ray Agilent Rat 22 K chip (Digital Genomics, Korea) was used and

monitored the expression of 21575 genes. The samples(10 μg total

RNA per condition) were processed according to the manufacturer’s

recommendation.

Results: SEM observation of cell morphology on the RBM sur-

faces after 24 h cell culture were well spread; they presented with a

predominantly flatened morphology. Cells at the edge of the micro-

mass were seen to bride across the peaks of all the surfaces in all

directions.. After 24 h of adhesion, significant differences were

observed. The cell density on RBM surface appeared to be higher than

machined titanium surface. But there was no significant differences

after 48 h of adhesion.

Summary & Conclusion: Titanium surfaces are important to

influence gene expression of MC3T3-E1 cells and rougher surfaces

induced a higher initial MC3T3-E1 cells attachment.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Defined surface modifications can improve the

osseointegration of total joint replacements. In particular, nanostruc-

tured titanium has been proposed to improve the quality of

orthopaedic implants by mimicking native bone tissue. Hence, in the

present study, the impact of a novel laser-mediated nanostructuring

process, as developed for an enhanced adhesive bonding in the

aerospace industry, on in-vitro biocompatibility and in-vivo

osseointegration was analysed.
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Methods: Titanium discs coated with either titanium niobium

nitride (TiNbN) or titanium plasma spray (TPS) were nanostructured

(nano) by laser irradiation. Primary human osteoblasts (pHOB) were

cultured on the discs for up to 28 days. Osteoblast morphology,

cytotoxicity, cell numbers and proliferation as well as osteoblast

activity and mineralisation were evaluated. Equally prepared TiNbN

and TPS cylinders were press-fit implanted into the distal medial

femora of New Zealand white rabbits. By means of removal torque

measurements, bone anchorage at day 0, 28 and 56 was measured.

Results: Laser-irradiation leads to evenly distributed porous

nanostructures of approximately 20–30 nm in size on both TiNbN-

and TPS-coated titanium discs. Nanostructured surfaces were not

cytotoxic. Cell proliferation was reduced but osteoblast markers such

as alkaline phosphatase, osteoprotegerin and pro-collagen were

upregulated. Correspondingly, mineralisation was enhanced on laser-

irradiated titanium. In-vivo, osseointegration occurred without any

signs of infection. Sufficient bone anchorage was achieved at 28 and

56 days following implantation. The connection of TPS with bone

was stronger than that of TiNbN. Yet, laser-irradiation did not addi-

tionally increase the mechanical pull-out forces.

Summary & Conclusion: In agreement with previous reports,

laser-nanostructured titanium was able to enhance the maturation of

osteoblasts indicating an improved cytocompatibility of both TiNbN

and TPS nano. However, in-vivo osseointegration of laser-irradiated

implants was not superior. This might be due to the laser parameters

chosen in the present study which can differentially affect biocom-

patibility and tissue reaction.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: titanium, nanostructure, osteoblast, biocompatibility,

osseointegration
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Denmark, odense/Denmark

Objectives: The efficiency of in vivo bone formation and fracture

healing depends on recruitment of enough number of osteoprogenitor

cells at bone formation sites. However, the nature of these migration-

enhancing molecules is poorly characterized. Here we have identified

KIAA1199 as a novel secreted factor present in the microenvironment

of human skeletal stem cell (also known as marrow stromal cells or

mesenchymal stem cells, hMSC) using quantitative proteomic

methods. While its role in bone biology is not known, it has been

suggested to play a role in cancer cell metastases. Thus, we examined

its role in hMSC cell motility and migration.

Methods: As a model for primary hMSC, we have employed

telomerised hMSC cell line, hMSC-TERT previously established in

our laboratory. The effect of KIAA1199 on hMSCs migration was

performed using on in vitro wound assay and trans-well migration

assay. KIAA1199 intracellular signaling was studied by qPCR and

Western-blot analysis in hMSC either deficient (KIAA1199−) or

overexpressing (KIAA1199+) KIAA1199. Changes in cell morphol-

ogy and cytoskeletal proteins were analyzed by Operetta® high

content image system and Western-blotting.

Results: KIAA1199+ hMSCs exhibited faster cells migration into

the area of injury;hMSCs also exhibited enhanced migration in

presence of KIAA1199 and it was not gradient-dependent suggesting

enhanced cell chemokinesis. KIAA1199− hMSCs exhibited altered

morphology with smaller cell size, increased cell roundness and

decreased F-actin intensity. Morphological changes were associated

with decreased P-CFL1 and P-LIMK1, two factors involved in actin

cytoskeletal dynamics. We identified decreased canonical Wnt sig-

naling in KIAA1199− hMSCs. In addition, knock down KIAA1199

decreased phospho-P38 and phospho-ERK. The expression level of

KIAA1199 was up-regulated in mouse tibial fracture model and these

high levels positively correlated with fracture healing progression.

Summary & Conclusion: KIAA1199 is chemochinetic factor for

hMSCs as a chemokinesis with a possible role during fracture healing.

KIAA1199 regulates hMSCs cell shape and actin cytoskeletal

dynamics through changes in Wnt singling.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone fracture healing, osteoblast differentiation, hMSCs,

KIAA1199, migration
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Objectives: Craniosynostosis, the premature fusion of one or more

sutures of the skull, can lead to pathological disorders. The etiology

and the underlying risk factors for non-syndromic cases remain poorly

understood. The mechanosensory proteins Polycystin 1 (PC1) and 2

(PC2) have been shown to play a critical role in craniofacial growth

and development, and potentially in suture formation and fusion.The

aim of study was to investigate the differential expression profile of

PC1 and PC2 in fused sutures of craniosynostotic patients and to

study any potential correlations with clinicopathological

characteristics.

Methods: Suture tissue samples were collected from hospitalised

children with different craniosynostosis types. PC1/PC2 localization

and expression levels were investigated in tissue sections by

Immunohistochemistry and Western Immunoblotting. Several anti-

bodies recognising either the extracellular (mechanosensory) domain

of PC1 and PC2 or the C-terminal (activated form) of PC1 were

employed. Ethical approval was obtained for all experimental pro-

tocols. Informed consent and clinicopathological data were retrieved

from children’s parents and hospital medical records.

Results: Western Immunoblotting revealed expression of both PC1

and PC2 in suture samples of all craniosynostotic types (trigono-

cephaly, plagiocephhaly, dolichocephaly, metopic synostosis).

Immunohistochemical analysis revealed differential localisation of

PC1 and PC2 in tissue samples with nuclear expression of PC1/PC2 in

fused sutures. Maternal lineage and medical history were found to be

correlated with the incidence of craniosynostosis. Males were found

to be most commonly affected by non-syndromic craniosynostosis.

Summary & Conclusion: Polycystins play a potential role in

premature obliteration of sutures that occur in pathological conditions

such as craniosynostosis. Many independent risk factors are impli-

cated in the pathogenesis of non-syndromic cases. Further research

with greater sample size is required to elucidate PC-induced
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molecular pathways in premature suture fusion processes and to

determine potential risk factors/biomarkers for craniosynostosis in

order to complement current diagnostic schemes.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: craniosynostosis, polycystins, mechanotransduction
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Objectives: Preliminary results from our laboratory suggest that

protease-activated receptor-2 (PAR2) regulates mesenchymal stem

cell fate by promoting osteoblastogenesis and suppressing adipoge-

nesis. The objective of this study was to determine the underlying

mechanisms of this effect in vitro.

Methods: In Kusa 4b10 cells, a murine mesenchymal cell line able

to differentiate into either osteoblastic or adipocytic lineages, PAR2

expression was stably knocked down using lentiviral shRNA con-

structs. Cells were cultured under osteogenic conditions for 7, 14, 17

and 21 days and assessed for mineralisation and adipogenesis by

staining with Alizarin Red-S or Oil-Red-O, respectively. Based on

quantitative PCR (qPCR) evaluation of various lineage markers at

days 0, 1, 3 and 5, day 5 was selected for further gene expression

analysis. Twenty-seven genes, previously identified in an RNA-Seq

study as differentially expressed between osteoblasts from PAR2-

knockout and wildtype mice, were then similarly evaluated.

Results: Mineralisation assays and Oil-Red-O positive cell counts

indicated that PAR2 knockdown decreased mineralisation (61%, p\
0.0001) and increased adipogenesis (346%, p\0.0001). QPCR anal-

ysis at day 5 demonstrated that knockdown of PAR2 caused an

increase in the expression of Il6, Cnr1, Ramp3 and Enpep ([150%,

p\0.001), whereas the expression of Snorc, C1qtnf3 and Grem1 was

suppressed ([44%, p\0.05). ELISA confirmed a fivefold increase in

the concentration of IL-6 in the medium resulting from knockdown of

PAR2 (p\0.0001). Presence of IL-6 neutralising antibody in the

medium suppressed adipogenesis of PAR2-knockdown (but not vector

control) cells at 7 days (27%, p\0.05) but did not affect

mineralisation.

Summary & Conclusion: The results demonstrate that PAR2 is

required for the normal differentiation of osteoblasts and suppression

of adipogenesis in murine mesenchymal stem cells. It is suggested

that the effect on adipogenesis but not mineralisation occurs through

IL-6-dependent mechanisms downstream of PAR2.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: protease-activated receptor-2, PAR2, osteoblasts, adipo-
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Objectives: The aims of this study were to evaluate cellular

response of human bone-derived cells to Vitamin D3 treatment by

observing osteoblast specific gene expression and osteoblastic activity.

Methods: Human bone-derived cells (BdC) were cultured and

isolated, respectively. The BdC were incubated in osteogenic medium

(ascorbic acid, beta-glycerol phosphate, dexamethasone) for 7 days

with 0, 10, and 20 μM Vitamin D3 (VD3;1,25(OH)2D3). The

osteoblast activity were evaluated by intercellular Alkaline Phos-

phatase (ALP) activity, ALP staining, Alizarin Red S (ARS) staining,

and hydroxyapatite staining. In these situation, the molecular level at

day 3 have examined using quantitative analysis real-time PCR

(qPCR) and immunoblotting of osteoblastic gene expression (ALP,

Osteocalcin (OCN), Collagen type I (COL1A1), RUNX2, Osterix

(OSX), Vitamin D3 receptor (VDR), CYP24A, and CYP27B).

Results: Intercellular ALP activity and ALP, ARS, and hydrox-

yapatite staining were significantly increased by VD3 dose-dependent

under osteogenic medium. Moreover, the expression of RUNX2,

OSX, and VDR proteins and of ALP, COL1A1, OCN, VDR,

CYP24A, RUNX2, and OSX genes were greater in VD3 treated BdC.

Taken together, VD3 treatment promotes osteoblast differentiation.

Summary & Conclusion: Our preliminary data indicated that VD3

has a stimulatory effect on osteoblastic genes and on involved in

osteoblast differentiation. Further studies are needed to fully charac-

terize the mechanisms of action of VD3 in BdC. However, there might

be a basic rationale in the use of VD3 as bone health supplement.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: vitamin D3, osteoblast differentiation, bone-derived cells

(BdC)
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Objectives: Extracellular matrix fulfils a multitude of purposes,

mechanical integrity of bone tissue being one. Cell cultures are

usually performed in closed/stationary setups. Lining cells at surfaces

like preosteoblastic MC3T3-E1 are exposed to shear stress due to flow

of body fluids. Our aim is to study how the flow of culture medium

modulates RNA expression and ECM deposition of MC3T3-E1 cells.

Methods: We cultured cells of the osteoblast-like cell line

MC3T3-E1 at different flow rates in a flow-through chamber and

monitored the time course of ECM production by FTIR ATR spec-

troscopy. For that purpose we evaluated two characteristic spectral

bands reflecting the protein and glycosaminoglycan content of the

ECM layer with a thickness of 1 µm deposited at the surface of the

measuring element. At the end of culturing time we checked the cell

cultures for confluency by staining, for proliferation rate by cell

counting, and for response to mechanical strain by real time-quanti-

tative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) of genes like Lipocalin 2

(Lcn2) and Nitric oxide synthase 2 (NOS2).

Results: Of the dynamic cell cultures showed that the protein

content of the ECM layer accessible for measurement remained

unaltered whereas the glycosaminoglycan content increased with time

up to 30%. RNA expression of Lcn2 and NOS2 was up-regulated
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*1100 and 2800 times, respectively, compared to corresponding

controls at stationary conditions.

Summary & Conclusion: We conclude that the flow-through

chamber can be used as a model system to study effects of different

flow rates simulating in-vivo shear stress on ECM deposition and

expression of genes known to respond to mechanical stress.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: shear stress, extracellular matrix, FTIR ATR spec-

troscopy, RNA expression, MC3T3-E1
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Objectives: Angiopoietin-like 4 is an angiogenesis modulating

signaling factor which is also involved in hard tissue resorption. It is

unknown how angiopoietin-like 4 production is regulated in the

dental pulp. In the present study we hypothesized that hypoxia

mimetic agents and hypoxia can stimulate angiopoietin-like 4 pro-

duction in the dental pulp.

Methods: To assess the impact on angiopoietin-like 4 production

we treated monolayer and spheroid cultures of primary human dental

pulp-derived cells (DPC) with the hypoxia mimetic agent L-mimosine

(L-MIM) or hypoxia. In addition we performed tooth slice cultures in

the presence of L-MIM or hypoxia. Angiopoietin-like 4 mRNA levels

were measured using reverse transcription qPCR. Angiopoietin-like 4

protein levels were assessed using immunoassays. Furthermore, we

evaluated the role of hypoxia inducible factor-1 alpha (HIF-1alpha)

signaling via the application of echinomycin.

Results: We found that angiopoietin-like 4 mRNA and protein levels

were increased upon treatment with L-MIM and hypoxia in monolayer

cultures and spheroid cultures ofDPC.TheHIF-1alpha signaling inhibitor

echinomycin blocked the increase of angiopoietin-like 4 production.

Evaluation of tooth slice cultures revealed that the dental pulp tissue can

produce and release angiopoietin-like 4 under normoxia, hypoxia, and in

the presence of L-MIM. However, these results from monolayer and

spheroid cultures do not directly translate into the situation in the dental

pulp complex.We observed a trend for an increase of angiopoietin-like 4

mRNA levels but a trend for a decrease in the protein levels of the culture

supernatants. Both did not reach the level of significance.

Summary & Conclusion: In summary our results show that the

hypoxia mimetic agent L-MIM and hypoxia can stimulate the pro-

duction of angiopoietin-like 4 in DPC. Furthermore, our inhibitor

studies suggest that this effect involves HIF-1alpha signaling. How-

ever, the increase in the cell culture supernatants does not translate in

an increased release in tooth slice organ cultures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: hypoxia, angiopoietin-like 4, dental pulp, prolyl
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Objectives: Alendronate enhances bone morphogenetic proteins

(BMP)-mediated osteoblast differentiation. A balanced regulation of

inhibitors of DNA binding/ differentiation (Ids) plays an important

role in BMP-induced osteoblast differentiation. However, there are

no studies on the possible roles of Id genes in alendronate-induced

osteoblast differentiation.This study investigated the effect of

alendronate on the expression of Id genes in osteoblast

differentiation.

Methods: C2C12 cells were treated with alendronate for various

concentrations and time periods. For evaluation of alendronate-in-

duced osteoblast differentiation in C2C12 cells, alkaline phosphatase

(ALP) activity was measured. The expression of osteoblast differ-

entiation markers such as ALP, type-1 collagen (Col 1), and

osteocalcin (OCN), and the expression of Id-1 and Id-2 were mea-

sured by RT-PCR. In order to understand the mechanism underlying

the regulation of Id genes, the promoter region of the Id-1 gene was

identified. Database analysis of the promoter region for Id-1 using

known consensus sequences identified several putative response

elements, including CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein beta (C/

EBPβ).
Results: Alendronate treatment significantly increased not only

ALP activity but also expression of ALP, Col 1, and OCN, Id-1 and

Id-2. C/EBPβ and alendronate cooperatively increased the promoter

activity and expression of Id-1.

Summary & Conclusion: These results suggest that C/EBPβ-me-

diated Id-1transcriptional activation may regulate alendronate-

induced osteoblast differentiation of C2C12 cells.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: alendronate-induced osteoblast, C2C12 cells
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Objectives: Syndecan-3 (Sdc3) is a transmembrane heparin sul-

phate proteoglycan receptor, which is highly expressed in periosteal

osteoblasts during skeletal development, but its role in the adult

skeleton is unknown. Sdc3 knock-out (SDC3KO) mice have normal

musculature, but increased bone fragility. The objective was to

analyse the role of Sdc3 in the adult skeleton.

Methods: The long bones of 3-month-old (N=5) and 6-month-old

(N=7) Sdc3KO and wild type (WT, N=7 each group) male mice were

analysed by uCT and dynamic histomorphometry. Osteclasts were

generated from Sdc3KO andWT bonemarrow usingMCSF+RANKL.

Results: At 3 months there was a decrease in bone volume (BV/

TV), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th) and trabecular number (Tb.N) of

27% (p\0.01), 11% (p\0.01) and 17% (p\0.01) respectively, and

increased trabecular pattern factor (Tb.Pf) and SMI of 43% (p\0.01)

and 17% (p\0.01) respectively in Sdc3KO compared to WT. Cortical

thickness and overall bone diameter were decreased by 10% (p\0.01)

and 12% (p\0.05) respectively in Sdc3KO compared to WT mice. At

6-months Sdc3KO mice showed more pronounced age-related bone

loss with a significant decrease in BV/TV (43%, p\0.01), Tb.Th,

(19%, p\0.01) and Tb.N (28%, p\0.01) and an increase in Tb.Pf

(115%, p\0.01) compared to WT mice. Unexpectedly we found an

approximately 50% decrease in Sdc3KO osteoclast number compared

to WT (p\0.01) in vitro (N=4). Histomorphometric analysis revealed

no difference in osteoclast numbers or resorption surfaces in Sdc3KO

compared to WT. However calcein double label analysis showed a
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63% reduction in bone formation rate (p\0.01) due to a 47% decrease

in mineralising surface (p\0.05) and a 33% decrease in mineral

apposition rate (p\0.05) in Sdc3KO.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results suggest that the age-related

low bone mass phenotype in Sdc3KO mice is due to reduced bone

formation, likely due to impaired differentiation and/or function of

osteoblast-lineage cells. Thus Sdc3 plays an important role in main-

taining bone mass.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: syndecan-3, bone formation, µCT, histomorphometry,

ageing
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Objectives: Inspired by the osteogenic cell differentiating and

osteoclast suppressing capabilities of alendronate (ALN), we manu-

factured a composite type of ALN-loaded collagen sponge (ALN-CS)

which controls the early detrimental effect of high-dose recombinant

human bone morphogenetic protein (rhBMP)-2. This study aimed to

evaluate ALN-CS as a high-dose rhBMP-2 carrier by investigating the

initial bio-molecular effect and the efficacy on intramembranous

ossification, compared with non-loaded CS.

Methods: ALN-CS was in vitro characterized about release profile

of rhBMP-2 or ALN, osteoblast differentiation. Bone-forming activity

and early bio-molecular effect in vivo were evaluated using calvarial

defect model of rats at 1, 4, 8 and 24 weeks.

Results: The in vitro rhBMP-2 and ALN release in the ALN-CS

exhibited a lower burst followed by a sustained release despite lack of

calcium, compared to that in CS alone. Characterization in vitro showed

that osteoblast differentiation and mineralization of mesenchymal

stromal cells were more enhanced with ALN-CS. The ALN-CS-BMP

group showed higher expression of bone-forming/resorbing markers

in vivo than the CS-BMPgroup at 1week, probably due to retention of a

relatively higher amount of BMP-2. However, osteoclasts activation in

the ALN-CS-BMP group was significantly reduced over CS-BMP

group.ALN-CS-BMP promoted early and dense ossification at the

initial defect, with 100% greater bone mass, 20% greater bone density,

and less fatty marrow tissue than CS-BMP, which continued during the

whole healing period. However, CS or ALN-CS alone failed to show

complete defect closure even at the 24-week healing interval.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results demonstrate that ALN-CS

has remarkable advantages over CS alone in high-dose BMP-2

delivery, with potent suppression of resorption, early and dense

ossification at the target area with less fatty marrow formation, and

continuation of bone quality over the long term, which highlights its

great clinical potential as a rhBMP carrier for bone regeneration at

intramembranous ossification site.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: early dense ossification, long term study, alendronate,

high-dose BMP-2, collagen sponge
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Objectives: Inflammatory stimuli can lead to bone loss by mech-

anisms that are not well-understood. We recently showed that skin-

inflammation induces bone loss in mice and humans. In psoriasis, the

prototypic IL-17A-mediated inflammatory human skin disease, low

bone formation and bone loss correlates with increased serum IL-17A

levels. Similarly, in two mouse-models with chronic IL-17A-medi-

ated skin-inflammation, strong inhibition of bone formation occurs

(*40% decrease of BFR/BS), different from classical inflammatory

bone loss, where osteoclast activation leads to bone degradation. We

show that under inflammatory conditions different immune cells

express IL-17A, which act systemically to inhibit osteoblast function

by suppressing Wnt signaling. Importantly, pharmacological blockade

of IL-17A rescues Wnt target gene expression and bone formation

in vivo (Uluckan et al., STM, 2016).

Methods: To determine the contribution of T-cell-derived IL-17A

to skin-inflammation and bone loss, we crossed the JunBΔep mice to

Rag1-/- (DKO) mice. The mice were subjected to microCT and his-

tology/histomorphometry analysis.

Results: Unexpectedly, we observed exacerbated skin inflamma-

tion and earlier onset of bone loss (3-months vs 6-months, n=8/8). IL-

17A expression was abundant in the skin of DKO mice with increased

infiltration of innate immune cells, such as granulocytes, macro-

phages and mast cells ([20-fold, p\0.01). These mice were prone to

S.aureus infections with a 100% penetrance. Antibiotic treatments

reduced skin-inflammation and bone loss. Interestingly, RNA-se-

quencing of cultured osteoblasts treated with IL-17A showed a

massive increase ([500-fold, p\0.001) in the anti-microbial gene

Lipocalin-2. We are currently investigating the IL-17A producing

cells in the skin in DKO mice, and their mobilization to bone by using

the IL-17A-GFP reporter mouse.

Summary & Conclusion: Metagenomic sequencing of the micro-

biota, as well as germ-free-housing is underway to determine the role

of commensal bacteria and the anti-microbial protein Lipocalin-2 in

skin inflammation and bone loss. This study adds a new dimension to

the current understanding of osteoimmunology revealing a role of the

microbiota.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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lipocalin-2
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Objectives: Gpr39, one of the G-protein coupled receptors, is a

zinc sensing receptor. Our goal was to describe a bone phenotype in

Gpr39 deficient mice (Gpr39−/−).

Methods: Femurs from six months old wild type and Gpr39−/−

mice were scanned by µCT and were biomechanically tested. Then,

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to deter-

mine mineral to matrix ratio. Dynamic and static histomorphometry

were performed to describe bone formation and bone resorption

in vivo. In vitro, we isolated mesenchymal stem cells as well as bone

monocytes from bone marrow of wild type and Gpr39−/− mice.

Mesenchymal stem cells were differentiated into osteoblasts and

stained with Alizarin Red and Sirius Red. Monocytes were differen-

tiated into osteoclasts and stained with TRAP. qPCR was used to

determine mRNA levels of osteoblasts regulating and collagen I

processing genes. Elisa assay was used for measuring CTX-1 levels in

a serum.

Results: Femurs from Gpr39−/− mice showed increased brittleness

and altered trabecular architecture. Furthermore, Gpr39−/− mice

showed increased mineral to matrix ratio in cortical area with matrix

predominately reduced. Bone formation rate and mineralizing sur-

faces were increased in trabecular area in Gpr39−/− mice. We found

increased number of active osteoblasts on Gpr39−/− sections. On the

other hand, osteoclast number and osteoclast surface are normal.

In vitro studies showed that Gpr39−/− osteoblasts mineralize signifi-

cantly faster and deposit less Collagen I. mRNA expression levels of

osteoblast regulating genes were significantly increased, whereas

collagen I processing genes were reduced. Gpr39−/− osteoclasts

showed normal size and number of nuclei. However, CTX-1 levels in

serum showed significant reduction in Gpr39−/− mice. All of the

included analyses were compared to wild type mice.

Summary & Conclusion: Our data reveal a novel role of zinc

sensing receptor-Gpr39 in the regulation of osteoblast differentiation

and matrix deposition.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoblast differentiation, Gpr39, zinc-sensing receptor,

bone matrix
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Objectives: Periodontal ligament (PDL) cells express endogenous

growth factors such as bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs) that

facilitate the maintenance of periodontal tissue homeostasis. Inflam-

matory conditions such as periodontitis could disrupt this

homeostasis. The osteogenic potentials of BMP-2 was reduced when

inflammation status such as periodontitis occurred. Proteasome inhi-

bitors, which can inhibit the ubiquitin degradation of proteins, have

been introduced to enhance bone formation on osteoblast cells. This

study was to examine the effects of proteasome inhibitor-1 (PS1) and

epoxomicin on osteoblastic differentiation of mouse PDL cells which

were pre-treated with tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α and BMP-2, and

to elucidate its mechanism.

Methods: The mouse PDL cells were cultured with proteasome

inhibitors and TNF-a in osteogenic medium, containing BMP2. MTT

assay was performed for cell viability, and alkaline phosphatase

activity or alizarin red staining as well as expression of osteogenic

markers were examined for the osteoblastic differentiation of PDL

cells. Western blot analysis was performed to check the level of

phosphorylated Smad1/5/8.

Results: Treatment of proteasome inhibitors did not decrease the cell

proliferation at the concentration below 0.5 mM. TNF-α, a proinflam-

matory cytokine, increased inflammation marker expressions like

interleukin-1β and -6 in the PDL cells, and decreased BMP-2 induced

osteogenic gene expression. In addition, TNF-α decreased BMP2-in-

duced ALP activity and matrix mineralization. However, when PS1 or

epoxomicinwere added to the culturemediumof decreased osteoblastic

differentiation, the osteocalcin and ALP mRNA expression was

recovered. In ALP activity and alizarin red stain, proteasome inhibitors

also recovered theALP activity andmineralized bone nodule formation

inhibited by TNF-α. Western blot analysis showed that PS1 and epox-

omicin also inhibited the TNF-α degradation of phosphor-Smad1/5/8.

Summary & Conclusion: These results suggest that proteasome

inhibitors could improve osteoblastic differentiation of PDL cells by

reducing Smad1/5/8 degradation under TNF-α existance, and could be

used as a promising therapeutic approach for periodontitis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) is

required for coupling of osteogenesis and angiogenesis, without

which fracture healing is severely compromised. The effects of VEGF

on osteoblast (OB) function have been well documented, but the

influence of OB-specific VEGF deletion on endothelial cell (EC)

function remains poorly understood. We hypothesised that loss of

OB-derived VEGF would impact vascular EC function to indirectly

regulate osteogenesis, and have investigated the effects of OB VEGF

deletion on ECs in vivo and in vitro.

Methods: For VEGF knock out (KO) in mature OB cells, 16 week

old male mice carrying floxed alleles of VEGF and expressing Cre

recombinase under the control of the Osteocalcin promoter (Ocn Cre)

were used. Cortical bone phenotype was investigated using syn-

chrotron micro-computed tomography and validated by histology.

Conditioned media from VEGF KO OBs and control cells were

collected and added to endothelial cells for viability and gene

expression analyses.
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Results: In VEGF Ocn KO mice the tibiofibular junction had

increased cortical porosity (272.3% ±51.1%, p=1.26E-11), with

85.4% ±2% of the canals containing blood vessels. Deletion of VEGF

in vitro resulted in 95% reduction in VEGF164/120/188 release but

treatment with conditioned media from VEGF KO cells increased EC

viability (p=0.015) and upregulated genes associated with cell

adhesion, inflammation, and platelet activation.

Summary & Conclusion: We have provided evidence that loss of

OB-derived VEGF impacts vascular EC function directly, with

increased vessel numbers in vivo, and increased endothelial viability

in vitro. Gene expression analyses highlighted the potential of ECs to

activate compensatory mechanisms in response to loss of OB VEGF.

Targeting vascular signals that modulate bone formation could pro-

vide novel means to strengthen and improve bone quality.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: endothelial cells, angiogenesis, cortical porosity, VEGF,
osteoblasts
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Objectives: We have recently documented that Apolipoprotein A1

(ApoA1) deficiency results in reduced osteoblastic function and

osteoporosis development, in mice. However, the mechanisms that

underline these effects are vague. Stemming from the fact that VEGF

is important for bone development/homeostasis, in the present study

we investigated whether VEGF and VEGF-regulating pathways are

involved in the impaired osteoblastic function observed in the ApoA1

deficient mice.

Methods: We used 12 weeks-old male ApoA1 deficient (ApoA1−/

−) and wild type (WT) C57BL/6 mice (5 animals/group). The

ApoA1−/− mice had significantly reduced bone mass and impaired

osteoblastic function, as previously published from our group. Fol-

lowing sacrifice, femora were removed and whole bone marrow cells

(WBMCs) were obtained with flushing. The mRNA expression of

VEGF and the constituents of the VEGF-regulating machinery

(HIF1a/CXCR4/PI3K/AKT/MAPK) was examined with qRT-PCR in

the WBMCs of both animal groups.

Results: HIF1a and VEGF expression was significantly reduced in

the ApoA1−/− compared to wild-type animals (0.692±0.059, p\
0.0001 and 0.873±0.08, p=0.023, respectively). On the contrary, the

expression of CXCR4 (6.417±2.63, p=0.008) and its downstream

effectors PI3K (1.393±0.294, p=0.037), AKT (1.11±0.04, p=

0.0006) and MAPK1(1.168±0.039, p\0.0001), were remarkably

augmented in the ApoA1−/− compared to the WT mice.

Summary & Conclusion: We showed that ApoA1 deficiency

results in impaired VEGF mRNA levels via reduced Hif1a expres-

sion, a finding that explains the decreased osteoblastic function and

impaired bone mass, observed in ApoA1-/- mice. Interestingly, the

expression levels of the upstream VEGF regulators were strongly

increased, indicating a feedback mechanism that warrants further

investigation. Our study highlights the intriguing possibility that

ApoA1 and thus HDL, regulate osteoblastic function through VEGF-

dependent pathways, paving the way towards novel strategies against

bone metabolic pathologies.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: ApoA1, bone metabolism, osteoblast, VEGF
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CORRELATION BETWEEN OSTEOBLAST/OSTEOCYTE

DIFFERENTIATION MARKERS WITH MATRIX

METALLOPROTEINASES AND THEIR INHIBITORS GENE

EXPRESSION DURING OSTEOGENESIS INDUCTION IN VITRO

FROM HUMAN DENTAL PULP STEM CELLS

Leticia M. Gasparoni, Katiucia B. Paiva

Anatomy, Institute of Biomedical Sciences, University of São Paulo,
São Paulo/Brazil

Objectives: Correlation between osteoblast/osteocyte differentia-

tion markers (RUNX2, ATF-4, FRA-1, Collagen type I/Col I,

Sclerotin/SOST, ORP150, Bone sialoprotein/BSP, Connexin 43, E11/

gp38, Alkaline Phosphatase activity, and mineralization nodule for-

mation) with Matrix Metalloproteinases (17 members) and their

Inhibitors (TIMP-1, TIMP-2, TIMP-3, TIMP-4 and RECK) gene

expression during osteogenesis induction in vitro from human Dental

Pulp Stem Cells (DPSCs).

Methods: The DPSCs were isolated from healthy dental pulps (n=

3), expanded up to 4–5 passage, and osteoblast/osteocyte differenti-

ation induction using osteogenic medium (α-MEM+10% FBS+

10 mM β-glycerophosphate+1 mM dexamethasone+50 µg/ml

ascorbate) or undifferentiated control using clonogenic medium (α-
MEM+10% FBS+50 µg/ml ascorbate) for 35-days. Gene expression

was evaluated by Real-Time PCR, ALP activity by spectrometry and

mineralization nodule formation by alizarin red stain.

Results: During osteogenesis induction, we detected alkaline

phosphatase maximal activity in 14 days as well as beginning of

mineralization nodules formation between 7 and 21 days. Transcript

levels for RUNX2 and osteoblast/osteocyte transition genes were

quite varied among the DPSCs from different donors, potentially

reflecting different stages of differentiation or composition of stem

cells since we work with heterogeneous populations. In the same

way, there was a variation in the gene expression of MMPs/In-

hibitors in function of the DPSCs evaluated. In general, most

MMPs/Inhibitors were upregulated during the induction of

osteoblastic differentiation in relation to undifferentiated DPSCs,

however MMPs −9, −19 and −25 were not expressed. There was a

relationship between the markers of osteoblastic differentiation with

the expression of MMPs/Inhibitors, where we verified three distinct

profiles.

Summary & Conclusion: Thus, we suggest that MMPs/Inhibitors

may be important in different stages of osteoblastic differentiation

and mineralization in vitro from DPSCs.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: extracellular matrix, dental pulp stem cells, osteoblast

differentiation, matrix metalloproteinases, inhibitors of matrix

metalloproteinases
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PERIODONTAL CELLS FROM OXIDATIVE STRESS AND

DAMPER INFLAMMATION VIA HEME OXYGENASE-1
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Objectives: Periodontal disease is associated with chronic oxida-

tive stress and inflammation culminating in oral tissue destruction.

Propolis, with its active component caffeic acid phenethyl ester

(CAPE) being a potent inducer of heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1),

improves the periodontal status in diabetic patients. If, however,

CAPE can protect periodontal cells from oxidative stress and damper

inflammation through HO-1 remain unknown.

Methods: Murine MC3T3-E1 osteogenic cells and macrophages

were exposed to CAPE and determined the expression of heme

oxygenase-1 and various heat shock proteins by whole genome

microarray, RT-PCR and Western blot. The anti-inflammatory and

anti-oxidative activity of CAPE was determined by exposure of the

fibroblasts to sterile-filtered saliva and hydrogen peroxide, respec-

tively. The involvement of HO-1 to mediate the respective changes

was investigated with the inhibitor tin protoporphyrin (SnPP).

Results: Here we show that CAPE exerts an anti-inflammatory and

anti-oxidative activity in MC3T3-E1 osteogenic cells and periodontal

fibroblasts, as indicated by the reduced expression of IL-6 and IL-8 in

response to sterile-filtered saliva, and the resistance against hydrogen

peroxide as determined by viability assay, respectively. CAPE pro-

voked a strong increase of HO-1 expression. Blocking HO-1 activity

with SnPP reduced the anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidative activity

of CAPE, as well as the expression of the heat shock proteins.

Summary & Conclusion: These results show that the increase of

HO-1 mediates the anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidative activity of

CAPE in periodontal fibroblasts.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: heme oxygenase-1, caffeic acid phenethyl ester, MC3T3-

E1, macrophages, oxidative stress
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TAFA2 IS A NOVEL FACTOR REGULATED DURING

FRACTURE HEALING AND RECRUITS SKELETAL

(MESENCHYMAL) STEM CELLS TO THE SITE OF FRACTURE

Abbas Jafari1, Adiba Isa2, Walid Zaher2, Nicholas Ditzel2,

Linda Harkness2, Li Chen2, Christian Clausen3, Hans E. Johnsen4,

Basem M. Abdallah2, Moustapha Kassem2

1Department of Cellular & Molecular Medicine, Universitiy of
Copenhagen, Copenhagen/Denmark, 2Molecular Endocrinology &
Stem Cell Research Unit (kmeb), Department of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Odense University Hospital, Odense/Denmark, 3R&d,
Bioneer A/S, Horshoelm/Denmark, 4Department of Haematology,
Aalborg University Hospital, Aalborg/Denmark

Objectives: Homing of human skeletal (mesenchymal) stem cells

(hMSC) to the site of injury is a key event in fracture healing. Identifying

novel factors that enhance MSC migration and homing to bone fracture

can provide novel approaches to improve bone regeneration.

Methods: We have screened a number of newly identified

chemoattractant neurokines, for their ability to increase ex vivo trans-

well migration of hMSC.

Results: Among 10 neurokines, TAFA2 (also known as

FAM19A2; family with sequence similarity 19 member A2, C-C

motif chemokine like) was found to be a strong chemoattractant to

hMSC as it increased the in vitro trans-well migration dose-depen-

dently and enhanced motility of hMSC in wound scratch assay. In the

presence of TAFA2, hMSC exhibited altered morphology with for-

mation of lamellipodia and increased cytoplasm area as determined

by high content single cell analysis. Studies of the molecular mech-

anisms revealed that TAFA2 regulates the activity of Rho GTPase

Rac1, as well as JNK and P38 signaling pathways. The physiological

relevance of these findings was corroborated by the finding that Tafa2

gene expression was transiently up-regulated during the early

inflammatory phase of fracture healing and returned to the baseline

one week post fracture in a closed femoral fracture in mice. Similar

pattern was observed in serum levels of TAFA2 protein in patients

following hip fracture. Finally, over-expression of Tafa2 in the site of

skeletal fracture increased the in vivo homing of intravenously

injected hMSC to the fracture site.

Summary & Conclusion: Our findings indicate TAFA2 is a novel

chemoattractant that recruits MSC to the site of bone fracture.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: TAFA2, skeletal (mesenchymal) stem cells, homing,

migration, FAM19A
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REGIONAL CHANGES IN CORTICAL BONE POROSITY IN

MICE LACKING VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH

FACTOR REVEALED BY SYNCHROTRON X-RAY
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1Centre For Biological Sciences, University of Southampton,
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Objectives: Increased cortical bone porosity has been linked to

fracture risk and ageing with low serum concentrations of Vascular

Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) found in postmenopausal osteo-

porotic women. We hypothesise that modifications in cortical porosity

are driven by reduced vascular supply and ageing angiogenic signals

and our aim was to investigate the effect of osteoblast(OB)-derived

VEGF deletion on intracortical porosity.

Methods: For VEGF knock out (KO) in mature OBs, mice car-

rying floxed alleles of VEGF and expressing Cre recombinase under

the control of the Osteocalcin promoter (Ocn Cre) were used. The

tibiofibular junctions from 1 year female VEGF Ocn KO mice and

littermate wild type (WT) controls (n=4) were scanned using syn-

chrotron radiation-based computed tomography. Reconstructed

datasets were processed to detect mineralised tissue and extract cor-

tical porosity data for vascular canals and osteocyte lacunae.

Results: In VEGF Ocn KO mice the average cortical porosity was

increased (+42% ±10.3, p=0.016) when compared to WT controls. In

the WT animals we observed heterogeneity in the distribution of

vascular structures within the tibiofibular cortices, with most of the

intracortical vessels present in the anterior and posterior cortical

regions and the highest vascular canal volume density and degree of

connectedness evident in the posterior region (+118% ±22.4, p=

0.017 for canal volume density and +224% ±15.8, p\0.001 for

degree of connectedness, both compared with the anterior region).

Alterations in porosity in the absence of VEGF were even more

pronounced when the posterior region of cortex of VEGF Ocn KO

mice (+57% ±11.2, p=0.025) versus WT were compared.
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Summary & Conclusion: Our observations suggest that OB-derived

VEGF impacts bone ultrastructure and may exert differential effects on

the vasculature within bone depending on their location. Improved

understanding of the role of OB-derived VEGF in adult bone dynamics

may allow manipulation of VEGF-driven endothelial cell-OB com-

munication to better maintain the structural integrity of bone.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: VEGF, osteoblast, cortical porosity, synchrotron tomog-

raphy, bone ultrastructure
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A NON-REDUNDANT ROLE FOR MAP-KINASE ERK2 IN THE

SECRETION OF MATRICELLULAR PROTEINS

Amir Jassim, Gudrun Stenbeck
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Uxbridge/United Kingdom

Objectives: Matrix deposition is an important step in bone formation

and is regulated by growth factors and hormones. Integration of these

external signalswith vesicular transport thatmediates protein secretion is

crucial for organogenesis. In bone, cues from the extracellular environ-

ment, such as signals from growth factors and mechanostimulation are

conveyed by the ERK–MAP kinase pathway. To analyse the immediate

early response to growth factor signalling in osteoblasts, we monitored

secretion of matricellular proteins in response to MAPK signalling.

Methods: Osteoblastic cells expressing a GFP chimera of the

matricellular protein SPARC were imaged by total internal reflection

microscopy before and after inhibition of the MAP kinase pathway by

either a specific inhibitor of ERK 1 and 2 activation (U0126) or a

siRNA directed against ERK 1 or ERK 2. Trajectories of SPARC-

GFP containing vesicles were analysed by calculating mean square

displacement curves. Localisation of matricellular proteins was

detected with immunofluorescence using specific antibodies. Protein

secretion was measured with 35S pulse chase experiments.

Results: Mean square displacement curves of SPARC-GFP con-

taining vesicles show that inhibition of ERK1/2 activation impedes

trafficking (38% reduction in displacement compared to control; p=

0.02). Using siRNA directed against ERK 1 or ERK 2 we demonstrate

that ERK 2 is important in the forward trafficking of endogenous

matricellular proteins SPARCand osteopontin. Only downregulation of

ERK2 results in an altered intracellular protein localisation displayed as

an accumulation of SPARC and osteopontin in the perinuclear region.

This correlates with a lower level of total protein secretion as measured

by 35S pulse-chase experiments (32.7% reduction; p=0.0097).

Summary & Conclusion: Our findings highlight the non-redundant

role that ERK 2 plays in intracellular trafficking and support the

hypothesis that growth factor signalling in bone regulates not only

gene transcription but also the secretion of key proteins important for

bone morphogenesis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone homeostasis, growth factor signalling, MAPK

pathway, matrix protein secretion, osteoblasts
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GNB5 AUGMENTS BONE REMODELING THROUGH STIM1

AND TRPC3 DEPENDENT STORE-OPERATED CA2+ ENTRY

Namju Kang, Soonhong Park, Yu-Mi Yang, Dong Min Shin
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Dentistry, Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Calcium ion, the second messenger, manages various

function of the cell. Recently, other group reported that STIM1 and

ORAI1, which is major mediator of store-operated Ca2+ entry

(SOCE), play a critical role in bone homeostasis. STIM1 senses Ca2+

depletion of endoplasmic reticulum lumen, and STIM1 recruits the

ORAI1 in the state of Ca2+ depletion. It is well known that other types

of SOCE also exist, and TRPC subfamily is substantial mediator of

SOCE, such as TRPC1, TRPC3. In this point, we hypothesized that

SOCE mediated by TRPC3, also regulates bone remodelling via

osteoblast or osteoclast activation.

Methods: We measured μCT analysis, and alizarine red staining

for bone phenotype in TRPC3 KO mice. Next, we were tried to find a

regulators of TRPC3 in heterologous expression system. We

expressed guanine nucleotide-binding protein subunit beta-5 (GNB5)

in HEK293T and measured a substantial cytosol Ca2+ by fluorescence

imaging system using a Fura2-AM.

Results: Bone phenotype of TRPC3 KO mice, increased bone

mass was found in μCT analysis, and alizarine red staining was also

increased. From these results we infer TRPC3 is important in regu-

lates osteoblast’s function. Cells that co-expressed STIM1, TRPC3,

and GNB5 represent higher store-operated Ca2+ influx than that of

only, STIM1 and TRPC3 co-expression.

Summary & Conclusion: From these results we may conclude that

GNB5 over-expression induces increase of STIM1-TRPC3 dependent

store-operated Ca2+ entry. It may relate with the interaction of GNB5

and component of the store-operated Ca2+ channel. From this pre-

liminary result, regulation of bone remodelling via GNB5 and TRPC3

would be possible. We think this work contributes to the under-

standing of osteoblast function. This work was supported by the

National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the

Korea government (MSIP) (2015R1A2A1A15054157) and (MOE)

(2015R1D1A1A01057277, 2016R1D1A1A02937166).

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: store-operated Ca2+ entry, TRPC3 KO mice, bone

remodeling, Osteoblastogenesis, GNB5
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GPATCH1 AND AKAP11 IDENTIFIED BY GWAS AND

TARGETED RESEQUENCING REGULATE OSTEOGENIC

MINERALIZATION

Ka Fai Cheng1, Koon Yee Lee1, Ching-Lung Cheung2
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Objectives: Genome-wide association studies have identified more

than 60 loci for bone mineral density (BMD) variation. However,

many of them have no known function in bone, and it remains largely

unknown if the exonic rare variants of these loci contribute to the

trait. This study aimed to (1) evaluate the role of exonic rare variants

in BMD variation; and (2) test the function of the gene(s) in

osteogenesis.

Methods: A pooled targeted resequencing of 74 susceptibility

genes of BMD variation was performed using Illumina HiSeq plat-

form on 1,846 participants from the Hong Kong Osteoporosis Study

with extreme BMD. High (91 pools) and low (101 pools) BMD

groups were defined as participants with BMD z-score ≥+1 or ≤-1.28,
respectively. After quality control and statistical analysis, 14 SNPs

were selected for genotyping validation in each individual. Subse-

quent functional studies were performed in MC3T3-E1 pre-

osteoblastic cells and zebrafish. Gene knockout experiments were

performed using either CRISPR/Cas9 or TALEN systems. Ability in
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bone mineralization of the knockout models were compared with

controls.

Results: Gene-based analysis showed that damaging rare variants

in GPATCH1 (P=0.0005) and AKAP11 (P=0.012) were associated

with low BMD pools. Similar results were obtained in the genotyping

validation data. In MC3T3-E1 cells, expressions of GPATCH1 and

AKAP11 were significantly up-regulated during the mineralization

phase. On the other hand, knockout of GPATCH1 and AKAP11

showed a significant increase (+61%; P\0.0001) and decrease

(−55%; P\0.003) in mineralization respectively, when compared to

controls (CRISPR/Cas9-unedited clones) in Alizarin Red S (ARS)

Staining. No significant change was observed for both knockout

clones in ALP assay. In zebrafish, ARS assay showed an insignificant

increase in spine mineralization in GPATCH1-/- zebrafish at 5 dpf.

Summary & Conclusion: This study suggests that rare variants of

GPATCH1 and AKAP11 were associated with BMD, where they may

play a role in bone mineralization.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: zebrafish, GWAS, sequencing, osteoblast, mineralization
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A NEW SKELETAL EFFECTOR MOLECULE PROMOTES BONE

FORMATION IN VIVO AND IN VITRO

Jianming Hou1, Ying Xue2
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Objectives: The aim of this study was to observe the effects of

lactoferrin (LF) on the bone in ovariectomized (Ovx) rats and explore

the optimal concentration of LF in primary neonatal rat osteoblasts

proliferation and differentiation, then discuss the possible mechanism.

Methods: Six-month-old Ovx rats were treated with different

doses of LF (100, 1000, and 2000 mg·kg−1·d−1), bovine serum albu-

min (BSA) and 7β-estradiol (E2) as the negative control and positive

control. By the end of 6 month-treatments, the tibia was analyzed by

hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining for the Trabecular area/Marrow

cavity ratio. Primary rat osteoblasts were obtained from the calvarias

of neonatal rats. Osteoblasts were treated with LF (0.1–1000 µg/mL),

and/or OSI-906 [a selective inhibitor of insulin-like growth factor 1

(IGF-1) receptor]. IGF-1 conditional knockout osteoblasts by small

hairpin RNA (shRNA) technology were then treated with recombi-

nant human IGF-1 or LF. Cell proliferation and differentiation were

measured by MTT assay and alkaline phosphatase (ALP) assay

respectively. The mRNA levels of IGF-1 in femur and osteoblasts

were analyzed using real-time PCR.

Results: LF treatment increased the Trabecular area/Marrow

cavity ratio in Ovx rats. LF also promoted the proliferation and dif-

ferentiation of osteoblasts in a certain range (1–100 µg/mL) in time-

and dose-dependent manner. The mRNA level of IGF-1 was signifi-

cantly increased by LF treatment in vivo and in vitro. However, the

proliferation and differentiation of osteoblast were dramatically

blocked, and the mRNA expression of IGF-1 was reversely changed

by IGF-1 knockdown. The proliferation and differentiation effect of

LF in osteoblasts were also blocked by IGF-1 knockdown. Further-

more, OSI906 (5 µM) blocked the mitogenic and differentiation of LF

in osteoblasts.

Summary & Conclusion: LF can increase the bone mass in Ovx

rats and induce proliferation and differentiation of osteoblasts. The

anabolic effects of LF in bone are mediated in part by stimulating of

IGF-1 gene expression.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: ovariectomized rats, skeletal effector molecule, IGF-1,

in vivo, in vitro
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GEMIGLIPTIN ATTENUATES THE REDUCING

SUGAR-INDUCED OXIDATIVE DAMAGE IN MC3T3-E1

OSTEOBLASTS AND IMPROVES THE OSTEOBLASTIC

DIFFERENTIATION

Sung Kweon Cho1, Kwang Sik Suh2, Sang Youl Rhee2
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Objectives: Dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4) inhibitors improve

glycemic control in patients with type 2 diabetes by preventing the

degradation of two main incretin hormones, glucagon-like peptide-1

(GLP-1) and glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide (GIP).

DPP-4 inhibitors are expected to show pleiotropic effects on various

tissues and cell types. We hypothesized that a newly developed

antidiabetic drug, gemigliptin, may improve bone quality. On the

basis that gemigliptin may possess antioxidant properties, we inves-

tigated that gemigliptin might induce bone remodeling and thus

protect bone cells from oxidative stress.

Methods: We investigated the effects of gemigliptin on 2-deoxy-

D-ribose (dRib)-induced oxidative damage and cellular dysfunction in

the MC3T3-E1 osteoblastic cell line. Osteoblasts were treated with

dRib, a strong reducing sugar, in the presence or absence of gemi-

gliptin. Cell viability was evaluated using the CCK-8 assay.

Apoptosis and reactive oxygen species (ROS) production were sub-

sequently examined. The effects of gemigliptin on the expression of

genes related to osteoblastic differentiation were determined via RT-

PCR.

Results: We observed that dRib reduced cell survival and mark-

edly increased apoptosis and intracellular levels of ROS. However,

pre-treatment with gemigliptin partially attenuated these dRib-in-

duced effects. Additionally, treatment with gemigliptin increased

alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity. Gemigliptin increased the

expression of the bone-related markers ALP, collagen, osteocalcin,

OPN, BMP2 and BMP7, but not in the presence of dRib. Taken

together, these results suggest that gemigliptin attenuates dRib-in-

duced cellular damage in osteoblasts.

Summary & Conclusion: Increased ALP activity and increased

expression of genes related to osteoblastic differentiation indicate that

gemigliptin treatment can improve the quality of bone formation. Our

results suggest that gemigliptin treatment is effective in diminishing

oxidative stress and improving bone strength.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoblast differentiation, oxidative stress, MC3T3-E1

cells, gemigliptin
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Objectives: Bone marrow and adipose tissue are the major sources

of mesenchymal stem cells. However, which cell is more effective

and suitable for cell therapy remains to be answered. The intrinsic

molecular mechanism supporting the assertion has been lacking. In
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the present study, we compared the tri-lineage differentiation abilities

of bone marrow-derived MSCs (BMSCs) and adipose tissue-derived

MSCs (ATSCs); and investigated the determination of MSCs cell fate

by epigenetic regulation.

Methods: Paired human adipose tissue and bone marrow samples

were obtained of three patients with full consent. The MSCs were

isolated, their phenotype were confirmed using antibodies against

CD34, CD44, CD45, CD73, CD90, CD105, and they were subject to

osteogenic, chondrogenic and adipogenic differentiation according to

the published protocols. Genomic DNA was isolated from MSCs for

bisulfite sequencinng, bisulfite-modified genomic DNA was amplified

by PCR to determine the DNA methylation site of Runx2 and PPARγ.
Ectopic bone formation assay was carried out using BMSCs and

ATSCs in bone graft substitute transplantaiton model. Finally, the

calvarial bone critical defect model was employed to compare the

bone repair ability where BMSCs and ATSCs were loaded with 2%

hyaluronic acid hydrogel and applied in the bone defect area for 6

weeks. The bone formation quality was accessed by microCT, his-

tology and immunohistochemistry.

Results: The results showed that BMSCs possessed stronger

osteogenic while lower adipogenic differentiation potentials com-

pared to ATSCs. There was no significant difference between the

chondrogenic differentiation potential among the two cell types. The

methylation status of main transcription factors Runx2 and PPARγ
was significantgly different between the two cell types, which may be

resposible for controlling differentiation capacities of MSCs from

different sources.

Summary & Conclusion: BMSCs is superior to ATSCs in osteo-

genic differentiation, whereas ATSCs have stronger adipogenic

differentiation potential. BMSCs is preferred cell source for bone

tissue engineering, not ATSCs.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone marrow derived MSCs, adipose tissue-derived

MSCs, DNA methylation, RUNX2, PPARγ
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ESTROGEN-RELATED RECEPTOR GAMMA NEGATIVELY

REGULATES RANKL-INDUCED OSTEOCLAST

DIFFERENTIATION BY SUPPRESSING NF-κB SIGNALING

PATHWAY
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Objectives: Estrogen-related receptor gamma (ERR-gamma) is a

member of the orphan nuclear receptor that plays an important role in

development and energy homeostasis. Although ERR-alpha was

reported to influence osteoclastogenesis and bone metabolism, the

involvement of ERR-gamma in bone resorbing cells remains unclear.

The aim of this study was to investigate the role of ERR-gamma in

osteoclast differentiation mediated by RANKL.

Methods: Overexpression and knockdown of ERR-gamma were

performed using retroviral and lentiviral expression system, respec-

tively. Osteoclastogenesis was assessed using mouse primary bone

marrow-derived macrophages (BMMs). RANKL signaling was

assessed by immunoblotting and NF-kB transcriptional activity by

luciferase reporter assay. The effect of ERR-gamma agonist, DY131

in LPS-induced bone loss in vivo was performed. Bone histomor-

phometric analysis was conducted using micro-computed tomography

system.

Results: We observed that ERR-gamma was strongly expressed in

osteoclast precursors, BMMs and its expression was decreased during

osteoclast differentiation. Overexpression of ERR-gamma in BMMs

suppressed the formation of multinucleated osteoclasts and attenuated

the induction of c-Fos and NFATc1, which are pivotal modulators in

osteoclastogenesis. Similarly, the treatment of ERR-gamma agonist,

DY131 also inhibited osteoclast generation and the expression of two

key transcription factors. On the other hand, knockdown of ERR-

gamma using a small hairpin RNA enhanced osteoclast formation and

the gene expresssion of osteoclastogenic markers. Mechanistically,

ERR-gamma overexpression or the treatment of DY131 inhibited

RANKL-stimulated phosphorylation of IkBa and three MAPKs, JNK,

ERK, and p38. In addition, ERR-gamma overexpression suppressed

RANKL-induced NF-kB transcriptional activity in a dose-dependent

manner. Reflecting in vitro anti-osteoclastogenic effect, DY131

inhibited LPS-induced bone loss in vivo.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results demonstrate that ERR-

gamma functions as a negative regulator of osteoclast differentiation

and suggest that it may be a potential therapeutic target for osteoclast-

mediated bone-destructive diseases.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoclast, NF-kB, NFATc1, ERR-gamma
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RNA DEEP SEQUENCING OF CLCN7G213R/WT

OSTEOCLASTS IN AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT

OSTEOPETROSIS TYPE2 (ADO2)

Antonio Maurizi, Rajvi Patel, Nadia Rucci, Anna Teti,

Mattia Capulli

Department of Biotechnological and Applied Clinical Sciences,
University of L’Aquila, L’Aquila/Italy

Objectives: ADO2 is an inherited bone disease due to dominant

negative Clcn7 gene mutations impairing osteoclast function. Cellular

studies on osteoclast precursors expressing the heterozygous Clc-

n7G213R variant, revealed that the ClC7 protein encoded by the mutant

gene was significantly accumulated in the Golgi (+8.5fold, p\0.01),

which appeared enlarged (+4fold, p=0.01) compared to WT cells. In

contrast, CLC7 was reduced in lysosomes (−0.52%/p=0.02),

increasing the lysosomal pH (+1.64 pH units, p\0.001) and inducing

the autophagy marker, LC3b.

Methods: To obtain insights into the complexity of the cellular

alterations triggered by the Clcn7G213R mutation, osteoclasts isolated

from Clcn7WT/WT and Clcn7G213R/WTADO2 mice were subjected to

RNA deep sequencing using Illumina Hi Seq 2500.

Results: The analysis revealed 387 over- and 63 under-expressed

mRNAs in ADO2 vs WT osteoclasts (p\0.05). Statistically signifi-

cant modulated genes were grouped using the Gene Ontology terms.

ADO2 osteoclasts were enriched in genes involved in the biological

processes of cell adhesion (p\0.0001), integrin signalling (p\0.001)

and regulation of apoptosis and autophagy (p\0.05). Classifying

these genes for their molecular functions revealed an enrichment of

the metal and ion binding function (p\0.05), peptidase activity (p=

0.008) and integrin binding function (p=0.01). Analysis of the cel-

lular components showed an enrichment of transcripts for proteins

localized in the endoplasmic reticulum (p\0.001) and basement

membrane (p\0.001). Of note, biological processes including

chemotaxis (p\0.0001), cell proliferation (p\0.001) and regulation

of endocytosis (p=0.05) were enriched in the group of under-ex-

pressed transcripts of ADO2 osteoclasts vs WT. Furthermore,

investigations using the KEEG pathway analysis revealed hyper-ac-

tivation of cytokines-cytokine receptors (p\0.001), Jak/Stat signal (p

=0.001) and ECM receptors (p\0.001) in ADO2 osteoclasts vs WT.
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Summary & Conclusion: Our work demonstrated that the Clc-

n7G213R variant alters numerous pathways not associated with the

resorption lacuna acidification, essential for other osteoclast func-

tions. Among them new mechanisms are expected to be identified and

targeted to pharmacologically improve ADO2 osteoclast function.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoclast, cellular mechanisms, gene ontology, ADO2,

RNA deep sequencing
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EXPRESSION AND OSTEOCLASTOGENESIS IN RAW264.7

CELLS UNDER INFLAMMATORY CONDITIONS

Hyo-In Hwang1, Mee-Eun Kim2, Seon-Yle Ko3

1Department of Nanobiomedical Science, Dankook University, Cheo-
nan/Korea, Republic of, 2Department of Oral Medicine, Dankook
University, Cheonan/Korea, Republic of, 3Department of Oral Bio-
chemistry, Dankook University, Cheonan/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Our objectives in this study were to verify the anti-

destructive effects of luteolin on RAW264.7 cells and on cytokine

expression in RAW264.7 cells under inflammatory conditions.

Methods: The effects of luteolin on RAW264.7 cells were deter-

mined by measuring the mRNA expression of tissue-destructive

proteins including MMP-8, and MMP-9. The effects of luteolin on

osteoclasts were examined by measuring the formation of TRAP(+)

multinucleated cells and mRNA expression of osteoclast-associated

genes. Additionally, we evaluated the effects of luteolin on inflam-

matory mediators by measuring the secretion of IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-6
and NO on RAW264.7 cells.

Results: The luteolin decreased the mRNA expression and enzyme

activity of MMP-8, and MMP-9. Luteolin inhibited the formation of

RANKL-stimulated TRAP(+) multinucleated cells and TRAP activ-

ity. Luteolin decreased the mRNA expression of osteoclast-associated

gene including TRAP, carbonic anhydrase II and cathepsin K in the

RAW264.7 cells. In addition, Luteolin decreased the release of LPS-

induced IL-1β, IL-6 and NO in RAW264.7 cells.

Summary & Conclusion: These findings suggest that luteolin can

alleviate the tissue-destructive processes that occur during inflam-

mation condition.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: luteolin, MMP, osteoclast, cytokine
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Objectives: Osteoclasts are giant multinucleated cells that are

known to express high levels of tartrate resistant acid phosphatase

(TRAcP). However, analyses of in vitro-generated osteoclasts fre-

quently include undifferentiated mononucleated cells that may exhibit

bias in examinations such as transcriptomic analysis. In order to

exclude these false positive cells, we established a procedure to sort

and analyse pure osteoclast populations based on their multinucle-

ation and TRAcP expression as well as on the presence of additional

membrane markers.

Methods: We developed a strategy to sort and analyse pure

in vitro-generated osteoclasts using FACS analysis by the

examination of their TRAcP activity visualized by the ELF-97 sub-

strate as well as their multinucleation displayed by DAPI staining.

This approach defined the gate corresponding to SSChigh multinu-

cleated TRAcP+ cells. The gate was applied for osteoclast sorting on a

FACS Aria and the resorption activity of sorted cells was subse-

quently investigated on a resorbable matrix. To further improve the

outcomes of this protocol, cells were labelled for osteoclast-specific

membrane markers and detected using flow cytometry.

Results: Analysing TRAcP+ cells resulted in two distinct popula-

tions with varying size and granularity, whereof one population

included 1–2 nuclei and 16% of TRAcP+ cells, while the other

comprised a total of 99% TRAcP+ cells with a majority of 4–8 nuclei

and the presence of osteoclast-specific surface markers. These sorted

TRAcP+ multinucleated cells were shown to maintain their resorption

activity when seeded on a resorbable matrix, verifying the mature

character of osteoclasts. Additionally, this gate ensured flow cytom-

etry analysis on pure osteoclasts.

Summary & Conclusion: Using the introduced procedure, pure

populations of multinucleated TRAcP+ osteoclasts were obtained

after cell sorting. Thus, this newly established approach represents an

efficient strategy to exclude mononucleated cells and enables reliable

investigation of pure osteoclasts.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: flow cytometry, osteoimmunology, bone resorption,

osteoclasts, cell biology
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Dentistry, Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Recently, many roles of t-RNA synthetases other than

their traditional function of producing aminoacyl tRNAs have been

described. This investigation was to explore the potential involvement

of lysyl-tRNA synthetase in the regulation of osteoclastogenesis.

Methods: Osteoclastogenesis was achieved by using mouse bone

marrow-derived macrophages (BMMs) as precursor cells and cul-

turing the cells in the presence of M-CSF and RANKL. Cells were

stained for TRAP activity and multinuclear TRAP-positive cells were

considered mature osteoclasts. The expression levels of lysyl-tRNA

synthetase during osteoclastogenesis were examined by RT-PCR and

Western blotting. The expression level of lysyl-tRNA synthetase was

reduced by transfecting BMMs with specifically targetted siRNA

oligonucleotides. The effects of lysyl-tRNA synthetase siRNA were

evaluated by counting TRAP-positive multinuclear cells and by

determining gene expression of c-Fos and NFATc1. RANKL-stimu-

lated signaling including MAPK, Akt, and Src pathways was

examined by Western blotting with phospho-specific antibodies.

Results: The mRNA and protein levels of lysyl-tRNA synthetase

gradually increased in BMMs treated with RANKL. Under conditions

where the level of lysyl-tRNA synthetase was sufficiently reduced by

siRNA, the number of osteoclasts generated was lower compared to

control non-target siRNA-transfected cells. The induction of c-Fos and

NFATc1 by RANKL was also suppressed by lysyl-tRNA synthetase

siRNA. Moreover, the RANKL-induced activation of Akt, ERK, p38,

JNK, and Src was mitigated by knock-down of lysyl-tRNA synthetase.

Summary & Conclusion: Specific knock-down of lysyl-tRNA

synthetase gene expression reduced RANKL-dependent osteoclasto-

genesis. Consistently, the signaling pathways activated by RANKL

was suppressed by lysyl-tRNA synthetase knock-down. Therefore,

lysyl-tRNA synthetase plays an important role in regulation of

RANKL signaling for osteoclast differentiation.
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Paula Pennanen1, Elnaz Fazeli2, Roope Kallionpää1,
Eetu Heervä1, Sirkku Peltonen3, Juha Peltonen1

1Institution of Biomedicine, University of Turku, Turku/Finland,
2Laboratory of Biophysics, University of Turku, Turku/Finland,
3Department of Dermatology, University of Turku and Turku Univer-
sity Hospital, Turku/Finland

Objectives: Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is a common genetic

disorder affecting 1 in 2000 individuals. The type 1 neurofibromatosis

(NF1) is caused by mutations in the NF1 gene. The gene encodes a

tumor suppressor protein neurofibromin, an inactivator of the RAS-

GTP, which is known to underlie cell proliferation and differentiation.

Bone dynamics refers to the continuous process of replacing old bone

with new. Osteoclasts function as bone-resorbing cells, thus con-

tributing to the catabolic component of bone dynamics. Low bone

mineral density, osteopenia and osteoporosis are associated with NF1.

NF1 osteoclasts have been demonstrated to be hyperactive displaying

increased bone resorption capacity. Bisphosphonate therapy may have

reduced efficacy in NF1 patients. Nevertheless, inhibition of Ras with

farnesylthiosalicylic acid (FTS) overcomes the phenotypic charac-

teristics of NF1 osteoclasts. In the present study, our aim was to

interfere with the differentiation of osteoclasts through the Ca2+-de-

pendent protein kinase C (PKC), P13K, Akt, mTOR, p38- and Ras/

Raf/MEK/ERK-signaling pathways.

Methods: Osteoclasts derived from mononuclear hematopoietic

progenitor cells were collected with Ficoll-Paque centrifugation from

fresh blood samples from NF1 patients and healthy volunteers. Cells

were seeded on glass cover slips and differentiated to multinuclear

osteoclasts. Cells were cultured for 5 days in the presence of different

inhibitors. The number of osteoclasts were calculated with the criteria

of ≥3 nuclei and TRACP-positive cells.

Results: The preliminary results showed that NF1 and control

osteoclasts were more sensitive to inhibitors of PKC, MEK and

mTOR signaling pathways. On the other hand, the relative number of

NF1 osteoclasts was markedly lower compared to control osteoclast

treated with P13K inhibitor suggesting the importance of this pathway

for osteoclast formation and function in NF1.

Summary & Conclusion: We have found altered osteoclast sig-

naling to certain inhibitors hypothesizing for good therapeutic targets

for overcoming the phenotypic effects of NF1 in osteoclasts.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: neurofibromatosis, osteoclast, signaling, inhibitor,
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Objectives: Iron is essential for cell metabolism. Iron overload,

however, is toxic for cells and leads to tissue damage, including the

development of osteoporosis. The transferrin receptor 2 (Tfr2) is a critical

regulator of iron homeostasis as mutations in the Tfr2 gene in humans and

mice result in iron overload. As iron is indispensable for proper osteoclast

differentiation, we characterized the role of Tfr2 in osteoclastogenesis.

Methods: Osteoclast precursors (OCP) in the bone marrow of Tfr2−/

− and WT mice were analyzed by flow cytometry. OCP were sorted and

differentiated into osteoclasts ex vivo. Osteoclast numbers were

determined by TRAP staining, gene and protein expression was mea-

sured by qPCR and Western blot, and cell morphology was analyzed by

immunocytochemistry. Apoptosis rate and cell viability of osteoclasts

were quantified by CellTiter-Blue® assay and caspase 3/7 activity.

Results: Tfr2 expression increased up to 10-fold during osteoclast

maturation. Tfr2−/− mice displayed a 66% (p\0.01) higher number of

OCP in the bone marrow than WT mice, independent of the iron-status

of the bone marrow niche. Seeding equal amounts of OCP, Tfr2−/−

osteoclasts differentiated faster than WT cells and the number of

TRAP-positive cells was two-fold higher in Tfr2−/− cultures at day 5 of

differentiation (p\0.001). Immunocytochemistry revealed no mor-

phological abnormalities in Tfr2−/− osteoclasts. Despite the increased

differentiation capacity, protein and gene expression of the osteoclast

regulators NFATc1 and NF-kB were downregulated in Tfr2−/− osteo-

clasts at day 5 (protein levels: 15-fold, p\0.05 and twofold, p\0.01,

respectively). However, analysis of Tfr2−/− and WT osteoclasts at early

time points of differentiation (day 0–2) revealed an increase of viability

of Tfr2−/− osteoclasts (1.5 fold, p\0.05) and less apoptotic events

(−25%, p\0.05), suggesting an increased life span of the osteoclasts.

Summary & Conclusion: Thus, the iron-sensor Tfr2 exerts an iron-

independent, cell-intrinsic negative role in osteoclastogenesis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: iron overload, osteoclastogenesis, transferrin receptor 2,
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BLOCKING OF OCL ACTIVITY REVERSES SYSTEMIC

INFLAMMATION AND REDUCES MYELOID SKEWING IN

INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE

Agathe Boucoiran1, Lidia Ibáñez1, Majlinda Topi1, Matthieu

Rouleau1, Abdelilah Wakkach1, Claudine Blin-Wakkach2

1Lp2m - Laboratoire De Physiomédecine Moléculaire, CNRS UMR
7370, Nice/France, 2Lp2m-laboratory of Molecular Physiomedicine,
CNRS UMR7370, Nice/France

Objectives: Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is characterized by

bone destruction, increased hematopoieiesis and myelopoiesis skew-

ing that participates to tissue damage. Little is known about the

mechanisms controlling hematopoiesis in such conditions. We

recently identified in IBD a pathogenic Th17 TNFa+ population

responsible for the emergence of inflammatory osteoclasts (i-OCLs)

modulating inflammatory responses in vitro. Our aim was to address

whether these i-OCLs participate not only to bone destruction but also

to inflammation in vivo in IBD.

Methods: IBD was induced by transfer of naive CD4+T cells in

RAG1−/− mice. OCL activity was blocked by injection of Zoledronic

Acid or Calcitonin after IBD induction. This was compared to anti-

TNF treatment and the mouse clinical score was followed. Mono-

cytes, neutrophils and hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) were

characterized by flow cytometry, qPCR analysis and in co-culture

with OCLs and mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs).
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Results: Mice developed colitis associated with bone loss and

splenomegaly in 4–6 weeks. Interestingly, blocking of OCL activity

increased mouse survival and dramatically reduced the disease

severity as efficiently as anti-TNF-a treatment. Pathogenic Th17

TNFa+ cells and bone destruction were also decreased. To identify the

mechanisms involved, we analyzed hematopoiesis in the treated mice.

Mice with IBD displayed an increased HSC number and proliferation,

and an accumulation of monocytes and neutrophils in the gut.

Blocking of OCL activity reduced HSC proliferation and myelopoi-

esis, and infiltration of monocytes and neutrophils in the colon.

Furthermore, the emergence of pathogenic CD4+ T cells was blocked

in the bone marrow. These changes were associated with modification

in the phenotype of MSCs that form hematopoietic niches.

Summary & Conclusion: These results are the first demonstration

that OCL activation does not only result but participates to the

development of the disease. They revealed that i-OCLs play an

essential role in regulating myelopoiesis and contribute to the

pathophysiological network that drives colitis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoclast, chronic inflammation, hematopoiesis,

osteoimmunology, myeloid cells
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Objectives: Bone is capable of adapting to external mechanical

forces, meeting functional demands. Clinical and experimental evi-

dence of high loading around a bone implant at the peri-prosthetic

interface is associated with bone degradation. Nucleotides, rapidly

secreted by bone cells in response to mechanical stimulation, which

might act via the P297 receptor, are potential targets to regulate

osteoclast differentiation. We hypothesize that supraphysiological

loading (SPL) of bone marrow cells will rapidly trigger a cellular

response and induce osteoclast differentiation through an ATP-de-

pendent P297 receptor regulation.

Methods: In our novel in vitro system for mechanical induced

bone implant loosening, plastic-adherent murine bone marrow cells

were subjected to 2 min pulsating fluid flow, inducing a shear stress

rate mimicking physiological loading (PL) in cortical bone (5 Hz) or

SPL (1 Hz) at the bone-implant interface. Stress shielding (SS) was

achieved by static cultures. Bone marrow cells were subjected to

conditioned medium (CM), including RANKL and MCSF, to inves-

tigate capacity of osteoclast formation.

Results: CM taken after 2 min of SPL induced a twofold increased

number of osteoclasts compared to PL (p\0.0001), and 1.3-fold

higher than SS (p\0.001). Release of ATP was highest in SPL

compared to PL (2.2-fold, p\0.01) and SS (8.9-fold, p\0.0001),

while release of LDH remained constantly low. Inhibition of P297

receptor with the selective antagonist Brilliant Blue G prior to the

mechanical stimulation completely abolished the observed effect on

osteoclast formation.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results suggest that regulation of

the P297-receptor by ATP is an early and very rapid response of

adherent bone marrow cells to supraphysiological mechanical

loading, leading to enhanced osteoclast formation. It is unlikely

that the stimulation of osteoclast formation happened via de novo

protein production within this short time frame. Deeper insights to

mechanically induced osteoclast differentiation and bone loss

could open up new treatment strategies against bone implant

loosening.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: P62 plays an important role in autophagy and many

cellular signalling pathways. A non-canonical role of autophagy has

been implicated in osteoclastic bone resorption. The objective was to

explore the hypothesis that p62 plays a role in the regulation of bone

metabolism.

Methods: We characterised the long bones of 4–5 month (N=6)

and 10 month old (N=6) p62 knock-out (p62KO) and 4–5 month (N=

6) and 10 month old (N=5) wild type (WT) male mice by uCT.

Results: There was no significant difference in bone volume (BV/

TV), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), trabecular separation (Tb.Sp),

trabecular number (Tb.N), trabecular pattern factor (Tb.Pf) or struc-

ture model index (SMI) between the p62KO and WT young adult

mice. With ageing, both p62KO and WT mice lost bone, however the

bone loss was much more pronounced in the aged WT compared to

the aged p62KO. In the proximal tibia there was a significant loss in

BV/TV and Tb.N of 55% and 60% respectively in the aged WT mice,

compared to a loss of 19% and 31% respectively in the aged p62KO

mice (p\0.001). Therefore the loss of BV/TV was significantly

reduced by 36% (p\0.001) in the p62 KO mice with ageing. This was

accompanied by significantly reduced increases in the Tb.Sp, Tb.Pf

and SMI in the aged p62 KO compared to aged WT mice of 25% (p\
0.05), 81% (p\0.01) and 40% (p\0.0001) respectively. The changes

in the femora were similar. P62KO mice gained significantly more

weight with ageing (31%) compared to WT (10%, p\0.001).

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, p62KO mice are partially

protected from age-related bone loss. As high-fat diet-induced obesity

in mice results in bone loss (JJ Cao et al., Annals NY Acad Science

2010), the weight gain with ageing does not explain the bone pro-

tective effect of deleting p62. Further characterisation of the p62KO

ageing bone phenotype is ongoing.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Elucidate the role of Dyrk2 in osteoclast fusion.
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Methods: In order to study the role of Dyrk2 we used the fol-

lowing Methods: .

● Dyrk2 role in fusion was investigated in cultures of monocytes

differentiating to either osteoclasts or foreign-body giant cells.

● For osteoclast differentiation murine monocytes isolated from

mice bone marrow (BMMs) or the monocytic cell line RAW264.7

were cultured in the presence of RANKL and M-CSF.

● To induce foreign body giant cell formation BMMs were cultured

in the present of IL4 and GM-CSF.

● Dyrk2 knockdown was achieved by infection with lentiviral

vectors expressing Dyrk2 specific shRNAs.

● Overexpression of Dyrk2 in RAW cells was achieved by

transfection, with a vector expressing GFP-tagged Dyrk2.

● To determine the effect of Dyrk2 on fusion-founder and fusion-

follower cells, fusion distribution was monitored in cultures of

cells expressing different nuclear fluorescent proteins using time

lapse microscopy.

Results: We demonstrate that Dyrk2 knockdown promotes osteo-

clast fusion, while overexpression of Dyrk2 inhibits fusion. Dyrk2

knockdown also promotes foreign-body giant cells fusion suggesting

Dyrk2 plays a more general role in monocyte fusion. By utilizing time

laps microscopy we show that the fusion rate of multinucleated cells

is faster in Dyrk2 silenced osteoclasts. We previously showed that

fusion is a cell heterotypic process initiated by fusion-founder cells

that fuse to fusion-follower cells. Monitoring fusion distribution of

Dyrk2 silenced cells mixed with wild type cells each marked with a

different nuclear fluorescent proteins we show that dyrk2 knockdown

increase the availability of fusion follower cells.

Summary & Conclusion: Together our data reveal a novel role for

Dyrk2 as a negative regulator of monocyte fusion. We show that

Dyrk2 selectively limit the fusion competency of fusion follower cells

and not fusion founder cells serving as the first example that fusion

may be regulated at the level of fusion follower cells.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Our objective was to elucidate the role of Schlafen-2

(Slfn2) in osteoclasts function in vitro and in vivo.

Methods: In order to elucidate the role of Slfn2 we compared bone

and osteoclasts parameters of wild type and mice with a loss of

function mutation in Slfn2 using the following method:

● Bone mass and architecture of 12 weeks old male mice were

analyzed using microcomputed tomography scanning of the

femurs.

● Osteoclast distribution was determined by TRAP staining of

histological sections.

● To test the effects of Slfn2 on osteoclast differentiation, bone

marrow derived monocytes were harvested from Slfn2 mutated

and wild type mice and induced to differentiate in the presence of

RANKL and M-CSF.

● The levels of osteoclast progenitors were compared by quantifi-

cation of CD115, Ly6C and CD11b 0/low expressing cells in bone

marrow cells depleted of CD3, B220 and Ter119 using flow

cytometry.

Results: Micro-CT analysis revealed a 2.91-fold increase in tra-

becular bone fraction compered to wild type littermates. The increase

in trabecular bone was a result of an increase in trabecular number

and trabecular thickness. TRAP analysis of osteoclast distribution

revealed a profound reduction of osteoclast parameter and number in

Slfn2 mutated mice compared to wild type controls. Monitoring

osteoclast differentiation in vitro we show that osteoclast taken from

the bone marrow of Slfn2 mutated mice had a profound reduction in

the ability to differentiate into mature osteoclasts. Finally, FACS

analysis of lineage depleted CD115, Ly6C and CD11b 0/low cells

which were previously identified as an osteoclast progenitor enriched

population showed a significant decrease in cells taken from Slfn2

mutated mice.

Summary & Conclusion: Together these results suggest that Slfn2

is essential for maintenance of the osteoclast progenitor pool and its

activity is essential for their differentiation and proper bone

resorption.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: schlafen-2 (Slfn2), osteoclast progenitor, bone resorption
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PALMITOLEIC ACID INHIBITS RANKL-INDUCED

OSTEOCLASTOGENESIS AND BONE RESORPTION BY

SUPPRESSING NF-κB AND MAPK SIGNALLING PATHWAYS

Bernadette Van Heerden, Magdalena Coetzee, Abe E. Kasonga

Physiology, University of Pretoria, Pretoria/South Africa
Objectives: Osteoporosis is a rising problem worldwide and is

characterized by an increase in bone resorption relative to bone for-

mation. Osteoclasts are large, multinucleated, bone resorbing cells

which work together with bone forming osteoblasts, to maintain the

integrity of the skeleton. Decreasing osteoclast activity may reduce

the severity and progression of osteoporosis. Studies have shown that

ω-3 long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LCPUFAs) may increase

bone formation, reduce bone loss and influence total bone mass.

However, the effect of monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFAs) in bone

is understudied. Palmitoleic acid (PLA) is a 16-carbon MUFA

obtained from dietary sources, such as macadamia oil, and is syn-

thesized endogenously by adipocytes. PLA has shown anti-

inflammatory properties similar to ω-3 LCPUFAs. This study aimed

to investigate the effects of PLA on RANKL-induced osteoclast

formation in RAW264.7 murine macrophages.

Methods: RAW264.7 murine macrophages were exposed to

RANKL (15 ng/ml), to induce differentiation, and varying concen-

trations of PLA (10–100 µM) upon seeding. TRAP activity, osteoclast

number, bone resorption and osteoclast specific gene expression were

assessed. NF-κB activity was determined after transfection with NF-

κB-SEAP reporter plasmid and the expression of mitogen activated

protein kinases (MAPK), p38, JNK and ERK, was determined by

immunoblot. Cell death pathways were further investigated in mature

osteoclasts.

Results: After treatment with PLA, a decrease in TRAP activity

and the number of the osteoclasts was observed. Furthermore, PLA

significantly decreased resorption as well as osteoclast-specific gene

expression. PLA further inhibited NF-κB activity and the activation of

p38, JNK and ERK. Additionally, PLA was shown to induce apop-

tosis in mature osteoclasts.

Summary & Conclusion: This study reveals that PLA inhibits

RANKL-induced osteoclast formation and activity in RAW264.7
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murine macrophages through suppression of NF-κB and MAPK sig-

nalling pathways. This may indicate that PLA has potential as a

therapeutic for bone diseases characterized by excessive osteoclast

activity.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: palmitoleic acid, osteoclast, RANKL-signalling, bone

resorption
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ROLE OF DIPEPTIDYL PEPTIDASE 3 IN BONE AND IMMUNE

SYSTEM: A NEW OSTEOIMMUNOLOGICAL PLAYER

Ciro Menale1, Eleonora Palagano2, Harry C. Blair3,

Antonella Forlino4, Rosita Rigoni5, Stefano Mantero1,

Marta N. Monari6, Paolo M. Vezzoni1, Barbara Cassani5,

Anna Villa1, Cristina Sobacchi1

1Human Genome Laboratory, Institute of Genetics and Biomedical
research Milan Unit, Milan/Italy, 2Department of Medical Biotech-
nologies and Translational Medicine, University of Milan, Milan/Italy,
3Veteran’s Affairs Medical Center and Department of Pathology,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh/PA/United States of America,
4Department of Molecular Medicine, Biochemistry Unit, University of
Pavia, Pavia/Italy, 5Human Genome Laboratory, Humanitas Clinical
Institute, Rozzano/Italy, 6Clinical Investigation Laboratory, Humani-
tas Clinical Institute, Rozzano/Italy

Objectives: Bone is a metabolically active tissue under continuous

remodeling whose alterations may lead to skeletal diseases such as

osteoporosis. Among the molecules involved in bone homeostasis,

peptidases deserve particular attention since, as soluble molecules,

constitute candidate targets for anti-resorptive treatments. We focused

on the dipeptidyl peptidase 3 (DPP3), a Zinc-dependent exopeptidase

with high specificity for proline-containing peptides. DPP3 acts in

several biological processes, such as defense against oxidative stress

by interfering with the cytoprotective Keap1-Nrf2 pathway. The role

of DPP3 in physiopathological conditions is unknown, and since we

could demonstrate its expression by bone cells, we aim to investigate

DPP3 potential involvement in bone metabolism.

Methods: We generated a constitutive DPP3 knock out mouse

model and bone phenotype was investigated by serum parameters

evaluation, Total Body X-Ray, MicroCT and immunohistochemical

analysis. In vitro osteoclastogenesis and dentin resorption assay were

performed; gene expression was evaluated by qPCR. Immune cells

characterization was investigated by FACS.

Results: At six months of age DPP3 KO mice showed mild growth

retardation, a significant increase in bone marrow cellularity, serum

CTx and TRAP activity, suggesting increased bone resorption. They

also showed decreased bone mineral density, trabecular thickness and

BV/TV ratio, and increased BS/BV and trabecular spacing. Indeed,

in vitro DPP3 KO osteoclasts had augmented resorptive activity.

Moreover, enhanced oxidative stress in bone tissue of DPP3 KO mice

was revealed, suggesting an alteration of the Keap1-Nrf2 pathway as

possible pathogenetic mechanism. Accordingly, we found higher

in vitro reactive oxygen species production by bone marrow and

splenic polymorphonuclear cells of DPP3 KO mice.

Summary & Conclusion: Investigations are ongoing to dissect the

cellular and molecular alterations arising from DPP3 depletion. Our

results might identify DPP3 as a new “osteoimmunological” target for

the treatment of human diseases affecting both the bone and immune

system such as osteoporosis and arthritis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoclasts, oxidative stress, osteoporosis, dipeptidyl

peptidase 3, mouse model
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EFFECT OF NATURAL URANIUM ON OSTEOCLAST

Tatiana Gritsaenko1, Valérie Pierrefite-Carle1,

Thomas Lorivel2, Véronique Breuil1, Georges F. Carle3,

Sabine Santucci-Darmanin1

1Tiro-matos Umr E4320, Université Nice Sophia-Antipolis, CEA, Nice
Cedex/France, 2Institut De Pharmacologie Moléculaire Et Cellulaire,
CNRS, Université Nice Sophia-Antipolis, Valbonne/France, 3Tiro-
matos Umr E4320, Université Nice Sophia-Antipolis, CEA, Nice
Cedex /France

Objectives: Uranium is a naturally occurring radionuclide ubiq-

uitously present in the environment. The skeleton is the main site of

uranium long-term accumulation. While it has been shown that nat-

ural uranium is able to perturb bone metabolism through its chemical

toxicity, its impact on bone resorption by osteoclasts has been poorly

explored. Here, we examined for the first time in vitro effects of

natural uranium on osteoclasts.

Methods: The effects of uranium on the RAW 264.7 mono-

cyte/macrophage mouse cell line and primary murine osteoclastic

cells were characterized by biochemical, molecular and functional

analyses.

Results: We observed a cytotoxicity effect of uranium on osteo-

clast precursors. Uranium concentrations in the µM range are able to

inhibit osteoclast formation, mature osteoclast survival and mineral

resorption but don’t affect the expression of the osteoclast gene

markers Nfatc1, Dc-stamp, Ctsk, Acp5, Atp6v0a3 or Atp6v0d2 in

RAW 274.7 cells. Instead, we observed that uranium induces a dose-

dependent accumulation of SQSTM1/p62 during osteoclastogenesis.

Summary & Conclusion: We show here that uranium impairs

osteoclast formation and function in vitro. The decrease in available

precursor cells, as well as the reduced viability of mature osteoclasts

appear to account for these effects of uranium. The SQSTM1/p62

level increase observed in response to uranium exposure is of par-

ticular interest since this protein is a known regulator of osteoclast

formation. A tempting hypothesis discussed herein is that SQSTM1/

p62 dysregulation contributes to uranium effects on

osteoclastogenesis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: resorption, SQSTM1/p62, uranium, osteoclast,

osteoclastogenesis
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SALIVA AND THE INHIBITORY EFFECT ON THE

OSTEOCLASTOGENESIS

Heinz-Dieter Müller1, Jordi Caballé-Serrano2, Adrian Lussi3,

Reinhard Gruber1

1Department of Oral Biology, Medical University of Vienna, Vienna/
Austria, 2Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, School of
Dental Medicine, Universitat Internacional de Catalunya, Barcelona/
Spain, 3Department of Preventive, Restorative and Pediatric Dentistry,
School of Dental Medicine, University of Bern, Bern/Switzerland

Objectives: Saliva can suppress osteoclastogenesis, but the

underlying mechanism has not been discovered yet. Considering that

endotoxins suppress osteoclastogenesis in bone marrow cultures and

that saliva contains endotoxins, it was reasonable to hypothesize that
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the impact of saliva on osteoclastogenesis requires toll-like receptor 4

signaling.

Methods: To test this hypothesis, we blocked toll-like receptor 4

signaling with TAK-242 in the presence of saliva in murine bone

marrow cultures. Osteoclastogenesis was evaluated based on gene

expression analysis and histochemical staining for tartrate-resistant

acid phosphatase. Resorption was performed on dentine.

Results: We report that TAK-242 reversed the inhibitory effect of

fresh sterile saliva on the formation of multinucleated cells that

stained positive for tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase. In line with

this finding, TAK-242 increased the expression of the osteoclast

functional genes cathepsin K, calcitonin receptor, and tartrate-resis-

tant acid phosphatase in the presence of saliva. TAK-242 also

supported the expression of NFATc1, the master regulator of osteo-

clastogenesis, as well as DC-STAMP and Atp6v0d2, both being cell

fusion genes. In support of the hypothesis, depletion of saliva from

endotoxin partially reversed the inhibitory effect on osteoclastogen-

esis. Moreover, salivary pellicle on plastic and titanium did not affect

osteoclastogenesis.

Summary & Conclusion: Inhibition of toll-like receptor 4 signal-

ing revealed that saliva can contribute to innate immunity by

preventing hematopoietic progenitors to become osteoclasts.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: endotoxin, saliva, osteoclast, murine bone marrow, toll-

like receptor
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VISUALISING OSTEOCLAST RUFFLED BORDER FORMATION

USING TRANSMISSION ELECTRON TOMOGRAPHY

Emma Mcdermott1, Debbie Wilkinson2, Kevin Mackenzie3,

Miep Helfrich1

1Institute of Medical Sciences, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen/
United Kingdom, 2Microscopy and Histology Facility, University of
Aberdeen, Aberdeen/United Kingdom, 3University of Aberdeen,
Microscopy and Histology Facility, Aberdeen/United Kingdom

Objectives: Bone resorbing osteoclasts are polarised cells with

distinct plasma membrane domains. The ruffled border (RB) domain

forms at the interface of the osteoclast with the bone surface and is the

site where the osteoclast releases osteolytic enzymes onto the bone

surface and takes up degraded bone matrix. The RB, a highly con-

voluted membrane consisting of many densely packed cytoplasmic

projections, is absent in resting osteoclasts (before or after bouts of

resorption) and also in osteoclasts that harbour genetic mutations such

as those that are seen in certain types of osteopetrosis. It remains

unknown how the RB forms, although most authors suggest its

membrane is derived from vesicular fusion.

Methods: We used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and

electron tomography to study aspects of ruffled border formation and

anatomy. As model system we used rabbit osteoclasts that were

cultured on dentine discs. To synchronise RB formation, we treated

the cells with calcitonin, a potent inhibitor of osteoclast resorption

that causes the RB to completely disappear and then reform after

washout of the hormone. Cells were fixed and processed for regular

TEM and for tomography at different time points of RB reformation.

Results: Immediately following calcitonin treatment, the RB dis-

appeared and cells became highly vacuolised. 80 min post washout

vacuolisation decreased and an intracellular membrane complex

formed near, but not connected with, the bone surface. By 120 min

channels appeared and connected this membrane complex with the

bone-facing plasma membrane. After 120 min more channels

appeared, resulting in the distinct cytoplasmic projections of a mature

RB. In this model of RB reformation, the resulting RB was indis-

tinguishable from RBs seen in non-treated, resorbing osteoclasts.

There was no evidence of an accumulation of membrane-bound

vesicles near the site of RB formation.

Summary & Conclusion: The results suggest that initial RB for-

mation may require intracellular membrane accumulation and

potentially de-novo membrane formation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoclast, ruffled border, TEM tomography
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TRPC6 MODULATE RANKL-INDUCED NFATC1 SIGNALLING

AND TLR-MEDIATED NF-KB SIGNALLING IN OSTEOCLAST

DIFFERENTIATION

Yu-Mi Yang, Dong Min Shin

Dept. of Oral Biology, Yonsei University College of Dentistry, Seoul/
Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Bone remodelling and maintenance require a fine

balance between bone formation of osteoblasts and resorption of

osteoclasts. RANKL (receptor activator of NF-kB ligand) induces Ca2

+ oscillations and activates NFATc1 (nuclear factor of activated T

cells 1) during osteoclast differentiation. Although intracellular Ca2+

play a key role for osteoclastogenesis and inflammatory response, the

molecular mechanism of Ca2+ signalling via mechanosensitive cal-

cium channels located on the plasma membrane is poorly understood.

Methods: In this study, we investigated the role of TRPC6 in Ca2+

signalling during the osteoclast differentiation and inflammatory

responses by LPS using TRPC6 knockout (KO) mice.

Results: Deletion of TRPC6 markedly decreased the bone density

of the femur, resulting in bone erosion. TRPC6 KO bone marrow-

derived monocytes/macrophages (BMMs) facilitated greatly osteo-

clast differentiation through increased NFATc1 expression after

RANKL treatment. RANKL treatment of TRPC6 KO BMMs signif-

icantly increased induction of multinucleated cells formation. Finally,

LPS treatment of TRPC6 KO BMMs affected the expression of TLR

receptors and NF-kB signalling.

Summary & Conclusion: These findings suggest that TRPC6

modulate the NFATc1 pathway and RANKL-induced osteoclast dif-

ferentiation during bone metabolism in a normal healthy and the

inflammatory response. This work was supported by the National

Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea

government (MSIP) (2015R1A2A1A15054157) and (MOE)

(2015R1D1A1A01057277).

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: inflammatory signalling, mechanosensitive calcium

channels, osteoclastogenesis, calcium signalling, NFATc1 signalling

Osteocytes, mechanobiology, and bone matrix
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EFFECTS OF UP TO 10 YEARS OF DENOSUMAB TREATMENT

ON BONE MATRIX MINERALIZATION: RESULTS FROM THE

FREEDOM EXTENSION

David Dempster1, Jacques Brown2, Susan Yue3, Sebastien Rizzo4,

Delphine Farlay4, Rachel B. Wagman5, Andrea Wang5,

Xiang Yin5, Georges Boivin4

1Department of Pathology and Cell Biology, Columbia University,
New York/United States of America, 2Laval University and Chu De
Quebec-(chul) Research Centre, Laval University and CHU de Que-
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1033, Univ Lyon, Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1, Lyon/France,
5Amgen Inc., Amgen Inc., Thousand Oaks/United States of America

Objectives: Report bone matrix mineralization indices at years 2

and 7 of the FREEDOM Extension, representing 5 and 10 years of

DMAb treatment, respectively.

Methods: Transiliac bone biopsies were performed at year 2 and/or

3 of FREEDOM (Reid JBMR 2010) and years 2 (Brown JBMR 2015)

and 7 (Dempster ASBMR 2016) of the Extension. Bone matrix min-

eralization was assessed by digitized quantitative microradiography in

a blinded fashion and analyzed using a Matlab program (Montagner J

X-Ray Sci Technol 2015). The mean degree of mineralization of bone

(DMB) and heterogeneity index (HI) of DMB were calculated for

cancellous and cortical bone, the endocortical and periosteal cortical

sub-compartments, and total bone (cancellous plus cortical).

Results: Biopsies from 72 women in FREEDOM (30 placebo, 42

DMAb at 2 or 3 years) and 28 and 21 women in the Extension who

had received DMAb for a total of 5 and 10 years, respectively, were

evaluated. Subject demographics in this sub-study were comparable

to FREEDOM. Through 10 years, DMAb treatment resulted in sig-

nificant increases in mean DMB and a significantly lower HI in total

bone compared with placebo (p\0.05, Fig); however, there were no

significant differences in mean DMB or HI between 5 and 10 years of

DMAb treatment. DMB and HI plateaued between 5 and 10 years.

Similar results were seen in all bone compartments assessed.

Summary & Conclusion: These data suggest that mean DMB

reaches a maximum by year 5. Clinical outcomes (BMD gains and

low fracture incidence) with DMAb through 5 years likely reflect

closing of the remodeling space and increases in secondary miner-

alization of bone matrix. Additional mechanisms may contribute to

long-term clinical outcomes, including reduction in cortical porosity

and preservation of modeling-based bone formation.

Disclosure: Funded by Amgen. C Desborough, Amgen (Europe)

GmbH provided editorial assistance. DWD: grants/research support-

Eli Lilly; consultancy—Amgen, Merck; speakers’ bureau- Amgen,

Eli Lilly. JPB: grants/research support- Amgen, Eli Lilly; consul-

tancy- Amgen,

Keywords: osteoporosis, FREEDOM, bone matrix mineralisation
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COMMUNICATION BETWEEN MLO-Y4 OSTEOCYTES AND

C2C12 MYOBLASTS IN A CO-CULTURE SYSTEM

Dorit Naot, David S. Musson, Damien Carey, Maureen Watson,

Jillian Cornish

Medicine, University of Auckland, Auckland/New Zealand

Objectives: The presence of healthy muscle adjacent to fracture

sites accelerates healing. It has been suggested that muscle supports

the healing through secretion of myokines and by providing a source

of stem cells that differentiate into osteoblasts. Our objective was to

investigate the communication between muscle and bone cells in a co-

culture system under inflammatory conditions that model early stages

of fracture healing.

Methods: MLO-Y4 cells were cultured in 6-well plates and C2C12

myoblasts were seeded on inserts (ThinCert™). After 24 h, inter-

leukin (IL)-1β (10 ng/mL) was added and 6 h later C2C12 inserts

were placed over the MLO-Y4 cells. At 6, 24 and 48 h of co-culture

cell lysates and conditioned media were collected. Gene expression

was analysed by TaqMan® assays. Concentrations of IL6 and CCL2

were determined by BD™ Cytometric Bead Array.

Results: IL1β treatment increased expression of the inflammatory

cytokines Il6 and Ccl2 in MLO-Y4 cells by 1000-fold, whereas in

C2C12 cells a 10-fold increase was measured. The presence of MLO-

Y4 cells in co-culture further stimulated the expression of Il6 and

Ccl2 in C2C12 cells by 20-fold and twofold, respectively. Of the three

differentiation markers measured in C2C12 cells, a twofold inhibition

in MyoG levels were found in co-culture in comparison to separate

culture, whereas MyoD and RunX2 were without change. Over the

48 h incubation in co-culture, IL6 concentrations in conditioned

media sampled from the C2C12 insert compartment increased from

0.2±0.05 to 7.2±0.4 ng/mL (mean±SEM), and CCL2 from 0.5±0.1

to 11.3±1.9 ng/mL, likely due to a combination of increased secre-

tion from C2C12 and diffusion from the MLO-Y4 compartment.

Summary & Conclusion: Growing MLO-Y4 and C2C12 in a co-

culture system that allows the exchange of soluble signals induced the

expression of Il6 and Ccl2 in C2C12 cells, and inhibited the

expression of the muscle differentiation marker MyoG.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteocytes, co-culture, myoblasts, cytokines
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MICROPETROSIS OF OSTEOCYTE LACUNAE ORIGINATES

FROM ACCUMULATION OF CALCIFIED NANO-SPHERITES

AND VARIES BETWEEN HEALTHY, OSTEOPOROTIC AND

BISPHOSPHONATE-TREATED BONE

Petar Milovanovic1, Elizabeth A. Zimmermann1, Annika Vom

Scheidt1, Michaela Schweizer2, Danijela Djonic3, Marija Djuric3,

Michael Amling1, Björn Busse1

1Department of Osteology and Biomechanics, University Medical
Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg/Germany, 2Center For
Molecular Neurobiology Hamburg, University Medical Center Ham-
burg-Eppendorf, Hamburg/Germany, 3Laboratory For Anthropology,
Institute of Anatomy, Faculty of Medicine - University of Belgrade,
Belgrade/Serbia

Objectives: Mineralization of osteocyte lacunae (micropetrosis)

has recently come into focus, considering its suggested relationship

with osteocyte apoptosis and predicted detrimental effects on bone

mechanical competence. Here, we quantified the distribution of

mineralized lacunae in relation to bone health and assessed their

structure and composition at the nanometer level to provide more

insights into the origin of micropetrosis.

Methods: Cortical bone sections from proximal femora of 12

healthy (5 young, 7 aged) and 18 aged osteoporotic (9 treatment-

naive, 9 alendronate-treated) women were analyzed by backscattered-

electron imaging, energy-dispersive X-ray and vibrational spec-

troscopy, scanning and transmission electron microscopy.

Results: While aging and particularly osteoporosis led to evident

accumulation of mineralized osteocyte lacunae, bisphosphonate-treat-

ment decreased significantly the number of mineralized lacunae
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suggesting an anti-apoptotic effect on osteocytes. Backscattered signal

intensities highlighted significantly higher mineralization in mineral-

occluded lacunae than in the surrounding bone indicating an increased

mineral content and lack of collagen. Further high-resolution assessment

of micropetrosis revealed that it develops through accumulating nano-

spherical formations with two main distinct phenotypes: smaller elec-

tron-dense spherites with smooth outlines vs larger brighter spherites

with a rough surface and protruding needle-like apatite crystals. Com-

positional analysis showed that the spherites are higher mineralized and

have a higher carbonate content than the regular bone matrix.

Summary & Conclusion: Aging and osteoporosis impair the

osteocyte-lacunar network through osteocyte apoptosis and subse-

quent accumulation of mineralized osteocyte lacunae that develop

through accumulation and growth of calcified spherites. The number

of mineralized lacunae distinguishes between the young, aged,

osteoporotic and bisphosphonate-treated individuals and can be con-

sidered as a promising marker for bone mechanical competence.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: micropetrosis, osteoporosis, mineralization, nano-spher-

ites, osteocyte lacunae
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IDG-SW3 OSTEOCYTES EXTEND PROCESSES IN MICRO-3D

PRINTED LACUNOCANALICULAR NETWORK-LIKE

STRUCTURES—A NOVEL IN VITRO 3D BIOMIMETIC

OSTEOCYTE MODEL

Felicitas R. Flohr, Ralph Müller

Institute For Biomechanics, ETH Zürich, Zürich/Switzerland
Objectives: Osteocyte mechanotransduction is strongly influenced

by the three-dimensional (3D) environment of these cells, which are,

in vivo, tightly confined in the lacunocanalicular network (LCN).

Widely used monolayer cultures and hydrogels fail to emulate this

crucial physiological aspect. To overcome this limitation, we present

a proof of concept study for a novel in vitro model employing micro-

3D printed cavity and channel systems mimicking the LCN, and

allowing for live-cell fluorescence microscopic studies of dendrite

dynamics and intercellular communication in osteocytes.

Methods: IDG-SW3 osteocytes were cultured as recommended by

the manufacturer and reseeded after 35 days of differentiation.

Structures resembling the LCN were micro-3D printed (Nanoscribe

Professional GT) by two-photon polymerization using OrmoComp®,

an inorganic–organic hybrid polymer. Confocal live-cell imaging was

performed after staining with Calcein-AM and Hoechst. Cell viability

was assessed by staining additionally with ethidium homodimer.

Results: OrmoComp® substrates were shown to allow for osteo-

genic differentiation of IDG-SW3 cells over 35 days with consistently

high cell viability ([94%). Using this biocompatible material, LCN-

inspired structures containing cavities connected by channels (diam-

eter\4 µm) could be fabricated by micro-3D printing (Fig. 1A). IDG-

SW3 osteocytes differentiated over 35 days were reseeded on colla-

gen-coated structures and could be cultured for over 96 h. Live-cell

imaging demonstrated that osteocytes grew inside the cavities and

extended multiple processes through the channels, leading to cell-cell-

contact (Fig. 1B). A: Scanning electron micrograph of a micro-3D

printed structure of cavities interconnected by channels. B: IDG-SW3

cells cultured in the structure, green: cytoplasm, blue: nuclei, grays-

cale: transmission. Scale bars: 20 µm.

Summary & Conclusion: We present a novel biomimetic in vitro

model in which osteocytes can be cultured and observed in micro-3D

printed LCN-inspired structures. IDG-SW3 osteocytes were suc-

cessfully cultured in biomimetic cavities and shown to extend

processes forming intercellular connections. This system enables

future studies addressing questions regarding dendrite dynamics and

intercellular communication in osteocytes.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: micro-3D printing, in vitro model system, osteocytes
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DEMINERALIZED BONE MATRIX: THE IN VITRO

BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY OF THE ACID BONE LYSATE

Franz J. Strauss1, Lirim Ramadani1, Alexandra Stähli2,
Reinhard Gruber1

1Department of Oral Biology, Medical University of Vienna, Vienna/
Austria, 2Oral Biology, Medical University of Vienna, Vienna/Austria

Objectives: Demineralized bone matrix, which is considered an

allograft, is what remains after lysing native bone with hydrochloric

acid. During demineralization, growth factors and other molecules of

potential activity are presumably released; the molecular composition

and the cellular response to this acid bone lysate, however, have not

been studied.

Methods: Porcine cortical bone chips were demineralized and the

respective acid bone lysate harvested. Pellets were obtained after

centrifugation of the hydrochloric acid preparation and following

neutralizing the pH. The remaining bone lysate was filtered sterile.
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Oral fibroblasts were exposed to all three preparations; the two pellets

and the respective bone lysate. The expression of the TGF-β target

genes interleukin 11 (IL11), proteoglycan4 (PRG4), NADPH oxidase

4 (NOX4) were examined by RT-PCR and immunoassay. Signaling

was investigated with the TGF-β receptor type I kinase inhibitor

SB431542. Also studies on proliferation, migration and osteogenic

differentiation of MC3T3-E1 cells were performed.

Results: We show here that the pellet obtained after neutralizing

the hydrochloric acid and the respective supernatant were both

effective inducers of IL11, PRG4, and NOX4 expression in oral

fibroblasts. Pharmacologic blocking of TGF-β receptor type I kinase

with SB431542 greatly reversed the effect of both preparations on

gene expression.

Summary & Conclusion: These preliminary results demonstrate

that the acid bone lysate is a rich source of TGF-β that may be

considered in developing regenerative strategies.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: DBM, allograft, bone regeneration, growth factors,

demineralized bone matrix
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NEW EXTRACTION APPROACH OF NON-COLLAGENOUS

PROTEINS FROM BONE TISSUE BY MILD-DEGRADATION OF

ENZYME

Saori Kunii, Kohei Nagai, Koichi Morimoto

Biology-oriented Science and Technology, Kindai University, Kino-
kawa/Japan

Objectives: Bone matrix consists of 35% organic components,

which contains type I collagen, proteoglycans, and non-collagenous

proteins (NCPs). Those components play an important role in gen-

erating bone flexibility. In particular, NCPs need for bone remodeling.

Some reagents were used to solubilize NCPs, and a lot of proteins

were identified by mass spectrometry. However, all proteins would

not be extracted from bone yet. The co-existence of inorganic com-

ponents and cross-linked collagen inhibits to separate NCPs from

bone matrix. Our objective is to identify new proteins of NCPs from

pig shinbone at the conditions of mild degradation by using enzyme.

Methods: The shinbone has been sunk in 0.5 M EDTA for two

weeks for demineralizing. Subsequently, the bone was cut to small

size of flakes and mixed with enzyme at various pHs. The enzyme

reaction was set the mild conditions, i.e., low temperature and short

incubation time. Extracted proteins were centrifuged to remove

insoluble fractions. To evaluate the efficiency of protein extraction,

we investigated the number of protein spots by 2-D PAGE. Moreover,

the proteins were identified by LC/MS analysis (Ekspert nanoLC400,

Eksigen; Triple TOF5600+, ABSciex) with a ProteinPilot software.

Results: By 2-D PAGE (12.5% acrylamide gel) analysis, we

showed a higher protein yield and great numbers of peptides. A total

of 51 unique proteins of NCPs were identified. For instance, Alpha-2-

HS glycoprotein, Osteocalcin, Osteonectin, or Vitronectin were found

at good coverage of those NCPs. These results were identical to other

reports. In addition, we succeeded to identify some new proteins.

Summary & Conclusion: We developed the efficient methods for

solubilizing NCPs from pig shinbone. New NCPs were found at mild

conditions of enzyme reaction. [Funding] This work was supported by

the Adaptable and Seamless Technology Transfer Program through

target-driven R&D, AMED (AS2414037P to K.M.) and JST

(AS2715177U to K.M.).

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone proteins, non-collagenous proteins, LC/MS, 2-D

PAGE
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DECREASED ESTROGEN LEVELS CAUSES STRUCTURAL

CHANGES IN BONE MATRIX

Sabine Stoetzel1, Diaa Eldin S. Daghma1, Deeksha Malhan1, Stefanie

Kern1, Fathi Hassan1, Katrin S. Lips2, Thaqif El Khassawna1,

Christian Heiss3

1Institute For Experimental Trauma Surgery, Justus Liebig University
of Giessen, Gießen/Germany, 2Justus Liebig University of Giessen,
Institute for experimental Trauma Surgery, Giessen/Germany,
3University Hospital of Giessen-marburg, Department of Trauma,
Hand and Reconstructive Surgery, University Hospital of Giessen-
Marburg, Giessen/Germany

Objectives: Osteoporosis is a systemic bone disease leading to

reduced bone mass and decreased mineral content. Radiological

examinations can determine bone density and trabecular properties.

Radiological based Z-score can estimate biomechanical stability and

fracture risk. Non-mineralized bone matrix portion require more spe-

cialized testing. The aim of this studywas to visualize the bonematrix in

osteoporosis vs control via “multi-modal Imaging” and correlate

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to light microscopy (LM).

Methods: Senile Sprague Dawley rats (females; 15 month old)

were divided into five groups: (1) untreated control (C), (2) sham

operated (SHAM), (3) bilaterally ovariectomized (OVX), (4) treated

with deficient diet lacking calcium and Vitamin D (D), and (5)

bilaterally ovariectomized and treated with deficient diet (OVXD).

Second lumbar vertebras were collected directly (C) or after 3 months

(SHAM, OVX, D, OVXD) for freeze-sectioning. Same samples were

utilized for LM and SEM.

Results: The 3-D visualization of aged bone hallmarks showed the

mineralized collagen fibrils and fibrils coated with non-fibrillar

organic matrix. Micro-cracks within bone matrix were apparent in all

experimental groups. Interestingly, non-fibrillar traversed cracks in

bone structure result in smooth surface in the control. Whereas tra-

versed cracks did not result in smooth surface in D and OVX.

However, similar patterns were not detected in OVXD. More fre-

quently non-mineralized collagen fibers in OVX were seen when

compared to D.

Summary & Conclusion: Malnutrition in postmenopausal women

impairs osteoporotic bone. In this preclinical study the dietary effect

on non-mineralized matrix portion was severer then estrogens. Bone

elasticity is detrimental for functional competence and depends on

non-mineralized matrix portion. This study emphasizes the cruciality

of supplements for osteoporotic patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: SEM, senile rat, osteoporosis, bone matrix
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VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH FACTOR (VEGF) AND

LIPOCALIN 2 (LCN2) ORCHESTRATE THE PRO-ANGIOGENIC

EFFECTS OF UNLOADED OSTEOBLASTS

Vimal Veeriah1, Mattia Capulli1, Suvro Chatterjee2,

Nadia Rucci1, Anna Teti3

1Department of Biotechnological and Applied Clinical Sciences,
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Objectives: The molecular mechanisms linking angiogenesis and

bone remodelling in mechanical unloading are largely unknown. We
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analysed the effects of osteoblasts subjected to microgravity on

endothelial cell (EC) signalling and angiogenesis.

Methods: Primary ECs, mouse aortic-rings and chick-chorioal-

lantoic membranes (CAM) were exposed to conditioned medium

(CM) derived from mouse primary osteoblasts subjected to unit

gravity (1 g), intermediate (0.08 g) or intense (0.008 g) microgravity.

In-vivo unloading mouse models were then validated.

Results: We observed a microgravity intensity-dependent increase

of expression of the angiogenic factors HIF1α (5.2fold, p=0.007) and

VEGF (6.1fold, p=0.004) in ECs, along with increased in-vitro EC-

proliferation (1.7fold, p=0.021), migration (2.6fold, p=0.001) and

tube-formation (2.5fold, p\0.001), ex-vivo EC-sprouting from aortic-

rings (3fold, p=0.007) and in-ovo new blood vessel formation in CAM

(3.5fold, p=0.009). Results from microarray, RT-PCR and ELISA

revealed up-regulation of the secreted factors VEGF (8fold, p\0.001)

and LCN2 (17fold, p\0.001) in 0.008 g-osteoblasts. Moreover,

immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence results confirmed the

overexpression of the osteoblastic-VEGF (3.2fold, p=0.018) and

LCN2 (2.1fold, p=0.005) in in-vivo unloading mouse model treated

with Botox. Next we found that treatment with the VEGF blocker,

bevacizumab, partially decreased the 0.008 g-osteoblast-CM mediated

angiogenesis in-vitro (-51%, p=0.003) and ex-vivo (−62%, p=0.001),

but it did not modulate EC-HIFα and VEGF overexpression. Further,

we cultured ECs in 1 g and 0.008 g-CM derived from wild type and

LCN2-KO osteoblasts. LCN2 deletion reduced the EC HIF1α (−81%,

p\0.001) and VEGF (−80%, p\0.001) expression and partially

reduced the 0.008 g-osteoblast-CM mediated in-vitro (−61%, p\
0.001), ex-vivo (−65%, p=0.02) and in-ovo (−55%, p=0.024) angio-

genesis. Moreover, RT-PCR and immunofluorescence confirmed the

expression of the LCN2 receptors, 23p4R and megalin, in ECs.

Interestingly, treatment with recombinant (r)LCN2 increased EC

HIF1α and VEGF expression and in-vitro, ex-vivo and in-ovo angio-

genesis. Furthermore, HIF1α-siRNA reduced 0.008 g-osteoblast-CM

and rLCN2 mediated EC VEGF expression (−75%, p\0.001) and

migration (−55%, p=0.034). VEGF-siRNA reduced 0.008 g-os-

teoblast-CM and rLCN2 mediated EC-migration (−45%, p=0.012).

Summary & Conclusion: These results demonstrate that unloaded

osteoblasts stimulate angiogenesis and unveil the novel pro-angio-

genic role of LCN2 released by osteoblasts subjected to microgravity.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: unloading, lipocalin 2, VEGF, osteogenesis, angiogenesis
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EXTREME DISCREPANCY BETWEEN BONE DENSITY AND

BONE MATERIAL STRENGTH INDEX IN THREE SIBLINGS

WITH CAMURATI-ENGELMANN DISEASE

Sabina Herrera1, Xavier Nogues2, Robert Güerri2,
Daniel Grinberg3, Susana Balcells3, Nuria Martinez-Gil3, Natalia

Garcia-Giralt2, Adolfo Diez-Perez2

1Internal Medicine, Institut Hospital del Mar d’Investigacions Mèdi-
ques, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona., Barcelona/Spain, 2Internal
Medicine, Institut Hospital del Mar d’Investigacions Mèdiques.
CIBERFES ISCIII, Universidad Autònoma de Barcelona, Barcelona/
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Objectives: Camurati-Engelmann disease, progressive diaphyseal

dysplasia, is a rare genetic disease affecting approximately 1/ million

persons. There is limited data on the bone characteristics of these

patients. We describe the bone mineral density (BMD), bone turnover,

trabecular structure (TBS) and tissue biomechanics in three siblings with

the disease that consulted to our clinic for specific bone evaluation.

Methods: BMD at the lumbar spine (LS) and hip was measured by

DXA (Hologic QDR 4500 SR, Hologic, Inc., Bedford, MA, USA).

TBS was evaluated in the LS using iNsight® v 2.1 (Med.Imaps,

Merignac, France). Impact microindentation measurements were made

by an Osteoprobe® (Active Life Scientific, Santa Barbara, CA, USA)

and the results expressed as Bone Material Strength index (BMSi).

Results: All three patients were heterozygote for the mutation

c.652C[T (p.Arg218Cys) in the TGFB1 gene. Bone turnover

markers were increased. Hip BMD was extremely high in all three

both at total hip and femoral neck and also very high at the lumbar

spine in one. In contrast BMSi measurements were in low or very low

levels when compared with similar normal individuals of our own

laboratory. TBS values were in the normal range. The main results are

summarized in Table 1.

Summary & Conclusion: Bone material stress index is affected in

patients with Camurati-Engelmann regardless of their strikingly

increased BMD and normal microarchitecture. Microindentation might

be an appropriate tool for a comprehensive assessment of bone fragility

in these patients. Bone disease in rare bone dysplasia patients deserves

study to better understand the underlying altered regulatory mechanisms.

Disclosure: A Diez-Perez owns shares of Active Life Scientific. All

other authors declare no conflit

Keywords: biomechanics, bone quality, microindentation, Camurati-

Engelmann
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OSTEONAL MORPHOLOGY IN THE MID-FACIAL SKELETON:

FINITE ELEMENT AND HISTOMORPHOMETRIC STUDY
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Vukicevic4, Dalibor Nikolic3, Michael Hahn5, Zoran Rakocevic6,

Gordana Jovicic4, Nenad Filipovic3, Michael Amling5,
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1Department of Radiology, School of Dental Medicine, Belgrade/
Serbia, 2Institute of Anatomy, Laboratory For Anthropology, Faculty
of Medicine, University of Belgrade, Belgrade/Serbia, 3Bioengineering
Research and Development Center (bioirc), Faculty of Engineering,
University of Kragujevac, Kragujevac/Serbia, 4Faculty of Engineer-
ing, University of Kragujevac, Kragujevac/Serbia, 5Department of
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Objectives: Recent studies found regional variations in microar-

chitecture and mechanical properties of cortical bone of the mid-facial

skeleton that were linked to differential distribution and magnitude of

occlusal forces during chewing. In the current study, we combined

finite element (FE) and bone histomorphometric analysis to test the

hypotheses that regional differences in occlusal stress induce

heterogeneity in osteonal morphology across the mid-facial

skeleton.

Methods: A previously developed 3D FE model of a fully dentate

human skull was used to measure von Mises stress (VMS) and

principal stress (PS) in the cortex of the mid-facial skeleton during

clenching. From the twenty-five sites where stress was measured,

cortical bone specimens were harvested and divided into high stress

(n=7) and low stress group (n=18) based on VMS values. Undecal-

cified bone specimens were prepared according to the Donath’s

technique, stained with von Kossa-modified stain, and analyzed under

the light microscope. The following histomorphometric indices were

evaluated: number of secondary osteons (On.N, in No.), osteon

diameter (On.Dm, µm), Haversian canal diameter (HC.Dm, µm),

osteon density (On.Dn, No./mm2), osteon bone area (On.B.Ar, µm2),

and mean osteonal wall thickness (On.W.Th, µm). Inter-group dif-

ferences in histomorphometric parameters and their relationship with

VMS and PS were assessed by appropriate statistical tests.
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Results: Cortical bone at the sites of high stress contained more

osteons (On.N 10.86±4.74 vs 8.89±2.58, On.D 5.63±2.41 vs 4.79

±1.36) of smaller size (On.Dm 196.40±31.68 vs 205.57±38.38,

HC.Dm 53.93±8.87 vs 55.25±11.14, On.W.Th 71.24±13.19 vs

75.16±15.35) that occupied a smaller volume of bone (On.B.Ar

31,935.70±12,204.95 vs 33,725.93±12,982.29) than osteons in low

stress regions, but the differences were not statistically significant.

Histomorphometric parameters showed weak correlation with VMS

and PS.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results revealed regional variations

in osteonal morphology across the mid-facial bones that could not be

fully explained by differences in occlusal stress.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteon, cortical bone, facial skeleton, occlusal stress,

finite element analysis
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TBS ASSOCIATION WITH BIOMECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF

HUMAN VERTEBRAE, EX-VIVO

Christophe Lelong1, Doris Tran1, Franck Michelet1, Renaud

Winzenrieth1, Alain Heraud2, Wafa Skalli3, Didier Hans4

1R&d, Medimaps, Merignac/France, 2Rhumatologie, Centre Hospi-
talier Robert Boulin, Libourne/France, 3Art Et Métiers Paristech,
Institut de Biomécanique Humaine Georges Charpak, Paris/France,
4Center of Bone Diseases - Rhu-dal, Lausanne University Hospital -
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Objectives: The clinical utility of Trabecular Bone Score (TBS) to

evaluate the risk for osteoporotic fracture has been widely recognized

by the scientific community. To date only one study presented data on

the relation between real TBS and bone mechanical properties, with a

relatively small sample size. The aim of this study was to evaluate the

relationship between TBS, BMD and mechanical properties of on a

larger sample of human vertebra ex vivo.

Methods: 52 lumbar vertebrae harvested from 13 human cadavers

(mean age 74.9±8.2 yrs). Isolated vertebrae scanned with DXA

device (Prodigy, GE-Lunar). Bone texture evaluated using TBS (TBS

iNsight, Medimaps). Biomechanical testing performed using quasi-

static compression tests (INSTRON 55000, INSTRON) to measure

failure load and stiffness. Relationships between TBS and mechanical

properties were evaluated using a Pearson correlation test. A multi-

variate analysis has also been performed.

Results: 2 subjects and 9 additional vertebrae were excluded as

outliers or due to presence of severe arthrosis (osteophytes) or

established vertebral fracture. Mean BMD, TBS, failure load and

stiffness were 0.854±0.161 g/cm, 1.561±0.098, 2351±1064 N,

4170±1260 N.mm−1 respectively. Moderate but significant correla-

tions were observed with failure load for BMD (r=0.65; p\0.0001)

and for TBS (r=0.63; p\0.0001), and with stiffness for BMD (r=

0.65; p\0.0001) and for TBS (r=0.73; p\0.0001). In multivariate

analysis, both BMD and TBS remained significantly associated with

the failure load (r=0.50, p=0.002 and r=0.47, p=0.005 respectively)

and with the stiffness (r=0.49, p=0.004 and r=0.62, p=0.0001

respectively). The combined model explained 52.3% (r-adjusted) of

the failure load, and 64.6% of the stiffness.

Summary & Conclusion: The present study confirms on a large

sample the correlations between TBS and biomechanical properties of

the lumbar spine. Both BMD and TBS characterize a significant part

of the vertebral bone strength which may explain the ability of TBS to

improve the assessment of fracture risk in clinical practice.

Disclosure: This study has been designed and performed by

employees of Medimaps group, who owns the patent of the TBS

technology, in collaboration with independant institutions

Keywords: TBS, trabecular bone score, biomechanics, stiffness,

failure load
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Objectives: It has been suggested that the degree of heterogeneity

of vibrational spectroscopic parameters related to bone tissue quality

is an important predictor of fracture risk, with a more homogeneous

statistical distribution of acquired values generally accepted to be

associated with increased fracture risk. Results have, however, been

inconsistent. A contributing reason for this may be that heterogeneity
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arguments on spectroscopically-derived parameters were based on

analysis of randomly selected areas rather than the whole bone sur-

face/volume. Moreover, the published results are based on expressing

the spatial distribution as histograms which are then fitted with a

Gaussian curve even if the distribution is clearly not normally-dis-

tributed, and calculation of the full width at half height (FWHH) of

this generated curve.

Methods: To address these issues, we used Fourier transform

infrared imaging (FTIRI) to analyze the humerus from a healthy

monkey animal model, with a spatial resolution of 6.396.3 µm2.

Integrated areas of the ν1(PO4
3−) and amide I spectral bands served to

evaluate the mineral/matrix ratio. This was calculated for the whole

bone surface (W; 7200932000 µm2), as well as 3 discreet smaller,

randomly selected, areas of 18009200 µm2 (a, b, c). After correction

to eliminate PMMA’s contribution, the results were expressed as

images, which were then converted to histograms.

Results: The results obtained for a, b, and c, were compared

against the results of W. This comparison revealed that all 3 randomly

selected areas were significantly different than W. Moreover, the

resulting histograms indicated that a Gaussian curve is not an

appropriate model to describe these distributions.

Summary & Conclusion: The results of the present study indicate

that when using vibrational spectroscopic techniques to arrive at

heterogeneity of distribution arguments, the whole bone surface

should be considered rather than randomly selected areas.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: humerus, FTIR imaging, heterogeneity, bone quality
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Objectives: The role of fat mass in the quality of bone tissue

remains misunderstood, although the many studies in this field. The

aim of the present study was to evaluate the bone mineral density and

their mechanical properties of ovariectomized rats fed with a high-fat

diet.

Methods: This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of our

Institution (188/2013). 32 female wistar rats with body mass ranging

between 50 g and 70 g were used in this study. They were equally

divided into 4 experimental groups (n=8) which SDovx: ovariec-

tomized rats fed with standard diet; HFDovx: ovariectomized rats fed

with high-fat diet; SDsham: rats submitted to sham surgery and fed

with standard diet; HFDsham: rats submitted to sham surgery and fed

with high-fat diet. Surgery was made at 5th week of experiment and

after 90 days, rats were killed by overdose of anaesthesia. The femurs

were evaluated by DXA, to analyze BMD and by mechanical test to

analyze the maximal load and relative stiffness. Statistical analysis

was performed using SPSS™.

Results: The OVX surgery (p\0.001) and the high-fat diet (p=

0.009) resulted in lower BMD of femoral neck. Surgery*diet inter-

action was not significant (p=0.426) for BMD. The high-fat diet (p=

0.016) resulted in lower maximal load, but surgery (p=0.864) and

surgery*diet interaction (p=0.471) were not significant. OVX (p\
0.001) resulted in lower relative stiffness. Diet (p=0.770) and sur-

gery*diet interaction was not influent in this variable.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results demonstrate the negative

influence of high-fat diet on bone tissue of ovariectomized rats,

decreasing their density and mechanical strength.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone, fat, biomechanics, high-fat diet
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Objectives: The objective for this study was to analyze the bone

quality of rats submitted to a spinal cord injury.

Methods: This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of

Riberao Preto Medical School. Twelve Sex-week-old male wistar rats

were equally divided into two groups: (1) Control and (2) spinal cord

injury (SCI). Complete SCI was generated by surgical transection of

the cord at the T10 level. The animals were killed 24 days after the

surgery and tibiae were dissected. The macroscopic parameters and

bone mineral density of tibiae were analyzed. Statistical analysis was

performed using SPSS TM and we used the t student test to compar-

ison between the groups.

Results: The spinal cord injury caused a significant decrease on

macroscopic parameters, been 13% in the bone mass (p\0.05), 8% in

length bone (p\0.05) and 9% in perimeter measurements (p\0.05).

The bone mineral density and bone mineral content decrease in 33%

and 35% respectively in the comparison between control and spinal

cord injury groups (p\0.05).

Summary & Conclusion: The spinal cord injury it is a several

disease that induce significant bone deterioration and fragility in the

skeletal bone.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone mineral density, rats, spinal cord injury, bone mass,

macroscopic
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Objectives: Diabetes is a chronic systemic disease associated with

changes in bone metabolism. Despite usually presenting with high

bone mineral density, type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) patients suffer

from an increased fracture risk. To understand the basis of increased

bone fragility in these patients, it is essential to investigate how

T2DM alters bone microstructural features and geometry.

Methods: Therefore, in this study the mid-diaphyseal femoral

cortex of T2DM-diagnosed cases and an age-matched control group

(mean age 79 yrs, n=7 each) was investigated following autopsy and
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IRB approval. Contact radiography was performed to assess principal

geometry parameters of the femoral cross-section that estimate its

resistance to compression, bending and buckling. The anterior

quadrant of the femoral cross-section was further analyzed three-

dimensionally by micro-computed tomography (µ-CT) to determine

cortical porosity and tissue mineral density (TMD). Osteonal mor-

phology and density were measured by histomorphometry using

histological sections stained with modified silver nitrate.

Results: A significantly larger femoral midshaft cortical perimeter

was detected in the T2DM-group compared to the control group (p\
0.05). Section modulus and cross-sectional area tended to be higher with

T2DM. The reconstruction of 3D µ-CT scans revealed significantly

elevated cortical porosity in T2DM in comparison to controls. Here,

endocortical trabecularization was identified as the major contributor to

three times lower bone mass in T2DM, while osteonal reorganization

emphasized by theHaversian canal size andosteonalmeanwall thickness

played a minor role. Along with the loss of cortical bone structure, the

TMD showed lower mineralization values with T2DM.

Summary & Conclusion: These results suggest notable cortical

bone reorganization in T2DM bone tissue and provide new insights

into the possible mechanisms leading to bone fragility in this disease.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: µ-CT, cortical bone, type 2 diabetes mellitus, osteon,

cortical porosity
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Objectives: In recent years, the role of bone microstructure in the

pathogenesis of fragility fractures has been increasingly recognised.

Few studies have investigated determinants of bone microarchitecture

in the elderly population. The aim of this study was to assess deter-

minants of bone microarchitecture in the elderly population in aged-

care facilities.

Methods: A cross-sectional study including 91 participants, mean

age 87 (range 65–99 y), (60.4% females), from 60 different aged-care

facilities in Melbourne enrolled in the “Dairy and Fracture Trial”.

Two days of dietary assessment with the nutritional method; visual

estimation of plate waste, was performed. Distal radius and tibia were

scanned using high resolution peripheral quantitative computer

tomography. Using multiple linear regression analyses we adjusted

for age, sex, and BMI in order to study associations between bone

microarchitecture and potential life-style/medical characteristics,

including total calcium intake, number of dairy serves per day, use of

vitamin D supplements, and treatment with thiazide-, loop-diuretics,

and/or glucocorticoids.

Results: After adjustment for age, sex, and BMI, number of daily

dairy serves were positively associated with trabecular number

(Standardized Coefficients “B” 0.268, p\0.03) and trabecular bone

volume (B 0.340, p=0.007) at the tibia. Moreover, at the tibia use of

thiazide diuretics was positively associated with cortical area (B

0.195, p=0.02) and cortical thickness (B 0.195, p=0.04). For radius,

use of thiazides was associated with an increased trabecular

separation (B 0.229, p=0.029) and trabecular thickness (B 0.268, p=

0.027). Use of vitamin D supplementation was associated with lower

cortical porosity at the radius (B −0.301, p=0.009). In the multiple-

adjusted analyses, none of the other indices were significantly asso-

ciated with bone density or geometry.

Summary & Conclusion: In the very old, bone geometry and

structure are associated with dairy serves, vitamin D supplements and

therapy with thiazides. Whether these indices also affect fracture risk

needs further studies.

Disclosure: The study has received support from Dairy Autstralia and

the Danish Dairy fundation

Keywords: bone microarchitecture, geriatric population, dairy serves
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Objectives: To determine how much of the local variation of

cortical porosity (Ct.Po) and tissue stiffness in cortical bone is cap-

tured by BMD. To derive a calibration rule for the estimation of local

cortical porosity of long bones from QCT data.

Methods: 40 human femur samples (7 M, 13 F, age: 69–94 yrs,

mean: 83.6±8.0 yrs) were HR-pQCT scanned using a Scanco Xtre-

meCT-II (voxel size 30.3 μm). Cross-sectional slices were extracted

from the proximal femur shafts for microelastic measurements by

means of quantitative time-resolved scanning acoustic microscopy

(SAM). A custom SAM microscope, equipped with a spherically

focused 100-MHz transducer was used to scan the sample surface,

providing an acoustic impedance (Z) map with a pixel size of 12 μm.

Tissue porosity was evaluated by segmenting the SAM images with a

global threshold. The CTslices corresponding to the SAM sections

were registered with the SAM images. The correlation between local

BMD, Ct.Po and Z was investigated at several length scales (60 μm to

1.212 mm). A linear regression model was used in order to obtain a

BMD-Ct.Po calibration rule for a sub-set of 20 samples. Local Ct.Po

predictions were compared, for the remaining set of samples, with Ct.

Po measured by SAM.

Results: A ROI size of 444 μm was chosen for the local Ct.Po

prediction. BMD, Ct.Po and Z ranges were 469–1070 mg/cm3 (CV:

7%), 0.5–74.1% and 5.94–9.18 MRayl (CV: 7%), respectively (4374

ROIs). A correlation of R2=0.66 (RMSE=43.05) was found for

BMD with Ct.Po; little to no improvement was observed when Z

was included into the model. A correlation of R2=0.74 between

local Ct.Po predictions @ 444 μm and SAM measured values was

found.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results confirm the potential of BMD

as a predictor for local porosity, but suggest that BMD is not sensitive

to variations of the matrix stiffness.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone mineral density, cortical porosity, cortical bone,

acoustic microscopy
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BONE GEOMETRY, VOLUMETRIC DENSITY,

MICROARCHITECTURE ASSESSED BY HR-PQCT AND FGF23

TESTING IN TUMOR INDUCED OSTEOMALACIA PATIENTS

Juan Feng1, Yan Jiang1, Ou Wang1, Mei Li2, Xiaoping Xing1, Weibo

Xia2

1Department of Endocrinology, Key Laboratory of Endocrinology ,
ministry of Health, Peking Union Medical College Hospital, Chinese
Academy of Medical Sciences and Peking Union Medical College,
Beijing/China, 2Department of Endocrinology, Key Laboratory of
Endocrinology, Ministry of Health, Peking Union Medical College
Hospital, Peking Union Medical College, Chinese Academy of Medi-
cal Sciences, Beijing/China

Objectives: To assess bone geometry, volumetric bone mineral

density (vBMD), microarchitecture via high-resolution peripheral

quantitative computed tomography (HR-pQCT) and to measure serum

fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23) levels in tumor induced osteo-

malacia (TIO) patients.

Methods: This is a cross-sectional in vivo study. Thirteen patho-

logically confirmed TIO patients (aged 43±12 years; 3 female,10 male

patients) and twenty-six age- and gender-matched healthy control

subjects were compared as to bone geometry, vBMD, and microar-

chitecture assessed by HR-pQCT (Xtreme CTII; Scanco Medical AG,

Bruttisellen, Switzerland) at the nondominant distal radius and distal

tibia. Preoperative serum full-length FGF23 levels were measured

using the FGF23 ELISA Kit from Kainos Laboratories (Tokyo, Japan).

Results: TIO patients exhibited significantly lower total vBMD

(radius −15%, p\0.05; tibia −22%, p\0.01), whereas trabecular

spacing (radius 20%, tibia 20%; both p\0.05) ,trabecular network

inhomogeneity (radius 29%, p\0.01;tibia 26%, p\0.05) and intra-

cortical porosity (radius 114%, p\0.01;tibia 82%, p\0.05) were

significantly higher than the control group. In addition, HR-pQCT

revealed a significantly lower cortical and trabecular vBMD (p=0.026

and p=0.005), as well as meta trab.vBMD (p=0.009), inner trab.

vBMD (p=0.008), and trabecular bone volume fraction (BV/TV) (p=

0.004) at the tibia in TIO patients. It showed the same trend at the

radius but without statistically significant differences.TIO patients had

a lower tendency of trabecular number at both distal radius (p=0.056)

and tibia (p=0.050).In contrast, there were no significant differences in

parameters of bone geometry, cortical and trabecular thickness, cor-

tical pore diameter between the two groups at both sites. Preoperative

serum intact FGF23 levels were markedly elevated in TIO patients,

ranging from 67.7 to 660.3 pg/mL (mean±SD; 373.3±196.6).

Summary & Conclusion: TIO patients exhibited not only signifi-

cantly lower total vBMD, but also compromised bone

microarchitecture change (significantly higher trabecular spacing,

trabecular network inhomogeneity and intra-cortical porosity) at both

distal radius and tibia. The measurement of FGF23 might have an

important role in improving diagnosis and management of TIO.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: high-resolution peripheral quantitative computed

tomography (HR-pQCT), bone geometry and volumetric bone min-

eral density, bone microarchitecture, tumor induced osteomalacia,

fibroblast growth factor 23

Preclinical and ex-vivo imaging

P-IMAG-1

SKELETAL HETEROGENEITY IN C57BL/6J MICE

Ursula Föger-Samwald, Martina Salzmann, Conny Pleyer, Katharina

Wahl-Figlash, Peter Pietschmann

Department of Pathophysiology and Allergy Research, Medical
University of Vienna, Vienna/Austria

Objectives: Mice are extensively used as research models to

answer relevant questions regarding bone biology and bone diseases.

However, little is known about skeletal heterogeneity, defined as

structural and molecular differences between various regions of the

skeleton, in mouse models. Therefore the aim of this study was to

evaluate structural and molecular heterogeneity of C57BL/6J mice, a

strain frequently used in osteoporosis research and transgenic mouse

models.

Methods: From ten female and ten male C57BL/6J mice vertebral

bodies (Vb), calvariae (Ca), femurae (Fe), and tibiae (Ti) were ana-

lyzed by static histomorphometry. Additionally, mRNA expression of

regulators of bone resorption (RANKL, OPG) and of bone formation

(SOST) was determined by real time PCR at the same skeletal sites

and the humerus (Hu).

Results: In the tibia and the femur Bone Volume (BV/TV) (Fe:

−42%, p\0.001; Ti: −41%, p\0.001) and Trabecular Number

(Fe: −34%, p\0.001; Ti: −30%, p\0.001) were significantly

lower and Trabecular Seperation. (Fe: +66%, p\0.001; Ti: +66%,

p\0.001) was significantly higher compared to the vertrebral

body. For structural parameters no differences between female and

male mice were seen. mRNA expression levels, in contrast, were

significantly higher in female compared to male mice for RANKL

(1.3 fold, p\0.001), OPG (1.7 fold, p\0.001), as well as SOST

(1.7 fold, p\0.001). Moreover, expression of RANKL was sig-

nificantly higher in the calvaria compared to the vertebral body

(2.2 fold, p\0.001), and SOST expression was significantly lower

in the vertebral body compared to the femur (0.58 fold, p\0.001),

the tibia (0.35 fold, p\0.001), and the humerus (0.38 fold, p\
0.001).

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, by giving evidence for

structural and molecular heterogeneity in C57BL/6J mice, we

underline the importance of analysing clearly defined skeletal sites

when performing studies with mouse models.

Disclosure: This work was supported by Amgen GmbH

Keywords: histomorphometry, skeletal heterogeneity, gene expres-

sion, bone microarchitecture, C57BL/6J mice
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ULTRASTRUCTURE AND INTRACORTICAL VASCULATURE

USING SYNCHROTRON X-RAY PHASE-CONTRAST

TOMOGRAPHY

Juan A. Nunez1, Alice Goring1, Philipp J. Thurner2,

Philipp Schneider3, Claire E. Clarkin1

1Centre For Biological Sciences, University of Southampton,
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Objectives: 3-D imaging of the vascular structure within bone is of

key importance for understanding of various aspects of skeletal dis-

ease. As blood vessels in bone are deeply encased in the calcified

tissue, techniques that are applicable to other tissues are generally

difficult or impossible to apply to the skeleton. Our objective was to

explore the phase-sensitive capabilities of synchrotron X-ray

tomography to enhance imaging contrast and visualise the 3-D

structure of the soft tissue comprising the bone vasculature with no

prior sample preparation.

Methods: The tibiofibular junction of 15 week old C57BL6

female mice (n=4) were scanned using synchrotron radiation-based

computed tomography. Reconstructed datasets were processed to

detect the mineralised bone matrix and the soft tissue comprising
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the intracortical vasculature. Histological evaluation of the

tibiofibular junctions was carried out to confirm validity of the new

method.

Results: We show that intracortical vascular structures can be

detected and extracted from the 3-D datasets without the need of any

staining or contrast agent in calcified bone. Additionally, bone

ultrastructure consisting in the intracortical canal network and the

osteocyte lacunar system is assessed simultaneously along with the

soft tissue comprising the vasculature. Validation with histology

confirms that we resolved individual blood vessels.

Summary & Conclusion: We report an approach that allows the

simultaneous visualisation of soft tissue vasculature within bone using

synchrotron X-ray phase-contrast tomography. The method requires

no prior sample preparation and opens the door for similar imaging

also of other skeletal sites and for different animal models.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: ultrastructure, imaging, synchrotron tomography,

vasculature
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TRIPHASIC RESORBABLE CALCIUM IMPLANT ENHANCES

BONE FORMATION IN HUMORAL CRITICAL SIZED DEFECTS

IN CANINES INDEPENDENT OF BISPHOSPHONATE

TREATMENT

Ronald Hill1, Deborah Hall2, Jonathan Shaul1, Thomas Turner2,

Robert Urban2

1Research & Development, AgNovos Healthcare, Rockville/MD/Uni-
ted States of America, 2Orthopedics, Rush University Medical Center,
Chicago/IL/United States of America

Objectives: To evaluate alendronate effects on resorption and

biological responses to a proprietary triphasic resorbable calcium

sulfate/calcium phosphate implant in critical-sized proximal humeral

defects in canines.

Methods: Sixty skeletally mature adult hounds were equally

assigned to alendronate (ALN, 0.2 mg/kg/day) or vehicle treatment.

Unilateral proximal humeral axial defects, 13 mm by 50 mm, were

filled with implant. Intact contralateral humeri served as controls. At

13, 26, and 52 weeks, histology was performed and resorption, bone

volume (BV) and microarchitecture were quantified using histomor-

phometry and µCT. Statistical analysis used Spearman correlations

(resorption) and Friedman Tests (BV).

Results: Implant resorption increased over time (rs=0.524, p≤0.01)
with 98.7% resorbed at 52 weeks; the remaining 1.3% was incorpo-

rated into trabeculae. Significant neovascularization and macrophage

activity were noted during resorption. Defect BV fraction was sig-

nificantly greater than contralateral controls with ALN at all time

points and at 13 and 26 weeks without ALN (Table). In ALN-treated

hounds trabecular number and connectivity were significantly higher

than controls at all time points and higher than controls at 13 and 26

weeks in hounds not receiving ALN (p≤0.02).

Weeks 13 26 52

Alendronate Yes No Yes No Yes No

Residual

Implant

(%)

16.2±

18.2

12.2±

11.1

4.6±

8.8

2.3±

1.9

2.7±

2.1

1.3±

1.5

Treated BV/

TV (%)

42.9±

7.0*

35.8±

12.7*

29.0±

16.3*

29.0±

11.9*

28.2±

7.6*

21.0

±

9.8

Control BV/

TV (%)

14.7±

3.9

12.5±

1.9

16.1±

3.5

15.6±

2.0

15.1±

2.8

13.4

±

3.2

*p\0.05 vs control BV/TV

Summary & Conclusion: In critical sized defects in hounds, the

calcium sulfate/calcium phosphate implant was resorbed and replaced

by newly formed bone with BV fraction and trabecular number and

connectivity comparable to or greater than normal control. Alen-

dronate treatment did not influence the response.

Disclosure: Drs. Hill and Shaul are employees of AgNovos Health-

care. Ms. Hall, Dr. Turner and Dr. Urban are consultants to AgNovos

Healthcare

Keywords: bone, preclinical, bisphosphonate, canine,

histomorphometry
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ANALYTICAL VALIDATION OF A HIGHLY SENSITIVE

FLUORESCENCE IMMUNOASSAY FOR THE BONE

REGULATORY MOLECULE NOGGIN BASED ON PLASMONIC

MICROTITER PLATES

Gerhard Hawa1, Albert Missbichler1, Martina Laaber-Schwarz1,

Adrian Prinz2, Georg Bauer3, Christoph Mauracher4

1R&d, FIANOSTICS GmbH, Wiener Neustadt/Austria, 2R&d, STRA-
TEC Consumables GmbH, Anif/Austria, 3CEO, STRATEC
Consumables GmbH, Anif/Austria, 4CEO, STRATEC Consumables
GmbH, Anif/Austria

Objectives: Reliable detection of bone regulatory molecules is

often hindered by their low concentration in human serum and plasma.

To remedy this problem, FIANOSTICS and STRATEC Consumables

(formerly Sony DADC BioSciences) developed a new assay platform

fully compatible, but not limited to 96 well microplate format based on

Metal Enhanced Fluorescence (MEF), which allows generation of

highly sensitive direct fluorescence immunoassays. We hereby present

validation data of the first assay based on this new technology, a test for

human NOGGIN. NOGGIN is a potent inhibitor of bone morphogenetic

proteins and involved in bone/cartilage regeneration, limb development,

fracture repair and in osteolytic bone metastasis formation.

Methods: Microtiter plates capable of metal enhanced fluorescence

(MEF-MTPs) were generated by STRATEC Consumables proprietary

injection molding and sputtering processes originating from Blu-Ray

manufacturing that have been modified to create plasmonic structures

showing MEF. After coating of anti-NOGGIN capture antibody and

blocking of unspecific binding, 50 ul of anti-NOGGIN antibody labeled

with FITC, Cy3, Cy5 or AlexaFlour 680 together with 20 ul of human

serum or plasma samples were incubated for 4 h at 37°C in the dark.

Signals were read using a standard fluorescence microplate reader.

Results: The detection limit of this MEF-FIA for NOGGIN (0 pM

+3xSD) was determined as 1 pmol/l. Intra- and inter-assay CVs (n=
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12) ranged from 2 to 5% and 3–7% respectively. Average recovery in

human serum samples (n=4) was 87% (79–108%) and linearity of

dilution was 104% (93–114%). Comparison of sensitivity with

commercially available ELISA systems for NOGGIN revealed a 2

orders of magnitude higher sensitivity of the MEF-FIA. Titration

experiments with BMP-2, 4 and 7 proved that the assay is highly

specific for uncomplexed circulating human NOGGIN.

Summary & Conclusion: We successfully demonstrated superior

performance of our new MEF-MTP assay platform, which is fully

compatible to standard fluorescence microplate reader technology.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: cartilage-regeneration, NOGGIN, high sensitivity, bone-

metastasis
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EVALUATING SIRT1 CLEAVED VARIANTS AS POTENTIAL

BIOMARKERS FOR OSTEOARTHRITIS PREDISPOSITION

Mona Dvir-Ginzberg

Faculty of Dental Medicine, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jer-
usalem/Israel

Objectives: Our previous findings support reduced activity of Sirt1

in osteoarthritis (OA), due to Sirt1 cleavage of full-length Sirt1

(110 kDa) to generate an inactive variant (75Sirt1;75 kDa) in chon-

drocytes stimulated with pro-inflammatory cytokines. We hence

sought to examine the potential levels of circulating Sirt1 variants and

in relation to OA severity, using animal models and patient serum

samples.

Methods: Using an ELISA method, we examined NT and CT Sirt1

in sera of human samples as well as mice subject to DMM or aged to

reach 14 M. Sera derived from AcancreSirt1flox mice 8weeks post-

DMM was similarly analyzed, to assess if these variants are cartilage

borne. Human chondrocytes were subject to prolonged cytokine

exposure and analyzed via FACS analysis for cell apoptosis and

75SIRT1 levels in conditioned media.

Results: Data show that increased levels of 75SIRT1 are evident in

conditioned media after 8 days of cytokine stimulation, correlating

with a significant increase in early-stages of cell apoptosis. Human

sera showed a 10% increase in NT/CT SIRT1 ratio during early stages

of OA, consistent with the appearance of the 75Sirt1 in immunoblot

assays of pooled sera. Mice subject to DMM showed moderate

severity after 8weeks which resulted in a twofold increase in N/C

ratio. Interestingly aging mice also showed a twofold increase in NT/

CT, indicating that this process may be related to age as well as

trauma. Finally we examined the levels of NT/CT Sirt1 in Acancre-

Sirt1flox mice 8 weeks post-DMM and found similar levels as wt Sirt1

mice.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results indicate that NT/CT Sirt1

ratio is increased with trauma and advanced age. While this change is

not directly a result of cartilage death or destruction, it may be pos-

sibly due to a systemic repair mechanism that contributes to increase

NT/CT Sirt1 ratio in the circulation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: biomarker, SIRT1, cartilage, osteoarthritis, aging

P-BCHT-3

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN MICROSTRUCTURAL AND

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE DISTAL FEMUR

Kwangkyoun Kim

Orthopedic Suregry, Konyang university hospital, Daejeon/Korea,
Republic of

Objectives: This study is to analyse regional differences in the

microstructural and mechanical properties of the distal femur

depending on osteoarthritic changes using micro-CT based on finite

element analysis.

Methods: Distal femur specimens were obtained from ten donors

composed of 10 women with OA (mean age of 65 years, ranging from

53 to 79). As controls, the normal distal femur was sampled from age

and gender matched donors consisting of 10 women without OA

(mean age of 67 years, ranging from 58 to 81). The areas of interest

were six regions of the condyles of the femur (Lateral condyle-An-

terior, Middle, Posterior; Medial-condyle-Anterior, Middle,

Posterior). A total of 20 specimens were scanned using the micro-CT

system. Micro-CT images were converted to micro-finite element

model using the mesh technique, and micro-finite element analysis

was then performed for assessment of the mechanical properties.

Results: Trabecular bones from the distal femur in control and OA

groups exhibited different microstructural and mechanical properties

in the same region. BV/TV, Tb.N, Tb.S and Yield strength were

different between LA and MM significantly (p=0.005). In control

group, the lateral anterior region of the distal femur reflected sub-

chondral trabecular remodeling, while in advanced OA group, the

medial middle region showed prominent changes in the microstruc-

tural and mechanical properties.

Summary & Conclusion: with aging and the progress of primary

OA, changes of patello-femoral reaction force induced subchondral

trabecular changes of the anterolateral region initially, and then

progressed to the medial middle and posterior region in advanced OA.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: femur, bone quality, bone mineral density, micro-CT,

mechanical property
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EFFECT OF AGE AND GENDER ON SERUM PERIOSTIN:

RELATIONSHIP TO CORTICAL MEASURES, BONE

TURNOVER AND HORMONES

Jennifer S. Walsh, Fatma Gossiel, Jessica Scott,

Margaret A. Paggiosi, Richard Eastell

Mellanby Centre For Bone Research, University of Sheffield, Sheffield/
United Kingdom

Objectives: Periostin is an extracellular matrix protein, and in

bone is expressed most highly in the periosteum. It increases bone

formation through osteoblast differentiation, cell adhesion, Wnt sig-

nalling and collagen cross-linking. We hypothesised that serum

periostin would be high at times of life when cortical modeling is

active, in early adulthood and in older age, and that it would correlate

with cortical bone measures, bone turnover and hormones that regu-

late cortical modeling.

Methods: We conducted a cross-sectional observational study of

166 men and women at three skeletal stages; the end of longitudinal

growth (16–18 years), peak bone mass (30–32 years) and older age

(over 70 years). We measured serum periostin with a new ELISA

optimised for human serum and plasma which recognises all known

splice variants (Biomedica). We measured the distal radius and distal

tibia with HR-pQCT, and measured serum PINP, CTX, sclerostin,

PTH, IGF-1, estradiol and testosterone.

Results: Periostin was higher at age 16–18 than age 30–32 (1253

vs 842 pmol/l, p\0.001), but not different between age 30–32 and

over age 70. Periostin was inversely correlated with tibia cortical

thickness and density (R -0.229, -0.233, both p=0.003). It was posi-

tively correlated with PINP (R 0.529, p\0.001), CTX (R 0.427, p\
0.001) and IGF-1 (R 0.440, p\0.001). When assessed within each age

group the correlations were only significant at age 16–18, except for

PINP which was also significant over age 70.
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Summary & Conclusion: We conclude that periostin may have a

role in IGF-1 driven cortical modeling and consolidation in young

adults, but it may not be an important mediator in older adults.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: periostin, cortex, peak bone mass, bone turnover
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COMPARISON OF BONE TURNOVER MARKERS IN

PERIPHERAL BLOOD AND BONE MARROW ASPIRATE

Marie Juul Ornstrup, Thomas Nordstrøm Kjær, Torben Harsløf,
Steen Bønløkke Pedersen, Bente L. Langdahl

Department of Endocrinology and Internal Medicine, Aarhus
University Hospital, Aarhus/Denmark

Objectives: Bone remodeling takes place in the bone marrow

environment. We investigated if the levels of bone markers differ

between bone marrow and peripheral blood, and if the bone marrow is

an independent compartment.

Methods: Sixty-eight men participated in a study designed to

evaluate the effect of four months supplementation with resveratrol

on bone mineral density and bone markers. Bone marrow aspirates

and blood samples were drawn at baseline. The bone markers CTx,

P1NP, osteocalcin (OC), bone specific alkaline phosphatase (BAP),

and osteoprogeterin (OPG) were analyzed. Bland–Altman plots were

used to compare measurements across compartment to detect possible

systematic or proportional differences. Paired t-test was performed if

no proportional difference was revealed at the Bland–Altman plot.

Results: Measurements of CTx and P1NP differed proportionally

between compartments depending on concentration; at low concen-

trations values were similar, at higher average concentrations the

levels were much higher in marrow than blood. OC measures in the

bone marrow were systematically and significantly lower than in

blood (mean±SD; 14.3±5.3 vs 21.6±6.0 respectively, p\0.001).

BAP and OPG measures were comparable between compartments

(28.9±10.3 vs 28.7±7.0, p=0.80 and 4.8±2.0 vs 4.8±1.5, p=0.90,

respectively).

Summary & Conclusion: The levels of some bone markers differ

significantly between bone marrow and peripheral blood, while others

are comparable. Levels of CTx and P1NP differed between com-

partments depending on concentration, suggesting bone marrow to

represent a compartment separate from the general circulation.

Unexpectedly, OC was lower in the bone marrow than in blood, a

gradient that was independent of concentration. Possible explanations

could be differences in passage to the general circulation, binding to

other molecules within the bone marrow, or analytical difficulties.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone marrow, biochemical markers, comparison study,

bone turnover markers
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RISES AND EXERTS ANTIOXIDANT EFFECT IN PRIMARY

CULTURE OF HUMAN OSTEOBLAST-LIKE CELLS

Michela Bottani1, Anita Ferraretto1, Michela Signo2, Pamela Senesi3,

Anna Montesano4, Fernanda Vacante1, Ileana Terruzzi5, Livio Luzi4,

Sandro Rubinacci2, Isabella Villa2

1Department of Biomedical Sciences For Health, University of Milan,
Milan/Italy, 2Bone Metabolism Unit, San Raffaele Scientific Institute,
Milan/Italy, 3Metabolism Research Center, IRCCS Policlinico San
Donato, Milan/Italy, 41department of Biomedical Sciences For Health,
University of Milan, Milan/Italy, 5Diabetes Research Institute,

Metabolism, Nutrigenomics and Cellular Differentiation Unit, San
Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan/Italy

Objectives: L-Carnitine (LC) is a non-protein amino acid known

for its ability to increase the endurance capacity and to reduce the

oxidative stress in human and animal models. Moreover, LC posi-

tively affects mineralization, differentiation and proliferation both in

porcine and murine primary or tumor-derived osteoblasts, and in a

murine model of osteoporosis. Since cytosolic calcium is a critical

signalling messenger regulating osteoblast differentiation and func-

tions whereas oxidative stress is a key element affecting cell fate, we

designed the following study to investigate the possible effects of LC

on intracellular calcium and oxidative stress in human osteoblasts

(hOBs).

Methods: hOBs, derived from trabecular bone waste material

obtained during orthopedic surgery (Ethics Committee approved),

were treated with 5mM LC. Intracellular calcium concentration [Ca2

+]i, at single cell level, and antioxidant activity were monitored,

respectively, by Video-imaging using Fura2 and by the cell based

antioxidant (CAA) assay.

Results: LC was able to stimulate significantly (p\0.01) the

extracellular calcium uptake in the 84±24% of the analyzed cells,

with a [Ca2+]i increase of 37.8±8.5 nM. This influx was completely

inhibited by dihydropyridines, specific channels blockers, indicating

the involvement of L-type calcium channels. LC induced also the

emptying of the intracellular calcium stores in the 97±5% of the

analyzed cells, with a [Ca2+]i increase of 44±9 nM (p\0.01). The

emptying of the endoplasmic reticulum occurred via phospholipase C

pathway activation, as shown by experiments performed with

U73122, a specific inhibitor of this pathway. Finally LC significantly

enhanced (p\0.01) the antioxidant capacity of hOBs.

Summary & Conclusion: LC treatment was able to rapidly modify

the hOBs’ intracellular calcium concentration and antioxidant bal-

ance. Since the intracellular calcium signalling together with the

redox cell status play a crucial role in regulating osteoblast fate and

functions, LC deserves interest as a potential nutraceutical supple-

ment for bone health.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: human osteoblast-like cells, calcium, Fura2, antioxidant

activity, cell signalling
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CHARACTERIZATION OF ANTI-HUMAN PERIOSTIN

ANTIBODIES FROM A SANDWICH ELISA FOR THE

QUANTIFICATION OF ALL HUMAN PERIOSTIN ISOFORMS

Manfred Tesarz, Elisabeth Gadermaier, Gabriela Berg,

Gottfried Himmler

R&d Department, The Antibody Lab GmbH, Vienna/Austria
Objectives: Periostin (osteoblast-specific factor OSF-2) is a

secreted protein occurring in seven currently known isoforms that

result from alternative splicing. It is a component of the extracellular

matrix, and it is thought to be involved in osteoblast recruitment,

attachment and spreading. To analyze functional aspects of periostin,

or the potential of periostin as bone turnover biomarker, there is the

need for a precise, well-characterized assay to detect periostin in

peripheral blood.

Methods: We developed a sandwich ELISA using monoclonal and

affinity-purified polyclonal anti-human periostin antibodies that were

characterized by mapping of linear epitopes with microarray tech-

nology, and by analyzing cross-reactive binding to human periostin

isoforms with western blot. The assay was validated according to

ICH/EMEA guidelines.

Results: As demonstrated by microarray technology, monoclonal

and polyclonal antibodies used in the periostin assay recognize linear
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epitopes. The epitope of the monoclonal antibody is conserved

between the known isoforms. The polyclonal antibody recognizes

multiple conserved linear epitopes, in fact there is only one epitope

that shows variations. However, western blot analysis revealed that

the influence of the varying epitope on isoform binding is negligible

as all isoforms are detected with comparable intensities. The Periostin

ELISA assay using these antibodies is optimized for human serum

and plasma and covers a calibration range between 125 to 4000 pmol/

l for isoform 1. Assay characteristics, such as precision (intra-assay:

≤3%, inter-assay: ≤6%), dilution linearity (99–115%) and spike-re-

covery (83–106%), the matrix comparison between serum and

EDTA-plasma (R2 0.96) as well as sample stability meet the stan-

dards of acceptance. Periostin serum and plasma concentrations in

apparently healthy individuals are 864 ± 269 pmol/l (n=24) and 817

± 170 pmol/l (n=20), respectively.

Summary & Conclusion: This ELISA provides a reliable and

accurate tool for the quantitative determination of all currently known

periostin isoforms in human healthy and diseased samples.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: periostin, ELISA, sandwich ELISA

P-BCHT-8

NOVEL ELISA FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF HUMAN

SEMAPHORIN 4D

Anna Laber, Gabriela Berg, Gottfried Himmler

R&d Department, The Antibody Lab GmbH, Vienna/Austria
Objectives: Semaphorin 4D or CD100 is a member of a family

of transmembrane and secreted proteins that regulates key cellular

functions and is involved in cell–cell communication. In bone,

Semaphorin 4D is produced by osteoclasts and acts through its

receptor Plexin-B1 on osteoblasts to inhibit their differentiation and

motility. Cleavage of Semaphorin 4D near the cell membrane

through matrix metalloproteinases leads to the biologically active

soluble Semaphorin 4D (sSEMA4D) with a molecular weight of 120

kD consisting and 734 amino acids. As a potential biomarker of

bone turnover sSEMA4D may assist in the management of bone

diseases.

Methods: Our aim was to develop a specific and reliable assay that

enables the accurate measurement of sSEMA4D in human samples.

The assay utilizes two monoclonal anti-human Semaphorin 4D anti-

bodies, both recognizing conformational epitopes on Semaphorin 4D.

The epitopes have been mapped by overlapping constrained peptides

and shown to involve amino acids AA30-AA34 and amino acids

AA238-AA241, respectively.

Results: Our results demonstrate that sSEMA4D can reliably be

measured in various plasma preparations (EDTA, citrate, heparin)

with a mean coefficient of variation of\8% between these matrices.

Serum measurement of sSEMA4D showed in average a threefold

higher concentration than plasma, indicating that the measurement of

sSEAMA4D in blood samples may be interfered by the in vitro

release from platelets, as suggested earlier. Hence, the assay was

optimized for human plasma samples only. The assay covers a wide

calibration range between 0 and 2000 pmol/l and sSEMA4D EDTA-

plasma concentrations in apparently healthy individuals are 239 ± 59

pmol/l (n=44). Assay characteristics, such as precision, dilution lin-

earity and spike/recovery as well as sample stability have been

analysed and meet the standards of acceptance.

Summary & Conclusion: Our novel ELISA provides a reliable and

accurate tool for the quantitative determination of soluble, biologi-

cally active Semaphorin 4D in human samples.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: semaphorin 4D, SEMA4D, ELISA, sandwich ELISA

P-BCHT-9

DETECTION OF THE FREE ACTIVE SITE OF SCLEROSTIN

USING A NEW AND WELL-CHARACTERIZED ELISA

Jacqueline Wallwitz1, Gabriela Berg2, Venugopal Bhaskara3, Emilio

Casanova3, Gottfried Himmler2

1R&d, The Antibody Lab GmbH, Vienna/Austria, 2R&d Department,
The Antibody Lab GmbH, Vienna/Austria, 3Department of Physiology
& Pharmacology, Medical University of Vienna, Vienna/Austria

Objectives: Sclerostin is a 190-amino acid glycoprotein of the

DAN/Cerberus protein family and is mainly secreted by osteocytes. It

has long highly flexible N- and C-terminal arms and the core consists

of a cystine-knot with three loops. Sclerostin regulates bone formation

as an antagonist of the osteoanabolic Wnt signaling pathway by

binding with its second loop to the LRP5/6 complex. In a clinical

setting, blocking sclerostin by therapeutical antibodies is an important

approach to decrease bone resorption. The development of a high-

quality and well-characterized ELISA for the measurement of putative

bioactive circulating sclerostin may be helpful to further investigate

sclerostin as a biomarker in the diagnosis of bone remodeling disorders

and in the assessment of therapeutic effectiveness.

Methods: We have developed an immunoassay for the detection of

the free active site of circulating sclerostin in human serum and

plasma samples. The ELISA contains a monoclonal antibody and an

affinity-purified polyclonal anti-human sclerostin antibody. These

antibodies were characterized and assay performance was validated

according to ICH and EMEA guidelines.

Results: The recombinant monoclonal antibody recognizes an epi-

tope within the second loop of sclerostin, whereas the epitope mapping

of the affinity-purified polyclonal anti-human sclerostin antibody shows

five linear epitopes distributed throughout the molecule. Both anti-

bodies have good binding kinetics of kdis of \1.0E-07 s−1 for the

monoclonal antibody and 1.19E-05 s−1 for the polyclonal antibody,

respectively. Purity was analyzed with size exclusion chromatography.

The ELISA was optimized for human serum and plasma samples and

assay characteristics like specificity ([80% competition), accuracy

(80–120% spike recovery), dilution linearity (80–120%) and precision

(\10% CV) were within the standards of acceptance.

Summary & Conclusion: Detection of circulating putative bioac-

tive sclerostin in human samples by measuring the free active site of

sclerostin with a reliable and accurate new ELISA may give a new

perspective within bone and mineral research.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: sost, sclerostin, ELISA, LRP5/6, Wnt

P-BCHT-10

BIOMARKERS FOR BISPHOSPHONATE-RELATED

OSTEONECROSIS OF THE JAW

Jin-Woo Kim, Hye-Yeon Kim, Sun-Jong Kim

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Ewha Womans University, Seoul/
Korea, Republic of
Objectives: Various bone biomarkers have been suggested for the

diagnosis and risk assessment for osteonecrosis of jaw, a serious com-

plication associated with bisphosphonate (BP) use; however, no

consensus has been reached. This study investigated possible biomarkers

for the bisphosphonates-related osteonecrosis of the jaw (BRONJ).

Methods: The present study involved two main components. First,

prospective bone marker evaluation of 37 patients with BRONJ, and

age- and gender-matched controls were performed. The association

between biomarkers (Osteocalcin, DPD, CTX, NTX, B-ALP, and

PTH) and BRONJ, effects of BP discontinuation on biomarkers, and

clinical performance of biomarkers were investigated. And then,
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in vivo validation was followed with 48 SD rats which were randomly

divided into the BP injected group and controls. After 6 weeks, sur-

gical intervention was performed. Rats in BP group were further

classified to the ONJ group and the non-ONJ group after sacrifice.

Biomarkers, including CTX, Glu-OC, TRACP 5b, RANKL, and

OPG, were assessed and histomorphometric analysis for osteoclasts

was performed.

Results: There was no significant clinical difference of OC, DPD,

CTX, NTX, and BAP levels. Only serum PTH were found to be

significantly higher in BRONJ patients compared to controls (P\
0.05) with cut-off value of[41.52 pg/mL (AUC=0.719, P=0.009).

Subsequent in vivo study also demonstrated non-significant results of

other markers, on the other hand, TRACP_5b and RANKL/OPG ratio

showed significant decrease in ONJ group compared to non-ONJ

group. AUC was 0.807 for TRACP_5b and 0.765 for RANKL/OPG

ratio with sensitivity/specificity over 80% at cutoff. TRACP_5b

showed lower LSC, intra-/inter-assay CV. N.Oc/T.Ar and N.Oc/B.Ar

demonstrated significantly decreased number of osteoclasts in ONJ

group vs non-ONJ group.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, there was insufficient

evidence for currently suggested markers including CTX. Subsequent

invivo study revealed that serum TRACP 5b and RANKL/OPG ratio

were possible biomarkers for BRONJ. Further studies are needed to

validate these results in humans with ONJ.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bisphosphonate, osteonecrosis of jaw, biomarkers,

parathyroid hormone, tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase

Osteoporosis: evaluation and imaging

P-OPEV-1

TYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS AND EARLY OSTEOPOROSIS

Sahar Mohsin, Kiran Menon, Suneesh Kaimala, Eric M. Brown

Anatomy, College of Medicine and Health Sciences, United Arab
Emirates University, Al Ain/United Arab Emirates

Objectives:

● To study the microstructure of bones in type I diabetic rats using

various imaging techniques.

● To analyze changes in bone cells in type I diabetic rats bones

using special staining techniques.

● To detect microdamage in diabetic bones using fluorescent

chelating agents.

Methods: Experimental diabetes mellitus in normal adult Wistar

rats was induced by injecting Streptozotocin 60 mg/kg body weight

intraperitoneally. Animals were injected with flurochrome labels to

label microdamage and microstructural features. The specimens were

fixed, processed, sectioned and stained for various microscopy tech-

niques. We used ‘TUNEL’ to identify apoptotic osteocytes and

‘Tartrate-Resistant Acid Phosphatase’ (TRAP) to stain osteoclasts.

The data was analysed using image J and single-factor ANOVA is

used for statistical significance (α\0.05).

Results: We were able to detect microcracks and increase number

of apoptotic osteocytes and osteoclasts in diabetic bones as compared

to control specimens. Diabetic bone samples showed decreased bone

growth as compared to controls.

Summary & Conclusion: Type I Diabetes mellitus (DM) adversely

affects bone health. Both, low bone mineral density and bone quality

contribute to osteoporosis in diabetics, resulting into increased inci-

dence of fractures. The socioeconomic cost of osteoporosis is high

and is expected to increase in next decades due to increasing life

expectancy. The most important factor that affects bone quality is

microstructure of bone. Previous studies have addressed the question

of how DM induces osteoporosis; the exact mechanism is still elusive.

In this study, we are investigating the microstructure of bone in a rat

model of type I diabetes. Conclusions: We conclude that type I DM

affects bone quality by deteriorating the microstructure of bone.

Increase number of osteoclasts and apoptotic osteocytes in diabetic

bones show imbalance of remodeling cycle. This study gives us better

insight into pathogenesis of osteoporosis in Type I DM which will

help us in managing and preventing bone complications in diabetes.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: type I diabetes mellitus, microscopy, bone quality, bone

histology, osteoporosis

P-OPEV-2

VALIDATION OF CALCANEUS TRABECULAR

MICROSTRUCTURE MEASUREMENTS BY HR-PQCT

Louis M. Metcalf1, Enrico Dall’Ara2, Margaret A. Paggiosi3,

John R. Rochester4, Nicolas Vilayphiou5, Eugene V. Mccloskey1

1Mrc-arthritis Research Uk Centre For Integrated Research Into
Musculoskeletal Ageing, University of Sheffield, Sheffield/United
Kingdom, 2Department of Oncology and Metabolism and Insigneo
Institute For In Silico Medicine, University of Sheffield, Sheffield/
United Kingdom, 3Academic Unit of Bone Metabolism, University of
Sheffield, Sheffield/United Kingdom, 4Academic Unit of Medical
Education, University of Sheffield, Sheffield/United Kingdom, 5[no
Department], SCANCO Medical AG, Brüttisellen/Switzerland

Objectives: Assessment of calcaneus microstructure using high-

resolution peripheral quantitative computed tomography (HR-pQCT)

may be used to improve fracture risk predictions or to assess

responses to exercise or pharmacological interventions. To develop a

standard clinical protocol, we validated calcaneus trabecular

microstructure measured by HR-pQCT against ‘gold-standard’ micro-

CT measurements.

Methods: Ten human cadaveric feet were scanned in-situ using HR-

pQCT (voxel size 82 µm3) at 100, 150 and 200 ms integration times.

Dissected prism portions of these bones were scanned using micro-CT

(voxel size 17 µm3). HR-pQCT images were rigidly registered to those

obtained with micro-CT and divided into multiple 5 mm3 regions,

between the superior and inferior surfaces of the calcaneus tuberosity, to

evaluate morphometric parameters (bone volume fraction, BV/TV;

trabecular number, Tb.N; trabecular thickness, Tb.Th) between the scan

modalities. Linear regression analyses (coefficients of determination,

R2, and root mean square errors, RMSE) and Bland–Altman methods

were undertaken between the HR-pQCT and micro-CT measurements.

Results: A total of 108 regions of interest were analysed. At all

integration times HR-pQCT BV/TV was strongly correlated with

micro-CT BV/TV (R2=0.96–0.97, RMSE=1%), which was however

systematically underestimated (mean bias=5%). HR-pQCT Tb.N was

systematically overestimated at all integration times; 200 ms yielded

the lowest mean bias (0.5 mm−1) and the strongest correlation with

micro-CT (R2=0.66, RMSE=0.1 mm−1). Regional analysis revealed

greater accuracy for Tb.N in the superior regions of the tuberosity at

all integration times (mean bias=0.4–0.8 mm−1; R2=0.71–0.88, p\
0.001 vs mean bias=0.6–1.46 mm−1; p≥0.26 for inferior regions).

HR-pQCT Tb.Th was underestimated (mean bias=0.09–0.1 mm) and

moderately correlated (R2=0.58–0.6, RMSE=0.01 mm) with micro-

CT Tb.Th, independently from the integration time.

Summary & Conclusion: Morphometric evaluation of the calca-

neus by HR-pQCT shows good correlation with values obtained by

micro-CT, especially in the superior region and at the 200 ms scan

integration time. The protocol warrants further investigation in vivo.

Disclosure: Nicolas Vilayphiou is an employee of SCANCO Medical

AG

Keywords: trabecular microstructure, HR-pQCT, micro-CT,

calcaneus
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P-OPEV-3

DOES DXA-IMAGE BASED HIP GEOMETRY IMPROVE HIP

FRACTURE PREDICTION BY BONE MINERAL DENSITY? THE

JAPANESE POPULATION-BASED OSTEOPOROSIS (JPOS)

COHORT STUDY

Masayuki Iki1, Namiraa Dongmei2, Junko Tamaki3, Yuho Sato4,

Takahiro Tachiki1, Katsuyasu Kouda1, Etsuko Kajita5, Sadanobu

Kagamimori6

1Department of Public Health, Kindai University Faculty of Medicine,
Osaka-Sayama/Japan, 2Department of Orthopaedics Medicine, The
2nd Affiliated Hospital, Inner Mongolia Medical University, Hohhot/
China, 3Department of Hygiene and Public Health, Osaka Medical
College, Takatsuki/Japan, 4Department of Human Life, Jin-ai
University, Echizen/Japan, 5Department of Nursing, Nagoya Univer-
sity Graduate School of Medicine, Nagoya/Japan, 6University,
Toyama, Toyama/Japan

Objectives: Areal bone mineral density (aBMD) is recognized as a

single strongest predictor for fracture risk, but is not valid enough in

screening individuals at higher risk of fracture. We evaluated whether

indices from hip structure analysis (HSA), a geometric assessment of

the proximal femur, improve the predictive validity of aBMD for hip

fracture in Japanese women.

Methods: We invited for follow-up surveys during 15 years 1911

women who were aged 40 years and older and completed the JPOS

baseline study. aBMD was measured at the hip by DXA at baseline.

HSA indices including section modulus (SM) were determined at the

narrowest part of the femoral neck from their hip DXA images. Inci-

dence of hip fracture during the follow-up period was identified through

follow-up interviews or mailed questionnaire. Fracture risk associated

with a predictor was evaluated by hazard ratio (HR) from Cox regres-

sion models. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used to evaluate

the goodness-of-fit of prediction models to data. Area under ROC curve

(AUC) of these models was calculated by the logistic regression.

Results: 36 women with hip fractures were identified during 22,574

person-years (PY) of follow-up (1.59/1000 PY) for 1438 women.

aBMD at the femoral neck was marginally (HR: 0.638 (95% confi-

dence interval: 0.395, 1.031) per 1 SD increase) and SM at NN was

significantly (0.495 (0.308, 0.793) per 1 SD increase) associated with

hip fracture risk after adjustment for age. Adding SM to the model

incorporating age and femoral neck aBMD significantly increased the

goodness-of-fit of the model to the hip fracture incidence data (AIC:

283.1 for model [age+aBMD] v.s. 278.9 for model [age+aBMD+

SM]). However, the difference in AUC between these models did not

reach the statistical significance (0.876 vs. 0.885, p=0.2126).

Summary & Conclusion: SM may lead to a modest improvement

in predictive validity for hip fracture yielded by femoral neck aBMD.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: JPOS cohort study, Japanese women, section modulus,

hip structure analysis, hip fracture risk

P-OPEV-4

EVALUATION OF MMP-9 ON OSTEOPOROSIS USING

ATHEROSCLEROSIS MICE AS ANIMAL EXPERIMENTAL

MODEL

João Paulo M. Issa, Aline De Azevedo, Junia Ramos, Lucas De

Oliveira Monteiro, Thales Rosolen, Ana Carolina Rivas

Morphology, Physiology and Basic Pathology, University of São
Paulo, Ribeirão Preto/Brazil

Objectives: The hypothesis is that MMP-9 can be a key molecule

responsible for the development and progression of both

pathogenesis. In order to study the involvement of this protease, we

have used knockout mice for ApoE −/− (apolipoprotein E) that also

development osteoporosis, by deficiency into Osteoprotegerin gene.

Methods: The animals were treated with Doxycycline (MMP inhi-

bitor), Atorvastatin (for Atherosclerotic) and Vitamin D (for

Osteoporosis) during 28 days. The microarchitecture and bone quality

were evaluated through histological analysis by Masson’s trichrome

stain. The qualitative analysis suggests that there was formation of bone

trabeculae in the distal and proximal epiphyses of femurs of both ApoE

−/− and C57BL/6 controls, however the animals of control groups

showed more bone trabeculae when compared to the ApoE −/−.
Results: The statistic for histological analyses revealed some dif-

ferences thought of multiple comparisons, but between the same

groups had no statistical differences.

Summary & Conclusion: Osteoporosis is a disease that affects

thousands of people in theworld, behind only to cardiovascular disease;

however, both disorders represent a serious public health problem.

Recent studies indicate a correlation between osteoporosis and car-

diovascular disease, particularly the atherosclerosis, but the factors that

interconnect are unknown. The microCT analyses are being performed

to confirm these findings. The knowledge of a molecule responsible for

association of these two disorders can be target for future therapies.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: MMP-9, ApoE, osteoporosis, vitamin D, C57BL control.

P-OPEV-5

RADIOGRAPHIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY OF

DOXYCYCLINE IN DIFFERENT MODELS FOR OSTEOPENIA

João Paulo M. Issa, Ana Morais Andrade, Roberta Carminati

Shimano, Junia Ramos, Fellipe Augusto Tocchini De Figueiredo

Morphology, Physiology and Basic Pathology, University of São
Paulo, Ribeirão Preto/Brazil

Objectives: This study aimed to induce osteopenia, evaluating the

potential of doxycycline in this process and its interaction in this

osteometabolic condition.

Methods: 63 Wistar female rats (*600 g) were divided into 9

groups with n=7 each, being: Doxycycline 10 mg/kg/day (C10),

Doxycycline 30 mg/kg/day (C30) and Control (C), Group Ovariec-

tomy 10 mg/kg/day (OVX10), Ovariectomy 30 mg/kg/day (OVX30)

and Ovariectomy with water administration (OVX), Sedentarism

Group 10 mg /kg/day (Se10), Sedentarism 30 mg/kg/day (Se30) and

Sedentarism with water administration (Se). All groups had

osteopenia induction after 90 days of ovariectomy procedure. Sub-

sequently, the medication groups received one of the following daily

doses (10 mg/kg/day and 30 mg/kg/day) for 60 days of doxycycline.

The left femurs were used for Bone Densitometry, weighed on a

precision scale and the length of these femoral bones was measured

with the aid of a digital caliper. Statistical analysis was used as a

general linear, multivariate model with significance of p\0.05.

Results: Densitometric analysis showed BMCf (bone mineral

content, femur): C vs C10 (p=0.018), C vs C30 (p\0.0001), OVX vs

OVX10 (p=0.044), Se vs Se10 (p\0.0001) and Se vs Se30 (p\0.001)

are statistically significant. BMDf (bone mineral density, femur): Se

vs Se10 (p\0.001) and Se vs Se30 (p\0.001) OVX vs OVX10 (p=

0.031). There were no statistically significant differences in bone

lengths and dry weights.

Summary & Conclusion: Doxycycline, a member of tetracycline

family, is a drug used as an antibiotic (100 mg/day dosage) and as an

inhibitor of matrix metalloproteinases—MMPs (20 mg twice a day), a

use that has anti-inflammatory effects. Doxycycline is a calcium

chelator and therefore interferes with bone remodeling Doxycycline

contributes positively for the reduction of osteometabolic condition
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induced by bilateral ovariectomy and sedentarism in this experimental

model, as evidenced by bone densitometry.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: sedentarism, densitometry, osteopenia, doxycycline,

osteoporosis
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DO SEROLOGICAL BIOMARKERS REFLECT MATRIX

MINERALIZATION IN PHYSIOLOGICAL AND

OSTEOPOROTIC BONE?

Stefanie Kern1, Marcus Rohnke2, Anja Henß2, Christian Heiss3,

Thaqif El Khassawna1

1Institute For Experimental Trauma Surgery, Justus-Liebig University
of Giessen, Giessen/Germany, 2Institute For Physical Chemistry,
Justus-Liebig University of Giessen, Giessen/Germany, 3University
Hospital of Giessen-marburg, Department of Trauma, Hand and
Reconstructive Surgery, University Hospital of Giessen-Marburg,
Giessen/Germany

Objectives: Bone metabolism disorders like osteoporosis are

highly prevalent and predispose to fractures, causing high morbidity,

mortality, and medical cost. A major challenge is the diagnosis and

monitoring of osteoporosis, as radiological measurements of bone

mass respond only slowly to bone physiology changes. Adjunctions to

radiographic measurements are measurements of bone turnover

markers (BTMs), which can be used to predict bone loss as well as to

assess fracture risk. Determination of calcium distribution and con-

centration in bone by time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry

(ToF-SIMS) enables diagnosis and elucidation of bone diseases.

Methods: Sprague–Dawley rats (n=119) at the age of 8 weeks

were divided into three groups: control, sham, and ovariectomy-and-

diet (OVX-Diet). At 3.5 month of age, animals of OVX-Diet group

underwent bilateral ovariectomy. Observation times were 0, 3, 6, 12,

and 14 month post treatment. Following BTMs were performed:

osteocalcin, osteopontin, receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-B

ligand (RANKL), parathyroid hormone (PTH) and compared with

ToF-SIMS analysis of mineral composition of bone.

Results: Osteocalcin increased at the early phase, whereas osteo-

pontin elevated at later stages. Compared with sham-group, PTH

levels in OVX-Diet group were significantly higher at all time points.

Examination of RANKL serum levels showed higher concentration in

OVX-Diet group at all time points when compared to sham rats. ToF-

SIMS showed decreased Ca concentration in the edge region of the

trabeculae and a decline in the Ca/P ratio.

Summary & Conclusion: Markers of bone metabolism indicated

an increased bone turnover with ongoing bone remodeling. Osteo-

pontin and osteocalcin can be used to differentiate early and late

stages of osteoporosis. The systemic results were mirrored in the ToF-

SIMS analysis findings. Future studies will include BTM and ToF-

SIMS analysis of a senile rat model and an osteoporotic sheep model.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone turnover marker, ToF-SIMS, animal model,

osteoporosis
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SERUM 25-HYDROXYVITAMIN D

AND BONE MINERAL DENSITY IN POST-MENOPAUSAL

PATIENTS: WHO NEEDS A DEXA SCAN?

Silvia P. Gonzalez Rodriguez

Menopause and Osteoporosis. Gynecology, HM Gabinete Velázquez,
Madrid/Spain

Objectives: To evaluate serum 25(OH)-D concentrations and to

analyze its relationship with bone mineral density (BMD) in Spanish

postmenopausal women, in order to establish which patients need a

DEXA scan.

Methods: A total of 411 postmenopausal women with low bone

mineral density attending our Menopause & Osteoporosis Department

were enrolled. Serum 25(OH)-D levels (HPLC) and BMD by DEXA

(Norland®) were measured at a single visit. The following cut-off

points for serum 25(OH)-D were used: levels\or =12 ng/ml

(30 nmol/l) for deficiency, 12–30 ng/ml (30–75 nmol/l) for insuffi-

ciency, and[30 ng/ml (75 nmol/l) for sufficiency. We didn’t recruit

patients receiving vitamin D supplementation.The impact of vitamin

D levels on risk of osteoporosis was evaluated by the Pearson’s

correlation coefficient and also, we analyzed the relationship between

DEXA categories vs 25(OH) vitamin D by the Spearman’s correlation

rank-order coefficient.

Results: The total number of patients analyzed was 411 (age

range 44–79 years). The overall prevalence of 25(OH)-D deficiency

was 11,7% and of 25(OH)-D insufficiency was 47%. Although we

didn‘t find correlation between 25(OH)-D levels and BMD (p =

,184 and p = ,396 for lumbar and femoral t-scores), vitamin D

insufficiency was associated with low BMD in lumbar spine,

defined as t-score\ −1 (p = ,034), with a high positive predictive

value (PPV = ,945). Furthermore, vitamin D deficiency was sta-

tistically associated with osteoporosis at femoral neck (p = ,024,

PNV = ,953).

Summary & Conclusion: Our results indicate that vitamin D

deficiency and insufficiency is a common problem in patients with

osteopenia or osteoporosis and suggest that the optimal serum 25(OH)

D level should be more than 75 nmol/l (30 ng/ml). Although there was

no statistically significant association between calcifediol levels and

BMD, given the high predictive values, the measurement of 25(OH)-

D levels may be helpful in evaluating which postmenopausal patients

really need a DEXA scan.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: 25-hydroxyvitamin D, DEXA scan
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LATE PHASE STEROID-INDUCED OSTEOPOROSIS—SLOWER

BONE LOSS THROUGH OSTEOCYTES

Thaqif El Khassawna, Deeksha Malhan, Diaa Eldin S. Daghma,

Sabine Stoetzel, Stefanie Kern, Fathi Hassan, Christian Heiss

Institute For Experimental Trauma Surgery, Justus Liebig University
of Giessen, Gießen/Germany

Objectives: Osteoporosis is a systemic skeletal disease defined

by loss of bone density resulting in inferior bone microstructure.

The effect of glucocorticoids administration causes decreased bone

formation and substandard matrix mineralization. The role of

osteocytes is frequently addressed with focus on osteoclastogenesis

regulation RANKL. However, the quantification of RNAKL and

OPG signaling in osteocytes was not studied in sheep. The current

study reproduced sheep model of osteoporosis to study the

RANKL/OPG ratio correlation to the method of osteoporosis

induction.

Methods: The induction of osteoporotic bone status in this model

was either by sole ovariectomy or in combination with deficient

diet alone, or together with steroid administration in 32 female

Marino land sheep at 5.5 age avarage. The second lumber vertebrae

were collected after 8 months of treatment. Silver nitrat staining and

OPG and RANKL imunostaining, serum levels and relative expres-

sion were performed.

Results: The present study showed trabecular thinning, higher

numbers of apoptotic osteocytes and imbalanced metabolism leading
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to defective mineralization. The global RANKL/OPG ratio in the

spine reflect a balanced RANKL/OPG driven bone resorption indif-

ferent to that of the control. Interestingly, assessment of osteocytes-

specific RANKL/OPG ratio showed that in its late progressive phase,

the steroid-induced osteoporosis stimulates RANKL expression in

osteocytes.

Summary & Conclusion: The study showed that serum con-

centration and the globally calculated RANKL/OPG ratio do not

reflect the osteocyte regulation of osteoclastogenesis. RANKL is

suggested to induce Sclerostin expression in osteocytes. The

osteocyte-specific increased signaling reported in this study can

contribute to further explaining the success of Sclerostin antibodies

in treating osteoporotic patients despite an increased Osteocyte-

expressed RANKL.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: OPG, sheep, osteocytes, osteoporosis, RANKL
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TRABECULAR BONE SCORE IN PATIENTS AGED 50 YEARS

AND OLDER WITH A RECENT CLINICAL FRACTURE AT THE

FRACTURE LIAISON SERVICE

Lisanne Vranken1, Caroline Wyers2, Robert Van Der Velde2,

Heinrich Janzing3, Wim Morrenhof4, Piet Geusens5, Joop Van Den

Bergh2

1Internal Medicine, Maastricht University Medical Centre+, Maas-
tricht/Netherlands, 2Internal Medicine, VieCuri Medical Centre, Venlo/
Netherlands, 3Surgery, VieCuri Medical Centre, Venlo/Netherlands,
4Orthopaedic Surgery, VieCuri Medical Centre, Venlo/Netherlands,
5Rheumatology, Maastricht University Medical Centre+, Maastricht/
Netherlands

Objectives: Trabecular bone score (TBS) is an independent risk

factor for fractures. We evaluated TBS in patients aged 50 years and

older with a recent clinical fracture at the Fracture Liaison Service

(FLS).

Methods: Prospective cohort study including all consecutive

patients aged ≥50 years with a recent clinical fracture at the FLS.

TBS was estimated on anteroposterior spine dual-energy X-ray

absorptiometry for vertebrae L1-L4, and categorised as normal

(≥1.350), partially degraded ([1.200 to \1.350), and degraded

(≤1.200).
Results: In total, 1784 patients (mean age 66±10 years, 70%

female) were included, 10% sustained a finger or toe, 55% a minor,

28% a major, and 7% a hip fracture. Osteoporosis was diagnosed in

21% of patients, osteopenia in 51% and 28% had a normal bone

mineral density (BMD). Mean body mass index (BMI) was 27.0±

4.0 kg/m2. Mean TBS was 1.253±0.100, and TBS was partially

degraded in 56% and degraded in 28% of patients. TBS was partially

degraded and degraded in 57% and 29% of women and in 55% and

25% of men (p=0.004), in 50% and 47% of osteoporotic patients

compared to 63% and 23% of osteopenic patients and 48% and 13%

in patients with normal BMD (p=0.000), in 59% and 29% of hip

fracture patients compared to 58% and 18% of finger and toe fracture

patients (p=0.000), and in 58% and 14% of patients aged 50–59 years

compared to 46% and 47% in patients aged 80 years and older (p=

0.000).

Summary & Conclusion: In 84% of patients with a recent clinical

fracture at the FLS, TBS was partially degraded or degraded. Partially

degraded or degraded TBS was found in both sexes, at all ages, after

all fractures, and at any level of BMD. This high prevalence indicates

the need for further evaluation of TBS in all FLS patients since it may

attribute to subsequent fracture risk prediction.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: trabecular bone score, Fracture Liaison Service
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THE IMPACT OF CONTRAST AGENT TO BONE MINERAL
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USING EXISTING CT SCANS

Wolfram Timm1, Claus C. Glüer2, J Keenan Brown1, Reimer

Andresen3

1Bone Densitometry, Mindways Software, Inc., Austin/TX/United
States of America, 2Sektion Biomedizinische Bildgebung, Klinik für
Radiologie und Neuroradiologie, Universitätsklinikum Schleswig–
Holstein, Campus Kiel, Kiel/Germany, 3Westkuestenklinikum Heide,
Academic Teaching Hospital of The Universities of Kiel, Luebeck,
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Objectives: Systematic dose-free extraction of bone status

information with Asynchronous QCT from existing CT scans (inci-

dental screening) may help reduce under-diagnosis and under-

treatment of osteoporosis. Spine and femur measurement bias induced

by IV-contrast agent and possible bias compensation require further

investigation.

Methods: Patients were recruited receiving routine native, arterial,

and portal phase (Imeron 350, Bracco Imaging Deutschland GmbH,

Konstanz, Germany) CT scans (GE Revolution EVO, Waukesha, WI,

USA). Bone mineral density was obtained from three vertebrae of 48

patients (age 70.3 ± 12.7 years), the adjacent aorta, and from 33

patients (age 67.7 ± 12.5 years) at total hip and femoral neck regions

using QCT Pro Asynchronous 3D Spine, Version 6.1 (Mindways

Software, Inc., Austin, TX, USA) and Asynchronous CTXA Hip,

respectively. Statistical Analysis was performed using GNU-R 3.3.2

(R-Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

Results: Compared to the native phase, vertebral densities were

significantly higher (arterial phase: 8.6 mg/ccm (23% of the popula-

tion’s sd), sd=6.0 mg/ccm, p\0.001; portal phase: 21.0 mg/ccm (81%

of the population’s sd), sd=8.2 mg/ccm, p\0.001). Contrast enhanced

vertebral densities explained 96.7% (arterial phase) and 93.9% (portal

phase) of the variation of native vertebral density. Density at the total

hip (arterial and portal phase) and the femoral neck (arterial phase)

was not significantly different between arterial and native scans, sig-

nificant differences were observed in the portal phase at the femoral

neck (aBMD difference: mean 0.013 g/cm2 (11% of a standard

deviation)), p\0.01; vBMD difference: mean 3.9 mg/ccm, p\0.001).

Summary & Conclusion: For the spine, regression results allow for

the estimation of native BMD values from arterial and portal vertebral

densities. With the exception of a clinically non-significant difference

in femoral neck density within the portal phase, hip measurements

were not significantly different between contrast enhanced and native

phases. Summarizing, this supports the application of asynchronous

QCT for the purpose of incidental screening.
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Disclosure: Wolfram Timm and J. Keenan Brown do work for

Mindways Software, Inc., the manufacturer of QCT Pro which is used

for analysis within the scientifc work related to the abstract

Keywords: asynchronous QCT, dual-use analysis, dose-free QCT,

osteoporosis, incidental screening
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TRABECULAR BONE SCORE AND PLASMA MICRO RNAS AS

MARKERS OF POOR BONE QUALITY

Tilen Kranjc1, Barbara Ostanek2, Tomaz Kocjan3, Janez Preželj4,

Janja Marc2

1Department of Clinical Biochemistry, Faculty of Pharmacy, Univer-
sity of Ljubljana, Ljubljana/Slovenia, 2Department of Clinical
Biochemistry, Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Ljbljana, Ljubljana/
Slovenia, 3Clinical Department of Endocrinology, Diabetes and
Metabolic Disorders, University Medical Centre, Ljubljana/Slovenia,
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Objectives: Osteoporotic fractures increase the subsequent frac-

ture risk. They also indicate poor bone quality which is difficult to

measure in clinical practice. Trabecular Bone Score (TBS) has been

recently proposed as an indirect estimate of bone microarchitecture,

while microRNAs (miRNA) might also represent potential sensitive

biomarkers of bone health. In this study we compared TBS alone or in

combination with miRNA as indicators of poor bone quality reflected

by previous osteoporotic fractures.

Methods: The TBS was assessed using a DXA system upgraded

with TBS measurement software TBS Insight, ver. 1.9.2 (Medimaps,

Pessac, France). The previous osteoporotic fractures in last 5 years

were recorded as reported by the patients. We screened plasma sam-

ples of 5 degraded TBS (\1.35) and 5 normal TBS ([1.35) patients for

800 miRNA molecules by using Nanostring technology. The selected

miRNA molecules were validated by using miRNA specific primers

and qPCR. The validation cohort consisted of 85 normal TBS patients

and 25 degraded TBS patients. Next, we performed a fivefold cross-

validated logistic regression analysis to check whether miRNA could

indicate previous fractures in the validation cohort.

Results: The screening revealed 33 miRNA molecules which had

borderline significant plasma levels, therefore we further validated

only 2 top-scoring miRNA molecules and additional 7 miRNA

molecules that were previously shown to have different plasma levels

in osteoporotic population. We discovered that miR-93, miR-30d and

miR-21 had significantly increased levels in the plasma of the

degraded TBS patients (adjusted p\0.05). The area under ROC curve

of the logistic regression was 0.75 (p=0.04), while the predictor with

TBS alone had area of ROC 0.46 (p=0.99).

Summary & Conclusion: The plasma miRNA profiles are related

to the TBS. In addition, the miRNA combined with the TBS improve

recognition of poor bone quality as reflected by previous osteoporotic

fractures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, micro RNA, TBS, biomarker, fracture
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Lukas M. Huber1, Timo Damm1, Wolfram Timm2,

Claus C. Glüer1, Reimer Andresen3

1Section Biomedical Imaging, Department of Radiology and Neuro-
radiology, University Medical Center Schleswig–Holstein (UKSH),

Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel, Kiel/Germany, 2Bone Den-
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America, 3Institute of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology/neu-
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Objectives: Quantitative computed tomography (QCT) has long

been regarded superior to DXA in discriminating patients with and

without vertebral fractures. However, most studies used single slice

QCT. Fewer data is available for spiral QCT and high-resolution QCT

(HR-QCT). We compared their performance with CTXA, i.e. DXA

data calculated from QCT data obtained at the proximal femur.

Methods: 93 female patients (mean age 69 years, range 40–89)

were examined for osteoporosis, 47 with at least one fractured ver-

tebral body (cases) and 46 without fractures (controls). Clinical QCT/

HR-QCT images of the spine (120kVp,90-420mAs, slice thickness

0.8 mm, reconstructed increment 0.4 mm, in-plane pixel size 0.5–

0.7 mm) were evaluated using standard QCT software of the spine

and CTXA of the hip used clinically (Mindways, Austin, TX, USA)

and Structural Insight (SI) our in-house CT software. Simultaneous

calibration to mg/cc K2HPO4 was performed. Vertebral fracture status

was evaluated by an experienced radiologist (RA). Fracture dis-

crimination was assessed in age-adjusted logistic regression models

(per standard deviation) and ROC analysis (AUC) using JMP (SAS

Institute,Cary,NC,USA). Following variables were investigated:

mean bone mineral density (mean BMDspine) of 3 vertebral bodies

(typically L1-3), aBMD of the femoral neck (aBMDfn) and total

proximal femur (aBMDhiptot), both estimates from CTXA. Using SI,

we investigated spinal BMD (typically L1), trabecular separation (Tb.

Sp) and its standard deviation (Tb.Sp-SD) from an ellipse-shaped

volume of interest (VOI).

Results:

All BMD in mg/cm3, aBMD in mg (cm2), Tb.Sp, Tb.Sp-SD in mm; mean±SD

Variable aBMDfn aBMDhiptot Mean BMDspine BMD(L1) Tb.Sp(L1) Tb.Sp-SD(L1)

Cases 0.54±0.11 0.62±0.12 52.4±17.9 37.8±16.6 10.4±3.56 2.02±0.59

Controls 0.69±0.14 0.79±0.16 93.1±33.2 75.9±28.9 6.50±3.75 1.56±0.67

sOR (95% CI) 3.2 (1.6–6.7) 3.5 (1.7–7.4) 10.1 (3.2–32.2) 9.8 (3.4–28.3) 2.8 (1.5–5.1) 2.5 (1.4–4.5)

AUC 0.843 0.843 0.880 0.889 0.838 0.834

Combined model of Tb.Sp-SD (p\0.022) & BMD(L1) (p\
0.0001) with AUC=0.901.

Summary & Conclusion: DXA equivalent aBMD of the femoral

neck and the total femur assessed by CTXA showed significant ver-

tebral fracture discrimination. QCT and HR-QCT resulted in

numerically higher odds ratios AUCs indicating a potential for

superior performance.

Disclosure: W. Timm is an employee of Mindways

Keywords: QCT, HR-QCT, CTXA, DXA
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Hyoung Sang Kim, Jin Ook Chung, Dong Hyeok Cho,

Dong Jin Chung

Internal Medicine, Chonnam National University Med. School,
Gwangju/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Annual bone mineral density (BMD) tests are rec-

ommended for the diagnosis and treatment monitoring in

postmenopausal women with osteoporosis. But until now, there is no

clinical guideline for monitoring time interval of BMD tests in

postmenopausal osteopenic women. To investigate the proper
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monitoring time interval for BMD tests in postmenopausal women

over the age of 50 with osteopenia, we used and analyzed repeated

BMD test results.

Methods: We conducted a retrograde analysis of 200 patients who

had undergone BMD tests using DXA more than once with normal or

osteopenia at the initial test. The subjects were categorized into 3

groups—normal and mild (Group A, T-score ≥ −1.49), moderate

(Group B, −1.99≤T-score ≤ −1.5), and advanced osteopenia (Group

C, −2.49≤T-score ≤ −2.0). In each group, the time needed for the 10%

of patients to develop osteoporosis was estimated with Kaplan–Meier

survival curve and life table analysis.

Results: There were 100, 39, and 61 patients in Group A, B, and C.

During the follow-up period, the number of patients who developed

osteoporosis were 4 (4%) in Group A, 6 (15.4%) in Group B, and 31

(50.8%) in Group C. Mean time interval for developing osteoporosis

in each group is 8.9 (±0.28) years in Group A, 7.0 (±0.55) years in

Group B, and 4.1 (±0.32) years in Group C. The period in which 10%

of patients in each developed osteoporosis was analyzed by life

table analysis. It was 6.4 (±0.38) years in Group A, 4.6 (±0.52) years

in Group B, and 1.2 (±0.35) years in Group C.

Summary & Conclusion: We recommend that the bone mineral

density follow up interval should be 6 years in normal and mild

osteopenic patients, 4 years in moderate osteopenic patients and

1 year in advanced osteoporotic patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: DXA, osteoporosis, osteopenia, monitoring, BMD
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Objectives: Spinal cord injury (SCI) is associated with a marked

increase in bone loss and risk of osteoporosis development short-term

after injury. 3D-DXA is a new imaging analysis providing volumetric

measurements of the cortical and trabecular bone from DXA scans.

The aim of this study was to assess the evolution of 3D femoral shape,

trabecular macrostructure and cortical bone from DXA scans in

patients with recent SCI followed over 12 months.

Methods: 16 males with recent SCI (\3 months since injury) were

included. Clinical assessment, bone mineral density (BMD) mea-

surements and 3D-DXA evaluation at proximal femur (analyzing the

integral, trabecular and cortical volumetric BMD [vBMD] and cor-

tical thickness) were performed at baseline and at 6 and 12 months of

follow-up.

Results: vBMD measured by 3D-DXA significantly decreased at

integral, trabecular and cortical compartments at 6 months (−31.1 mg/

cm3, −8.8%, p\0.001; −25.4 mg/cm3, −11.6%, p=0.001; and

−20.4 mg/cm3, −2.4%, p=0.004), with a further decrease at 12

months, resulting in an overall decrease of −58.9 mg/cm3 (−16.6%,

p\0.001), −47.9 mg/cm3 (−21.9%, p\0.001) and −42.4 mg/cm3

(−5%, p\0.001), respectively. Cortical thickness also decreased at 6

and 12 months (−8%, p\0.001; and −11.4%, p\0.001), with the

maximal decrease being observed during the first 6 months. The mean

BMD loss by DXA at femoral neck and total femur were −17.7% (p\
0.001) and −21.1% (p\0.001), at 12-months, respectively. Integral

vBMD values at baseline were positively correlated with total femur

BMD (r=0.874, p\0.001), however no correlation was observed in

the changes in these values at 12-months.

Summary & Conclusion: 3D-DXA shows the differentiation of the

marked bone loss that occurs at both proximal femoral compartments

(cortical and trabecular) short-term after SCI. The present data sug-

gest that 3D-DXA could be a useful complementary assessment tool

in SCI patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: DXA, 3D-DXA, spinal cord injury, cortical, trabecular
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Objectives: Opportunistic screening uses CT scans from clinical

routine for measurement of bone mineral density (BMD) in order to

identify patients at risk for osteoporotic fracture. However, often

iodinated contrast agents are administered to enhance image contrast.

The purpose is to quantify the impact of i.v. application of iodinated

contrast agent on BMD as measured by spinal QCT.

Methods: Spinal BMD was measured in 30 patients investigated

on one of three different Siemens CT scanners. Three successive CT

were available for each patient: a native scan (Nat) before and two

scans after contrast administration in arterial (Art) and in portal

venous (PV) contrast phases. All scans included a calibration phan-

tom. BMD of the trabecular compartment of a single lumbar vertebra

was determined in all three scans using MIAF Spine. ANOVA with

one within-subjects factor (contrast: Nat, PV, or Art) and one

between-subjects factor (scanner) was used for analysis.

Results: The factor contrast was highly significant (p\0.001).

Mean BMD values±standard deviations adjusted for scanner differ-

ences are shown in the table. Each group (Nat, PV, or Art) was

significantly different from any other group (post-hoc test) with the

largest difference between Nat and PV.

Summary & Conclusion: The contrast-related BMD increases of

16 and 24 mg/cm3 must be compared to about 40 mg/cm3 typically

assumed as difference between normal ([120 mg/cm3) and osteo-

porotic (\80 mg/cm3) subjects. These data suggest that a

classification of subjects into high/low fracture risk group is possible.

In the intermediate range, errors caused by contrast agents may

require additional diagnostic testing. Mean BMD increases may be

corrected but due to the high standard deviations larger BMD accu-

racy errors will remain in individual subjects.

Spinal trab. BMD mean±SD

[mg/cm3]

Mean pairwise difference

[mg/cm3]

Nat Art PV Art - Nat PV - Nat PV - Art

142.1±

48.7

158.1±

46.3

165.7±

47.2

16.0±

12.4

23.5±

13.0

7.6±

11.4

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, lumbar spine, opportunistic screening,

contrast agent, QCT
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LEG ELEVATION DOES NOT SUBSTANTIALLY AFFECT TBS

RESULTS

Diane Krueger1, E. Siglinsky1, Doris Tran2, Luis Del Rio3, Christophe

Lelong2, Didier Hans4, Neil Binkley1

1Osteoporosis Clinical Research Program, University of Wisconsin -
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Merignac/France, 3Nuclear Medicine, CETIR Grupo Médico, Barce-
lona/Spain, 4Center of Bone Diseases - Rhu Dal, Lausanne University
Hospital - CHUV, Lausanne/Switzerland

Objectives: Lumbar spine DXA scans are typically acquired with

the patient’s legs elevated on a positioning block thereby flattening the

normal lumbar lordosis. With GE densitometers it is also possible to

acquire lumbar spine scans with the legs down. BMD values obtained

with legs down vs legs elevated does minimally differ, however it is

unknown if leg elevation affects trabecular bone score (TBS) results.

The purpose of this study is to assess the effect of leg position on TBS.

Methods: LS DXA scans were acquired in legs up and legs down

positioning using GE Prodigy and iDXA densitometers. These scans

were analyzed with enCORE software. All scans were re-processed

using Medimaps TBS Calculator v2.3 or TBS iNsight v3.0.2. Linear

regression and Bland–Altman analyses were performed to compare

TBS results in the legs up vs legs down position.

Results: Sixty-four women, mean age and BMI 65.1 years (range

28.2–86.6) and 26.4 kg/m2 (range 18.1–34.8) were studied on three

Prodigy densitometers. Fifty women, mean age and BMI 68.6 years

(range 15.2–92.5) and 26.2 kg/m2 (range 19.9–35.1) were studied on a

iDXA densitometer. With Prodigy and standard legs up positioning,

the L1-L4 BMD and TBS ranged from 0.738 to 1.549 g/cm2 and

1.072–1.632, respectively, and were highly correlated with legs down

positioning, R2=0.99 and R2=0.93, respectively, with a mean bias of

−0.005 TBS units between leg positions (Figure). With iDXA and

standard legs up positioning, the L1-L4 BMD and TBS ranged from

0.753 to 1.622 g/cm2 and 1.040–1.455, respectively, and were highly

correlated with legs down positioning, R2=0.97 and R2=0.90,

respectively with a mean bias of 0.00 TBS units between leg positions.

Summary & Conclusion: Leg positioning minimally affects TBS

results with GE Healthcare Prodigy and iDXA densitometers but the

difference from legs up to legs down is likely of no clinical

significance.

Disclosure: Some co-authors of this abstract are empolyees of

Medimaps group, who owns the TBS patent

Keywords: DXA, legs down, OneScan, TBS, trabecular bone score
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Objectives: The aim of this study is to evaluate the trabecular bone

score (TBS) and bone mineral density (BMD) in men with osteo-

porotic vertebral fractures.

Methods: We’ve examined 197 men aged 45–89 years, divided

according to the gerontologic classification: 45–59 yrs (n=83), 60–74

yrs (n=86), 75–89 yrs (n=28). Group A—consists of 44 men with

vertebral fractures (mean age—63.7±10.8 yrs; mean height—1.73±

7.02 m; mean weight—79.4±14.9 kg) and group B—153 men

without fractures (mean age—62.3±10.2 yrs; mean height—1.73±

6.29 m; mean weight—76.3±8.9 kg). The BMD of lumbar spine L1-

L4, femoral neck and total body were measured by DXA (Prodigy,

GEHC Lunar, Madison, WI, USA). The TBS L1-L4 was assessed by

the TBS iNsight® software package installed on our DXA machine

(Med-Imaps, Pessac, France).

Results: In total group we found that men with osteoporotic ver-

tebral fractures have significantly lower TBS L1-L4 (A—1.027±

0.210, B—1.185±0.170; F=25.54; p\0.001) and BMD of lumbar

spine (A—1.009±0.172 g/cm2, B—1.150±0.130 g/cm2; p\0.001),

femoral neck (A—0.821±0.143 g/cm2, B—0.908±0.135 g/cm2; p\
0.001), total body (A—1.110±0.117 g/cm2, B—1.183±0.094 g/cm2;

p\0.001) to compared with men without fractures. When we ana-

lyzed BMD depending on age, we found the significantly differences

in group A: TBS L1-L4—45–59 yrs—1.025±0.248 vs 1.226±0.156

(р\0.001), 60–74 yrs—1.083±0.170 vs 1.150±0.175 (р=0.195), 75–
89 yrs—0.951±0.170 vs 1.183±0.174 (р=0.002) and BMD of lum-

bar spine—45–59 yrs—1.027±0.18 vs 1.154±0.13 (р=0.001), 60–74
yrs—1.014±0.16 vs 1.148±0.14 (р=0.002), 75–89 yrs—0.950±0.17

vs 1.182±0.17 (р=0.003); total body—45–59 yrs—1.141±0.11 vs

1.203±0.09 (р=0.02), 60–74 yrs—1.121±0.11 vs 1.179±0.09

(р=0.04), 75–89 yrs—1.040±0.11 vs 1.128±0.08 (р=0.02).
Summary & Conclusion: Subjects with vertebral fractures have

significantly lower TBS and BMD parameters than the healthy men.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: vertebral fracture, osteoporosis, bone mineral density,

trabecular bone score, men
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Objectives: The clinical utility of TBS to evaluate the risk for

osteoporotic (OP) fracture is widely recognized. There is discussion

on the best correction of raw TBS by the soft tissue: using BMI

(TBSBMI—known as TBS) or tissue thickness (TBSTH). We aimed to

examine the association of TBSBMI and TBSTH with the risk of

incident vertebral fractures (VF) and major OP fractures (MOF).

Methods: OsteoLaus is a prospective population-based cohort of

1,500 Caucasian women living in Lausanne, Switzerland. All the

women have lumbar spine (LS-) Bone Mineral Density, TBS, hip BMD,

VF assessment, questionnaires and FRAX data. This analysis included

1,267 women (mean age=64.5; mean BMI=25.9). Logistic regression

models were used to obtain the risk estimates per SD decrease in TBS

and per SD increase in TBSBMI- and TBSTH-adjusted FRAX probability

for both incident VF and MOF. Correction for age and OP treatment

was performed to investigate the risk estimation by hip and LS-BMD.

Results: During the mean follow-up of 2.5 years, 38 women per-

formed VF (Incidence rate=12 per thousand women year) and 122

MOF (IR=38.5). Overall, lower TBS scores were significantly
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associated with increased risk for incident fractures, but TBSBMI was

shown to be a better predictor of fracture risk than TBSTH. Additional

adjustment for spine BMD did not modify the risk estimates

(Table 1). Regarding hip and LS-BMD, LS-BMD was a better esti-

mator of VF risk (OR=1.5; 95% CI=1.02–2.14; p=0.04) compared

with hip BMD which did not reach the significance level, whereas for

the prediction of MOF risk, hip BMD was shown to be a better

estimator (OR=1.3; 95% CI=1.09–1.66; p\0.001) than LS-BMD

which did not reach the significance level.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, it is confirmed that TBS is

strongly associated with incident fractures in women independently of

BMD and FRAX. TBSBMI is a better estimator of fracture risk than

TBSTH.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: fracture risk, bone mineral density, trabecular bone score,

osteoporosis
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DIFFERENCES IN FEMORAL NECK STRUCTURE BETWEEN

ELDERLY CAUCASIAN AND CHINESE POPULATIONS: A

PERTH-BEIJING COHORT STUDY

Ling Wang1, Benjamin Khoo2, Xiaoguang Cheng3, Keenan Brown4,

Richard Prince5

1Department of Radiology, Beijing Jishuitan Hospital, Peking
University, Beijing/China, 2Medical Technology and Physics, Sir
Charles Gairdner Hospital, Perth/Australia, 3Department of Radiol-
ogy, Beijing Jishuitan Hospital, beijing/China, 4Mindways Software,
Mindways Software, Austin/United States of America, 5Department of
Endocrinology and Diabetes, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Perth/
Australia

Objectives: Ethnic differences in skeletal structure may be related

to the different lower population risk of hip fracture in Chinese

compared to Caucasian populations. Two dimensional mass and size

measurements and structural biomechanics were used to assess these

structural differences.

Methods: Participants consisted of 196healthyBeijingChinesewomen

age76.5±4.8 (mean±SD)years, and237healthyPerthCaucasianwomen

age77.1±5.0 years.Validated twodimensional femoral neck imageswere

constructed using QCT and hip structure analysis (HSA) software. Struc-

turalmeasures includedcross-sectional area (CSA), scannedarea (A), bone

mineral content (BMC), and periosteal width. Derived biomechanical

measures included areal bone mineral density aBMD, section modulus

(Z) and the buckling ratio (BR) and new assumption free measures sigma

(s), a measure of the internal distribution of bone previously identified as a

predictor of hip fracture, and delta (d), an indicator of center of mass

displacement from geometric center were calculated.

Results: Compared to the Beijing participants the Perth partici-

pants were heavier (Beijing 58.7±11.8; Perth: 66.1±11.0 kg), taller

(154.9±16.7 vs 158.9±6.0 cm) and had higher FN bone mass, area,

density, and periosteal width. After adjustment for frame size the

mass was not significantly different but no size parameters were

substantially affected. Regarding calculated biomechanical variables s

and BR were larger in the Perth participants, theoretically suggesting

greater susceptibility to failure.

Summary & Conclusion: These data identified more bone within a

smaller femoral neck in Beijing participants resulting in greater the-

oretical resistance to fracture through improved internal bone

structure and distribution identified by aBMD and s, and a reduced

buckling measurement. These differences may underlie the reduced

incidence of hip fracture in Chinese. These observations need to be

examined in other data sets and related to fracture propensity in both

Chinese and Caucasian populations.

Disclosure: Keenan Brown is a stockholder of Mindways Software

Inc. Other authors declare that they have no conflict of interest

Keywords: QCT, ethnic differences, femoral neck, structure
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UNDERREPORTING OF VERTEBRAL FRACTURES ON

ROUTINE SPINAL COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY IN ADULT

Guiying Du, Wei Yu

Radiology, Peking Union Medical College Hospital, beijing/China
Objectives: To emphasize the clinical importance, and quantify

the degree of underreporting of vertebral fractures (VF) on routine

spinal computed tomography (CT).

Methods: All spinal CT images obtained for hospitalized patients

≥45 years at a single tertiary-care institution were retrospectively

reviewed to identify prevalent vertebral fractures. Osteoporosis, ver-

tebral infectious and neoplastic lesions, Scheuermann’s disease,

endocrine diseases cause bone loss, bone marrow disease (such as

leukemia, myeloma), spinal trauma, fractures and bone metastases

that cause spine morphological changes were except for the cases.

Vertebral fractures and fracture severity were evaluated using Gen-

ant’s semiquantitative method. Data regarding vertebral fractures

diagnosis of vertebrae, dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA), and

initiation of osteoporosis treatment were extracted from each patient’s

CT report and medical record.

Results: Images of either lateral thoracic or lumbar spine were

reviewed from 808 patients respectively (479 women, 59%). Mean age

was 62.38±9.19 years (range: 45–94 years). 164 patients (20.3%) were

shown to have vertebral fractures, 106 of which were single fractures

(106/164, 64.6%). Vertebral fractures were officially reported for 75

patients (75/164, 53.7%). Among 89 patients with unreported vertebral

fractures, a total of 115 fractures were identified [108 mild fractures

(93.9%), 7 moderate fractures (6.1%), no severe fractures unreported].

Of the 88 patients reported VFs officially, only 16 (16/88, 18.2%) were

subsequently referred for DXA, and only 46 (46/88, 52.3%) had ver-

tebral fractures mentioned among their discharge diagnoses. 21 cases

(21/88, 23.9%) were prescribed pharmacologic treatment for osteo-

porosis (e.g. antiresorptive agents) when discharged.

Summary & Conclusion: We found that vertebral fractures are

underreported on routine spinal CT, especially mild fractures. For

reported fractures, significant gaps existed in subsequent osteoporotic

evaluation and treatment. Timely reporting of such fractures, as well

as recognition of appropriate next steps in treatment should be

emphasized to ensure the patients care.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, vertebral fractures, osteoporotic fracture,

spinal CT, underreporting of vertebral fractures
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QUANTITATIVE RADIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF

INTERACTION OF LUMBAR VERTEBRAL BONE MARROW

FAT, BONE MINERAL DENSITY AND AGE

Yong Zhang, Xiaoguang Cheng, Aihong Yu, Ling Wang,

Chenxin Zhang, Wei Zhao, Yangyang Duanmu

Radiology, Beijing jishuitan hospital, Beijing/China
Objectives: To explore the changes in the lumbar vertebral bone

marrow fat content(VBF) with age and analyze the interactions

between lumbar vertebral bone marrow fat content, bone mineral

density (BMD), and age. To compare the difference of VBF between

males and females in the same age groups.

Methods: A total of 296 healthy volunteers were enrolled in the study.

Among them, therewere139males and females,withanage rangeof21–70

years old. QuantitativeComputed Tomography (QCT) andMRmDIXON-

Quant technique were used to determine the lumbar vertebral BMD, the

VBF of L3. Compare the difference of BMD and VBF between different

age groups in males and females, and compare the difference of BMD and

VBF between males and females in the same age groups. Correlation

analysis was conducted between bone marrow fat content, BMD and age.

Results: VBF was generally increasing with the age. There were

significant differences in the fat content of bone marrow at different

age groups (male, F=13.598, P=0.000; female, F=73.419, P=0.000).

Before the age of 50, VBF in females is lower than males (29.74–

36.13 vs 34.08–39.95, P\0.05). Females older than 50 years have a

higher VBF than males (48.31–52.49 vs 45.49–46.46, P\0.05). For

males, VBF was positively correlated with age (r=0.527, P\0.05),

and negatively correlated with BMD (r = −0.730, adjusted for age r =

−0.584, P\0.05). For females, VBF was positively correlated with

age (r=0.761, P\0.05), and negatively correlated with BMD (r =

−0.809, adjusted for age r = −0.473, P\0.05).

Summary & Conclusion: VBF was generally increasing with the

age. VBF was positively correlated with age and negatively correlated

with BMD.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: lumbar vertebrae, bone density, age distribution, bone

marrow fat, imaging assessment
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ASSESSMENT OF FINITE ELEMENT MODELS IN THE

DIAGNOSIS OF OSTEOPOROSIS

D. Anitha1, Ye-Soo Park2, Taeyong Lee3

1Mechanical Engineering, Singapore University of Technology and
Design, Singapore/Singapore, 2Orthopaedic Surgery, Hanyang
University Guri Hospital, Guri city/Korea, Republic of, 3Engineering,
Ewha Womans University, Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: With increasing life expectancy and mortality rates,

the burden of osteoporotic hip fractures is continually on an upwards

trend. In terms of prevention, there are several osteoporosis treatment

strategies such as anti-resorptive drug treatments, which attempt to

retard the rate of bone resorption, while promoting the rate of for-

mation. On the other hand, in terms of prediction, several studies

provide insights into the non-invasive obtainment of bone strength

through the application of finite element (FE) analysis. However,

what valuable information can we obtain from FE studies that have

focused on osteoporosis research, with regards to diagnosis of

osteoporosis and prediction of osteoporotic fractures? In this review,

the studies that use FE analysis to predict fractures in the proximal

femur, with the main goal of improving diagnosis of osteoporosis are

found through a systematic search of literature using PUBMED.

Methods: The findings of these FE studies are first discussed and

the methodological aspects are summarized, mainly comparing and

contrasting their meshing properties, material properties and bound-

ary conditions. The implications of these methodological differences

in FE modelling and propositions to consolidate or minimalize these

differences are further discussed.

Results: We proved that for FE modelling to be valuable clini-

cally, studies need to start converging in terms of their input

parameters, which in turn will lessen the time needed for in vitro tests.

There is yet much progress needed to consolidate current advance-

ments in FE analysis before any further steps can be taken to

implement engineering analysis into the clinical scenario.

Summary & Conclusion: For FE models to be valuable clinically,

studies should converge their input parameters, mainly meshing and

material properties and boundary conditions. FE studies, focusing on

osteoporosis research, are compared in terms of their input parame-

ters. The implications of these methodological differences and

propositions to minimalize differences are evaluated.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, fracture, bone strength, femur, finite

element

Osteoporosis: treatment
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COMPARATIVE DENSITOMETRIC ANSWER IN PATIENTS

WITH TREATMENT WITH INTRAVENOUS BIPHOSPHONATES

VERSUS DENOSUMAB IN REAL PRACTICE IN A MEDICAL

CONSULTATION

Maria Torrea1, Nuria Gabarro2, Jose Santiago Filgueira1

1Internal Medicine, Hospital General Universitario Gregorio Mar-
añon, madrid/Spain, 2Internal Medicine, hospital general
universitario gregorio marañon, madrid/Spain

Objectives: We made a study in our population, to evaluate the

answer of zoledronic acid, the most powerful biphosphonates (BF)

versus denosumab.

Methods:We selected 40 patients treated during 36months: 20 with

Zoledronic acid, 20 with denosumab. DENOSUMAB: 85% women,

15% men, average age 70.45 years old. 55% previous veertebral frac-

tures (FV), 20% non vertebral fractures (FNV), 40% no fractures. Have

received preavious osteoporosis treatment: 35% AR (oral BF), 25%

PTH, 5% Strontium ranelate (R Est), 35% no treatment 35% previous

corticosteroids (CE) treatment ACIDO ZOLEDRONICO: 100%

women, average age 72.95% years old. 50% FV, 15% F NV, 35% no

fractures. Previous osteoporotic treatment: 25% oral BF, 30% PTH,

20% R Est, 20% no treatment. 15% previous CE treatment.

Results: DENOSUMAB: 72% patients improved at CL, average

12.18%, 33% patients improved at CF, average 12.64%, 83,3% patients

improved FT, average 10.54%.Average basal T: CL-2.99, CF -2.65, FT

-2.5. Patients with previous PTH treatment had worse basal T at CL, but

the amelioration was lower at CF, where basals T were similar. The

amelioration was lower in patients with lower basal T, previous CE

treatment and previous fractures. AC .ZOLEDRONICO: 60% patients

improved at CL, average 4.8%, 55% patients improved CF, average

7.96%, 40% patients improved FT, average 7.53%. Average basal T

CL-3,02 CF -2.51, FT -2.45. Patients with previous PTH treatment had

worse basal T, with less improvement. The answer was smaller in

patients with lower basal T, and previous fractures.

Summary & Conclusion: In our study: treatment with denosumab

had more patients with amelioration at FT, and the answer was
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stronger. With Zoledronic acid the improvement was similar at all

levels. The amelioration was lower in patients with worse basal T, and

in those with previous fractures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: biphosphonates, denosumab, treatment, densitometric
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LONG-TERM OUTCOME PREDICTORS FOR

VERTEBROPLASTY IN SYMPTOMATIC OSTEOPOROTIC

VERTEBRAL FRACTURES

Elsa Denoix1, Flore Viry2, Agnès Ostertag3, Jean-Denis Laredo2,
Martine Cohen-Solal3, Valérie Bousson2,

Thomas Funck-Brentano4

1Rheumatology-hôpital Lariboisière, Université Paris Diderot, Paris/
France, 2Radiology-hôpital Lariboisière, Université Paris Diderot,
Paris/France, 3Umr-1132, INSERM, Paris/France, 4Rheumatology-
hôpital Lariboisière, Université Paris Diderot-INSERM UMR1132,
Paris/France

Objectives: Vertebroplasty (VBP) has shown conflicting evidence

of rapid pain reduction after osteoporotic vertebral fractures (OVF).Our

aim is to identify predicting factors of long-term response to VBP.

Methods: All patients gave their informed consent to participate in

the procedure. Consecutive patients that underwent VBP for symp-

tomatic OVF between January 2014 and June 2016were contacted after

a minimum of one month following VBP to assess their clinical out-

come using a standardized questionnaire. We retrieved data from

digitalized medical records, including a pre-operational magnetic res-

onance imaging (MRI) and a post-operational computerized

tomography scan (CT). Predicting factors for favorable or unfavorable

response at one month after VBP were analyzed using R version 3.1.0.

Results: A total of 80 patients (females 71%, age 75±8.3 years)

were included in the study. At one month after VBP, 50 (62.5%) were

responders with a favorable outcome. Compared to non-responders,

responders were more likely to have had VBP within 2 months after

the symptomatic OVF (17% vs 42%, respectively, p=0.03), and had

more prevalent OVF (2.47±1.63 vs 3.4±2.32, p=0.05). Non-re-

sponders had more intravertebral clefts (IVC) (79% vs 51%, p=0.01)

and spinal extensor muscles fatty degeneration (FD) (90% vs 64%, p

=0.02). Logistic regression models identified IVC, FD and high

intensity oedema (HIO) as poor outcome predictive factors (OR=0.24

95% CI 0.07 to 0.82; OR=0.16, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.70; OR=0.22, 95%

CI 0.06 to 0.81, respectively). No predictive factor was found in the

subgroup that underwent VBP within 2 months.

Summary&Conclusion:VBP for symptomaticOVF ismore likely to

have a favorable long-term outcome when performed within 2 months.

IVC, FD and HIO are unfavorable prognostic factors. Performing VBP

early in these patients may improve the benefit of the procedure.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: vertebroplasty, osteoporosis, vertebral fracture, outcome
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BISPHOSPHONATE DRUG HOLIDAYS IN POSTMENOPAUSAL

OSTEOPOROSIS: EFFECT ON CLINICAL FRACTURE RISK

Marie-Amélie Mignot, Nicolas Taisne, Isabelle Legroux-Gérot,
Bernard Cortet, Julien Paccou

Rheumatology, Lille University Hospital, Lille/France
Objectives: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the fracture

risk in postmenopausal women with osteoporosis after discontinuing

BP treatment (BP ‘drug holiday’).

Methods: A retrospective analysis was performed at Lille

University Hospital (LUH) on postmenopausal women with osteo-

porosis who had taken a ‘drug holiday’ or continued treatment after

first-line BP therapy (3 to 5 years). All of the patients had been

received in the Bone Clinic between January 2008 and December

2014. After careful evaluation of their medical records, 183 of the

patients were included in our study and 166 of them were followed up

for 6 to 36 months. The occurrence of new clinical fractures during

follow-up was also explored. Cox Proportional Hazards models were

used to investigate the relationships between BP ‘drug holiday’ and

the occurrence of clinical fractures, while controlling for confounding

factors. Survival without new clinical fractures was analyzed using

Kaplan–Meier curves and log-rank tests.

Results: The patient charts of 1,894 patients were retrieved from

the LUH Health Informatics department. Among these, 898 patients

with postmenopausal osteoporosis were identified. Considering our

inclusion and exclusion criteria, 183 women (mean age: 61.8 years;

SD: 8.7) who had previously undergone BP treatment for 3 to 5 years

were enrolled in our study. The patients had received alendronate (n=

81), risedronate (n=73), zoledronic acid (n=20) and ibandronate (n=

9). In 166 patients (‘drug holiday’ group: n=31; continuous-treatment

group: n=135), follow-up ranged from 6 to 36 months (mean dura-

tion: 31.8 months; SD: 8.2). The incidence of new clinical fractures

during follow-up was respectively 16.1% (5/31) and 11.9% (16/135).

After full adjustment, the hazard ratio of new clinical fractures among

‘drug holiday’ patients was 1.40 [95% CI 1.12–1.60; p=0.0095].

Summary & Conclusion: After first-line BP therapy in post-

menopausal women with osteoporosis, the risk of new clinical

fractures was 40% higher in subjects who took a bisphosphonate drug

holiday.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: postmenopausal osteoporosis; bisphosphonate; drug hol-

idays; clinical fracture, first-line
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IBANDRONATE MAINTAINS BONE MINERAL DENSITY,

MICROSTRUCTURE AND BIOMECHANICAL STRENGTH OF

TRABECULAR AND CORTICAL BONE AFTER WITHDRAWAL

OF PARATHYROID HORMONE TREATMENT IN

OVARIECTOMIZED RATS

Satoshi Takeda1, Sadaoki Sakai1, Keisuke Tanaka1, Haruna

Tomizawa1, Kenichi Serizawa1, Kenji Yogo1, Koji Urayama2, Junko

Hashimoto3, Koichi Endo4, Yoshihiro Matsumoto1

1Product Research Dept., Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd, Shizuoka/
Japan, 2Product Marketing and Management Dept., Taisho Toyama
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd, Tokyo/Japan, 3Primary Lifecycle Manage-
ment Dep., Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd, Tokyo/Japan, 4Medical
Science Dept., Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd, Tokyo/Japan

Objectives: Parathyroid hormone (PTH) increases bone mineral

density (BMD) by upregulating bone formation in osteoporosis

patients, while rapid BMD reduction is reported after PTH with-

drawal. We examined the effect of sequential treatment with

ibandronate (IBN), a nitrogen-containing bisphosphonate, on BMD,

bone biomechanical strength and bone microstructure after PTH

withdrawal using ovariectomized (OVX) rats.

Methods: Wistar-Imamichi rats (27-weeks old) were ovariec-

tomized and after 8 weeks were treated with PTH (10 µg/kg, s.c.; 5
times/week; PTH group) for 8 weeks. Thereafter, PTH was withdrawn

and rats were given IBN (10 µg/kg, s.c.; every 4 weeks; PTH-IBN

group) or vehicle (PTH-Veh group) for another 8 weeks (n=

10/group). After treatment, BMD and biomechanical strength in the

lumbar spine and femur were measured, and bone histomorphometry

was performed.
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Results: PTH increased BMD and maximum load in the lumbar

spine and femur as compared to the disease control rats. Rats in the

PTH-IBN group maintained higher BMD and maximum load in both

lumbar spine and femur than rats in the PTH-Veh group. These

parameters in the PTH-Veh group were lower than in the PTH group,

whereas in the PTH-IBN group they were maintained at the level of

the PTH group. Histomorphometric analysis in the lumbar spine

revealed that bone resorption parameters such as eroded surface and

osteoclast surface in the PTH-Veh group were not significantly dif-

ferent from those in the PTH group, whereas they were lower in the

PTH-IBN group. Bone volume and trabecular thickness in the lumbar

spine, or cortical area and cortical width in the femur decreased in the

PTH-Veh group, while in the PTH-IBN group these parameters were

not changed compared to the PTH group.

Summary & Conclusion: IBN after PTH treatment suppressed

bone resorption and maintained BMD and microstructure of both

lumbar spine and femur, thus preventing reduction in bone biome-

chanical strength after PTH withdrawal in OVX rats.

Disclosure: Authors S.Takeda, S. Sakai, K. Tanaka, H. Tomizawa, K.

Serizawa, K. Yogo, J. Hashimoto, K. Eodo and Y. Matsumoto are

employees of Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. Author K. Urayama is

an employee of Taisho Toyama Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd

Keywords: histomorphometry, ibandronate, parathyroid hormone,

bone biomechanical strength, bone mineral density
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EFFECT OF DAILY OR CYCLICAL TERIPARATIDE

TREATMENT ON BONE MATRIX MINERALIZATION IN

POSTMENOPAUSAL OSTEOPOROTIC WOMEN ON PRIOR

AND ONGOING THERAPY WITH ALENDRONATE

Barbara Misof1, Paul Roschger1, Hua Zhou2, Jeri W. Nieves3,

Mathias Bostrom4, Felicia Cosman2, Robert Lindsay2,

Klaus Klaushofer1, David Dempster2

11st Med. Dept. Hanusch Hospital, Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of
Osteology at Hanusch Hospital of WGKK and AUVA Trauma Centre
Meidling, Vienna/Austria, 2Helen Hayes Hospital, Regional Bone
Center and Clinical Research Center, New York/United States of
America, 3Department of Epidemiology, Columbia University, New
York/United States of America, 4Hospital For Special Surgery,
Hospital for Special Surgery, New York/United States of America

Objectives: Effects of combination therapy with alendronate

(ALN) and cyclic (cTPTD) or daily teriparatide (dTPTD) on bone

tissue level have been reported using quadruple tetracycline-labeled

bone biopsy samples (1). In the present study we measured the bone

matrix mineralization density distribution (BMDD) by quantitative

backscattered electron imaging (qBEI).

Methods: We assessed mean (CaMean) and typical degree of

mineralization (CaPeak), heterogeneity of mineralization (CaWidth),

percentages of low (CaLow) and highly mineralized areas (CaHigh)

in cancellous (Cn.) and cortical (Ct.) compartments of transiliac

biopsy samples from postmenopausal osteoporotic women after 7.5

months of cTPTD or dTPTD treatment. Matrix mineralization was

assessed additionally between the double labels and in interstitial

bone in single, randomly chosen samples. For the latter, images of

flourescence labels aquired at the confocal laser scanning microscope

were matched with qBEI images. Three study groups were compared:

on prior and continued treatment with ALN (ALN, n=14) or on ALN

in combination with dTPTD 3 months on, 3 months off (ALN+

cTPTD, n=14) or dTPTD (ALN+dTPTD, n=9).

Results: Cn.BMDD and Ct.BMDD parameters were not signifi-

cantly different between the groups with the exception of Cn.

CaMean and Cn.CaPeak from ALN+dTPTD, which were signifi-

cantly higher (+3.0% and +2.6%, respectively, p\0.05) compared to

ALN. Mineralization at the label sites (corresponding to tissue age

of about 12.5 or 35.5 days), and interstitial bone were similar

between groups.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, the previously reported

higher bone turnover indices after dTPTD (1) would have expected a

shift to lower mineralization densities. In contrast, we found higher

mineralization densities in dTPTD which were demonstrated not to be

caused by a change in the speed or final level of mineral accumulation

but might be induced by a higher average tissue age due to the largest

bone volume in dTPTD among the study groups as shown previously

(1). 1) Dempster et al. JBMR (2016)31:1518–1526.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: combination treatment, postmenopausal osteoporosis,

bone matrix mineralization, transiliac biopsy, quantitative backscatter

electron imaging
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COST EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF PARATHYROID

HORMONE TREATMENT IN OSTEOPOROSIS, FROM A

HEALTHCARE PERSPECTIVE. A DANISH NATIONAL

REGISTER BASED COHORT STUDY

Anne-Luise Thorsteinsson1, Louise Hansen2, Peter Vestergaard3, Pia

Eiken1

1Dept. Og Cardiology, Nephrology and Endocrinology, Nordsjællands
Hospital - Hillerød, Hillerød/Denmark, 2Dept. of Social Science,
Aalborg University, Danish Center for Healthcare Improvements,
Aalborg/Denmark, 3Departments of Clinical Medicine and
Endocrinology, Aalborg University Hospital, Aalborg/Denmark

Objectives: Osteoporosis is a major public health problem and

osteoporotic fractures may have huge consequences for the patient

and for the society. Osteoporotic vertebral and hip fractures are

associated with excess mortality and morbidity. For the society,

osteoporotic fractures result in a substantial economic burden for

fracture treatment, rehabilitation, homecare, nursing home, and early

retirement. In total, cost of osteoporotic fractures in Denmark in 2011

was estimated to be €1.563 billion.We examined cost-effectiveness of

parathyroid hormone (PTH) treatment in osteoporotic patients com-

pared with bisphosphonate (BP) treatment.

Methods: From Danish national registers we identified 2142

patients treated with PTH (2003–2010) for 18 months and 715

patients treated with BP (1995–2010) for 3 years (both Medication

Possession Rates[0.8) and with at least one vertebral fracture within

3 years prior to initiation of BP. Patients were followed for 5 years

from initiation of therapy. Cost-effectiveness analysis was conducted

using a healthcare perspective. Costs included were primary care,

secondary care, and pharmacy costs and effect was measured by

number of major osteoporotic fractures (vertebral, hip, wrist).

Results: Compared with BP treatment, PTH treatment results in a

40% reduced risk of major osteoporotic fractures (5-year risk: PTH

0.137 vs BP 0.228, p\0.0001) preventing 9 additional fractures from

occurring per 100 patients. Costs per patient treated with PTH were

46% higher than for patients treated with BP (PTH €22,156 vs BP

€15,195). Hence, the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of

PTH treatment in osteoporosis prevention compared to BP treatment

was estimated to be €-76,495.
Summary & Conclusion: A better outcome was obtained for PTH-

treated patients but at a higher cost compared with BP-treated patients.

Decision-makers should consider whether the additional cost of PTH is

acceptable as compared to the number of fractures prevented.

Disclosure: AT has received a grant from Eli Lilly. PV has received

research grants from Servier and MSD. PE is an advisory board

member of Eli Lilly, MSD and Amgen. LH has received grants from

MSD and lecture fees from Eli Lilly
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P-OPTX-7

DENOSUMAB IS EFFECTIVE IN REDUCING BACK PAIN AND

IN IMPROVEMENT OF BONE MINERAL DENSITY AND

HEALTH RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE IN POST-

MENOPAUSAL WOMEN WITH VERTEBRAL FRACTURES.

1-YEAR FOLLOW-UP PROSPECTIVE STUDY

Giovanni Iolascon1, Alessandro De Sire2, Antimo Moretti1, Gioconda

Di Pietro1, Claudio Curci1, Anna Mazzola1,

Francesca Gimigliano3

1Department of Medical and Surgical Specialties and Dentistry,
University of Campania, Naples/Italy, 2Department of Medical and
Surgicalspecialties and Dentistry, University of Campania, Naples/
Italy, 3Department of Physical and Mental Health and Preventive
Medicine, University of Campania, Naples/Italy

Objectives: To evaluate the effectiveness of denosumab in

reducing back pain related disability and in improving bone mineral

density (BMD) and Health Related Quality of Life (HRQoL) in post-

menopausal women with vertebral fragility fractures.

Methods: We enrolled osteoporotic post-menopausal women aged

≥50 years, experienced at least one vertebral fragility fracture. We

administered subcutaneous denosumab (60 mg/every 6 months) and a

supplementation of calcium carbonate (500–1000 mg/day) and

cholecalciferol (800 IU/day) for 1 year. We assessed at the baseline

(T0), after 6 months (T1), and after 12 months (T2) of treatment the

following outcomes: back pain related disability, assessed by Spine

Pain Index (SPI), and HRQoL, using the 12-Item Short Form Health

Survey (SF-12), with Physical (PCS) and Mental Health Composite

Scores (MCS) and the European Quality of Life—5 Dimensions—3

Levels index (EQ-5D-3L index) and the EuroQol-Visual Analogue

Scale scores (EQ VAS). Moreover, we evaluated lumbar spine (LS)

and femoral neck (FN) BMD at T0 and T2.

Results: We assessed 140 women, mean aged 74.9±8.8 years,

with a mean BMI of 26.1±3.9 kg/m2. After 1-year treatment with

denosumab there was a statistically significant reduction of SPI

(40.4±21.2 vs 58.5±19.9; p\0.001), a statistically significant

improvement of SF-12 PCS (35.7 vs 29.5; p\0.001), SF-12 MCS

(45.9 vs 37.0; p\0.001), EQ-5D-3L index (0.7 vs 0.6; p\0.001),

and EQ VAS (6.2±1.6 vs 4.7±1.9; p\0.001). Moreover there was

statistically significant improvement of LS BMD (0.875±0.173 vs

0.819±0.191; p\0.001) and FN BMD (0.742±0.107 vs 0.692±

0.081; p\0.001).

Summary & Conclusion: A 1-year treatment with denosumab was

significantly effective in reducing back pain related disability and in

improving BMD and HRQoL in a cohort of post-menopausal women

with at least one vertebral fracture.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, denosumab, back pain, bone mineral den-

sity, quality of life

P-OPTX-8

THE EFFECT OF TERIPARATIDE TREATMENT ON

CIRCULATING PERIOSTIN AND OTHER REGULATORS OF

BONE FORMATION IN POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN WITH

OSTEOPOROSIS

Fatma Gossiel1, Jessica R. Scott1, Margaret A. Paggiosi1,

Kim E. Naylor1, Eugene V. Mcclsokey1, Nicola Peel2,

Jennifer S. Walsh1, Richard Eastell1

1Oncology and Metabolism, University of Sheffield, RX/United King-
dom, 2Metabolic Bone Centre, Sheffield Teaching Hospitals, Sheffield/
United Kingdom

Objectives: Treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis with

teriparatide (PTH 1–34) increases bone formation and improves

bone microarchitecture. A possible modulator of this mechanism of

action is periostin. In vitro experiments have shown that periostin

may regulate osteoblast differentiation and bone formation through

Wnt signaling and collagen cross-linking through lysyl oxidase.

Periostin secretion is increased by PTH in preclinical models, but

the effect of teriparatide treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis

on periostin is not currently known. The aims of this study were to:

(i) determine the effect of teriparatide treatment on circulating levels

of periostin and other regulators of bone formation and (ii) to

investigate how the changes in periostin relate to changes in bone

turnover markers, regulators of bone formation and cortical

thickness.

Methods: We recruited 20 women with postmenopausal osteo-

porosis and conducted a two-year open-label single-arm study.

Teriparatide 20 mcg was administered by subcutaneous injection

daily over 104 weeks. Periostin, sclerostin and DKK-1, PINP and

CTX were measured in fasting serum collected at baseline (2 visits)

then at weeks 1, 2, 4, 12, 26, 52, 78 and 104. Cortical thickness was

measured at the radius and tibia using high resolution peripheral

quantitative computed tomography (HR-pQCT).

Results: Periostin levels were increased by 6.6% (95% CI −0.4 to

13.5, p=0.036) after 26 weeks teriparatide treatment and by 12.5%

(95% CI 3.3 to 21, P\0.01) after 52 weeks treatment. Change in

periostin was positively correlated with change in sclerostin at week

104 (r=0.518 (95% CI 0.008 to 0.814), P\0.05) and DKK-1 at week

52 (r=0.494 (95% CI 0.036 to 0.780), P\0.05). No correlations were

observed between changes in periostin and bone turnover markers or

cortical thickness.

Summary & Conclusion: Teriparatide therapy increases periostin

secretion; it is unclear whether this increase mediates the effect of the

drug on bone.

Disclosure: RE grant funding from Lilly, Biomedica and IDS and

consultancy for Lilly and IDS. E.V. McCloskey funding from Lilly J.

Walsh lecture fees from Lilly and grant funding from IDS N.F.A Peel

lecture fees and fee for participation on advisory board for Lilly

Keywords: bone turnover markers, periostin, teriparatide, osteo-

porosis, Wnt signalling

P-OPTX-9

REASONS FOR EARLY TERMINATION OF THERAPY WITH

ONCE-DAILY TERIPARATIDE 20UG IN COMMON

POPULATION

Olga Ruzickova1, Jana Tomasova2, Magdalena Sokalska2,

Eliska Stehlikova2

1Revmatology, Institute of research in revmatology, Prague/Czech
Republic, 2Revmatology, Institute of research in revmatology, Prague /
Czech Republic

Objectives: Teriparatide is drug of the choice in the treatment of

the postmenopausal osteoporosis, glucocorticoid induced osteoporosis

and male osteoporosis for the patients in the highest risk of fracture.

Usually we have data from multicentric, randomized, double blind,

placebo or active comparator controlled trials. The efficacy of the

teriparatide was performed on the study population, which fulfiled

inclusion and exclusion criteria. Persistence with osteoporosis treat-

ment is essential in reduction of fracture risk, optimal outcome and

healthcare resource use. Most frequent reasons for for early termi-

nation of therapy are: patient decision, physician decision, adverse

event, death and non-compliance. To describe reasons for early
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termination of therapy with once-daily teriparatide 20 ug in our group

of patients.

Methods: Patients with postmenopausal osteoporosis, glucocorti-

coid induced osteoporosis and male osteoporosis who fulfil ACR

criteria for these subgroups of osteoporosis, who started treatment

with teriparatide between January 2011 and June 2016 were analysed.

They underwent DEXA examination and laboratory examination

(serum level of Ca, 25-OH-vitamin D, P1NP, beta CTX, osteocalcin,

u-Ca) DEXA examination was performed in the most important

regions of interest: lumbar spine, total femur (hip), femur neck (neck).

Our osteocentre is equipped with iDEXA Lunar machine. Persistence

and reasons for early termination with treatment were analysed.

Results: Results: in table

Summary & Conclusion: Conclusion: These results of common

population of patients suffering from the postmenopausal osteo-

porosis, glucocorticoid induced osteoporosis and male osteoporosis

confirm high persistence with teriparatide treatment and analogous

reasons of discontinuation of therapy like in other observational

studies in common population.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: male osteoporosis, teriparatide, postmenopausal osteo-

porosis, glucocorticoid induced osteoporosis

P-OPTX-10

PERSISTENCE TO DENOSUMAB IN A COHORT OF

OSTEOPOROTIC POST-MENOPAUSAL WOMEN: A

MULTICENTER OBSERVATIONAL REAL PRACTICE STUDY

Silvia Migliaccio1, Davide Francomano2, Elisabetta Romagnoli2,

Chiara Marocco2, Rachele Fornari2, Giuseppina Resmini3, Angela

Buffa4, Gioconda Di Pietro5, Stefania Corvaglia6, Francesca

Gimigliano7, Antimo Moretti5, Alessandro De Sire8, Nazzarena

Malavolta6, Andrea Lenzi9, Emanuela A. Greco2, Giovanni

Iolascon10

1Department of Movement, Human and Health Sciences, University
“Foro Italico”, Roma/Italy, 2Department of Experimental Medicine,
Section of Medical Pathophysiology, Endocrinology and Nutrition,

University “Sapienza” of Rome, Rome/Italy, 3Center of Osteoporosis
and Skeletal Metabolic Diseases, Section of Orthopaedic and Trau-
matology, Treviglio-Caravaggio Hospital, Treviglio (BG)/Italy,
4Department of Medical and Surgical Sciences, Division of Internal
Medicine, St Orsola-Malpighi Hospital, University of Bologna,
Bologna/Italy, 5Department of Medical and Surgical Specialties and
Dentistry, University of Campania, Naples/Italy, 6Department of
Medical and Surgical Sciences, Division of Internal Medicine, St
Orsola-Malpighi Hospital, Bologna/Italy, 7Department of Physical
and Mental Health and Preventive Medicine, University of Campania,
Naples/Italy, 8Department of Medical and Surgicalspecialties and
Dentistry, University of Campania, Naples/Italy, 9Department of
Experimental Medicine, Section of Medical Pathophysiology,
Endocrinology and Nutrition, University “Sapienza” of Rome,
Bologna/Italy, 10Department of Medical and Surgical Specialties and
Dentistry, University of Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli”, Naples/Italy

Objectives: To assess persistence to denosumab treatment in post-

menopausal women affected by severe osteoporosis.

Methods: In this observational real practice study we recruited

women with a diagnosis of post-menopausal osteoporosis from four

Italian specialized centers for the management of osteoporosis. We

enrolled women aged [50 years, able to receive a prescription

according to the Italian reimbursement criteria in force during the

study period for anti-osteoporotic pharmacological treatment. They

were treated with subcutaneous denosumab 60 mg/every 6 months

between November 2011 and May 2016. Women who had received

aromatase inhibitors were excluded. Patients were evaluated at

baseline and every 6 months for all treatment length. Persistence data

were evaluated for a total of 36 months.

Results: We enrolled 870 women, mean aged 70 years, with a

mean body mass index of 24.8±4.1 kg/m2. At the Dual-energy X-ray

absorptiometry assessment, the mean lumbar spine T-score was −2.76
±1.14 standard deviations (SD) and the mean femoral neck T-score

was −2.49±0.80 SD. During the study, the persistence to denosumab

was 91.4%. After 12 months of treatment, persistence to therapy was

over 99% that was maintained during all the study. The 4% of study

population reached 56 months of treatment with a persistence of

100%. Total dropouts were 75 (8.6%), usually higher within the first 6

months of treatment.

Summary & Conclusion: In our cohort of post-menopausal

women, persistence to denosumab was very high, suggesting that, in

addition to the particular pharmacological schedule, other factors such

as frequency of visits, and opportunity to call the doctor might play an

important role in the persistence to treatment.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: denosumab, osteoporosis, persistence

P-OPTX-11

ALENDRONATE TREATMENT RESULTS IN A HIGHER

NUMBER OF TRABECULAR MICROCALLI IN HUMAN

VERTEBRAE

Annika Vom Scheidt1, Michael Amling2, Klaus Püschel3,

Björn Busse1

1Department of Osteology and Biomechanics, University Medical
Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg/Germany, 2Osteology and
Biomechanics, University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf,
Hamburg/Germany, 3Department of Legal Medicine, University
Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg/Germany
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Objectives: Despite the widespread use of anti-resorptive bis-

phosphonate administration in osteoporosis therapy, the drugs’ site-

specific mode of action and related fracture risk reductions are not

fully understood. Especially in vertebrae, bisphosphonates are very

efficient in reducing fracture risk, but effects on microdamage repair

have yet to be explored. In this context, bisphosphonate’s influence on

microcalli in trabecular bone—an important feature of bone strength

maintenance—has not been investigated. Therefore, the aim of this

study was to quantify microcalli in human vertebral bone from

osteoporotic and bisphosphonate-treated individuals employing

micro-computed tomography.

Methods: Bone cylinders (Ø=9 mm, length=20 mm) from the

anterior part of L3 vertebrae from osteoporotic (n=8, age=82±6y) and

bisphosphonate-treated women (n=6, age=82±8y, alendronate treat-

ment=4±2y) were scanned using micro-CT (resolution=3.5 µm).

Each 3D dataset was visually inspected for microcalli and detected

microcalli were classified according to morphology and position as

follows: Microcalli were termed woven bone microcalli, if they were

globular, and remodeled microcalli, if they were hollow and had a

smooth surface or an elongated shape. Here, (i) woven bone microcalli

at plates, (ii) woven bone microcalli at rods, (iii) remodeled microcalli

at plates, and (iv) remodeled microcalli at rods were analyzed.

Results: Our data showed that bisphosphonate-treated bone pre-

sents more woven bone microcalli at trabecular rods compared to

osteoporotic bone (t-test, p=0.047, cf. Fig. 1). This finding was

independent of bone volume fraction. The amount of woven bone

microcalli at plates and the amount of remodeled microcalli at plates

and rods was similar in both groups.

Summary & Conclusion: Under alendronate treatment, microcalli

accumulate in vertebral trabecular bone possibly due to reduced bone

remodeling or promoted microdamage repair. As a consequence,

elevated microcallus density in the trabecular network may lead to

increases in bone mass and thus a reinforcement of the trabecular

microstructure. These changes may contribute to bisphosphonates’

efficacy in vertebral fracture prevention.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: vertebrae, osteoporosis, bisphosphonates, remodeling,

microcalli

P-OPTX-12

ZOLEDRONIC ACID PROTECTS AGAINST CORTICAL BONE

LOSS IN MICE FOLLOWING WITHDRAWAL OF NOTUM

INHIBITOR TREATMENT

Robert Brommage1, Andrea Y. Thompson1, Melanie K. Shadoan1,

Jeff Liu1, Sabrina Jeter-Jones1, Deon Doree1, Faika Mseeh2, Jie Ciu2,

Jennifer P. Bardenhagan2, Gwenn M. Hansen3, James E. Tarver4,

Brian Zambrowicz1, David R. Powell1, Qingyun Liu2

1Metabolism Research, Lexicon Pharmaceuticals, The Woodlands/TX/
United States of America, 2Pharmaceutical Discovery, Lexicon
Pharmaceuticals, The Woodlands/TX/United States of America,
3Molecular Genetics, Lexicon Pharmaceuticals, The Woodlands/TX/
United States of America, 4Medicinal Chemistry, Lexicon Pharma-
ceuticals, The Woodlands/TX/United States of America

Objectives: NOTUM is a secreted lipase that inactivates WNTs by

removing the palmitoleate essential for frizzled receptor binding.

Knockout of the mouse Notum gene increases cortical bone thickness

and strength. Both orally-active small molecule (SM) and neutralizing

antibody NOTUM inhibitors stimulate modeling-dependent endo-

cortical bone formation in OVX mice and rats. Bone gained with

teriparatide and sclerostin antibody anabolic treatments is lost fol-

lowing treatment withdrawal. Anti-resorptive therapies are employed

to maintain the bone added with anabolic therapy. We determined if

withdrawal of anabolic NOTUM inhibitor therapy resulted in loss of

bone previously gained and if this loss could be prevented with bis-

phosphonate treatment.

Methods: Male mice were treated for 4 weeks with NOTUM SM

inhibitors LP-914822 (30 mg/kg) or LP-922056 (10 mg/kg). Triple

fluorochrome injections (demeclocycline, alizarin, calcein) were

given on days 6, 12 and 18 to label endocortical bone formed during

treatment. Treatment was stopped at 4 weeks and bones from both

control and treated mice were examined. Additional mice were given

zoledronic acid (50 µg/kg) or vehicle at 4 and 8 weeks. Midshaft

femurs were examined by microCT and histomorphometry 8 (LP-

914822) or 12 (LP-922056) weeks after treatment withdrawal.

Results: NOTUM inhibition increased midshaft femur cortical

bone thickness (11% for LP-914822 and 9% for LP-922056 treat-

ments) with greater than threefold increases of femur labeled

endocortical surface for all three fluorochromes. After the withdrawal

period all three fluorochrome labels were lost in the absence but not

the presence of zoledronic acid treatment. Cortical bone thickness

measurements supported these fluorochrome label results.

Summary & Conclusion: Similar to other anabolic osteoporosis

therapies, withdrawal of NOTUM inhibitor treatment leads to bone loss

that is prevented by treatment with the bisphosphonate zoledronic acid.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: preclinical pharmacology, anabolic osteoporosis therapy,

NOTUM–WNT antagonist.
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PERSISTENCE AND COMPLIANCE WITH SUBCUTANEOUS

DENOSUMAB IN ROUTINE PRACTICE FROM 2011 to 2016

Richard Pikner1, Frantisek Senk2

1Dept. of Clinical Laboratories and Bone Metabolism, Klatovska
Hospital, Klatovy/Czech Republic, 2Bone Center, Hospital Havlickuv
Brod, Havlickuv Brod/Czech Republic

Objectives: We evaluated all women that received denosumab

during the period from 2011 to December 2016 in 2 bone centers in

the Czech Republic.

Methods: We evaluated 557 women (398 in Klatovy centre, 159 in

Havlickuv Brod), that represents 2883 denosumab applications.

Women whose received first dose of denosumab within the period

from July to December 2016 were excluded. We evaluated persis-

tence and compliance with denosumab used according to approved

indication criteria in the Czech Republic (T-score −2,5 SD and

osteoporotic fracture, or intolerance to other osteoporosis treatment)

and patients who died during the treatment were excluded form

persistence evaluation.

Results: From 557 treated women, 58.1%were 75 years and older at

the start of denosumab administration. Compliance was estimated as

percentage of doses within the interval of 6 moths±4weeks between

particular doses. Overall compliance was 90.8%, but centers differ

87.7% and 97.8%). 195 women discontinued the denosumab adminis-

tration, represents persistence 65.0%. After exclusion of patients who

die during followed period, the persistence increased to 71.4%. Per-

sistence vary according to therapy duration (from 90.7% starting

therapy in 2015 to 58.3% starting 2011) and also between centers (mean

69.8% and 75.2%). Presentation will discuss detailed persistence

according to therapy start year and center.Wewill also discuss possible

reasons for therapy stopping and between the centers differences.

Summary & Conclusion: Denosumab is medication having high

compliance approximately 90% even in routine practice. Persistence

in highly influenced by therapy duration, age, comorbidities, reim-

bursement criteria and patients management.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: compliance, persistence, denosumab
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P-OPTX-14

This abstract has been withdrawn.

P-OPTX-15

ENGINEERING DUAL-SPECIFIC M-CSF ANTAGONISTS THAT

INHIBIT C-FMS AND αVβ3 INTEGRIN FOR OSTEOPOROSIS

THERAPY

Yuval Zur1, Lior Rosenfeld1, Gali Guterman Ram2, Niv Papo1, Noam

Levaot3

1Department of Biotechnology Engineering and The National Institute
of Biotechnology In The Negev, Ben Gurion University, Beer Sheva/
Israel, 2Physiology and Cell Biology, Ben Gurion University of the
Negev, Beer Sheva/Israel, 3Department of Physiology and Cell Biol-
ogy, Ben Gurion University, Beer Sheva/Israel

Objectives: Studies show that c-FMS and αvβ3 integrin cross-in-

teract with each other making them a quality target for osteoporosis

therapy. To design good dual-specific inhibitors (M-CSFRGD), we will

engineer, screen and identify high affinity binders to c-FMS and αvβ3
integrin that are based on M-CSF, which is a c-FMS natural ligand.

Then, we will purify the best dual-specific proteins alongside the

monospecific controls and they will be analyzed and evaluated bio-

physically to measure affinity and proper protein folding. Next,

in vitro assays will done on mouse bone marrow monocytes (BMMs)

and human CD14+ to evaluate the effect of the inhibitors on osteo-

clasts differentiation, c-FMS phosphorylation, etc. To determine the

inhibitors function in vivo will determine their bio-distribution and

their influence on osteoclasts activity.

Methods: We developed dual-specific antagonists by combining

rational and random protein design methods. We engineered novel

proteins based on the M-CSF scaffold with the RGD motif introduced

on 2 loops of the scaffold. Using the yeast surface display (YSD)

system, we enriched the αvβ3 integrin and c-FMS binding population

resulting in several unique dual-specific protein variants with high

affinity and specificity to both targets.

Results: The dual-specific and monospecific controls purified

proteins were shown to significantly inhibit osteoclasteogensis on

BMMs and human peripheral blood CD14+ monocytes compared to

control group. The dual-specific proteins showed reduction in osteo-

clasts number, nuclei number and surface area from relatively low

inhibitors concentrations (50nM) to complete osteoclasteogenesis

arrest at high inhibitors concentrations on BMMs (5uM) on BMMs.

Moreover, M-CSFRGD proteins, namely 4.22 and 5.6, were shown to

inhibit osteoclasts function in vivo in ovariectomized female mice

compared to mice that were injected with PBS (p\0.05 and p\0.001

respectively).

Summary & Conclusion: Novel methods of protein engineering

allowed us to create dual-specific proteins that will be tight binders,

cell specific antagonists for osteoporosis treatment.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoclast, osteoporosis, directed evolution, drug design,

protein engineering

P-OPTX-16

OSTEOPOROTIC VERTEBRAL FRACTURE—CASE REPORT

Viorela M. Ciortea1, Rodica Ungur1, Laszlo Irsay2, Alina Popa1,

Larisa Condurovici1, Ioan Onac1, Monica I. Borda1

1Department of Medical Science, Medical Rehabilitation, “Iuliu
Hatieganu” University of Medicine and Pharmacy Cluj-Napoca, Cluj-
Napoca/Romania, 2Department of Medical Science, Medical

Rehabilitation, “Iuliu Hatieganu” University of Medicine and Phar-
macy Cluj-Napoca, Cluj-Napoca/Romania

Objectives: Background. Osteoporosis is the most frequent

metabolic bone disease characterized by: reduction of bone mass,

alteration of bone architecture, deterioration of bone quality, and

increase of fracture risk. The frequency of osteoporotic vertebral

fractures reported by the literature varies between 33–85%; of these,

only 25–33% have a clinical manifestation when they occur. Aims.

The purpose of this study was to assesment a vertebral fracture and to

distinguish predisposing factors for this disease′s complication.

Methods: The case report brings into discussion one patient with

vertebral fracture with osteoporosis but without known treatment for

her disease. Patient AM, aged 59 years, presented to our service in

September 2016 for marked pain in the dorsolumbar spine, with onset

2 weeks before. Of the patient’s personal history and living condi-

tions, we mention the onset of menopause at the age of 37 years, and

smoking for the last 20 years, 20 cigarettes/day. The patient was

diagnosed with osteoporosis in April 2015 when refusing treatment

for personal reasons. The objective examination of the patient at the

time of presentation: BMI=22 kg/m, spontaneous pain at the per-

cussion and mobilization of the dorsolumbar spine, without dural or

neurological signs. Dorsolumbar spine X-ray and the measurement of

bone mineral density using the method of dual X-ray absorptiometry

allowed to make a positive diagnosis and to initiate adequate

antiosteoporotic treatment.

Results: After 6 luni of pharmaceutical treatment (ibandronic acid

150 mg/month, calcium 1000 mg/day and vitamin D3 2000 UI/day),

combined with physical therapy and mobilization for paravertebral

muscles (3 times/week for one hour) we obtained an important

improvement of symptomatology.

Summary & Conclusion: An adeqvate oral treatment for osteo-

porosis, in combination with specific kinetotherapy can reduce the

pain and increase the mobility of the patient.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, vertebral fracture

P-OPTX-17

BONE UNION RATE OF PLIF USING LOCAL BONE GRAFT IN

LONG TERM BISPHOSPHONATES USERS

Si Young Park1, Seung Woo Suh2, Hyun Min Lee1

1Orthopaedic Surgery, Korea University, Seoul/Korea, Republic of,
2Orthopaedic Surgery, Korea University, seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Bisphosphonates are the most popular drugs for

treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis. However, long-term use of

bisphosphonates (BPs) may cause several complications such as

atypical fracture of hip, osteonecrosis of jaw and delayed fracture

healing. PLIF is a typical surgical technique for treatment of degen-

erative spinal disorders. Long-term use of BPs may also inhibit spinal

fusion process after PLIF. We compared bony union rates of long-

term BPs users and non-users after undergoing PLIF.

Methods: The subject were 95 postmenopausal women whose

course could be observed for at least 2 years after surgery. Single

interbody PLIF was done using local bone graft from laminectomy.

Participants were divided into two groups; there were 62 patients in

long-term BPs users group and 33 in non-users group. Serum C-ter-

minal cross linking telopeptide levels were checked for bone

resorption marker which could be extremely decreased in long-term

BPs users. Bone fusion rates were calculated, 2 years after the surgery

using plain radiographs and computed tomographic scans. Clinical

outcomes were measured using ODI and VAS.

Results: Serum CTX level was extremely decreased in long-term

BPs user group (p\0.05). However, fusion rates turned out to be 82%

in long-term BPs users group and 87% in non-users group (p[0.05,
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not significant). There was no significant difference between two

groups in ODI and VAS.

Summary & Conclusion: At the two-year postoperative follow-up,

there was no significant difference in bone fusion rate between two

groups. Long-term BPs users showed fusion rates greater than 80%

and clinical outcome improvement that were compatible to those in

non-users. No significant effect was found after long-term BPs use on

fusion rate of PLIF.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: fusion, bone union, spine surgery, bisphosphonate

P-OPTX-18

A MORE PHYSIOLOGICALLY RELEVANT 3D IN VITRO

CO-CULTURE MODEL FOR STUDYING THE STRUCTURE–

FUNCTION RELATIONSHIPS OF BONE REMODELLING

Marina Rubert, Jolanda R. Vetsch, Iina Lehtoviita,

Sandra Hofmann, Ralph Müller

Department of Health Sciences and Technology, ETH Zurich, Zurich/
Switzerland

Objectives: Developing treatments for bone diseases requires

understanding the molecular mechanisms and the structural changes

that occur during bone remodelling. A co-culture model that mimics

the human bone cell-crosstalk in a 3D-bone-like environment is

attractive to elucidate the cell interactions that occur in-vivo. The aim

of this study was to establish a 3D human mesenchymal stem cells/

human monocytes (hMSC/hMn) co-culture that mimics the in-vivo

bone remodelling. The model integrates for the first time (1) a 3D

mineralized extracellular matrix, (2) a hMSC/hMn co-culture without

receptor activator for nuclear factor κ-B Ligand (RANKL) and

monocyte colony stimulating factor (M-CSF) treatment, and (3)

monitoring structural changes of the mineralized matrix over time.

Methods: hMSC or hMSC/hMn were seeded on pre-mineralized

and decellularized engineered bone-like tissues and cultured for up to

35 days. hMSC/hMn co-cultures were initiated simultaneously

(hMSC/hMn-d1) with or 9 days (hMSC/hMn-d9) after hMSC seed-

ing. hMSC/hMn were cultured with osteogenic or basal medium

without RANKL and M-CSF, to induce bone formation and resorp-

tion. hMSCs were cultured with osteogenic medium and served as a

positive control for bone formation. The functionality of osteoblastic

and osteoclastic cells was assessed non-invasively by microcomputed

tomography.

Results: Similar bone formation rate (BFR) accompanied by a

44% increase (p=0.009) of the bone resorption rate (BRR) was

observed after culturing the hMSC/hMn in basal media (hMSC/hMn-

d9), compared to hMSC culture.

Summary & Conclusion: Co-culture conditions that lead to a

coordinated osteoblastic and osteoclastic activity were established

and were dependent on time for initiation of the co-culture and the

media composition used. This model is closer to the natural bone cell

environment and allows the monitoring of the bone remodelling

process facilitating the understanding of structure–function relation-

ships of normal bone physiology. This study represents a promising

alternative to investigate anti-resorptive drugs in-vitro and reducing

animal experiments for osteoporosis treatment.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone remodelling, microcomputed tomography, 3D-co-

culture, hMSC, hMn
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NOVEL AFFINITY MOLECULES, NANOFITINS AS POTENTIAL

BONE THERAPEUTICS: A PROOF-OF-CONCEPT FOR

OSTEOPOROSIS

Nathalie Renema1, Harmony Gorré1, Ariane Desselle1, Céline
Charrier2, Jérôme Amiaud2, Frédéric Lézot2, Olivier Kitten1,
Dominique Heymann3

1Affilogic, Research and Development, Nantes/France, 2Inserm
Umr957, Faculté de Médecine de Nantes, Nantes/France, 3Oncology
and Metabolism, Inserm, Lea Sarcoma Research Unit, University of
Sheffield, Medical School, Sheffield/United Kingdom

Objectives: Nanofitins are a novel class of small affinity proteins

derived from a naturally hyperstable scaffold. The aims of the present

study were: (i) to generate Nanofitins targeting Receptor Activator of

Nuclear Factor κB Ligand (RANKL); (ii) to study their in vitro inhi-

bitory effect on osteoclastogenesis, (iii) to determine their potential

therapeutic interest for preventing bone loss in a pre-clinical model.

Methods: Anti-RANKL Nanofitins were generated using the ribo-

some display technology and the variants produced were screened for

their ability to bind the human and murine cytokine using biolayer

interferometry. Their inhibitory activity on RANKL-induced osteoclas-

togenesis was determined by osteoclast differentiation assays carried out

from isolated human blood CD14+ cells and their effects on RANK/

RANKL signaling were investigated using RANK-overexpressing HEK

293 cells. The therapeutic efficacy of RANKL Nanofitins on bone loss

was assessed in a mouse ovariectomy-induced osteoporosis model.

Results: 24 Nanofitins raised against RANKL were generated. A

preferred variant (F10) was selected based on its cross-species

binding on the human and murine RANKL and its inhibitory

activity of RANKL-induced osteoclastogenesis (IC50 45 nM±

5 nM). Real-time quantitative PCR analysis showed that F10

modulated the expression of osteoclastic differentiation markers like

Cathepsin K and TRAP. As expected, F10 decreased the phospho-

rylation of p38 and ERK 1/2 involved in osteoclast differentiation,

survival and cytoskeletal effects but surprisingly had no effect on

the phosphorylation of NFκB. In vivo experiments demonstrated that

daily injections of F10 (10 mg/kg) delivered with a plasmatic half-

life extension significantly protected mice from bone loss resulting

in increased trabecular volume, surface, trabecular number and

thickness, and decreased trabecular spacing in the distal femur

compared to the untreated group.

Summary & Conclusion: Our study demonstrated that Nanofitins

can be used as efficient in vitro antagonists of both human and murine

RANKL and prove to be effective in preserving bone in vivo.

Disclosure: Nathalie Renema, Harmony Gorré and Ariane Desselle

are currently employed by Affilogic, the company that develops the

technology of the Nanofitins. Mr. Olivier Kitten is Affilogic’s

Founder and CEO

Keywords: RANKL, nanofitins, osteoclastogenesis, affinity mole-

cules, osteoporosis
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EFFICACY OF THE VARIOUS BISPHOSPHONIC ACIDS IN

TREATMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL OSTEOPOROSIS IN

FEMALE RATS

Vladyslav Povoroznyuk1, Nataliia Grygorieva1, V. Pekhnyo2,

O. Kozachkova2, N. Tsaryk2

1D.f. Chebotarev Institute of Gerontology Nams Ukraine, D.F. Cheb-
otarev Institute of gerontology NAMS Ukraine, Kyiv/Ukraine,
2Vernadsky Institute of General and Inorganic Chemistry of The
Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, Vernadsky Institute of
general and inorganic chemistry of the Ukrainian National Academy
of Sciences, Kyiv/Ukraine

Objectives: Despite the large class of bisphosphonic acids, which

are currently actively used in the treatment of bone diseases,

including systemic osteoporosis, today the search of new compounds

in this class, which could expand the opportunities for effective

treatment of bone disease and reduce material costs, continues.

Methods: The aim of the study was to evaluate the efficiency of

different types of bisphosphonic acids, еthylidenebisphosphonic
(EBP), aminoethylidenebisphosphonic (AEBP), 1-phenyl-1-hydrox-

ymethylenebisphosphonic (FenHMBP) and 1-phenyl-1-

fluoromethylenebisphosphonic (FenFMBP) acids compared to zole-

dronic acid in combination of calcium and vitamin D supplementation

in female rats with experimental osteoporosis.

Results: Our results established the absence of significant changes

in bone mineral density indexes in female rats after bilateral

ovariectomy, which received EBF, AEBF and FenHMBF in combi-

nation with calcium and vitamin D supplements. We also showed the

positive dynamics of bone mineral density indices of total skeleton

(from 0,100±0,007 tо 0,105±0,008 g/сm2 after 3 months, t=2,52; Р
= 0,03) in the rats which receive FenFMBF with calcium and vitamin

D administration.

Summary & Conclusion: Our study requires further researches of

the effectiveness of FenFMBF in the prevention and treatment of

systemic osteoporosis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: experimental osteoporosis, rat, bisphosphonic acid
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EFFECTS OF HIGH IMPACT EXERCISE (JUMP) ON THE

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE TIBIAS OF

OVARIECTOMIZED RATS SUBMITTED TO THE PROTEIN

DIET

Roberta C. Shimano1, Gabriela R. Yanagihara2, Ana Paula Macedo3,

Daniel Luis V. Araujo4, João Paulo M. Issa5

1Department of Biomechanics, Medicine and Locomotor Apparatus
Rehabilitation, Faculty of Medicine, University of Sao Paulo, Sao
Paulo, Brazil, University of Sao Paulo, ribeirao preto/Brazil,
2Biomechanics, Medicine and Rehabilitation of Locomotor System,
Ribeirão Preto Medical School/University of São Paulo, Ribeirão
Preto/Brazil, 3Dental Materials and Prothesis, University of São
Paulo, Ribeirão Preto/Brazil, 4Physiotherapy College, university of
sao paulo, ribeirao preto/Brazil, 5Morphology, Physiology and Basic
Pathology, University of São Paulo, Ribeirão Preto/Brazil

Objectives: To evaluate the effects of high impact physical

exercise, as prophylactic and therapeutic means in tibias of rats

submitted to ovariectomy and proteic diet.

Methods: Forty Wistar rats were used, body mass 150–180 grams

(juvenile stage), in total of four groups (n=10): OVX, control; OVXP,

protein diet (40% casein); OVXE, physical (Jump, 5 times a week, for

12 weeks); OVXPE, protein diet and physical. All groups were

euthanized after 12 weeks for tibia remotion, and these samples were

submitted to mechanical tests, stiffness and maximum strength. Data

were evaluated for normal distribution (Shapiro–Wilk), and analysis

of variance were done using the general linear model, Bonferroni test

(p\0.05).

Results: For flexocompression test, the maximum strength showed

no statistical differences. However, for stiffness, the protein diet (p=

0.000) was lower than the standard diet, physical exercise (p=0.026)

higher than the sedentary group and in the interaction of diet and

exercise variables (p=0.000) the OVXE group was higher than OVX

and OVXP, and OVXPE group was lower than the others. For BMD

(Bone Mineral Density), the protein diet (p=0.000) was higher than

the standard diet; physical exercise (p=0.000) higher than sedentary,

and for the interaction of diet and exercise variables (p=0.000) the

OVXPE group was higher than the others.

Summary & Conclusion: Therefore, it is concluded that high-im-

pact exercise is beneficial for bone tissue. Protein diet is able to

increase bone mineral density and decrease relative stiffness as well

as in the interaction of diet and exercise variables, protein diet

associated with exercise, increased the bone mineral density with

decreasing relative stiffness.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: ovariectomy, exercise, protein diet
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METABOLIC AND BONES PARAMETERS IN PATIENTS

TREATED WITH TERIPARATIDE FOR SEVERE

OSTEOPOROSIS

Mara Carsote1, Ana Valea2

1Endocrine, C.I.Parhon National Institute of Endocrinology, Buchar-
est/Romania, 2Endocrine, UMF I.Hatieganu, cluj-napoca/Romania

Objectives: Teriparatide (TPT) candidates are based on selective

panel of criteria for severe osteoporosis. We aim to introduce meta-

bolic and bone parameters of a population treated with TPT using a

specific country protocol (endocrinologist prescribers).

Methods: A cross-sectional and a prospective part of a descriptive

study included data at baseline and after 1 year of TPT 20 µg/day (2-yr
protocol; +vitamin D supplements). DXA (GE Prodigy), circulating

bone turnover markers (BTM: formation—osteocalcin, and resorption

—CrossLaps) are assessed. Statistical significance: p\0.05.

Results: 35 subjects (3/32=male/female) had an av.age of 66yrs,

mean period of time since menopause of 2 decades. Half of them had

an upper digestive condition (contraindication for oral bisphospho-

nates) and a chronic thyroid condition (as goitre of chronic

thyroiditis). One quart was obese, and another had non-thyroid

autoimmune conditions (requiring corticoid therapy); 40% of subjects

had arterial hypertension, respective dyslipidemia, 15% had type 2

diabetes mellitus. Mean lumbar DXA T-score was −3.5 SD, 20%

were drug naı̈ve patients (the others were non-responders to specific

drugs, being pre-treated for 4.5yrs); mean number of fragility frac-

tures was 3.75 (majority: vertebral fractures). 60% of patients were

analysed after 1 year: no new fracture was registered; mean Bone

Mineral Density (BMD-DXA) increase was, regardless the site, of 0.5

±0.3 g/sqcm (highest for lumbar spine), BTM were increased (p\
0.05 for osteocalcin, p\0.5 for CrossLaps); no case of lack of com-

pliance was registered. All the patients further continued for 2-yr

protocol. No statistical difference was between patients with either

metabolic, thyroid or autoimmune conditions and those without them,

neither between drug-naı̈ve and priory treated subjects.

Summary & Conclusion: Half of patients treated with TPT had

metabolic co-morbidities non-influencing the 1-yr outcome; overlap

of autoimmune conditions did not influenced it, either; high percent of
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thyroid pathology may be incidental due to endocrine evaluation in

order to have the prescription.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, teriparatid
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BONE MINERAL DENSITY CHANGES IN COMPLIANT AND

ADHERENT DENOSUMAB TREATED PATIENTS OVER A 24

MONTHS PERIOD IN REAL CLINICAL SETTING. TWO YEARS

PRELIMINARY DATA

Jose Francisco Torres Naranjo1, Pedro García-Hernández2, Claudia
Flores-Moreno2, Pilar De La Peña-Rodríguez3, Hugo Gutierrez-

Hermosillo4, Roberto González-Mendoza5, Alejandro Gaytán-
González5, Noe González-Gallegos6, Juan López Y Taylor5, Edgar S.

Tejeda-Chávez6

1Centro De Investigación Ósea Y De La Composición Corporal,
Instituto de Ciencias Aplicadas a la Actividad Física y al Deporte,
Universidad de Guadalajara, Guadalajara/Mexico, 2Hospital
Universitario, Universidad Autonoma de Nuevo León, Monterrey/
Mexico, 3Servicios Médicos De La Peña, Servicios Médicos de la
Peña, Guadalajara/Mexico, 4Asociación Mexicana De Metabolismo
Óseo Y Mineral, Asociación Mexicana de Metabolismo Óseo y Min-
eral, Ciudad de México/Mexico, 5Evaluación Morfofuncional Y
Nutrición, Instituto de Ciencias Aplicadas a la Actividad Física y al
Deporte, Universidad de Guadalajara, Guadalajara/Mexico,
6Departamento De Bienestar Y Desarrollo Sustentable, Centro
Universitario del Norte, Universidad de Guadalajara, Colotlán/Mexico

Objectives: The FREEDOM phase 3 study in postmenopausal

women with osteoporosis reported that denosumab administration

was effective for increasing bone mineral density (BMD) relative to

baseline for 9.2% at lumbar spine (LS) and 4.8% at total hip (TH)

after 36 treatment months. Those BMD gains were associated with a

reduced risk of new vertebral fractures and non-vertebral fractures

relative to placebo. However changes in BMD in a clinical setting has

not been tested. To evaluate the changes in BMD in compliant and

adherent denosumab treated patients in a real clinical setting over a 24

months period.

Methods: The study was conducted in high specialized osteo-

porosis centers (OC). The sample was composed by 50 women with

postmenopausal osteoporosis (range 42-91years old), no other inclu-

sion criteria were applied. BMD was measured with DXA for LS and

TH at baseline and months 6, 12, 18, 24 during treatment. Both,

denosumab injections and DXA scanners were applied and recorded

at OC. Mean BMD change from baseline over 0–24 months and

percent of subjects who achieved BMD changes below or above the

LSC after 24 months were recorded.

Results: The BMD (gr/cm2) for LS and TH at baseline were (mean

±SD) −0.638±0.103 and 0.683±0.101, respectively. Similarly, 36%

of our sample had at least 1 prevalent vertebral or non-vertebral frac-

ture before treatment. The mean BMD increase after 24 months of

treatment relative to baseline was 4.6% at LS and 2.3% at TH. Like-

wise, 84% and 76% of our sample observed a BMD increase above the

LSC at LS and TH, respectively. Only 4 (8%) subjects experienced a

decrease or no change in BMD after treatment for both sites.

Summary & Conclusion: Denosumab was effective for increasing

BMD at LS and TH in most of the postmenopausal women during a

24 months period of real clinical setting.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, denosumab, treatment, real world,

effectiveness
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SKELETAL RESTORATION BY LIRAGLUTIDE IN

OVARIECTOMIZED RATS BY AN OSTEOANABOLIC MODE: A

COMPARATIVE STUDY WITH PTH AND ALENDRONATE

Subhashis Pal

Endocrinology Division, Central Drug Research Institute, Lucknow/
India

Objectives: Osteoblasts express functional glucagon-like peptide

receptor 1 (GLP-1R) and recent reports suggest that GLP-1R agonists

(Liraglutide and exendin-4) could be effective in the treatment for

diabetes-induced bone loss. We studied whether Liraglutide has

therapeutic effect in preclinical model of postmenopausal osteopenia

and its possible mechanism of action.

Methods: Skeletally mature Sprague–Dawley rats were OVX and

used for fracture repair and bone restoration (therapeutic efficacy

assessment) studies wherein the effects of Liraglutide were compared

with PTH and ALN. Micro-computed tomography, Osteoquant (to

measure bone formation rate), bone strength tester, Echo-MRI and

appropriate ELISA kit were used for various measurements.

Results: Liraglutide (0.3 mg/kg/d, s.c.) significantly enhanced bone

regeneration at the fracture site of OVX osteopenic rats. After 12 weeks

of Liraglutide treatment to osteopenic rats, trabecular osteopenia in

femur, tibia and vertebra (L5) was completely restored to the sham

(ovary intact) level, and the effect was better than alendronate (ALN).

Significant bone restorative effect of Liraglutide was observed as early

as 6 weeks post treatment initiation. Liraglutide increased dynamic

measures of surface referent bone formation parameters at the trabec-

ular and cortical sites and the effect was comparable to PTH. Consistent

with this observation, serum P1NP level in the Liraglutide group was

comparable to PTH and higher than the sham. Liraglutide completely

mitigated OVX-induced increase in body weight with attendant

decreases in fat mass but increase in lean muscle mass. Accordingly,

weight adjusted bone mass and volume at femur metaphysis were

comparable to PTH and higher than ALN. L5 compression and femur

three-point bending showed a comparable biomechanical strength

between sham and Liraglutide, and both better than OVX.

Summary & Conclusion: In osteopenic rats, Liraglutide enhanced

bone regeneration at the fracture site and completely restored tra-

becular bone in osteopenic rats by an osteoanabolic mechanism in

addition to reversing body composition.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: post-menopausal osteoporosis, liraglutide, glucagon like

peptide-1 (GLP-1), osteoanabolic, fracture healing
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APOLIPOPROTEIN A-I PREVENTS OSTEOPOROSIS AND

PROMOTES OSTEOGENESIS OF MESENCHYMAL STEM

CELLS VIA STAT3, CXCL6, AND CXCL8

Yu-Chuan Liu1, Wei-Kai Huang2, Ching-Fang Chang1, Yu-Ting

Kao1, Michael Snyder3, Shang-Chih Yang1, Shu-Ching Hsu4, Long-

Yuan Li5, Shiaw-Min Hwang6, Kun-Yi Lin7, Shinn-Chih Wu8, Hsiao-

Ning Huang1, Chih-Han Chien1, Frank Leigh Lu9, Scott C.
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chung/Taiwan, 6Bioresource Collection and Research Center, Food
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7Department of Surgery, Tri-Service General Hospital, Taipei/Taiwan,
8Institute of Biotechnology, National Taiwan University, Taipei/Tai-
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Objectives: Bone integrity is maintained by continous remodeling,

which consisits of bone formation by osteoblasts and bone resorption

by osteoclasts. Osteoporosis, a severe public issue, resulting from from

bone resorption predominates over bone formation. Currently, most of

osteoporosis treaments function by suppressing bone resoprtion; on the

contrary, fewer drugs are designed to promote bone formation.In

addition, these treatments may have several side-effects, like increasing

risks in cancer or cardiovascular disease. Therefore, we want to identify

potent new drug for osteoporosis.

Methods: We utilized high through-put screening in human bone-

marrow mensenchymal stem cells with 12380 human open reading frame

(ORF) clones, and identified novel regulators in promoting osteogenesis

by means of inreasing alkaline phosphatase activity and matrix mineral-

ization. Moreover, we also performed ovareictomy surgery to define the

function of candidate genes in mouse osteoporotic model.

Results: By gain-of-function screen, we demonstrated that

apolipoprotein A-I (ApoA-I), the major protein component of high

density lipoprotein (HDL), can promote osteogenesis of mesenchymal

stem cells. Overexpression ApoA-I in the transgenic mice could

prevent bone loss in ovariectomy-induced osteoporosis through

increasing osteoblast numbers and decreasing osteoclast numbers

concurrently, whhile ApoA-I induced by bromodomain inhibitor

I-BET151 in ovariectomized mice could also cure bone loss as well.

Interestingly, two chemokines, chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand

(CXCL) 6, and 8 are significantly enhanced by ApoA-I through

STAT3 activation. In addition, the inhibition in STAT3 activation or

CXCL6/CXCL8 expression blocked ApoA-I-mediated osteogenesis,

while overexpression of CXCL6 promoted osteogenesis.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results indicate that ApoA-I promote

osteogenesis as a positive regulator in bone formation and offer anabolic

and catabolic effect on bone remodeling through increasing osteoblast

numbers and decreasing osteoclast numbers simutaneously. Importantly,

ApoA-I was reported to block tumor formation and treat cardiovascular

diseases. Thus, our findings may support ApoA-I as a potential target to

prevent or treat osteoporosis with fewer side-effects in the future.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, high throughput screening, chemokines,

mesenchymal stem cells
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FROM PRECISION MEDICINE TO DRUG DISCOVERY:

INHIBITION OF OSTEOBLASTIC SMURF1 PROMOTES BONE

FORMATION IN DISTINCTIVE INDIVIDUALS WITH AGE-

RELATED OSTEOPOROSIS

Chao Liang1, Songlin Peng2, Bao-Ting Zhang3, Aiping Lu1,

Ge Zhang1

1Institute For Advancing Translational Medicine In Bone & Joint
Diseases, Hong Kong Baptist University, Kowloon Tong/Hong Kong
PRC, 2Department of Spine Surgery, Shenzhen People’s Hospital, Ji
Nan University Second College of Medicine, Shenzhen/China, 3School
of Chinese Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, Chinese University of Hong
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Objectives: BMP signaling is essential for osteoblastic bone

formation. Recombinant human BMPs (rhBMPs) have been used for

spinal fusion. However, emerging evidences demonstrate large inter-

individual variations in local bone anabolic action of rhBMPs. Smurf1

ubiquitinates BMP transducers and is a bone formation suppressor.

Recently, we classified age-related osteoporotic individuals into sub-

groups based on distinct intraosseous BMP-2 levels and Smurf1

activity. One major subgroup with a decreased BMP-2 level and

normal Smurf1 activity (BMP-2d/Smurf1n) showed satisfactory

rhBMP-2 response during spinal fusion, whereas another major sub-

group with a normal BMP-2 level and elevated Smurf1 activity (BMP-

2n/Smurf1e) had poor rhBMP-2 response (Fig. 1a, b). Further, Smurf1

gene silencing improved rhBMP-2 response and osteogenic differen-

tiation in BMP-2n/Smurf1e subgroup, leading us to hypothesize that

inhibition of osteoblastic Smurf1 could be a precision medicine

strategy to promote bone formation in BMP-2n/Smurf1e subgroup.

Methods: We designed in silico strategy to screen small molecular

Smurf1 inhibitors and examined effects of the optimal inhibitor on

local spinal fusion in BMP-2n/Smurf1e subgroup. We conjugated the

inhibitor to an osteoblast-targeting oligopeptide (DSS)6 and examined

its effects on systemic bone formation in BMP-2n/Smurf1e subgroup.

Results: We identified a chalcone derivative as the optimal Smurf1

inhibitor. For BMP-2n/Smurf1e subgroup of aged osteoporotic mice,

the chalcone derivative effectively inhibited Smurf1 activity,

increased BMP signaling and promoted in vitro osteogenic differen-

tiation. Local administration of the derivative enhanced spinal fusion

with no obvious toxicity (Fig. 1c, d). After conjugation of the

derivative with (DSS)6, (DSS)6 facilitated the derivative entering

osteoblasts, decreasing Smurf1 activity, increasing BMP signaling

and promoting osteogenic differentiation in vitro. In vivo data showed

that (DSS)6 facilitated the derivative targeting osteoblasts and pro-

moting systemic bone formation (Fig. 1e, g).

Summary & Conclusion: Inhibition of osteoblastic Smurf1 could

be a precision medicine-based bone anabolic strategy in BMP-2n/

Smurf1e subgroup of age-related osteoporotic individuals. The paper

has been invited revision by Science Translational Medicine.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: age-related osteoporosis, precision medicine, Smurf1,

BMP signaling, the chalcone derivative
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ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTS OF SWITCHING ORAL

BISPHOSPHONATES TO DENOSUMAB OR DAILY

TERIPARATIDE IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID

ARTHRITIS

Kosuke Ebina, Makoto Hirao, Hideki Yoshikawa
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Objectives: To clarify the unknown efficacies of switching bis-

phosphonate (BP) to denosumab (DMAb) or daily teriparatide

(TPTD) in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) with directly

comparing these switching treatments.

Methods: 194 patients with RA treated by BP [169 post-

menopausal women, 65.9 years old, DAS28-CRP 2.3, 75.8% with

oral prednisolone (PSL) 3.6 mg/day, prior BP duration 40.0 months,

T-scores: lumbar spine (LS) −1.8, femoral neck (FN) −2.3] were

allocated to either the (1) BP-continue group (n=80), (2) switch-to-

DMAb group (n=74), or (3) switch-to-TPTD group (n=40) based on

each physicians’ decision and followed up for 18 months by moni-

toring bone mineral density (BMD), trabecular bone score (TBS),

bone turnover markers, and fracture incidence.

Results: After 18 months, increase in BMD was significantly greater

in switch-to-DMAb group compared to BP-continue group : LS (5.2 vs

2.3%; P\0.01) and FN (3.8 vs 0.0%; P\0.01); and in switch-to-TPTD

group compared to BP-continue group : LS (9.0 vs 2.3%; P\0.001)

and FN (4.9 vs 0.0%; P\0.01). Moreover, switch-to-TPTD group

showed higher LS BMD (P\0.05) and trabecular bone score (2.1 vs

−0.7%; P\0.05) increase compared to switch-to-DMAb group. The

change in bone turnover markers was significantly greater in switch-to-

DMAb group compared to BP-continue group: TRACP-5b (−20.7 vs

−1.7%; P\0.05) and PINP (−17.8 vs 19.9%; P\0.05); and in switch-

to-TPTD group compared to BP-continue group : TRACP-5b (44.9 vs

−1.7%; P\0.001) and PINP (156.8 vs 19.9%; P\0.001). The fracture

incidence during this period was 8.8% in BP-continue group, 4.1% in

switch-to-DMAb group, and 2.5% in switch-to-TPTD group.

Summary & Conclusion: Switch-to-DMAb group showed linear

and significant increases in LS and FN BMD compared to BP-continue

group, while switch-to-TPTD group showed even higher increase in LS

BMD and TBS compared to switch-to-DMAb group at 18 months.

Disclosure: K Ebina has received payments for lectures from Daiichi

Sankyo. M Hirao and H Yoshikawa declare that they have no conflicts

of interest
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paratide, bisphosphonates
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THE EARLY EFFECTS OF ANTI-RANKL ANTIBODY ON BONE

METABOLISM

Toshinobu Omiya, Jun Hirose, Takeshi Miyamoto, Sakae Tanaka

Orthopaedics, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo/Japan
Objectives:Theobjective of this studywas to investigate the earlyphase

effect of anti-RANKL (receptor activator of nuclear factor κB ligand)

monoclonal antibody in the skeletal tissues of ovariectomized mice.

Methods: Twelve-week-old female C57BL/6 mice were ovariec-

tomized, and treated with anti-RANKL antibody (single injection of

5 mg/kg) 4 weeks after the surgery. The mice were sacrificed before

antibody administration (day 0), and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 days after the

antibody injection. Hind limbs and lumbar spines were subjected to

histological and histomorphometric analysis.

Results: In the cancellous bone areas of tibia and lumbar spines,

histomorphometric analysis demonstrated no significant chage in bone

volume (BV/TV and Tb. N) until 6 days of the anti-RANKL antibody

treatment. However, bone resorption parameters (ES/BS and Oc.S/BS)

rapidly decreased to almost undetectable levels by day 3, and remained

low levels thereafter. On the other hand, bone formation parameters

(OV/BV and Ob.S/BS) and bone formation speed parameters (BFR/BS

and MAR) did not significantly reduced until day 6. In the cortical

bone areas of the femur, histomorphometric analysis demonstrated a

rapid decrease of bone resorption parameter (Ps. ES/Ps), while no

significant changes were detected in bone formation parameters (Ps.

MAR and PS. BFR/PS). Electron microscopic examination

demonstrated that the ruffled border formation was markedly reduced

in osteoclasts 2 day after anti-RANKL antibody injection, while

osteoblast or osteocyte morphology did not appear to differ.

Summary & Conclusion: Anti-RANKL antibody treatment rapidly

decreased bone resorption by suppressing the ruffled border formation

in osteoclasts, while bone formation was maintained in the early

phase after the treatment. Such a gap between the early phase effects

on bone resorption and bone formation may contribute to the marked

increase in bone mass induced by anti-RANKL antibody.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, RANKL, anti-RANKL antibody, bone

formation
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OSTEOPOROTIC SPINAL FRACTURES WITH

NEUROLOGICAL COMPROMISES

Young-Hoon Kim1, Kee-Yong Ha1, Ye-Soo Park2, Sang-Il Kim1

1Orthopedic Surgery, Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital, The Catholic
University of Korea, Seoul/Korea, Republic of, 2Orthopedic Surgery,
Guri Hospital, Hanyang University College of Medicine, Guri/Korea,
Republic of

Objectives: To report the clinical and radiological characteristics

of the surgically intervened osteoporotic spinal fractures (OSFs) with

neurological compromises.

Methods: Consecutive surgical cases for OSFs with neurologic

complications that have at least 2 years follow-up (mean 30±8.9

months) were analyzed. Thirty-one cases (M: F=14: 17) with mean

age of 73±8.3 years were included. Patients with infections, malig-

nancies and fractures secondary to major trauma were excluded. was

used for clinical assessment. Clinical manifestations and radiological

findings including visual analogue scale (VAS), Oswestry disability

index (ODI) and Frankel grade were assessed.

Results: Neurologic compromises resulted from progressive kyphosis

with retropulsed fragment, nonunion with instability of the involved

segment, or aggravation of pre-existing stenotic conditions. Myelopathy

developed in 21 patients and radiculopathy was noted in 10 patients. The

thoracolumbar junction (n=19) was the main level involved. Mean time

interval from injury and surgery was 2.8 months (range, 1–8). Preopera-

tive pain (VAS: 7.1±2.1) and disability (ODI: 68±17.7) were improved

at the last follow-up (VAS: 4.5±2.5, ODI: 44.2±13.9). Improvement of

neurologic impairments more than one Frankel grade was observed in 13

patients (43%). Anterior corpectomy and reconstruction was done for 18

patients, and posterior reconstructionwasdone for13patients. Therewere

no significant differences in perioperative complications or clinical results

along the surgical reconstructions. However, metallic dislodgement is

frequently found in the posterior reconstruction group.

Summary & Conclusion: Although most OSFs can be successfully

treated with conservative treatment, late neurologic compromises

could be developed by the aggravation of pre-existing stenotic con-

ditions or nonunion of the involved vertebrae.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporotic fractures, compression fractures, neurologic

manifestations
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EDUCATION AND EXERCISE PROGRAM IMPROVES

OSTEOPOROSIS KNOWLEDGE, AND CHANGE OF CALCIUM

AND VITAMIN D DIETARY INTAKE IN COMMUNITY

DWELLING ELDERLY

Yong-Chan Ha1, Ha-Young Kim2, Hyoung Moo Park3, Young-Kyun

Lee4, D-Y Kim5

1Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Chung-Ang University College
of Medicine, Seoul/Korea, Republic of, 2Department of Internal
Medicine, Wonkwang University Sanbon Hospital, Wonkwang
University College of Medicine, Gunpo/Korea, Republic of, 3Depart-
ment of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Chung-Ang University College of
Medicine, Seoul/Korea, Republic of, 4Department of Orthopedic Sur-
gery, Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, Seongnam/Korea,
Republic of, 5Department of Nuclear Medicine, Kyung Hee University
Hospital, Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: The purpose of this prospective educational inter-

vention study was to evaluate the changes in osteoporosis knowledge,

osteoporosis and fall self-efficacy, physical exercise, and change

dietary pattern of calcium and vitamin D intake after osteoporosis

education.

Methods: From November 1, 2015 to August 31, 2016, 271 eli-

gible candidates who were over 50 years old from 23 community

centers were recruited through an announcement in the public office

and by two health care providers. The intervention involved a tailored

education and exercise program on aspects of osteoporosis, including

osteoporosis knowledge, osteoporosis self-efficacy, fall self-efficacy

risk factors, and calcium and vitamin D intake. The researchers

revisited the community centers after the initial visit 3 months later.

Results: Of the 271 potential participants, 199 (73.4%; 43 men and

156 women) completed the education program and the second

questionnaire. After education intervention, parameters including

osteoporosis knowledge, osteoporosis self-efficacy, and fall self-effi-

cacy were improved (P\0.0001). After education regarding patterns

of food intake with high contents of calcium and vitamin D, dietary

calcium and vitamin D intake were increased (P\0.0001)from the

initial 446.8±328.8 mg and 8.3±10.4 µg, respectively, to 537.4±

253.9 mg and 11.7±7.4 µg, respectively, at the 3-month follow-up.

Summary & Conclusion: This prospective intervention study

demonstrated that education on osteoporosis knowledge and regular

exercise programs could improve osteoporosis self-efficacy, falls self-

efficacy and dietary calcium and vitamin D intake.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis knowledge, vitamin D, calcium, education,

falls
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FRACTURE PREVENTING EFFECTS OF MAXMARVIL

TABLETS (ALENDRONATE 5 MG+CALCITRIOL 0.5 μg) IN
PATIENTS WITH OSTEOPOROSIS

Yong-Chan Ha1, Ha-Young Kim2, Hyoung Moo Park3, Young-Kyun

Lee4, D-Y Kim5

1Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Chung-Ang University College
of Medicine,, Seoul/Korea, Republic of, 2Department of Internal
Medicine, Wonkwang University Sanbon Hospital, Wonkwang
University College of Medicine, Gunpo/Korea, Republic of, 3Depart-
ment of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Chung-Ang University College of
Medicine, Seoul/Korea, Republic of, 4Department of Orthopedic Sur-
gery, Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, Seongnam/Korea,
Republic of, 5Department of Nuclear Medicine, Kyung Hee University
Hospital, Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: The purpose of this prospective, open-label, obser-

vational study was to assess the fracture preventing effect of

Maxmarvil Tablets (Alendronate 5 mg+Calcitriol 0.5 μg) in patients

with osteoporosis and to evaluate the change in bone mineral density

at the minimum 1-year follow-up.

Methods: In this multicenter observational study, 691 patients with

osteoporosis (aged 50 years or older) were treated with Alendronate

5 mg+Calcitriol 0.5 μg/day during their normal course of care.

Patients were assessed at baseline and at 6 and 12 months. Baseline

characteristics (including age, gender, concomitant disease, and

baseline fractures) were evaluated.

Results: From among the 848 potential participants, 149 individ-

uals were excluded at the time of the study and 8 people had died. Of

these 848 potential participants, 691 participants (54 men and 637

women) finished the follow-up study and completed the question-

naire. The mean age of the participants was 71.5 years (range, 50–92

years; mean age, 72.3 years for men and 71.4 years for women).

Osteoporotic fracture occurred in 19 patients (2.7%). Bone mineral

density of the lumbar spine and hip was improved by 5% and 1.5% at

the latest follow-up. At the latest follow-up, 24 patients (3.5%)

complained of drug-related complications such as dyspepsia, consti-

pation, and nausea.

Summary & Conclusion: This prospective observational study

demonstrated that Alendronate 5 mg+Calcitriol 0.5 μg/day had a

preventive effect on osteoporotic fracture and it increased the bone

mineral density of the lumbar spine by 5% at the latest follow-up.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, osteoporotic fracture, alendronate 5 mg+

calcitriol 0.5 ug, bone mineral density
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DEVELOPMENT OF SMARTPHONE EDUCATIONAL

APPLICATION FOR PATIENTS WITH OSTEOPOROSIS AND

OSTEOPOROTIC FRACTURE

Young Jun Won1, Yoo Mee Kim1, Se Hwa Kim1, Dong Sik Chae2,

Byung Ho Lee2

1Endocrinology and Metabolism, Catholic Kwandong University,
Incheon/Korea, Republic of, 2Orthopedic Surgery, Catholic Kwandong
University, Incheon/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Adherence to the treatment of osteoporosis continues to

decline over time for a variety of reasons. In order to prevent osteo-

porosis and reduce the risk of osteoporotic fracture, it is necessary to

improve the compliance of osteoporosis treatment. The purpose of this

study is to develop a smartphone application (app) that meets the sat-

isfaction of patients with osteoporosis and osteoporotic fracture.

Methods: Smartphone app includes educational content to improve

compliance and manage osteoporosis and osteoporotic fractures by

the patient himself. The app was developed using planning, require-

ments analysis, implementation, development, and testing according

to the Agile development cycle. Patients’, doctors’, nurses’, and

caregivers’ satisfaction were assessed using a questionnaire to

improve patient use of the app.

Results: The smartphone app “Strong Bone” was developed

through reviewing the literature related with education of osteo-

porosis and osteoporotic fracture and searching for medical apps that

are readily available. The app keeps track of medication schedules,

doctor’s appointment, and provides education materials and daily life

management. The educational content consists of four main parts:

nutrition, exercise, life style modification, and prevention of falls. The

nutrition and the exercise sections of the app checks whether the user

followed their diet and activities. Lastly, the app calculates 10-year

probability of major osteoporotic fracture and hip fracture annually.
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Summary & Conclusion: It is an app that encourages prevention

and management of osteoporosis and osteoporotic fractures without

limitation of time and location.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: smartphone applications, osteoporosis, fracture preven-

tion, patient education

Osteoporosis: pathophysiology and epidemiology
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HIP FRACTURE INCIDENCE IN AUSTRIA AND PROJECTED

CASES UNTIL 2050 IN AN AUSTRIAN PROVINCE

Wolfgang Brozek1, Karl-Peter Benedetto2, Hartmut Häfele3, Joachim
Kopf3, Thomas Bärenzung4, Richard Schnetzer5, Christian Schenk6,

Elmar Stimpfl7, Ursula Waheed-Hutter7, Hanno Ulmer8, Kilian

Rapp9, Klaus Klaushofer1, Elisabeth Zwettler1, Gabriele Nagel7, Hans

Concin7

11st Medical Department, Hanusch Hospital, Ludwig Boltzmann
Institute of Osteology at the Hanusch Hospital of the Vienna Health
Insurance Fund (WGKK) and Trauma Center Meidling of the Austrian
Workers´ Compensation Board (AUVA), Vienna/Austria, 2Department
of Trauma Surgery, Landeskrankenhaus Feldkirch, Feldkirch/Austria,
3Department of Trauma Surgery, Landeskrankenhaus Bregenz, Bre-
genz/Austria, 4Department of Trauma Surgery, Landeskrankenhaus
Bludenz, Bludenz/Austria, 5Department of Trauma Surgery,
Krankenhaus Dornbirn, Dornbirn/Austria, 6Sanatorium Schruns,
Sanatorium Schruns, Schruns/Austria, 7Agency For Preventive and
Social Medicine, Agency for Preventive and Social Medicine, Bregenz/
Austria, 8Department of Medical Statistics, Informatics and Health
Economics, Innsbruck Medical University, Innsbruck/Austria,
9Department of Clinical Gerontology, Robert-Bosch-Hospital, Stutt-
gart/Germany

Objectives: We report hip fracture incidence 2006–2014 in Aus-

tria and 2003–2013 in Vorarlberg, the westernmost Austrian province,

and predict cases until 2050.

Methods: Based on information on patient level on hip fractures

2003–2013 collected from all hospital discharge records in Vorarl-

berg, crude incidence as well as incidence adapted to the European

standard population are reported. Relying on the age-specific inci-

dence in 2013 or trends 2003–2013, we predict hip fractures until

2050 in three demographic scenarios including a most probable main

scenario and variants characterized by growth or ageing of the pop-

ulation. Moreover, aggregated data from the Austrian hospital

discharge register informed on the nationwide hip fracture incidence

trend over recent years.

Results: Female age-standardized hip fracture incidence decreased

2005–2013 from 226 to 153 cases per 100,000 person-years in

Vorarlberg, whereas for men, incidence remained constant. Nation-

wide aggregated incidence data confirmed the decreasing trend for the

elderly ≥65 years all over Austria, declining from 1,120 hospital

discharges per 100,000 persons in 2006 to 997 in 2014. Uncorrected

forecasts indicate that by 2050, female and male cases will each have

more than doubled from 2015 in all demographic scenarios in

Vorarlberg. Corrected by incidence trends before 2013, however,

cases are expected to drop by 0.6% each year among women but

slightly rise among men in the most probable main scenario. In all

three demographic scenarios, hip fracture cases are anticipated to

decrease until 2050 except for women ≥80 years and men ≥65 years.

Summary & Conclusion: In Vorarlberg, decreasing hip fracture

incidence rates particularly among women are expected to

counteract the predicted increase in hip fracture cases due to

demographic changes. Aggregated nationwide data confirm a decline

in hip fracture incidence in Austria. Prevention programs should be

continued with particular attention to women ≥80 years and men

≥65 years.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: hip fracture incidence, osteoporosis, Austria, Vorarlberg,

prognosis
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NOVEL VARIANTS OF LRP5 AND FUNCTIONAL STUDY IN

YOUNG ADULTS WITH IDIOPATHIC OSTEOPOROSIS

Corinne Collet1, Manon Ricquebourg2, Agnès Ostertag3, Thomas

Funck-Brentano4, Marine Delecourt2, Giulia Tueur2, Martine Lenne2,

Philippe Orcel5, Jean-Louis Laplanche2,

Martine Cohen-Solal6

1Service De Biochimie Et De Biologie Moléculaire, Hôpital Lari-
boisière-inserm 1132, Paris/France, 2Service De Biochimie Et De
Biologie Moléculaire, Hôpital Lariboisière, Paris/France, 3Umr-1132,
INSERM, Paris/France, 4Rheumatology-hôpital Lariboisière, Univer-
sité Paris Diderot-INSERM UMR1132, Paris/France, 5Rheumatology-
inserm 1132, Hôpital Lariboisière, Paris/France, 6Rheumatology/in-
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Objectives: Idiopathic osteoporosis in young adult is an

uncommon disorder with an unclear genetic cause. Pathogenic

mutations in LRP5 were first described in autosomal recessive

osteoporosis pseudoglioma, and polymorphisms in LRP5 gene are

reported in several GWAS. Our aim was to focus on mutations in

LRP5 gene in a large cohort of young adult patients with primary

osteoporosis and assess their functional role in Wnt signaling.

Methods: All selected patients had a bone mineral density (BMD,

Z-score \2.5) associated to major osteoporotic fractures. Patients

were aged between 20 and 55 years at the age of diagnosis. A

molecular screening was based on target sequencing approach

including ALPL, COL1A1, COL1A2, IFTIM5, LRP5, LRP6, PLS3,

WNT1 and WNT16. In case of novel or very rare missense LRP5

variant, functional studies of LRP5 were led by site-directed muta-

genesis in Saos-2 cells line transfected with mutant or Wild-type

LRP5 expression plasmids in presence of Wnt factor.

Results: Mutations in COL1A2, PLS3 and WNT1 were found at

heterozygous level in the cohort (frequency 7.5%). The rare p.

Val667Met variant was over-represented with a frequency of 24% in

young osteoporotic patients (heterozygous frequency 4% in European

general population). Moreover, patients with p.Val667Met or a novel

variant in LRP5 displayed a significantly lower spinal BMD and a

higher number of fractures as compared to osteoporotic patients

without mutations. Moreover, fourteen novel pathogenic heterozy-

gous variants in LRP5 were identified with a frequency of 10%. Site-

directed mutagenesis in Saos-2 cells line transfected with mutant

LRP5 showed altered Wnt signaling.

Summary & Conclusion: LRP5 appears to be a major gene in

young patients with primary osteoporosis although other genes can be

involved. A molecular screening in young adults affected by idio-

pathic low BMD and fractures could be useful in order to

personalized treatment in future.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: idiopathic osteoporosis, LRP5 gene, Wnt signalling
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GEOGRAPHIC HETEROGENEITY IN HIP FRACTURE

INCIDENCE IN DENMARK, A REGISTER-BASED NATIONAL

STUDY ON SURGICALLY TREATED HIP FRACTURES

Bo Abrahamsen1, Katrine H. Rubin1, Per B. Johansen2,

Henrik A. Sørensen3

1Open, University of Southern Denmark, Odense C/Denmark, 2Dept of
Medicine, Holbæk Hospital, Holbæk/Denmark, 3Medicine, Holbæk
Hospital, Holbæk/Denmark

Objectives: To obtain information about any geographic variation

in hip fracture rates between residents of urban and rural areas or

privileged vs more deprived areas of the country.

Methods: We used National Hospital Discharge data to determine

the age and gender specific rates of surgically treated hip fractures (N

=8,045, age 50+) for 2010 within each of ten areas of the country

defined by the Eurostat (‘NUTS’ level 3 classification). Location was

by residence not location of event.

Results: Standardizedhip fracture rates (per 1,000personyears) for age

50+ forwomen (Fig. 1) ranged from4.1 (EZealand) and4.3 (NZealand) to

5.3 (N Jutland) and 5.7 (Inner Copenhagen), a difference of 40% between

lowest and highest rate. For men, rates were 1.8 (E Zealand) to 2.7 (Inner

Copenhagen), a difference of 50%. Low risk areas had the highest average

personal income (N and E Zealand) while high risk areas, except Inner

Copenhagen, had low average incomes (N Jutland and W Zealand).

Summary & Conclusion: Considerable differences in hip fracture rates,

which parallel socioeconomic differences, are present inDenmark despite a

comprehensive universal national health service. While Inner Copenhagen

had the highest hip fracture rates, rateswere also high in predominantly rural

areas with low family incomes such as W Zealand and N Jutland.

Disclosure: BA, KHR: Institutional research contracts with Novartis

and UCB.

Keywords: osteoporosis, epidemiology, hip fracture
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CORONARY ARTERY CALCIUM SCORE IS REVERSELY

RELATED WITH BONE MINERAL DENSITY AND HAIR

CALCIUM: THE RELATIONSHIP AMONG DIFFERENT

CALCIUM POOLS IN BODY

Bom Taeck Kim, Sang Hoon Lee, Duk Joo Lee, Kyu Nam Kim

Family Practice and Community Health, Ajou University School of
Medicine, Suwon/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: With aging, calcium efflux from bone is increased

with age-related bone loss, and it can reduce bone mineral density. On

the contrary, age-related calcium adoption into arterial wall pro-

gressively stiffens blood vessels. Theses process insinuates shift of

calcium among different pools in body. However, their relationships

have not been elucidated yet. We investigated the correlation among

different calcium pools in body to reveal relationships among calcium

contents in hair, bone and blood vessels in women.

Methods: We examined 50 females who visited Ajou University

Hospital Health Promotion Center, Suwon, Korea for regular health

check-up between January 2007 and June 2011. We measured

Agatston coronary artery calcium score (CACS), bone mineral den-

sity (BMD), and hair calcium concentration.

Results: CACS inversely correlatedwithBMD(r =−0.280, P=0.049
with L1-4, r = −0.310, P=0.028 with femur neck, r = −0.333, P=0.018
with femur total) and hair calcium concentration (r = −0.352, P=0.012).

Summary & Conclusion: CACS has negative correlation with

BMD and hair calcium level in women. Different body calcium pools

such as bone, hair and blood vessel significantly correlated each other.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: calcium metabolism, coronary artery calcium score, bone

mineral density, hair calcium concentration
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PREVALENCE AND RISK FACTORS OF LOW BONE MINERAL
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INFECTED YOUNG MEN

Julien Paccou1, Nathalie Viget2, Elodie Drumez3,

Bernard Cortet4, Olivier Robineau2

1Rheumatology, Lille University, Lille/France, 2Department of Infec-
tious Diseases, Lille University Hospital, Tourcoing/France,
3Department of Biostatistics, Lille University Hospital, Lille/France,
4Rheumatology, Lille University Hospital, Lille/France

Objectives: Patients with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)

infection have a higher risk of low bone mineral density (BMD) and

fragility fracture, but little is known of these risks in antiretroviral

therapy (ART)-naı̈ve, HIV-infected young men. Our aim was to

investigate prevalence of low BMD and factors associated with BMD

levels in this population.

Methods: In this cross-sectional study, dual-energy X-ray absorp-

tiometry (DXA) was used to measure BMD and for laboratory

assessments. BMD at the lumbar spine, total hip and femoral neck was

expressed as a Z-score (number of standard deviations away from the

mean in an age-, race-, and sex-matched reference population). Low

BMDwas defined as Z-score ≤−2 at any of the three sites. Prevalence of
low BMD was evaluated, as were risk factors associated with BMD

z-scores at the lumbar spine, total hip and femoral neck.

Results: The study cohort comprised 49 men, of which 87.8%

were white. Mean age was 31.6 (±7.7) years and mean BMI was 22.7

(±4.0) kg/m. Half of the patients (51.0%) were current smokers. The

prevalence of low BMD was 24.5% [95% CI, 13.3–38.9]. Low

oestrogen levels and low BMI were associated with low BMD

z-scores at each skeletal site, whereas current smoking and high IGF1

levels were associated with low BMD z-scores at lumbar spine.

Among the HIV-related factors, low CD4+ cell count was associated

with low BMD z-scores at the lumbar spine.

Summary & Conclusion: We found a high prevalence of low BMD

in an ART-naı̈ve cohort of young men. Risk factors associated with

low BMD z-scores were those traditionally found in HIV individuals

(low BMI, current smoking, and CD4+ cell count), or linked to

endocrine hormone levels (estradiol, IGF-1).

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: fragility fractures, bone mineral density; human immun-

odeficiency virus; antiretroviral therapy; risk factors
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BONE MINERAL DENSITY AND

ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION

Daniela Monova1, Simeon Monov2, Maria Ivanova3,

Ruska Shumnalieva4, Milena Todorova3

1Department of Internal Medicine, Medical University - Sofia, Medical
Institute, Sofia/Bulgaria, 2Clinic of Rheumatology, Department of
Internal Medicine, Medical University - Sofia, Sofia/Bulgaria,
3Departmant of Internal Medicine, Medical Institute, Sofia/Bulgaria,
4Department of Internal Medicine, Medical University - Sofia, Clinic
of Rheumatology, Sofia/Bulgaria

Objectives: Alcohol is widely consumed across the world in

different cultural and social settings. Most population-based

studies have shown a positive association between alcohol and

bone mass and no change or a decrease in fracture risk. It has been

difficult to demonstrate alcohol-induced bone loss and increased

fracture rate. The malnutrition, lack of exercise, hormonal changes

are additional causative factors, which also contribute to the effects

of alcohol consumption on bone and mineral metabolism. The aim

of this study is to evaluate the effect of alcohol intake on bone

mineral density (BMD) and fracture risk.

Methods: A cross-sectional study was performed including 137

men, aged 35–72 years. Alcohol intake was determined by self-ad-

ministered questionnaires, and BMD was measured by dual energy

X-ray absorptiometry. ANOVA was used to determine the relationship

between alcohol intake and BMD, and ANCOVA was performed after

adjusting for age, body mass index, education, household income,

smoking status, calcium intake and physical activity. Types of alcohol

consumption differ between (a) light, only occasional consumption,

(b) heavy chronic alcohol consumption, and (c) binge drinking.

Results: 34 men reported light, only occasional alcohol intake; 75

reported heavy chronic alcohol consumption, and 28 reported mod-

erate to heavy intake in the year before baseline. A positive

association between light alcohol consumption and BMD was shown,

in contrast to the negative effect of binge drinking on BMD. Moderate

alcohol consumption is not harmful to bone health and may even be

beneficial. Beneficial effects do not appear to be mediated through an

action on bone metabolism. Greater alcohol intake was not associated

with greater risk for hip fractures. Men with heavy alcohol intake, but

not patients with binge drinking, had a lower risk of two or more

incident falls (heavy intake: relative risk (RR)=0,61, 95% confidence

interval (CI)=0,58–0,89; binge drinking intake: RR=0,81, 95% CI=

0,66–1,20) than patients with light alcohol intake.

Summary & Conclusion: Alcohol consumption is a risk factor for

osteoporosis based on the frequent finding of a low bone mass and

increased fracture incidence in alcoholics.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone mineral density, fracture risk, alcohol intake
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RISK OF SUBSEQUENT FRACTURE AFTER OSTEOPOROSIS-
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GERMAN SICK FUND ANALYSIS

Peyman Hadji1, Bernd Schweikert2, Sonja Ansorge3, Jochen Dunkel4,

Emese Toth5

1Department of Bone Oncology, Krankenhaus Nordwest, Frankfurt/
Germany, 2Rwsa, Mapi Group, Munich/Germany, 3Data Science,
Arvato Health Analytics GmbH, Munich/Germany, 4Global Statistical
Sciences, UCB Pharma, Monheim/Germany, 5Real World Evidence
Practice, UCB Pharma, Brussels/Belgium

Objectives: To identify risk factors for subsequent near-term

fracture (i.e. within 1 year following first osteoporosis-related frac-

ture) using German Sick Fund population data.

Methods: In this observational, retrospective analysis of repre-

sentative German Sick Fund data (*5% population sample) from

2009 to 2011, we included *46,000 patients ≥50 years old with

osteoporosis and at high risk of fracture. Fractures occurring in 2010

were identified using OPS/EBM or ICD-10-GM diagnostic codes.

Medical possession ratio (MPR) assessed treatment compliance.

A Cox proportional hazard model assessed time between first (index

date) and subsequent fractures. To assess baseline risk factors for

subsequent fracture, the most influential factors were selected from a

number of demographic, clinical and treatment-related factors.

Results: 3581 patients (91% female; mean age 77 years) were

identified, with fracture at index date (n [%]): hip, 632 (18); vertebral,

695 (19); non-hip/non-vertebral (NHNV), 2254 (63). Subsequent

fracture within 1 year occurred in 326 (9%) patients; mean time to

event: 145 days (median 95 days). Baseline average MPR was 17%

and increased to 23%, 1 year after incident fracture. Estimated hazard

ratios associated with the model factors are shown (Table). Patients

aged ≥75 years vs\75 years had a greater fracture risk (+45%). Risk

increased, +95% after vertebral, and +66% after hip, vs NHNV

fracture. Baseline MPR was not an influential predictor but the

highest MPR values decreased the fracture risk vs no treatment.

Summary & Conclusion: Accounting for claims data analyses limi-

tations, our data suggest advanced age and fracture type were significant

predictors of subsequent fracture within the year following first fracture.

Other factors were not significant despite significance in the univariate

analysis, possibly due to small sample sizes. Funding UCB Pharma.

Table

Disclosure: PH: consults/speaker bureaux for Amgen, MDS, Novartis,

Pfizer, UCB; speaker bureaux for Lilly. BS: employed by Mapi Group,

funded by UCB for this research, SA: employed by Gesundheitsforen

Leipzig, now Arvato. ET, JD: employed/own stocks at UCB.

Keywords: risk factors, osteoporosis, fracture, subsequent fracture
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EFFECTS OF A SELECTIVE PHOSPHODIESTERASE 5

INHIBITOR (SILDENAFIL) ON THE SKELETAL SYSTEM OF

ORCHIDECTOMIZED AND NON-ORCHIDECTOMIZED RATS

Maria Pytlik1, Leszek Śliwiński2, Małgorzata Zbrojkiewicz2, Urszula
Cegieła1, Joanna Folwarczna2, Aleksandra Janas1

1Department of Pharmacology, School of Pharmacy With The Division
of Laboratory Medicine In Sosnowiec, Medical University of Silesia,
Katowice, Sosnowiec/Poland, 2Department of Pharmacology, School
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of Pharmacy With The Division of Laboratory Medicine In Sosnowiec,
Medical University of Silesia, Katowice, Poland, Sosnowiec/Poland

Objectives: Selective phosphodiesterase 5 (PDE5) inhibitors,

responsible for the increase in cGMP cellular levels, are used in the

treatment of erectile dysfunction and pulmonary arterial hypertension.

cGMP signal transduction may play an important role in regulation of

bone remodeling. The most commonly used selective inhibitor of

PDE5 is sildenafil, and its effects on the skeletal system in conditions

of developing osteoporosis have not been studied so far. The aim of

the study was to investigate the effects of sildenafil on the skeletal

system of orchidectomized and non-orchidectomized rats.

Methods: The experiments were performed on 3-month-old male

Wistar rats divided into 4 groups (n=10–11): I—non-orchidectomized

control rats, II—orchidectomized control rats, III—non-orchidec-

tomized rats receiving sildenafil, IV—orchidectomized rats receiving

sildenafil. Sildenafil was administered at a dose of 10 mg/kg by

stomach gavage, 6 days a week, for a period of 30 days. Bilateral

orchidectomy was performed 11 days before the start of sildenafil

administration. Bone mass and mineralization, macrometric and his-

tomorphometric parameters, as well as mechanical properties of the

tibial metaphysis and femoral diaphysis and neck were evaluated.

Results: Androgen deficiency in orchidectomized rats induced

development of osteopenia, with inhibition of bone formation and

mineralization, intensification of bone resorption and worsensening of

mechanical properties of compact bone (statistically significant

reduction in the yield load and the fracture point load in the femoral

diaphysis). Sildenafil did not significantly affect the skeletal system in

non-orchidectomized rats, but it prevented the development of

osteopenia in orchidectomized rats, increasing bone formation (pe-

riosteal and endosteal transverse growth in the tibia) and improving

mechanical properties of the femoral neck.

Summary & Conclusion: The results obtained in the animal model of

osteoporosis suggest that sildenafil may exert beneficial effects on bone

metabolism and reduce the risk of osteoporosis inmenwith hypogonadism.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, sildenafil, PDE5 inhibitors, orchidec-

tomized rats
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MINERAL BONE DENSITY AND VITAMIN D LEVELS IN

PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC PANCREATITIS

Angels Martinez-Ferrer1, Antonio López Serrano2, Cristina Vergara

Dangond3, Marta Aguilar Zamora3, Èlia Valls Pascual1, Amparo

Ybáñez García1, Juan Jose Alegre Sancho1

1Rheumatology, Hospital Dr Peset, Valencia/Spain, 2Gastroenterology,
Hospital Dr Peset, Valencia/Spain, 3Rheumatology, Hospital Dr Peset,
Valencia/Spain

Objectives: It is known that osteoporosis is the most frequent bone

disease in patients with biliopancreatic pathology. Although this

entity is well established in other gastrointestinal pathologies, such as

primary biliary cirrhosis, celiac disease, inflammatory bowel disease

and gastrectomy, data on patients with chronic pancreatitis (CP) are

scarce. The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship

between pancreatic exocrine function, vitamin D levels and bone

mineral density (BMD) in patients with CP in our setting.

Methods: Transversal study in patients with CP. Lumbar and

femoral bone mineral density (BMD), as well parameters of phos-

phocalcic metabolism (Ca/P, PTH, 25-hidroxyvitamin D) were

determined. In addition, exocrine pancreatic function was evaluated

using non-invasive tests: the pancreatic fecal elastase-1 test (FE-1)

and breath test by 13 C-Mixed Triglycerides (Pancreo-kit®).

Results: Thirty-four patientswere included in the study, 28men and 6

women with a mean age of 58±7.5 years; at 29 (12–63) months of CP

diagnosis, mostly alcoholic etiology (88%). 23.5% reported a history of

fracturedue to fragility.TheBMIwas\18.5kg/m2 in 15%of the patients.

80% of patients presented vitamin D insufficiency (25-hidroxyvitaminD

\30 ng/ml) and 68% showed deficient levels (\20 ng/ml), half of the

patients showed exocrine pancreatic insufficiency: 50% presented levels

of FE-1\200 mcg/g, and up to 47% Pancreo-kit®was pathological. The

majority of patients (86%) had low bonemass (65% osteopenia and 21%

osteoporosis). A correlation was observed between pancreatic function

(Pancreo-kit®) and vitamin D levels (p 0.002), FE-1 (p 0.003), BMI

(0.0013) and femoral BMD (p 0.021). We also observed a significant

association between BMI and lumbar and femoral BMD (p\0.05).

Summary & Conclusion: Patients with CP frequently have vitamin

D insufficiency and low bone mass, indicating the need to adopt

preventive measures in the therapeutic approach of these patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: pancreatic function, osteoporosis, chronic pancreatitis,

vitamin D, bone mineral density
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INCIDENCE OF OSTEOPOROSIS-RELATED FRACTURES IN

GERMANY

Hans-Christof Schober1, Kathrin Baessgen1, Tim Wilk1,

Thomas Mittlmeier2, Reimer Andresen3, Guido Schröder2, Gabriele
Lehmann4

1Internal Medicine, Klinikum Südstadt Rostock, Rostock/Germany,
2Traumasurgery, University Rostock, Rostock/Germany, 3Radiology,
Westküstenklinikum, Heide/Germany, 4Internal Medicine, University
Jena, Jena/Germany

Objectives: Introduction: Fractures have an high impact on quality

of life. 300 000 patients suffering osteoporosis experience a fracture

per annum in Germany. Concerning the incidence of different

osteoporosis related fractures a limited and long standing body of data

is available. The aim of the study was to develope an appropriate and

current fracture incidence in Germany.

Methods: The population of two urban cities was prospectively

investigated over a period of twelve month. The city of Jena (109 522

inhabitants) located in the middle of Germany and the city of Rostock

(200 413 inhabitants) located at the baltic sea were choosen. Every

adult patient ([20 years of age) suffering a fracture admitted to the

hospitals or outpatient departments of the cities were included. All

fractures were recorded and confirmed on radiographs. The results

were compared with often used retrospective data from official ICD

registers. We describe incidence as number/100 000 persons.

Results: A total of 1038 fractures occured in Rostock, the number

in Jena was 489. The most common type was the wrist fracture

(Rostock: 395, incidence: 197,1; Jena: 183, incidence: 170,2) fol-

lowed by hip fracture (Rostock:242, incidence:120,8; Jena: 124,

incidence 115), the proximal humerus (Rostock:190, incidence: 94,8;

Jena: 77, incidence 71,6) and the vertebral fractures (Rostock :188,

incidence 108,1; Jena: 105, incidence: 97,65). VertebraI fractures in

patients more than 90 years of age had an equal incidence in both

cities (Rostock: 645,2; Jena: 642,8). The retrospective comparison

with official ICD—Data revealed an over-registration of 26,67%.

Summary & Conclusion: Using the same method we found rela-

tively similar numbers in both cities. Therefore our current data

provide an appropriate number of the incidence of osteoporosis-related

fractures. The are slightly lower than former data which could be an

effect of a better awareness of the disease and better treatment options.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis fractures incidence Germany, osteoporosis,

fractures, incidence, Germany
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PRECEDING AND SUBSEQUENT HIGH- AND LOW-TRAUMA

FRACTURE PATTERNS—A 13-YEAR EPIDEMIOLOGICAL

STUDY IN FEMALES AND MALES IN AUSTRIA

Christian Muschitz1, Roland Kocijan1, Judith Haschka2,

Heinrich Resch1, Peter Pietschmann3, Hans Peter Dimai4

1Medical Department Ii, St. Vincent Hospital, Vienna/Austria, 2Medi-
cal Department Ii, St. Vincent Hospital, Vienna/Austria, 3Department
of Pathophysiology and Allergy Research, Medical University of
Vienna, Vienna/Austria, 4Division of Endocrinology, Medical Unver-
sity Graz, Graz/Austria

Objectives: Little is known about the impact of the skeletal

fracture site in conjunction with the severity of a past fracture (high-

or low-trauma preceding fracture) and its effect on future fracture

risk.

Methods: Patients with de novo high- and low-trauma fractures

admitted to seven large trauma centers across Austria between 2000

and 2012 were stratified into sex and different age groups. Kaplan–

Meier estimates, cox proportional hazards regression models (HR)

and likelihood calculations estimated effects of age, sex and the

anatomic region on the probability of a subsequent fracture in the

same patient.

Results: 433,499 female and male patients at an age range from 0 to

100 years with 575,772 de novo high- and low-trauma fractures were

included. In the age range of 54–70 years, subsequent fractures were

observed in 16% of females and 12.1% of males. A preceding high-

trauma fracture was associated with 12.9% of subsequent fractures,

thereof 6.5%ofhigh- and6.4%of low-trauma inorigin, usually at the hip,

humerus or pelvis. The highest effect sizes were observed femur,

humerus and thorax fractures with hazard ratios (HR) of 1.26, 1.18, and

1.14. After splitting into high-trauma preceding and subsequent low-

trauma fractures the femoral neck (HR=1.59), the female sex (HR=2.02)

and age (HR=1.03)werediscriminators for increased future fracture risk.

Summary & Conclusion: Preceding high-trauma fractures increase

the risk of future low-trauma non-vertebral fractures including hip.

For each patient with a fracture, regardless of the severity of the

trauma, osteoporosis should be taken into clinical consideration.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: low-trauma fractures, hip fractures, high-trauma frac-

tures, subsequent fractures
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SEX-DETERMINING REGION Y (SRY) PREVENTS BONE LOSS

AND DEVELOPMENT OF OSTEOPOROSIS IN MALES

Vid Mlakar1, Janja Zupan1, Klemen Kodrič1, Radko Komadina2, Nika

Lovsin1, Janja Marc1

1The Chair of Clinical Biochemistry; Faculty of Pharmacy, University
of Ljubljana, Ljubljana/Slovenia, 2Department for Research and
Education, General and Teaching Hospital Celje, Celje/Slovenia

Objectives: Receptor activator of nuclear factor κB ligand

(RANKL) is a part of the RANKL/RANK/OPG system which plays a

crucial role in bone resorption. RANKL misregulation has been

implicated in bone diseases such as osteoporosis (OP) and osteoarthritis

(OA). The incidence of osteoporosis highly depends on gender and the

disease is prevalent to woman. The molecular mechanisms of gender

related onset of osteoporosis have not been examined yet. We

hypothesized that gender specific onset of osteoporosis is due to dif-

ferential regulation of RANKL gene expression in males and females.

Methods: To identify transcription factors that regulate RANKL

promoter, we first bioinformatically analyzed the proximal promoter

region of RANKL gene and then examined the impact of the most

likely candidates on the activity of RANKL promoter by luciferase

activity assays in vitro. Moreover, the expression profile of several

transcription factors and RANKL was analyzed in osteoporotic

patients.

Results: Our results provide the first evidence that sex related

transcription factor SRY repressed RANKL promoter activity in vitro

and could cause reduction of RANKL expression in vivo. SRY is

male specific transcription factor and is not expressed in female tis-

sues. Intriguingly, the expression of RANKL was significantly higher

in female than male bone tissues suggesting that male express

repressor of RANKL expression. Importantly, we demonstrate that in

male osteoporosis patients, SRY expression is highly reduced com-

paring to healthy individuals, and that the same patients had

substantially increased level of RANKL expression indicating that up-

regulation of RANKL gene in osteoporotic man is due to decreased

level of expression of SRY.

Summary & Conclusion: Taken together, our findings suggest that

SRY plays an important role in differential regulation of bone

metabolism between males and females. Importantly, our results

indicate that SRY prevents bone loss and development of osteoporosis

in males.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, RANKL promoter, SRY, RANKL

expression
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FRAILTY, FALLS AND FRACTURES—A 10 YEAR

LONGITUDINAL STUDY IN 75 YEAR OLD COMMUNITY

DWELLING WOMEN

Kristina Akesson, Patrik Bartosch, Linnea Malmgren,

David Buchebner, Fiona E. Mcguigan

Clinical Science Malmö, Lund University, Malmö/Sweden
Objectives: One way of preventing osteoporosis related fractures

may be through identifying those most frail individuals who are

vulnerable to falls and targeting preventive fracture management. The

aim of this study was (i) to describe frailty in the OPRA cohort of

community-dwelling older women over 10 years of follow-up and (ii)

Describe how frailty is related to falls and fractures.

Methods: OPRA consists of 1044 women, all aged 75 at baseline

and followed longitudinally for 10 years. Fractures were continuously

monitored. Using the baseline data we created a frailty score of

deficits in health using 13 key variables (including mobility, strength,

co-ordination, polypharmacy). Frailty was analysed as a continuous

variable or Q1=lowest level of frailty; Q4=highest level of frailty.

Falls, fractures and mortality were assessed at 10 years.

Results: Over 10-years frailty score increased from 0.17 at 75y;

0.24 at 80y to 0.32 at 85y—an annual progression of 6–7%; with

mortality more than double in those frailest at baseline (p\0.001).

The frailest women had poorer balance, lower muscle strength and

higher polypharmacy (all p\0.001). Compared to the least frail

group, more than three times as many women had falls in the highly

frail group (14.2% vs 45.2%; p\0.001), a trend continuing across

follow-up (5y: 26.8% vs 41%, p=0.012); 10y: 38.2% vs 63.6%, p=

0.017). At 10-years hip fracture was incremental across quartiles of

frailty (Q1 8.4% vs Q4 16.1%, p=0.007), but not osteoporotic frac-

tures. Frailty status influenced time-to-fracture, the frailest women

suffering a hip fracture on average 2-years earlier than the least frail

(p=0.004).

Summary & Conclusion: Assessment of frailty may be an

important instrument in fracture management to prevent or minimise

falls in community-dwelling older individuals.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: elderly, frailty, fracture, falls, women
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INFECTION BY CAGA POSITIVE HELICOBACTER PYLORI

STRAINS IMPAIRS BONE FRAGILITY: A PROSPECTIVE

COHORT STUDY

Daniela Merlotti1, Natale Figura2, Maria Stella Campagna2, Maria

Beatrice Franci2, Barbara Lucani2, Konstantinos Stolakis2, Simone

Bianciardi2, Maria Materozzi2, Stefano Gonnelli2, Ranuccio Nuti2,

Luigi Gennari2

1Division of Genetics and Cell Biology, San Raffaele Scientific Insti-
tute, Milan/Italy, 2Department of Medicine, Surgery and
Neurosciences, University of Siena, Siena/Italy

Objectives: Helicobacter pylori (HP) infection is a common and

persistent infectious disease which acts as major cofactor for the

development of upper gastrointestinal diseases and possibly for

several extra-intestinal disorders. In previous cross-sectional analy-

ses in elderly subjects we evidenced lower BMD levels in patients

with HP infection bearing the cytotoxin associated gene A (CagA,

which is usually related to enhanced inflammatory response). The

goal of this study was to assess the effects of HP on incident

fracture risk.

Methods: We used data from a population-based cohort study of

adults aged above 50 years at baseline (July 2004 through August

2009). A total of 174 males and 975 females were enrolled into the

study cohort. All symptomatic, incident fractures occurring between

baseline analysis and December 2015 were recorded for each subject

and confirmed by centralized physician review of X-ray reports.

Results: Overall, 53% of males and 49% of females were positive

for HP infection, while CagA positive strains were observed in 27%

and 26% of males and females, respectively. The prevalence of CagA

seropositivity was significantly higher in osteoporotic (30%) and

osteopenic (26%) patients than in subjects with normal BMD (21%),

equivalent to an increased hazard ratio (HR) of 1.34 (95% CI 1.01–

1.78). Similar prevalence rates were observed when gender-specific

analysis was performed. During follow-up, we ascertained 158 clin-

ical incident fractures. Compared with the reference group of subjects

unaffected by HP, patients affected by CagA positive strains had a

more than doubled risk to sustain a vertebral (HR 3.49; 95%-CI 1.87–

6.53) or a non-vertebral (HR 2.48; 95%-CI 1.52–4.05) incident

fracture.

Summary & Conclusion: HP infection by strains expressing CagA

may therefore be considered a risk factor for bone fragility and

fractures. Further studies are required to clarify in more detail the

underlying pathogenetic mechanisms of this association.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, incident fractures, helicobacter pylori, bone
mineral density
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PREDICTIVE AND DISCRIMINATORY CAPACITY OF THE

FRAX TOOL IN SPANISH POSTMENOPATHIC WOMEN: A

PRELIMINARY STUDY

José M. Olmos1, José L. Hernandez1, José L. González1,
Josefina Martínez1, Emilio Pariente2, Isabel Sierra1, Sheila Ruiz1,

Jesús González-Macías1

1Internal Medicine, Hospital Universitario Marqués de Valdecilla,
Santander/Spain, 2Eap, Centro de Salud Camargo, Santander/Spain

Objectives: To assess the ability of the Spanish version of FRAX

to predict the risk of major osteoporotic fracture (MOF) and hip

fracture (HF) in postmenopausal women, and to evaluate the dis-

criminatory capacity of this tool in the people included in our study.

Methods: We studied 1809 postmenopausal women aged 44–90

years (64±10). At baseline, a large set of CRFs was recorded, and

lumbar and hip BMD was measured (Hologic). The predictive

analysis of the FRAX tool was carried out by comparing the

fractures observed during the study period with those expected (O/

E) for the same after an annualization process (82±16 months).

For the calculation of the MOF, a third of the morphometric ver-

tebral fractures were considered as clinical fractures. The analysis

was repeated considering only the three limb fractures. To calculate

the discriminatory capacity of the FRAX scale, the area under the

ROC curve (AUC-ROC) and its 95% confidence interval were

used.

Results: Over the follow-up period, 26 hip fractures, 50 wrist, 10

shoulder and 68 morphometric vertebral fractures were observed. The

observed/expected HP and MOF ratio was 1.0 and 1.6, when BMD

was not considered, and 1.4 and 1.8 when it was done. When vertebral

fractures were not regarded, the ratio was 1.3 and 1.4 without or with

BMD. The AUC was 0.674 (0.613–0.724) in MOF without DXA and

0.689 (0.631–0.747) with DXA. In HF these values were 0.864

(0.803–0.924) and 0.852 (0.794–0.911), respectively.

Summary & Conclusion: The Spanish version of the FRAX ade-

quately estimates the risk of hip fracture in postmenopausal women

when BMD was not included, and underestimated it when it was

done. The risk of MOF was underestimated. The discriminative

capacity is discrete in MOF, although it improves in HF. Supported

by Instituto de Salud Carlos III (PI15/00521) and FEDER funds.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, postmenopausal women, FRAX
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POTENTIAL PATHOMECHANISMS FOR BONE- AND VESSEL-

ASSOCIATED MICRORNA-CHANGES IN CHRONIC KIDNEY

DISEASE

Ines Foessl1, Matthias Ulbing1, Alexander Kirsch2, Bettina Leber3,

Sandra Lemesch4, Julia Muenzker1, Natascha Schweighofer5, Daniela

Hofer1, Olivia Trummer1, Alexander Rosenkranz6, Helmuth

Mueller7, Kathrin Eller2, Vanessa Stadlbauer-Koellner8, Barbara

Obermayer-Pietsch1

1Division of Endocrinology and Diabetology, Medical University of
Graz, Graz/Austria, 2Division of Nephrology, Medical University of
Graz, Graz/Austria, 3Division Transplantation Surgery, Medical
University of Graz, Graz/Austria, 4Institute For Physiological Chem-
istry, Medical University of Graz, Graz/Austria, 5Department of
Endocrinology and Diabetology, Medical University of Graz, Graz/
Austria, 6Department of Internal Medicine, Medical University of
Graz, Graz/Austria, 7Division of Transplantation Surgery, Medical
University of Graz, Graz/Austria, 8Department of Gastroenterology
and Hepatology, Medical University of Graz, Graz/Austria

Objectives: Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is associated with

changes in bone tissue and metabolism (CKD-MBD, ‘mineral and

bone disorder’). We have already shown that alterations in expression

levels of circulating miRNAs come along with impaired kidney

function, and that these changes are reversed after kidney transplan-

tation (KT). Associations between the described miRNAs and bone as

well as vascular signalling pathways were analysed by bioinformat-

ical target predictions.

Methods: Expression of selected miRNA candidates was measured

in serum samples of 73 patients in CDK-stages 3–5 without

haemodialysis, 67 patients after renal transplantation and 36 healthy

controls. Using a number of surrogate markers, miRNAs were asso-

ciated with kidney function, inflammation and bone metabolism.

Target predictions were performed using various online databases and
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target prediction tools (miRWalk, TargetScan, MiRTarBase, KEGG

Pathway Database).

Results: A lower relative expression of circulating miR-223-3p

and miR-93-5p in late-stage CDK patients compared to healthy

controls was observed. This effect was reversed after KT even when

renal function was comparable to the respective CKD groups. Based

on target prediction methods, potential miRNA downstream targets

were identified, some of them with relevance for bone metabolism,

namely IKKalpha, interleukin-6-signal transducer, ribosomal protein

S6 kinase beta-1 (RPS6KB1), signal transducer and activator of

transcription 3 (STAT3), receptor activator of NF-κB ligand

(RANKL), SMAD6 and bone morphogenic protein receptor type 2

(BMR2).

Summary & Conclusion: Specific circulating miRNA signatures

were shown to be altered during CKD, but normalized after KT. For

the respective miR-223-3p and miR-93-5p with significant associa-

tions to bone metabolism and inflammation parameters, we found a

number of downstream pathways that may be important during CKD-

MBD. These associations show that miRNAs are putative biomarkers

for bone and kidney diseases and point out their role for future

diagnostic and therapeutic approaches.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: target prediction, microRNA, osteoporosis, chronic kid-

ney disease (CKD)
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BONE MINERAL DENSITY INDICES OF WISTAR FEMALE

RATS OF DIFFERENT AGES WITH EXPERIMENTAL

HYPERTHYROIDISM

Vladyslav Povoroznyuk1, Iryna Gopkalova2, Nataliia Grygorieva1

1D.f. Chebotarev Institute of Gerontology Nams Ukraine, D.F. Cheb-
otarev Institute of gerontology NAMS Ukraine, Kyiv/Ukraine, 2State
Institution «v. Danilevsky Institute of Endocrine Pathology Problems
Nams Ukraine», State Institution «V. Danilevsky Institute of Endocrine
Pathology Problems NAMS Ukraine», Kharkiv/Ukraine

Objectives: Hyperthyroidism is one of the common causes of

secondary osteoporosis in patients of different ages, so the study of

the rate of bone loss in different age groups is very important and

little studied. We investigated age-related features of the dynamics of

bone mineral density (BMD) indices at different skeletal regions in

Wistar female rats with experimental hyperthyroidism.

Methods: The study was performed on 50 female Wistar rats of

three age groups (2, 5–6 and 24 months). In vivo assessment of bone

mineral density (BMD) indices were performed on the dual-photon

X-ray densitometer «Prodigy» (GE Medisal systems, model 8743,

2005; USA; program «Experimental animals»).

Results: It was shown that high doses of L-thyroxine to the ani-

mals of reproductive age caused declines in BMD, maximum bone

loss was detected at the level of the spine and hind limbs. The decline

in BMD was statistically significant, not only in comparison with the

corresponding index of the control group, but also in comparison with

the baseline values. In old rats the hyperthyroidism caused less sig-

nificant increase in BMD.

Summary & Conclusion: Our study confirmed that identified age

features of the dynamics of BMD indices should be considered in the

interpretation of X-ray densitometry data, in particular in the studies

of the experimental secondary osteoporosis due to hyperthyroidism.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone mineral density, hyperthyroidism, rat
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MAY P1NP LEVEL BE THE EARLY MARKERS OF THE

HETEROTOPIC OSSIFICATION IN PATIENTS WITH SPINAL

CORD INJURY?

Vladyslav Povoroznyuk, Maryna Bystrytska, Nataliya Balatska

D.f. Chebotarev Institute of Gerontology Nams Ukraine, D.F. Cheb-
otarev Institute of gerontology NAMS Ukraine, Kyiv/Ukraine

Objectives: To identify specific bone turnover markers of the

heterotopic ossification (HO) formation in patients with spinal cord

injury (SCI).

Methods: The study involved 23 patients with SCI (average age

26.4±0.9 yrs., duration of SCI from 3 to 12 months): there were 11

subjects with HO (average age 25.5±1.3 yrs., duration of SCI—6.4±

1.3 mos) and 12 patients without HO (average age 27.2±1.4 yrs.,

duration of SCI—6.0±0.8 mos). Serum markers of bone formation

(procollagen type 1 N-terminal propeptide (P1NP)) and bone

resorption (collagen type 1 cross-linked C-telopeptide (β-CTx)) were
determined by the ElectroChemiLuminescence method “ECL tech-

nology” by Elecsys® assay.

Results: There were obtained that levels of bone remodeling

markers in patients with HO were significantly higher in comparison

with SCI patients without HO: P1NP (408.5±76.9 ng/ml vs 133.2±

15.7 ng/ml, p\0.001), serum β-CTx (1.75±0.14 ng/ml vs 1.28±

0.14 ng/ml, p\0.001). Receive operating characteristic (ROC) curves

were used and identified that P1NP was the specific bone turnover

markers of HO formation. Youden’s index determined P1NP cutoff

point. The analysis distinguished that Youden’s index for P1NP was

equal to 187.3 ng/ml (sensitivity=83%, specificity=90%, AUROC=

0.97, p\0.000). The model was verified by likehood ratio (LHR) test

in the group of 35 SCI patients. Positive LHR for P1NP was equal 6.7.

The negative LHR was 0.18. Thus, our diagnostic model has large

shift in probability and clinical usefulness.

Summary & Conclusion: The study showed that P1NP level equal

or more 187.3 ng/ml may be considered as an early predictor of

heterotopic ossification formation in patients with spinal cord injury.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: P1NP, heterotopic ossification, spinal cord injury, bone

turnover markers
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RISK FACTORS OF LOWER LIMB FRACTURES IN PATIENT

OF DIFFERENT AGE

Nataliia Grygorieva1, Ostap Zubach2, Roman Vlasenko3, Vladyslav

Povoroznyuk1

1D.f. Chebotarev Institute of Gerontology Nams Ukraine, D.F. Cheb-
otarev Institute of gerontology NAMS Ukraine, Kyiv/Ukraine,
2Komunal City Hospital of Ambulance, Komunal City Hospital of
Ambulance, Lviv/Ukraine, 3Vinnitsa Region Hospital, Vinnitsa Region
Hospital, Vinnitsa/Ukraine

Objectives: The purpose was to study the risk factors (RF) of the

lower limb fractures (LLF) of patients depending on the age, sex, type

of fracture, parameters of bone mineral density (BMD), the geometric

parameters of the femur and the level of vitamin D in serum.

Methods: We identified 1265 subjects in age 10 years old and

more, who had at first incident of LLF. Methods: questionnaires,

DXA (Lunar, Prodigy), assessment of geometry parameters of the hip

(X-ray), the evaluation of level of 25(OH)Dtotal by electrochemilu-

minescence method (Elecsys, Roche).
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Results: LLF were more common among males than among

females in the younger age groups (up to 50 years old). 44.4% from

the total fractures were established in patient aged 50 years and older.

The most common anatomic site of LLF was the tibia and/or fibula

(48.9% of all incident LLF), followed by the hip (29.5%), and the

tarsal/metatarsal bones (21.6%). Most patients with hip fractures had

vitamin D deficiency/insufficiency, only 5% of patients has normal

value of vitamin D in serum. Hip geometric parameters have signif-

icant influence on hip fracture risk on older patients (hip axis length,

neck-shaft angle, cortical bone thickness). BMD-indices were lower

in patients with hip fractures in men and women but not differ in

patients with feet or tibia and/or fibula fractures compare with healthy

population.

Summary & Conclusion: Age, sex, parameters of BMD, the

geometric parameters of the femur and the level of vitamin D in

serum are significant RF for LLF.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: risk factors, lower limb fracture, age, osteoporosis

P-OPPE-21

BONE FRAILTY AND PRESSURE VARIABILITY IN ELDERLY

SUBJECTS WITH HYPOVITAMINOSIS AND

HYPERPARATHYROIDISM

Ferdinando D’Amico

School of Medicine, University of Messina, Messina/Italy
Objectives: Hypovitaminosis D is a risk predictor of cardio-vas-

cular events in subjects with hypertension. Vitamin D decrease and a

systolic-diastolic Blood Pressure rise are likely to produce a synergy

causing a cardiac organ damage. Aim of this study is to investigate

the connection between BP values, Vitamin D and Parathyroid Hor-

mon (PTH) levels, prevalence of femoral osteoporosis and vertebral

fractures in elderly patients.

Methods: We examined 300 elderly subjects (M 150—F 150;

mean age 76+6) affected by hypertension. The design of the study

included the evaluation of: (1) Clinical measurement of blood pres-

sure; (2) 25 hydroxycolecalciferol; (3) PTH; (4) vertebral-femoral

bone densitometry DEXA; 5)spine X rays back-lumbar-sacral region.

Results: 93 (M 41—F 52—mean age 78+3) showed hypovita-

minosis D (group A), 77 (M 30—F 47—mean age 77+4) showed a

combination of both hypovitaminosis D and hyperparathyroidism

(group B). Those with Hypovitaminosis D had: mean SBP 137+

8 mmHg, mean DBP 93+5 mmHg. Those with combined Hypovi-

taminosis D and Hyperparathyroidism had: mean SBP 141+7 mmHg,

mean DBP 97+4 mmHg. We detected a prevalence of uncontrolled

hypertension (p\0.005) in those subjects affected by secondary

hyperparathyroidism and hypovitaminosis D. Consequently we

detected a connection between variable factors like age, blood pres-

sure, vitamin D and PTH (p\0.001). 23 women and 7 men in group A

had femoral osteoporosis (T-Score \-4);13 women and 4 men had

vertebral fractures (average 2 vertebral fractures). 37 women and 12

men in group B had femoral osteoporosis (T-Score\-4); 21 women

and 10 men had vertebral fractures (average 2 vertebral fractures).

Summary & Conclusion: We can affirm that there is a direct

pathogenetic link between parathormone and the regulative mecha-

nism of blood pressure. Secondary Hyperparathyroidism and

Hypovitaminosis D are often accompanied by a prevalence of

uncontrolled Hypertension connected to a prevalence of femoral

osteoporosis and vertebral fractures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: hyperparathyroidism, bone frailty, hypovitaminosis D

P-OPPE-22

BONE MINERAL DENSITY AND TRABECULAR BONE SCORE

IN UKRAINIAN POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN WITH

METABOLIC SYNDROME

Vladyslav Povoroznyuk1, Larysa Martynyuk2, Nataliia Dzerovych1,

Lilya Martynyuk2

1D.f. Chebotarev Institute of Gerontology Nams Ukraine, D.F. Cheb-
otarev Institute of gerontology NAMS Ukraine, Kyiv/Ukraine, 2State
Higher Educational Institution “i. Horbachevsky Ternopil State
Medical University of Ministry of Health of Ukraine”, State Higher
Educational Institution “I. Horbachevsky Ternopil State Medical
University of Ministry of Health of Ukraine”, Ternopil/Ukraine

Objectives: The aim of our study was to estimate the bone mineral

density (BMD) and trabecular bone score (TBS) in Ukrainian post-

menopausal women with metabolic syndrome (MS).

Methods: The study involved 1013 50–79 yrs old women in

postmenopausal period (mean age—64.44±8.11 yrs; mean duration

of menopause—14.51±8.21 yrs). Patients were compared into two

groups: A—included 691 women without obesity (BMI≤29.9 kg/m2),

B—contained 322 female with MS (IDF, 2005). Additionally groups

were divided on subgroups according to age of patients (50–59 yrs;

60–69 yrs; 70–79 yrs). The BMD of lumbar spine (L1-L4) was

measured by the DXA method (Prodigy, 2005). The quality of bone

tissue (TBS L1-L4) was assessed by the TBS iNsight® software

package installed on DXA machine (Med-Imaps, Pessac, France).

Results: We estimated that women without obesity in total group

have significantly lower BMD of lumbar spine (A—0.950±0.178 g/

cm2, B—1.113±0.199 g/cm2; p\0.001) compared to patients withMS.

AnalyzeofBMDdepending on age showed the same results (50–59yrs–

1.009±0.169 vs 1.139±0.200 g/cm2 (p\0.001), 60–69 yrs–0.932±

0.180 vs 1.089±0.201 g/cm2 (p\0.001), 70–79 yrs–0.912±0.169 vs

1.117±0.195 g/cm2, p\0.001). In total group of women we found that

TBS L1-L4 was significantly higher in non-obese patients in compare to

another ones (A–1.195±0.146, B–1.153±0.175 g/cm2; p\0.001),

especially, due to 50–59 yrs old group (A–1.263±0.125; B–1.193±

0.172, p\0.001). There was not significant differences of this index

between A and B group women in other age groups. It was found sig-

nificant positive correlation between BMI and BMD of lumbar spine in

all groups and subgroups of patients (p\0.05). Correlation between

BMI and TBS L1-L4 was significantly negative in total group of women

(p\0.05).

Summary & Conclusion: Ukrainian postmenopausal women with

MS have significantly better BMD indexes of lumbar spine, but

quality of bone tissue is significantly worse in compare to females

without obesity.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: metabolic syndrome, osteoporosis, bone mineral density,

trabecular bone score, postmenopausal women
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VASCULAR MARKERS AND BODY COMPOSITION IN END

STAGE CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE

Evgenia Kochetkova, Ludmila Ugai, Yuliya Maistrovskaia, Vera

Nevzorova

Pulmonology, Pacific State Medical University, Vladivostok/Russian
Federation

Objectives: To determine associations between the vascular

remodeling markers and bone composition in end-stage COPD

patients with osteopenic syndrome.
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Methods: The expression of vascular endothelial growth factor

(VEGF), endothelin-1, and transforming growth factor beta2 (TGFβ2)
in the blood vessels of striated muscle specimens of 20 subjects were

assessed by immunohistochemistry method with using immunoper-

oxidase reaction with monoclonal and polyclonal specific antibodies.

Bone mineral density (BMD) at the lumbar spine (LS) and left femur

neck (FN), bone mineral content (BMC), skeletal muscle mass,

expressed as lean mass (LM), serum endothelin-1, VEGF, and E-se-

lectin levels were assessed in 48 male patients with end-stage COPD

and in 36 male healthy volunteers.

Results: The intensity of endothelin-1, TGFβ2 and VEGF

expression in the blood vessels was higher in COPD patients with

osteoporosis than in healthy. Serum endothelin-1 and E-selectin levels

were higher in COPD group than in control whereas VEGF levels

were lower. Serum E-selectin and endothelin-1 inversely correlated

with LS and FN (p\0.001), BMC (p\0.05); there was negative

relation between endothelin-1 and LM (p=0.003). Serum VEGF

directly associated with LM (p\0.05). The multivariate regression

analysis revealed that BMC and serum E-selectin levels were inde-

pendently associated with bone loss at the FN (adjusted R2=0.679)

whereas LM and serum E-selectin (adjusted R2=0.524) were inde-

pendent predictors of osteoporosis at the LS. Increased serum

endothelin-1 and lowered serum VEGF levels independently related

to reduced skeletal LM (adjusted R2=0.396).

Summary & Conclusion: change tissue and serum markers of the

vascular remodeling, correlations with body composition in end-stage

COPD confirms their contribution to bone damage. Acknowledg-

ments: this study was supported by grants from Russian Science

Foundation (No. 14-33-00009).

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: COPD, vascular remodeling, osteporosis
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EARLY ANTI-OSTEOPOROSIS TREATMENT AND RISK OF

CARDIOVASCULAR MORTALITY AFTER HIP FRACTURE: A

POPULATION BASED STUDY

Ching-Lung Cheung, Chor-Wing Sing

Pharmacology and Pharmacy, The University of Hong Kong, Hong
Kong/Hong Kong PRC

Objectives: Increased risk of cardiovascular mortality is well

reported in patients with hip fractures, however it is unknown if anti-

osteoporosis treatment can reduce cardiovascular mortality in patients

with hip fracture. The objective of this study is to evaluate the effect

of anti-osteoporosis medications (AOM) on the risk of cardiovascular

mortality after hip fracture.

Methods: Data were obtained from the electronic database in the

Hong Kong Hospital Authority. Patients aged≥50 admitted with

incident hip fracture (ICD-9 820.XX) in 2005–2013 were followed for

30-, 180-, and 365-day all-cause mortality. Patients with cancer at

baseline or during follow-up period were excluded. The risk of

mortality in patients treated with AOM in the first 30-days of dis-

charge was compared with patients without the treatment using

Poisson regression model, adjusted for age, sex, and comorbidity

index.

Results: 37,459 patients (mean age 81 years; 68.5% women) were

included in the analysis. 2,117 (5.7%) patients were treated with

AOM in the first 30-days of discharge. During the 1-year follow-up

period, 5,266 (14.9%) and 137 (6.5%) patients died in the non-

treatment and treatment groups, respectively. Compared to the non-

treatment group, AOM treatment was associated with reduced 30-,

180-, and 365-day all-cause mortality with an adjusted relative risk

(ARR; 95% confidence interval, CI) of 0.29 (0.17–0.50), 0.44 (0.35–

0.55), 0.50 (0.42–0.59), respectively. Similarly, AOM treatment was

also associated with reduced 30-, 180-, and 365-day cardiovascular

mortality with an ARR (95% CI) of 0.19 (0.05–0.78), 0.46 (0.28–

0.74), and 0.59 (0.42–0.82), respectively. Among the AOM, use of

bisphosphonate, but not non-bisphosphonate, showed significant

decreased risks of all-cause and cardiovascular mortality.

Summary & Conclusion: Our study showed that early anti-osteo-

porosis treatment was associated with reduced risk of all-cause and

cardiovascular mortality after hip fracture. A larger sample size is

required to study the role of each individual AOM in mortality after

hip fracture.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: fracture, osteoporosis, bisphosphonates, cardiovascular,

mortality
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PULMONARY FUNCTION

AND COMPOSITE INDICES OF FEMORAL NECK STRENGTH

IN HEALTHY KOREAN MEN: THE FOURTH KOREA

NATIONAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION EXAMINATION

SURVEY (KNHANES IV)

Seong Hee Ahn, So Hun Kim, Moonsuck Nam, Seongbin Hong

Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Department of Internal
Medicine, Inha University Hospital, Inha University School of Medi-
cine, Incheon/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Patients with pulmonary disorders show deteriorated

bone health. Recent studies proposed that pulmonary function is

related to bone mineral density (BMD). However, its association with

femoral neck strength has been rarely investigated.

Methods: This was a population-based, cross-sectional study from

the KNHANES including 936 healthy men. Lung function was

measured using a dry rolling seal spirometer. Femoral neck width and

axis length were measured from hip DEXA scan and combined with

BMD, weight and height to calculate composite indices of femoral

neck strength: compression (CSI), bending (BSI), and impact strength

indices (ISI).

Results: Most components of pulmonary function including

functional vital capacity (FVC) and forced expiratory volume in 1 s

(FEV1) showed positive correlation with CSI, BSI, and ISI before and

after adjusting for confounders (P\0.001 to 0.048). Although pul-

monary function, especially FEV1, showed a positive association with

femoral neck BMD (P=0.017 to 0.047), it showed no significant

associations with femoral neck width and axis length. When subjects

were stratified according to FVC and FEV1 quintiles, most strength

indices increased as the quintile increased after adjusting for all

confounders including smoking history (P for trends=0.001 to 0.043).

Summary & Conclusion: Deteriorated pulmonary function is asso-

ciated with low femoral neck strength regardless of smoking history in

men. Therefore, the relationship between pulmonary disorders and

bone health may be partly explained by decreased bone strength.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: pulmonary function, bone health, femoral neck strength,

pulmonary disorders
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ATYPICAL SUBTROCHANTERIC FRACTURES IN KOREAN
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1Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Seoul National University Bun-
dang Hospital, Seongnam/Korea, Republic of, 2Department of Internal
Medicine, Wonkwang University Sanbon Hospital, Wonkwang
University College of Medicine, Gunpo/Korea, Republic of, 3Depart-
ment of Nuclear Medicine, Kyung Hee University Hospital, Seoul/
Korea, Republic of, 4Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
Chung-Ang University College of Medicine, Seoul/Korea, Republic of,
5Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Chung-Ang University College
of Medicine, Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Recently, atypical subtrochanteric fractures (ASF)

have been reported to increase among patients on bisphosphonate.

However, the incidence of ASF and the association between ASF and

bisphosphonate use have not been well defined in East Asian popu-

lation. Our purposes were (1) to estimate the proportion of ASF

among Korean patients with proximal femur fracture and (2) to

determine the associated risk factors of ASF in the Korean patients.

Methods: This is a part of Korean Hip Fracture study, which is a

hospital-based, multicenter prospective cohort study on proximal

femur fractures of elderly Koreans aged ≥50 years between July 2014

and May 2016. We evaluated the incidence of ASF among proximal

femur fracture. To identify ASF, according to the definition by

ASBMR task force, all radiographs of subtrochanteric fracture were

reviewed. Associated risk factors for occurrence of ASF was also

evaluated by using multivariate logistic regression analysis.

Results: Among 1,361 patients with proximal femoral fractures

due to low-energy trauma, 17 fractures (1.2%) were identified as ASF.

In multivariate analysis, higher BMI (OR, 1.17; 95% CI, 1.13–1.88)

and use of bisphosphonate before injury (OR, 7.18; 95% CI, 1.08–

69.82) were independent risk factors of ASF.

Summary & Conclusion: In Korean, ASF were rare. Unlike risk

factors of osteoporotic hip fracture, higher BMI and use of bisphos-

phonate were significant risk factors of ASF.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: atypical subtrochanteric fracture, bisphosphonate, South

Korea
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MALNUTRITION AND CHRONIC INFLAMMATION AS RISK

FACTORS FOR SARCOPENIA IN ELDERLY PATIENTS WITH

HIP FRACTURE

Yong-Chan Ha1, Ha-Young Kim2, Hyoung Moo Park3,

Young-Kyun Lee4, D-Y Kim5

1Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Chung-Ang University College
of Medicine,, Seoul/Korea, Republic of, 2Department of Internal
Medicine, Wonkwang University Sanbon Hospital, Wonkwang
University College of Medicine, Gunpo/Korea, Republic of, 3Depart-
ment of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Chung-Ang University College of
Medicine, Seoul/Korea, Republic of, 4Department of Orthopedic Sur-
gery, Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, Seongnam/Korea,
Republic of, 5Department of Nuclear Medicine, Kyung Hee University
Hospital, Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: To evaluate malnutrition and chronic inflammation as

risk factors for sarcopenia in elderly patients with hip fractures, as

defined by the criteria of the Asian Working Group on Sarcopenia.

Methods: A total of 327 elderly patients with hip fractures were

enrolled in this retrospective observational study. The main outcome

measure was the nutritional status and nutritional risk factors for

sarcopenia in elderly patients. The diagnosis of sarcopenia was made

according to the Asian Working Group on Sarcopenia. Whole body

densitometry analysis was used to measure skeletal muscle mass, and

muscle strength was evaluated by handgrip testing. Logistic regres-

sion analysis was utilized to analyze the nutritional risk factors for

sarcopenia in patients with hip fractures.

Results: Of 327 patients with hip fractures (78 men and 249

women), the prevalence of sarcopenia in men and women were 60.3%

and 30.1%, respectively. The prevalence of malnutrition in men and

women (low BMI, hypoalbuminemia, and hypoprotemia) in sar-

copenia patients with hip fractures were 23.4%, 31.9%, and 53.2%,

and 21.3%, 21.3%, and 37.3%, respectively. The prevalence of

chronic inflammation (increased CRP and increased ESR) in men and

women with sarcopenia and hip fractures were 74.9% and 52.2% ,and

49.3% and 85.1%, respectively. After adjusting for covariates, low

BMI and hypoproteinemia in women were associated with a 2.9 and

2.1 times greater risk of sarcopenia than non-sarcopenia, respectively.

Summary & Conclusion: The present study showed a strong

relationship between sarcopenia and malnutrition and chronic

inflammatory factors in elderly patients with hip fractures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: chronic inflammation, hip fracture, malnutrition, sar-

copenia, elderly
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RISK FACTORS INCLUDING AGE, GENDER, OSTEOPOROSIS

IN SPINE OR HIP, AND LOCAL OSTEOPOROSIS FOR MORE

SEVERE PATTERN OF FRACTURE IN PROXIMAL HUMERUS

FRACTURE

Jin Hwan Kim1, Kyoung Hwan Koh1, Sung-Soo Kim2

1Orthopedic Dept, Inje University Ilsan Paik Hosptial, Goyang/Korea,
Republic of, 2Orthopedic Dept, Kyoung Hwan Koh, Inje University
Haeundae Paik Hosptial, Busan/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Reduced bone mineral density (BMD) has been

shown as one of the significant risk factors for proximal humerus

fracture and can be correlated to the severity of fracture. Purpose of this

study is to evaluate the correlation of local BMD assessed by plain

radiographs with the severity of fracture in proximal humerus fractures.

Methods: Fracture of proximal humerus which treated by open

reduction and internal fixation with locking plate were consecutively

included between 2014 and 2016. Deltoid tuberosity index and cor-

tical bone thickness average (CBTAVG) were measured for

evaluation of local BMD. Plain radiographs and additional CT scans

of the fracture were evaluated for fracture severity (from 0 to 3; 3 is

most severe fracture). It was scored by experienced orthopaedic

surgeons according to the radiographic parameters such as meta-

physeal comminution, angulation, and medial hinge disruption. Risk

factors for fracture severity including demographics, medical

comorbitities, BMD of hip and spine, CBTAVG, and deltoid

tuberosity index were analyzed using univariate analysis. Multivariate

analysis was performed to identify the independent factors affecting

the fracture severity.

Results: 42 patients were taken surgery for proximal humerus

fracture. After exclusion of 5 patients (one patient under the age of 18,

3 arthroscopic reduction and suture fixation, 1 case of delayed union

after conservative treatment), a total of 37 were analyzed. There were

6 male and 31 female patients with a mean age of 69.6 years (±16).

Mean BMI was 24.4 (±16.0) Mean T-score in BMD was −2.4 in

spine and −2.0 in hip joint at the time of injury (18 osteoporosis, 10

osteopenia, and 9 normal). Ten patients had a prior fragility fracture

either in hip, spine, or wrist. 27 patients had medical comorbidities

and 34 fractures injured by minor trauma were regarded as fragility

fracture. There were twenty 2-part, fourteen 3-part, and three 4-part

fractures by Neer classification. Univariate analysis showed age,

gender, medical morbidity, CBTAVG less than 6 mm was related to

the severity of fracture. In multivariate analysis, age and CBTAVG

were the independent risk factors for fracture severity.

Summary & Conclusion: Age and local osteoporosis were the

independent risk factors for more severe pattern of fracture in
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proximal humerus fracture. BMD in spine or hip, gender, and other

medical morbidities were not independent risk factors for severe form

of fracture.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: proximal humerus fracture, risk factors, osteoporosis

Genetics & Epigenetics
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TRANSCRIPTIONAL PROFILING OF HUMAN FEMORAL

MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS IN OSTEOPOROSIS AND ITS

ASSOCIATION WITH ADIPOGENESIS

Yong Jun Choi1, Insun Song2, Yilan Jin1, Hyun-Seok Jin3, Hyung

Min Ji4, Seon-Yong Jeong5, Ye-Yeon Won4, Yoon-Sok Chung1

1Endocrinology and Metabolism, Ajou University School of Medicine,
Suwon/Korea, Republic of, 2School of Biological Sciences, Seoul
National University, Seoul/Korea, Republic of, 3Biomedical Labora-
tory Science, Hoseo University, Asan/Korea, Republic of, 4Orthopedic
Surgery, Ajou University School of Medicine, Suwon/Korea, Republic
of, 5Medical Genetics, Ajou University School of Medicine, Suwon/
Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Genetic alterations are major contributing factors in

the development of osteoporosis. Osteoblasts and adipocytes share a

common origin, mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), and their genetic

determinants might be important in the relationship between osteo-

porosis and obesity. In the present study, we aimed to isolate

differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in osteoporosis and normal

controls using human MSCs, and elucidate the common pathways and

genes related to osteoporosis and adipogenesis.

Methods: Human MSCs were obtained from the bone marrow of

femurs from postmenopausal women during orthopedic surgeries.

RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) was carried out using next-generation

sequencing (NGS) technology. DEGs were identified using RNA-seq

data. Ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA) was used to elucidate the

common pathway related to osteoporosis and adipogenesis. Candidate

genes for the common pathway were validated with other independent

osteoporosis and obese subjects using RT-PCR (reverse transcription-

polymerase chain reaction) analysis.

Results: Fifty-three DEGs were identified between post-

menopausal osteoporosis patients and normal BMD controls. Most of

the genetic changes were related to the differentiation of cells. The

NR4A family was identified as possible common genes related to

osteogenesis and adipogenesis. The expression level of the mRNA of

NR4A1 was significantly higher in osteoporosis patients than in

controls (p=0.018). The expression level of the mRNA of NR4A2

was significantly higher in obese patients than in controls (p=0.041).

Summary & Conclusion: Some genetic changes in MSCs are

involved in the pathophysiology of osteoporosis. The NR4A family

might comprise common genes related to osteoporosis and obesity.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, obesity, mesenchymal stem cell,

transcriptome
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HYPERBARIC OXYGEN INTERVENTION REGULATED

MICRORNAS RELATED SIGNALING IN HUMAN

DEGENERATED INTERVERTEBRAL DISC CELLS

Song-Shu Lin1, Chi-Chien Niu1, Li-Jen Yuan2, Lih-Huei Chen1,

Chuen-Yung Yang1, Wenneng Ueng1

1Department of Orthopaedic, Chang Gung Memorial Hospital,
Taoyuan/Taiwan, 2Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Chang Gung
Memorial Hospital, Taoyuan/Taiwan

Objectives: MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are important for the patho-

genesis of intervertebral disc (IVD) degeneration. MiR-377 leads to

down regulation of ADAMTS5, the main aggrecanase in human disc

cells. MiR146a suppresses IL-1 induced protein levels of MMP-13

and ADAMTS5 in disc cells. However, little is known about the

effects of hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) on the regulation of miRNA

related signaling in human degenerated IVD cells.

Methods: Degenerated disc cells were harvested from patients

with disc degenerated diseases. Control cells were maintained in 5%

CO2/95% air throughout the experiment. The hyperoxic cells were

exposed to 100% O2 at 2.5 atmospheres absolute in a hyperbaric

chamber. MicroRNA expression profiling was performed using ABI

7900 Real Time PCR System and TaqMan MicroRNA Cards and

quantified by real-time PCR (Applied Biosystems). RNA was isolated

for real-time PCR analysis of MMP-13, ADAMTS-5, type II collagen

and aggrecan gene expression. Protein level of ADAMTS-5 was

determined by western blotting. The levels of MMP-13 in condition

medium were determined using a commercial ELISA kit (R&D

System).

Results: MiRNA profiling revealed 293 miRNAs being signifi-

cantly altered (220 up- and 73 down-regulated) after HBO treatment.

MiR-377 (HBO/Control ratio=3.66) and MiR-146a (HBO/Control

ratio=1.72) were up-regulated after HBO treatment. The mRNA

levels of MMP-13, and ADAMTS-5 were downregulated while type

II collagen and aggrecan were up-regulated after HBO treatment.

Protein levels of ADAMTS-5 and MMP-13 also decreased after HBO

treatment. HBO treatment down-regulation of ADAMTS-5 and

MMP-13 and consequently reverse the degradation of aggrecan and

Type II collagen.

Summary & Conclusion: Hyperbaric oxygen intervention regu-

lated microRNAs related signaling in human degenerated IVDs.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: microRNAs, hyperbaric oxygen, intervertebral disc,

MMP-13, ADAMTS5
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EXPRESSION OF MIR-203A IN BONE TISSUE AND SERUM

RESPONDS TO BONE LOSS AND OSTEOANABOLIC

TREATMENT IN OVARIECTOMIZED RATS

Roland Kocijan1, Elisabeth Geiger2, Susanna Skalicky2,

Moritz Weigl2, Patrick Heimel3, James Ferguson3, Gabriele

Leinfellner3, Heinz Redl3, Johannes Grillari4, Matthias Hackl2

1Medical Department Ii, St. Vincent Hospital, Vienna/Austria, 2Bio-
marker Development, TAmiRNA GmbH, Vienna/Austria, 3Tissue
Engineering, Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Experimental and Clin-
ical Traumatology, Vienna/Austria, 4Christian Doppler Laboratory On
Biotechnology of Skin Aging, Department of Biotechnology, University
of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna, Vienna/Austria

Objectives: Circulating microRNAs (miRNAs) in serum have

been proposed as novel biomarkers for osteoporosis. However,

(i) changes in miRNA levels due to bone loss and bone modeling have

not been investigated and, (ii) the association between miRNA levels

in bone and serum remains unclear. The objective of this study was to

analyze miRNA expression in bone tissue and serum in a model of

postmenopausal osteoporosis.

Methods: Six-month old Sprague–Dawley rats were randomized to

ovariectomy (OVX, n=21) or sham-operation (n=10). After addi-

tional 8 weeks, OVX rats were randomized to placebo (n=10) or

osteoanabolic teriparatide (n=11). Treatments were maintained for 12
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weeks, and blood and microCT (tibia) analyses were performed in

regular intervals. At week 20, bone tissue and serum were harvested

and miRNA expression analysis and nanoCT at the tibia and the

vertebrae were performed.

Results: Ovariectomy resulted in a significant decline of volu-

metric bone mineral density (vBMD, mgHA/cm3) at week 8 as well

as deterioration of trabecular microstructure measured by nanoCt at

week 20 (p\0.0001). Treatment with teriparatide resulted in a sig-

nificant improvement of BV/TV, Th.Th, and Tb.Sp at both tibia and

vertebrae at week 20 (p\0.0001). Accordingly, we observed major

changes in microRNA expression in bone: ovariectomy resulted in a

predominant up-regulation of miRNAs, while anabolic treatment

showed the opposite effect. Using qPCR, significant up-regulation of

miR-203a due to ovariectomy and down-regulation due to teri-

paratide-treatment was observed. Likewise, serum levels of miR-203a

were found to increase following ovariectomy and reach baseline

levels after 12 weeks of anabolic treatment.

Summary & Conclusion: These results demonstrate that (i) mi-

croRNA expression in bone is significantly changed following

ovariectomy and partially rescued due to anabolic treatment, and (ii)

that miR-203a levels in bone and serum could be used to monitor

bone loss and response to anabolic treatment.

Disclosure: MH and JG hold IP related to the use of microRNAs as

biomarkers of bone Quality

Keywords: osteoporosis, treatment response, teriparatide, circulating

microRNAs, nanostructure
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Roland Kocijan1, Xaver Feichtinger1, Patrick Heimel2, Christian

Muschitz1, Elisabeth Geiger3, Susanna Skalicky3, Andreas Baierl4,

Astrid Fahrleitner-Pammer5, Heinrich Resch1,

Johannes Grillari6, Heinz Redl2, Matthias Hackl3

1Medical Department Ii, St. Vincent Hospital, Vienna/Austria, 2Tissue
Engineering, Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Experimental and Clin-
ical Traumatology, Vienna/Austria, 3Biomarker Development,
TAmiRNA GmbH, Vienna/Austria, 4Department of Statistics and
Operations Research, University of Vienna, Vienna/Austria, 5Depart-
ment of Internal Medicine, Medical University of Graz, Graz/Austria,
6Christian Doppler Laboratory On Biotechnology of Skin Aging,
Department of Biotechnology, University of Natural Resources and
Life Sciences Vienna, Vienna/Austria

Objectives: MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are promising new biomarkers

for idiopathic (IOP) and postmenopausal osteoporosis. We hypothe-

sized that the complex pattern of IOP could be characterized by

(i) bone microstructure and (ii) histomorphometry and that there is

(iii) a significant association to miRNA levels.

Methods: Transiliac crest biopsies were performed in male (n=16)

and premenopausal female patients with IOP (n=10) as well as

postmenopausal osteoporosis (n=10) with fractures. Trabecular and

cortical bone microstructure were assessed by nano-CT (μCT50,
Scanco, 9.3 μm resolution) and static and dynamic histomorphometry

was performed in all patients. In addition, 36 recently identified,

bone-related circulating miRNAs were evaluated in all patients by

quantitative PCR. Associations between circulating miRNAs, bone

microstructure and histomorphometry were assessed.

Results: Comparable cortical and trabecular bone microstructure

by nano-CT as well as static and dynamic histomorphometry

parameters were found between male IOP, premenopausal IOP and

postmenopausal osteoporosis. Four significant correlations between

serum microRNA levels and bone microarchitecture and 13

correlations to histomorphometry were identified (p\0.05). miR-

550a-3p was positively correlated to both BS/BV (r=0.457, p=0.013)

and BFR/BS (r=0.453, p=0.034). These correlations were indepen-

dent of subgroups and anti-resorptive treatment. In addition miR-

550a-3p was negatively correlated to BV/TV and QS/BS. Bone

resorption, reflected by ES/BS, was significantly associated to miR-

186-5p and miR-382-3p. No associations were found between miR-

NAs and OS/BS.

Summary & Conclusion: Comparable trabecular and cortical bone

microstructure between young male and female IOP and post-

menopausal women with osteoporosis as well as the high variation in

dynamic histomorphometry parameters and cortical porosity reflect

the heterogeneity of IOP. Several but not all circulating microRNAs,

which were previously found to be robustly associated with fractures,

showed significant associations to bone microstructure and even more

histomorphometry. Our data suggest an important relationship

between miRNAs, bone quality and remodeling.

Disclosure: MH and JG are co-founders of TAmiRNA GmbH and

hold patents related to the use of microRNAs as biomarkers in

osteoporosis

Keywords: male idiopathic osteoporosis, circulating microRNA,

postmenopausal osteoporosis, bone microstructure, histomorphometry
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LOSS OF P53 COMPENSATES OSTEOPENIA IN MURINE

MYSM1-DEFICIENCY

Anna Kovtun1, Melanie Haffner-Luntzer2, Verena Fischer2, Katja

Prystaz2, Anita Ignatius2, Martina Gatzka3

1Institute of Orthopaedic Research and Biomechanics, University
Medical Center Ulm, Ulm/Germany, 2Institute of Orthopedic Research
and Biomechanics, University Medical Center Ulm, Ulm/Germany,
3Department of Dermatology and Allergic Diseases, Ulm Medical
Center, Ulm/Germany

Objectives: Histone modifications critically contribute to the

epigenetic orchestration of bone development—in part by modifying

accessibility of genes to transcription factors. Based on the previous

finding that histone H2A deubiquitinase 2 A-DUB/Mysm1 interacts

with the p53-axis in hematopoiesis and tissue development (Gatzka

et al. 2015; Belle et al. 2015), we here analyzed the molecular and

cellular mechanisms of Mysm1-p53 interplay in bone development.

Methods: The bone phenotype of 4–5 week-old Mysm1/− (MKO),

Mysm1−/−p53−/− (DKO) and corresponding wildtype (WT) mice was

determined using µCT. Primary osteoblasts, mesenchymal stem cells

(MSCs) and osteoclasts were isolated from long bones to assess cell

proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis and activity. Statistics: one-

way ANOVA, p\0.05.

Results: MKO mice displayed an osteopenic bone phenotype

compared to WT (BV/TV: 5.7±2.9 vs 12.5±4.2, TbN: 1.3±0.6 vs

2.7±0.7 1/mm, respectively), and these effects were abolished in

DKO mice (BV/TV: 17.8±1.9, TbN: 3.6±0.4 1/mm). In vitro

osteoclast formation was significantly reduced in MKO mice com-

pared to WT (1.5±1.2 vs 9.9±1.8 NOc/mm2, respectively) and

apoptosis rate was increased; additional p53 knockout attenuated

these effects (7.8±1.8 NOc/mm2). Primary osteoblasts from both

MKO and DKO mice showed decreased expression of the transcrip-

tion factor Runx2 and of osteogenic markers. In contrast, MKO-MSC

differentiation did not differ from WT, but DKO-MSCs displayed a

significantly increased expression of Alpl, Bglap and Runx2. The

differential effects of Mysm1 deficiency might result from the lower

expression level of Mysm1 in MSCs in comparison with mature

osteoblasts.

Summary & Conclusion: Thus, our data demonstrate that H2A

deubiquitinase Mysm1 is essential for the epigenetic control of bone
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development via distinct mechanisms: Mysm1 controls maturation of

osteoclast progenitors and osteoclast survival and regulates osteoblast

differentiation. In MSCs, Mysm1 may play an inferior role due to low

expression level. However, loss of p53 increases Runx2 expression

during MSC differentiation, leading to normal bone formation in

DKO mice.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: p53, bone, epigenetics, mesenchymal stem cell,

osteoblast
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PREVALENCE OF LOW ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE AND

ALPL MUTATIONS IN PATIENTS WITH OSTEOPOROSIS

Beatriz Larraz-Prieto1, Katie Myers2, Ricardo Usategui-Martin3,

Stuart H. Ralston2, Nerea Alonso4

1Reumathology and Bone Disease Unit, University of Edinburgh,
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Cgem-igmm, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh/United Kingdom,
3Molecular Medicine Unit, Faculty of Medicine, University of Sala-
manca, Salamanca/Spain, 4Rheumatology and Bone Disease Unit,
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh/United Kingdom

Objectives: Hypophosphatasia is a rare inherited skeletal disorder

characterised by defective mineralisation, and multiple fractures

caused by loss-of-function mutations in ALPL gene. Biochemical

features include low levels of serum alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and

raised levels of pyridoxal-5-phosphate and phosphoethanolamine.

Previous population-based studies have estimated that about 1% of

individuals have low ALP levels of unknown cause. However the

prevalence and clinical significance of low ALP levels in patients

with osteoporosis has not been studied. Here we evaluated the

prevalence of low ALP levels in a large clinic-based population of

patients and screened for the presence of ALPL mutations in the

subjects compared with controls.

Methods: From a total cohort of 3,285 patients referred to the

osteoporosis clinic over a 12-year period we identified 17 (0.52%) in

whom ALP levels were low (\40 U/l) on at least two occasions. We

selected 30 osteoporotic patients from the same population with

normal levels of ALP as controls. Sequencing of the ALPL gene was

performed in both groups.

Results: Mutations in ALPL were identified in 13/17 patients with

low ALP and 0/30 controls (p=0.017). Twelve patients were

heterozygous carriers of missense mutations and one had a nonsense

mutation (c.303c[a, p.Tyr301X). Of the mutations detected, 8 had

previously been reported as causing recessive Hypophosphatasia, but

two were novel (c.455g[a, p.Arg152His; c.901a[t, p.Arg301Trp). In

silico analysis predicted that p.Arg301Trp is a pathogenic change,

whilst inconclusive results were obtained for p.Arg152His. Regres-

sion analysis showed that ALPL mutation carriers showed a

significant reduced number of comorbidities than controls (p=0.001,

beta=0.476, 95% CI = [0.28–0.67], r2=23%).

Summary & Conclusion: In summary, low serum ALP is unusual

in osteoporotic patients but a high proportion of patients who have

low ALP are carriers of mutations in ALPL. Further studies need to be

conducted to address the role of ALPL mutations in osteoporosis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: comorbidities, ALPL, Low ALP, osteoporosis,

heterozygous mutations
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Robert Brommage1, Claes Ohlsson2
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University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg/Sweden, 2Center For Bone and
Arthritis Research, Sahlgrenska Academy, University of Gothenburg,
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Objectives: The Skeletome can be defined to include all genes that

directly influence bone mass, architecture, mineralization and/or

strength. The International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium (IMPC)

aims to perform high-throughput, comprehensive phenotype analyses,

including body BMD and radiography, on gene knockout (KO) mice for

all *20,000 protein coding genes. Data are publically available on the

IMPC website (http://www.mousephenotype.org) and cryopreserved

sperm for mutant lines are available from public repositories. Two phe-

notyping centers perform additional skeletal analyses and provide their

data online (http://www.bonebase.org; Ćhttp://www.boneandcartilage.

com). For a subset of genes, CT scans of homozygous lethal embryos and

LacZ reporter gene tissue expression panels in adult mice are available.

Methods: For each mutant line, mean body BMD values for 7 or 8

male and 7 or 8 female mutant mice are normalized to wild-type

controls. When gene KO results in homozygous lethality BMD is

measured on heterozygous mutant mice. Mutant/WT ratios are nor-

mally distributed and presented as histograms.

Results: Through January 2017 DEXA BMD data have been

obtained for *2,000 mutant lines. Mutant lines having low or high

BMD ratios likely indicate reproducible bone phenotypes and include

both benchmark genes known to affect BMD (Ctsk, Cyp27b1, Ghrhr,

Hgsnat, Kiss1r, Lrrk1, Pls3) and novel genes (Bbs5, Bzw2, Prmt7,

Slc20a2, Tram2, Zhx3). Fused vertebrae were observed in Cbx5,

Slc29a1, Ttc28 and Xbp1 mutants.

Summary & Conclusion: Mutant mouse BMD and skeletal dys-

morphology IMPC data will increasingly become a major resource for

the bone research community. Identifying skeletal phenotypes in

minimally-studied Ignorome genes will be a major contribution. For

candidate genes of interest, IMPC data showing lethality, the lack of a

bone phenotype, the presence of a bone phenotype, and/or the pres-

ence of non-skeletal phenotypes can guide research decisions for

individual laboratories.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: knockout mouse phenotyping, skeletome, international

mouse phenotyping consortium, mouse bone mineral density
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Objectives: Idiopathic infantile hypercalcemia is caused by a

mutation in the CYP24A1 gene. The mutation leads to impaired
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catabolism of vitamin D, and is known to cause hypercalcemia in

infants. In recent years the mutation has also been detected in pre-

viously asymptomatic adults presenting with hypercalcemia. We

report on two adult siblings with a new CYP24A1 mutation who has

previously been asymptomatic.

Methods: CYP 24A1 gene sequencing (by the Sanger method at

Molekulargenetisches Labor, Germany). Clinical and biochemical

work-up.

Results: Two previously healthy siblings (male 21 years, female 19

years) were admitted within 4 months, both with symptomatic hyper-

calcemia and suppressed PTH. Ionized calcium was (1,42–1,82 and

1,36–1,52 mmol/L respectively (normal range 1,18–1,32)). Vitamin D

was high in normal range (193 and 170 nmol/L respectively (50–200)).

The brother had just returned from a 2 week sunny vacation and was

simultaneously taking vitamin D supplement (20 ug/day). After having

screened for malignant and not-malignant causes of hypercalcemia, the

CYP24A1 gene was sequenced showing heterozygosity for two muta-

tions including a known and a novel variant of theCYP24A1gene (exon

9 1226T[C (SNP-ID: 6068812) and exon 3 543+1G[C). None of the

patients had sign of late complications in terms of nephrocalcinosis.

Both parents had normal calcium levels in the blood. The siblings live

and grew op on the 56-northern latitude where vitamin D3 formation in

the skin only occurs from April to September.

Summary & Conclusion: The phenotypic presentation of idio-

pathic infantile hypercalcemia due to CYP24A1 mutations is variable

and dependent on vitamin D supply and activation. Intensive sun

exposure and vitamin D supplement may unmask the condition in

otherwise asymptomatic adults. CYP24A1 needs to be considered in

the differential diagnosis of adults presenting with hypercalcemia and

suppressed PTH with no other cause.

Disclosure: Pia Eiken is an advisory board member of Eli Lilly,

MSD, and Amgen and has received lecture fees from Eli Lilly and

Amgen

Keywords: idiopathic infantile hypercalcemia, CYP24A1, late

presentation
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ANALYSIS OF THE MACROPHAGE MIGRATION INHIBITORY

FACTOR (MIF) GENE VARIANTS WITH BONE MINERAL

DENSITY AND FRACTURE RISK IN MALTESE

POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN

Daniel Scerri, André J. Sladden, Melissa M. Formosa,

Angela Xuereb-Anastasi

Applied Biomedical Science, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of
Malta, Msida/Malta

Objectives: The macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) is a

pro-inflammatory cytokine that increases bone destruction in the

presence of low oestrogen levels. The aim of the study was to assess

the effect of two variants located at position −173 (G[C) and +656

(C[G) within the MIF gene on bone mineral density (BMD) and

fracture risk in Maltese postmenopausal women. Association of the

variants with biochemical variables was also analysed.

Methods: A case-control collection of 1045 Maltese post-

menopausal women aged 41 to 79 years was used. Women who

suffered a fracture were classified as cases whereas those without a

fracture history were included as controls. Genotyping of MIF −173
was performed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and restriction

enzyme digest, whereas Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR was used

for the MIF +656. Genotype-phenotype associations were analysed

using the Mann–Whitney test whereas odds ratios with 95% confi-

dence intervals (CI) were computed using logistic regression analysis.

Results: Genotyping of the MIF −173 and +656 variants was

successful in 1041 and 1008 samples respectively. Women carrying

one copy of the +656 G allele had lower serum alkaline phosphatase

levels relative to women with the CC genotype (p=0.014).

Heterozygosity for the MIF −173 C allele was associated with lower

serum calcium levels in women aged 60 years and over (p=0.032).

Homozygosity for the MIF −173 C allele and +656 G allele was

associated with an almost fourfold and threefold increased risk of

osteoporosis at the lumbar spine respectively in women aged 60 years

and over (-173 adjusted OR: 3.9 [95% CI 1.2–12.9]; +656 OR: 3.1

[1.0-9.4]). No association was seen in younger women and with

fracture risk.

Summary & Conclusion: Results suggest that the MIF −173 and

+656 variants might increase BMD susceptibility in a site-specific

manner in Maltese postmenopausal women.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: MIF, BMD, postmenopausal, fractures
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Objectives: Circulating microRNAs (miRNAs) have been pro-

posed as novel biomarkers for osteoporosis. We have previously

reported that a specific miRNA combination in serum is associated to

the risk of fragility fractures due to postmenopausal osteoporosis

(osteomiRs). The aim of this study was to (i) validate the association

of osteomiRs to fracture-risk and (ii) to bone mineral density.

Methods: Serum samples were obtained from 100 postmenopausal

women: fifty (50) women with osteoporosis according to WHO cri-

teria were selected. Of these, 15 had sustained a fragility fracture with

a T-Score\ −1.0, and 35 were fracture-free but showed a T-Score

below −2.5. The remaining 50 women were considered non-osteo-

porotic due to the absence of fractures and a T-Score greater than

−2.5. We evaluated the diagnostic performance of osteomiRs as

biomarkers of osteoporosis according to the WHO criteria (A) and on

the basis of fracture history (B).

Results: Age-adjusted classification models were generated

including any combination of 2 or more osteomiRs. The classification

performance for comparison (A) and (B) were evaluated on the basis

of AUC-values derived from a ROC analysis. We observed that the

classification performance of osteomiRs was significantly better when

fracture was used as the sole criteria of osteoporosis, AUC=0.83,

compared to the WHO-definition, AUC=0.63. Interestingly, osteo-

miRs performed significantly better than BMD for the classification of

fractured individuals (AUCBMD=0.72). The combination of both

osteomiRs and BMD into a classification model did not improve the

performance of osteomiRs alone. A correlation between osteomiRs

and BMD at the femoral neck and spine, revealed weak associations

to miR-31-5p (r = −0.2) and let-7b-5p (r = −0.2).
Summary & Conclusion: This study was able to replicate our

previous finding that serum levels of osteomiRs are associated to

fracture-risk rather than low BMD. Therefore, osteomiRs could serve
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as sensitive biomarkers for fracture-risk and could complement the

diagnosis based on BMD.

Disclosure: MH and JG are co-founders of TAmiRNA GmbH and

hold patents related to the use of microRNAs as biomarkers of

osteoporosis

Keywords: fracture-risk, biomarkers, bone mineral density, circu-

lating microRNA, osteoporosis
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Objectives: Crouzon syndrome with acanthosis nigricans (CAN) is

a rare craniosynostosis characterized by a premature fusion of the

coronal sutures of the skull, midface hypoplasia and acanthosis

nigricans. CAN syndrome is caused by a single point mutation

(A391E) localized in transmembrane domain of FGFR3 gene. This

mutation causes an increased ligand-independent activation of the

receptor. In order to understand bone formation in CAN syndrome,

we generated the first mouse model for this condition thanks to

ubiquitous Cre-LoxP system for the murine Fgfr3 gene.

Methods: Macroscopic analyses of mutant mice (Fgfr3 A385E/+ and

Fgfr3A385E/A385E) and its control littermate were done from E16.5

embryos to newborn and adult animals. We performed morphological,

X-rays analyses and alizarin and alcian blue staining of the skeleton.

We completed these morphological analyses using micro-computed

tomography (µCT) scanners. Membranous ossification was assessed

using osteoblast cultures from newborn mice calvaria.

Results: Fgfr3A385E/+and Fgfr3A385E/A385Eadult mutant mice

exhibited mild craniofacial anomalies with incomplete penetrance.

While no premature fusion of sutures was observed, significant

reduction of length and skewing of the maxillary bone could be seen

on mutants. Interestingly, osteoblasts culture from Fgfr3A385E/+cal-

varia presented significant decreased alizarin red and alkaline

phosphatase staining, suggesting a decreased mineralization. Appen-

dicular skeleton did not present anomalies in mutants.

Immunostaining for Collagen type X showed normal hypertrophic

zone in the growth plate cartilage. The expression of Fgfr3
A385E

in the

cartilage did not alter chondrogenesis.

Summary & Conclusion: Mild phenotype observed on CAN mice

resemble to the phenotype observed on Muenke syndrome mouse

model, another FGFR3 gain-of-function related-craniosysnostosis.

We showed that the A385E mutation modifies mineralization of

osteoblasts in vitro thus indicating membranous ossification disrup-

tion in CAN syndrome. Further analyses in progress will permit to

extend the characterization and the physiopathology of the CAN

syndrome and the role of the FGFR3 gene in skull and craniofacial

development.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: FGFR3, craniosynostosis, mouse
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Objectives: DKK1 encodes a secreted protein, which acts as a

Wnt pathway inhibitor. Numerous studies have associated the Wnt

pathway with bone formation and fracture risk. Our group has

identified two missense variants in DKK1. Firstly, we identified the

p.Y74F variant, which cosegregates with the high bone mass (HBM)

phenotype in a family (Sarrión et al., 2014) and later, we identified

the p.R120L variant in another case of HBM. Furthermore, the

ExAC database provides a list of several DKK1 missense variants

present in the general population whose effects in terms of bone

mass are unknown. The p.R120L variant appears in ExAC as the

most frequent amino acid change of DKK1 [MAF=0.003]. Other

relatively frequent missense variants (MAF between 0.002 and

0.0001) are p.A106T, p.M16L, p.S157I, p.P84L and p.A41T. Our

hypothesis was that DKK1 variants found in individuals with HBM

could be loss-of-function or hypomorphic, leading to a greater

activity of the canonical Wnt pathway due to lack of inhibition.

They would then be causal and not mere accidental findings.

Moreover, variants found in the general population could also affect

the functionality of the protein and contribute to the population

variability of bone mineral density.

Methods: To test the functionality of these DKK1 mutant proteins,

we performed luciferase reporter assays and western blots.

Results: Our results showed that in the presence of wild-type

DKK1 there was a significant decrease in Wnt-dependent luci-

ferase activity, which was not detected in the presence of the p.

A41T mutant. This lack of inhibition of the mutant was not due to

lack of stable protein, as shown by western blot. The possible

effect of the remaining mutants was below the sensitivity of the

reporter assays.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, these studies show a

functional effect of a DKK1 missense variant present in the general

population.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: high bone mass, DKK1, ExAC, missense variant, func-

tional assays
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Objectives: Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have

yielded hundreds of loci associated with osteoporosis-related traits.

Linking GWAS markers (SNPs) to gene(s) and biological pathways

related to bone metabolism requires extensive functional genomic,

epigenomic and transcriptomic assessments. We aimed to scrutinize

the functional evidence of two genes underlying GWAS signals of

osteoporosis traits, not previously implicated in human bone biology.

Methods: Far Upstream Element Binding Protein 3 (FUBP3) and

ETS Proto-Oncogene 2 (ETS2) map within two BMD/fracture loci

identified by GWAS meta-analyses of the GEnetic Factors for

OSteoporosis Consortium (GEFOS). Gene expression profiles of these

genes were examined in a bone collection of hip bone biopsies from 86

postmenopausal Norwegian women; the dataset contains genome-wide

genotyping, RNA sequencing and donor musculoskeletal phenotyping

allowing to correlate transcriptional activity with genomic loci (eQTL)

and phenotypic profiles. Gene expression profiles were also assessed

during differentiation from mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) to

osteoblasts using quantitative RT-PCR in relation to mineralization

(determined by calcium incorporation into extracellular matrix).

Results: In the hip bone biopsies, the reference control genes IBSP

and SPP1 had the highest expression levels; followed in descending

order by SOST and MEPE; and finally by SP7 and RUNX2.

Expression levels of FUBP3 and ETS2 were intermediate between

SP7 and MEPE. In line with the primary cell profiling, expression of

FUBP3 and ETS2 increase sharply concomitant with the onset of

mineralization of osteoblasts (Figure).

Summary & Conclusion: These results functionally implicate

FUBP3 and ETS2 in bone metabolism, increasing their likelihood of

being the causal genes underlying the GWAS signals of BMD and

fracture. Further scrutiny is underway in an expanded set of primary

bone tissue derived from fracture and osteoarthritic patients; and

through gene expression manipulated by lentiviral gene knockdown in

hMSCs to establish how critical FUBP3 and ETS2 are for osteoblast

differentiation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone metabolism, FUBP3, ETS2, GWAS, osteoporosis
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PLEIOTROPIC EFFECTS OF GENETIC VARIANTS

ASSOCIATED WITH DIFFERENT PHENOTYPES ON

OSTEOPOROSIS RISK

Maria Christou, George Markozannes, George Ntritsos, Evangelos

Evangelou, Spyros N. Nikas, Evangelia Ε. Ntzani

Department of Hygiene and Epidemiology, Medical School, University
of Ioannina, Ioannina/Greece

Objectives: Osteoporosis is characterized by impaired bone quality

and/or reduced bone mass. Genetic factors play a major role in the

pathogenesis as reflected by high heritability reported in Genome Wide

Association Studies (GWAS). Some of the “dark matter of heritability”

not explained by GWAS can be identified through the phenomenon of

“pleiotropy” which occurs when a single genetic locus is associated

with more than one distinct phenotypes. We aimed to test GWAS-

identified Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with

different phenotypes for pleiotropic effects on osteoporosis.

Methods: GWAS catalog was searched for SNP-phenotype asso-

ciations (diseases or traits) with p≤5910−8. Proxies (r2=1) and

independent SNPs (r2\0.2) were identified. Common variants with

the Genetic Factors for Osteoporosis (GEFOS)-identified SNPs were

found for the phenotypes Femoral Neck Bone Mineral Density

(BMD) and Lumbar Spine BMD. A threshold that accounted for

multiple testing was assessed using the technique of False Discovery

Rate.

Results: We identified 75 osteoporosis-related pleiotropic SNPs

from the GWAS catalog (Figure), located in 19 chromosomes and 62

loci. Most common chromosomes and loci were 6, 17 and 17q21.31,

6p21.32, respectively. Fifty-seven SNPs were found in the GWAS

catalog, whereas 18 SNPs were proxies. Most common SNPs were

rs3184504 and rs4072037. All 75 SNPs were common variants with

Minor Allele Frequency ranging from 0.06 to 0.5. There were 84

different phenotypes, the most common being height, diastolic blood

pressure and Parkinson’s disease. Most discovery samples were of

European-only ancestry.

Summary & Conclusion: Seventy-five pleiotropic SNPs were

associated with osteoporosis and other phenotypes. These SNPs are

going to be replicated in UK Biobank cohort. Evidence of pleiotropic

associations can deepen the genetic understanding of complex phe-

notypes by identifying shared biological mechanisms and new risk

loci missed in prior GWAS due to stringent significance thresholds.

These effects can be useful for the development of improved diag-

nosis, prognosis, and targeted therapies.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION META-ANALYSIS IDENTIFIES

EIGHT NOVEL LOCI INFLUENCING THE SECOND TO

FOURTH DIGIT (2D:4D) RATIO, A PRESUMPTIVE MARKER OF

PRENATAL ANDROGEN EXPOSURE
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Objectives: During the prenatal period sex steroids influence several

systems of the body, including themusculoskeletal system. Yet, prenatal

androgen (pA) exposure is extremely difficult tomeasure.The ratio of the

lengths of an individual second to fourth digit (2D:4D) is a sexually

dimorphic trait that has been postulated as a retrospective non-invasive

biomarker of testosterone exposure inutero.Our objectivewas to identify

the genetic determinants underlying variation in 2D:4D.

Methods: Genome-wide association study (GWAS) meta-analysis

of 2D:4D adjusted for sex and genetic principal components was

applied to 15,597 individuals from seven cohorts: ALSPAC (n=

5,337), Generation R (n=3,059), Rotterdam Study (n=2,091), Twins

UK (n=1,109), QIMR1 (n=1,602), QIMR2 (n=1,109) and Raine (n=

1,003). Genotype data of all participants were imputed to the 1000GP

reference panel (30 million variants). Genome-wide significance

(GWS) was set to P=5910−8. The 2D:4D was measured across the

cohorts on X-rays and DXA scans of the hands.

Results: This, the largest GWA meta-analysis od 2D:4D to date,

identified ten GWS signals, of which eight were novel, mapping to the

GLIS1, EFNA1/EFNA3,LDAH,OLA1,HOXD12, FLI1-AS1, C16orf97

and SALL3 regoins; and two already established, mapping to the SMOC1

and LIN28B regions. No variant known to be robustly associated with

androgen/testosterone levels was associated with 2D:4D in our study.

Summary & Conclusion: These findings suggest that 2D:4D ratio

is a heritable skeletal trait. We found no evidence that levels of

prenatal testosterone contribute to the variation of 2D:4D at the

population level. Any effect of prenatal testosterone exposure on the

2D:4D may be small relative to the combined influence of the other

sources of variation and should be considered when examining

associations of 2D:4D with other (skeletal) traits.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: prenatal androgen exposure, skeletal trait, GWAS, digit

ratio
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INTEGRATIVE MICRORNA-GENE EXPRESSION NETWORK

ANALYSIS IN PERIPHERAL LEUKOCYTES FROM

MALIGNANT AND BENIGN PRIMARY

HYPERPARATHYROIDISM

Jing Kong, Ou Wang, Min Nie, Yan Jiang, Mei Li, Weibo Xia,

Xunwu Meng, Xiaoping Xing

Department of Endocrinology,, Peking Union Medical College
Hospital, Beijing/China

Objectives: Dysregulation of microRNAs (miRNAs) has been

shown to play an essential role in the development and progression of

cancer. It is widely recognized that preoperative diagnosis of

parathyroid carcinoma (PC) is difficult because of the overlap of

characteristics between malignant and benign parathyroid tumors.

The aim of the present study was to identify differentially expressed

miRNAs in peripheral blood leukocytes of PC and parathyroid ade-

noma (PA).

Methods: Total mRNA of blood leukocytes in 6 PC patients and 6

PA patents, which were both confirmed by pathology, was extracted.

They were sex and age matched. The Affymetrix GeneChip miRNA

4.0 Array for human were used to compare miRNA expression pro-

files in PC and PA groups. Bioinformatics analysis was performed by

GMINIX Informatics Ltd. Co, Shanghai, China.

Results: We identified 19 miRNAs that were significantly up

regulated in PC patients as compared to PA, while 5 miRNAs were

significantly down regulated (P\0.05, Fold change[2.0 or\−2.0).
Among which, 6 miRNAs (hsa-miR-206, hsa-miR-6823-5p, hsa-miR-

3935, hsa-miR-3667-5p, hsa-miR-6826-5p and hsa-miR-935) were

dysregulated prominently between PC patients and PA patients (P\
0.05, Fold change[2.4 or\−2.4). 323 gene ontology (GO) terms and

100 KEGG pathways were significantly enriched in PC patients. In

addition, we constructed a miRNA-gene network that suggested that

hsa-miR-206, hsa-miR-7152-3p, hsa-miR-3614-5p, hsa-miR-5088-

5p, hsa-miR-3667-5p, hsa-miR-6728-5p, hsa-miR-3136-5p, hsa-miR-

6131, hsa-miR-4538, hsa-miR-8060 and hsa-miR-6823-5p may play

important roles in the regulatory network. Furthermore, pathway-re-

lation analysis suggested that MAPK signaling pathway plays a

crucial role in parathyroid malignancy.

Summary & Conclusion: The results suggested that miRNAs may

be important in the development of malignant parathyroid tumor. We

suggest that different miRNAs profiles found in the peripheral blood

leukocytes from PC patients can be relevant to understand the

pathogenesis of PC and/or used as biomarkers of the disease. The data

provide valuable insights for future research.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: primary hyperparathyroidism, parathyroid carcinoma,

microRNA, parathyroid adenoma

Hormones and mineral metabolism
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ABSENCE OF CALCITRIOL CAUSES GREATER CORTICAL

BONE LOSS AND LOWER MILK CALCIUM DURING

LACTATION, BUT DOES NOT IMPAIR POST-LACTATION

RECOVERY OF BONE MASS OR STRENGTH IN CYP27B1

NULL MICE
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Objectives: We hypothesized that adaptation to the calcium supply

demands of pregnancy and lactation do not require calcitriol. Adult

Cyp27b1 null mice lack calcitriol and have hypocalcemia,

hypophosphatemia, and rickets; a calcium, phosphorus and lactose-

enriched “rescue” diet prevents these changes.

Methods: We studied sister WT and Cyp27b1 null pairs raised on

rescue diet from weaning.

Results: WT and Cyp27b1 null mice bore similar numbers of pups.

Bone mineral content (DXA) increased[30% in Cyp27b1 nulls in

pregnancy (0.42±0.03 to 0.56±0.03 g), declined in lactation to 0.41

±0.03 g, and increased to 0.54±0.04 g by 4 weeks post-weaning. WT

showed similar changes. MicroCT revealed that both WT and nulls

lost trabecular bone during lactation. In lactating Cyp27b1 nulls,

femoral cortical thickness declined[30% (183±6 to 131±6 mm)

and endocortical perimeter increased (3.17±0.05 to 4.48±0.6); both

recovered to baseline after weaning; there were no such changes in

WT. Serum PTH was markedly elevated in Cyp27b1 nulls at baseline

(2,815±1,292 vs 8.4±3.9 ng/l in WT), reduced to 194±93 ng/ml in

pregnancy, increased to 5,500±680 ng/ml in lactation, and remained

high post-weaning. By 3-point bending test, nulls had a[50% decline

in ultimate load to failure that recovered after weaning (1.80±0.09 g

at baseline; 0.84±0.05 g at end-lactation, 1.67±0.06 g at 4 weeks

post-weaning). At mid-lactation, milk calcium content was 30%

lower in Cyp27b1 nulls (1.0±0.2 vs 1.5±0.1 g/g in WT).

Summary & Conclusion: Pregnant Cyp27b1 nulls gained BMC and

had reduced secondary hyperparathyroidism, implying increased

intestinal calcium delivery. During lactation Cyp27b1 nulls lost more

cortical bonemass and strength thanWT, accompanied by reducedmilk

calcium content and worsened secondary hyperparathyroidism. This

implies suboptimal intestinal calcium absorption that induced sec-

ondary hyperparathyroidism. Post-weaning, bone mass and strength

recovered fully. In conclusion, calcitriol-independent mechanisms

regulate calcium and trabecular bonemetabolism during pregnancy and

post-weaning, but calcitriol may protect cortical bone during lactation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: pregnancy, lactation, calcitriol, bone resorption, milk

calcium
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THE METABOLIC SIDE EFFECTS OF GLUCOCORTICOIDS

ARE POTENTIATED BY ANDROGENS

Sylvia Gasparini, Lee J. Thai, Marie C. Weber, Holger Henneicke,

Sarah Kim, Hong Zhou, Markus Seibel

Bone Research Program, ANZAC Research Institute, Sydney/NSW/
Australia

Objectives: Glucocorticoid excess is associated with adverse

metabolic effects which often limit their therapeutic use. As male

rodents have been shown to respond more robustly to the anti-in-

flammatory effects of glucocorticoids, we aimed to determine whether

there are sex differences also in the metabolic response to

glucocorticoids.

Methods: Eight week-old CD1 mice were treated with vehicle or

50 μg/mL corticosterone (CS) via the drinking water for 4 weeks. At

study end, insulin tolerance (by ITT) and body composition (by DXA)

were assessed in intact, castrated and DHT-replaced male and female

mice with or without CS treatment.

Results: Intact male mice rapidly developed severe insulin resis-

tance and increased adiposity as a result of CS treatment. In contrast,

both intact and overiectomised females maintained normal insulin

sensitivity and body composition despite CS treatment, indicating that

the gender difference in metabolic CS-sensitivity is not due to a

protective effect of estrogens. When male mice were orchidectomized

(ORC), treatment with CS no longer resulted in insulin resistance. To

assess if the absence of CS-induced metabolic side-effects in female

mice and ORC-males was due to a lack of androgens, we implanted

ORC-males and OVX-females with the minimally aromatizable

androgen, dihydrotestosterone (DHT). While DHT alone had no

effect on fat or insulin sensitivity in either gender, co-treatment with

DHT and CS rendered both ORC-males and OVX-females severely

insulin resistant and caused significant fat mass accumulation. In

addition, CS treatment resulted in high serum insulin and leptin levels

as well as brown fat dysfunction only in androgen replete animals.

Summary & Conclusion: Mice demonstrate a strong dichotomy in

their metabolic response to excess glucocorticoids, with males being

more sensitive than females. Our data indicate that androgens poten-

tiate the adverse metabolic side effects of excess glucocorticoids.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: glucocorticoids, androgens, metabolism
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INTRA-OPERATIVE FGF23 ASSAY DURING SURGERY FOR

TUMOR INDUCED OSTEOMALACIA: TOWARDS A
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Ferrone3, Alessandro Corsi4, Oreste Moreschini5, Salvatore Minisola3

1Internal Medicine, Sapienza University, Rome/Italy, 2Internal Medi-
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Objectives: To investigate the usefulness of fibroblast growth

factor 23(FGF23) intra-operative assay to monitor resection of tumor

in patients with tumor induced osteomalacia.

Methods: A 33-year-old man with five years’ history of lumbar

and pelvis pain together with multiple vertebral fractures was

admitted to our hospital. He was diagnosed ankylosing spondylitis

one year before and treated with anti-TNFa therapy without benefit.

Results: Laboratory investigation showed low tubular reabsorption

of phosphate (1.28 mg/dl) despite chronic hypophosphatemia (1.2 mg/

dl). Increased plasma values of FGF23 (673 pg/ml, ELISA LIAISON,

Diasorin, Saluggia, Italy; n.v. \ 95 pg/ml) together with elevated

values of bone alkaline phosphatase (58 mg/l; n.v\17) and low-

normal values of 1,25(OH)2D (26.2 ng/ml; n. v 20–67) were also

observed. A total body CT scan showed two suspicious areas located

in the head of the right femur and in the right tibia, even though the

Octreosan™ showed an increased uptake of the tracer only in the

femur.We decided to remove first the head femur lesion and perform

intra-operative FGF23 assay to confirm tumor resection; if this had

been unsuccessfully, we would have extended the operation to excise

the second bone lesion. Basal, 10, 60 and 225 m’ values after excision

of the right femoral head were 423, 127, 56 and 30, respectively.

Starting from the 60 m’ all values were in the normal range. The brisk

fall of FGF23 values suggested that the head femur lesion was

responsible for the syndrome. On histological examination, a mes-

enchymal tumor with highly vascular proliferation pattern

(hemangiopericytoma-like tumor), was diagnosed.

Summary & Conclusion: This is the first report showing the pos-

sibility of intra-operative FGF23 assay to monitor tumor resection in

patients with tumor induced osteomalacia. This approach could be

particularly useful to prevent incomplete resection or in case of mul-

tifocality, that has been recently described as a cause of surgical failure.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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VITAMIN D DETERMINATIONS TO EVALUATE ITS

BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY IN HEALTHY ADULTS: THE

LABOSCAT STUDY
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Objectives: The determination of 25-OH vitamin D serum levels

(25-OHD) constitutes the parameter of choice for evaluating vitamin

D deficiency. However, vitamin D binding protein (DBP) may

modulate its bioavailability thereby affecting correct evaluation of

25-OHD status. The aim of the present study was to analyze the

impact of the determination of several forms of 25-OHD (total, free

and bioavailable) in evaluating its biologic activity (estimated by

serum PTH determination) in a group of young healthy women.

Methods: 173 premenopausal women (aged 35–45 yrs. [mean:

40.2±3.1]) from LabOscat cohort were included. We analysed serum

values of total 25-OHD (25-OHDT), DBP, albumin, PTH and bone

formation (PINP,OC) and resorption (NTx,CTx) markers. Free (25-

OHDF) and bioavailable (25-OHDB) serum 25-OHD levels were

estimated by DBP and albumin determinations and also by ELISA

(25-OHDF-2). We analyzed the threshold PTH value for the different

forms of 25-OHD (by comparison of means), their correlations and

differences according to 25-OHDT levels (\20 ng/ml).

Results: 62% of the subjects had 25-OHD values\20 ng/ml; these

women also had significantly lower 25-OHDF and 25-OHDB values,

with no significant differences in bone markers and PTH values. The

PTH threshold value was similar for all forms of 25-OHD (*70 pg/

ml). Women with PTH values[70 had lower 25-OHDT (15.4±1.4 vs

18.3±2.7, p\0.05) and 25OHDB values (1.7±0.2 vs 2.2±0.09, p\
0.05). The different forms of 25OHD were significantly intercorre-

lated with each other, with marginal correlation between PTH and

25-OHDT (r = −0.136, p=0.082).
Summary & Conclusion: The determination of different forms of

25-OHD in healthy young women does not seem to offer additional

advantages over standard 25-OHDT for evaluating vitamin D defi-

ciency. In this group of subjects 25-OHDT values\15 ng/ml would

be more appropriate for defining this deficiency.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: 25-hydroxyvitamin D, DBP, free vitamin D, bioavailable

vitamin D, vitamin D deficiency
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CLASSES OF VITAMIN D STATUS AND FUNCTIONAL

RECOVERY AFTER HIP FRACTURE: A SHORT TERM STUDY

OF 1356 INPATIENTS

Marco Di Monaco, Carlotta Castiglioni, Edoardo Milano

Osteoporosis Research Center, Fondazione Opera San Camillo, Pre-
sidio Sanitario San Camillo, Torino/Italy

Objectives: To investigate the role of serum calcifediol levels

categorized into 4 classes in affecting the functional recovery after hip

fracture.

Methods: We studied 1356 inpatients with a fragility fracture of

the hip. Serum calcifediol was assessed by an immunoenzymatic

assay 19.6±5.6 (mean±SD) days after fracture occurrence and cat-

egorized into 4 classes: I class\12 ng/ml; II class 12–20 ng/ml; III

class 21–29 ng/ml; IV class ≥30 ng/ml. Function was assessed by

using the Barthel index.

Results: A Kruskal–Wallis test revealed a significant difference in

Barthel index scores assessed at the end of inpatient rehabilitation

across the 4 calcifediol classes: chi2 (3, n=1356) 27.2; p\0.001. By

comparing pairs of classes, we found that Barthel index scores were

significantly lower in the 833 patients of the I class (median 85; IQR

65–95) than in the 277 of the II (median 90; IQR 72.5–97.5) who had in

turn Barthel index scores significantly lower than the 133 patients of

the III (median 95; IQR 75–100). Conversely, no significant differences

emerged between the patients of the III class and the 114 patients of the

IV class whose median Barthel index score was 90 (IQR 75–100). A

linear multiple regression confirmed the significant association between

vitamin D status and the normalized Barthel index scores (p\0.001),

after adjustment for age, sex, Barthel index before rehabilitation,

cognitive impairment, neurologic impairment, infections, and pressure

ulcers (R2 for the whole model=0.44; F=134.5; p\0.001).

Summary & Conclusion: Vitamin D status was significantly

associated with the functional recovery in hip-fracture inpatients.

Calcifediol levels below 12 ng/ml were linked to a worse recovery

than those between 12 and 20 ng/ml that were in turn associated with

a worse recovery than those between 21 and 29 ng/ml. Conversely, no

significant differences were found between the patients with calcife-

diol between 21 and 29 ng/ml and those with calcifediol ≥30 ng/ml.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: barthel index, hip fracture, rehabilitation, vitamin D
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Objectives: Alveolar bone arises from mesenchymal condensa-

tion by intramembranous ossification. Around the first mouse molar,

the condensation becomes apparent at the embryonic day (E) 13,

differentiated osteoblasts and formation of the extracellular bone

matrix are visible one day later and osteoclasts invade the bone at

E15. Alveolar bone as the other bones is subjected to endocrine

regulations provided particularly by calciotropic hormones/hormone

like molecules. To deliver the substances, receptors on the target

cells must be present as well as vasculature. In this research,
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appearance of molecular markers related to vessel formation (CD31,

VEGF-A and α-SMA) was followed in the prenatal formation of the

alveolar bone and correlated with appearance of receptors for cal-

ciotropic hormones (PTH—parathormone, activated vitamin D—

calcitriol, calcitonin).

Methods: Imunohistochemistry of frontal serial sections of mouse

heads was used and the bone related to the first mouse lower molar

was analysed.

Results: Blood vessel around the bone can be observed at E14,

where CD31 and VEGF-A staining provide positive signals. At

E15, vasculature is present also within the alveolar bone. α-SMA,

as the late marker of vascularization, was first detected at E18.

Whereas, VEGF-A signal disappeared after E18. Correlation with

presence of receptors for calciotropic hormones displays first

appearance of PTHR at E13, VDR receptor at E14 and calcitonin

receptor at E15.

Summary & Conclusion: The results show dynamics in appear-

ance of markers related to early vessel formation in the

alveolar/mandibular bone. Based on the data, stages E13 and E15

were selected for more detailed analysis using Angiogenic PCRAr-

rays. The most recent outcomes showing up- /downregulation of

corresponding genes during the angiogenesis within the alveolar bone

will be presented. This research is recently supported by the Grant

Agency of the Czech Republic (project 17-14886S).

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: alveolar bone, vascularization, calciotropic receptor,

intramembranous ossification, mandible
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THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF HYPOPARATHYROIDISM IN ITALY:

AN EIGHT-YEAR REGISTER-BASED STUDY

Cristiana Cipriani1, Jessica Pepe1, Rizieri Manai1,

Federica Biamonte1, Antonella D’Angelo1, Piergianni Biondi1,

Luciano Nieddu2, Luisella Cianferotti3, Maria Luisa Brandi3,

Salvatore Minisola4

1Internal Medicine and Medical Disciplines, Sapienza University of
Rome, Rome/Italy, 2Faculty of Economics, UNINT University, Rome/
Italy, 3Surgery and Translational Medicine, University of Florence,
Florence/Italy, 4Internal Medicine and Medical Disciplines, Sapienza
University, Rome/Italy

Objectives: Hypoparathyroidism is a rare endocrine disorder, but

few studies have focused on the epidemiology and hospital man-

agement of the disease and none has been performed in Italy. We

investigated the prevalence of different forms of hypoparathyroidism

among hospitalized patients in Italy during an 8-year period.

Methods: This is a retrospective register-based study. We retrieved

data from the “Record of Hospital Discharge” (SDO) of the Italian

Health Ministry, from the year 2006 to 2013 and analyzed the codes

corresponding to hypoparathyroidism-related diagnoses. The inpatient

prevalence of the disease was also calculated after excluding repeated

hospitalizations.

Results: Overall,27,692 hospitalization episodes for

hypoparathyroidism were identified during the entire period (72% in

women and 27.8% in men; mean age 49.5±22.9 years). The mean

length of stay was 7.4±9.8 days (25.9% of the episodes requiring less

than 3 days of stay). The mean hospitalization rate for hypoparathy-

roidism was 5.9/100,000 inhabitants per year and there was a

significant decrease during the period of 2006–2013 (p\0.0001). The

mean hospitalization rate for post-surgical hypoparathyroidism was

1.4/100,000 inhabitants per year and the trend showed a significant

reduction during the years (p\0.0001). The mean prevalence of

hypoparathyroidism among inpatients was 5.3/100,000 inhabitants

per year and there was a significant decrease over the years (p\
0.0001).

Summary & Conclusion: Hypoparathyroidism, particularly the

post-surgical form of the disease, is not an uncommon condition

among hospitalized patients in Italy. We observed a tendency to a

decrease in the frequency of hospitalization and in the prevalence of

the disease during the period 2006–2013.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: Italy, hypoparathyroidism, epidemiology, hospitalization
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THE WNK-SPAK PATHWAY REGULATES FGF23 SECRETION

IN OSTEOBLASTS

Olena Andrukhova1, Sibel Ada1, Ute Zeitz1, Dario Alessi2, Reinhold

G. Erben1

1Department of Biomedical Sciences, University of Veterinary Medi-
cine, Vienna/Austria, 2College of Life Sciences, University of Dundee,
Dundee/United Kingdom

Objectives: With-no-lysine kinases (WNK) act as a complex with

SPAK (SPS1-related proline/alanine-rich kinase), and are key regu-

lators of intracellular trafficking of ion transporters in renal epithelial

cells. Recently, we found that molecules of the WNK-SPAK pathway

are also expressed in osteoblasts. We hypothesized that WNK sig-

naling may be involved in the secretion of the bone-derived hormone

fibroblast growth factor-23 (FGF23).

Methods: Here, we sought to elucidate further the role of the

WNK-SPAK pathway for FGF23 secretion in bone, using gain- and

loss-of-function models. As gain-of-function model, we used kelch-

like 3 (KLHL3R528H/+) knock-in mice in which lack of the

KLHL3-mediated degradation of WNKs results in a constantly acti-

vated WNK signaling pathway. Conversely, SPAKL502A mutant

mice were employed as loss-of-function model, because downstream

WNK signaling is blocked in these mice.

Results: KLHL3R528H/+ mice, but not SPAKL502A mutants,

showed increased circulating intact Fgf23. Isolated primary osteo-

blasts from KLHL3R528H/+ mutants, but not from SPAKL502A

mice, secreted increased amounts of intact Fgf23 in the medium as

compared to wild-type (WT) cells, showing that activation of WNK

signaling leads to a cell autonomous increase in Fgf23 secretion.

Treatment of KLHL3R528H/+ osteoblasts with the WNK pathway

inhibitor closantel (0.3 µM) normalized the enhanced secretion and

mRNA expression of Fgf23. To confirm the involvement of WNK in

the physiological regulation of Fgf23 secretion, we treated WT and

SPAKL502A osteoblasts with aldosterone (10 ng/ml), a known acti-

vator of WNKs in the kidney. Aldosterone increased WNK

phosphorylation in WT and SPAKL502A osteoblasts. However, the

aldosterone-induced increase in Fgf23 mRNA and protein expression

was abrogated in SPAKL502A osteoblasts or by co-treatment with

closantel.

Summary & Conclusion: Taken together, we identified WNK-

SPAK signaling as a novel regulator of Fgf23 secretion in osteoblasts.

This finding may have major implications for clinical medicine,

because the WNK-SPAK pathway may drive FGF23 secretion in

patients with activation of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone axis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: kelch-like 3 (KLHL3), fibroblast growth factor-23

(FGF23), aldosterone, with-no-lysine kinases (WNK), SPAK (SPS1-

related proline/alanine-rich kinase)
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THE VITAMIN D HORMONE IS A POSTTRANSLATIONAL

REGULATOR OF FGF23 SECRETION

Jessica Bayer, Sathish K. Murali, Olena Andrukhova,

Reinhold G. Erben

Department of Biomedical Sciences, University of Veterinary Medi-
cine, Vienna/Austria

Objectives: Fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23), a bone-produced

hormone, plays a critical role in vitamin D and phosphate home-

ostasis. High levels of intact circulating FGF23 (iFGF23) suppress

phosphate re-uptake and vitamin D hormone (1,25(OH)2D3) synthesis

in the kidney. Release of iFGF23 is controlled by intracellular pro-

teolytic processing involving the endoprotease furin. O-glycosylation

of FGF23 by the polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 3

(GALNT3) prevents cleavage of iFGF23, an action which is antag-

onized by the kinase family with sequence similarity 20, member C

(Fam20c). The 1,25(OH)2D3-mediated increase in FGF23 transcrip-

tion is well known.

Methods: Here, we examined the role of vitamin D in posttrans-

lational processing of Fgf23, using mice with a nonfunctioning

vitamin D receptor (VDRΔ/Δ) as loss-of-function model, and wildtype

(WT) C57BL/6 mice treated with 1,25(OH)2D3 (1 µg/kg/day for 2

days) as gain-of-function model. All mice were kept on the rescue

diet rich in calcium, phosphorus, and lactose to prevent severe

hyperparathyroidism in VDRΔ/Δ mice.

Results: The ratio of iFgf23 to C-terminal Fgf23 in the serum of

VDRΔ/Δ mice was lower, whereas that of 1,25(OH)2D3-treated WT

mice was higher than WT or vehicle controls, respectively, suggesting

an involvement of vitamin D in Fgf23 processing. To confirm these

data in vitro, we treated primary differentiated murine osteoblasts and

osteocyte-like cells with 1,25(OH)2D3 (10 or 100 nM) or vehicle for

24 h. Vitamin D-treated osteoblasts exhibited a reduction in Fam20c

and Furin and an increase in Galnt3 and Fgf23 mRNA expression

compared to vehicle controls. In osteocyte-like cells, 1,25(OH)2D3

treatment increased Galnt3 and Fgf23 but not Fam20c and Furin

mRNA expression, and increased the ratio of iFgf23 to C-terminal

Fgf23 in the medium.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, our data suggest that

vitamin D is not only a transcriptional but also a posttranslational

regulator of FGF23 secretion.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23), kinase family with

sequence similarity 20, member C (Fam20c), vitamin D hormone,

intracellular proteolytic processing, N-acetylgalactosaminyltrans-

ferase 3 (GALNT3).
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OXIDATION OF PTH: IN VIVO FEATURE OR EFFECT OF PRE-

ANALYTICAL CONDITIONS?

Stan Ursem1, Marc Vervloet2, Jacquelien Hillebrand3, Renate De

Jongh4, Annemieke C. Heijboer1

1Clinical Chemistry, Laboratory of Endocrinology, VU University
Medical Center, Amsterdam/Netherlands, 2Nephrology, VU University
Medical Center, Amsterdam/Netherlands, 3Clinical Chemistry, Labo-
ratory of Endocrinology, Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam/
Netherlands, 4Internal Medicine, Endocrine Section, VU University
Medical Center, Amsterdam/Netherlands

Objectives: Post-translational oxidation of PTH probably modifies

its biological activity. However, there is an ongoing debate whether

oxidation of PTH occurs in vivo, or whether it is mainly an in-vitro

artifact, which would limit its clinical significance. The aim of this

study was to investigate the influence of different pre-analytical

conditions on the oxidation of PTH within a wide range of plasma

PTH concentrations and oxidation propensity.

Methods: Non-oxidized PTH (n-oxPTH) was separated from its

oxidized form using an affinity column which captures the oxidized

PTH. N-oxPTH was measured in the eluate using commercially

available PTH assays. The study included EDTA plasma samples

from 17 patients undergoing hemodialysis (HD) and 32 healthy

subjects. We determined the effects of storage temperature, time until

centrifugation, and freeze–thaw cycles. PTH and n-oxPTH concen-

trations were measured in each sample using six different

immunoassays.

Results: N-oxPTH concentrations remained unchanged up to

180 min until centrifugation, two freeze–thaw cycles or after storage

at −20°C or −80°C up to 79 days. Various methods for n-oxPTH and

PTH measurements yielded highly comparable results. However,

there were standardization differences between the various PTH and

n-oxPTH assays.

Summary & Conclusion: N-oxPTH concentrations were

stable under our study conditions, indicating negligible ex vivo oxi-

dation of PTH, if any. In addition, PTH immunoassays have a

different sensitivity for n-oxPTH than for total PTH. For this reason,

the n-oxPTH to total PTH ratio cannot be used in absence of a

n-oxPTH standard. Clinical implications of determining specifically

n-oxPTH instead of a mixture of oxPTH and n-oxPTH require addi-

tional study.

Disclosure: Marc Vervloet reports grant support from Shire, Pfizer,

Amgen and AbbVie; lecture fees from Baxter and Amgen and con-

sultancy fees from FMC, Amgen Inc., Medice, AbbVie and Otsuka.

The other authors declare no competing interests

Keywords: PTH, hyperparathyroidism, oxidative stress, hemodialy-

sis, mineral metabolism
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EFFECTS OF IN VIVO AXIAL MECHANICAL LOADING IN

VITAMIN D DEFICIENT AND ESTROGEN DEFICIENT RATS

ON MRNA EXPRESSION OF BONE REGULATORY GENES

Ashwini K. Nepal1, Huib Van Essen1, Albert Van Der Veen2, Wessel

Van Wieringen3, Andrea Stavenuiter4, Gerard Pals5,

Dirk Vanderschueren6, Paul Lips7, Nathalie Bravenboer1

1Clinical Chemistry, VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam/
Netherlands, 2Physics and Medical Technology, VU University Med-
ical Center, Amsterdam/Netherlands, 3Department of Epidemiology
and Biostatistics, VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam/Nether-
lands, 44department of Molecular Cell Biology, VU University
Medical Center, Amsterdam/Netherlands, 5Clinical Genetics, VU
University Medical Center, Amsterdam/Netherlands, 6Department of
Clinical and Experimental Endocrinology, KU Leuven, Leuven/Bel-
gium, 7Internal Medicine, VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam/
Netherlands

Objectives: The combination of estrogen- and vitamin D defi-

ciency, which is associated with aging may result in osteoporosis.

Bone mass and structure are dependent upon their mechanical signals,

also when estrogen is deficient. However, it is unknown whether

bone’s adaptive response to mechanical loading is impaired during

deficiency of both estrogen and vitamin D. We aim to test the effect of

mechanical loading during vitamin D and/or estrogen deficiency on

the mRNA expression of bone regulatory genes,.

Methods: Eighty, 13 weeks old, female Wistar rats were divided

into 4 groups: sham (N=20), ovariectomy (OVX; N=20), vitamin D

deficiency (N=20) and OVX with vitamin D deficiency (N=20).

In vivo axial loading was performed in the right ulnae (N=

10/group), while the left ulnae were kept as contra-lateral controls.
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Bone total RNA was isolated and expression of MEPE, FGF23,

DMP1, PHEX, SOST, COL1A1, Cyp27b1, VDR and ER-α was

measured. 25(OH)D3, 1,25(OH)2D3 and estradiol levels were

measured in serum. A mixed model analysis was used to test the

effect of loading, vitamin D deficiency, estrogen deficiency and their

interaction.

Results: Mechanical loading increased gene expression of MEPE

(Estimate=+0.28, P=0.007), and SOST(Estimate=+0.24, P=0.02),

and decreased gene expression of FGF23(Estimate = −0.29, P=0.02)
and ER-α(Estimate = −0.19, P=0.01). Mechanical loading showed

significant interaction with vitamin D deficiency in mRNA expression

of VDR(Estimate = −0.29, P=0.01) and ER-α(Estimate = −0.24, P=
0.001).

Summary & Conclusion: Mechanical loading affects gene

expression of MEPE, SOST, FGF23 independently of vitamin D or

estrogen deficiency. Loading interacts with vitamin D deficiency with

respect to the VDR and ER-α expression.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: estrogen, mechanical loading, 1,25(OH)2D3
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PHARMACOKINETICS OF TRANSCON PTH, A SUSTAINED-

RELEASE PTH PRODRUG FOR HYPOPARATHYROIDISM, IN

RAT AND CYNOMOLGUS MONKEY

Vibeke M. Breinholt1, Susanne Pihl1, Joachim Zettler2, Mathias

Krusch3, Caroline Rasmussen1, Lars Holten-Andersen1,

Felix Cleemann2, Kennett Sprogoe4

1Nonclinical Development & Bioanalysis, Ascendis Pharma A/S,
Hellerup/Denmark, 2R&d Department, Ascendis Pharma GmbH,
Heidelberg/Germany, 3R&d Department, Ascendis Pharma A GmbH,
Heidelberg/Germany, 4Product Innovation, Ascendis Pharma A/S,
Hellerup/Denmark

Objectives: Natpara (PTH1-84) is approved for sc injection as an

adjunct to vitamin D and calcium in patients with hypoparathyroidism

but has not demonstrated the ability to reduce the incidence of

hypercalcemia, hypocalcemia, or hypercalciuria relative to conven-

tional therapy. Continuous infusion of teriparatide (PTH1-34) has

been shown to be superior to twice daily injections in the clinic.

TransCon PTH has been designed to maintain a normal, steady

concentration of PTH in the blood stream. It is intended to address the

limitation of short-acting PTH by providing infusion-like PTH blood

levels.

Methods: TransCon PTH was administered to rat and cynomolgus

monkeys in single dose bioavailability studies and in 28-day toxi-

cology studies with daily dosing. The systemic concentrations of

TransCon PTH and calcium were assessed at multiple time point

following dosing.

Results: TransCon PTH had a good bioavailability in both rat and

monkey with associated half-lives of approximately 24 and 34 h,

respectively. In both species, exposure to TransCon PTH increased in

a dose proportional manner; infusion-like pharmacokinetics was

observed at steady state. Sex differences in systemic exposure of

TransCon PTH and serum calcium were observed in rats, with

females exhibiting increased exposures compared to males. No dif-

ferences between sexes were observed for TransCon PTH or serum

calcium in cynomolgus monkeys.

Summary & Conclusion: Nonclinical experiments in rats and

cynomolgus monkeys demonstrated that TransCon PTH has after a

single dose a half-life of approximately 24 and 34 h respectively, a

substantial increase compared to PTH (1–34) and PTH (1–84), both

with half-lives on the order of minutes. The PK characteristics of

TransCon PTH after steady state resemble an infusion like profile,

suggesting that TransCon PTH can support continuous PTH exposure

in hypoparathyroid patients. The substantial extension of PTH half-

life more closely mimics physiological levels of PTH observed in

healthy individuals and therefore maintain blood calcium levels while

normalizing urinary calcium excretion.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: PK, extended half-life, hypoparathyroidism, infusion-

like, PTH.
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INCREASED SYSTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE IN WOMEN WITH

PRIMARY HYPERPARATHYROIDISM: A CROSS SECTIONAL

STUDY

Henriette Ejlsmark-Svensson1, Lars Rolighed2, Esben Laugesen3,

Lars Rejnmark3

1Endocrinology and Internal Medicine, Aarhus University Hospital,
Aarhus/Denmark, 2Oto-rhino-laryngologi, Aarhus University Hospi-
tal, Aarhus C/Denmark, 3Endocrinology and Internal Medicine,
Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus C/Denmark

Objectives: Moderate to severe primary hyperparathyroidism

(PHPT) is associated with increased cardiovascular mortality. How-

ever, today PHPT is often diagnosed with few symptoms and mild to

moderate hypercalcemia and thereby classified as mild PHPT. Still,

much uncertainty exists about the relationship between mild PHPT

and the risk of cardiovascular diseases. The aim of this cross-sectional

study is to examine if blood pressure (BP) and arterial stiffness differ

between patients with mild to moderate PHPT compared to match

controls.

Methods: 31 PHPT patients (71% women) with mild-moderate

hypercalcemia were matched with 31 healthy controls for sex and age

± 5 years. BP were measured in a supine position after 5 min of rest.

Applanation tonometry with measurements of augmentation index

(AIx) and pulse wave velocity (PWV) were performed using the

SphygmoCor system (AtCor Medical, Australia). We measured

plasma levels of ionised calcium, PTH, 25OHD, creatinine and

phosphatase.

Results: Compared with controls, PHPT patients had significantly

higher levels of ionised calcium (1.22±0.04 vs 1.44±0.07 mmol/L)

and, PTH (4.4±1.3 vs 12.7±5.7 pmol/L), whereas phosphate levels

were significantly lower (0.97±0.18 vs 0.84±0.21 mmol/L).

Among females mean systolic BP were significantly higher in PHPT

patients (140±19 mmHg) compared to controls (130±12 mmHg)

(p<0.04). In the entire group no significant differences in systolic

BP, diastolic BP or AIx were observed. Mean PWV was non-sig-

nificantly lower in controls (8.3±1.7 m/s) compared with PHPT

patients (9.1±2.6 m/s).

Summary & Conclusion: Mean systolic BP was significantly

higher among females with PHPT compared to controls. This

observation suggest an association between mild PHPT and increased

cardiovascular risk. The trend towards an increased PWV in mild

PHPT should be tested in a larger population of patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: hypercalcemia, blood pressure, large-arterial stiffness,

cardiovascular risk, primary hyperparathyroidism
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ENPP1 PLAYS A ROLE IN REGULATING VASCULAR

CALCIFICATION UNDER PHOSPHATE OVERLOAD

CONDITION
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Nakamura
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Orthopedic Surgery, Keio University School of Medicine, Tokyo/Japan
Objectives: Phosphorus is fundamental element to maintain our

life. Conversely, excess phosphate is toxic and leads to mortal dis-

orders, such as chronic kidney disease, arteriosclerosis, vascular

calcification. Enpp1ttw/ttw mice with a homozygous missense mutation

of Enpp1 gene exhibit postnatal progressive hyperosoteosis pheno-

types. Enpp1 regulates the production of pyrophosphate(PPi), a well-

known inhibitor of hydroxyapatite crystallization We have previously

confirmed that Enpp1ttw/ttw mice under phosphate overloading exac-

erbated vascular calcification and spinal ligamentous ossification.

However, the precise regulatory mechanism of Enpp1 gene is unclear.

Thus, the objective of this study is to clarify the responsible tissues of

Enpp1 gene expression under phosphate overload.

Methods: Enpp1 and FGF23 expression were analyzed by real-

time RT-PCR. Bone mineral density of femurs was measured by

DEXA. Spinal pathology was scanned by micro-CT. Histopatholog-

ical changes of kidney and aorta in Enpp1ttw/ttw mice were analyzed

by von Kossa staining.

Results: We newly generated Enpp1 global knockout (CAG-Cre;

Enpp1flox/flox) mice. These 8-week old mice fed with high phosphate

diet exhibited ectopic calcification of spinal ligament, reduced

growth, and vascular calcification in the kidney and aorta, likewise

Enpp1ttw/ttw mice. Next we found that the highest Enpp1 mRNA

expression in long bones after feeding high phosphate diet for 8

weeks. In vitro, Enpp1 mRNA expression was also upregulated in

MC3T3E1 cells with phosphate treatment accompanied by elevating

FGF23 expression in both time-dependent and dose-dependent man-

ners. Then, in order to analyze the roles of Enpp1in osteocytes, we

generated osteocyte specific Enpp1 conditional knockout (DMP1-Cre;

Enpp1flox/flox) mice. We are analyzing the phenotype of DMP1-Cre;

Enpp1flox/flox mice in progress and discuss whether Enpp1 could be

regulated under phosphate overload in osteocytes.

Summary & Conclusion: The elevated levels of Enpp1 expression

in long bones under phosphate overload in vivo and in differentiated

osteocyte-like cells treated with phosphate in vitro suggest that Enpp1

plays a crucial role in phosphate metabolism in osteocytes.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: ectopic calcification, phosphate, Enpp1
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DIABETES MELLITUS IS A STATE OF LOW BONE TURNOVER

—A META-ANALYSIS

Katrine Hygum1, Jakob Starup-Linde1, Torben Harsløf1, Peter
Vestergaard2, Bente L. Langdahl1

1Department of Endocrinology and Internal Medicine, Aarhus
University Hospital, Aarhus C/Denmark, 2Departments of Clinical
Medicine and Endocrinology, Aalborg University Hospital, Aalborg/
Denmark

Objectives: Patients with diabetes mellitus types 1 and 2 are more

susceptible to fractures than their healthy peers. The reason for this

yet defies solution. Current evidence indicates an altered bone turn-

over in patients with diabetes, which can be evaluated by measuring

bone turnover markers in serum. The aim of the project was to

investigate differences in bone turnover between patients with dia-

betes and controls by conducting a systematic review and a meta-

analysis.

Methods: A literature search was performed using the databases

Medline at Pubmed and Embase employing specified free text search

terms. Studies were eligible for inclusion if they investigated bone

turnover markers in patients with diabetes compared with controls.

Results: A total of 2881 papers were identified of which 66 studies

were included in the meta-analysis. Serum levels of the bone

resorption marker C-terminal cross-linked telopeptide and the bone

formation markers osteocalcin and procollagen type 1 amino terminal

propeptide were lower in patients with diabetes compared with con-

trols. Serum levels of sclerostin were significantly higher in patients

with type 2 diabetes and in patients with type 1 diabetes compared

with controls, and serum levels of osteoprotegerin were increased in

patients with diabetes compared with controls.

Summary & Conclusion: Markers of both bone formation and

bone resorption are lower in patients with diabetes compared with

non-diabetic controls. This suggests that diabetes mellitus is a state of

low bone turnover, which may lead to altered bone quality and hence

more fragile bone. Altered levels of sclerostin and osteoprotegerin

may be responsible for this.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: diabetes mellitus, bone turnover markers, meta-analysis
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SARCOPENIA AND SARCOPENIC OBESITY ASSOCIATED

WITH METABOLIC SYNDROME

Woong H. Choi1, Sang M. Hong2

1Endocrinometabolism, Hanyang University. College of Medicine.,
Seoul/Korea, Republic of, 2Endocrinemetabolism, Hanleem Univer-
sity. College of Medicine, Hwasung/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: The sarcopenia is believed to associate with metabolic

syndrome and insulin resistance. We compared two sarcopenia defi-

nitions regarding their relationship with metabolic syndrome and

insulin resistance.

Methods: The data from Korea National Health and Nutrition

Examination Survey (2008–2010, 3,176 subjects aged over 65 years

old), were analyzed. To define sarcopenia, we used appendicular lean

mass (ALM)/(height (ht)) and ALM/trunk lean mass (TLM) at a value

more than 1 SD or 2 SD below the mean of a young reference group.

Metabolic syndrome was defined using National Cholesterol Educa-

tion Program (NCEP) criteria and insulin resistance was assessed with

the homeostasis model of insulin resistance.

Results: The prevalence of sarcopenia (below 1 SD) in men and

women as determined by ASM/ht was 43.6% and 8.5%, respectively,

and by ASM/TLMwas 57.4% and 40.8%, respectively. When adjusted

by age, exercise, smoking, and alcohol, sarcopenia (below 2 SD) by

ALM/TLM increased the risk ofmetabolic syndrome (men;OR=2.441,

95%CI=1.773–3.359, women; OR=2.906, 95%CI=1.950–4.331), but

sarcopenia by ALM/ht (men; OR=0.019, 95% CI=0.004–0.085,

women; OR=0.056, 95% CI=0.006–0.506) decreased. Insulin resis-

tance was positively correlated with ALM/ht (men: B=0.102; p\0.001

andwomen: B=0.104; p\0.001) but negatively with ALM/TLM (men:

B=−0.148; p\0.001 and women: B=−0.094; p\0.001).

Summary & Conclusion: The correlations between ALM/TLM

and metabolic changes associated with sarcopenia and Sarcopenic

obesity were stronger than with ALM/ht.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: obesity, metabolic syndrome, body composition, gender,

sarcopenia
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IRISIN STIMULATES AEROBIC GLYCOLYSIS

PREFERENTIALLY FOR PROLIFERATION AND ENHANCES

BOTH AEROBIC GLYCOLYSIS AND OXPHOS DURING

OSTEOBLAST DIFFERENTIATION

Sung-Kil Lim1, Dong Dong Zhang1, Hoon Choi2

1Internal Medicine, College of Medicine, Yonsei University, Seoul/
Korea, Republic of, 2Obstetrics and Gynecology, College of Medicine,
InJe University, Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: To clarify the anabolic effects of irisin on cortical

bone.

Methods: Recombinant irisin was expressed and purified from E.

Coli. We tested the effects of rIrisin on Ob proliferation and differ-

entiation and westernblot analysis was done to see the expression of

proteins related to aeorobic glycolysis and Oxyphos.

Results: rIrisin stimulates phosphorylation of ERK and P38 pro-

tein 5 min after exposure of Irisin. UCP-1 expression was also

stimulated by treating ririsin on 3T3L1 adipocytes. Cell proliferation

assessed by WST-1 assay was enhanced, and ATF4, Runx2 and

Osterix mRNA expression were enhanced after rIrisin treatment.

Meanwhile SOST expression was suppressed in UMR cells. rIrisin

treatment significantly enhances the expression of enzymes favoring

aerobic glycolysis pathway, LDHA, PDK1 at various doses in

undifferentiated cells. However, rIrisin treatment significantly stim-

ulates expression of the proteins related to oxidative phosphorylation

(OxPhos) in differentiation MC3T3E1 cells and calvarial cells

induced by Ob differentiation media.

Summary & Conclusion: All of these results indicated that rIrisin

stimulates aerobic glycolysis and OxyPhos depending on the phase of

cell proliferation and differentiation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: OxyPhos, Irisin, aerobic glycolysis
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A META-ANALYSIS OF THE RISK OF ANKLE AND WRIST

FRACTURES DIABETES

Tatiane Vilaca1, Jennifer Walsh2, Richard Eastell2

1Metabolic Bone Centre, Northern General Hospital, Sheffield/United
Kingdom, 2Department of Oncology and Metabolism, Academic Unit
of Bone Metabolism - The University of Sheffield, Sheffield/United
Kingdom

Objectives: There is evidence for an increase in the risk of hip

fractures in diabetes (type 1 and 2), but the risk is not established for

other skeletal sites. The relationship between BMD and fracture is

altered in this population, and microarchitecture studies reported an

increase in cortical porosity at the radius and tibia. The corresponding

clinical picture would be an increase in the risk of fractures at these

sites. To evaluate this hypothesis, a meta-analysis was conducted. To

estimate the risk of ankle and wrist fractures in patients with diabetes

compared with controls without diabetes.

Methods: Medline and Embase were searched using the terms

“diabetes mellitus”, “fracture”, “ankle”, “radius” and “wrist”. Rela-

tive risks and 95% confidence intervals were calculated using random

effects model.

Results: For ankle fractures, 5 studies were selected (4 cohorts, 1

case-control) including 1,707,910 participants and 14,305 fractures.

For wrist fractures, 10 studies were eligible (9 cohorts and 1 case-

control) resulting in 2,366,693 subjects and 35,079 fractures. The

studies included men and women, from 20 to 97 years, the vast

majority with T2D. Diabetes was associated with a significant

increase in the risk of ankle fractures (RR 1.34 95%CI 1.08–1.65) and

a non-significant increase at the wrist (RR 1.14 95% CI 0.91–1.42). In

the studies that reported body mass index (BMI), the mean values

were 10% higher in the diabetic group.

Summary&Conclusion: An effect of an increase in cortical porosity

would be expected to affect both sites. However, it is known that ankle

fractures are associated with obesity, that is highly prevalent among

T2D. The risk of fractures is increased in diabetes at the ankle, but not at

the wrist. The finding is probably associated with the higher BMI in this

population and not with microarchitecture features.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: ankle, diabetes, meta-analysis, fracture, wrist
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COLD STRESS ENHANCES NGF MRNA LEVEL IN BROWN

FAT AND REGULATES BDNF AND OSTEOCALCIN MRNA IN

BONE AND BRAIN OF MICE

Claudia Camerino1, Elena Conte2, Adriano Fonzino2, Kejla Musaraj2,

Roberta Caloiero2, Domenico Tricarico2

1Department of Biomedical Sciences & Human Oncology, University
of Bari, Bari/Italy, 2Department of Pharmacy-drug Sciences, Univer-
sity of Bari, Bari/Italy

Objectives: NGF/BDNF and osteocalcin (Ost) share pleotropic

effects regulating energy, bone mass, reproduction and neuronal

functions. A significant correlation between the NGF/BDNF/Ost

expression levels and their receptors was found in brain, BAT and

bone, suggesting a homeostatic relation between them (Camerino et al.,

Front. in Physiol. 2016). We challenged this previous system investi-

gating NGF and its receptors p75NTR and NTRK1, BDNF, Ost and its

receptor GPRC6A mRNA from 3 months-old mice in bone, brain and

BAT during cold stress (CS). UCP-1 was used as positive control.

Methods: Mice were divided into three groups: controls main-

tained at room temperature (RT=23°C), CS for 6h and 5-days at T=4

°C (N=15 mice). Mice were sacrificed and the mRNA interscapular

BAT, bone and brain was extracted.

Results: CS for 6h enhanced significantly UCP-1 and NGF mRNA

levels in BAT respectively by 3 and 2.5-fold vs controls, down-regu-

lating p75NTR and NTRK1 genes. The UCP-1 gene in BAT was up-

regulated after 5-days of CS vs controls, while NGF gene was not

affected and mRNAs of its receptors were down-regulated. NGF/

p75NTR/NTRK1 genes were unchanged in bone and brain. BDNF

shows an opposite trend. BDNF mRNA increased significantly by

eightfold in bone following 5-days of CS vs controls, and in brain by 1.6-

fold after 6h, but not in BAT. Similarly, Ost mRNA in bone increased by

16-fold following 5-days of CS vs controls. It is also upregulated in BAT

by fivefold after 5-days. GPRC6A gene is upregulated by threefold after

6h in brain, while the Ost gene is downregulated by 1.5-fold; these genes

were not affected after 5-days of CS.

Summary & Conclusion: In sum in a functional model of energetic

demand, BAT-dependent thermogenesis induced early NGF respon-

ses in the same tissue, while BDNF activity may exert bone and

neuroprotective effects. Ost may exert local protective effects on bone

and neuroprotective effects thought its receptor.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone, NGF, BDNF, osteocalcin, fat
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BONE AND GLUCOSE METABOLISM ARE ASSOCIATED

WITH BODY SIZE AND COMPOSITION AS WELL AS

HORMONAL PARAMETERS IN A LARGE COHORT OF

VOLUNTEERS

Christoph W. Haudum1, Julia Münzker2, Ewald Kolesnik3, Norbert

Tripolt2, Ines Foessl2, Albrecht Schmidt3, Thomas R. Pieber2,

Barbara Obermayer-Pietsch2

1Division of Endocrinology and Diabetology, Medical University
Graz, Graz/Austria, 2Division of Endocrinology and Diabetology,
Medical University of Graz, Graz/Austria, 3Internal Medicine - Div. of
Cardiology, Medical University of Graz, Graz/Austria

Objectives: Novel publications have shown that diabetes not only

affects micro-and macrovascular diseases, but both type 1 and type 2

diabetes (T1DM, T2DM) have a tremendous effect on bone meta-

bolism and strength. Our research team has already shown that

25-OH-Vitamin-D3 (25OHD) as well as testosterone levels in men

play an important role in bone formation and homeostasis. In this

study, we investigate the interaction between bone metabolism and

the 25OHD and testosterone axis in patients with T2DM in a large

cohort study, the BioPersMed cohort (Biomarkers for personalized

Medicine).

Methods: Clinical and biochemical parameters of 966 female

(531) and male (435) volunteers were analysed to identify putative

alterations in bone metabolism between non-diabetic, pre-diabetic and

diabetic patients. Differences in metabolic parameters of obese (BMI

[30 kg/m2) patients compared to overweight or lean people were

addressed. Laboratory data in combination with DXA-derived data

for bone and body composition allow a detailed insight into the

associations of e.g. osteocalcin, 25OHD or androgens on bone

metabolism.

Results: Our findings confirm previous reports on significantly

lowered osteocalcin concentrations in patients with T2DM compared

to non-diabetics. Furthermore, we demonstrate that this effect is

pronounced in men (p\0.0001) and less in women (p=0.122).

Interestingly, significant differences in osteocalcin levels occur

already in pre-diabetic men (p=0.007). 25OHD (p=0.038), free

testosterone (p=0.022) and testosterone (p=0.002) significantly fol-

low this trend. These parameters, among others, were significantly

(25OHD (p=0.005), testosterone (p\0.001)) decreased in obese

compared to lean volunteers.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results underline the importance of

diabetes mellitus in bone metabolism. The results indicate differences

in regulatory mechanisms of bone and glucose metabolism between

men and women and reveal deteriorations of bone-specific markers,

such as osteocalcin, in the early development of T2DM.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteocalcin, T2DM, 25-OH-Vitamin-D3, metabolism
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BONE STATUS IN CORRELATION TO BMP-9, IL-6 AND

ADIPONECTIN IN DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE 2

Olga Cvijanovic Peloza1, Nenad Bicanic2, Zeljka Crncevic Orlic2,

Diana Mance3, Tanja Ćelić1, Sanja Zoricic Cvek1, Sanja Klobucar

Majanovic2, Dragica Bobinac1

1Department of Anatomy, Medical Faculty of the University of Rijeka,
Rijeka/Croatia, 2Department of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Meta-
bolic Diseases, Clinical Hospital Rijeka, Rijeka/Croatia, 3Department
of Physics, University of Rijeka, Rijeka/Croatia

Objectives: With this study we wanted to determine the mean

values of the serum proteins (BMP-9, IL-6 and adiponectin) and bone

remodeling markers (osteocalcin and serum crosslaps) and to corre-

late it with the values of the bone mineral density (BMD, g/cm2) in

patients with DMT2.

Methods: In this study 80 patients (38 men and 42 women) were

included and divided in two subgroups: (1) patients with newly dis-

covered DMT2 (N=40) and (2) patients who are over 10 years treated

for DMT2 (N=40). For each patient the mean values of the: anthro-

pometric parameters, laboratory parameters, serum proteins [(25(OH)

D, insulin, BMP-9, IL-6, adiponectin)] and bone remodeling markers

(osteocalcin and serumcrosslaps) aswell as the values of theBMDwere

determined. For detection of the serum proteins and bone remodeling

markers ELISA was performed. BMD was measured by dual-energy

X-ray absorptiometry. HOMA index was calculated according to the

formula: fasting insulin (microU/L) x fasting glucose (nmol/L)/22.5.

Statistical analysis was done by statistic program Statistica 12.0.

Results are considered statistically significant at levels P\0.05.

Results: The mean values of the given serum proteins and bone

remodeling markers are presented at Table 1. Statistically significant

differences between given subgroups are marked with star (*). Also,

BMD total body was inversely correlated to adiponectin (R = −0.46, P
=0.043) and directly proportional to osteocalcin (R=0.49, P=0.038).

BMD left hip and BMD left forearm were inversely correlated to 25

(OH)D, (R=−0.52, P=0.032) and (R=−0.63, P=0.006), respectively.

Table 1

Adiponectin

(ng/ml)

Osteocalcin

(ng/ml)

IL-6 (pg/

ml)

BMP-9

(pg/ml)

25(OH)D

(ng/ml)

Serum crosslaps

(ng/ml)

Subgroup

1

11.94±1.83* 8.36±5.05 1.77±1.2 10.1±3.3 34.34±13.81 0.23±0.1

Subgroup

2

11.29±1.2 7.9±2.39 2.94±2.12* 12.44±8.53 35.07±8.2 0.2±0.08

Summary & Conclusion: Conclusively, the values of adiponectin,

IL-6, BMP-9, 25(OH)D, osteocalcin and serum crosslaps were

dependent on duration and treatment of DMT2.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: adiponectin, bone morphogenetic protein-9, diabetes type

2, bone mineral density, interleukin-6
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GPRC6A IS NOT DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN ERK- AND AKT-

MEDIATED OSTEOCALCIN SIGNALING IN HUMAN

PANCREATIC β-CELLS

Silvia Perego, Veronica Sansoni, Giuseppe Banfi, Giovanni Lombardi

Laboratory of Experimental Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, I.R.C.
C.S. Istituto Ortopedico Galeazzi, Milano/Italy

Objectives: Osteocalcin (OC) is the main non-collagenous protein

synthesized by osteoblasts and it has a regulatory role in mineral-

ization. Recent findings evidenced new extra-skeletal roles for OC (e.

g., modulation of glucose-induced insulin secretion by interacting

with GPRC6A in β-cells). However, GPRC6A functions have been

studied only in rodents and heterologous systems. Aim of this study

was to evaluate how different concentrations of OC activate GPCR-

dependent pathways in a physiologic-like human model of pancreatic

β-cells.
Methods: 1.1B4 cell line, derived from electrofusion of PANC-1

and primary human β-cells, were treated for 5 min and 30 min with

different concentrations of OC (20 ng/mL to 100 ng/mL) either alone

or in combination with 10 µM NPS2143, a non-competitive antago-

nist of GPRC6A. mRNA and protein expression were evaluated in

order to assess the expression of GPRC6A and the activation profile

of Erk and Akt pathways.
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Results: As human β-cells in vivo physiologically express nearly

undetectable levels of GPRC6A, in 1.1B4 cells GPRC6A protein was

undetectable while its mRNA was slightly detectable. A slight

increase (1.5 fold) of pErk/tErk was induced by OC 40 ng/mL at

30 min. Instead, pAkt was dose-dependently induced within 5 min

with a twofold peak with OC 80 ng/mL; at 30 min a residual acti-

vation was evident for OC 20 ng/mL and 40 ng/mL. NPS2143 did not

affect the activation profile of Erk and Akt if not for a peak activation

of both pathways with OC 60 ng/mL, instead of 40 ng/mL for Erk and

80 ng/mL for Akt.

Summary & Conclusion: In summary: (i) human pancreatic β-cells
do not express GPRC6A (or express it at very low levels); (ii) the

pathways identified in OC signaling are only slightly induced in

human pancreatic β-cells; (iii) the inhibition of GPRC6A do not affect

the activation profile of Erk and Akt and, hence, GPRC6A may not be

involved in physiological OC signaling in human β-cells.
Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: pancreatic β-cells, GPRC6A, osteocalcin
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APOA-1 DEFICIENCY RESULTS IN INCREASED WHITE

ADIPOSITY AND REDUCED BROWN-LIKE PHENOTYPE IN

THE BONE MARROW OF MICE

Afroditi D. Kastrenopoulou1, Nicholaos I. Papachristou1, Ioanna

Papadimitriou Olivgeri1, Christos Avdulla1, Spyridon A. Syggelos1,

Harry C. Blair2, Kyriakos E. Kypreos3, Dionysios J. Papachristou1

1Department of Anatomy-histology-embryology, University of Patras,
Rion, Patras/Greece, 2Department of Pathology, University of Pitts-
burgh, Pittsburgh/PA/United States of America, 3Department of
Pharmacology, University of Patras, Rion, Patras/Greece

Objectives: Brown adipose tissue (BAT) has anabolic effect on

osteoblasts. We have recently documented that deficiency of

apolipoprotein A1 (ApoA1), key-element of HDL biogenesis, results

in decreased osteoblastic function in mice. In the present study, we

investigated whether ApoA1 deficiency (thus impaired HDL), induces

a BAT-like phenotype in mice bone marrow.

Methods: We used 12 week-old male ApoA1 deficient (ApoA1−/

−) and wild-type (WT) mice. Whole bone marrow cells (WBMCs)

were isolated from mice femora and the expression levels of PPARγ
[master regulator of white adipose tissue (WAT)], adiponectin (a

hormone secreted from WAT), and the BAT-like genes [uncoupling

protein-1 (UCP1) and deiodinase iodothyronine Type-II (DIO2)]

were assessed using qRT-PCR. Additionally, histological/histomor-

phometrical analysis for bone marrow adiposity was applied on mice

femora.

Results: Histological/histomorphometric analysis revealed that

ApoA1−/− mice had significantly elevated adipocyte area (n=5, p=

0.005) in comparison to the WT. Accordingly, mRNA expression of

PPARγ (1.284±0.266, p=0.04), CEBPa (4.303±1.337, p=0.0026)

and adiponectin (3.603±0.909, p=0.012), was significant increased

in the ApoA1−/− mice compared to WT. In contrast, the BAT-like

markers UCP1 (0.609±0.26, p=0.052) and DIO2 (0.594±0.095, p=

0.011), displayed significantly reduced levels in the ApoA1 deficient

mice.

Summary & Conclusion: ApoA1 deficiency is associated with

elevated WAT in mice bone marrow. Moreover, Apo1 knock out

mice display reduced expression of BAT-like genes through mecha-

nisms that warrant further investigation. Since BAT has anabolic

effects on skeleton, our findings offer a possible explanation as

regards the reduced osteoblastic activity and decreased bone mass

observed in the ApoA1 (and hence HDL) deficient mice. Conse-

quently, application of BAT-inducing therapies might add to the

armamentarium against bone pathologies, namely osteoporosis and

fractures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: ApoA1, adipogenesis, UCP1, ADIPOQ
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T2D PARTICIPANTS HAVE LOWER PREVALENCE OF

MODERATE AND SEVERE VERTEBRAL FRACTURES: A

META-ANALYSIS OF POPULATION BASED STUDIES

Fjorda Koromani1, Taulant Muka2, Josje Schoufour2, Ling Oei2,

Carola Zillikens3, Oscar Franco2, Andre G. Uitterlinden4, Edwin H.

G. Oei5, Olivier Lamy6, Berengere Aubry-Rozier7,

Didier Hans8, Fernando Rivadeneira4

1Radiology, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam/Netherlands, 2Epidemiology,
Erasmus MC, Rotterdam/Netherlands, 3Internal Medicine,
Endocrinology, Erasmus Medical Centre, Rotterdam/Netherlands,
4Internal Medicine, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam/Netherlands, 5Depart-
ment of Radiology & Nuclear Medicine,, ErasmusMC, Rotterdam/
Netherlands, 6Center of Bone Diseases - Rhu Dal, Lausanne Univer-
sity Hospital - CHUV, Lausanne/Switzerland, 7Center of Bone
Diseases, Lausanne University Hospital, Lausanne/Switzerland,
8Center of Bone Diseases - Rhu-dal, Lausanne University Hospital -
CHUV, Lausanne/Switzerland

Objectives: 1. To assess the relation between T2D and prevalent

radio-graphic moderate and severe vertebral fractures (VFs) in two

population based cohorts 2. To assess whether this relation is through

LS-BMD or LS-TBS.

Methods: In this study were included female participants of

two population based cohorts, with data on T2D status, radio-

graphic vertebral VFs measurements and DXA scans. VFs were

scored based on Genant’s SQ method assisted by Spineanalyzer

and cases were defined as height reduction≥26%. T2D status was

defined either on clinical records data or based on glucose levels

and treatment status. To assess the relation between T2D and LS-

TBS, LS-BMD, linear regressions adjusted for multiple con-

founders were used. After running logistic regression models to

assess the association between T2D and VFs for each cohort

separately, the results were meta-analyzed. The final model was

adjusted for Age, Height, Weight, anti-osteoporotic treatment, LS-

TBS and LS-BMD.

Results: In our population of 4573 women, 287 subject had a

moderate or severe prevalent VF and 318 had prevalent T2D. T2D

cases had significantly higher LS-BMD but lower LS-TBS (1.18 vs

1.13) and (1.18 vs 1.24) p-value\0.001 respectively. In the first

cohort (N=3127) T2D participants were associated with lower

prevalence of VFs (OR 0.66 95% CI 0.46 0.97) whereas in the

second cohort (N=1446) the association was not significant; (OR

0.39, 95% CI 0.05 3.06). After performing the meta-analysis, T2D

was associated with lower prefalent VFs (OR 0.64 95% CI 0.44

0.94).

Summary & Conclusion: This is the largest study to date that

aimed to assess the association between T2D and moderate, severe

VFs. We found that T2D women had lower prevalence of VFs in this

meta-analysis of two population based cohorts. In contrast to the

increased risk of non-vertebral fracture in T2DM despite higher

BMD, our findings in the independent cohorts show that the
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prevalence of vertebral fracture is significantly lower in diabetics than

in non-diabetics.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: type 2 diabetes, TBS, BMD, osteoporosis, vertebral

fractures
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CFOS OVER-EXPRESSION CAUSES A TUMOR–INDEPENDENT

LIPODYSTROPHY

Julia Luther1, Stephanie Peters2, Christina Baldauf1, Michael

Amling1, Thorsten Schinke2, Jean-Pierre David1

1Institute For Osteology and Biomechanics (iobm), University Medical
Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg/Germany, 2Osteology and
Biomechanics, University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf,
Hamburg/Germany

Objectives: Specific functions in co-regulationg bone and adipose

tissues were assigned to various Fos members of AP-1 transcription

factor. In particular, over-expressing Fra1, Fra2 or DFos is upregu-

lating osteoblastogenesis when downregulating adipogenesis.

Whether, cFos that causes osteosarcomas has also a function in adi-

pose tissues is unknown.

Methods: Histology analysis of adipose tissues of cFos over-ex-

pressing mice (FosTg) as well as of FosTg mice lacking Rsk2 were

performed. In vitro differentiation of adipose-derived mesenchymal

stem cells (ADSCs) and metabolic responses to glucose and insulin

were analyzed.

Results: In addition to osteosarcomas, FosTg mice have also

developed age-dependent progressive lipodystrophywhen compared to

wild-type littermates. The lipodystrophy is independent of the tumor as

shown by deleting Rsk2, a kinase necessary for the tumor growth.

Similar to Fra1 over-expression, a decreased average size of adipocytes

was evident in adipose tissues of aging FosTg mice, a phenotype not

caused by browing. In contrary to Fra1Tg mice, markers for adipocyte

differentiation or maturation were normally expressed in adipose tissue

of FosTg mice. In agreement, in-vitro differentiation of ADSCs into

osteoblasts or adipocytes was unaffected excluding a cell autonomous

defect. Fed FosTg mice display low circulating levels of glucose but

normal levels of insulin despite highly increased levels of osteocalcin.

In agreement, FosTgmice have accelerated glucose clearance as shown

by Glucose Tolerance Test despite normal sensitivity to insulin sug-

gesting an insulin-independent defect in glucose handling. Decreased

expression of makers for glycolysis and increased expression of

markers for neoglucogenesis were found by QPCR in the liver of the

FosTG mice and appeared to be linked to decreased expression of the

glucokinase and enzyme regulating the glucose storage by the liver.

Summary & Conclusion: Our data add to the multiple functions of

Fos members in regulating bone and adipocyte metabolism the new

role of Fos as regulator of glucose homeostasis by the liver.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteosarcoma, adipocytes, liver, cFos, ribosomal S6

kinase (RSK) 2
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THE INTERRELATION BETWEEN FGF23 AND GLUCOSE

METABOLISM IN HUMANS

Stan Ursem1, Marc Vervloet2, Rahel Büttler1, Susanne La Fleur3,

Mariëtte Ackermans4, Mirjam Oosterwerff5, Marelise Eekhoff5, Paul

Lips5, Annemieke C. Heijboer1

1Clinical Chemistry, Laboratory of Endocrinology, VU University
Medical Center, Amsterdam/Netherlands, 2Nephrology, VU University

Medical Center, Amsterdam/Netherlands, 3Endocrinology and Meta-
bolism, Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam/Netherlands, 4Clinical
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Objectives: Fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23) is secreted by

osteocytes and plays a role in phosphate homeostasis. As FGF23

concentrations and insulin resistance are associated, a mechanistic

link between glucose metabolism and phosphate homeostasis may

exist. The aim of our clinical study was to investigate the effect on

FGF23 concentrations of (I) a glucose load and of (II) a hyperinsu-

linemic-euglycemic clamp and conversely (III) the effect of a

phosphate-enriched diet induced increase of FGF23 concentration on

serum glucose and insulin concentrations.

Methods: I. Plasma c-terminal FGF23 (cFGF23) was measured in

8 prediabetic adults with vitamin D deficiency during an oral glucose

tolerance test. II. Plasma cFGF23 was measured during a hyperin-

sulinemic-euglycemic clamp in 9 healthy adults. III. Serum glucose,

insulin and plasma cFGF23 were measured in a group of 9 healthy

adults receiving a single day phosphate-enriched or -restricted diet.

Results: I. After a glucose load cFGF23 concentration decreased

on average 7% after 60 min (p=0.008) and 9% after 120 min (p=

0.008) compared to baseline. Phosphate concentrations decreased on

average 14% (p=0.008) and 23% (p=0.008) after 60 and 120 min,

respectively. II. During the hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamps

plasma cFGF23 remained unchanged. III. Fasting cFGF23 concen-

tration increased during a phosphate-enriched diet, however, fasting

insulin and glucose concentrations did not change.

Summary & Conclusion: During an oral glucose tolerance test in

prediabetic patients plasma cFGF23 concentration decreased signifi-

cantly. Altering FGF23 concentrations following a single day phosphate-

enriched or -restricted diet in healthy adults did not affect fasting glucose

or insulin levels. Additional studies are needed to understand the

mechanism by which a glucose load alters plasma FGF23.

Disclosure: Marc Vervloet reports grant support from Shire, Pfizer,

Amgen and AbbVie; lecture fees from Baxter and Amgen and con-

sultancy fees from FMC, Amgen Inc., Medice, AbbVie and Otsuka.

The other authors declare no competing interests

Keywords: FGF23, glucose metabolism
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ACTIN DEPOLYMERIZATION ENHANCES ADIPOCYTIC

DIFFERENTIATION OF HUMAN STROMAL (SKELETAL)

STEM CELLS

Li Chen1, Huimin Hu1, Weimin Qiu1, Kaikai Shi1,

Moustapha Kassem2

1Molecular Endocrinology & Stem Cell Research Unit (kmeb),
Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Odense University
Hospital, Odense/Denmark, 2Kmeb, The Department of Endocrinol-
ogy, University of Southern Denmark, odense/Denmark

Objectives: Human bone marrow-derived stromal (skeletal) stem

cells (hMSCs) differentiate into adipocytes that play a role in skeletal

tissue homeostasis and whole body energy metabolism. During adi-

pocyte differentiation, hMSCs exhibit significant changes in cell

morphology suggesting changes in actin cytoskeletal organization. In

this study, we studied how the actin cytosketon regulate the adipocyte

differentiation of hMSCs.

Methods: siRNA knockdown of target genes in MSCs by cell

transfection; adipogenic differentiation; inhibition of kinase activity

by small chemical inhibitors; real time PCR measure gene expres-

sions; Oil red staining of lipid beads in adipocytes, Western blots.

Results: Stabilizing actin microfilaments in hMSCs by siRNA-

mediated knock down of the two main actin depolymerizing factors
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(ADFs): Cofilin 1 (CFL1) and Destrin (DSTN) or treated cells by

Phalloidin reduced adipocyte differentiation as evidenced by

decreased number of mature adipocytes and decreased adipocyte

specific gene expression (ADIPOQ, LPL, PPARG, FABP4). In con-

trast, disruption of actin cytoskeleton by cytochalasin D enhanced

adipocyte differentiation, evidenced by oil red staining show more

lipid formation in cells, and higher expression of the adipocyte genes..

Follow up studies revealed that the effects of CFL1 on adipocyte

differentiation depended on the activity of LIM domain kinase 1

(LIMK1) (the major upstream kinase of CFL1). Inhibiting LIMK by

its specific chemical inhibitor LIMKi, also inhibited the phosphory-

lation activation of CFL1, and enhanced the adipocyte differentiation.

Moreover, treating hMSCs by Cytochalasin D inhibited ERK and

Samd2/3 signalling and this was associated with enhanced adipocyte

differentiation. On the other hand, Phalloidin enhanced ERK and

Smad2/3 signalling, but inhibited adipocyte differentiation and inhi-

bition of ERK activation by its specific chemical inhibitor U0126

rescued the inhibitory effects on adipocyte differentiation.

Summary & Conclusion: Our data provide mechanistic explana-

tion for the influence of cell shape on hMSC differentiation and

identify signalling molecules that can be targeted for controlling

hMSC into a specific fate.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: adipocyte differentiation, actin cytoskeleton, lineage

differentiation, actin depolymerization factor, bone marrow stem cells
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HUMAN GUT MICROBIOTA INFLUENCES FAT AND LEAN

MASS FRACTIONS AT SCHOOL AGE: THE GENERATION R

STUDY

Maria C. Medina Gomez1, Djawad Radjabzadeh2,

Cindy G. Boer2, Joyce Van Meurs2, Robert Kraaij2,

Fernando Rivadeneira2, Andre G. Uitterlinden2

1Generation R Study, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam/Netherlands, 2Internal
Medicine, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam/Netherlands

Objectives: Human gut microbiota is an important determinant of

health and disease. Its role in the development and preservation of the

human musculoskeletal system has not been comprehensively

explored. We aimed to identify micro-organisms of the gut microbiota

influencing bone, lean and fat mass in school age children.

Methods: This study is embedded in the Generation R Study, a

prospective multiethnic birth cohort in Rotterdam, The Netherlands.

We included 2,152 children (mean age=9.76, SD=1 years) with total

body DXA measurements (GE-Lunar iDXA) and 16 S rRNA v3-v4

gut microbiome profiles determined from collected stool. We assessed

the Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs) relative abundances for

association with total body (less head) BMC adjusted for height, and

lean and fat mass fractions, using the MASSLIN approach. All

analyses were adjusted for age, sex, BMI, genomic principal com-

ponents and technical covariates and multiple testing was FDR

corrected (significance FDR\0.05).

Results: No significant associations were found for BMC adjusted

for height. Lean mass and fat mass fraction both showed the strongest

level of evidence for association with the Christensenella genus (FDR

\2.5910−8). Children with lower fat mass fraction, and thus, higher

lean mass fraction have a higher relative abundance of Chris-

tensenella OTUs.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results confirm that human gut

microbiota can influence body composition, particularly on fat and

lean mass fractions. An effect of gut microbiota in bone mass cannot

be fully disregarded due to limited statistical power of the approach.

The association of adiposity and the Christensenella genus has been

previously established in animal models and adults, here we show its

effects are seen on lean mass and are noticeable even at a peri-

pubertal age.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: microbiome, body composition, pediatric population
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ALTERATION OF CARTILAGE AND SUBCHONDRAL BONE

(OSTEOARTHRITIS LIKE) INDUCED BY PROTEIN

MALNUTRITION IS TREATED BY NUTRITIONAL ESSENTIAL

AMINO ACIDS SUPPLEMENTS

Cedric Lavet, Patrick Ammann

Bone Diseases Division, Geneva University Hospitals, Geneva/
Switzerland

Objectives: Elderly patients frequently suffer from protein mal-

nutrition leading to major alteration of the somatotropic axis

including lower systemic and local IGF-I production known as major

anabolic agent for cartilage and bone homeostasis. Protein malnutri-

tion could affect both cartilage and SB and may contribute to

osteoarthritis development while essential amino acids supplements

could reverse these potential deleterious effects.

Methods: Mature Sprague Dawley rats (6-months-old) were pair

fed a chow diet (NP, 15% casein, 1 group) or an isocaloric low protein

diet (LP, 2.5% casein, 2 groups) for a period of 12 weeks. Following

this period, one of the two groups submitted to LP was treated with

essential amino acids supplementation (LP+EAA, 2.5%+5%).

Femurs were collected 24 weeks after protocol initiation. Phase-

contrast microcomputed tomography using contrast agent allowed

determination of trabecular morphometric parameters as well as

hyaline and calcified cartilage thickness, and proteoglycan content

estimation of both condyle. Indentation allowed determination of

cartilage material level properties in three indentation zones of each

condyle chosen according to their joint mechanical loading pattern

related to rat ambulation.

Results: LP diet induce lower systemic IGF-I (−45%, p\0.001)

and lower SB trabecular mass and mineral density (respectively

−30% and −3%, p\0.001). Despite additional histologic study is

warranted, LP did not alter cartilage thicknesses as well as pro-

teoglycan content but hyaline cartilage biomechanical properties

were impaired. In each investigated zone, and independently of the

joint mechanical loading pattern, elastic modulus and indentation

force necessary to reach a depth of 25 µm were decreased in a

respective range of −20 to −45% (p\0.001) and −10 to −30% (p\
0.001). EAA supplementation restored IGF-I systemic level from 4

week of treatment and fully normalized SB and cartilage quality

alterations.

Summary & Conclusion: We suggest that protein malnutrition

alters cartilage quality and could predispose to osteoarthritis while

EAA supplement had a curative effect.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: cartilage quality, nutrition, cartilage, subchondral bone
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INVOLVEMENT OF LUMINAL ALIPHATIC AMINO ACIDS

AND NA+/H+ EXCHANGER 3 IN THE DUODENAL CALCIUM

ABSORPTION

Narattaphol Charoenphandhu1, Nithipak Thammayon1, Kannikar

Wongdee2

1Department of Physiology, Faculty of Science, Mahidol University,
Bangkok/Thailand, 2Department of Biomedical Sciences, Faculty of
Allied Health Sciences, Burapha University, Chonburi/Thailand

Objectives: Nutrients and ions, such as amino acids, sodium, and

bicarbonate, in microenvironment near the villi profoundly affect the

rate of intestinal calcium absorption. The present study aimed to

investigate whether aliphatic amino acids in the luminal side as well

as Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE)-3 in the apical membrane of entero-

cytes were required for the enhancement of intestinal calcium

transport.

Methods: The transepithelial calcium transport and epithelial

electrical properties, e.g., potential difference and transepithelial

resistance, were determined by Ussing chamber technique with 45Ca

radioactive tracer. The apical side of the rat duodenum was directly

exposed to various amino acids, such as leucine, isoleucine, and

alanine with or without NHE3 inhibitor (tenapanor). In some exper-

iments, tetrodotoxin was added into the basolateral chamber to inhibit

the function of enteric nervous system. This study has been approved

by institutional ethics committee of Faculty of Science, Mahidol

University.

Results: We found that several aliphatic amino acids, e.g., leucine,

as well as glucose in the luminal side were capable of stimulating

duodenal calcium absorption. This amino acid-enhanced calcium

absorption was inhibited by tenapanor and inhibitors of transient

receptor potential vanilloid Ca2+ channel 6, Na+/Ca2+ exchanger 1,

and plasma membrane Ca2+-ATPase. However, tetrodotoxin had no

effect on the amino acid-enhanced duodenal calcium transport.

Summary & Conclusion: Aliphatic amino acids, particularly leu-

cine, stimulated the intestinal calcium absorption through the

transcellular pathway. NHE3 was also important for the amino acid-

enhanced calcium absorption across the intestinal epithelium. The

present study has provided foundation for development of calcium-

rich formulae or calcium supplement products for osteoporotic

patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: amino acid, intestinal calcium absorption, Na+/H+

exchanger 3, tenapanor, tetrodotoxin
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MAY CALCIUM ABSORPTION EFFECTIVENESS OF

PREBIOTICS BE AFFECTED BY THE NUTRITIONAL STATUS

OF VITAMIN D?

Mariana Seijo1, Francisco Duran1, Gabriel Bryk1,

Maria Luz De Portela2, Susana N. Zeni3

1Inigem(uba-conicet), Metabolic Osteopaties Lab., CABA/Argentina,
2Nutrition, Biochemistry and Pharmacy School, CABA/Argentina,
3Oral and Biochemical Dept., Dentistry School. UBA, CABA/
Argentina

Objectives: Low Ca intake (CaI) is related to osteoporosis among

others pathologies. Ca absorption (Abs) is regulated by vitamin D

which, within limits, compensate for the lesser CaI. Prebiotics also

positively affect Ca Abs by selectively increasing acid lactic bacteria’s

which releases metabiotic products. Short-chain fatty acids improve Ca

salts solubility by lowering intestinal pH, and favor colonic epithelial

cell proliferation.Wewonder if the prebiotic effectiveness to absorb Ca

may be affected by vitamin D (VD) insufficiency.The effectiveness of

Galactooligosaccharides/Fructooligosaccharides (GOS/FOS®) mix-

ture to increase CaAbs was evaluated in a model of vitamin D (VD)

insufficiency and established osteopenia.

Methods: Wistar rats were ovariectomized and fed a commercial

diet during 15 days postsurgery. Then, rats were divided: 32 fed a diet

VD-free (0 IU%) during 45 days to become VD insufficient (−D) and
16 fed a normal VD diet (100 IU%) (+D). At day-60, +D were

subdivided in 2 and −D in 4 groups and received during 45 days:

AIN´93 (control diet) (+D0.5%); AIN´93 containing 0.3%Ca and

2.5%GOS/FOS® (9:1) (+D0.3%P); VD free-AIN´93 (−D0.5%); VD

free-AIN´93 containing 0.3%Ca (−D0.3%); last diet containing 2.5%

(−D0.3%P) or 5% GOS/FOS (−D0.3%:2xP). Food intake and faeces

(F) were collected to determine CaI and CaF. Ca Abs% = CaI−CaF/
CaI 9 100.

Results: Ca Abs % as mean±SD: −D0.5%: 32.71±1.74;

−D0.3%: 38.33±2.33; −D0.3%P: 44.71±1.84; −D0.3%x2P: 56.40

±1.39; +D0.3%P: 87.45±1.82; +D0.5%: 67.80±2.21. As expec-

ted, VD insufficiency reduced Ca Abs% (−D0.5% and −D0.3% vs.

+D0.5%; p\0.001). Moreover, GOS/FOS® effectiveness was neg-

atively affected (−D0.3%P vs. +D0.3%P; p\0.001). Ca Abs% of

free-VD diets containing GOS/FOS® mixture was improved by

increasing prebiotic % in the diet (−D0.3%P vs. −D0.3:2xP; p\
0.01).

Summary & Conclusion: VD nutritional status may affect the

effectiveness of prebiotics on Ca Abs. Grants: UBACyT

20020130100091BA and PIP(CONICET) 11220130100199CO.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: prebiotics, low calcium intake, rats, vitamin D insuffi-

ciency, calcium absorption
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4-HYDROXYDERRICIN INHIBITS OSTEOCLAST FORMATION

WITH ATTENUATION OF EXPRESSION OF RANKL MRNA

Hiromi Hagiwara1, Kyoko Nakata1, Rieko Aida1,

Kaoru Yoshida1, Hitoshi Miyazaki2

1Biomedical Engineering, Toin University of Yokohama, Yokohama/
Japan, 2Life and Environmental Sciences, University of Tsukuba,
Tsukuba/Japan

Objectives: 4-Hydroxyderricin (4-HD) is a major polyphenol of

Angelica keiskei (Ashitaba), exhibiting antiallergic, antidiabetic,

antioxidant, and antitumor effects. The present study was designed to

evaluate the effects of 4-HD on osteoclast formation by using cultured

osteoclasts.

Methods: The multinucleated osteoclasts were formed by co-cul-

tures of mouse spleen cells with ST2 cells. TRAP-positive

multinucleated cells (five or more nuclei) were counted under a

microscope. RANKL and M-CSF mRNAs were measured by Real-

time PCR.

Results: 4-HD did not affect cell proliferation of stromal ST2 cells

at concentrations of 1 mM to 10 mM. This compound inhibited the

formation of multinucleated osteoclasts from mouse splenic cells, and

we identified a molecular pathway of osteoclast differentiation

mediated by 4-HD, which led to inhibition of the expression of

receptor activator of nuclear factor-kB ligand and macrophage-colony

stimulating factor in ST2 cells. Furthermore, 4-HD decreased H2O2

levels in ST2 cells at 1 mM and 3 mM, but increased at 10 mM.

Summary & Conclusion: Our findings indicate that 4-HD may

have critical effects on bone formation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoclast, RANKL, polyphenol, 4-hydroxyderricin
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CURCUMIN DID NOT AFFECT THE SKELETAL SYSTEM IN

MALE RATS WITH STREPTOZOTOCIN-INDUCED DIABETES

Patrycja Sołtysiak, Maria Pytlik, Urszula Cegieła, Aleksandra Janas,

Joanna Folwarczna

Department of Pharmacology, School of Pharmacy With The Division
of Laboratory Medicine In Sosnowiec, Medical University of Silesia,
Katowice, Sosnowiec/Poland

Objectives: Curcumin is a polyphenol present in turmeric, a

dietary spice. Among numerous health-promoting activities attributed

to curcumin, antidiabetic and antiosteoporotic properties are enu-

merated. Curcumin is broadly promoted as a safe dietary supplement.

Although curcumin effects on many molecular targets have been well

documented in high quality studies, there are no data on its antios-

teoporotic effects in humans, and data from experimental studies are

inconsistent. The aim of the present study was to investigate the

effects of curcumin on bones of rats with streptozotocin-induced type

1 diabetes.

Methods: The experiments were carried out on mature male Wistar

rats, divided into 4 groups (n=10–11): I—Control rats, II—Diabetic

control rats, III—Diabetic rats receiving curcumin (10mg/kg p.o. daily),

IV—Diabetic rats receiving curcumin (100 mg/kg p.o. daily). Admin-

istration of curcumin started 2 weeks after the induction of diabetes by

streptozotocin (60 mg/kg i.p.), and lasted 4 weeks. Curcumin was

administered once daily by oral gavage. Serum bone turnover markers

(CTX-I and osteocalcin), bonemass andmineralization (the tibia, femur,

L-4 vertebra), histomorphometric parameters (distal femoral metaph-

ysis, tibial and femoral diaphysis) and mechanical properties (proximal

tibial metaphysis, femoral diaphysis) were determined.

Results: Streptozotocin administration induced type 1 diabetes

with profound changes in the skeletal system: intensification of bone

resorption and inhibition of bone formation leading to decreases in

bone mass and macrometric parameters. Bone mineral mass and

trabecular thickness decreased, and the transverse cross-section bone

marrow cavity area/diaphysis area ratio increased. Mechanical prop-

erties of cancellous and compact bone worsened. Curcumin at doses

of 10 and 100 mg/kg p.o. daily did not statistically significantly affect

the investigated skeletal parameters in rats with streptozotocin-in-

duced diabetes.

Summary & Conclusion: Results of this in vivo study do not

support the use of curcumin in the prevention of skeletal changes

induced by diabetes.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: curcumin, diabetes, osteoporosis, rats
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SYSTEMATIC SCREENING FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AND

BEHAVIORAL DETERMINANTS IDENTIFIES FACTORS

DETRIMENTAL TO SKELETAL HEALTH

Ling Oei1, Joy Y. Wu2, Edwin H.g. Oei3, Fernando Rivadeneira4,

Andre G. Uitterlinden4, J. P. Ioannidis5, Michael Snyder1,

Chirag J. Patel6

1Department of Genetics, Stanford University School of Medicine,
Stanford/CA/United States of America, 2Division of Endocrinology,
Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford/CA/United States of
America, 3Radiology & Nuclear Medicine, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam/
Netherlands, 4Internal Medicine, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam/Nether-
lands, 5Stanford Prevention Research Center, Stanford University
School of Medicine, California/CA/United States of America,
6Department of Biomedical Informatics, Harvard Medical School,
Boston/United States of America

Objectives: An increasing amount of biomedical data is becoming

available, and methods are needed to tackle these “big data”. We

performed a systematic evaluation of 138 environmental and behav-

ioral factors in relation to bone mineral density (BMD) in the National

Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES).

Methods: Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) scans were

available for total body, head, pelvis and lumbar spine for 27,259 par-

ticipants from NHANES surveys 1999–2000 (A), 2001–2002 (B),

2003–2004 (C) and 2005–2006 (D). After the Bonferroni correction for

multiple testing (P\0.00036) in the discovery random effects meta-

analysis of surveys B and D, there were seven unique environmental

factors that replicated in the joint analysis of surveys A and C.

Results: Higher serum levels of a-tocopherol and of g-toco-

pherol, forms of vitamin E, were associated with decreased BMD

(per SD β=−369% and β=−150% for lumbar spine). In contrast,

retinol serum levels were related to higher BMD (per SD β=
+11.6% for total body). Serum lead levels had a negative rela-

tionship to BMD of the lumbar spine (per SD β=−1.2%) and head

(per SD β=−2.2%). Higher levels of physical activity were asso-

ciated with higher BMD (total body: per MET+1.2%). Being a

current or past smoker was associated with decreased BMD of the

total body, pelvis and head.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, our study demonstrates

consistently that several behavioral traits and fat-soluble vitamins

may have detrimental effects on BMD, while reinforcing the benefit

of physical activity for skeletal health.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone mineral density, big data, bioinformatics, environ-

mental factors, behavorial factors
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, DIETARY

QUALITY AND HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE IN

KOREAN ELDERLY WOMEN

Hee-Sook Lim1, Tae-Hee Kim2, Dong Won Byun3,

Hae-Hyeog Lee2, Seong-Rae Yeom2, Yesol Kim4

1Nutrition, Soonchunhyang University Hospital, Bucheon/Korea,
Republic of, 2Obstetrics and Gynecology, Soonchunhyang University
Hospital, Bucheon/Korea, Republic of, 3Endocrinology, Soonchun-
hyang University Hospital, Seoul/Korea, Republic of,
4Interdisciplinary Program In Biomedical Science, Soonchunhyang
University, Bucheon/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Health-related quality of life is becoming an important

issue affecting the elderly ‘s disease treatment effect, mortality, and

medical expenses. The proportion of the elderly population in Korea

is increasing rapidly and the life expectancy of women is higher than

that of men. The quality of life depends on social, physical, and

mental health, and the way to maintain physical health is regular

physical activity, and analyzed the relationship between physical

activity and quality of life of Korean elderly women.

Methods: Our study used the Korea National Health and Nutrition

Examination (KHANES) survey data from 2008 to 2013. We also

analyzed the effects of demographic, economic, lifestyle factors,

quality of life and quality of diet in 5,661 elderly women. All subjects

were classified into one group (n=2,572) and the other group (n=

3,089) who performed more than one regular exercise with high

intensity, moderate, walking, strength and flexibility.

Results: Age, education, marital status, subjective health status,

number of diseases, experience of depressive symptom, stress percep-

tion, and suicidal thoughts were significant factors for physical activity.

The physical activity group showed significantly higher quality of life

than the non-smoking group, and it was significantly associatedwith the

intake of protein, vitamin A, and vitamin B1 in the diet. Regression
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analysis of factors affecting quality of life showed that low age, marital

status, depressive symptom empowerment, no ill health, regular phys-

ical activity, high quality of diet (MAR) respectively.

Summary & Conclusion: As a result of this study, it is very nec-

essary to construct various programs to improve the quality of life of

Korean elderly women. It is important to establish a social support

system and a balanced nutrition support system.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: health-related quality of life, Korean elderly women,

Korea National Health and Nutrition Examination, physical activity,

dietary quality
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LACTOFERRIN PREVENTS BONE LOSS DURING MODERATE

PROTEIN RESTRICTION IN OVARIECTOMIZED MICE

Anne Blais, Patrick C. Even, Daniel Tome

Umr Pnca, Agroparistech, Inra, Université Paris-Saclay, Paris/France
Objectives: Osteoporosis is an age-related disease associated in

women to postmenopausal estrogen deficiency that is characterized

by a rise of bone remodeling and alterations of bone mass, structure

and strength. Reduction of protein intake which reduces IGF-1 serum

level is also related to decreased bone quality and lean body mass.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficiency of lactoferrin

on body composition, bone mineral density (BMD) and 3D-mi-

croarchitecture in condition of estrogen deficiency and reduced

protein intake.

Methods: Twelve-week-old female C3H mice were ovariec-

tomized (OVX) or sham-operated (SHAM) and fed for 4 months with

normal protein diet (NP: 20% of the total energy as soy protein) or

low protein diet (LP: 6% of the total energy as soy protein) in which

10 g of soy protein was replaced or not by 10 g of lactoferrin per kg

diet. The BMD was measured by dual energy X-ray absorptiometry

and mouse femurs were imaged using a high resolution system.

Results: Protein restriction as previously shown in Balb/c mice,

reduced gain weight. The effect of the OVX procedure on body

composition was found to depend on the protein level but reduced

significantly the BMD and bone quality in both conditions. A 35%

and 70% reduction of the bone volume/tissue volume % were found

for the NP and LP OVX mice respectively. The more important bone

loss observed in LP OVX mice was not correlated to a modification of

bone formation/bone resorption ratio but to IGF-1 level reduction.

Supplementation of both diet, with lactoferrin significantly improved

bone quality of OVX mice. In addition, lactoferrin supplementation to

the LP diet preserved lean body mass and increased IGF-1 level

compared to the OVX mice.

Summary & Conclusion: These results call for further experiments

to investigate the effect of lactoferrin supplementation on bone and

protein synthesis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone microarchitecture, lactoferrin, bone turnover,

ovariectomized mice, bone mineral density
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SODIUM BUTYRATE INDUCES THE EXPRESSION OF A

DIFFERENTIATED AND ANTI-INFLAMMATORY PHENOTYPE

IN HUMAN OSTEOSARCOMA CELLS, IN VITRO

Silvia Perego, Veronica Sansoni, Giuseppe Banfi,

Giovanni Lombardi

Laboratory of Experimental Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, I.R.C.
C.S. Istituto Ortopedico Galeazzi, Milano/Italy

Objectives: Butyrate is a product of fermentation by resident

microflora, within the colon, and it is the main energy source for

colonocytes. It plays an inhibitory role in the development of colon

cancer. It is partially absorbed and, through the circulation, it is able

to influence proliferation and differentiation of several cell types,

including osteoblasts, thanks to its inhibitory activity on histone

deacetylates (HDAC). Aim of this study was evaluated the effects of

different doses of butyrate, in its sodium salt form (NaBu) on dif-

ferentiation and functionality of osteosarcoma cells, in vitro, and to

test their effects on the expression of a pro-inflammatory phenotype,

in a normal or inflammatory environment.

Methods: SaOS-2 osteosarcoma cells, grown in osteogenic med-

ium, contemporarily treated for 24h, 48h, or 7 days with NaBu 10−4

M, 5·10−4 M or 10−3 M in presence or absence of a pro-inflammatory

stimulus i.e., TNFα 1 ng/mL.

Results: NaBu exerted only mild effects on proliferation and

alkaline phosphatase activity. On the contrary, NaBu dose- and

time-dependently induced the expression of a differentiated pheno-

type: RUNX2, COL1A1 and, above all, osteopontin gene expression

were strongly induced. Osteopontin protein expression was induced

up to 45 folds, by NaBu 10−3 M, after 7 days. Moreover, the

polymerization profile of osteopontin was modified by the treatment

compatibly with a reduction in malignancy potential. These changes

were associated with a partial inhibition of NF-κB activation and the

induction of HDAC-1 expression. The net effect was the expression

of an anti-inflammatory phenotype and the increase in the osteo-

protegerin-to-RANKL ratio. Moreover, NaBu, especially at the

highest dose, counteracted the effects of the pro-inflammatory

stimulus given by TNFα 1 ng/mL.

Summary & Conclusion: Butyrate affects osteosarcoma cell

metabolism by anticipating the expression of a differentiated pheno-

type, and by inducing the expression of anti-inflammatory mediators.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: inflammation, osteosarcoma cells, RANKL, sodium

butyrate
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MICRORNA SIGNATURES IN VITAMIN D METABOLISM

Sebastian Sonntagbauer, Roswitha Gumpold, Elisabeth Lerchbaum,

Thomas R. Pieber, Julia Muenzker,

Barbara Obermayer-Pietsch

Division of Endocrinology and Diabetology, Medical University of
Graz, Graz/Austria

Objectives: MicroRNAs (miRNAs) and their multiple impact on

cell differentiation, cellular function and metabolism are subject of

intense research. The single-stranded, noncoding RNA elements have

been detected at important steps in bone and glucose metabolism

regulation. Our aim is to detect differentially expressed miRNAs in

healthy men treated with vitamin D or placebo (PBO) for 12 weeks.

Methods: Out of an ongoing randomized controlled trial including

25(OH)vitamin D (25OHD) deficient (\30 ng/ml) healthy men treated

with 20,000 IU of vitamin D or PBO per week, we randomly chose 4

patients with a significant increase of 25OHD levels (p\0.001) and 3

without increase. Targeted screening of miRNA expression was per-

formed with miRCURY LNA PCR panel 1 (Exiqon).

Results: Out of 372 tested miRNAs, 111 were detectable in all

screened samples. In plasma from patients with 25OHD increase,

about 10 miRNAs showed a more than 2fold significant change in

their expression pattern compared to baseline. Some of them have

already been associated with β-cell-function e.g. miR-194-5p, miR-

326 in previous studies.

Summary & Conclusion: In this study, we were able to show a

direct impact of vitamin D treatment on the expression of biological
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relevant miRNAs in plasma as compared to PBO. Downstream targets

of these miRNAs will be identified to gain further insight in miRNA

regulation of vitamin D and glucose metabolism.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: vitamin D, plasma, miRNA
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THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN DIETARY PROTEIN INTAKE,

DIETARY QUALITY AND PHYSICAL FRAILTY

Josje D. Schoufour1, Trudy Voortman1, Jessica C. Kiefte-De Jong1,

Bruno Stricker1, Guy Brusselle1, Fernando Rivadeneira2, Lies

Lahousse1, Oscar Franco1

1Epidemiology, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam/Netherlands, 2Internal
Medicine, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam/Netherlands

Objectives: Physical frailty is a geriatric syndrome characterized

by unintended weight loss, low physical activity, weakness, slowness

and fatigue. Diet quality and particularly sufficient protein intake, has

been suggested to be important for preventing physical frailty, but

studies show conflicting results. An association between higher pro-

tein intake and lower frailty could merely be caused by higher overall

dietary quality, other macronutrients or overall energy intake. We aim

to further understand the association between protein intake and

physical frailty in the context of overall diet and other macronutrients.

Methods: We studied 2,575 subjects with data on diet and physical

frailty, participating in a population-based prospective cohort (aged 55

years and over). Dietary intake was assessed with a food-frequency

questionnaire, fromwhichwe calculated protein intake and adherence to

dietary guidelines as a proxy of diet quality. Frailty was defined

according to the frailty phenotype as the presence of at least three out of

the following five symptoms: weight loss, low physical activity, weak-

ness, slowness and fatigue.We examined the associations of diet quality,

protein, carbohydrates, fats and total energy intake with frailty status

using multivariable multinomial logistic regression models, adjusted for

baseline characteristics, energy intake and physical activity.

Results: Total protein intake was not associated with being either

pre-frail or frail after adjusting for covariates (OR to be pre-frail or

frail per every increase in 100 kcal from protein: 1.02 (95% CI=0.95–

1.09), 1.07 (95% CI 0.92–1.27), respectively. We observed that total

energy intake (i.e., from any macronutrient source) was significantly

associated with lower prevalence of pre-frailty and frailty (OR to be

frail per every increase in 100kcal=0.95, 95% CI=0.92–0.99). We

observed no association of overall diet quality with physical frailty.

Summary & Conclusion: Results suggest that energy intake, but

not diet quality or intake of proteins specifically, is associated with

frailty.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: nutrition, protein, frailty, dietary quality
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DIETARY QUALITY AND CHANGES IN BODY COMPOSITION

IN AN ELDERLY POPULATION

Josje D. Schoufour1, Katerina Trajanoska2, Trudy Voortman1, Jessica

C. Kiefte-De Jong1, Oscar Franco1,

Fernando Rivadeneira1

1Epidemiology, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam/Netherlands, 2Internal
Medicine, Ersmus Medical Centar, Rotterdam/Netherlands

Objectives: Ageing is often associated with changes in body com-

position. Nutrition has been identified as one of the key factors to limit

undesirable shifts is body composition. Therefore, our first aim is to

evaluate the association betweendietary quality and body composition in

an elderly population. Second, we examined if dietary quality is asso-

ciatedwith changes in body composition over a 4-year follow-up period.

Methods: We included 4303 participants from a large prospective

population-based cohort (65+). For 600 of them follow-up data were

available. Dietary quality was estimated using the Dutch Dietary

Guidelines for Nutrition. Anthropometrics (weight and height), fat

mass (FM) and fat free mass (FFM) were measured at baseline and

follow-up using dual-energy X-ray-absorptiometry. An index score

was calculated for FM (FMI) and FFM (FFMI) dividing FM and FFM

by body height. Multivariate linear regression models were used to

assess the association between adherence to the guidelines (in quar-

tiles) and BMI, FMI, and FFMI, cross-sectional and at follow-up.

Models were adjusted for age, gender, total kcal intake, socio-eco-

nomic class, and other lifestyle factors.

Results: After adjustment for confounders, elderly people with the

highest adherence score (highest quartile) had a lower FMI (B =

−0.41, 95% CI = −0.68, −0.15) than elderly in the respective lowest

quartile. Similar, they were found to have a lower BMI (B = −0.58,
95% CI = −0.95, 0.21) than elderly people in the lowest quartile. No

association was found with FFMI. At follow-up, no associations were

observed between dietary quality and FMI and FFMI. We did observe

that high adherence was associated with higher BMI at follow-up,

independent of baseline BMI (p-for trend: 0.045).

Summary & Conclusion: Our results suggest that high adherence

to the Dutch dietary guidelines is associated with less FM, but not

with FFM. Over time, high dietary quality might help to limit overall

weight loss (BMI) but not specifically FM or FFM.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: fat mass, fat free mass, BMI, body composition, dietary

quality
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THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN SARCOPENIA AND

OSTEOPENIA OR OSTEOPOROSIS IN PATIENTS WITH

CHRONIC RENAL DISEASE

Daniela Monova1, Simeon Monov2, Maria Ivanova3,

Milena Todorova3

1Department of Internal Medicine, Medical University - Sofia, Medical
Institute, Sofia/Bulgaria, 2Clinic of Rheumatology, Department of
Internal Medicine, Medical University - Sofia, Sofia/Bulgaria,
3Departmant of Internal Medicine, Medical Institute, Sofia/Bulgaria

Objectives: The aim of this study is to investigate the association

between sarcopenia and osteopenia/osteoporosis, and the factors

associated with low bone mineral density (BMD) in patients with

chronic renal disease.

Methods: Data of 65 patients with chronic renal diseases who

underwent dual energy X-ray absorptiometry were included in the

study. Sarcopenia was assessed with the appendicular skeletal mass

index (ASMI) and osteopenia or osteoporosis with the T-score.

Results: Regression analyzes showed a significant positive corre-

lation between appendicular skeletal muscle mass and BMD (P\
0,001). Additionally, as the severity of renal failure increased, sar-

copenia prevalence increased and as the degree of sarcopenia became

severe, osteopenia/osteoporosis prevalence increased. Sarcopenia was

independently associated with an increased risk of low BMD in

patients with chronic renal diseases (P\0,001). Old age and low fat

mass were significantly associated with low BMD in both sarcopenic

and non-sarcopenic participants., Exercise and dietary intake were

associated with a reduced risk of low BMD only in the non-sar-

copenic participants.
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Summary & Conclusion: Sarcopenia is closely correlated with

osteopenia or osteoporosis in patients with chronic renal diseases.

Moreover, different factors are associated with low BMD according

to the presence/absence of sarcopenia in that population. The lean

mass, compared to fat mass, has a greater positive influence on the

BMD. This result suggests the importance of the increase in lean mass

for the bone health of patients with chronic renal disease.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, bone mineral density, chronic renal disease,

sarcopenia, osteopenia

P-MUSC-2

MUSCLE FORCE HAS GREATER EFFECTS ON TIBIAL BONE

STRENGTH IN GAMBIAN WOMEN COMPARED TO MEN

Ayse Zengin1, Ann Prentice2, Landing M. Jarjou3, Mustapha Ceesay3,

Michael Mendy3, Peter R. Ebeling1, Kate A. Ward4

1Department of Medicine, School of Clinical Sciences At Monash
Health, Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences, Monash
University, Clayton/VIC/Australia, 2Calcium, Vitamin D and Bone
Health,, Medical Research Council Unit The Gambia, Keneba/Gam-
bia, 3Calcium, Vitamin D and Bone Health, Medical Research Council
Unit The Gambia, Keneba/Gambia, 4University of Southampton, MRC
Lifecourse Epidemiology, Southampton/United Kingdom

Objectives: Musculoskeletal disease is a major contributor to the

global non-communicable disease burden, with 119-million disabil-

ity-adjusted life years lost worldwide. The global increase in ageing is

expected to double the osteoporotic fracture incidence in developing

countries by 2040. Strategies to maintain bone strength, prevent

damage and fracture are imperative. The aim of this study was to

examine the effects of muscle-strength on tibial bone outcomes in a

population where fracture incidence is expected to rise.

Methods: Women (W) and men (M) aged ≥40years from rural

Gambia (West-Africa) were recruited. Tibial bone outcomes- 14%:

cortical (Ct) vBMC, cross-sectional area (CSA), Ct area (Ct.Area),

cross-sectional moment of inertia (CSMI); 66%: cross-sectional

muscle area (CSMA). Muscle-strength was assessed by jumping-

mechanography: single 2-leg counter-jump to calculate muscle-force

(kN) and power (kW). Linear regressions explored the relationship

between force and bone outcomes, adjusting for age, weight, height;

including a sex-force interaction. Similar analyses were used to

identify the effects of muscle-force/power and age; including an age-

sex interaction. Results are expressed as β-coefficients [95% CI] of

percentage unit change in force/age.

Results: For every 10 year increase in age, there was a decline in:

muscle-force (M: −10.2% [−11.9, −8.4], W: −7.5% [−9.5, −5.4], p\
0.05; muscle power (M: −27.4% [−31.2, −23.6], W: −20.2% [−24.6,
−15.7], p=0.01). CSMA decline with age was markedly less, with no

sex differences (p=0.885). Muscle-force was a significant predictor of

bone. For every 1kN increase in force, there was an increase in: Ct.

vBMC (M: 11.4% [−2.8,25.6], W: 44.3% [26.2, 62.7], p\0.0001);

CSA (M: 10.6% [−1.2, 22.4], W: 33.6% [18.6, 48.5], p=0.001); Ct.

Area (M: 9.9% [−1.9, 21.8], W: 33.5% [18.4, 48.6], p=0.001); CSMI

(M: 12.7% [1.2, 24.2], W: 22.5% [7.9, 37.2], p=0.152). Similar

effects were seen at the 38% tibia.

Summary & Conclusion: Muscle-force and power decreased with

age in this population. Less change in muscle-strength was observed

in women, possibly due to continued farming/gardening. Greater

force was associated with greater estimates of bone strength, more so

in women compared to men. Intervention strategies should focus on

maintaining muscle and bone strength in ageing Gambians.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: force, power, jumping-mechanography, ageing, BMC
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MUSCLE STRENGTH AND LEAN TISSUE MASS ARE

POSITIVELY ASSOCIATED WITH BONE MINERAL DENSITY

(BMD)

Anne Kristine Amstrup, Niels Frederik B. Jakobsen, Emil Moser,

Tanja Sikjaer, Leif Mosekilde, Lars Rejnmark

Mea, Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus C/Denmark
Objectives: Lean mass and muscle strength are believed to influ-

ence BMD. The interactions are, however, still debatable. All indices

do, however, decrease by age. We aimed to investigate the relation-

ship between these factors in a population with a wide age range.

Methods: We included 181 participants in a cross-sectional

study. Lean mass and BMD were measured by DXA, and muscle

strength (elbow extension/flexion, hand grip, knee extension/flexion

60/90°) was measured by a dynamometer (Metitur®). Low muscle

mass was identified as total lean tissue mass of the appendicular

skeleton below a cut-off value of 5.4 kg/m2 in women and 7.25 kg/

m2 in men.

Results: Mean age was 59 years, range 23–82 (86% women). Ten

percent of the women and 16% of the men had low muscle mass. Data

was stratified by sex and adjusted for age and BMI. In women BMD

at the forearm correlated moderately to grip strength and elbow

extension/flexion (ex/flx) with correlations coefficients (r): 0.63–0.66.

In men as well as women BMD at the hip correlated to knee strength

ex/flx 90/60° varying from r: 0.52 to 0.61. Lean tissue mass in the arm

and muscle strength (hand grip, elbow ex/flx) correlated significantly

(r: 0.49–0.77). In the lower extremity (lean mass of the leg and

strength of the knee ex/flx 60/90°) correlations varied from 0.50 to

0.75. Correlations between forearm BMD and lean mass in the arm

were 0.53–0.62. Lumbar spine BMD correlated to the arm by r: 0.54–

0.64. Hip BMD showed correlations to the leg varying from 0.51 to

0.59.

Summary & Conclusion: Independent of age, our data suggest that

muscle strength and lean tissue mass are well correlated to each other,

and both factors are positively associated with BMD.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: BMD, muscle strength, lean tissue mass
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LASER MICRO-DISSECTION ON HARD TISSUE: WHAT TO

OPTIMIZE AND HOW?

Deeksha Malhan1, Christian Heiss2, Thaqif El Khassawna1

1Faculty of Medicine, Justus-liebig University of Giessen, Institute for
Experimental Trauma Surgery, Giessen/Germany, 2University Hospi-
tal of Giessen-marburg, Department of Trauma, Hand and
Reconstructive Surgery, Giessen/Germany

Objectives: Bone is a unique organ with an ability of scar-

less regeneration. Different cell lineages (for e.g. osteoblasts,

osteoclasts, osteocytes) are crucial to form, maintain, and remodel

bone matrix. This study utilized Laser Micro-Dissection (LMD) to

isolate and understand differential gene expression in specific bone

cells.

Methods: Human and sheep bone samples were utilized for the

study. Infected femur bone was collected from 33 years old human

pseudarthrosis patient. Biopsies of L5 vertebral body was collected

from 4 to 9 years old ovarectomized female merino land sheep treated

with multi-deficient diet and steroid treatment. All samples were

processed using freeze-embedding method. Samples were sectioned

into 2 µm thickness for LMD and 4 µm for histology, and in-situ

hybridization. Hematoxylin stain was used on LMD sections to better

visualize cellular components. Region of interests (ROIs) were
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isolated using PALM laser system. Total RNA was isolated to per-

form qPCR and Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS). Both DNA and

RNA probes of collagen type 2 alpha 1 (Col2a1) and Osteopontin

(Spp1) were used for in-situ hybridization.

Results: Our study utilized LMD approach to study differential

gene expression within bone cells. Undecalcified bone samples were

processed, thus maintaining RNA integrity. In situ hybridization

localized specific segment of nucleic acid within a histological sec-

tion. Currently, osteoporotic sheep samples are being processed to

isolate osteocytes for whole genome sequencing. Nevertheless, the

optimized protocol confirms the successful isolation of bone cells

without RNA degradation.

Summary & Conclusion: Dysregulation in bone formation process

might result into non-unions or delayed healing. Different physio-

logical, and pathological conditions cause severe clinical indications

like osteoporosis, Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), and multiple

myeloma. The treatment of non-unions or delayed healing relies upon

the detailed investigation of bone cells. The applied protocol is

proved successful in the isolation of bone cells for deciphering the

molecular mechanism underlying skeletal disorders.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: next generation sequencing, laser micro-dissection,

osteoporosis, hard tissue
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VITAMIN D STATUS AND FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY IN NON-

EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS AND ETHNIC SWEDES IN

PRIMARY HEALTHCARE

Helena S. Salminen1, Marina Taloyan2, Per Wandell2

1Department of Neurobiology, Care Sciences and Society, Karolinska
Institutet, Huddinge/Sweden, 2Neurobiology, Care Sciences and
Society, Karolinska Institutet, Huddinge/Sweden

Objectives: Studies have reported on the associations of vitamin D

status and functional capacity, with weaker performance in those with

low levels of calcidiol (25(OH)D). The majority of non-European

immigrants who live in Sweden have been found to have low 25(OH)

D levels. Aims: To determine the associations between vitamin D

status and functional capacity in primary healthcare patients of dif-

ferent ethnic groups, and to compare the results for ethnic Swedes and

non-European immigrants.

Methods: The study population consisted of 111 primary health-

care patients, median age 48 years (IQR 36–56) who were first or

second generation immigrants (72 subjects) from Turkey, Iran, Iraq,

Somalia, Eritrea, Pakistan or Afghanistan, or ethnic Swedes (39

subjects). Vitamin D was measured as serum levels of 25(OH)D.

Standardized functional capacity tests were performed: squat test,

board test, one-leg standing (OLST) and chair-stand.

Results: The immigrants had significantly lower levels of 25(OH)

D (median 40 nmol/L, IQR 24–53) than the ethnic Swedes (median

57 nmol/L, IQR 40–79), p\0.0001. Patients with 25(OH)D levels of

£50 nmol/l had a significantly lower proportion (67.7%) that suc-

cessfully completed the board test right arm, compared to patients

with 25(OH)D levels of[50 nmol/l (86.7%, p=0.024). No difference

could be found in calcaneal BMD values between the two groups of

vitamin D (p=0.713). Non-European immigrants performed signifi-

cantly weaker compared to ethnic Swedes in: chair-stand test

(immigrants: median 11.9 s, Swedes: median 9.3 s, p=0.021), board

test right arm (immigrants: 65.3%, Swedes: 94.9%, p=0.001) and

board test left arm (immigrants: 61.1%, Swedes: 89.7%, p=0.001)

There was no difference in OLST between immigrants and Swedes.

Summary & Conclusion: Our study shows that patients in primary

healthcare with non-European immigrant background often have

vitamin D insufficiency and reduced functional capacity.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: vitamin D status, functional capacity, immigrants
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FEEDING AFTER OVERNIGHT FAST POTENTIATES BONE’S

RESPONSE TO MECHANICAL LOADING IN MICE

Hasmik J. Samvelyan1, John C. Mathers2, Tim M. Skerry1

1Oncology and Metabolism, The University of Sheffield, Sheffield/
United Kingdom, 2Human Nutrition Research Centre, Newcastle
University, Newcastle/United Kingdom

Objectives: To determine how timing of feeding affects bone’s

response to sub-threshold, submaximal and maximal mechanical

loading regimens that mimic ineffective, low or high intensity exer-

cise in mice.

Methods: Groups of 17-week-old C57BL/6 male mice (n=7) were

either fasted overnight for 16 h or allowed free access to food ad-lib.

Fasted mice were then given access to food for 2 h. All mice

underwent axial loading of the right tibiae with 8N sub-threshold,

11N submaximal and 13N maximal regimens, 3 times weekly for 2

weeks (40 cycles of loading with 9sec rest periods between each).

Left tibiae were non-loaded controls in each animal. Fluorochrome

labels of calcein were injected at the start and end of experiments.

Response of bones to loading was determined by micro-computed

tomography and dynamic histomorphometry.

Results: All loading regimens caused adaptive responses in loaded

right tibiae of all mice. The change in cortical thickness induced by

maximal loading was 36% greater in animals that were fasted then fed

for 2 h than in loaded bones of animals fed ad-lib before loading.

Analysis of total BFR/BS, MAR and MS of the tibiae of these mice

was consistent with the microCT analysis. Loading of the right tibiae

of fasted fed mice with sub-threshold and submaximal regimens

significantly increased cortical bone thickness in comparison to the

left tibiae, but not differently from ad-lib fed mice (fasted fed 8N

loaded: 0.26±0.008 mm vs 0.24±0.008 mm, p\0.05 compared with

ad-lib fed loaded: 0.26±0.002 mm vs 0.25±0.004 mm, p[0.05,

fasted fed 11N loaded: 0.27±0.007 mm vs 0.24±0.005 mm, p\0.05

compared with ad-lib fed loaded: 0.26±0.005 mm vs 0.24±

0.003 mm, p\0.05).

Summary & Conclusion: Food ingestion for 2 h after overnight

fast potentiated bone’s osteogenic response to sub-threshold, sub-

maximal and maximal mechanical loadings in mice, indicating that

changing timing of feeding can turn an ineffective loading stimulus

that does not normally cause bone formation, into an effective one.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: diet, bone, exercise, loading
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SUPPLEMENTATION WITH VITAMIN D—A QUESTION OF

STARTING POINT AND DOSE: RESULTS FROM A
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and Clinical Medicine, Epidemiology and Global Health., Umea
University, Umea/Sweden

Objectives: To determine the effect of cholecalciferol on vitamin

D status and serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D3 [25(OH)D3] levels.

Methods: An open, partly randomized, clinical trial with four

parallel groups conducted September-May at latitude 63˚N, Sweden.

Immigrants from the Middle East and Africa, ages 25–64 years par-

ticipated. A total of 147 out of 160 participants, 73 men and 74

women completed the study. The study was registered at Clini-

calTrials.gov (NCT01419119). Interventions: Oral vitamin D3

(cholecalciferol) during 12±2 weeks: Group 1 (baseline 25(OH)

D3\25 nmol/L) 10,000 IU/day, group 2a (baseline 25(OH)D3 25–

49 nmol/L) 2000 IU/day, group 2b (baseline 25(OH)D3 25–49 nmol/

L) 2000 IU/week and group 3 (baseline 25(OH)D3 50–74 nmol/L)

2000 IU/day. Main Outcome Measures: Changes of 25(OH)D3 and

the proportion who reached 25(OH)D3≥50 nmol/L alterna-

tively≥75 nmol/L.

Results: Mean 25(OH)D3 increased in all groups (p\0.001),

most markedly in group 1 where all attained 25(OH)D3≥75 nmol/L,

and 10 of 16 subjects reached 25(OH)D3[125 nmol/L with a

maximum of 197 mmol/L. In groups 2a and 2b, 48/54 and 27/49

subjects reached 25(OH)D3≥50 nmol/L and 24/54 and 1/49 subjects,

respectively reached 25(OH)D3≥75 nmol/L. 25(OH)D3 increased

among all participants except in 6/49 subjects in group 2b. In groups

2a, 2b and 3 none of the participants reached 25(OH)D3≥125 nmol/

L. The increase of 25(OH)D3 was positively related to dose and

negatively related to baseline level, while the increase of 25(OH)D3

by dose was inversely related to both dose and baseline level (p\
0.001).

Summary & Conclusion: Cholecalciferol 2000 IU/day for three

months is safe in healthy individuals with initial 25(OH)D3 25–

49 nmol/L, but monitoring is warranted since 11% do not attain

optimal level. The dose 10,000 IU/day is too high even in patients

with initial 25(OH)D3\25 nmol/L.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: 25-hydroxyvitamin D, clinical trial, vitamin D deficiency,

cholecalciferol, vitamin D supplementation
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LIMB MUSCLE STRENGTH AND GRIP STRENGTH IN AN

IMMIGRANT POPULATION IN NORTHERN SWEDEN

Lena Granlund1, Margareta Norberg2, Anna Ramnemark3, Christer

Andersson4, Marie Lindkvist5, Eva Fhärm4

1Department of Public Health and Clinical Medicine, Family Medi-
cine, Umea University, Umeå/Sweden, 2Department of Public Health
and Clinical Medicine, Epidemiology and Global Health, Umea
University, Umea/Sweden, 3Department of Community Medicine and
Rehabilitation, Geriatric Medicine., Umea University, Umea/Sweden,
4Department of Public Health and Clinical Medicine, Family Medi-
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Objectives: A majority of immigrants from the Middle East and

Africa who live in northern Sweden had vitamin D deficiency or

insufficiency. Our aim was to examine the impact of vitamin D status

on muscular strength in this population.

Methods: The cross-sectional population-based Vitamin D Defi-

ciency in Immigrants (VIDI1) study. All immigrants, ages 25–65

years originating from nine African or Middle East countries living in

a town district were invited (n=1306). 216 immigrants participated;

111 men and 106 women. The participation rate was 16,5%. Lower

limb muscle strength was examined using the Standardised Muscle

Function indices of muscle strength, and grip strength was examined

using a JAMAR hand dynamometer. S-25(OH)D3 was measured with

HPLC. Anthropometry, medical history, socioeconomic and lifestyle

data were registered.

Results: 73% of the immigrants had 25(OH)D3\50 nmol/L and

12% had vitamin D deficiency (25(OH)D3\25 nmol/L). Mean 25

(OH)D3 was 41,0 nmol/L with no significant difference between men

and women. Immigrants with vitamin D deficiency had weaker lower

limb muscle strength (p=0,004) and grip strength (p=0,029) com-

pared to other immigrants. 25(OH)D3 levels were lower in

immigrants with impaired lower limb muscles (p=0,005). Other

variables significantly associated with weaker lower limb muscle

strength were obesity, low level of education, occurrence of sick leave

and high age. Weaker grip strength was also significantly associated

with being female, high age, short stature, sick leave and low level of

education. Lower limb muscle strength and grip strength remained

associated with vitamin D deficiency (p=0,049 and p=0,022) in

multiple regression analyses.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results support that vitamin D

deficiency is associated with weaker lower limb muscle strength and

grip strength. Doctors should be aware that vitamin D deficiency is

not uncommon and might have negative health impact in immigrants

from Africa and the Middle East.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: vitamin D deficiency, muscle strength, cross-sectional

study, population based study, 25-hydroxyvitamin D
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DIFFERENCE IN THE RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF BODY

COMPOSITION ANALYSIS TO BMD AND LIPID PROFILE

WITH GENERATION IN KOREAN WOMEN

Ji Young Lee1, Dong Ock Lee2, Hyojin Lee1, Young Hee Hong1

1Obstetrics and Gynecology, Konkuk University Hospital, Seoul/
Korea, Republic of, 2Center For Cancer Prevention and Detection,
National Cancer Center, Goyang/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: To assess the correlation of body composition with

serum lipid profile and bone mineral density in Korean women.

Methods: From August, 2015 to March, 2016, we retrospectively

reviewed 490 women who did not take any drugs affecting lipid or

bone metabolism. There were classified as 5 groups according to their

age and menopause state. We analyzed the relationship between body

composition and serum lipid profile and bone mineral density. We

calculated in all women and differences were sought by ANOVA test,

Pearson correlation and multiple linear regression.

Results: Body composition(i.e., BMI, fat mass, lean body mass),

bone mineral density and lipid profile were significant differences

among five groups. In multiple linear regression, Age was predictor of

spine and femur neck BMD (p\0.001).

Summary & Conclusion: Differing level of BMI, fat mass index

with age can affect serum lipid levels. And lean body mass rather than

fat mass can exert an effect in BMD. Therefore, we can speculate that

increased physical activity may have a positive effect in preventing

osteoporosis and cardiovascular events through lowering of body fat

and increase of lean body mass.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: body composition, bone mineral density, fat mass index,

lean body mass
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PARTICIPATION IN A 8-WEEK REPEATED SPRINT TRAINING

PROTOCOL AFFECT THE CIRCULATING PROFILE OF A

PANEL OF FRACTURE-RISK ASSOCIATED MIRNAS IN

YOUNG MALES
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Vernillo2, Giampiero Merati3, Andrea Barbuti4, Antonio La Torre5,

Giuseppe Banfi1

1Laboratory of Experimental Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, I.R.
C.C.S. Istituto Ortopedico Galeazzi, Milano/Italy, 2Human Perfor-
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Objectives: Bone metabolism is finely regulated by specific

microRNAs although the underlying mechanisms are largely

unknown. Changes in the circulating levels of several miRNAs have

been associated with metabolic bone disorders and increased fracture

risk. Exercise is an fundamental determinant for bone metabolism but,

importantly, different training protocols differently affect bone.

Currently, little is known about the effects of exercise on bone-

specific miRNA expression. Aim of this study was to determine the

effect of a 8-week high-intensity training protocol on circulating

levels of selected miRNA associated with fracture risk.

Methods: Eighteen male adults were assigned to either EXP group

(n=9), who performed repeated sprint training (3 times/week, 18

maximal all-out 15 m sprints with 17 s of passive recovery), or CTRL

group (n=9). Blood was taken before the start of the protocol (T0) and

after 4 (T1) and 8 weeks (T2). miRNA-enriched total RNA was

extracted from plasma and RT and Real-Time PCR were performed

(Sp6 and Cel39: internal controls). miR-21-5p, miR-23a-3p, miR-24-

3p, miR93-5p, miR-100-5p, miR-122-5p, miR-124-3p, miR-125b-5p,

miR-148a-3p, miR-637 were tested. Relative expressions were cal-

culated by the 2-ΔΔCT method using miR-425-5p as housekeeping.

Hemolysis was checked by the miR-23a-to-miR-451 ΔCT ratio

(positive if[7). Changes over time where tested by repeated measure

one-way ANOVA; inter-group differences at each time-point were

tested throughout t test.

Results: In our cohort, circulating miR-637 and miR-124-3p were

undetectable. In CTRL miRNA levels remained stable with a very

high inter-individual variability. In EXP, miR-21-5p, miR-93-5p, and

miR-125b-5p did not change. miR-23a-3p, miR-24-3p, miR-100-5p

showed a net decrease between T0 and T2 (p\0.01), even if miR-

100-5p had a mid-time increase at T1. miR-122-5p and miR148a-3p

decreased from T0 to T1 (p\0.001) and then returned to baseline at

T2.

Summary & Conclusion: An 8-week long high-intensity training

protocol downregulates the expression of circulating miRNA asso-

ciated with fracture risk.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: miRNA, fracture risk, repeated sprint training
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TREATMENT WITH R-IRISIN PROTECTS FROM BONE LOSS

AND MUSCLE ATROPHY DURING UNLOADING

Graziana Colaianni1, Teresa Mongelli1, Concetta Cuscito1, Paolo

Pignataro1, Luciana Lippo1, Giovanna Spiro2, Ilenia Severi3,

Giovanni Passeri4, Silvia Colucci1, Janne Reseland5, Roberto Vettor2,

Saverio Cinti3, Maria Grano6

1Department of Basic Medical Science, Neuroscience and Sense
Organs, University of Bari, Bari/Italy, 2Department of Medicine-
dimed, Internal Medicine 3, University of Padova, Padova/Italy,
3Department of Experimental and Clinical Medicine, University of
Ancona, Ancona/Italy, 4Department of Clinical and Experimental
Medicine, University of Parma, Parma/Italy, 5Dept. of Biomaterials,
Faculty of Dentistry, University of Oslo, Oslo/Norway, 6Department of
Emergency and Organ Transplantation, University of Bari, Bari/Italy

Objectives: We previously showed that Irisin, a myokine released

from skeletal muscle after physical exercise, plays a central role in the

control of bone mass, driving positive effects on cortical mineral

density and geometry in vivo. Here we demonstrated that r-Irisin

treatment prevents bone loss in hind-limb suspended mice when

administered during suspension and induces a recover of bone mass

when mice were injected after a suspension period (4 weeks) during

which they developed bone loss.

Methods: 2-months-old C57BL6 male mice (n=56) were randomly

assigned to 7 groups: two groups of control mice and five groups of

hind-limb suspended mice. For the preventive protocol, hind-limb

suspended mice were treated with vehicle or with 100 µg kg−1 r-Irisin

(i.p) once a week for 4 weeks. For the curative protocol, hind-limb

suspended mice were left untreated for 4 weeks and then treated with

vehicle or with 100 µg kg−1 r-Irisin (i.p) once a week for the following

4 weeks of suspension. The fifth group consisted of mice that were

hind-limb suspended for 4 weeks and then subjected to reload activity.

Results: MicroCT analysis of femurs showed that r-Irisin pre-

served both cortical and trabecular bone mineral density, and

prevented the dramatic decrease of the trabecular bone volume frac-

tion. In particular, r-Irisin treatment preserved the number of

trabeculae and the fractal dimension, an index of optimal micro-ar-

chitectural complexity of trabecular bone. Moreover, we

demonstrated that r-Irisin treatment protects from muscle mass

decline, keeping proper fiber cross-sectional area. Notably, the

decrease of myosin type II in unloaded mice was completely pre-

vented by r-Irisin.

Summary & Conclusion: Our data reveal for the first time that

r-Irisin treatment protects from disuse-induced bone loss and muscle

atrophy in mice. Hopefully, if these results will translate to humans, it

may lead to develop an Irisin-based therapy for physically disable or

bedridden patients.

Disclosure: M. Grano, S. Cinti, G. Colaianni, C. Cuscito, S. Colucci

are name inventors of the Italian patent (MI2015A000558) and the

European patent (16165324.1-1453) titled “Irisin for care and pre-

vention of osteoporosis” related to the work described.

Keywords: myokine, bone, unloading, osteoporosis, sarcopenia
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CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME—ULTRASOUND-GUIDED

TREATMENT WITH CORTICOSTEROIDS

Simeon Monov1, Russka Shumnalieva2

1Clinic of Rheumatology, Department of Internal Medicine, Medical
University - Sofia, Sofia/Bulgaria, 2Department of Internal Medicine,
Medical University-sofia, Bulgaria, Clinic of rheumatology, Sofia/
Bulgaria

Objectives: Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is a medical condition

due to compression of the median nerve (MN) as it travels through the

wrist at the carpal tunnel. Accepted treatments include physiotherapy,

locally injected corticosteroids (CS), splinting, and surgical release of

the transverse carpal ligament. The aim of our study was to assess the

degree of improvement in symptoms and the changes of the
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sonographic findings after ultrasound-guided (USG) local injection of

CS in patients with CTS.

Methods: 18 patients were included in the study; the treatment was

conducted on 28 cases of CTS (in 10 of the patients the CTS was

bilateral). The patients were screened for the cross-sectional area and

the flattening ratio of the MN by musculoskeletal ultrasound (MSUS)

with a linear transducer (12 18 MHz, MyLab60, Esaote®) and fol-

lowed up at week 4 and 12 after the treatment. In all patients a local

injection of 5 ml 1% Lidocain and Methylprednisotone acetate 40 mg/

ml (Depo-Medrol, Pfizer®) was made. In 17 cases the injection was

made under ultrasound control (USG) and in 11 without (blinded

injection). For the USG injections an ulnar access with a 25Gx1″
needle was chosen. Boston Carpal Tunnel Questionnaire (BCTQ) was

used for the clinical examination.

Results: The subjective symptoms on week 4 measured by BCTQ

and the mean parameters of the MSUS on week 12 showed significantly

greater improvement in the patients with USG local treatment (p\0,05).

Summary & Conclusion: The USG local treatment of CTS is more

effective than the local blinded injection of Lidocain and Depo-Medrol.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: carpal tunnel syndrome, ultrasound-guided injections,

corticosteroids
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A NEW SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUE TO OBTAIN MUSCLE

FAT FRACTION FROM A COMBINED ANALYSIS OF T1

WEIGHTED AND 2PT DIXON IMAGES OF THE THIGH

Oliver Chaudry1, Andreas Friedberger1, Alexandra Grimm1, Marc

Teschler1, Oleg Museyko1, Wolfgang Kemmler1, Klaus Engelke2

1Institute of Medical Physics, Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlan-
gen-Nürnberg, Erlangen/Germany, 2Institute of Medical Physics,
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Erlangen/Germany

Objectives: Sarcopenia is characterized by a loss of skeletal

muscle mass, which is substituted by adipose tissue. DXA can dif-

ferentiate overall lean and fat mass in a given region of interest but a

local muscle analysis requires 3D imaging. This can be achieved with

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The aim was to develop a 3D

method to segment muscles of the mid-thigh in T1 weighted turbo

spine echo (T1wTSE) images and measure their fat content in cor-

responding 2pt Dixon images.

Methods: 54 females ([70 yrs) diagnosed with sarcopenic obesity

were examined. MRI acquisition was performed using a 3 T system

(MAGNETOM Skyrafit, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen; 18-channel

body surface coil). T1wTSE and 2pt TSE Dixon of the same volume

(length 10 cm) with voxel sizes of 0.590.593.0 mm (5129512

pixel, 34 slices) were obtained at the mid-thigh. Dixon imaging

separates fat and water into two separate images. 3D Segmentation

was performed in the T1wTSE images. The first step was a fuzzy

c-mean clustering differentiating muscle, adipose tissue, bone and

background. Then a level set algorithm was applied to obtain a closed,

tightly fitting 3D surface around the muscle tissue. Results were

manually improved when necessary. The segmented masks were

registered to the fat fraction image of the Dixon sequence (quotient of

the fat image to the sum of fat and water images).

Results: After transferring the muscle mask to the fat fraction

image (see Figure) the fat content of the left thigh of each patient was

determined. Average fat content of the 54 patients was 25.7% ± 4.6.

Summary & Conclusion: A semi-automatic fascia segmentation

for T1wTSE contrast images was developed and applied to 2pt Dixon

sequences to quantify fat content.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: physical activity, sarcopenia, muscle
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DIAGNOSTIC UTILITY OF THE HIGH RESOLUTION

ULTRASONOGRAPHY IN CHONDROCALCINOSIS

Simeon Monov1, Rositsa Dacheva2, Russka Shumnalieva3

1Clinic of Rheumatology, Department of Internal Medicine, Medical
University - Sofia, Sofia/Bulgaria, 2Department of Internal Medicine,
Clinic of Rheumatology, Sofia/Bulgaria, 3Department of Internal
Medicine, Medical University-sofia, Bulgaria, Clinic of rheumatology,
Sofia/Bulgaria

Objectives: Chondrocalcinosis is a degenerative joint disease

caused by the intraarticular deposition of calcium pyrophosphate

dehydrate (CPPD) crystals. The diagnosis requires the presence of

characteristic radiological appearance and the microscopic verifica-

tion of the crystals in the synovial fluid. Newer technics such as the

high resolution ultrasonography offer the possibility for reliable

assessment of the joint involvement and staging the disease process

even in the case of subclinical disease course.

Methods: A 71-year old woman was admitted in the Clinic of

rheumatology with mechanical pain in both carpometacarpal joints

and short morning stiffness lasting between 10 and 15 min. Stan-

dard laboratory tests were normal. The ultrasonographic

examination of the affected joints as well as of the knees was

performed using the high-resolution linear transducer with fre-

quency range of 6–18 MHz (MyLab60, Esaote) and the cartilage

was examine in both longitudinal and transverse plane. The pos-

terior hyaline cartilage of the knee was evaluated during the

scanning of the popliteal area.

Results: The examination showed the presence of linear hypere-

choic deposits in the triangular fibrocartilage as well as in the hyaline

or articular cartilage with positive Doppler signal suggesting the

diagnosis of chondrocalcinosis. The latter was confirmed by the

radiological examination of the affected joints.

Summary & Conclusion: This case report represents the diagnostic

utility and importance of the ultrasonographic examination of the

musculoskeletal system in the setting of CPPD deposition disease for

assessing the subclinical inflammatory activity in a subset of patients

with advanced cartilage damages and poor clinical presentation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: chondrocalcinosis, ultrasonography, musculoskeletal

system
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BONE MINERAL DENSITY AND QUALITY, BODY

COMPOSITION OF WOMEN IN POSTMENOPAUSAL PERIOD

Vladyslav Povoroznyuk1, Oksana Ivanyk2

1D.f. Chebotarev Institute of Gerontology Nams Ukraine, D.F. Cheb-
otarev Institute of gerontology NAMS Ukraine, Kyiv/Ukraine, 2Lviv
Regional Clinical Hospital, Lviv Regional Clinical Hospital, Lviv/
Ukraine

Objectives: The aim of the study was to examine the bone mineral

density and quality, body composition of women depending on the

duration of the postmenopausal period (PP); correlation of total fat

mass (TFM) with bone mineral density (BMD) and trabecular bone

score (TBS).

Methods: 179 women (mean age—58.5±0.4 yrs; duration of the

PP—11.6±0.6 yrs) were examined. The examined were divided into

the following groups: A—women in the premenopausal period (n=

18); B—women in PP with a duration of less than 5 yrs (n=32); C—

women in PP with a duration of 5–9 yrs (n=39); D—women in PP

with a duration of 10–14 yrs (n=56); E—women in PP with a dura-

tion of 15–20 yrs (n=34). BMD, body composition were measured by

DXA method (Prodigy, GEHC Lunar, Madison, WI, USA) and TBS
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(L1-L4) were assessed by TBS iNsight® software package installed

on our DXA machine (Med-Imaps, Pessac, France).

Results: BMD at the femoral neck was likely decreasing with age

(p\0.001). The changes in TFM (p=0.01) and TLM (p=0.05) in

patients with various postmenopausal duration were improbable.

Relationship among TBS, BMD and TFM of premenopausal women

(A-group) was found unjustified (p=0.2, p=0.2 respectively). In

B-group this relationship was equally improbable (p=0.9, p=0.5

respectively). In C-group regression relationship between the bone

indicators and TFM was insignificant (p=0.4). With increasing TFM,

BMD at the spine (p=0.008) and femoral neck (p=0.00004) was

significantly increasing. In D-group similar results were observed.

The regression relationship between TBS and TFM was improbable

(p=0.3), and with the growth of TFM accompanied the increase of

spine BMD (p=0.000004), femoral neck (p=0.0001).

Summary & Conclusion: BMD and TBS probably deteriorate with

advancing of PP. TFM and TLM ratio is not likely to change with age.

In middle and late PP, the BMD of spine and femoral neck increases

along with TFM.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: trabecular bone score, body composition, women, post-

menopausal, bone mineral density
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN KNEE EXTENSOR STRENGTH

AND BONE MINERAL DENSITY IN POSTMENOPAUSAL

WOMEN

Ileana Monica Borda, Laszlo Irsay, Viorela M. Ciortea,

Ioan Onac, Rodica Ungur

Medical Rehabilitation, University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Cluj-
Napoca/Romania

Objectives: This study aimed to investigate the correlations

between knee muscle strength and bone mineral density (BMD) in

postmenopausal women.

Methods: 53 postmenopausal women (62.4±8.2 years) were

included in this cross-sectional study. The weight, height, menopausal

duration were registered. Knee extensor strength was isokinetically

recorded, at the angular velocity of 120o/s, using a Gymnex Iso 2

isokinetic dynamometer. BMD was measured at the lumbar spine (L2-

L4) and at the femoral neck, by the dual-energy X-ray absorbtiometry

method.

Results: Knee extensor strength significantly correlated with both

lumbar (p=0.03) and femoral (p\0.01) BMD. Correlation was

stronger with femoral BMD (r=0.65) than with lumbar BMD (r=

0.32). Correlations between knee flexor strength and lumbar and

femoral BMD were not statistically significant (p[0.05). Age nega-

tively correlated with knee extensor strength (r= −0.33, p=0.04),

lumbar BMD (r= −0.57, p=0.03) and femoral BMD (r= −0.42, p=
0.04). Menopausal duration also negatively correlated with lumbar

BMD (r= −0.66, p=0.01) and femoral BMD (r= −0.39, p=0.04).

Weight and height positively correlated with lumbar BMD (r=0.37, p

=0.04 and, respectively, r=0.33, p=0.03). We found no significant

correlation between weight or height and femoral BMD or knee

muscle strength, respectively.

Summary & Conclusion: BMD was significantly correlated with

knee extensor strength, beside weight, height, age and menopausal

duration. These results suggest the importance of physical exercise

and, particularly, of muscle strengthening for maintaining bone

quality in aging women.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: extensor strength, bone mineral density, postmenopausal

women
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CLINICAL CORRELATES AND PREVALENCE OF

SARCOPENIA AND OSTEOSARCOPENIA IN A POPULATION

BASED COHORT

Katerina Trajanoska1, Josje Schoufour2, Sirwan K. Darweesh3, Oscar

Franco2, Carola Zillikens4, Andre G. Uitterlinden4, Fernando

Rivadeneira4

1Internal Medicine, Ersmus Medical Centar, Rotterdam/Netherlands,
2Epidemiology, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam/Netherlands, 3Epidemiology,
Erasmus Medical Centar, Rotterdam/Netherlands, 4Internal Medicine,
Erasmus MC, Rotterdam/Netherlands

Objectives: Osteosarcopenia is a relatively new term that

describes the co-occurrence of sarcopenia and osteoporosis in the

elderly population. Previous studies have examined sarcopenia and

osteoporosis separately, but few have evaluated them as one single

condition. Our aim was to investigate the prevalence of sarcopenia

and osteosarcopenia in the general population and compare baseline

demographic and clinical characteristics between groups.

Methods: Our study included 5,908 participants age 45 years and

older, from a population-based prospective cohort. According to the

EWGSOP, pre-sarcopenia (PS) was defined as having only low muscle

mass while SP was defined based on the presence of low muscle mass,

plus either low muscle strength or low physical performance. Gender

specific T-scores were calculated using femoral neck BMD.Osteosar-

copenia was defined as having T-score of -1 and below plus sarcopenia.

Results: The mean age was 69.2 years. The prevalence of pre-

sarcopenia, sarcopenia and osteporosis was 4.2, 6.1, and 4.7%,

respectively. Ostesarcopenic individuals were more often smokers,

were more often hospitalized and had higher prevalence of fractures

(23.7%). Sarcopenic and osteosarcopenic individuals had a slightly

less optimal dietary quality, were more often disabled, and were more

often classified as having cognitive impairments, than non-sarcopenic

individuals. There was no statistical difference in chronic diseases

with the exception of COPD with higher prevalence in pre-sarcopenic

individuals.

Summary & Conclusion: The presence of sarcopenia and

osteosarcopenia appeared to be independent of choric diseases but

related to life-style factors and disabilities. Prevention strategies for

osteoporosis should aim at both, bone and muscle.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: sarcopenia, osteosarcopenia
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SIGNIFICANCE OF MUSCLE VOLUME & FATTY

DEGENERATION OF LUMBAR PARASPINAL MUSCLE IN

SPINAL IMBALANCE

Ye-Soo Park1, Young-Hoon Kim2, Jin-Sung Park1, Jaewon Lee1

1Orthopaedic Surgery, Hanyang University Guri Hospital, Guri city/
Korea, Republic of, 2Orthopedic Surgery, Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital,
The Catholic University of Korea, Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Lumbar degenerative kyphosis is closely asso-

ciated with spinal sagittal imbalance and it makes low back pain

and considered as a factor in a variety of spinal disorders. There

are several studies about causes of spinal sagittal imbalance, but,

they just reveal the risk factor, such as aging, illness, trauma,

surgery. The present study was to determine the relationship

between the sagittal imbalance and sarcopenia, especially cross

sectional area (CSA) and fatty degeneration (FD) of muscle around

the spine.
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Methods: This study is based on the patients over 60 years-old

who had gone through standing lumbar spine radiograph and lumbar

MRI, admitted to our hospital between June 2013 and June 2015.

Patients with vertebral fractures, vertebral and paravertebral infection,

and any history of having surgical procedure on vertebrae are

excluded. Overall, 165 patients are included in this study, classified

by three groups according to the distance from sagittal vertical axis to

posterior end of upper end plate of sacrum. 38 patients were classified

as group 1 (distance ≥9 cm), 50 and 53 patients as group 2 (distance

5–9 cm) and group 3 (distance\5 cm), respectively. For measure-

ment of CSA and FI of paraspinal muscles, five transverse T1W

images of S1-S5 were obtained from PACS and measured with Adobe

Photoshop 7.0®, by counting the number of pixels included in each

selected muscle area. A variance analysis on average muscle surface

area of those five images was done with SPSS 19.0 Windows version

(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results: The average age of patients was 69.1, average BMI

was 22.57 and bone density was −2.34 (T-score). No significant

differences were detected on ages, BMI, and bone density. Each

correction coefficient of multifidus, erector spinae and psoas muscle

was 0.80, 0.75 and 0.81, respectively. CSA of paraspinal muscles

has significant differences between group I and III, II and III. Psoas

has significant differences between all groups. FI has significant

differences between all groups in multifidus and between I and III,

II and III in erector spinae. But, psoas has no significance between

three groups.

Summary & Conclusion: Authors were able to detect significant

muscle atrophy in the group with severe imbalance. And degeneration

of paravertebral muscle has significant increased with sagittal

imbalance. Effort for preventing weakness of muscle around spine

might cause influence to alignment of spine.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: fatty degeneration, paraspinal muscle, spinal imbalance
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THE TRANSFORMATION OF MATURE OSTEOBLASTS INTO

BONE LINING CELLS DURING BONE LOSS BY MECHANICAL

UNLOADING

A Ram Hong1, Jae-Youn Yang1, Ji Hyun Lee2, Jung Hee Kim2, Chan

Soo Shin2, Sang Wan Kim3

1Biomedical Research Institute, Seoul National University Hospital,
Seoul/Korea, Republic of, 2Internal Medicine, Seoul National
University Hospital, Seoul/Korea, Republic of, 3Internal Medicine,
Seoul National University College of Medicine and Boramae Hospital,
Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: It is not fully elucidated cellular and molecular

mechanisms by which mechanical unloading (MU) induce bone loss.

We are to investigate the transformation of mature osteoblasts (Obs)

of bone lining cells (BLCs) during bone loss by MU.

Methods: To better understand the transformation of mature Obs

into BLCs, a lineage tracing study was conducted. Dmp1-CreERt2

mice were crossed with Rosa26R reporter mice to render targeted

mature Obs, BLCs and osteocytes, detectable by X-gal staining.

Dmp1-CreERt2(+):Rosa26R mice were injected with 0.5 mg 4-OH-

tamoxifen (4-OHTam) three times a week from postnatal 7 weeks.

The animals (n=4–6) underwent combination of 5U botulinum toxin

injection with left hindlimb tenotomy on 8 weeks. The animals were

euthanized on 8, 10 and 12 weeks (2 days, 2 weeks and 4 weeks after

the last 4-OHTam injection, respectively).

Results: MU induced a significant decrease in femoral BMD as

well as trabecular BV/TV, thickness, and number on 10 and 12 weeks.

On 2 days after the last 4-OHTam injection, many X-gal (+) cells

were found in periosteal surface of the femur. On 10 weeks, a sig-

nificant decreases in the number and a subtle change in the thickness

of X-gal (+) cells were observed in periosteal surface of left femur

(MU site) compared to right (number; right: 10.9±3.2/mm, left: 7.3

±6.8/mm, p\0.05; thickness; right: 3.5±0.8 µm, left: 2.9±0.6 µm,

p=0.071). On 12 weeks, a decrease in the thickness of X-gal (+) cells

was accelerated in left femur compared to right but the number was

comparable (number; right: 9.3±5.6/mm, left: 8.1±3.6/mm, p=

0.760; thickness; right: 2.7±0.6 µm, left: 2.0±0.8 µm, p\0.05).

Summary & Conclusion: These data support the hypothesis that

mechanical unloading can accelerate the transformation of mature

Obs into BLCs in early stage of bone loss in vivo.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone lining cells, mechanical unloading, lineage tracing

study, mature osteoblasts
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HANDGRIP STRENGTH: RESULTS FROM THE FIFTH AND
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EXAMINATION SURVEY, 2014–2015

Sa Ra Lee1, Ji Hyun Jeon1, Kyung-Ah Jeong1, Hyewon Chung1, Hoon

Choi2, Byung Moon Kang3

1Obstetrics and Gynecology, Ewha Womans University Mokdong
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Objectives: Sarcopenia is a syndrome characterized by loss of

skeletal muscle mass and function with a risk of adverse outcomes

including osteoporosis and mortality. Handgrip strength, a represen-

tative of muscle function, is a valid predictor of physical disability

and mobility limitation. Variable factors were reported to be related

with handgrip strength and bone mineral density. We investigated the

relationship between variable factors and handgrip strength among

Korean using the Fifth and Sixth Korea National Health and Nutrition

Examination Survey, 2014–2015.

Methods: We analyzed cross-sectional data of 10,941 community-

dwelling adults (45.7% men, age 45.96±20.37) (54.3% women, age

47.13±19.39) from the Fifth and Sixth Korean National Health and

Nutrition Examination Survey, 2014–2015. Demographic data

including age, height, weight, BMI, waist circumference, serum

thyroid hormone (TSH, fT4) renal function (BUN, Cr) vitamin D,

glucose, daily protein intake, calcium intake, history of fracture,

osteoporosis was analyzed. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient(CC)

was used to identify relationship between handgrip strength and other

variables.

Results: All the variables including the age, height, weight, BMI,

waist circumference, serum thyroid hormone (TSH, fT4) renal func-

tion (BUN, Cr) vitamin D, glucose, daily protein intake, calcium

intake, history of fracture, history of osteoporosis, showed significant

correlation with handgrip strength (P\0.05). The height showed the

highest correlation (=0.748) with handgrip strength. The TSH has

negative correlation (=−0.046) with the handgrip strength.

Summary & Conclusion: We confirmed the previously reported

factors which related with handgrip strength and we newly addressed

the association of thyroid function with handgrip strength in Korean.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: sarcopenia, handgrip strength, thyroid stimulating hor-

mone, thyroxine
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THE CLINICAL VALUE OF PERCUTANEOUS KYPHOPLASTY

IN TREATING VERTEBRAL COMPRESSION FRACTURE OF

BICONCAVE

Zheng Li, Jia Zhang

Department of Orthopedics, Peking Union Medical College Hospital,
Beijing/China

Objectives: The biconcave deformity is the most common type of

osteoporotic vertebral compression fracture (OVCF). Previous studies

demonstrated that PVP and PKP can immediately relief pain and

improve the life quality and restore the vertebral height of OVCF

patients. There is no prior study reported between recovery height of

the compressed vertebrae and clinical pain relief and life quality

improvement. The purpose of our study was to investigate the clinical

and radiological outcomes of PKP performed on OVCF patients.

Methods: All patients with a diagnosis of biconcave deformity of

OVCF presenting for PKP at our institution from 2010 to 2015 were

reviewed. Patients’ names, genders, age at surgery, diagnoses, the

amount of bone cement were recorded in the surgical logs. VAS and

ODI (Oswestry Disability Index) were used to determin pain before

surgery, after surgery and at each follow-up appointment. The ante-

rior height, the middle height and the posterior height of the vertebral

body were recored.

Results: Between 2013 and 2015, a total of 49 patients underwent

PKP for biconcave OVCF at our institution. The mean age was 69.57

years (range, 56–88 years). Females made up 73.5% of the cases (n=

36) and males made up 26.5% of the cases (n=13). The breakdown of

the primary diagnoses is as follows: 29 (59.2%) thoracic OVCF and

20 (40.8%) lumbar OVCF (Table 1). The averge amout of bone

cement was 5.37 (4.5-6.0). The VAS score was decreased signifi-

cantly from 7.78±0.685 before surgery to 2.80±0.89 (p\0.01) three

months after surgery, and to 2.22±0.92 at the 12-month follow-up

(p\0.01). The ODI score was aslo decreased significantly from 69.51

±4.41 before surgery to 26.20±8.70 (p\0.001) three months after

surgery, and to 24.12±8.64 at the 12-month follow-up (p\0.001).

The mean anterior vertebral height was not significantly increased

from 2.21±0.27 mm before surgery to 2.22±0.28 at one day after

surgery (p[0.05). The mean posterior vertebral height was aslo not

significantly improved from 2.27±0.28 mm before surgery to 2.28±

0.28 at one day after surgery (p[0.05). The mean middle vertebral

height was significantly increased from 1.52±0.21 mm before sur-

gery to 1.73±0.23 at one day after surgery (p\0.001). The averge

time from fracture to surgery was 6.20±3.80 weeks. The time from

fracture to surgery was significantly negatively related with the VAS

score improved. We have devided these patients to two groups

according to the whether bone cement was completely filled with1/3

of the central vertebral body. There are 32 patients that the bone

cement was completely filled with1/3 of the central vertebral body

(completely group) and there are 17 patients were not (no-completely

group). The mean VAS improved score in the completely group is

5.56±0.20 is higher than in the no-completely group (3.88±0.23).

Summary & Conclusion: The treatment of biconcave osteoporotic

vertebral compression fractures with PKP kyphoplasty is a safe,

effective, and minimally invasive procedure that provides satisfactory

clinical results. The time from fracture to surgery and whether the

bone cement was completely filled with1/3 of the central vertebral

body are potential important factors for treatment of biconcave

OVCF.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporotic vertebral compression fracture, OVCF,

percutaneous kyphoplasty, biconcave
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EFFECTS OF PROLYL HYDROXYLASE INHIBITOR-LOADED

COLLAGEN MEMBRANES ON OSTEOCLASTOGENESIS AND

OSTEOBLASTOGENESIS

Michael Edelmayer1, Diana Al-Habal2, Manuela Pensch1,

Klara Janjic2, Hermann Agis2

1Department of Oral Surgery, Medical University of Vienna, School of
Dentistry, Vienna/Austria, 2Department of Conservative Dentistry and
Periodontology, Medical University of Vienna, School of Dentistry,
Vienna/Austria

Objectives: In oral surgery collagen membranes are used for

guided bone regeneration (GBR) to support regeneration of hard

tissue. This strategy is based on the endogenous healing capability of

the respective tissue. Prolyl hydroxylase (PHD)-inhibitors induce a

proangiogenic response and therefore could be applied to optimize

periodontal and surgical treatment. In this study, the effect of the PHD

inhibitors dimethyloxalylglycine (DMOG) and deferoxamine (DFO)

on osteoclastogenesis and osteoblastogenesis was evaluated when

released from loaded collagen membranes.

Methods: DMOG or DFO were applied onto collagen membranes

and lyophilized. Release studies were performed and the supernatants

were taken after 1, 3, 6, 24, and 48 h. Using these generated super-

natants, the effect on osteoblast- and osteoclast-precursor cells was

evaluated. The impact on osteoclastogenesis was evaluated with RAW

264.7 cells based on the number of multinuclear tartrate-resistant acid

phosphatase positive cells. The impact on osteoblastogenesis was

evaluated with MC3T3-E1 cells based on alkaline phosphatase staining

and measurement. In addition, cell proliferation and metabolic activity

was assessed based on BrdU and MTT assays with both cell lines.

VEGF production was evaluated using ELISA.

Results: Supernatants taken in the first hour from collagen mem-

branes loaded with DMOG or DFO reduced osteoclastogenesis.

Osteoblastogenesis was not reduced significantly. Cell proliferation and

metabolic activity of RAW264.7 and MC3T3-E1 cells were inhibited

by DFO, but not by DMOG. In RAW264.7 culture, VEGF production

was increased only by DMOG, but not by DFO. In MC3T3-E1 culture,

DMOG and DFO both increased VEGF production.

Summary & Conclusion: Our findings show divergent effects of

DMOG- and DFO-loaded collagen membranes during osteoclasto-

genesis and osteoblastogenesis. Future studies are needed to evaluate

if the increase in VEGF together with the inhibitory effect on

osteoclasts can have a positive influence on oral tissue regeneration in

periodontal and oral surgery.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: hypoxia, prolyl-hydroxylase, bone regeneration, osteo-

clasts, osteoblasts
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Objectives: Stabilin-1 is a transmembrane receptor that regulates

molecule recycling and cell homeostasis by controlling intracellular

trafficking pathway. Its expression is widely observed in various

organs, including bone. In particular, Stabilin-1 has been detected in

the synovial tissue of patients with rheumatoid arthritis and

osteoarthritis and in bone marrow macrophages. However, its func-

tion and regulatory mechanisms in bone remain unclear.

Methods: To evaluate the physiological function of Stabilin-1 in

bone, a Stabilin-1 knockout (Stab1 KO) mouse model was analyzed.

Results: Stabilin-1 was expressed in osteoblasts and osteoclasts.

Stabilin-1 expression was almost maintained during osteoblast differ-

entiation but was significantly decreased after osteoclast differentiation.

Analysis of the bone phenotype by performing microcomputed

tomography showed negligible difference between wild-type (WT)

mice and Stab1 KO mice. Bone volume and trabecular thickness and

number were almost identical in both groups. Moreover, histological

analysis showed no differences in the morphology and arrangement of

bone cells between the two groups. To determine whether stabilin-1

affected osteoblast and osteoclast function, the assessment of dynamic

histomorphometric indices and the establishment of in vitro primary

cell cultures were performed. No functional defects in bone formation

by osteoblasts and bone resorption by osteoclasts were observed

between WT and Stab1 KO mice.

Summary & Conclusion: Considering that bone development in

Stab1 KO mice is not significantly impaired, its expression in bone

cells indicates that Stabilin-1 might be involved in skeletal home-

ostasis under the conditions of aging or diseases.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: stabilin-1(Stab1), knockout, bone development,

dispensability
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ESTROGEN STATUS IN MICE INFLUENCES THE EARLY

INFLAMMATORY PHASE OF FRACTURE HEALING

Verena Fischer, Melanie Haffner-Luntzer, Katja Prystaz,

Astrid Liedert, Anita Ignatius

Institute of Orthopedic Research and Biomechanics, University Med-
ical Center Ulm, Ulm/Germany

Objectives: There is clinical evidence that fracture healing is

delayed in postmenopausal, osteoporotic women (Nikolaou et al.

2009). Confirming, experimental studies in ovariectomized animals

showed impaired callus formation (Beil et al. 2010). Estrogen-defi-

ciency is also known to affect the immune system and the

inflammatory reaction during wound healing (Pacifici, 2008; Routley

et al. 2009). Because a balanced immune response is crucial for

successful bone regeneration, we were interested if the early immune

response after fracture is affected by estrogen-deficiency.

Methods: 3–4 month old female C57BL/6J mice (n=32) were

either OVX- or sham-operated and femur osteotomy was performed 8

weeks after OVX/sham-operation. On days 1 and 3 after fracture, the

effects of estrogen-deficiency on the presence of immune cells and

pro-inflammatory cytokines were evaluated by flow cytometry or

immunohistochemistry of the fracture calli. Statistics: Shapiro–Wilk

normality test, Student’s t-test or ANOVA; p\0.05.

Results: One day after fracture, immune cell populations in the

fracture hematoma did not differ between OVX- and sham-mice.

However, on day 3 after fracture, OVX-mice displayed higher num-

bers of neutrophils (+220; p\0.05) in the periostal callus, indicating

increased survival or prolonged recruitment of neutrophils under

estrogen-deficient conditions. Furthermore, in OVX-mice both the

local expression of the estrogen-responsive and pro-inflammatory

cytokine midkine (Mdk) and interleukin-6 (IL-6) were significantly

increased 3 days after fracture compared to sham-mice, implying the

potential involvement of both molecules in the increased presence of

neutrophils. Confirming, antagonizing Mdk by Mdk-Ab treatment

decreased the number of neutrophils (−58%; p\0.05) in the fracture

callus and reduced local IL-6 expression in OVX-mice.

Summary & Conclusion: Our data indicate that estrogen-defi-

ciency may influence the early inflammatory phase after fracture by

increasing the number of neutrophils and the presence of inflamma-

tory cytokines in the fracture hematoma. The increased inflammatory

response after fracture could possibly contribute to delayed fracture

healing after estrogen-deficiency.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: fracture healing, osteoporosis, inflammation, estrogen,

neutrophils
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ACTIVATION OF PRO-APOPTOTIC CASPASES IN TOOTH AND

ALVEOLAR BONE
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1Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Department of Physiology, University
of Veterinary and Pharmaceutical Sciences Brno, Brno/Czech
Republic, 2Institute of Animal Physiology and Genetics, Academy of
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Objectives: Caspases are proteases acting during inflammation

process and apoptosis. The most important caspases activated in

apoptotic cascades are caspase-8 and 9 as initiators and the trio of

executive caspases, caspase-3, -6 and -7. Recently, novel roles of pro-

apoptotic caspases in non-apoptotic events such as cell differentiation

have been reported in different tissues including the tooth and adja-

cent bone.

Methods: We focused on two stages of mouse first molar-bone

development. (1) embryonic day 15 (E15), which is characterised by

developing teeth driven by primary enamel knot and bone remod-

elling initiated in the alveolar bone; (2) perinatal stage (P0), when

differentiation of ameloblasts and odontoblasts proceeds and

mandibular/alveolar bone completely surrounds developing molar.

Activation of major apoptotic caspases was analysed by immunoflu-

orescence and correlated with apoptotic cells marked by TUNEL

assay.

Results: In accordance with published data, at E15, caspase-3, -7

and -9 were activated in apoptotic cells of the primary enamel knot,

while caspase-6 and -8 were not. Caspase-7 and -8 were also present

in non-apoptotic parts of the enamel epithelium. Concerning the bone,

activation of caspase-3 mostly overlapped with apoptotic regions

while caspase-6 was present in some non-apoptotic cells. Caspase-7

and -8 was apparent at this stage. Perinatally, caspase-7 and -8 were

observed in differentiating odontoblasts and ameloblasts. In the bone,

caspase-3 and caspase-7 were evident in some osteoclasts and

osteoblasts and caspase-8 was abundant mostly in osteoclasts.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, activation of apoptotic

caspases correlated with apoptosis only sporadically and showed

apparent non-apoptotic localisation. Presence of caspase-8 in the

dental tissue and bone was described for the first time. Our results

demonstrate that pro-apoptotic caspases are associated with non-

apoptotic events in molar tooth and mandibular/alveolar bone

development and support the increasing evidence that caspases play

important roles during differentiation. This work was supported by

the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic (16-18430S).

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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CHRONIC PSYCHOSOCIAL STRESS DISTURBS

ENDOCHONDRAL OSSIFICATION

Sandra Förtsch1, Melanie Haffner-Luntzer2, Jochen Kroner2, Florian

Gross2, Stefan O. Reber1, Anita Ignatius2

1Laboratory For Molecular Psychosomatics, University Medical
Centre Ulm, Ulm/Germany, 2Institute of Orthopedic Research and
Biomechanics, University Medical Centre Ulm, Ulm/Germany

Objectives: Clinical investigations showed that patients suffering

from depression display a higher incidence for osteoporosis [Calarge

2014]. Confirming, mice subjected to chronic mild stress, a model for

depressive-like behavior, displayed decreased bone mass, probably

due to increased levels of glucocorticoids (GCs) [Azuma 2015]. In

contrast to chronic mild stress, chronic psychosocial stress (CPS) does

not induce increased GC levels [Langgartner 2015], thus likely

affecting bone differentially. Therefore, we investigated the effects of

CPS on bone using the murine subordinate colony housing (CSC)

model.

Methods: 7-weeks-old male C57BL/6-mice were subjected to CSC

for 19 days [Reber 2007]. CSC-mice were housed in groups of four

together with a dominant male CD1-mouse in order to induce chronic

subordination. Single-housed (SHC)-mice were used as control. On

day 20, femurs were subjected to µCT-analysis, histomorphometry

and immunohistochemistry. Blood was collected for corticosterone

analysis. Adrenal glands were analyzed by western-blotting. n=

8/group. Student’s t-test, *p≤0.05.
Results: Cortical and trabecular thickness as well as BMD were

significantly increased after CSC, whereas trabecular number was

reduced. Number of osteoblasts and osteoclasts did not differ between

the groups. Femur and tibia length were significantly reduced (SHC:

16.0 mm/18.8 mm, CSC: 15.6mm*/17.8mm*), whereas growth plate

(GP) thickness was significantly increased (SHC: 119 µm, CSC:

147µm*) due to an accumulation of hypertrophic chondrocytes. Runx2

expression was decreased in the hypertrophic and calcification zone of

the GP, indicating reduced cartilage-to-bone transition during endo-

chondral ossification.GP tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)-protein expression

was strongly upregulated in CSC mice, suggesting an involvement of

the sympathetic nervous system. Underlining this, adrenal weight and

TH expression were significantly increased after CSC, whereas plasma

corticosterone levels did not differ between the groups.

Summary & Conclusion: Since noradrenaline was shown to

decrease expression of chondrocytic terminal differentiation markers

like Runx2 and MMPs [Du 2014], we hypothesize that disturbed

endochondral ossification after CSC might be associated with

increased sympathetic activation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone metabolism, noradrenaline, endochondral ossifica-

tion, psychosocial stress, sympathetic nervous system
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THE IMPORTANCE OF MITOCHONDRIAL AND RIBOSOMAL

GENES IN BONE HEALING

Deeksha Malhan1, Katharina Schmidt-Bleek2, Georg N Duda3,

Christian Heiss4, Thaqif El Khassawna1

1Faculty of Medicine, Justus-liebig University of Giessen, Institute for
Experimental Trauma Surgery, Giessen/Germany, 2Charité -

Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Julius Wolff Institute and Center for
Musculoskeletal Surgery, Berlin/Germany, 3Charité - Univer-
sitätsmedizin Berlin, Berlin Brandenburg Center for Regenerative
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Giessen/Germany

Objectives: Fracture healing involves a series of consecutive

overlapping cellular events. This study aims to unravel the importance

of mitochondrial and ribosomal genes during fracture healing process.

Methods: A closed standard mid diaphyseal fracture in the left

femur of 8 weeks old C57BL/6N male mice were analyzed at (day=

D) D3,D7,D10,D14, D21&D28 post fracture (N=5/time point). Total

RNA was isolated to perform whole genome expression profiling. “R”

language was used for data normalization and statistical analysis.

Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were obtained using threshold

of fold-change (FC) ≥ |2| and p-value≤0.01. Gene ontology analysis

was performed using NCBI-DAVID to identify mitochondrial and

ribosomal genes. Cytoscape and KEGG were used to perform the

regulatory network and pathway analysis. Furthermore, DEGs were

mapped with human skeletal disorders.

Results: Despite the importance of biological processes like

angiogenesis, ossification, extracellular matrix (ECM), immune

response behind the fracture healing process, very little is known

about the importance of mitochondrial and ribosomal genes during

different stages of healing. This study mainly addresses the DEGs

involved in mitochondrial and ribosomal activity. Gene ontology

analysis showed the presence of angiogenesis, ossification, ECM,

immune response, mitochondrial and ribosomal activity. Mitochon-

drial and ribosomal genes are crucial for energy metabolism and

protein synthesis respectively. Mitochondrial genes were significantly

downregulated at all time points. Ribosomal genes were significantly

downregulated only at D3 and D7. Genes like 3-Oxoacid CoA—

transferase 1 (Oxct1), Nucleophosmin (Npm1), and Electron transfer

flavoprotein alpha subunit (Etfa) was significantly downregulated

during early stage of fracture healing. Oxct1 is important for ketone

body catabolism. Npm1 gene is involved in cell proliferation activity.

Etfa gene serves as an electron acceptor during energy metabolism

and respiratory electron transport. Currently, the detailed and regu-

latory role of mitochondrial and ribosomal genes during Wnt and

MAPK pathways are being investigated.

Summary & Conclusion: Bone diseases or fractures leading to

delayed or nun-union healing are often treated to enhance bone for-

mation. Therefore, biological investigation of gene expression is

important to design systemic or local therapeutic agents.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: ribosomal, fracture healing, mouse model, mitochondria
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BIOCOMPATIBILITY AND OSTEOCONDUCTIVE PROPERTIES

OF A NEW BOVINE BONE GRAFT

Gretel Pellegrini1, Macarena Gonzalez-Chaves1,

Francisco Duran2, Ricardo Orzuza2, Susana Zeni2

1Bioquimica General Y Bucal, Facultad de Odontologia Universidad
de Buenos Aires, CABA/Argentina, 2Instituto De Genetica Y Metabo-
lismo, Laboratorio De Osteopatias (inigem, Uba-conicet), Hospital de
Clinicas Universidad de Buenos Aires, CABA/Argentina

Objectives: Bovine materials are biocompatible and osteocon-

ductive, allowing newly formed bone apposition and partial

remodeling process. Synergy Bone Matrix (SBM) (Odontit Implant

System) effects on bone healing were compared to those of Bio-Oss

(BO) (Geistlich).

Methods: A critical sized bone defect (CZD) was created on both

sides of the mandible in rabbits, and filled either with SBM or BO, or
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remained unfilled (control). Animals were sacrificed at 4, 8 and 12

weeks. We assessed clinical and biochemically systemic toxicity;

lungs, kidney and liver pathology; bone formation and device

resorption histomorphometrically; X-rays; and compression and

flexural biomechanical tests.

Results: None of the rabbits presented signs of systemic toxicity.

Control rabbits developed either fibrosis or adipose tissue indepen-

dently of time-period; new bone formation or remaining bone

substitute amount did not show significant differences between SBM

and BO (p=ns). CZD in mandibles filled with both bone grafts

exhibited radiopacity compatible with proper healing and gradual

replacement of bone grafts; no significant differences between SBM

and BO were observed for elastic modulus, shear modulus and

compressive strength while control group showed significantly lower

values (p\0.001).

Summary & Conclusion: Our findings suggest that both bioma-

terials are similar regarding bone regeneration, osteoconduction and

newly formed bone quality. Therefore SBM, the new bone material,

can be used for the repairing of bone defects.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone regeneration, bovine bone graft, critical sized bone

defect, osteoconduction
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CRISPR-CAS9 LRP5 KNOCK-OUT ZEBRAFISH AS A MODEL

FOR DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES OF BONE MASS

Ram Harari, Chen Shochat Carvalho, David Karasik
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lee, Bar-Ilan University, Safed/Israel

Objectives: Lrp5 is a co-receptor in the Wnt-signaling pathway

which controls differentiation and proliferation of osteoblasts. In

humans lrp5 mutations affect bone mass and cause either osteoporosis

or osteopetrosis. Zebrafish lrp5 knockout (KO) may help deciphering

the mechanism by which lrp5 affects peak bone mass development.

The purpose of our study is to establish a zebrafish model for bone

mass diseases and study the effect of lrp5 knock-out on Wnt signaling

pathway in early life.

Methods: CRISPR-Cas9 was used to create lrp5 exon 2 nonsense

mutation (p.Ala53fs), resulting in lrp5 knockout. Embryos (F0) at

1-cell stage were injected with Cas9 mRNA and lrp5 gRNA and were

grown to adulthood. F0 carrying lrp5 nonsense mutation was crossed

to WT and F2 progeny was obtained. At 8 and 9 days post fertilization

F2 embryos were stained with calcein and visualized under fluores-

cent microscope. The number of mineralized vertebrae, adjusted for

body length, was compared between wild type (WT), heterozygote

(lrp5−/+) and homozygote (lrp5-KO) zebrafish.

Results: We found a trend showing a decrease in the number of

mineralized vertebrae and the body length in lrp5−/− compared with

lrp5+/+ WT. Moreover we found that the homozygote lrp5−/−mor-

tality rate was significantly higher than the heterozygote and WT

lrp5
+/+

between the ages of 14 days to 3 months post fertilization.

Summary & Conclusion: Our study established an lrp5 knockout

zebrafish model and showed that the lrp5 gene has a role in the early

stages of zebrafish vertebrae ossification and body growth. This study

indicates that the lrp5 gene is essential for the zebrafish development

and that its dysfunction leads to high mortality rate prior to reaching

adulthood.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: CRISPR-Cas9, Lrp5, Wnt-signaling pathway, zebrafish

model, bone mass diseases
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of Giessen, Gießen/Germany

Objectives: Aging related bone loss is described by a dysreg-

ulated osteoblast activity, leading to a low-turnover phenotype,

reduced bone mass and low bone mineral content. Juvenile bone

has an increased matrix formation and mineralization with Endo-

chondral ossification involved in natural growth. Ultrastructure

characterization of bone matrix to quench alterations between

juvenile and old bone require the optimization of bone preparation

prior to high-resolution electron and correlative light microscopy.

Therefore, we have developed a new preparation protocol using

microwave assisted fixation to attain tissue properties for best

comparison.

Methods: Juvenile rats 2 weeks of age and Aged rats 15 month old

were compared using microwave assisted chemical fixation for his-

tomorphometrical preparation to achieve a close-to-native

preservation of bone tissue. Immunohistochemistry examination of

Type—one collagen (Col1) was examined to study collagen fibrils

orientation. Investigative histological stains were applied to study

mineralization rate and trabecular bone properties using Von Kossa/

Van Gieson staining. Furthermore, ultrastructural component of

osteocyte and their canaliculi in young and old rat femur were studied

using transmission electron microscopy. The organic matrix structure

was investigated using computational segmentation of collagen

fibrils.

Results: Aged bone showed less compact structure and inhomo-

geneous Col1 distribution. Osteocytes of aged bone showed

ultrastructural changes compared to osteocytes of young bone. Silver

nitrate staining demonstrated lesser osteocyte population in aged

bone, reduced canaliculi numbers, higher frequent of spherical shaped

cells, irregular alignment of cells along matrix. Abnormal pattern of

mineral distribution in von Kossa/van Giesson. Collagen fibrils

appeared randomly oriented, thinner, and shorter when compared to

young bone.

Summary & Conclusion: The inferior bone properties of aged

bone might be used to explain the changes in quality of bone func-

tionality. A conclusive structural description and evaluation of age

related alteration in bone matrix is in process with correlation to

mechanotransduction and ERK regulation and blood vessel

formation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: rates, mineralization rat, osteocytes, bone, aging
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Objectives: Transforming growth factor β (TGF-β) in milk is

supposed to maintain intestinal mucosal homeostasis of the neonate.

The impact of TGF-β in milk on cells of the periodontium, however,
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has not been investigated. To reveal the response of periodontal cells

to milk is important for understanding further clinical implications in

the oral cavity.

Methods: Human periodontal fibroblasts were exposed to cow

and mother milk followed by reverse transcriptase polymerase

chain reaction of the TGF-β target genes interleukin 11 (IL11),

proteoglycan 4 (PRG4), and NADPH oxidase 4 (NOX4). An

immunoassay was performed for IL-11. Signaling was investigated

with the TGF-β receptor type I kinase inhibitor SB431542 and

phosphorylation of smad3. Studies on osteogenic differentiation are

ongoing.

Results: We report that cow and mother milk were potent inducers

of IL11, PRG4, and NOX4 expression in oral fibroblasts. Consistent

with its effect on TGF-β target genes, SB431542 completely pre-

vented the expression of the gene panel. Also in the immunoassay,

SB431542 blocked the increased production of IL11 in response to

milk. Correspondingly, cow and mother milk increased phosphory-

lation of smad3.

Summary & Conclusion: These results demonstrate that milk-

derived TGF-β targets oral fibroblasts and may contribute to the

maintenance of oral health.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: dentistry, milk, fibroblast, signaling, TGF-β
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Objectives: The prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) in

juveniles is increasing; however, unlike type 1, the effect on skeletal

development is unknown. Bone shapes are mechanically optimized

during growth, which may be impeded by T2DM, potentially leading

to fragility and arthroplastic complications. The objective of this

study was to quantify skeletal shape abnormalities in the Zucker

Diabetic Fatty (ZDF) rat, an early-onset T2DM model, with the

hypothesis that onset during growth induces immature, mechanically

inferior shapes.

Methods: The femora of ZDF diabetic and non-diabetic rats (23

weeks, N=5/group) were µCT scanned and a statistical shape model

created after aligning and scaling the images. A principal component

analysis identified the primary modes of shape variation and the

degree to which each individual shape deviated from the mean along

each mode (normalised shape parameter). According to these modes,

user-defined landmarks determined the distance between femoral

head and greater trochanter, femoral neck-shaft angle and transepi-

condylar width. The medial–lateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP)

cross-sectional diameters at the mid-shaft and distal 1/3 length were

also determined. T-tests assessed group differences and were con-

sidered significant at p\0.05.

Results: The femur shape was described by 7 modes of variation,

with the shape parameters significantly different between groups for

the first mode (Fig. 1). This mode described variation in head-

trochanter distance, as well as ML and AP diameters. Correspond-

ingly, the diabetic animals showed relatively smaller head-trochanter

distance (-14.1%), reduced ML diameter (mid-shaft: -2.1%, distal: -

5.5%) and increased anterior-posterior diameter (distal: +6.9%), but

no differences in femoral neck-shaft angle or transepicondylar

width.

Summary & Conclusion: The femoral shape was altered in early-

onset T2DM diabetic rats, independent of size. Smaller head-trochanter

distance and less elliptical cross-sections are indicative of immature

shapes and impeded bone adaptation during development, supporting

the hypothesis. Future intervention studies could determine the poten-

tial for restoring normal bone adaptation during growth.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: We recently isolated the endogenous BMP1-3 protein

and demonstrated its presence in the circulation as an active enzyme.

In this study, we evaluated the role of BMP-1 on enhancing bone

repair and its role in the progress of the liver fibrosis by systemic use

of the specific BMP1-3 antibodies.

Methods: Experimental model of liver fibrosis was induced by

applying a 10% solution of CCl4 to Sprague–Dawley rats intraperi-

toneally. To evaluate the role of BMP1-3 in bone healing, an

osteotomy in the proximal third of the femur was made in Sprague–

Dawley rats. The fragments were repositioned and fixed by an

intramedullary Kirschner pin. The effect of the treatment was moni-

tored by radiographs every two weeks. After 6 weeks animals were

sacrificed and femurs were scanned by µCT.
Results: Hepatotoxic effect of CCl4 was confirmed by a significant

increase in the alanil aminotransferase enzyme expression. Elevated

concentrations of the liver hydroxyproline were detected 8 weeks

after the CCl4 treatment. A similar increasing pattern was observed

regarding the morphometrically assessed extent of fibrosis. The

inhibitory effect of BMP1-3 antibody on CCl4-induced liver

hydroxyproline concentration increase was consistently around 50%

as compared to control. In the bone fracture model, systemically
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applied BMP-1 enhanced bone repair by increasing extracellular

matrix processing and deposition at the fracture site. BMP-1 neu-

tralizing antibodies delayed fracture repair.

Summary & Conclusion: Enhanced bone repair by BMP-1 in

fracture model proved its essential role in fracture repair while BMP-

1 inhibition by specific antibodies delayed fracture repair. However,

in the liver, BMP-1 plays a role in fibrosis progression and its inhi-

bition suppresses fibrosis. This discrepancy in beneficial BMP1-3 pro-

fibrotic activity in bone and unwanted action in liver indicates the

complexity of the future therapeutic development of BMP1-3 inhi-

bition, which should be individually evaluated in patients with unmet

medical needs.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: A novel BMP6 based approach has been developed

with superior healing results and reduced side effects in preclinical

studies. BMP6 containing osteogenic medicinal product called

Osteogrow aimed to induce and accelerate bone formation is currently

being tested in clinical studies. It comprises of an autologous carrier

made from the peripheral blood (ABC—autologous blood carrier) and

of rhBMP6. Such formulation circumvents the use of animal-derived

materials, significantly limits inflammatory processes and renders the

carrier flexible and injectable ensuring the ease of use. Primary

objectives of the 1. phase of clinical trials were to evaluate safety and

pharmacokinetics (PK) of Osteogrow delivered locally to the closed

distal radius fracture site.

Methods: Patients were randomly assigned in 3 groups : (1)

Control—standard of care, (2) Placebo—ABC, (3) Treatment—ABC

+rhBMP6. For PK rhBMP6 was measured in plasma at timepoints of

0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 240, 360, 720 and 1440 min while for safety

rhBMP6 raised antibodies were measured in serum at timepoints at 0,

13 and 26 weeks. Osteogrow device is formulated form 1 mL of

autologous blood and 250 μg of rhBMP6, while placebo is formed

from 1 mL of autologous blood. BMP6 concentration was measured

in plasma by ELISA method, and BMP6 antibody concentration was

measured in serum by indirect ELISA method.

Results: Plasma and serum samples from first ten human subjects

participating in the clinical study did not show measurable amounts of

rhBMP6 or BMP6 antibody at any time point.

Summary & Conclusion: Evaluation of OSTEOGROW in phase 1.

clinical trials showed that there were no potential side effects in

treatment of humans with distal radius fracture. The use of a small

dose of rhBMP6 minimized the risk of side effects and antibody

production as opposed to available therapy with large dose BMP2 or

BMP7 application.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: The risk of developing osteoporosis is importantly

determined by the acquisition of peak bone mass during growth as

well as by subsequent bone loss. The dynamics of these changes

during adult life are however poorly known, especially in men. We

investigated changes in DXA and pQCT-derived bone parameters in a

cohort of healthy men over a 12-year follow-up period.

Methods: 428 healthy men aged 25–45 (mean 34.9±5.3) years

participated in a longitudinal population-based sibling-pair study,

with a mean follow-up of 12.4±0.4 (range 11.2–13.6) years. Areal

BMD (aBMD) was measured at the total body (minus head), proximal

femur and lumbar spine using DXA. Trabecular volumetric BMD

(vBMD) was assessed at the distal radius; cortical vBMD and

geometry were assessed at the radial and tibial shafts using pQCT.

Results: aBMD decreased by 2.3±3.0% at the total body, 1.7±

5.3% at the lumbar spine, 3.1±4.6% at the total hip, and 6.0±5.8% at

the femoral neck (all p\0.001). Trabecular vBMD decreased by 1.6

±6.5% (p\0.001), whereas cortical vBMD decreased by 0.5±2.7%

(p\0.001) at the radius and 0.2±1.6% (p=0.047) at the tibia. Cortical

area and periosteal and endosteal circumference increased by 1.3±

6.9%, 5.7±5.9% and 11.9±12.1% at the radius and 1.5±4.2%, 3.3±

3.1% and 6.2±7.3% at the tibia, whereas cortical thickness decreased

by 5.8±5.6% and 2.5±7.1% (all p\0.001). Strength-strain index

increased by 3.0±11.4% at the radius and 2.2±5.5% at the tibia

(both p\0.001).

Summary & Conclusion: In healthy adult men, aBMD as well as

trabecular and cortical vBMD start to decrease early after peak bone

mass attainment. At cortical bone sites, these changes are offset by

increases in bone size, leading to an overall increased estimated bone

strength.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: In adult men after completion of growth, biochemical

markers of bone turnover are remarkably high as compared to middle-

aged men or young adult women. Nonetheless, little is known about

the biological significance hereof. We explored the associations

between baseline bone turnover markers and changes in DXA and

pQCT-derived bone parameters in healthy men after completion of

growth over a 12-year follow-up period.
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Methods: 428 healthy men aged 25–45 (mean 34.9±5.3) years

participated in a longitudinal population-based sibling-pair study, with

a mean follow-up of 12.4±0.4 (range 11.2–13.6) years. Areal BMD

(aBMD) was measured using DXA; volumetric BMD (vBMD) and

cortical bone geometry were measured using pQCT. Procollagen type 1

amino-terminal propeptide (P1NP), osteocalcin (OC), and C-terminal

telopeptide of type 1 collagen (CTX)weremeasured from fasting serum

samples using an electrochemiluminescence technique. Associations

between baseline bone turnover markers and annual changes in aBMD

and BMC were investigated using linear mixed-effects modeling, with

adjustment for baseline age, weight and weight changes.

Results: Higher P1NP, OC and CTX levels at baseline were

associated with a larger decline in aBMD at the total body (ß = −0.19
to −0.34, p\0.001), lumbar spine (ß = −0.17 to −0.26, p≤0.002), total
hip (ß = −0.13 to −0.25, p≤0.008), and femoral neck (ß = −0.13 to

−0.18, p≤0.012). Higher P1NP, OC and CTX levels were furthermore

associated with a larger decline in trabecular vBMD measured at the

distal radius (ß = −0.18 to −0.20, p≤0.001), whereas no associations

were observed with changes in cortical vBMD or cortical bone

geometry at the radial or tibial shaft.

Summary & Conclusion: In young adult men after completion of

growth, elevated levels of bone turnover markers are not associated

with further accrual of peak bone mass but may rather reflect an

ongoing remodeling process, resulting in a modest decrease in aBMD

and trabecular vBMD.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Currently, no FDA-approved therapy exists for

achondroplasia (ACH), the most common form of dwarfism.

Administration of C-Type Natriuretic Peptide (CNP) to ACH patients

and animals has been shown to stimulate endochondral bone growth

and improve adverse skeletal manifestations of the disease. Given that

continuous CNP exposure has demonstrated better efficacy than bolus

administration, TransCon CNP, prodrug in development that releases

unmodified CNP, could provide patients with a safe and effective

treatment with once weekly dosing. The aim of the presented non-

clinical studies were to investigate the pharmacokinetics of TransCon

CNP in cynomologus monkeys and compare cardiovascular safety

parameters to that of a daily administered CNP in cynomolgus

monkeys and mice.

Methods: In its prodrug form, TransCon CNP was developed to

shield CNP from neutral endopeptidase degradation leading to

decreased bioactivity while simultaneously having low clearance

receptor binding. Following non-enzymatic hydrolysis of CNP from

the proprietary TransCon Linker, CNP regains full bioactivity. The

pharmacokinetic (PK) profile of TransCon CNP was investigated

following the administration of single and multiple doses to

cynomolgus monkeys. Further, cynomolgus monkeys were surgically

implanted with a telemetry device and given single escalating doses

while a detailed hemodynamic assessment was performed.

Results: As predicted from in vitro results, TransCon CNP in

cynomolgus monkeys exhibited a long half-life, supporting the use of

TransCon CNP for once weekly dosing. In mice and cynomolgus

monkeys, no clinical signs or hemodynamic effects were detected at

TransCon CNP doses up to 100 µg CNP/kg/week (highest doses

tested), respectively. This was in contrast to free CNP, which at

equivalent doses led to hypotension.

Summary & Conclusion: TransCon CNP exhibits a substantial

half-life extension compared to daily CNP analogues, supporting once

weekly dosing in humans. The favorable PK profile was obtained by

shielding CNP from enzymatic degradation and reducing receptor-

mediated clearance. Prolonged drug exposure of TransCon CNP

combined with low peak serum concentrations may widen the ther-

apeutic window and decrease the risk of hypotension, thereby

improving efficacy and tolerability; nonclinical studies in cynomolgus

monkeys support weekly dosing in humans.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Our aim is to study the role of canonical Transient

receptor potential (TRPC) channels in bone using mice with targeted

deletions of TRPC genes. These mice are of different genetic back-

grounds and in order to define a comprehensive task list of

phenotyping procedures we characterized microarchitecture, biome-

chanics and bone healing in wild-type mice of different ages.

Methods: Femora of male mice were analyzed by µCT (SkyScan

1172) and, by histomorphology using themethoddescribedbyKawamoto

et al. (Histochem Cell Biol, 2000) In parallel, bone marrow derived cells

were differentiated into osteoclasts. Ca signalingwas studied in these cells

by microfluorimetry and these cells were seeded on bone slices which

were stained by von Kossa to visualize resorption pits. The bone fracture

model Herath et al. (J Orthop Res., 2015) was applied to study callus

formation and bone healing. Biomechanical properties of femora were

studied by the non-destructive and destructive three-point bending test.

Results: (1) Systematic evaluation of µCT parameters which

allows to compare trabecular bone in mice of different ages show

significant reduction of bone volume, bone mineralization and tra-

becular bone with age. (2) Reduction of trabecular bone is mirrored

by histomorphology on non-decalcified bone. (3) The femur fracture

model was established and callus formation analyzed by µCT. (4)
Comparison of non-destructive and destructive three-point bending

tests yield similar results. (5) Significant differences in osteoclast Ca

signaling elicited by application of LPA were recorded from cells

isolated from wild-type and TRPC-deficient mice.

Summary & Conclusion: We established a task-list for pheno-

typing the properties of long bones and of bone-marrow derived

osteoclasts including Ca signaling. Initial experiments with bones and

cells from wild-type and TRPC-deficient mice indicate significant

changes of most of these parameters.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: femur microarchitecture, histomorphology, fracture

model, transient receptor potential channel, Ca signalling
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Kong, Hong Kong/Hong Kong PRC

Objectives: To investigate the effect of Low-Magnitude High-

Frequency Vibration (LMHFV) on inflammatory response in osteo-

porotic fracture healing.

Methods: In this study, ovariectomy-induced osteoporotic

closed-femoral fracture SD-rats were randomized into control

(OVX-C) or vibration group (OVX-V) (n=24, n=6 per group per

time point). LMHFV (35 Hz, 0.3 g) was given 20 min/day and 5

days/week to OVX-V group. Ovariectomy and closed-femoral

fracture were performed at 6-month and 9-month respectively.

Local expression of tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) was

detected by immunohistochemistry and quantified by colour

threshold in ImageJ, assessed at week 1 and 2 post-fracture. Callus

morphometry was determined by callus width from weekly radio-

graphy. Significant difference between groups was considered at

p\0.05 by independent t-test.

Results: Immunohistochemistry results showed that TNF-α
expressed at higher levels at the bony callus in OVX-V group com-

pared with OVX-C, particularly at week 1. Area fraction of TNF-α
positive signal was found to be significantly higher in OVX-V rats at

week 1 (p=0.002), which indicates better inflammatory response after

LMFHV treatment. Callus formation was higher in OVX-V group

than that of OVX-C as shown by callus width at week 1 and 2 (p=

0.023, p=0.006 respectively).

Summary & Conclusion: We have previously reported that

ovariectomy impaired the inflammatory response in fracture healing.

The pro-inflammatory factor of TNF-α was shown to play a crucial

role in regulating bone repair through different fracture healing pro-

cesses including MSC and osteogenic differentiation. The enhanced

expression of TNF-α in OVX-V group suggests that LMHFV treat-

ment has significantly enhanced inflammatory response in OVX

bones, thus leading to accelerated fracture healing as evidenced by

promoted callus formation during the early healing phase.

Acknowledgement: OTC(2015-SCNT), NSFC(81472097).
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Objectives: Distraction osteogenesis (DO) is one of the most

dramatic reconstructive technique for inducing bone regeneration, but

it involves an undesirably long period for bone consolidation.

Developing innovative approaches to enhance bone consolidation is

in burning need. Human fetal mesenchymal stem cells (hFMSCs)

have been shown to express more primitive developmental genes than

those of human adult mesenchymal stem cells (hAMSCs), which is a

preferable source for cell therapy and tissue regeneration. In present

study, we investigated the immunogenicity of using human mes-

enchyma stem cells (hMSCs) secretome on osteogenic differentiation

of rat MSCs (rBMSCs) and the potential application of hFMSCs

secretome in promoting bone consolidation in a rat DO model.

Methods: Secretome was collected from MSCs culture and was

used to treat rBMSCs, cell proliferation, alkaline phosphatase, Ali-

zarin Red S staining, and mRNA expression of osteogenic

differentiation related genes were checked, as well as mixed rat

peripheral blood lymphocyte reaction. hFMSCs secretome was

injected locally into the regenerates at the end of lengthening every 3

days in the rat DO model, till termination. The regenerates were

subject to micro-computed tomography (μCT), mechanical testing,

histology and immunohistochemistry examinations.

Results: Compared to the secretome from rBMSCs and hAMSCs,

hFMSCs secretome had the best osteogenic induction ability and low

immunogenicity. hFMSCs secretome with different doses showed no

effect on cell viability. hFMSCs secretome at the dose of 100 μg/μl
could significantly increase the expression of alkaline phosphatase

and all the osteogenic marker genes, as well as the amount of calcium

deposits in the rBMSCs. The local application of hFMSCs secretome

in distraction regenerates in a rat DO model significantly improved

bone consolidation according to the results of μCT, mechanical test,

histological and immunohistochemistry analysis.

Summary & Conclusion: hFMSCs secretome promotes osteogen-

esis of rBMSCs and bone consolidation during DO, it may be used to

enhance bone consolidation in DO procedure.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteogenesis, distraction osteogenesis, bone consolida-
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CO-EXISTING SARCOPENIA AND OSTEOPOROTIC

FRACTURE HEALING OF SENESCENCE ACCELERATED
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Objectives: Sarcopenia is a geriatric syndrome characterized by

loss of muscle mass and function with a high prevalence in fragility

fracture patients. Our pervious data validated senescence-accelerated

mouse prone 8 (SAMP8) as an animal model of osteoporotic fracture

with sarcopenia and senescence-accelerated mouse Resistant 1

(SAMR1) as control. In this study, we evaluated the efficacy of Low-

magnitude High-frequency Vibration (LMHFV) on osteoporotic

fracture healing in the presence of sarcopenia.

Methods: Closed fracture was created at the right femur of

8-month-old SAMP8 and SAMR1. The mice were randomized to

either no-treatment control (SAMP8 n=25, SAMR1 n=25) or

LMHFV (SAMP8-V n=25, SAMR1-V n=25) with LMHFV treat-

ment. Radiographs were taken weekly post-fracture. Micro CT and

histology of the fractured femora were performed at week 2, 4, 6.

Mechanical test of femora were performed at week 4 and 6.

Results: At week 2, callus size of SAMP8 was significantly smaller

than SAMR1 while callus formation was enhanced in SAMP8-V than

SAMP8. At week 4, SAMP8 showed significantly poorer mechanical

properties than SAMR1 but enhanced in SAMP8-V. At week 6, callus

size was larger in SAMP8 than SAMR1 and decreased in SAMP8-V

group compared to SAMP8 group despite not significant.
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Summary & Conclusion: Better callus formation at the reparative

phase was shown by larger callus at week 2 of SAMR1 than SAMP8

while callus formation was enhanced in SAMP8-V by LMHFV.

Smaller callus at week 6 also indicated a faster and better bone

remodeling in SAMR1 than SAMP8; LMHFV also enhanced the this

process. Better mechanical properties at week 4 indicated a better

healing status of the callus of SAMP8-V than SAMP8 group. In

conclusion, osteoporotic fracture healing was impaired in sarcopenic

SAMP8 mice while LMHFV partly enhanced the osteoporotic frac-

ture healing in the presence of sarcopenia.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: LMHFV, sarcopenia, osteoporotic fracture healing
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Objectives: Staphylococcal enterotoxin C2 (SEC2) is one of the

heat-stable enterotoxins synthesized by Staphylococcus aureus. SEC2

protein has been shown to promote osteogenic differentiation of

human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). The purpose of this study

was to test the hypothesis that local adminstration of SEC2 would

accelerate fracture healing.

Methods: For the in vitro studies, the effects of SEC2 on prolif-

eration and osteogenic differentiation of rat bone marrow MSCs were

examined by MTT, qRT-PCR and Alizarin Red S Staining. For

in vivo studies, fractures were created in the rat femurs, following

open reduction and intramedullary nail fixation. 20 SD-rats were

divided into two groups. One week after fracture, the treatment group

received SEC2 local injection at the fracture site every three days and

the control group received PBS injection. Animals were subject to

weekly X-ray examinations and all terminated at 4 weeks after

fracture; the femora were harvested for micro-CT analysis, biome-

chanical testing and histological examinations.

Results: The in vitro results showed promoting effect of SEC2 on

osteogenic differentiation of MSCs with no effect on cell prolifera-

tion. For animal study, the biomechanical testing data indicated that

the mechanical properties of SEC2-treated fractures were significantly

higher than those of PBS-treated controls at 4 weeks. At three and

four weeks, large areas of bone formation were observed radio-

graphically and histologically. At four weeks, micro-CT data showed

that theBVhigh/TV, BVtotal/TV and Conn. number values were sig-

nificantly higher in the SEC2-treated group compared with the control

group. H&E and immunohistochemistry staining data indicated that

SEC2 administration promoted fracture healing.

Summary & Conclusion: The data demonstrated that local

administration of SEC2 accelerated fracture healing in rat femur

fracture model, suggesting that SEC2 local injection may be a new

potential therapeutic approach to enhance bone fracture.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: fracture healing, mesenchyma stem cells, osteogenic

differentiation, staphylococcal enterotoxin C2 (SEC2)
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Objectives: Adjacent vertebral compression fracture after spine

fusion, a serious but rare disease, has aroused increasing attention along

with this technique widely application. However, it still lacks specific

study to assess its treatment and characteristic. Treatment comparison

in these patients separately received percutaneous kyphoplasty (PKP)

and prolonged instrumented posterior spine fusion.

Methods: A retrospective study including patients diagnosed

adjacent vertebral compression fracture after spine fusion has been

performed in Peking Union Medical College Hospital and Peking

University Third Hospital from 2010 to 2017. Thirteen patients

experienced PKP and eight patients experienced prolonged instru-

mented posterior spine fusion were divided into two groups with at

least one-year follow up in each patient. The compression vertebral

level, VAS, kyphosis improvement, functional evaluation (SF-36 and

ADL) before and after surgical treatment, spend on surgery, hospital

stay and blooding volume have been collected. The data was analyzed

by SPSS statistics (19.0).

Results: All adjacent vertebral compression fractures took place

on the upper level of the fusion spine except for one lower fracture

located. VAS, Kyphosis and Life quality (SF-36 and ADL score)

significantly decreased after treatment in two groups. Patient in PKP

group seemed achieving better effect but showed no significantly

difference (p[0.05). However, spend on surgery, hospital stay and

blooding volume in PKP group exhibited obviously superior than

prolonged fusion group (p\0.05).

Summary & Conclusion: It is concluded that PKP treatment for

adjacent vertebral compression fracture could be a more effective and

convenient treatment than prolonged instrumented in spine fusion.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: percutaneous kyphoplasty, adjacent vertebral compression

fracture, treatment, compression fracture, instrumented spine fusion
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CONSERVATIVE MANAGEMENT OF METABOLIC

DERANGEMENTS IN OSSEOUS TISSUE AMONG PATIENTS

WITH VITAMIN D-DEPENDENT RICKETS TYPE 2

Stepan Martsyniak, Tamara Kinchaya-Polishchuk

National Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine, State Institution
“Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics”, Kyiv/Ukraine

Objectives: To determine the influence of conservative manage-

ment upon genetically-determined metabolic derangements in osseous

tissue among patients with vitamin D-dependent rickets type 2.

Methods: The conservative management of the 39 patients with

rickets-like diseases involved 4 stages. 1st stage included complete

examination of the patient referring determination of the calcium and
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phosphorus in blood and urine, calcidiol and calcitriol in blood,

parameters of parathyroid hormone and osteocalcin as well as marker

of bone formation P1NP and that of bone resorption B-CTx. At the

first stage, it was obligatory for all children to go through genetical

testing. The goal of the study was detection of alterations (polymor-

phism) in the alleles of receptors to vitamin D (VDR) and to collagen

type 1 (COL1). Examinations at the next stages were conducted

completely except genetical studies.

Results: Comprehensive study of vitamin D metabolism and bio-

chemical parameters of osseous tissue’s vital activity among patients

with VDDR type 2 allowed us to have fundamentally studied some

points in the pathogenesis and nature of osteomalatic and subse-

quently osteoporotic alterations at the different extent.

Summary & Conclusion: On the ground of biochemical parame-

ters’ study among the paNents with vitamin D-dependent rickets type

2 we developed pathogenetically-substantiated effective pharmaco-

logical therapy of orthopedic manifestations. The therapy is based

upon administration of higher doses of vitamin D (up to 70000

U/month at the first stage, then down to 45000 U/month) and alfa-

calcidol (up to 1 μg/month at the onset of treatment) for activation of

receptors to vitamin D (VDR). Subsequently, the management does

not require high doses of vitamin D. For the achievement of thera-

peutic effect in treatment of orthopedic manifestations in rickety

process level of the hormonal form of vitamin D (calcitriol) should be

limited within range 250–350 ng/ml (p\0,05). There is no reason to

use alfacalcidol for pharmacological treatment of VDDR type 2.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: vitamin-D, D-dependent rickets
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A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED PITOL TRIAL ASSESSING

THE EFFECT OF WHOLE BODY VIBRATION TRAINING ON

BONE AND MUSCLE FUNCTION IN CHILDREN WITH

OSTEOGENESIS IMPERFECTA AND LIMITED MOBILITY

Wolfgang Hogler1, Nick Bishop2, Paul Arundel2, Janis Scott1, Zulf

M. Mughal3, Raja Padidela3, Peter Nightingale4,

Nick J. Shaw1, Nicola J. Crabtree1

1Department of Endocrinology and Diabetes, Birmingham Children’s
Hospital, Birmingham/United Kingdom, 2Academic Unit of Child
Health, Sheffield Children’s Hospital, Sheffield/United Kingdom,
3Department of Endocrinology, Royal Manchester Children’s Hospi-
tal, Manchester/United Kingdom, 4Wellcome Trust Clinical Research
Facility, University Hospital Birmingham, Birmingham/United
Kingdom

Objectives: Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) is a bone fragility dis-

order associated with reduced muscle size, dynamic muscle function

and mobility. This paired randomised controlled pilot study assessed

the effect of whole body vibration (WBV) training on bone density

and geometry, muscle size and function, mobility, and balance in

children with OI.

Methods: Twenty-four children (5–16 years) with OI types 1,4 and

limited mobility (defined as a Childhood Health Assessment Ques-

tionnaire (CHAQ) score ≥0.13), were recruited in gender- and

pubertal stage-matched pairs. Incident fractures in two boys (WBV

arm) led to exclusion of two prepubertal male pairs. Matched pairs

were randomised to either 5 months of WBV training (393 min twice

daily) using a rotational WBV device, or regular care. Bone and

muscle variables measured by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry

(lumbar spine, hip, total body) and peripheral quantitative computed

tomography (distal and proximal tibia). Mobility assessed by six-

minute walk tests and CHAQ, and dynamic muscle function by

mechanography using single two-leg jumping, multiple one-leg

hopping, chair- and heel-rising tests, and balance tests.

Results: All participants had reduced walking distances and

dynamic muscle function (p\0.001). BMI Z-score was associated

with higher CHAQ scores (rho 0.552; p=0.005), reduced walking

distance and two-leg jumping outcomes (rho −0.405 to −0.533, p\
0.05). The WBV and control groups did not differ in the 5-month

changes in bone density or geometry. Total lean mass increased more

in the WBV group (+1119 g [+224 to +1744]) compared to controls

(+635 g [−951 to +1006]), p=0.01, without improving mobility,

muscle function or balance.

Summary & Conclusion: This first randomised controlled trial in

OI children demonstrated that WBV training increased lean mass

without changes in dynamic muscle function or bone mass. This

suggests reduced biomechanical responsiveness of the muscle-bone

unit in OI children and discourages the use of rotational WBV therapy

as a tool to increase bone formation in OI.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteogenesis imperfecta, vibration training, physical

activity, muscle function, overweight
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A RANDOMIZED, OPEN-LABEL PHASE 2 STUDY OF KRN23,

AN INVESTIGATIONAL FULLY HUMAN ANTI-FGF23

MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY, IN CHILDREN WITH X-LINKED

HYPOPHOSPHATEMIA (XLH): 64-WEEK RESULTS

Wolfgang Hogler1, Anthony Portale2, Erik Imel3,

Annemieke Boot4, Agnès Linglart5, Raja Padidela6, William Van’T
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5Pediatric Endocrinology, Hôpital Bicêtre, Le Kremlin-Bicêtre/
France, 6Department of Endocrinology, Royal Manchester Children’s
Hospital, Manchester/United Kingdom, 7Nephrology, Great Ormond
Street Hospital, London/United Kingdom, 8Center For Metabolic Bone
Disease and Molecular Research, Shriners Hospital for Children, St.
Louis/MO/United States of America, 9Ultragenyx, Ultragenyx Phar-
maceutical Inc., Novato/CA/United States of America, 10School of
Medicine, Yale University, New Haven/CT/United States of America

Objectives: To evaluate the safety and efficacy of KRN23 in 52

children with XLH (ages 5–12 years, ≤Tanner 2).
Methods: Patients were randomized to receive KRN23 biweekly

(Q2W) or monthly (Q4W) by SC injection. KRN23 dose was titrated

(maximum 2 mg/kg) to achieve age-appropriate serum phosphate (Pi)

concentrations which were measured Q2W. Efficacy endpoints inclu-

ded change in rickets severity (Thacher Rickets Severity Score [RSS]

and Radiographic Global Impression of Change [RGI-C; −3=severe
worsening; 0=no change; +3=complete healing], pharmacodynamic

parameters, growth, walking ability (6MWT), and patient-reported pain

and functional disability (PODCI). The primary analysis was at Week

(Wk) 40; extended analysis was at Wk64 for the first 36 patients.

Results: Rickets was evident at baseline (mean RSS 1.8) despite

*7 years of prior oral phosphate/active vitamin D therapy. Serum Pi

increased in all patients to near normal levels (mean increase from

baseline to Wk38 value of 0.33 mmol/L; p\0.001) and was more

stable in Q2W group. No hyperphosphataemia occurred. Mean RSS

improved by 61% for the Q2W group, 37% for Q4W, and 50% overall

(p\0.001 all groups). At Wk40 mean RGI-C scores of +1.72 for

Q2W, +1.41 for Q4W, and +1.56 overall (p\0.0001 all groups)

indicated improvement. Patients with impaired walking and physical
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function at baseline had improvements in the 6MWT and PODCI at

Wk40 which were sustained through Wk64. Q2W patients with

walking impairment at baseline achieved a mean increase of 84

meters (p\0.001) at Wk40 (n=14). Most treatment-related adverse

events (AEs) were mild. Transient injection site reactions (33%) were

most frequent. One child experienced a serious AE, was hospitalized

for fever/muscle pain that resolved, and continues in the trial. No

clinically meaningful changes occurred in serum or urine calcium,

serum iPTH, or renal ultrasounds.

Summary & Conclusion: KRN23 improved serum Pi, rickets, and

walking/functional ability in children with XLH, and was generally

well tolerated.

Disclosure: Ultragenyx: WH: travel, consulting fees; AP: travel,

advisory panel; TC: grant support, travel; EI, AB, AL, WvH: travel,

consulting fees; RP: consulting fees (+Alexion); MM, AS, JSM:

employees; MW: research grant support, honoraria, travel (+Alexion).

Keywords: KRN23, X-linked hypophosphatemia (XLH), FGF23,

XLH, rickets
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BONE MATRIX HYPERMINERALIZATION AND INCREASED

OSTEOCYTE LACUNAE DENSITY IN PATIENTS WITH

OSTEOGENESIS IMPERFECTA TYPE V

Stéphane Blouin1, Nadja Fratzl-Zelman2, Francis H. Glorieux3, Paul

Roschger4, Klaus Klaushofer4, Joan C. Marini5, Frank Rauch3

11st Medical Department Hanusch Hospital, Ludwig Boltzmann
Institute of Osteology at the Hanusch Hospital of WGKK and AUVA
Trauma Centre Meidling, Vienna/Austria, 21st Medical Department
Hanusch Hospital, Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of Osteology, Vienna/
Austria, 3Department of Pediatrics, Shriners Hospital for Children,
Montreal/QC/Canada, 41st Med. Dept. Hanusch Hospital, Ludwig
Boltzmann Institute of Osteology at Hanusch Hospital of WGKK and
AUVA Trauma Centre Meidling, Vienna/Austria, 5Section On Herita-
ble Disorders of Bone and Extracellular Matrix, National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda/MD/United States of America

Objectives: Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) type V is an autosomal

dominant connective tissue disorder. It differs clinically from other

dominant OI types by absence of blue sclerae, dentinogenesis

imperfecta and the occurrence of ossification disorders like hyper-

plastic callus, forearm interosseous membrane ossification, dense

metaphyseal bands and heterotopic ossifications. At a tissue level, the

disturbance of the collagen lamellation results in a peculiar mesh-like

appearance. However, it is not clear whether the bone matrix min-

eralization is affected.

Methods: For that purpose, we investigated the bone mineraliza-

tion density distribution (BMDD) by quantitative backscattered

electron imaging (qBEI) in cortical (Ct) and cancellous (Cn) area of

transiliac bone biopsy samples from OI type V children (n=15; age:

8.7±4 years). We took advantage of qBEI to quantify the sectioned

osteocyte lacunae density and size. Moreover, we performed polar-

ized light examination of bone sections stained with Goldner’s

trichrome.

Results: BMDD from OI type V patients showed a shift towards

higher bone matrix mineralization: e.g. the most frequent calcium

concentration in Ct and Cn was markedly increased (+11.5%,

+10.4%, respectively, P\0.0001) compared to healthy reference

values. Also the sectioned osteocyte lacunae density was elevated in

Ct and Cn (+171%, P\0.0001 and +183.3%, P\0.01, respectively

vs controls) as well as the average sectioned osteocyte lacunae

perimeter in Ct and Cn (+23%, P\0.0001; +7%, P\0.01, respec-

tively vs controls). Further, the OI type V bone material showed

disorganized orientation of collagen fibrils throughout the whole bone

area remarkably similar to periosteal primary bone apposed during

growth on cortices of healthy children.

Summary & Conclusion: In summary the bone material from OI

type V patients is hypermineralized. This finding is similar to other

forms of OI. However, the lack of regular bone lamellation associated

with elevated osteocyte lacunae density points to an exuberant pri-

mary bone formation and an alteration of the bone remodeling process

in OI type V.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone mineral density distribution, quantitative backscat-

tered electron imaging, osteocyte lacunae, osteogenesis imperfecta

type V
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CONGENITAL INSENSITIVITY TO PAIN SYNDROME (CIPA):

TRY TO PREVENT SEVERE COMPLICATIONS OR JUST

TREAT THEM?

Olaia Fernandez1, F.Javier Humayor2, M.Luz Garcia1, Eva Galindez1,

M. Esther Ruiz1, Iñaki Torre1, Ana Intxaurbe1, Lidia Estopiñan1, Juan

M. Blanco1, Natalia Rivera1, Clara Perez1, Catalina Gomez1, Edurne

Guerrero1, Itziar Zorrilla1, Oihane Ibarguengoitia1

1Rheumatology, Basurto University Hospital, Bilbao/Spain, 2Paedi-
atric, Basurto University Hospital, Bilbao/Spain

Objectives: To show the problems related to making therapeutic

decisions in patients with congenital insensitivity to pain with

anhidrosis (CIPA).

Methods: CIPA is very rare autosomal recessive genetic disorder

with difficult diagnosis and treatment. A few hundred cases have been

reported. It associates insensitivity to pain, developmental delays,

anhidrosis and thermoregulation disorders. The complications of

CIPA are essentially orthopaedic, but the vital prognosis can often be

challenged and the life expectancy rarely reaches adulthood.

We report 2 cases from Basurto University Hospital. The first one is

a girl who was diagnosed with CIPA at the age of 8 months. It was the

first description of a CIPA-associated NTRK1 mutation. She is cur-

rently 13 years old and she suffers corneal injuries, distal phalangueal

amputation, several bone fractures, calcaneo/astragalus osteomyelitis

surgically treated that is becoming more aggravated (severe infec-

tion/complications). She had vertebral fractures also, axial curvature is

seriously damaged, she could have spinal cord injury and the ankle

infection has become chronic. The second case is a 5 years-old girl with

calcaneo fracture with osteomyelitis. We realized she cannot feel pain,

she exhibited corneal and tongue injuries, several fractures, and aseptic

osteomyleitis. The genetic study showed homocygosis for SCN9A gen

(c.2908G[T (p.Glu970)). There are some other cases with this gene

affected, but no one shows this mutation.

Results: The genetic studies are different but both are involved in

pain regulation. However, the manifestations and complications of

them are similar and do not differ from other cases described in the

literature.

Summary & Conclusion: CIPA is a dangerous genetic disorder.

Fractures have complications, usually aseptic osteomyelitis, even

sometimes they are infectious. Our 2 cases present those problems.

Should we decide for surgical treatment with the dangerous compli-

cations we are sure that they will present or should we stay and only

treat the complications of the disease? More studies are needed to

answer this question.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: congenital insensitivity to pain, CIPA, hereditary sensory

and autonomic neuropathy, fractures
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A STUDY ON BONE REMODELING DEFECTS IN CYSTINOSIS

Giulia Battafarano1, Michela Rossi1, Gianna Di Giovamberardino2,

Anna Pastore3, Anna Taranta4, Andrea Del Fattore5

1Multifactorial Disease and Complex Phenotype Research Area,
Bambino Gesù Children’s Hospital, IRCCS, Rome/Italy, 2Biochemistry
Laboratory, Bambino Gesù Children’s Hospital, IRCCS, Rome/Italy,
3Metabolomics and Proteomics Unit, Bambino Gesù Children’s
Hospital, IRCCS, Rome/Italy, 4Dept. of Nephrology and Urology,
Bambino Gesù Children’s Hospital, IRCCS, Rome/Italy, 5Multifacto-
rial Disease and Complex Phenotype Research Area, Bambino Gesù
Children’s Hospital, IRCCS, Rome/Italy

Objectives: Cystinosis is a rare lysosomal storage disorder caused

by loss-of-function mutations of the CTNS gene, encoding for

cystinosin symporter that mediates cysteine efflux from lysosome.

*95% of cystinotic patients display nephropathic Fanconi’s syn-

drome, short stature, osteopenia and rickets. In this study we

evaluated whether the absence of cystinosin primarily affects bone

remodeling activity.

Methods: We analyzed bone phenotype of ctns-/- (KO) male mice

lacking of nephropathy. Intra-lysosomal cystine accumulation in tis-

sues was detected by HPLC. Bone phenotype was evaluated by μCT,
histomorphometric, transcriptomic and bone serum biomarkers anal-

ysis. In vitro study was performed to evaluate the differentiation and

activity of osteoblasts.

Results: Intra-lysosomal cystine accumulates in ctns-/- bones

during life reaching higher levels than those observed in kidney.

Cystinosin is expressed in human and murine osteoblasts and osteo-

clasts; interestingly its expression increases during osteoclastogenesis.

μCT analysis showed a reduction of trabecular bone volume (BV/TV

% WT: 16.43±0.62; KO 12.22±0.59; p\0.05) and bone mineral

density in 1-month-old KO mice (BMD mgHA/cm3 WT:194.01±

4.04; KO: 158.02±6.00; p\0.05) with a decrease of trabecular

number and thickness. Histomorphometry revealed an increase of

osteoclast surface in KO mice compared to WT (Oc.S/BS % WT:

25.21±2.13; KO: 40.41±4.13; p\0.05). Also a reduction of osteo-

blast parameters was observed. Moreover P1NP serum levels were

reduced in KO samples compared to WT (P1NP ng/ml WT: 1130±

42.48; KO: 931.6±40.52; p\0.05). Furthermore a reduction of alp

and col1a2 expression in femurs of KO mice was observed. In vitro

analysis showed a reduced ALP positivity of KO osteoblasts with a

decrease of alp and col1a2 gene expression compared to WT cultures.

Finally immunofluorescence assay showed an engulfment of LAMP-1

positive lysosomes in KO osteoblasts.

Summary & Conclusion: Our study shows that cystinosis defi-

ciency primarily affects bone cells, leading to bone loss phenotype of

KO mice, independently from renal tubulopathy.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: cystinosis, osteoblast, bone loss
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BONE MINERAL DENSITY IN PATIENTS WITH

EPIDERMOLYSIS BULLOSA

Nataliya Balatska1, Vladyslav Povoroznyuk1, Inna Gedeon2, Ludmyla

Derevjanko3, Tetyana Zamorska3

1D.f. Chebotarev Institute of Gerontology Nams Ukraine, D.F. Cheb-
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2Okhmatdyt National Children’s Specialized Hospital, Okhmatdyt
National Children’s Specialized Hospital, Kyiv/Ukraine, 3Debra-
Ukraine, Debra-Ukraine, Kyiv/Ukraine

Objectives: The aim of the study was to evaluate the peculiarities

of bone mineral density in patients with epidermolysis bullosa.

Methods: There were examined 11 patients (4 males and 7

females) with generalized recessive dystrophic form of epidermolysis

bullosa aged 10–38 yrs. (mean age was 19.18±7.87 yrs.). Bone

mineral density of the lumbar spine and total body was measured by

dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) with “Prodigy”. Primary

outcomes were areal bone mineral density (aBMD) based on

chronologic age and adjusted for height Z-score. Spine trabecular

bone score (TBS) was assessed by means of TBS iNsight® software

package installed on our DXA machine (Med-Imaps, Pessac, France).

Results: Mean lumbar spine aBMD Z-scores ±SD were: −2.4±
1.9 for chronologic age, −1.8±1.5 after adjusting for height Z-score.

aBMD Z-scores were less than or equal to -2.0 SD in 72% for

chronologic age, and 36.4% after adjusting for height Z-score. TBS at

the lumbar spine showed degraded microarchitecture in 4 (36,4%)

patients, partially degraded in an additional 2 subjects (18.2%).

aBMD correlated with immobility, albumin, hemoglobin, iron, and

erythrocyte sedimentation rate. Limitation: There was the small size

of patients group.

Summary & Conclusion: Patients with generalized recessive

dystrophic form of epidermolysis bullosa have low aBMD and TBS

for their age and may be the reason of the future fractures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: epidermolysis bullosa, bone mineral density
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PATIENTS WITH FANCONI SYNDROME
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Xiaoping Xing2, Weibo Xia2

1Department of Endocrinology, Peking Union Medical College
Hospital, Beijing/China, 2Department of Endocrinology, Peking Union
Medical College Hospital, Beijing/China

Objectives: Fanconi syndrome is a rare cause of rickets in chil-

dren. The feasibility of next generation sequencing has increased with

greater availability and decreasing costs. The aim of this study was to

detect gene mutations with Fanconi syndrome. Furthermore, few

studies have investigated FGF-23 levels in patients with hereditary

Fanconi syndrome. Therefore, we also evaluated intact FGF-23 in

patients with Fanconi syndrome.

Methods: Nine patients from eight unrelated families have been

involved in the study (median age 7; 6 male),who were diagnosed

with Fanconi syndrome clinically. A custom panel carrying 13 genes

for Fanconi syndrome, and 722 additional genes were sequenced on

Illumina HiSeq2500 platform. All pathogenic mutations were con-

firmed using Sanger sequencing. Serum intact FGF-23 were measured

by Elisa test (Kainos Lab, Tokyo, Japan).

Results: In the present study, we identified pathogenic mutations

in all cases.Two patients were diagnosed with tyrosinemia, demo-

strated by the compound heterozygous mutations in FAH, including

3 novel mutations. Two CTNS mutations were found in two siblings

with cystinosis. One affected individual was found to be heterozy-

gous for two missense mutations in URAT1, also exhibited Fanconi

syndrome. One affected patient had CLCN5 R774X mutation for

Dent’s disease. Two SLC4A1 gene mutations were vertified even-

tually in three cases with distal renal tubular acidosis. The results of

Elisa test demonstrated that serum FGF-23 levels in patients with

tubular phosphate reabsorptive defects were extremly low. FGF-23

levels in 5 patients were below the lower limit of detection.
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Summary & Conclusion: Targeted next-generation sequencing is a

highly efficient way to detect mutations causing Fanconi syndrome.

Patients with Fanconi syndrome-induced hypophosphatemia exhib-

ited a reduction in serum FGF-23 levels.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: FGF-23, fanconi syndrome, gene mutation
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GENU-VALGUM AND VITAMIN D

Narendra Gemawat
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Objectives: Genu Valgum commonly called knock-knee, is a

condition in which the knees angles and touch one another when legs

are straightened. Individuals with severe valgus deformities are typ-

ically unable to touch their feet together while simultaneously

straightening the legs.This condition from the age 6 months, children

with vitamin D deficiency often present with bony deformity genu

valgum. The clinical presentation is common during 3–6 years group

and gives strong evidence of vit D deficiency which has emerged as a

significant public health problem throughout the world. Even in

Indian context, it has been reported to present in majority of children

inspite of wide sunlight. During school health program it was found to

be a common finding, we nerewith present our finding and relation

with vit D.

Methods: Total 25 (20%)children 4–6 year of age group of a

primary school amongs150children were detected to have genu val-

gum deformity as clinical presentation of ricketts, 10 cms of more of

distance between feets keeping both knee in contact,, it was reconfirm

with parental interview regarding absent of any vit D, spplimentation.

All the children were put on theraputic doses of oral vit D for six

months and were reassessed about improvement according to distance

between both feet keeping their knee in same level of contact..

Results: It was noted and observed that all children has shown

remarkable improvement in gait stability, running ,schoolistic per-

formance and parental perception of well being of their children.

Summary & Conclusion: .Rickets once thought vanquished,is

reappearing. In some less developed countries it hardly went away-

though this study is small but it gives and prove that early

supplimentation from neonatal period onwards is going to bene-

fitchildren in preventing orthopedic ,cardian, renal and CNS ailments

during growth period as the importance of vid D in various system

physiology is being postulated, further elaborative studies may

require to increase importance in various clinical presentation.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: vitamin D, genuvalgum, Vit-D

Other diseases of bone and mineral metabolism
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RECURRENT BONE MARROW OEDEMAS AND

INSUFFICIENCY FRACTURES IN HIV PATIENTS ON

ANTIVIRAL THERAPY

Sebastian Radmer1, Julian Ramin Andresen2, Reimer Andresen3
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2Medical Faculty, Sigmund Freud University, Vienna/Austria, 3Insti-
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Objectives: Severe pain and functional impairment can point to

the presence of a bone-marrow oedema. Typical localisations are the

periarticular bone segments of the lower limbs and the vertebral

bodies. Mechanical, metabolic, ischaemic and reactive/degenerative

causes are under discussion. The diagnosis is rendered on the basis of

MRI findings. We report on the recurrent incidence of multiple bone-

marrow oedemas and insufficiency fractures in 5 HIV patients

receiving antiviral therapy.

Methods: In 5 HIV-positive male patients (average age 51.1 (38–

63) years) exercise-related pain occurred in different joint regions. All

patients were receiving antiviral treatment with Atripla® (efavirenz,

emtricitabine, tenofovir). The clinical examination showed a doughy

swelling of the affected area and a marked tenderness to pressure.

Both a conventional radiograph and an MRI scan were performed in

all patients. The affected joint was mobilised without weight-bearing,

while analgesic/anti-inflammatory medication as well as physiother-

apy and lymph drainage were used as supportive measures. Vitamin-

D levels were additionally determined in all patients.

Results: In all 5 patients, a fracture could be ruled out in the

conventional X-ray, but a bone marrow oedema could be clearly

visualised in the MRI. A marked improvement in symptoms occurred

in all patients under therapy, but a recurrence of bone-marrow

oedemas was seen in 4/5 patients, both at the point of first manifes-

tation and in other joint regions. Recurrent insufficiency fractures of

the foot were detected in 1/5 patients. Vitamin-D levels were in the

normal range in all patients.

Summary & Conclusion: The presence of a bone-marrow oedema

should be considered in HIV patients with joint complaints. The

aetiology of the bone-marrow oedema remains unclear, with a con-

ceivable explanation in the present cases being that tenofovir impairs

the function of the tubule cell in the proximal tubule and increases the

secretion of phosphate. In such cases, a switch of antiviral therapy can

be considered.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: antiviral therapy, bone-marrow oedema, HIV, insuffi-

ciency fracture
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INFLUENCE OF CYCLOSPORINE AND TACROLIMUS ON
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Objectives: Mineral metabolism disorders are present in many

kidney transplant recipients. Calcineurin inhibitors, i.e. cyclosporine

and tacrolimus, are included in the vast majority of immunosup-

pressive protocols in kidney transplant recipients. The aim of the

study was to evaluate the influence of cyclosporine and tacrolimus on

mineral metabolism.

Methods: In 214 kidney transplant recipients (136 on cyclospor-

ine, 78 on tacrolimus), the following parameters were estimated 1-307

months posttransplant: serum Pi, total and ionized Ca, total and bone

alkaline phosphatase, iPTH, crosslaps, 25(OH)D3, cyclosporine A/

tacrolimus trough levels, and 24-hour urine phosphate and calcium.

Tubular maximum reabsorption of phosphate per litre of GFR (TmP/

GFR) and the ratio of renal calcium clearance to renal creatinine

clearance were determined. Graft function was stable, measured

creatinine clearance[50 mL/min.

Results: Cyclosporine trough levels correlated significantly posi-

tively with total serum calcium, phosphate, iPTH, total and bone

alkaline phosphatase, crosslaps. Tacrolimus trough levels correlated

significantly negatively with serum phosphate. Tacrolimus trough

levels were significantly lower in normo-than hypophosphatemic

patients. Tacrolimus daily dose (mg/kg) was significantly different
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among the groups of patients divided according to the the ratio of

renal calcium clearance to renal creatinine clearance, and the levels

were the highest in those with normal ratios. Serum phosphate and

TmP/GFR were significantly lower in patients on tacrolimus than in

those on cyclosporine. However, patients on tacrolimus were signif-

icantly younger and posttransplant period was significantly shorter

than in those on cyclosporine. In multiple regression analysis, iPTH,

ionized Ca, Ca:creatinine clearance ratios, creatinine clearance and

cyclosporine trough levels influenced serum Pi levels significantly.

Summary & Conclusion: Cyclosporine and tacrolimus both affect

mineral metabolism. However, there are differences between the

influence of cyclosporine and tacrolimus: cyclosporine increases bone

turnover. Cyclosporine and tacrolimus might influence phosphatemia

inversely.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: cyclosporine, tacrolimus, kidney transplant recipients,

mineral metabolism

P-OTHD-3

NORMOCALCAEMIC HYPERPARATHYROIDISM:

PREVALENCE IN A UK REFERRAL POPULATION

Marian Schini1, Richard Jacques2, Nicola Peel3, Jennifer S. Walsh1,

Richard Eastell1

1Oncology and Metabolism, University of Sheffield, Sheffield/United
Kingdom, 2School of Health and Related Research, University of
Sheffield, Sheffield/United Kingdom, 3Metabolic Bone Centre, Shef-
field Teaching Hospitals, Sheffield/United Kingdom

Objectives: Normocalcaemic hyperparathyroidism (NHYPER) is

characterised by persistent normal calcium levels, accompanied by

elevated PTH values on at least two consecutive measurements, after

excluding other causes of secondary hyperparathyroidism, and is

usually encountered during the evaluation of secondary osteoporosis.

It was recognised by the Third International Workshop on Asymp-

tomatic Primary Hyperparathyroidism (PHPT) and it has been linked

to consequences known to affect patients with PHPT. The prevalence

of the disease in the literature varies significantly due to various

definitions used; it is reported to be between 0.1 and 8.9%, but has

never been studied in the UK. Our objective was to identify the

prevalence of NHYPER in a UK referral population using the inter-

national criteria.

Methods: We retrospectively evaluated data from 5977 patients

referred for a bone mineral density measurement. Using a statistical

method (Mahalanobis distance) subjects were identified as ‘normal’

or ‘abnormal’ and using the laboratory reference intervals for albu-

min-adjusted calcium and PTH, these patients were divided in

different categories.

Results: Based on lab results on the index day, we identified 235

patients with normal calcium and high PTH. We excluded the ones

with eGFR\60 ml/min/1.73 m2 or without an eGFR measurement (n

=134) and the ones with 25(OH)D \50 nmol/l or no 25(OH)D

measurement (n=82), and thus identified 19 patients, with likely

NHYPER. A further evaluation of their medical notes, excluded 14

patients due to other exclusion criteria. Based on our current estimate,

the prevalence of NHYPER in our referral population is 0.08%, after

applying the internationally recommended criteria. The estimated

prevalence if all the vitamin D deficient patients were really NHY-

PER, would be 1.46%.

Summary & Conclusion: The prevalence of NHYPER in our UK

referral population is lower than the ones described in other studies,

but is probably underdiagnosed because of the high prevalence of

vitamin D insufficiency in the UK.

Disclosure: Professor Eastell has consulted for Roche Diagnostics

and received grant funding from them

Keywords: normocalcaemic hyperparathyroidism, secondary osteo-

porosis, parathyroid hormone, calcium

P-OTHD-4

HEAVY WEIGHT—AS A RISK FACTOR OF OSTEOPOROSIS

Lali Kilasonia1, Luba Lagvilava2, Tamar Rukhadze3, Medea

Kopaliani1, Nino Dolidze4

1Rheumatology, Tbilisi Heart and vascular clinic, Tbilisi/Georgia,
2Rheumatology, Consilium Medulla, Tbilisi/Georgia, 3Rheumatology,
Tbilisi Heart and Vascular Clinic, Tbilisi/Georgia, 4Rheumatology,
Medical Clinic “Curatcio”, Tbilisi/Georgia

Objectives: Many beliefs related to osteoporoses have been

transformed recently. For example, for years, it was considered that

osteoporosis is the disease of low weight women with low body mass

index. Data on the frequency of osteoporosis during the endocrinal

disease- diabetes mellitus, insulin resistance, podagra- in short, the

disease of metabolic syndrome were gathered to oppose this argu-

ment. Recent information considered obesity as a chronic

immunologic disease, pathogenesis of which is very much in common

of that of osteoporosis.

Methods: The purpose of the research was to study the likelihood

of coexistence of obesity and osteoporosis. 130 women aged 25–60

were researched (average age 35.5±4.2). Metabolic syndrome diag-

nosis identified Body mass index, fat allocations, and complications

of obesity. Each patient underwent peroral glucose tolerance tests;

Fasting plasma glucose was tested as well as the fasting level of
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immunoreactive insulin and Oral glucose measurement. Coro’s Index

of immunoreactive insulin ([25 micro/ml), index of lipid metabolism.

Osteoporosis was diagnosed through dual energy absorptive densit-

ometry (Hologic 1000).Bone mineral density was measured in lumbar

vertebrae, paroximal femur and distal forearm (with the use of

T-criteria).

Results: of the research was interesting not only for defining the

frequency of osteoporosis during the metabolic syndrome but also for

identifying the rhetoric correlations existing between obesity and

bone mineral density. Out of 130 patients, low BMD was identified

(T- ≤2.5)-mainly in femur, distal forearm in 40 patients. Osteopenic

syndrome (T- ≤2.5) was identified in 11 patients, mainly in the

fragments of the skeleton represented by cortical bones. Low BMD

was more frequent in metabolic syndrome disease with hiperin-

sulemnia. Correlation was identified between BMD index and level of

dyslipidemia.

Summary & Conclusion: We have the impression that obesity and

osteoporosis are not incompatible disease. Main problems should be

related to technical faults encountered during the X-ray densitometry

aimed at the identification of BMD in the patients with obesity.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: heavy weight, risk factors

P-OTHD-5

This abstract has been withdrawn.
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CORRELATION OF BLOOD BONE TURNOVER BIOMARKERS

AND WNT SIGNALING ANTAGONISTS WITH AS, DISH, OPLL,

AND OYL

Chi-Chien Niu, Song-Shu Lin, Li-Jen Yuan, Chuen-Yung Yang,

Wen-Jer Chen, Lih-Huei Chen

Department of Orthopaedic, Chang Gung Memorial Hospital,
Taoyuan/Taiwan

Objectives: Wnt signaling plays an important role in development

and maintenance of tissues. The present study investigated the rela-

tionship between serum Wnt inhibitors and diseases with excessive

ossification structures, such as ossification of posterior longitudinal

ligament (OPLL), ankylosing spondylitis (AS), diffuse idiopathic

skeletal hyperostosis (DISH), and ossification of yellow ligament

(OYL).

Methods: Patients with AS, DISH, OPLL, or OYL were recruited

in this study. Fasting peripheral blood samples were collected from all

patients and nine controls. Various biomarkers of bone turnover

including osteocalcin (OSC), osteoprotegerin (OPG), secreted friz-

zled-related protein 1 (SFRP1), Dickkopf Wnt signaling pathway

inhibitor 1(DKK-1), and sclerostin (SOST) were investigated.

Results: Our data showed that serum levels of OSC were higher,

but DKK-1 levels were lower in AS, DISH, OPLL, and OYL patients

than those in the controls. Serum levels of SFRP-1 and SOST were

significantly higher in DISH and OPLL patients than both levels in

the controls. Serum OPG levels were lower in AS patients than those

in the controls. Serum levels of OSC, DKK-1, SFRP-1, SOST, and

OPG were not significantly different between the different disease

groups.

Summary & Conclusion: Both OSC and DKK-1 levels are cor-

related with the clinical conditions associated with excessive

ossification, indicating that blood OSC and DKK-1 levels may serve

as diagnostic biomarkers for AS, DISH, OPLL, and OYL. These

findings may also help discover potential drug therapies for man-

agement of these diseases in the future.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: Wnt signaling, AS, DISH, OPLL, OYL

P-OTHD-7

A NOVEL BIODEGRADABLE CHITOSAN BASED METFORMIN

INTRAPOCKET DENTAL FILM REDUCES SEVERITY OF

EXPERIMENTAL PERIODONTITIS AND ALVEOLAR BONE

LOSS IN RATS

Deepak Kumar Khajuria, David Karasik

The Musculoskeletal Genetics Laboratory, Faculty of Medicine In The
Galilee, Bar-Ilan University, Safed/Israel

Objectives: This study aimed at developing a novel biodegradable

chitosan-based metformin intrapocket dental film (CMIDF) for local

treatment of periodontitis and alveolar bone loss in a rat model.

Methods: CMIDF were fabricated and designed to be inserted into

the rat periodontal pocket with controlled-release metformin for ≥2
weeks. Periodontitis was induced by a combination of ligature around

the mandibular first molar and Escherichia coli lipopolysaccharide

injections for every 48 h into the gingival groove at the buccal aspect

of same mandibular first molar of rat for 14 days. Forty Wistar rats

were randomly divided into five groups: (1) healthy (negative con-

trol), (2) induced periodontitis (positive control); (3) periodontitis

plus CMIDF-A (1.99±0.09 mg metformin; total mass-6.23±

0.05 mg, per insert), (4) periodontitis plus CMIDF-B (2.07±0.06 mg

metformin; total mass-8.56±0.09 mg, per insert), and (5) periodon-

titis plus chitosan film (8.61±0.08 mg, per insert). On day 15, single

drug film insert (291 mm) was administered into the periodontal

pocket. Two weeks later, mandibles were extracted and analyzed

using micro-computerized tomography, followed by histological

analysis.

Results: CMIDF showed highest zone of inhibition against gram-

positive (Staphylococcus aureus) and gram-negative (Escherichia

coli), as compared to chitosan film. Furthermore, the CMIDF main-

tained their antibacterial effect for 11 days. Local treatment with and

CMIDF was associated with significant improvements in the alveolar

bone quality, bone mineral density, bone volume fraction, and tra-

becular bone microarchitecture parameters such as, trabecular

thickness, trabecular separation, and trabecular number, as compared

to the periodontitis group (p\0.001).

Summary & Conclusion: Our study demonstrated that local

administration of CMIDF drug film showed good antibacterial

activity and improved alveolar bone properties in a rat model. This

initial study indicates potential antibacterial and osteoprotective

efficacy of novel CMIDF in experimental periodontitis and warrants

future therapeutic investigations.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: periodontitis, alveolar bone loss, metformin, chitosan,

intrapocket dental film
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BIOCHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL FUNCTION OUTCOMES IN

ADOLESCENTS AND ADULTS WITH HYPOPHOSPHATASIA

TREATED WITH ASFOTASE ALFA FOR 5 YEARS: RESULTS

FROM A PHASE 2 STUDY

Priya S. Kishnani1, Cheryl Rockman-Greenberg2, Andrew E.

Denker3, Scott Moseley4, Michael P. Whyte5
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1Yt and Alice Chen Pediatrics Genetics and Genomics Center, Duke
University Medical Center, Durham/NC/United States of America,
2Pediatrics and Child Health & Biochemistry and Medical Genetics,
The University of Manitoba, Rady Faculty of Health Sciences, Max
Rady College of Medicine, Children’s Hospital Research Institute of
Manitoba, Winnipeg/MB/Canada, 3Global Medical Sciences, Alexion
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., New Haven/CT/United States of America,
4Director Biostatistics, Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc, New Haven/CT/
United States of America, 5Center For Metabolic Bone Disease and
Molecular Research, Shriners Hospital for Children, St. Louis/MO/
United States of America

Objectives: Safety and efficacy of asfotase alfa (AA) in adoles-

cents/adults with hypophosphatasia (HPP) were evaluated in a Phase

2, open-label, dose-ranging study (NCT01163149).

Methods: Patients (aged 13–66y) were randomized to receive

subcutaneous AA 0.3 or 0.5 mg/kg/d or no treatment (control) for 6

months; all patients then received AA 0.5 mg/kg/d, increased after 6–

12 months to 1 mg/kg 6x/wk by protocol amendment. Primary safety

outcome: tolerability. Coprimary efficacy outcomes: median change

in plasma inorganic pyrophosphate (PPi) and pyridoxal-5′-phosphate
(PLP) at 6 months. Other measures: 6Minute Walk Test (6MWT);

Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency, 2nd Edition (BOT-2).

Data from treatment groups were pooled and reported as median (min,

max).

Results: 19 patients were randomized (ages: 13–18y, n=6; ≥18y, n=
13). No deaths occurred; 1 patient withdrew due to injection-site

hypersensitivity and anaphylactoid reaction (1 episode each). Injection-

site reactions were the most common treatment-emergent adverse

events. Decrements were greater at 6 months in treated patients (n=13)

vs. controls (n=6) for PPi (−2.2 [−4.4, 0.3] vs. −0.2 [−6.8, 1.1] μM) and

PLP (−255 [−1467, −17] vs. 11 [−374, 346] ng/mL); differences

reached statistical significance for PLP (P=0.0285) but not PPi (P=

0.0715). Decreases were sustained through 5y (PPi: −3.0 [−5.2, 7.8];
PLP: −284 [−1580, −25]; n=16). 6MWT improved from 355 m (10,

620; n=19) at treatment start to 450 m (280, 707; n=13) after 5y,

increasing from 76% predicted (42, 101; n=15) to 88% predicted (62,

137; n=11). BOT-2Running Speed andAgility total point scorewas 6.5

(0, 39; n=16) at treatment start and improved by 4.0 (−5, 18; n=11) after
5y. BOT-2 Strength total point scorewas 13.5 (0, 33; n=18) at treatment

start and improved by 3.5 (–9, 9; n=12) after 5y.

Summary & Conclusion: AA was generally well tolerated,

numerically decreased circulating PPi and PLP, and improved phys-

ical function in adolescents/adults with HPP.

Disclosure: PSK: Clinical trial investigator for Alexion; received

honoraria and travel support. AED, SM: Employees of Alexion; may

own stock/options. CRG, MPW: Clinical trial investigators for

Alexion; received honoraria, travel support, and research grant

support.

Keywords: hypophosphatasia, enzyme-replacement therapy, asfotase

alfa, ambulation, randomized controlled trial
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EVALUATION OF THE UTAH ALGORITHM FOR

IDENTIFYING HYPOPHOSPHATASIA TO ESTIMATE

PREVALENCE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

Sara Jenkins-Jones1, Craig Currie2, Ioannis C. Tomazos3,

Bonnie M. Donato3, Richard Eastell4

1Research Fellow/data Manager, Pharmatelligence, Cardiff/United
Kingdom, 2Cochrane Institute of Primary Care and Public Health,
Cardiff University, Cardiff/United Kingdom, 3Global Payer Evidence
& Value Translation, Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc, New Haven/Uni-
ted States of America, 4Oncology and Metabolism, University of
Sheffield, Sheffield/United Kingdom

Objectives: Determination of hypophosphatasia (HPP) prevalence

presents substantial challenges due to lack of recognition of the

diagnosis; estimated perinatal/infantile HPP prevalence is 1:300,000

births. We retrospectively applied the Utah HPP algorithm to estimate

HPP prevalence in the UK.

Methods: The Utah algorithm selects patients with (1)≥1 record

with the ICD-9 code for phosphate metabolism disorders or ≥2 low

age-/sex-adjusted alkaline phosphatase (ALP) results; (2)≥1 clinical

HPP manifestation; and (3) no hypothyroidism or bisphosphonate

therapy. We accessed routine UK primary care and linked hospital

data and adapted the algorithm’s diagnostic component to select for

Read and ICD-10 codes to estimate prevalence (30 June 2013).

Results: Of 14.4 million patients, 306 had Read codes for HPP,

1589 had ICD-10 codes for phosphate/phosphatase disorders, and

10,660 had low ALP. Of selected patients, 590 had ≥1 manifestation;

of these, 259 patients had all low ALP results; and of these, 256 had

no HPP diagnostic record. Estimated prevalence was 2.57 (95%CI

2.15–3.10) per 100,000 population. Three patients (1%) presented at

age 7 months–5 years, 22 (8%) at 6–17 years, 186 (72%) at 18–59

years, and 48 (19%) at ≥60 years. Whether ALP reference ranges

were age-/sex-adjusted or all ALP histories were complete (tests only

in primary care) was unknown. No ALP measurements were recorded

for 233/590 (39%) patients meeting all non-ALP selection criteria.

Summary & Conclusion: Prevalence of HPP was higher than

expected, with little overlap between algorithm-identified and

physician-diagnosed patients. Arbitrarily low ALP measurements

may have precipitated false positives where combined with non-HPP-

specific clinical manifestations, and false negatives may have

occurred where ALP history was unavailable or reference ranges were

not appropriately adjusted. Thus, the Utah algorithm with its reliance

on the low ALP criterion is unsuitable for application in UK elec-

tronic healthcare records; an alternative means of identifying HPP is

needed.

Disclosure: SJJ, CC: Employees of Pharmatelligence (funded by

Alexion to develop/conduct study and analyze data). ICT, BMKD:

Employees of Alexion; may own stock/options. RE: Consultant for

Alexion; received research funding.

Keywords: United Kingdom, medical records, Utah algorithm,

hypophosphatasia, prevalence
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DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF BIOMARKERS AND IMAGING

IN PREDICTING BONE TURNOVER IN ADVANCED CHRONIC

KIDNEY DISEASE

Syazrah Salam1, Orla Gallagher2, Fatma Gossiel3, Richard Jacques4,

Margaret Paggiosi3, Arif Khwaja5, Richard Eastell3

1Sheffield Kidney Institute, Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust,
Sheffield/United Kingdom, 2Department of Oncology and Metabolism,
University of Sheffield, Sheffield/United Kingdom, 3Academic Unit of
Bone Metabolism and Mellanby Research Centre, University of
Sheffield, Sheffield/United Kingdom, 4School of Health and Related
Research (scharr), University of Sheffield, Sheffield/United Kingdom,
5Sheffield Kidney Institute, Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foun-
dation Trust, Sheffield/United Kingdom

Objectives: To simultaneously test the diagnostic accuracy of

bone turnover markers (BTMs) and high resolution peripheral quan-

titative computed tomography (HR-pQCT) to identify chronic kidney

disease (CKD) patients’ bone turnover as shown on histomorphom-

etry. Background: Renal osteodystrophy is common in advanced

CKD and is associated with increased fracture risk. Potential bone-

specific treatment to reduce fracture risk would require characteri-

zation of bone turnover status which can only be done with bone

biopsy (gold standard test) but this is rarely performed.
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Methods: Fasting blood samples were taken from 43 CKD stages

4-5D patients for BTMs analysis (intact parathyroid hormone [iPTH],

procollagen type I N-terminal peptide [PINP], bone alkaline phos-

phatase [BALP], collagen type I cross-linked C-telopeptide [CTX]

and tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase 5b [TRAP5b]). HR-pQCT of

distal radius and tibia were performed followed by trans-iliac bone

biopsy for histomorphometry.

Results: All BTMs were positively correlated with bone turnover

(BFR/BS) on histomorphometry (rho=0.51 to 0.65, p≤0.001). Volu-
metric bone mineral density (vBMD) and micro-architecture of distal

radius were negatively correlated with BFR/BS; rho=−0.35 to −0.45,
p\0.05 for total and trabecular vBMD, bone volume fraction and

trabecular thickness. In Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)

analysis for identifying high bone turnover, iPTH had area under the

ROC curve (AUC) of 0.76. iPTH [327 pg/mL had 90% positive

predictive value (PPV) for high bone turnover. In ROC analysis for

identifying low bone turnover, BALP had AUC of 0.824 and

BALP≤21 µg/L had 96% negative predictive value (NPV) for low

bone turnover. In Classification and Regression Tree (CART) analysis

using all the BTMs and imaging data, iPTH and BALP correctly

identified 90%, 58% and 57% of patients with high, normal and low

bone turnover respectively. CART figure is attached.

Summary & Conclusion: iPTH and BALP are good diagnostic

tests for identifying bone turnover in advanced CKD, superior to other

BTMs and HR-pQCT.

Disclosure: SS received grant support from Immunodiagnostic Sys-

tems and Biomedica. RE received grant support from

Immunodiagnostic Systems and Biomedica, and consultancy funding

from Immunodiagnostic Systems

Keywords: chronic kidney disease mineral and bone disorder, bone

turnover markers, histomorphometry, parathyroid hormone, bone

alkaline phosphatase
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GORHAM-STOUT DISEASE: RADIOLOGICAL,

HISTOLOGICAL, AND CLINICAL FEATURES OF ONE SINGLE

CENTRE

Shuzhong Liu

Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Peking Union Medical College
Hospital, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences & Peking Union
Medical College, Beijing/China

Objectives: Gorham-Stout disease (GSD) is an exceedingly rare

disease characterized by progressive osteolysis and angiomatosis.

Gorham-Stout syndrome(GSS) is a very rare disorder of uncertain

etiology. GSS presents with lytic destruction of one or more bones

and can include chylous effusion in the pleurae, peritenoum and

cystic lesions in visceral organs, such as the spleen. We investigate

the features of this disease and evaluate the effects of bisphosphonates

(BPs) on it. The clinical, radiological, and pathological characteristics

of 12 patients in our institute diagnosed with GSD were summarized.

Methods: The study was approved by the Institutional Review

Board at PUMCH and performed in compliance with the Helsinki

Declaration. Written informed consents were obtained from all patients

or from parents of patients under 18 years old. Inclusion criteria were

as follows, according to Heffez. Treatment option was approved by a

multidisciplinary consulting group.Bone biopsy was completed in bone

lesion area.We investigated the therapy options they had received.

Long-term clinical and imaging follow-up was carried out annually.

Results: Eight were female and four were male. Among them, one

was treated in the department of thoracic surgery due to massive

chylothorax, three were treated in the department of respiratory, and

the remaining eight patients were treated in the department of

endocrinology.Immunohistochemical staining with specific lymphatic

endothelial markers (D2-40), vascular markers (CD31, CD34),and

vascular endothelial growth factor(VEGF) and vascular endothelial

growth factor receptor 3 (VEGFR-3) was performed in specimens of

bone biopsy. Patients were treated with either BPs or conjunction

therapy of radiation and BPs.The effects of BPs were evaluated by the

change of radiological progression, bone mineral density (BMD) and

bone turnover biomarkers.

Summary & Conclusion: GSD is an extremely rare, peculiar

musculoskeletal disorder in which the affected bone virtually disin-

tegrates and is replaced by lymphatic vessel or vascular connective

tissue. Bisphosphonates or radiotherapy might be helpful in arresting

bone lesion progression of GSD.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: Gorham-Stout disease, osteolysis, chylothorax, diagnose

and treatment
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COLLAGEN C-PROPEPTIDE CLEAVAGE DEFICIENCY

INCREASES BONE MINERALIZATION AND ALTERS BONE

CELL DIFFERENTIATION

Aileen M. Barnes1, Joseph E. Perosky2, Stephane Blouin3, M.

H. Rajpar1, Basma Khoury2, Klaus Klaushofer4, Paul Roschger5,

Nadja Fratzl-Zelman3, Kenneth M. Kozloff2, Joan C. Marini1

1Section On Heritable Disorders of Bone and Extracellular Matrix,
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda/MD/United States of America,
2Orthopaedic Research Labs, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor/MI/
United States of America, 31st Medical Department Hanusch Hospital,
Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of Osteology, Vienna/Austria, 41st Medical
Department, Hanusch Hospital, Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of Oste-
ology at the Hanusch Hospital of the Vienna Health Insurance Fund
(WGKK) and Trauma Center Meidling of the Austrian Workers´
Compensation Board (AUVA), Vienna/Austria, 51st Med. Dept.
Hanusch Hospital, Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of Osteology at
Hanusch Hospital of WGKK and AUVA Trauma Centre Meidling,
Vienna/Austria

Objectives: High Bone Mass (HBM) osteogenesis imperfecta (OI)

is caused by dominant mutations in the C-propeptide cleavage site of

COL1A1 or COL1A2. To elucidate the role of C-propeptide pro-

cessing in bone, we generated heterozygous HBM mice with a

mutated COL1A1 cleavage site to prevent cleavage by BMP1.

Methods: Two, 6- and 12-month WT and HBM bones were exam-

ined for histology, mineralization, mechanics, and cell differentiation.

Results: HBM mice are smaller than WT in weight and length.

Their femoral extracts contain pC-collagen and increased monomeric

COL1A1 C-propeptide, resulting in a “barbed-wire” appearance to

bone collagen fibrils, thin cortices and decreased BV/TV. HBM femora

have decreased stiffness, yield and fracture load, which did not improve

with age. Their femora are also extremely brittle; post-yield displace-

ment is *15% of WT (p\0.001). Femoral aBMD is decreased at

2-months but is near normal at 1 year. On μ-CT, HBM cortical and

trabecular TMD are normalized at 1 year. By qBEI, HBM cortical bone

had increased CaMean, CaPeak and CaHigh at 2- and 6- and 12-months

compared to WT. HBM CaPeak increased significantly between 6- to

12-months, although WT levels peaked at 6 months. There is also a

complementary decrease in HBM percent body fat at 6- and 12-months.

Bone cell differentiation was also affected in HBM. Femoral Bglap

transcripts are decreased, as was osteoblast collagen secretion. HBM

femora had fewer osteocyte lacunae (p\0.01) and increased lacunar

area at 2-, 6- and 12-months (p\0.001). HBM serum TRAP and PINP

were significantly increased, consistent with increased femoral tran-

scripts of Ctsk, Acp5 and Rankl/Opg ratio.

Summary & Conclusion: Murine HBM bone mineralization is

increased throughout life and increases with age, even after WT
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mineralization has peaked, raising concerns for long-term patient

status. Alterations in multiple bone cell populations support a putative

C-propeptide trimer signalling function, influencing bone matrix and

mineralization.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteogenesis imperfecta, mineralization, collagen, high

bone mass, C-propeptide
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EFFECT OF HYPERTHYROIDISM AND ZOLEDRONIC ACID

TREATMENT ON BONE MATRIX MINERALIZATION IN MICE

Barbara Misof1, Paul Roschger1, Elena Tsourdi2, Franziska

Lademann2, Klaus Klaushofer1, Lorenz C. Hofbauer2,

Martina Rauner2

11st Med. Dept. Hanusch Hospital, Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of
Osteology at Hanusch Hospital of WGKK and AUVA Trauma Centre
Meidling, Vienna/Austria, 2Division of Endocrinology, Diabetes and
Bone Diseases, Department of Medicine Iii, Technische Universität
Dresden, Dresden/Germany

Objectives: Hyperthyroidism is associated with a high bone

turnover leading to bone loss and fragility. Currently, it is unknown

how hyperthyroidism affects bone material properties.

Methods: In the present study, we assessed the effects of hyper-

thyroidism on bone matrix mineralization density distribution (BMDD)

of vertebral trabecular bone by quantitative backscatter electron

imaging. Five parameters were calculated from the BMDD: average

(CaMean) and typical degree of mineralization (CaPeak), heterogeneity

of mineralization (CaWidth), percentages of low (CaLow) and highly

mineralized bone areas (CaHigh). Furthermore, correlation of BMDD

parameters with previously assessed histomorphometric bone volume

(BV/TV), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th) and mineralizing surface (MB/

BS) was analyzed. Twelve weeks old male mice were rendered

hyperthyroid by adding 1.2 µg/ml L-thyroxin (T4) to the drinking water

for 4 weeks. Concomitantly, hyperthyroid mice were treated with

100 µg/kg zoledronic acid (Zol) once weekly to reduce bone loss.

Three study groups were compared: control (Con, n=5), hyperthyroid

(T4, n=5) and hyperthyroid treated with Zol (T4+Zol, n=5).

Results: We found higher CaLow (+30%, p\0.01) in T4 vs Con,

and higher CaMean (+5.1%, p\0.001), CaHigh (+91%, p\0.01) and

reduced CaLow (−36%, p\0.001) in T4+Zol vs T4. Positive corre-

lations were observed for CaMean vs BV/TV and Tb.Th and CaWidth

vs MS/BS (Pearson correlation coefficient R from 0.52 to 0.73, p\
0.05 to p\0.01), indirect correlations for CaMean vs MS/BS,

CaWidth and CaLow vs BV/TV and Tb.Th (R=−0.52 to −0.72, p\
0.05 to p\0.01).

Summary & Conclusion: Our findings suggest that the hyperthyroid

condition is associated with an increased portion of low mineralized

bone matrix. Together with the decreased bone volume and increased

turnover by histomorphometry, this indicates high turnover osteoporosis

in the T4 animals. Treatment of T4 with ZOL reduces bone turnover

causing a decrease in the amount of newly formed (low mineralized)

bone and an overall increase in average degree of mineralization.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: hyperthyroidism, bone matrix mineralization, mouse,

quantitative backscatter electron imaging, zoledronic acid
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Objectives: Periprosthetic osteolysis is a major complication after

total joint replacement (TJR). Thereby, macrophages play a pivotal role

as wear debris induces the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines

triggering the activity of bone-resorbing osteoclasts. Recently, a novel

type of alternatively activated macrophages has been described: cells

primed by the presence of mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) display an

anti-inflammatory cytokine profile which may prevent aseptic loosening

in patients undergoing TJR. In the present study we analysed whether the

so-called “MSC-educated macrophages” (MEM) show an alternatively

activated phenotype even in the presence of wear particles.

Methods: For MEM generation, human macrophages were co-

cultured with human MSC either using a transwell system (indirect co-

culture) or in direct contact. Thereby, MSC were added to the mac-

rophages after an initial period of 10 days and co-cultured for an

additional 4 days. Afterwards, the macrophages were activated with

ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE), titanium par-

ticles or bacterial lipopolysaccharides (LPS). Cytokine secretion of

tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-6, IL-10, and IL-1

receptor antagonist (IL1-Ra) was quantified by ELISA. The expression

of CD86 and CD206 was analysed by qRT-PCR and western blot.

Results: In particle- and LPS-activated MEM, TNF-α was sup-

pressed while IL-6, IL-10 and IL-1Ra were mostly upregulated. CD86

mRNA levels were downregulated in MEM, while CD206 protein

expression, without further changes observed between particle-acti-

vated cells and unstimulated controls, was upregulated in MEM.

Taken together, an anti-inflammatory profile could be observed for

MEM, even under osteolytic conditions.

Summary & Conclusion: Particle-stimulated MEM showed a

cytokine profile characteristic of alternatively activated macrophages.

Their anti-inflammatory phenotype could potentially suppress the

inflammatory reaction towards wear debris in-vivo and thus inhibit

osteolysis. Therefore, they might represent a potential cell therapeutic

approach in the treatment or prevention of aseptic implant loosening.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: wear particles, inflammation, osteolysis, mesenchymal

stem cells, macrophages
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1Clinical Medical Research Center, Ditmanson Medical Foundation
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General Hospital, Taichung City/Taiwan

Objectives: Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is a complex

disorder; various features of this disorder may influence bone meta-

bolism and skeletal mass. The contribution of PCOS to reduced bone

mineral density has been recognized. However, the impact of PCOS

on the long-term risks for fractures remains inconclusive. The aim of

this study was to determine the risk of overall fracture and fractures at

different anatomic sites in patients with PCOS.

Methods: Using a nationwide health insurance claims database,

the sample included 10,251 subjects aged 12–55 years with newly-
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diagnosed PCOS (ICD-9-CM: 254.4X) in 2000–2012. The PCOS

group was propensity-score matched 1:1 with 10,251 non-PCOS

group. The occurrence of fracture was monitored until the end of

2013. The hazard ratios (HRs) of fractures were estimated using the

Cox proportional hazards model after adjustments with demographic

characteristics and comorbidities.

Results: The overall incidence rate of fracture was higher among

PCOS group (8.35 vs 6.80 per 1,000 person-years). The adjusted

hazard ratio were 1.23 (95% confidence interval=1.09–1.39) for any

fractures, and 1.24 (95% CI=1.01–1.52) for major osteoporotic

fractures. In the age-stratified analysis, we demonstrated that all age

groups in any fractures had an increased risk.

Summary & Conclusion: Patients with PCOS have a higher risk of

fractures.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone mineral density, fracture, polycystic ovary syn-

drome, propensity-score match
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Monegal, Núria Guañabens
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Spain

Objectives: Mechanisms underlying osteoporosis in chronic

cholestasis are complex and poorly understood. In this setting,

osteoporosis mainly results from low bone formation, related to the

effects of retained substances of cholestasis. Unconjugated bilirubin

and serum from jaundiced patients decrease osteoblast viability, dif-

ferentiation and mineralization. However, the influence of cholestasis

on osteocytes, the most ubiquitous cells of skeleton, is unknown. The

aim was to analyze the effects of increased molecules such as

bilirubin (Bil) and lithocholic acid (LCA), and the protective effect of

ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) on osteocytes.

Methods: MLO-Y4/MLO-A5 osteocyte cell lines treated at dif-

ferent times and concentrations with Bil, LCA and UDCA were used

to quantify: 1)Viability: WST colorimetric method; 2)Differentiation:

alkaline phosphatase (AP) activity; 3)Mineralization: Alizarin red

staining; and 4)Apoptosis: DNA fragmentation and caspase-3 activity.

Results: LCA (100 µM) and Bil (50 µM) decreased viability in

MLO-Y4 from 72 h (10%) and 48 h (11%), respectively (p≤0.01),
and Bil decreased viability (49%) in MLO-A5 from 96 h (p\0.01).

Bil decreased AP activity by 47% after 96 h, under differentiation

conditions in MLO-Y4 (p≤0.01). There were no effects on AP

activity in MLO-A5. After 14 days, Bil was associated with a min-

eralization decrease, as high as 87%, in MLO-A5 (p≤0.02).
Moreover, Bil and LCA increased apoptosis in MLO-Y4, determined

by DNA fragmentation (242% and 119%, respectively) and caspase-3

activity (190% and 251%, respectively) (p≤0.01) after 24 h. In con-

trast, UDCA (100 μM) increased viability after 72 h (11%) and

decreased the deleterious effects of LCA or BiI (p≤0.02). UDCA
increased AP activity in MLO-Y4 after 72 h under growth conditions

(p=0.018), and after 24 h under differentiation conditions (p≤0.01).
Summary & Conclusion: Conclusion: Bil and LCA have damaging

effects on osteocytes decreasing viability, differentiation and miner-

alization, and increasing apoptosis, effects neutralized by UDCA.

Thus, substances retained in cholestasis impair osteocytic functions,

and therefore may be involved in the pathogenesis of osteoporosis in

cholestatic diseases.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoporosis, cholestasis, osteocytes, bilirubin, litho-

cholic acid
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THE INFLUENCE OF HYPERBARIC OXYGEN THERAPY ON

BONE METABOLISM PARAMETERS
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Objectives: This study was to evaluate the influence of hyperbaric

oxygen therapy (HBOT) on bone metabolism.

Methods: We included 28 patients (73% men) treated with HBTO

(100% oxygen with 2.3 atmospheres of pressure. Model GALEAZZI,

1992). We measured in plasma the levels of aminoterminal propeptide

of type I collagen (P1NP ng/ml), C-terminal telopeptide of type I

collagen (CTX ng/ml), intact parathyroid hormone (PTH pg/ml) and

25-hydroxyvitamin D3 (25OHD ng/ml) by chemiluminescent

immunoassays (Discipline Automated Analyser, Pouilly-en Auxois,

France) before treatment in HBOT (baseline) and after the treatment

[average at 36 (12) days and 139 (39) days].

Results: The mean (SD) age was 56 (13 year) (range 30–81 year.).

The reasons for HBOT were complications due to radiotherapy

(cystitis, proctitis or radionecrosis) in 43% patients, and chronic anal

fissure in 57%. The mean number of HBOT sessions was 24 (6) days

(range 7–30 days). There were no significant variations after treat-

ment with respect to baseline biochemical parameters, but there was a

decreasing tendency in the parameters of bone formation (P1NP

−6.5%; p=0.34) and resorption (CTX −49%; p=0.79) at the second

post-therapy measurement. 25OHD levels increased after treatment

(35.6%; p=0.01), although no patient took vitamin D supplements.

Baseline

(n=28)

First (n=28) Second (n=16)

P1NP ng/ml 39.9 (24.0) 40.7 (21.8) 2%

(p=0.28)

37.3 (12.1)

−6.5% (p=0.34)

CTX ng/ml 0.164

(0.205)

0.131 (0.087)

−20% (p=0.36)

0.083 (0.045)

−49% (p=0.79)

PTH pg/ml 31.7 (17.9) 32.6 (20.0) 2.8%

(p=0.26)

35.0 (20.0)

10.4% (p=0.11)

25OHD ng/ml 19.9 (13.7) 20.6 (12.8) 3.5%

(p=0.56)

27.0 (14.3)

35.6% (p=0.01)

Mean (SD); p value for percentage of change with respect to baseline

Summary & Conclusion: These results suggest that exposure to

hyperbaric oxygen therapy have no clear influence in markers of bone

metabolism in the short or medium term. New studies could analyze

the effect of this treatment on other parameters of bone metabolism.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone, metabolism, oxygen
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Objectives: The purpose of this study was to investigate the

possible role of microcracks in the development of bisphosphonate-

related osteonecrosis of the jaw(BRONJ) through an analysis of

microcracks in a bisphosphonate-induced animal model utilizing

scanning electron microscopy.

Methods: Twenty-four ovariectomized 16-week old female Sprague–

Dawley rats were randomly divided into a bisphosphonate group(n=19),

weekly injected subcutaneouslywith zoledronic acid group, and a control

group (n=5), injected weekly with normal saline. Tooth extraction was

performed after 6 weeks of injections as a surgical intervention and the

animals continuously received injections for eight weeks. After then, the

animals were sacrificed for further evaluation. Scanning electron

microscope examinations were performed for the presence of microc-

racks ONJ lesions using S-3000N and the corresponding software. Crack

measurements included number of microcracks (Cr.N, #), bone dimen-

sion (mm2), and crack length (Cr.Le, μm). As normalized indices, crack

density (Cr.Dn, #/mm2) and crack surface density (Cr.S.Dn, μm/mm2;

Cr.N9Cr.Le/bone area) were calculated.

Results: The extensive accompanying lesion showed exposed and

necrotic bone with sequestrum and bacterial colonies in ONJ group.

Of the 19 rats injected with bisphosphonates, 13 rats (68.4%) were

classified into the ONJ group and 6 rats into the non-ONJ group. The

amount of microcracks were significantly found in the bisphospho-

nates group while microcracks were rarely present in the control

group. Both Cr.N and Cr.Le of the bisphosphonates group were

greater than those of the control group (P\0.05). The number of

microcracks standardized to bone dimension (Cr.Dn) showed signif-

icantly higher values in the ONJ group compared to those in the non-

ONJ group (P\0.05).

Summary & Conclusion: Constant accumulation of bisphospho-

nate-related drugs may aggravate unrecoverable microcracks and

biomechanical bone defects which contribute to the pathogenesis of

ONJ. Further studies are needed to determine the role of microcracks

in the pathogenesis of bisphosphonate-related ONJ.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bisphosphonate-medication related osteonecrosis of the

jaw, microcracks in the pathogenesis, bone density
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Objectives: The increasing life expectancy of patients with cystic

fibrosis (CF) has been associated with the emergence of co-mor-

bidities such as CF-related bone disease (CFBD). F508del mutation in

Cftr gene induced a deficit of osteoblastic maturation in F508del

osteoblasts (Velard et al., 2014). Bone homeostasis involves cytoki-

nes and lipid mediators such as the prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) and the

sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P). We have showed that a CFTR cor-

rector and potentiator, the C18 (Vertex) is able to restore deficient

expression of COX-2/PGE2 and reduce the RANKL production in CF

cells (Velard et al., 2015; Delion et al., 2016). These results have

opened new domains to explore actors of bone metabolism in CF

patients including the S1P/S1P1-5/COX-2/PGE2/RANKL pathway

(Jacquot et al., 2016).

Methods: To investigate the role of the S1P pathway in CFBD, we

evaluated the involvement of defective CFTR on the mRNA

expression level of SphK1, 2 and S1P1-5 receptors in primary

F508del osteoblasts patients (n=4) compared to primary normal

osteoblasts (n=5). The effect of the addition of the CFTR corrector

C18 in F508del osteoblasts culture was also evaluated.

Results: Our results showed that F508del mutation in osteoblasts

significantly reduced SphK2, but not SphK1 mRNA expression.

Normal and F508del osteoblasts expressed the S1P1, 2, 3, 4 but rarely

the S1P5 receptor (2 of 10 samples). The S1P4 receptor mRNA

expression was slightly upregulated in F508del osteoblasts compared

to normal osteoblasts. Addition of C18 in F508del osteoblasts

restored the SphK2 mRNA expression, increased S1P2 and S1P3

mRNA expression and reduced the S1P4 mRNA expression.

Summary & Conclusion: These preliminary data encourage us to now

explore the production level of SphK1&2, S1P and receptors at protein

level in F508del osteoblasts compared to normal osteoblasts in the con-

text of CFBD. Vaincre la Mucoviscidose provided funding support

(RF2016501518) and Vertex provided financial and material support.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Hyperthyroidism in mice is associated with a low

bone mass, an increased bone turnover, and an improved insulin sen-

sitivity and glucose tolerance. Here, we explored the effects of reducing

bone turnover with a bisphosphonate on bone mass and strength and its

subsequent effects on glucose tolerance in hyperthyroid mice.

Methods: Twelve-week-old C57BL/6 male mice were rendered

hyperthyroid by adding L-thyroxine (T4) to the drinking water

(1.2 µg/ml). Saline or 100 µg/kg zoledronic acid (ZOL) 1x/weekly

were administered to hyperthyroid and control mice for 4 weeks.

MicroCT analysis, dynamic histomorphometry, biomechanical test-

ing, measurement of bone turnover markers and oral glucose

tolerance tests were performed.

Results: Hyperthyroid mice displayed a lower trabecular bone

volume at the spine (−42%, p\0.05) and the distal femur (−55%, p\
0.05) compared to euthyroid controls. ZOL treatment of hyperthyroid

mice increased trabecular bone volume at the spine by twofold as

compared to PBS-treated hyperthyroid mice (p\0.01). Similar trends

were seen for the femur. Trabecular bone stiffness at the lumbar

vertebra was 63% lower in hyperthyroid mice (p\0.05), and was

increased 2.7-fold (p\0.01) after ZOL treatment. Hyperthyroidism

reduced ultimate load (−10%, p\0.05), while ZOL treatment led to a

22% increase (p\0.001). Bone turnover was increased in hyperthy-

roid mice based on increased CTX, P1NP, and osteocalcin serum

levels, which were reduced to baseline after ZOL treatment. Hyper-

thyroid mice experienced a weight gain of 7.5% (p\0.05) and
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showed an improved glucose tolerance. Brown adipose tissue was

increased in hyperthyroid mice (p\0.001) and treatment with ZOL

didn’t reverse this effect. While ZOL treatment did not influence body

weight, blocking bone turnover completely mitigated the positive

effect of hyperthyroidism on glucose tolerance.

Summary & Conclusion: Thus, anti-resorptive treatments are

effective in preventing bone loss in hyperthyroidism. Moreover, our

data suggest that the rate of bone turnover may contribute to glucose

handling in hyperthyroid mice.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Dominant negative mutations in CLCN7, which

encodes a dimeric chloride channel in osteoclasts, cause Autosomal

Dominant Osteopetrosis Type 2 (ADO2). More than 25 different

mutations have been described, and one (p.G215R) has been used to

produce mouse models of ADO2. Here we describe a mouse with a

different ADO-causing missense mutation (p.F318L).

Methods: We generated mice by homologous recombination in ES

cells and bred them to produce heterozygous, homozygous, and

compound heterozygous (i.e., G215R/F318L) offspring. We analyzed

the animals’ skeletal phenotypes by µCT (N=10 mice/genotype/sex).

We measured p.F318L mRNA expression by RT-PCR and ddPCR.

We treated Clcn7F318L/+ and wild-type mice with interferon gamma

(IFN-g) (N=10 mice/genotype/sex), using a protocol that other

investigators had tested in Clcn7G215R/+ mice and reported could be

beneficial.

Results: Clcn7F318L/+ mice were viable and fertile. RT-PCR and

ddPCR revealed equal rates of wild-type and mutant Clcn7 mRNA

expression. Clcn7F318L/F318L and Clcn7 F318L/G215R mice were runted,

unable to erupt teeth, and dead by 1 month of age. Twelve-week-old

Clcn7F318L/+ mice had significantly different (p\0.05) trabecular

bone parameters compared to wild-type mice. IFN-g treatment did not

significantly affect mCT values in Clcn7F318L/+ mice.

Summary & Conclusion: Clcn7F318L/+ mice express mutant Clcn7

mRNA transcripts and have increased trabecular bone, consistent with

these animals modeling ADO2. Clcn7F318L/F318L and Clcn7 F318L/

G215R mice resemble Clcn7 knockout mice, consistent with p.F318L

homodimers and p.F318L/p.G215R heterodimers being non-func-

tional. Unfortunately, IFN-g treatment did not alter mCT

measurements in Clcn7F318L/+ mice, suggesting benefits of IFN-g

treatment in ADO2 may be mutation-specific. Having more than one

mouse model for ADO2 should be useful when testing therapies and

when searching for genetic and environmental modifiers of the ADO2

phenotype.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Medication-Related Osteonecrosis of the Jaw

(MRONJ) is a condition hypothesized to be caused by an oversup-

pression of bone turnover associated with the long-term use of anti-

resorptive and anti-angiogenic agents. Although it has been described

for more than a decade, its pathophysiology and definite treatment

remains controversial. At present, leukocyte-rich and platelet-rich

fibrin (L-PRF), with its positive effects on epithelial healing and

vascularization, is known to be an effective adjunct for MRONJ

treatment. However, MRONJ being an osseous disease, adjuncts such

as bone morphogenic protein-2 (BMP-2) was hypothesized to

improve treatment outcomes with its osteoinductive roles. With that,

this study aimed to investigate the effect of a combined regimen,

comprising L-PRF with BMP-2 in comparison to L-PRF adminis-

tration alone.

Methods: Fifty-five patients who were diagnosed with MRONJ

have undergone conservative sequestrectomy and debridement. Fol-

lowing surgery, patients were randomly assigned to receive L-PRF

with BMP-2 (n=30) or L-PRF alone (n=25). Healing outcomes at 4

and 16 weeks post-operatively were evaluated and classified into

complete, delayed or no resolution. Clinical factors affecting MRONJ

resolution were evaluated.

Results: MRONJ treated with L-PRF with BMP-2 showed favor-

able outcomes at 4 and 16 weeks, which were statistically significant

compared to L-PRF solely (P=0.028). Presence of bacterial colonies

in the biopsy specimens was a significant factor negatively affecting

its resolution (P=0.017).

Summary & Conclusion: Simultaneous application of L-PRF and

BMP-2 with conservative surgical treatment effectively contributes to

the successful outcome of MRONJ treatment. Early resolution

brought about this regimen highly benefit patients especially those

who need to continue anti-resorptive therapy. In addition, absence of

active infection on surgical sites led to better healing.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) are hematopoietic

stem cell diseases and characterized by ineffective hematopoiesis

leading to cytopenias. We recently showed that MDS is frequently

linked to osteoporosis in patients with MDS. NUP98-HOXD13

(NHD13) mice, which develop MDS-like symptoms at an age of 6

months, show altered bone microarchitecture. Here, we examined the

underlying cellular mechanisms of the altered bone structure in

NHD13 mice.

Methods: The femur and vertebra of 2- and 6-month-old NHD13

and wild-type (WT) littermate control mice were stained with TRAP.

In addition, osteoid was visualized using the van Gieson staining.

Serum was analyzed by ELISAs to assess the bone turnover markers

CTX-I and P1NP, and FGF-23, a phosphate-regulating hormone

occurring in impaired bone mineralization.

Results: Two-month-old NHD13 mice showed a low bone volume

[−27%; P\0.05] accompanied by reduced trabecular number [−20%;

P\0.01] and increased osteoclast as well as osteoblast surface [1.9-

fold and 2.5-fold; P\0.05, respectively]. At the age of 6 months,

NHD13 mice had a normal bone volume, but the altered bone

microarchitecture remained [trabecular number: −15%; P\0.05].

While the osteoblast surface is further increased NHD13 mice [1.6-

fold; P\0.05], osteoclast surface was decreased [−78%; P\0.01].

Serum CTX-I was unaltered in both age groups but P1NP was ele-

vated [2-months: threefold; P\0.001; 6-months: 1.7-fold; P\0.05].

As osteoblast activity was increased, but the bone volume in NHD13

mice was unchanged, we investigated the extent of bone mineral-

ization. Two- and 6-month-old NHD13 mice had an enhanced osteoid

surface [2.7-fold and 1.6-fold; P\0.05, respectively]. Additionally,

6-month-old NHD13 mice showed 2.5-fold [P\0.001] higher FGF-23

serum levels.

Summary & Conclusion: The impaired bone homeostasis in

NHD13 mice is accompanied by an increased amount of osteoid as

well as high serum levels of FGF-23. The mineralization defect

precedes the onset of MDS, suggesting that the altered bone com-

partment may contribute to the ineffective hematopoiesis in NHD13

mice.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: myelodysplastic syndromes, NUP98-HOXD13, FGF-23,

bone mineralization
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CLINICAL AND RADIOGRAPHIC FEATURES OBSERVED IN A

CASE SERIES OF PATIENTS WITH FIBROUS DYSPLASIA.

OUR EXPERIENCE
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oratory. Institute of Immunology, Genetics, and Metabolism (INIGEM)
CONICET-UBA., Buenos Aires/Argentina, 2Mautalen, Health and
Research. Institute of Research In Public Health (idisa), Mautalen,
Health and Research. Institute of Research in Public Health (IDISA),
Buenos Aires/Argentina, 3Medicina Interna, Osteoporosis and Meta-
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and Metabolism (INIGEM) CONICET-UBA, Buenos Aires/Argentina

Objectives: Fibrous dysplasia (FD) is a benign bone disease

characterized by the proliferation of fibroblasts and impaired differ-

entiation of osteoblasts, which lead to replacement of normal bone

with fibrous connective tissue. Objective: To analyze our data-base

and perform a descriptive analysis of the observed clinical and

radiographic features.

Methods: The following data were retrieved from the clinical

records: age at diagnosis, symptoms, clinical form [polyostotic (POT)

or monostotic (MOT)], form of diagnosis, and treatment.

Results: In the present cohort comprising 20 patients with FD

(including patients from 2003), age at diagnosis was early (X±SD:

16.5±11 years; range: 5–37), and prevalence was higher among

women (70%) than men (30%). The following symptoms were

observed in 75%of patients: pain (35%), pathological fracture (15%);

swelling/tumor (10%), and precocious puberty (15%) [as part of the

McCune Albright syndrome (MAS]; FD was anincidental finding in

the remaining 25%. Thirty percent of patients (30%) had MOT FD,

and 70% had POT FD. The most frequently affected bone was the

femur (35%), followed by craniofacial bones (30%) and the pelvis

(20%). Diagnosis was established based on imaging techniques alone

in 70% of cases, and presumptive diagnosis was confirmed by biopsy

in 30% of cases. The most frequent treatment was bisphosphonate

therapy (80%), and the regimen proposed by Chapurlat was the most

used. Only patients with the POT form of the disease required surgical

treatment (25%), and had renal tubular phosphate loss (5%). Dis-

continuation of medical follow up was higher in non-symptomatic

patients as compared to symptomatic patients (severe pain and MAS).

Summary & Conclusion: In the present cohort, the POT form of

FD was the most severe, and was associated with severe pain, MAS,

renal tubular phosphate loss, and need for surgical treatment.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: radiographic features, fibrous dysplasia, clinical features
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CHARACTERIZING THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF

HYPOPHOSPHATASIA IN A UK POPULATION

Sara Jenkins-Jones1, Craig Currie2, Ioannis C. Tomazos3, Bonnie M.

Donato3, Nick Bishop4, Richard Eastell5

1Research Fellow/data Manager, Pharmatelligence, Cardiff/United
Kingdom, 2Cochrane Institute of Primary Care and Public Health,
Cardiff University, Cardiff/United Kingdom, 3Global Payer Evidence
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Objectives: To determine prevalence and characterize manifesta-

tions of hypophosphatasia (HPP) in the UK using an algorithm

adapted to UK electronic health records.

Methods: We searched the Clinical Practice Research Datalink

for patients diagnosed with HPP or phosphorus/phosphatase disor-

der by Read or ICD-10 code, respectively, and selected those with

≥1 clinical manifestation of HPP or all low alkaline phosphatase

(ALP) results. Excluded patients had a diagnosis of hypophos-

phatemia or vitamin D deficiency, received bisphosphonate therapy,

or had premature birth with only respiratory manifestations. Point

prevalence was calculated based on data available as of June 30,

2013.

Results: We identified 107 candidate patients with HPP; estimated

point prevalence was 0.96 (95% CI 0.71–1.29) per 100,000 popula-

tion. Sixteen patients (15%) were identified by low ALP only. Of 91

identified by clinical manifestation, 59 (65%) had no ALP tests, 3

(3%) had all low ALP results, and 29 (32%) had normal or mixed low/

normal results. The following comorbidities were recorded by age

group at diagnosis: 0–6 months (n=36 [34%]): respiratory failure (30

[83%]), seizure (15 [42%]), rickets (8 [22%]), nephrocalcinosis (5

[14%]), craniosynostosis (1 [3%]); 7 months–5 years (n=13 [12%]):

seizure (7 [54%]), respiratory failure (4 [31%]), rickets (2 [15%]),

craniosynostosis (2 [15%]), nontraumatic fracture (1 [8%]); 6–17

years (n=9 [8%]): rickets (3 [33%]); seizure (1 [11%]), dental

anomaly (1 [11%]); 18–59 years (n=33 [31%]): multiple/nontrau-

matic fractures (15 [45%]), rickets (3 [9%]), osteomalacia (3 [9%]),
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craniosynostosis (1 [3%]), nephrocalcinosis (1 [3%]); ≥60 years (n=

16 [15%]): multiple/nontraumatic fractures (10 [63%]), chondrocal-

cinosis (2 [13%]).

Summary & Conclusion: Prevalence of HPP fell within the bounds

of previous estimates. Potential data source limitations included

misapplied clinical codes, underrecorded dental manifestations, and

missing ALP results from specialists. Perinatal deaths in patients not

registered with a general practitioner were not captured and may have

been a source of underestimation.

Disclosure: SJJ, CC: Employees of Pharmatelligence(funded by

Alexion to conduct study). ICT, BMKD: Employees of Alexion; may

own stock/options. NB: Trial investigator for Alexion; received grant/

research support. RE: Consultant for Alexion; received research

funding.

Keywords: hypophosphatasia, asfotase alfa, prevalence, United

Kingdom, medical records
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THYROID HORMONE TRANSPORTER MCT8 DEFICIENCY

CAUSES OPPOSING EFFECTS ON TRABECULAR VS.

CORTICAL BONE IN MICE

Franziska Lademann1, Elena Tsourdi1, Heike Heuer2,

Lorenz C. Hofbauer1, Martina Rauner1

1Division of Endocrinology, Diabetes, and Bone Diseases, Department
of Medicine III & Center of Healthy Aging, Technische Universität
Dresden, Dresden/Germany, 2Environmentally-induced Endocrine
Disruption, Leibniz Research Institute for Environmental Medicine
Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf/Germany

Objectives: Skeletal development and bone homeostasis are reg-

ulated by the thyroid hormones (TH) thyroxine (T4) and

triiodothyronine (T3). The monocarboxylate transporter 8 (MCT8) is

crucial for proper import and export of TH into cells. Mutations in the

MCT8-encoding gene SLC16A2 in humans cause the Allan-Herndon-

Dudley syndrome, which is characterized by a severe psychomotor

retardation as well as high free T3, but low free T4 serum levels.

Given the key role of TH in bone homeostasis, we tested the

hypothesis that MCT8 deficiency also affects bone metabolism.

Methods: Twenty-four-week-old male MCT8 global knockout

mice (M8, n=6) and wildtype controls (WT, n=6) were tested

regarding their bone microarchitecture, serum bone turnover markers,

and biomechanics.

Results: M8 mice displayed a lower trabecular bone volume

fraction and bone mineral density at the femur (−76%/−70%, p\
0.001) and the lumbar spine (−39%/−36%, p\0.05). A virtual com-

pression test of the trabecular compartment of lumbar vertebrae using

µCT-based FE analysis showed a reduction of stiffness by 82% (p\
0.01) in M8 mice. In contrast, three-point-bending test of the femora

exhibited a gain in bone stability in M8 mice as shown by an increase

of the energy to failure by 40% (p\0.05). In line with the biome-

chanics, M8 femora had thicker femoral cortices (+10%, p\0.05).

Serum bone turnover markers P1NP and CTX-I were enhanced by

30% (p\0.05) and by 16% (p=0.161). At the tissue level, osteoblast

numbers were unchanged. Osteoclast numbers were elevated in tra-

becular bone of M8 mice by 52% (p\0.01) in lumbar vertebrae and

by 74% (p\0.05) in femora, but reduced in cortical bone (−93%, p\
0.05) suggesting an increased resorption of trabecular but decreased

resorption of cortical bone.

Summary & Conclusion: Our data indicate that the TH transporter

MCT8 deficiency differentially affects the trabecular vs cortical bone

compartment in mice. Further research is ongoing to unravel the

underlying cellular mechanisms.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: MCT8, thyroid hormone transporter, thyroid hormones,

trabecular bone, cortical bone
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SERUM

25-HYDROXYVITAMIN D LEVELS AND RENAL FUNCTION IN

KOREANS WITHOUT CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE

Byung Yeon Yu

Family Medicine, Konyang University Hospital, Daejeon/Korea,
Republic of

Objectives: Vitamin D deficiency is very common and their

incidence has increased recently in Korea. Low level of vitamin D is a

risk factor for the development of chronic kidney disease (CKD).

However, little is known about the association between vitamin D

with renal function in koreans without CKD. In this study, We ana-

lyzed the association between serum 25hydroxyvitamin D(25(OH)D)

and renal function in koreans without CKD.

Methods: This cross-sectional study included 848 inpatients (536

men and 312 women) older than 25 years who were admitted to a

university hospital health examination center. Estimated glomerular

filtration rate (eGFR) from Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology

Collaboration (CKD-EPI)formula was used for the determination of

renal function.

Results: Average age of the subjects was 48.58±10.41 years and

as the serum 25(OH)D quartile increased, eGFR tended to signifi-

cantly decrease (P\0.001). Serum 25(OH)D levels were correlated

with eGFR (total participants: r = −0.225, P\0.001). No independent

correlation were found between serum 25(OH)D levels and eGFR

after controlling for other variables.

Summary & Conclusion: In this study, the serum 25(OH)D

showed significantly negative correlation with eGFR. However, no

significant correlation was found statistically after adjusting for

confounding factors.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: serum 25(OH)D, estimated glomerular filtration rate,

chronic kidney disease, Koreans
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND PAGET’S DISEASE OF

BONE: POSSIBLE ROLE OF TOLL-LIKE RECEPTOR

POLYMORPHISMS

Judit Donáth, Márton Pálinkás, Rita Rásonyi, Gyula Poór

First Department of Rheumatology, National Institute of Rheumatol-
ogy and Physiotherapy, Budapest/Hungary

Objectives: Paget’s disease of bone (PDB) is characterized by

focal regions of high bone remodeling and aberrant osteoclastogen-

esis. It may affect one or more locations and can in some cases occur

without any clinical symptom. Although genetic factors play an

important role in pathogenesis, particularly mutations that affect

osteoclast activity, there is some evidence of environmental factors

(viral infections) raising the susceptibility to develop PDB. Toll-like

receptors recognize and respond to pathogen associated molecular

patterns (PAMPs), thus mediate microbial response. NOD-like

receptors (NLRs) are intracellular sensors of PAMS that enter the cell

via phagocytosis and danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs)

generated within the cell. However, little is known about TLR and

NLR functioning in the pathogenesis of PDB; the objective of this

study is to contribute to our understanding of the relations between

genetics and environmental factors.
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Methods: We aimed to investigate the single nucleotide poly-

morphisms using RFLP in TLR2-4 [rs4986790, rs4986791(TLR-4),

5743704 (TLR-2)], NLR subfamily NLRP3 (rs35829419) and

CARD8 (rs2043211). We analyzed the prevalence of these poly-

morphisms in 81 cases of PD and 102 controls (men and women).

Results: Pagetic samples were associated with the two TLR-4

SNP. The prevalence of CA and CT haplotype of rs4986790 and

rs4986791 (TLR4) was 6,57% contrary to the 2,97% in non-Pagetic

controls. The common prevalence of the CARD8 TA haplotype and

the NALP3 CA haplotype (6.57%) also exceeded 1.98% found in

control patients. Proportional Reduction in Error (PRE) measures

showed that knowing the genetic type of patients decreased the Paget

classification error by more than 10%.

Summary & Conclusion: We assume that the higher prevalence of

TLR4 polymorphisms in PD may be related to an altered TLR sig-

naling. Further investigations are needed to analyze their function in

the genesis of pathologic osteoclasts in PD.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: Paget’s disease, environmental factors, toll-like receptors
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REGULATES OSTEOCLAST ACTIVITY IN VITRO
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Objectives: Paget’s disease of bone (PDB) is a common skeletal

disorder characterised by focal abnormalities in bone turnover.

Genetic factors are important in PDB and GWAS identified a sus-

ceptibility locus for PDB on chromosome 15q24. The strongest

association signal from this locus is located within PML, a tumour

suppressor gene disrupted in acute promyelocytic leukaemia which is

involved in multiple cellular functions including cell growth, apop-

tosis and antiviral responses but has never been implicated in bone

metabolism. The aim of this study was to analyse PML expression in

bone cells and peripheral blood samples from PDB cases and unaf-

fected controls followed by functional analysis in vitro.

Methods: Expression analysis was performed using western blot in

cultured bone cells and qPCR on mRNA derived from peripheral

blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from 18 cases and 7 controls. PML

overexpression experiments were performed in RAW 264.7 cell line.

Results: We found that PML was expressed in RAW 264.7 cells as

well as mouse bone marrow derived macrophages and at all stages

during their differentiation into osteoclasts. The expression of PML in

PBMCs from PDB patients was 52% lower compared to unaffected

controls (P=0.003). RAW 264.7 cells overexpressing PML formed

significantly lower number of multinucleated cells ([3 nuclei, 221±

6) compared to control cells (296±9; P=0.0005). Additionally, cells

overexpressing PML formed significantly lower number of large

multinucleated cells ([10 nuclei, 46±4) compared to control cells

(83±3; P=1.2910−5) suggesting a role of PML in the fusion of

osteoclast precursors.

Summary & Conclusion: Our data points to a negative regulatory

role for PML in osteoclastogenesis and could explain its involvement

in PDB pathogenesis but further in vitro and in vivo studies will be

required to elucidate the underlying mechanism(s) including a com-

plete knock-out model to corroborate the findings.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: PML, osteoclast, Paget’s disease of bone
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Objectives: Bisphosphonates (BPs) have been used experimen-

tally as part of countermeasures against bone loss in spaceflight and

also in ground-based animal and bedrest studies. In these cases, BPs

were administered during the unloading period. The objective of the

current study was to use the adult rat hindlimb unloading (HU)

model to test the efficacy of BPs when given as a pre-treatment

prior to unloading only. Secondary aims were to compare the BPs

alendronate (ALN) and risedronate (RIS) and to compare results at

the tibia and femur.

Methods: Male rats (6 mo.) were assigned to four groups: aging

control (AC), HU control (HUC), ALN pre-treated (ALN), and RIS

pre-treated (RIS). Pre-treatments were administered for 4 weeks fol-

lowed by 4 weeks of HU (except for AC). Peripheral quantitative

computed tomography (pQCT) scans were made ex vivo at the

proximal tibia metaphysis (PTM) and distal femur metaphysis (DFM)

at baseline, the end of pre-treatment, and the end of HU.

Results: Following HU, cancellous vBMD was significantly (p[
0.05) higher than HUC for both RIS and ALN at the tibia (by 48.3%

& 38.8%, resp.) and femur (by 37.7% & 28.0%, resp.), but it was not

different from AC for either BP in both bones, indicating prevention

of HU effects. For cortical vBMD, there were no significant effects of

HU or BP pre-treatments. For cortical bone mineral content (BMC),

means for the tibia were lower than AC for RIS (-10.6%), ALN (-

10.8%), and HUC (-16.0%). In the femur, cortical BMC was lower

than AC for HUC (-14.4%) only, with RIS and ALN higher than HUC

(by 18.6% & 15.3%, resp.) and essentially the same as AC.

Summary & Conclusion: In summary, pre-treating before HU was

effective for both BPs, particularly for cancellous bone. Based on the

percent difference magnitudes, RIS was more effective than ALN in

both the tibia and femur.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: unloading, microgravity, bisphosphonates, rats
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Objectives: We investigated if parathyroid response to vitamin D

insufficiency was of importance to adverse bone health.
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Methods: A cross-sectional study (n=102) comparing healthy

postmenopausale women with vitamin D insufficiency (25OHD\50

nmol/L) with (n=51) or without (n=51) secondary hyperparathy-

roidism (SHPT). Bone density and geometry were assessed by dual-

energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) and high-resolution peripheral

quantitative computed tomography (HRpQCT).

Results: In women with SHPT, P-25OH was 38 (IQR: 28;44)

nmol/L compared to 40 (31;45) nmol/L in those with normal PTH

levels (control group). Compared to the controls, women with SHPT

had higher PTH levels PTH 8.5 pmol/L [IQR: 7.5;9.6] vs. PTH 5.3

pmol/L [4.4;6.3] and body weight (73.3; 95% CI 69.5;77.2 Kg vs

76.7; 95% CI, 72.1–81.4 Kg). Age, plasma ionized calcium, crea-

tinine and eGFR did not differ between groups. There was a trend

towards a lower BMD at the hip, forearm and spine as assessed by

DXA in the women with SHPT compared to the controls. After

adjustment for weight, the total BMD in the spine was significant

lower in the women with SHPT (BMD: 0.928±0.126 g/cm2) as

compared to the controls (0.887±0.138 g/cm2). PTH response to

vitamin D insufficiency also affected bone geometry. The controls

had significant higher total bone area and trabecular bone area in

radius as well as in tibia. The cortical perimeter in tibia was signifi-

cant higher in the controls, whereas cortical thickness was

significantly increased in women with SHPT.

Summary & Conclusion: In postmenopausal women with D-vita-

min insufficiency, elevated PTH levels are associated with a

decreased BMD and alterations in bone geometry. Our findings

suggest that PTH may have a catabolic effect on the periosteum

reducing the cortical perimeter and an anabolic effect on the endo-

cortex thereby lowering trabecular volume with an increased cortical

thickness.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: vitamin D, PTH, BMD, bone geometry, cross-sectional

study
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Objectives: Paget’s disease of bone (PDB) is a non-inflamma-

tory, metabolic, skeletal disorder characterized by excessive bone

resorption that is followed by increased osteoblastic activity.

Although PDB is the second most common metabolic bone disease,

there is only limited information about the microarchitecture of

affected bones. Therefore, the aim of this study was to determine

cortical and trabecular bone properties in clinically relevant loca-

tions by µCT.

Methods: 10 femora and 5 tibiae affected by Paget´s disease taken

from the Collection of Anatomical Pathology, Museum of Natural

History, Vienna, were compared to 13 femora and 5 tibiae of non-

affected body donors provided by the Division of Anatomy, Medical

University of Vienna. We performed analyses of the cortical and

trabecular bone microarchitecture with an X-ray based µCT scanner

(Viscom X-8060-II). Voltage, current, and scan parameters were

adjusted to balance adequate contrast (see overall specific settings at

Ćhttp://www.micro-ct.at). We have selected the central region of the

shafts of femur and tibia as cortical bone sites, and the proximal

metaphyses for analyzing the trabecular microarchitecture of each

bone.

Results: Computed tomography images showed cortical thicken-

ing, cortical porosity, and trabecularization of cortical structures.

Moreover, severe disorganization of trabecular structures, trabecular

defects, and thickening of (remaining) trabeculae were detected.

Preliminary analyses of the femoral neck showed higher trabecular

BV/TV (107%, p\0.01) and trabecular thickness (56%, p\0.001),

but lower connectivity density (−42%, p\0.05) in Paget´s disease

compared to control bones.

Summary & Conclusion: There is a major and consistent structural

alteration of PDB at cortical and trabecular sites. Our findings are

relevant for the differential diagnosis of PDB and for the pathogenesis

of associated complications.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: Paget’s disease of bone, metabolic bone disease, micro-

computed tomography, bone microarchitecture
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Objectives: To evaluate the effect of hormone therapy on the

change of bone mineral density and survival in women who under-

went surgical menopause from the surgery for early stage endometrial

cancer.

Methods: Women with early stage endometrial cancer, who

showed severe menopausal symptoms after surgery including bilateral

oophorectomy were analyzed. All the women agreed with using

hormone after the thorough explanation about the risk and benefit of

hormone therapy. Tibolone or estradiol hemihydrate 1 mg/2 mg was

used according to patients’ response. After mean follow up of 40.2

months, 35 women with hormone therapy were compared with 72

patients who did not use hormone after surgery. Bone mineral density

was examined by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry at lumbar spine

and femur neck.

Results: There was no significant difference in survival after sur-

gery. But women who did not use hormone after surgery showed

significant loss of bone density. Women with hormone therapy showed

no significant change of bone mineral density during follow up.

Summary & Conclusion: In patients with early stage endometrial

cancer, menopausal hormone therapy can preserve bone density not

affecting cancer survival.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: surgical menopause, hormone therapy, bone density,

endometrial cancer
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STRESS IN CHIHUAHUA, A ZEBRAFISH MODEL OF
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Objectives: Dominant Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) is a bone

disease mainly caused by collagen type I mutations and characterized

by bone fragility and growth delay. Nowadays no definitive cure is

available for OI. A zebrafish OI model (Chihuahua) carrying a

heterozygous G574D substitution in the α1 chain of collagen type I

has been used to perform pharmacological screening. Since mutant

collagen is known to intracellularly accumulate in OI, chemical

chaperones were tested.

Methods: The morphology of zebrafish Chihuahua (chi/+) before

and after treatments was analyzed by histological staining, X-ray

analysis and µCT. Mutant collagen type I was characterized by SDS–

PAGE and DSC calorimetry. ER stress was evaluated by transmission

electron microscopy, confocal microscopy and immunohistochem-

istry. RT-qPCR, Western Blot and Picro Sirius Red staining were

used to uncover the drug mechanism of action.

Results: X-ray, µCT, alcian blue/alizarin red and calcein staining

revealed severe skeletal deformity, fractures and delayed mineral-

ization in mutant fish. Collagen I from different tissues showed

abnormal electrophoretic migration and low melting temperature. The

presence of ER enlargement due to mutant collagen retention was

demonstrated in mutant osteoblasts and fibroblasts. Two chemical

chaperones 4PBA and TUDCA were used to ameliorate the cellular

stress using a short-term treatment for larvae and a long-term treat-

ment for adult fish. 4PBA ameliorated bone mineralization in larvae

and skeletal deformities in adult mainly acting on reducing ER cis-

ternae size and favoring collagen secretion.

Summary & Conclusion: Our data validated chi/+ as a model for

classical OI reproducing the morphological, biochemical and cellular

features of patients. We demonstrated that cellular stress is a novel

target to ameliorate OI phenotype; chemical chaperones such as 4PBA

may be, alone or in combination, a new class of molecules to be further

investigated for OI treatment. FondazioneCariplo 2013-0612, Telethon

GGP13098 and the European Community n. 602300.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Chronic periodontitis is a biofilm-induced inflamma-

tory condition leading to the destruction of the periodontal tissues

(gingiva, periodontal ligament, bone). Dental biofilm is a complex

sessile microbial structure including oral fluids (saliva, blood or

gingival crevicular fluid) embedded in a matrix of polymers. Inter-

leukin-6 (IL-6) is implicated in periodontitis as it activates osteoclast

formation, facilitates bone resorption and T-cell differentiation. The

present work tested the hypothesis that pro-inflammatory proteins

remnants from those fluids could accumulate in dental biofilms and

constitute a historic of any local pathologic process. The objective

was to detect IL-6 within subgingival dental biofilms.

Methods: Five patients aged 40 to 69 years took part in this

investigation. They had received no periodontal treatment in the year

prior to the study. Biofilms were sampled in situ from teeth planned

for extraction on the same day. All extractions were planned because

of an advanced stage of chronic periodontitis. Samples were put in a

250 µl sterile PBS solution and stored at -20°C. Bicinchoninic acid

protein assay was conducted as to compare the results independently

of the sampled biofilm quantity. Detection and quantification of IL-6

was performed with an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

(ELISA).

Results: IL-6 was detected in all samples. The concentration

varied from 1,000 pg/ml to 60,000 pg/ml.

Summary & Conclusion: IL-6 concentration detected in dental

biofilms was greater than the one usually found in oral fluids. These

preliminary data highlighted accumulation of remnant inflammatory

proteins in biofilms. These could be a new valuable source of infor-

mation to understand the inflammatory process and the pathological

evolution resulting in periodontal bone loss. Further research will

evaluate the fluctuations of IL-6 within dental biofilm in the estab-

lishment and throughout the evolution of different periodontal

diseases.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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NOREPINEPHRINE REUPTAKE INHIBITOR, NOT SEROTONIN

REUPTAKE INHIBITOR, AND VOLUNTARY RUNNING

EXERCISE AMELIORATED BONE MICROSTRUCTURAL

DEFECT IN STRESSED RATS

Panan Suntornsaratoon1, Sarawut Lapmanee1, Jantarima

Charoenphandhu2, Narattaphol Charoenphandhu3
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2Physiology Division, Thammasat University, Pathumthani/Thailand,
3Institute of Molecular Biosciences, Mahidol University, Nakhon
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Objectives: Chronic stress resulted in dysregulation of

hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis (HPA) leading to excessive cir-

culating levels of adrenal glucocorticoids and catecholamines, and

excessive sympathetic outflow to bone cells. Excessive glucocorticoids

have been shown to induce osteoclast-mediated bone resorption and

deteriorate bone microstructure in human and rodents. Since anti-de-

pressant drugs and voluntary exercise alleviate dysregulation of HPA

axis which may result in a decrease in glucocorticoids and sympathetic

outflow, it is hypothesized that pharmacological drugs and voluntary

running help prevent bone microstructural defects in stressed rats.

Methods: In stressed group, Wistar rats were restrained 1 or

2 h/day, 5 days/week for 4 weeks. During 4-week restraint stress,

animals were daily administered orally with 10 mg/kg fluoxetine (Flx;

selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor) or 10 mg/kg reboxetine (Reb;

norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor) or running exercise intervention

(Run). Thereafter, femora and lumbar vertebrae were collected for

bone mineral density (BMD) analysis by dual-energy X-ray
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absorptiometry. Tibiae were collected for bone microstructure anal-

ysis by bone histomorphometry.

Results: Stressed rats exhibited higher circulating corticosterone level

and adrenal gland hypertrophy indicating high activity of HPA axis.

Femora (cortical-rich bone) and lumbar vertebrae (trabecular bone)

BMD of 2 h/day restrained rats was lower than control. Bone histomor-

phometric study showed stress-induced bone loss resulted from high

bone resorption. Stressed rats givenReb andRunhad higher bonevolume

compared with stressed control. The higher bone volume resulted from

suppressing bone resorption as indicated by lower osteoclast surface and

active erosion surface normalized by bone surface. In contrast, stressed

rats given Flx had bone volume, bone resorption and bone formation-

related parameters comparable to stressed control.

Summary & Conclusion: Recent investigation suggested that

chronic repetitive stress resulted in bone microstructural defects and

high osteoclastic-mediated bone resorption, leading to osteopenia and

osteoporosis. Reboxetine, not fluoxetine, as well as exercise inter-

vention help prevent stress-induced bone loss by inhibiting bone

resorption.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteopenia, bone histomorphometry, stress-induced bone

loss, depression, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry
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Objectives: Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) are a group of

growth factors primarily isolated from bone according to their

osteoinductive ability. The pleotropic nature of BMPs leads them to

being called the body morphogenetic proteins. BMPs are included in

various processes like cellular migration, proliferation and differen-

tiation and as TGFbeta family members in epithelial-mesenchymal

transition. In that way BMPs influence many physiological and

pathological conditions. The aim of this study was to investigate the

expression of BMPs in colorectal cancer (CRC) samples of patients

who underwent the CRC surgery.

Methods: The expression of BMPs was examined in frequently

diagnosed stages of CRC (Dukes’B and Dukes’C stage) by RT-qPCR.

Furthermore or also, we have analyzed BMP7 expression in CRC

samples by immunohistochemistry using a polyclonal anti-BMP7

antibody. The clinicopathologic data such as age, gender, Dukes’

staging and differentiation grade are also analyzed.

Results: Our results showed that colorectal cancer occurred most

frequently in men (75%) and in elderly people (more than 60 years;

85%). The most common site of primary carcinoma was sigmoid

colon and rectum (75%) and moderately differentiated (55%). In both

stages of CRC, we found the downregulation of BMP4 and BMP7

expression in comparison to the normal colon samples which is sig-

nificantly higher in Dukes’B stage for BMP4 and in Dukes’C stage for

BMP7. The expression of BMP6 was slightly upregulated and showed

no statistically significant difference in these stages of CRC. BMP7

expression determined by immunohistochemistry decreased also

progressively by higher tumor stage.

Summary & Conclusion: These results suggest that BMPs beside

their importance in bone metabolism have a prominent role in the

carcenogenesis and the alterations of their expression could be

associated with cancer aggressiveness and progression.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: colorectal cancer, bone morphogenetic proteins, real time
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Objectives: Chronic kidney disease is one of the biggest world-

wide health problems with almost every affected person having some

degree of mineral and bone disorder. Cardiovascular disease and bone

metabolism disorders are leading cause of morbidity and mortality in

these patients. The aim of this study was to investigate dynamics of

serum bone turnover markers in different stages of kidney failure

including patients on hemodialysis and kidney transplant recipients.

Also, we wanted to investigate if time on dialysis prior kidney

transplantation affects recovery of serum bone turnover markers one

year after transplantation.

Methods: We enrolled 164 patients in different stages of chronic

kidney disease (predialysis, hemodialysis, kidney transplant recipi-

ents). Thirty healthy individuals of similar age and sex distribution

served as control group. We measured serum calcium, phosphate,

alkaline phosphatase PTH and OPG levels in blood samples. Trans-

plant group consisted on patients with dialysis time length\4 years

and ≥4 years.

Results: Serum OPG concentration progressively increased with

GFR decline. The highest OPG values were in dialysis group and the

lowest values were recorded one year after kidney transplantation

with the exception of control group. We observed statistically sig-

nificant OPG increase in stage 2 CKD although calcium, phosphate

and PTH were still within normal range. In kidney transplant group

there was positive correlation between OPG and dialysis vintage.

Also, we found that one year after kidney transplantation, serum OPG

concentration was lower in a group of patients who were treated with

dialysis\4 years.

Summary & Conclusion: We confirmed that mineral and bone

disorder begins in stage 3 CKD with PTH and OPG elevation. Bone

turnover markers and OPG become higher with progression of kidney

failure and are highest in hemodialysis patients. Dialysis longer than 4

years is associated with greater disturbances in mineral and bone

metabolism. Mineral and bone disorder treatment should be initiated

in stage 3 CKD.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 2

(TREM2) plays a critical role in osteoimmunology. TREM2-deficient

mice have an osteopenic phenotype reminiscent of Nasu-Hakola

disease. Anatomical changes of the skull, however, have not been

reported. We therefore focused on the impact of TREM2 on potential

size and shape changes of the craniofacial bones.

Methods: Geometric morphometrics was used to analyze the

morphological differences between skulls of 12 TREM2 KO mice and

10 respective wild type controls. A total of 72 landmark coordinates

per individual were obtained based on microcomputed tomography

surfaces. Generalized Procrustes analysis superimposed the skulls,

allowing the visualization of morphological differences and com-

puting of size differences. Shape evaluation was done by principal

component analysis. We further calculated the asymmetry and the

mandibular prognathism by comparing distances.

Results: Skulls and mandibles were smaller and more gracile in

TREM2 KO mice than in WT mice. There was a dental-mandibular

prognathism in the TREM2 KO compared to the WT mice. When

excluding the size from the principal component analysis, we found

no shape changes. TREM2 KO caused no asymmetry of the skull.

Results of shape differences on the teeth are pending.

Summary & Conclusion: TREM2 affects the growth but not the

shape of the mouse skull. The underlying cellular or molecular

mechanisms for this descriptive observation remain to be investigated.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: geometric morphometrics, skull, TREM2 KO, mouse
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Objectives: To assess the relationship between periostin level and

bone turnover and microarchitecture in advanced chronic kidney

disease (CKD). Background: Abnormal bone turnover is a feature of

renal osteodystrophy in advanced CKD and high bone turnover is

associated with changes in cortical bone. Periostin is a novel bone

biomarker which is especially expressed in the periosteum. However,

periostin is not a bone specific-protein and has been implicated in

various conditions including renal fibrosis.

Methods: Fasting blood samples were taken from 69 CKD stages

4-5D and controls for periostin (Biomedica) and other BTMs analysis

(intact parathyroid hormone [iPTH], procollagen type I N-terminal

peptide [PINP], bone alkaline phosphatase [BALP], collagen type I

cross-linked C-telopeptide [CTX] and tartrate-resistant acid phos-

phatase 5b [TRAP5b]). High resolution peripheral quantitative

computed tomography (HR-pQCT) of distal radius and tibia were

performed. 43 CKD patients had trans-iliac bone biopsy evaluable for

histomorphometry.

Results: Periostin level was higher in CKD than control (median

(IQR) 1099 [854–1338] vs 1033 [765–1147] pmol/L, p\0.02). Simi-

larly to BALP, periostin does not accumulate in CKD patients in this

study. Periostin was positively associated with other BTMs (rho=0.27,

p\0.05 for total PINP, rho=0.34, p\0.01 for intact PINP and BALP,

rho=0.4, p=0.001 for CTX and TRAP5b) but not iPTH. In 43 CKD

patients who had bone biopsy, bone turnover (BFR/BS) on histomor-

phometry was positively associated with periostin (rho=0.41, p=

0.007). There were no significant correlations between periostin and

HR-pQCT measurements of cortical and trabecular bone at both sites.

Summary & Conclusion: Periostin is increased with increasing

bone turnover as assessed by histomorphometry and other BTMs in

advanced CKD. However, it has no relationship with bone mineral

density or micro-architecture on imaging. The role of periostin in the

development of renal osteodystrophy remains uncertain.

Disclosure: SS received grant support from Immunodiagnostic Sys-

tems and Biomedica. RE received grant support from

Immunodiagnostic Systems and Biomedica, and consultancy funding

from Immunodiagnostic Systems

Keywords: bone turnover markers, periostin, histomorphometry, HR-

pQCT, chronic kidney disease mineral and bone disorder
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Objectives: Bisphosphonates represent the gold standard phar-

macological treatment for skeletal disease. Despite limited evidence,

this class of drugs is contraindicated in patients with chronic kidney

disease (CKD) due to concerns of high accumulation in the skeleton.

The goal of this study was to use an animal model of progressive

chronic kidney disease (Cy/+ rat) to study bisphosphonate distribu-

tion in the setting of reduced kidney function.

Methods: At 25 weeks of age, CKD, CKD with calcium supple-

mentation, and normal (NL) animals were administered a single bolus

of fluorescently labelled zoledronic acid (Fam-ZOL). Animals were

euthanized 24 h later and radius/ulna, distal femur, tibia, and 3rd lumbar

vertebra (L3) were collected. Bulk levels of bisphosphonate accumu-

lation were estimated using fluorescence imaging (NightOwl LB981).

Results: CKD animals had blood urea nitrogen (BUN) levels 2x

higher than NL. Total fluorescence was higher in CKD radius/ulna

(+36%, NS), distal femur (+62%, p\0.05), L3 body (+51%, NS)

and tibia (+142%, p\0.05) compared to NL. CKD animals on cal-

cium supplementation had levels of fluorescence in the distal femur

that were not significantly different from NL (+20%) while levels in

the tibia remained significantly higher (+97%). There were positive

correlations between the four skeletal sites in NL animals (r values

ranging from 0.43 to 0.96), modest correlations in CKD animals, and

negative correlations in many cases in CKD animals receiving

calcium.

Summary & Conclusion: Previous work in these animals has

shown that calcium treatment is a potent suppressor of PTH and bone

remodeling with no effect on kidney function. Based on this, we

conclude that modest reductions in kidney function alter the dynamics

of bisphosphonate accumulation in the skeleton, but such accumula-

tion can be modified by factors independent of kidney function.

Ongoing work is examining bone remodeling rates and tissue perfu-

sion to better understand the mechanisms underlying drug

distribution, along with histologically assessing skeletal binding

characteristics.
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Objectives: Both pregnancy-associated osteoporosis (PAO) and

primary hyperparathyroidism (PHPT) during pregnancy are uncom-

mon events, and the latter is under-diagnosed. The co-existence of

both conditions has rarely been reported.

Methods: We report the case of a 36 years’ old Caucasian woman

who was referred to us due to disabling vertebral pain 8 weeks after

delivery of a healthy baby. The patient had never suffered a fracture

and reported no previous medical conditions; however, at the 12th

week of pregnancy she was advised to receive low-molecular weight

heparin (LMWH) due to newly-diagnosed thrombophilia until

delivery. MRI of the thoracic spine revealed bone marrow oedema of

T7, T8, T9 and T11 vertebrae. DXA L1-L4 BMD 0.543 g/cm,

T-score=-4.6, Neck BMD 0.487 g/cm, T-score=-3.3. At the time of

referral : Serum calcium 10.8 mg/dl (normal range 8.5–10.3), Serum

Phosphorus 2.6 mg/dl (2.5–4.8), PTH 62 pg/ml (10–65), 25 (OH)

vitamin D=40 ng/ml. Serum Calcium further increased a week later

(11.4 mg/dl), ionized calcium was elevated (3.2 mmol/L), calciuria

was discovered (323 mg/24h) and ultrasound (U/S) of the parathyroid

glands was advised.

Results: U/S revealed a left inferior parathyroid adenoma and

parathyroidectomy was performed under general anesthesia one week

later. The patient received supplements of calcium and vitamin D

(1000 mg and 1200 IU respectively), and bracing of the spine and

physiotherapy were advised. Six months after presentation, a new

MRI scan revealed complete resolution of bone marrow oedema and

the patient was free of pain. 24 months after presentation, DXA BMD

L1-L4 0.903 g/cm (+22% versus baseline), T-score −2.3.
Summary & Conclusion: PHPT associated with vertebral fractures

was discovered in a lactating woman receiving LMWH 8 weeks

postpartum. The patient responded fully to parathyroidectomy and

calcium and vitamin D supplementation, and remains free of

symptoms.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Biochemical factors known to be primarily involved

in the healthy bone metabolism also regulate vascular calcification.

Moreover, oxidative stress is a crucial factor in the pathogenesis and

development of cardiovascular disease. Our aim was to examine the

relationship between lipid peroxidation (LP), antioxidant activity

(AA) and bone markers in aortic calcification (AC) in type 2 diabetes

mellitus (T2DM).

Methods: We performed a cross-sectional study including 66

T2DM patients (AC group n=22) and non-AC group (n=44). Serum

LP was measured by the levels of the MDA and 4-HNE aldehydes.

The serum AA was determined using the ABTS/H2O2/HRP method.

Biochemical markers that influence bone mass (Osteocalcin, OPG,

Dkk1 and Sclerostin) were measured in serum by ELISA techniques.

Results: Logistic regression analysis using the presence of AC as a

dependent variable and as independent variables serum AA levels,

OPG levels, sclerostin levels and calcification risk factors shown that

serum AA levels were independent predictors of the presence of AC

in T2DM with protective effect (odds ratio 0,918 [95% CI 0.836–

1.008]; P=0.07) independently of age and sex. Multiple linear

regression analysis in the entire group of DMT2 demonstrated that

cholesterol (β = −0.349 [95% CI −0.141 to (−0.03)], P=0.002) and
OPG (β=0.0.24 [95% CI −2.176 to (−0.103)], P=0.032) were asso-

ciated with AA levels, independently of sex. We also found in

multiple linear regression analysis in DMT2 that OPG (β=0.020 [95%
CI 45.20–2817], P=0.043) and homocystein (β=0.46 [95% CI

818.04–2014.97)], P\0.001) were associated with LP levels, inde-

pendently of sex.

Summary & Conclusion: Circulating AA levels are decreased in

T2DM patients with aortic calcification. AA and LP levels could be a

major modulator of OPG-RANK-RANKL pathway in T2DM patients

with implications in AC.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Signs and symptoms of hypophosphatasia (HPP)

include skeletal deformities, fractures, muscle weakness, and pain,

which can adversely affect ambulation and health-related quality of

life (HRQOL). The 6-Minute Walk Test (6MWT) has shown validity

and reliability in patients with other debilitating diseases, as well as

correlation with HRQOL, in patients with HPP. We evaluated the

minimal clinically important difference (MCID) and reliability of the

6MWT in patients with HPP receiving asfotase alfa, a human,

recombinant tissue-nonspecific alkaline phosphatase approved for

treatment of HPP.

Methods: 6MWT results from patients with pediatric HPP (aged

\18y at first signs/symptoms) enrolled in 2 randomized, open-label,

Phase 2 studies were pooled. In the first study/extension

(NCT00952484/NCT01203826), children (aged 5–12y) received

asfotase alfa. In the second study (NCT01163149), adolescents/adults

(aged 13–66y) received asfotase alfa or no treatment (control) for an

initial 6 months; all eligible patients received asfotase alfa in an open-

label extension. Children aged 5–12y, adolescents aged 13–17y, and

adults aged ≥18y were included in the analysis. MCIDs were esti-

mated by standard error of measurement and 1/3 standard deviation

distribution-based approaches. Test–retest reliability of the 6MWT

between Screening and Baseline visits was evaluated using Pearson’s

correlation coefficient (r).

Results: The analysis included 11 children aged 5–12y, 4 ado-

lescents aged 13–17y, and 9 adults aged ≥18y. Pearson’s correlation
coefficients (r) between Screening and Baseline were 0.95 (P\
0.0001) for children, 0.81 (P=0.1250) for adolescents, and 0.94 (P=

0.0001) for adults.

Summary & Conclusion: The high correlation coefficient values

demonstrate that the 6MWT is a reliable measure of ambulatory

capacity in patients with HPP.

Disclosure: DP, SLL: Consultant for Alexion; received funding and

travel support for consulting/advisory boards. ICT, SM, GL:

Employees of Alexion; may own stock/options.

Keywords: asfotase alfa, 6-minute walk test, minimal clinically

important difference, validity, hypophosphatasia
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Objectives: Both non-surgical hypoparathyroidism (NS-HypoPT)

and pseudohypoparathyroidism (Ps-HypoPT) are rare diseases. As

patients with NS-HypoPT lack PTH they have an elevated BMD

compared to normal background population. On the other hand,

patients with Ps-HypoPT have a constant elevated level of PTH (due

to peripheral resistance to PTH) which may cause adverse bone

effects.

Methods: We studied a total of 72 patients with either NS-HypoPT

or Ps-HypoPT. Bone mineral density at the lumbar spine, hip and

ultra-distal forearm were measured by DXA and included 52 patients

with NS-HypoPT and 20 with Ps-HypoPT. Cortical and trabecular

density and microarchitecture were measured using a high-resolution

pQCT (HRpQCT) scanner (XtremeCT, ScancoMedical AG,

Switzerland) at the distal radius and tibia (NNS−HypoPT=46; NPs−Hy-

poPT=20). Statistical tests were performed using an independent t-test.

Results: Body mass index was significantly higher in patients with

Ps-HypoPT compared with NS-HypoPT. Compared with NS-

HypoPT, Ps-HypoPT was associated with a significantly reduced

BMD at the femoral neck (p=0.02) and borderline in the total hip (p=

0.06), whereas no differences were found between groups at the

lumbar spine, ultra-distal forearm and whole body (pall[0.05) As

assessed by HRpQCT scans, patients with Ps-HypoPT differed in

several aspects from patients with NS-HypoPT. Patients with Ps-

HypoPT had a significant higher cortical volumetric density at the

distal radius (p=0.02) which also was borderline significantly higher

at the distal tibia (p=0.07). At the trabecular compartment, patients

with NS-HypoPT had a significant higher trabecular bone density

(pradius=0.02; ptibia=0.03), trabecular number (pradius=0.05; ptib-

ia=\0.01) and bone to tissue volume ratio (pradius=0.03; ptibia=0.02).

Summary & Conclusion: Compared with NS-HypoPT, Ps-Hy-

poPT does not seem to be associated with adverse effects on cortical

bone, whereas trabecular indices are adversely affected. Our data may

suggest that resistance to PTH (as in PS-HypoPT) affects cortical and

trabecular bone differentially.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: non-surgical hypoparathyroidism, pseudohypoparathy-

roidism, DXA, HRpQCT
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EFFECT OF ANTIRETROVIRAL THERAPY ON BONE

TURNOVER AND BONE MINERAL DENSITY IN HIV POSITIVE

MEN

Mariska C. Vlot1, Marlous L. Grijsen2, Jan M. Prins3, Renate T. De

Jongh4, Robert De Jonge1, Martin Den Heijer4, Annemieke C.

Heijboer1

1Endocrine Laboratory, VUMC, Amsterdam/Netherlands, 2Dermatol-
ogy, LUMC, Leiden/Netherlands, 3Infectious Diseases, AMC, Amsterdam/
Netherlands, 4Endocrinology, VUMC, Amsterdam/Netherlands

Objectives: Previous studies indicate that HIV-infected patients

have a lower bone mineral density (BMD) compared to a healthy

reference population. Bone turnover seems to be affected by both HIV

infection and combination-antiretroviral-therapy (cART). The goal of

the study was to evaluate the longitudinal effect of HIV-infection and

cART on bone turnover markers (BTMs) and BMD in men with

primary HIV-infection (PHI).

Methods: Thirty-five PHI-infected men were divided into a group

that received cART (n=26) and that did not receive cART (n=9).

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) was performed of femoral

neck (FN), total hip (TH) and lumbar spine (LS) and BTMs (P1NP,

ICTP, CTX, osteocalcin, alkaline phosphatase) were collected at

baseline and during follow up.

Results: At baseline, the median CD4-count was 455*105/L

(range 130–1090) and plasma viral load 5.36 log10copies/mL (1.65–

6.88) in the cART-group, compared to 630 (270–1340) and 4.77

(2.58–5.89) in the no-cART-group. The median cART duration was

59.4 weeks (20.6–98). All BTMs, except ICTP, increased during

cART with a mean increase of P1NP 22 µg/L (95%CI 10–33), CTX

225 ng/L (114–337), osteocalcin 7 nmol/L (2–12) and alkaline

phosphatase 14 U/L (5–22) versus no changes in the no-cART-group.

FN and TH BMD decreased with 0.044 g/cm2 (−0.067 to −0.020) and
0.042 (−0.067 to −0.020) in the cART-group and in the no-cART-

group with 0.019 (−0.038 to 0.0003) and 0.039 (−0.063 to −0.014),
respectively. LS BMD did not change in both groups.

Summary & Conclusion: In PHI-infected men treated with cART

bone turnover increased, which was accompanied by a decrease in FN

and TH BMD. It remains unclear whether cART and/or (primary)

HIV-infection are the main causes of increased bone turnover in this

small subset of patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: HIV, bone turnover, cART, BMD
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SALVIANOLIC ACID B-INCORPORATED PLGA/TCP

COMPOSITE SCAFFOLD PROMOTES BONE FUSION BY

ENHANCING ANGIOGENESIS AND OSTEOGENESIS IN A RAT

SPINAL FUSION MODEL

Wayne Y. Lee1, Sien Lin2, Yuxiao Lai3, Tie Wu4, Ling Qin1,

Gang Li1

1Department of Orthopaedics and Traumatology, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong, Shatin/Hong Kong PRC, 2Department of
Orthopaedics and Traumatology, The Chinese University of Hong
Kong, Hong Kong/Hong Kong PRC, 3Translational Medicine R&d
Center, Institute of Biomedical and Health Engineering, Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology,
Shenzhen/China, 4Department of Pharmacology, Guangdong Key
Laboratory For Research and Development of Natural Drugs,
Guangdong Medical University, Guangdong/China

Objectives: The associated side effects of “gold standard” auto-

grafts prompted clinical demand to develop osteoinductive substitutes

with sustained and efficient release of bioactive substances with less

risks to promote fusion rate. Previously, we reported the promoting

effect of Salvinaolic acid B (SAB), an active ingradient in Danshen,

on bone formation. This study aimed to evaluate the effects of SAB-

incorporated porous scaffold on rat spinal fusion models.

Methods: The composite scaffold composed of poly (lactic-co-

glycolic acid) and tricalcium phosphate (PLGA/TCP) was fabricated

with low-temperature rapid prototyping technique, which incorporated

SAB at low (SAB-L), median (SAB-M), high (SAB-H) dose, and pure

PLGA/TCP as control (Con). In vitro releasing profiles of SAB from the

scaffolds were determined by high performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC). Osteogenesis of the scaffolds was determined with rat mes-

enchymal stem cells (MSCs). The angiogenesis was determined tube

formation assay. A well-established spinal fusion model was used to

evaluate the in vivo bony fusion. Animals were transplanted with

scaffolds, or autologous bone grafting form iliac crest as positive con-

trols. Micro-computed tomography (CT) analysis, CT-based

angiography, manual palpation test, histomorphometry, and histology

were performed after 8 weeks of transplantation.

Results: Incorporated SAB was steadily released from the scaf-

folds. The aliquot of released SAB promoted osteogenesis and

angiogenesis in vitro in a concentration-dependent manner. In animal

study, a dose-dependent effect of SAB on new bone formation (BV/

TV), mineral apposition rate (MAR), and vessel density within the

scaffold was demonstrated. Despite these significant improvement,

manual palpation test showed numerical improvement in fusion rate

when compared with the autograft control.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results suggested that SAB-incor-

porated PLGA/TCP composite scaffold could enhance bony fusion

through the promotion of osteogenesis and angiogenesis. Further

study is warranted to improve the fusion rate by introducing addi-

tional bioactive compounds in the scaffold to synergize the

osteoinducive and angiogenic effectiveness. This work was supported

by HMRF (No: 02130436).

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: PLGA/TCP composite scaffold, osteogenesis, angiogen-

esis, spinal fusion, salvianolic acid B
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P.R179 MUTATION HAS EARLIER ONSET THAN P.R176

MUTATION IN AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT

HYPOPHOSPHATEMIC RICKETS (ADHR)

Chang Liu, Zhao Zhen, Yan Jiang, Ou Wang, Mei Li,

Xiaoping Xing, Weibo Xia

Department of Endocrinology, Key Laboratory of Endocrinology,
Ministry of Health, Peking Union Medical College Hospital, Peking
Union Medical College, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, Bei-
jing/China

Objectives: To compare the clinical features between ADHR

patients with p.R176 mutation and p.R179 mutation, as well as to

explore the additional contribution of c.716C[T, p.T239M

(rs7955866) mutation in FGF23 gene on occurrence and progression

of ADHR.

Methods: 6 Chinese ADHR kindred were collected, all family

members were evaluated clinically and biochemically, genetic anal-

ysis was performed using Sanger sequence. Clinical features between

ADHR patients with p.R176 mutation and p.R179 mutation were

compared. Distinctions between patients with p.T239M mutation and

those without this mutation were also studied.

Results: Most patients with p.R179 mutation have ADHR since

childhood (3/4), while patients with p.R176 mutation tend to have the

onset in adulthood (7/7). 3/4 of patients with p.R179 mutation have a

history of rickets with low extremity deformity and growth retarda-

tion, only 1/7 patients have low extremity deformity with p.R176

mutation. TMP/GFR of p.R179 mutation is lower than p.R176

mutation. Meanwhile, patients with p.T239M mutation have more

severe hypophosphatemia and higher FGF23 than other patients. II4

and II6 are sisters with p.R179 mutation. With c.716C[T mutation,

II4 reveals a more severe condition than II6 who doesn’t carry this

mutation. She has a history of rickets, growth retardation and low

extremity deformity while II6 doesn’t have.

Table 1 Clinical manifestations and laboratory findings of ADHR

patients with p.R176 and p.R179 mutation

No. of

females/

males

Adult-onset/

Childhood-

onset

Rickets and

growth

retardation

Low

extremity

deformity

Serum P

(mmol/L)

TMP/GFR

(mmol/L)

p.R176 mutation 6/1 7/0 0 1/7 0.57±0.17 0.35±0.09

p.R179 mutation 4/0 1/3 3/4 3/4 0.59±0.24 0.21±0.18

Summary & Conclusion: ADHR patients with p.R179 mutation

have earlier onset than those with p.R176 mutation. Most patients

with p.R179 mutation have history of rickets with growth retardation

and low extremity deformity. Patients with p.T239M mutation reveal

more severe condition and poorer prognosis than patients without this

mutation, which might explain the variable expressivities of ADHR

patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: autosomal dominant hypophosphatemic rickets, FGF23,

gene mutation
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UNCERTAINTY OF CURRENT ALGORITHM FOR

MEDICATION-RELATED OSTEONECROSIS OF THE JAW IN

POPULATION-BASED STUDIES

Hye-Yeon Kim1, Jin-Woo Kim2, Sang-Hwa Lee1

1Graduate School of Medicine, Ewha Womans University, Seoul/
Korea, Republic of, 2Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Ewha Womans
University, Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: To assess the relevance of previous epidemiologic

studies on bisphosphonate-related osteonecrosis of the jaw (BRONJ),

we first conducted a systematic review of large population-based

observational studies, and evaluated the validity of claims-based

algorithms for the identification of BRONJ.

Methods: Studies containing primary observational epidemiologic

data regarding bisphosphonate exposure and outcomes of
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osteonecrosis of the jaw were systematically reviewed. Using surro-

gates for identifying potential BRONJ cases from a population-based

hospital registry, validation was performed through medical chart re-

view. Positive predictive value (PPV) was estimated for each

diagnostic code, and for the overall algorithm utilized. Various

strategies to increase PPV were also performed.

Results: Seventeen studies were systematically reviewed and

presented with variations in study quality as well as inconsistent

findings. Moreover, there was a high level of methodological

heterogeneity. A total of 1,920 patients were identified through the

ICD-10 algorithm with potential BRONJ, though only 109 cases were

confirmed, corresponding to an overall PPV of 5.68% (95% CI, 4.68–

6.81). Only K10.2 (inflammatory conditions of the jaw) exhibited a

relatively high PPV of 26.18%, which increased to 74.47% after

confinement to BP users. Other strategies to increase PPV value were

not effective.

Summary & Conclusion: Our findings showed that the overall

PPV for BRONJ identification was very low, indicating low validity

of the current algorithm and possible overestimation of ONJ occur-

rence. There is an urgent need to develop more reliable and specific

operational definitions for the identification of BRONJ cases in large

population databases.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: epidemiology, validation, osteonecrosis, jaw,

bisphosphonate

Chondrocytes and cartilage

P-CHON-1

EXPRESSION OF CHONDROREGULATORY PROTEINS AND

PROTEOGLYCANS IN THE TIBIAL GROWTH PLATE OF POST-

NURSING RATS

Kannikar Wongdee1, Natchayaporn Thonapan2,

Maytinee Chaimitchid3, Jaruwan Boonchuay4,

Narattaphol Charoenphandhu2

1Department of Biomedical Sciences, Faculty of Allied Health Sci-
ences, Burapha University, Chonburi/Thailand, 2Department of
Physiology, Faculty of Science, Mahidol University, Bangkok/Thai-
land, 3Anatomical Pathology Program, Faculty of Allied Health
Sciences, Burapha University, Chonburi/Thailand, 4Anatomical
Pathology Program, Faculty of Allied Health Sciences, Burapah
University, Chonburi/Thailand

Objectives: Increases in endochondral bone growth and bone

elongation and a decreased growth plate height have been reported in

long bones of pregnant and lactating rats under the regulation of sys-

temic hormones and local proteins from the growth plate chondrocytes,

e.g., Sox9, Runx2, Indian hedgehog (Ihh), and parathyroid hormone-

related peptide (PTHrP). However, it is unknown whether the levels of

these proteins in post-nursing rats remain to be different from nulli-

parous rats. The present study aimed to demonstrate the expression of

Sox9, Runx2, Ihh, PTHrP and PTHrP receptor in 3 zones of the tibial

growth plate, i.e., resting (RZ), proliferative (PZ), and hypertrophic

zones (HZ) of post-nursing rats. We also demonstrated the amount of

proteoglycans in the growth plate as compared with nulliparous rats.

Methods: The levels of chondroregulatory proteins were deter-

mined by quantitative immunohistochemistry. These proteins are

responsible for maintaining chondrocyte in the proliferative state

while delaying progression into the hypertrophic state. The presence

of proteoglycans was determined by safranin-O staining using Nikon

NIS-Elements. This study has been approved by institutional ethics

committee.

Results: The results showed that the expression of Sox9, Runx2,

PTHrP and PTHrP receptor proteins in all growth plate zones of post-

nursing rats were not different from that of nulliparous rats. However,

the Ihh level of post-nursing rats was significantly decreased in PZ,

while increasing in HZ. The amount of epiphyseal proteoglycans in

post-nursing rats was similar to that in nulliparous rats.

Summary & Conclusion: An increase in Ihh protein expression in

HZ might help maintain the growth plate chrondrocytes in the pro-

liferative state before it gradually increased hypertrophic

differentiation. Thus, similar to lactating rats, Ihh is an essential

regulator of growth plate chondrocyte function in post-nursing rats.

However, the amount of extracellular matrix and levels of other

chondroregulatory proteins were not different from nulliparous rats.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: Indian hedgehog, post-nursing period, proteoglycans,

chondrocytes, growth plate
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LEF1-MEDIATED MMP13 GENE EXPRESSION IS REPRESSED

BY SIRT1 IN HUMAN CHONDROCYTES

Mona Dvir-Ginzberg

Faculty of Dental Medicine, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jer-
usalem/Israel

Objectives: The NAD dependent deacetylase, SIRT1, possesses

reduced activity during osteoarththritis (OA). Loss of cartilage matrix

during OA, is accompanied by an increase of matrix metallopro-

teinase 13 (MMP13), partially due to enhanced Lymphoid enhancer-

binding factor 1 (LEF1) transcriptional activity. Here we assess the

role of SIRT1 in LEF1-mediated MMP13 gene expression in human

osteoarthritic chondrocytes.

Methods: SIRT1 and LEF1 expression plasmids and SIRT1 and

LEF1 siRNA were transfected into primary human OA chondrocytes.

Immunoblotting and PCR were executed to assess levels of SIRT1,

MMP13 and LEF1 protein and mRNA levels. Enzymatic assays

assessed SIRT1 and MMP activity. Immunohistochemistry was car-

ried out on joints of wild-type (WT) and SIRT1 null mice.

Results: Our data uncover that MMP13 protein levels and enzy-

matic activity is decreased significantly during SIRT1 overexpression

or activation by resveratrol. Conversely, MMP13 gene expression was

reduced in chondrocytes transfected with SIRT1 siRNA or treated

with nicotinamide (NAM), a sirtuin inhibitor. Chondrocytes chal-

lenged with IL-1b, a cytokine involved in OA pathogenesis, enhanced

LEF1 protein levels and gene expression, resulting in increased

MMP13 gene expression, however, overexpression of SIRT1 during

IL-1b challenge impeded LEF1 levels and MMP13 gene expression.

While previous reports showed that LEF1 binds MMP13 promoter

and transactivate its expression, we observed that SIRT1 repressed

LEF1 protein and mRNA expression, ultimately reducing LEF1

transcriptional activity, as judged by luciferase assay. Moreover,

chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays reveal reduced LEF1

enrichment on MMP13 promoter, while SIRT1 and AcH4K16 were

unchanged in SIRT1 overexpressing chondrocytes. Finally, mice

articular cartilage from Sirt1 nulls presented increased LEF1 and

MMP13 protein levels, similar to human OA cartilage.

Summary & Conclusion: In all, this is the first demonstration that

SIRT1 represses MMP13 in human OA chondrocytes, which appears

to be mediated at least in part through repression of the transcription

factor LEF1, a known modulator of MMP13 gene expression.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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HYPERBARIC OXYGEN REDUCES THE HMGB-1/RAGE

SIGNALING IN OSTEOARTHRITIC CHONDROCYTES

Li-Jen Yuan1, Song-Shu Lin2, Chi-Chien Niu2, Wenneng Ueng2, Lih-

Huei Chen2, Wen-Jer Chen2, Chuen-Yung Yang2

1Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Chang Gung Memorial Hospi-
tal, Taoyuan/Taiwan, 2Department of Orthopaedic, Chang Gung
Memorial Hospital, Taoyuan/Taiwan

Objectives: Expressions of high mobility group box 1(HMGB-1)

and receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE) were up-

regulated in osteoarthritic (OA) cartilage. HMGB-1is a coupling

factor between hypoxia and inflammation in arthritis. However, little

is known about the effects of HBO on the catabolic pathway mediated

by HMGB-1/RAGE signaling in human OA chondrocytes.

Methods: OA chondrocytes were separated from the knees of OA

patients. Control cells were maintained in 5% CO2/95% air throughout

the experiment. The hyperoxic cells were exposed to 100% O2 at 2.5

atmospheres absolute in a hyperbaric chamber. The mRNA or protein

levels of HMGB-1, RAGE, IκBα, inducible nitric oxide synthase

(iNOS), NO, secreted HMGB-1, and metalloprotease (MMP)-13 were

analyzed after HBO treatment. Phosphorylation of MAPK (p38MAPK,

ERK, and JNK) was evaluated by phospho-kinase array kit.

Results: The mRNA levels of HMGB-1, RAGE, and iNOS were

downregulated after HBO intervention. The protein levels of HMGB-

1, RAGE, and iNOS were downregulated while that of IκBα was

upregulated after HBO treatment. HBO led to decreased phosphory-

lation of p38MAPK, ERK, and JNK. Production of HMGB-1 and

MMP-13 was significantly decreased after HBO treatment.

Summary & Conclusion: Hyperbaric oxygen intervention reduced

the catabolic pathway mediated by HMGB-1/RAGE/MAPK/iNOS

signaling in human OA chondrocytes.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: MAPK, HMGB-1, RAGE, OA, HBO
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N-ACETYLCYSTEINE TREATMENT AMELIORATES THE

SKELETAL PHENOTYPE OF A MOUSE MODEL OF

DIASTROPHIC DYSPLASIA

Chiara Paganini1, Luca Monti2, Rossella Costantini2, Ilaria Monti2,

Silvia Lecci2, Martine Cohen-Solal3, Eric Hay4,

Andrea Superti-Furga5, Antonella Forlino2, Antonio Rossi6

1Dept. Molecular Medicine - Unit of Biochemistry, University of
Pavia, Pavia/Italy, 2Dept. of Molecular Medicine, University of Pavia,
Pavia/Italy, 3Rheumatology/inserm-1132, Hôpital Lariboisière-
INSERM, Paris/France, 4Dept. of Rheumatology - Inserm U1132,
Hopital Lariboisiere INSERM, Paris/France, 5Dept. of Pediatrics,
University of Lausanne, Lausanne/Switzerland, 6Dept. of Molecular
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Objectives: Diastrophic Dysplasia (DTD) is an autosomal recessive

chondrodysplasia caused by mutations in the SLC26A2 gene encoding for

a sulfate/chloride antiporter of the cell membrane. Functional impairment

of the sulfate transporter causes low levels of intracellular sulfate leading

to cartilage proteoglycan (PG) undersulfation. Intracellular sulfate is

mainly dependent on extracellular uptake, but in normal conditions a

small fraction comes from the catabolism of thiol compounds.

Methods: In this work we studied cartilage PG sulfation and the

clinical phenotype of a mouse model of Diastrophic Dysplasia (dtd

mouse) after treatment with N-acetyl-L-cysteine (NAC) as alternative

intracellular sulfate source. Since the diastrophic phenotype already

develops in the fetal period we administered NAC in the drinking

water of pregnant mice.

Results: To evaluate NAC treatment cartilage PG sulfation was

studied by chondroitin sulfate HPLC disaccharide analysis in wild-type

and mutant newborns from females treated with NAC or placebo. A

marked increase of PG sulfation was found in mutant mice from

females treated with NAC (78% of sulfated disaccharides) respect to

mutant mice from untreated females (63% of sulfated disaccharides).

These data were confirmed by urinary glycosaminoglycan disaccharide

analysis highlighting an increase of sulfated disaccharides in dtd treated

newborns (65% of sulfated disaccharides) compared to untreated ones

(53% of sulfated disaccharides). A skeletal phenotype amelioration

towards the normal bone morphology in dtd mice born from treated

females compared to mutant mice from untreated females was revealed

by skeletal staining with alcian blue and alizarin red. Morphometric

studies confirmed that femurs and ilia of dtd treated mice were longer

and thinner and tibias were straighter than untreated mice.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, we demonstrated that

NAC ameliorates cartilage PG sulfation and the skeletal phenotype of

dtd mice, suggesting a potential pharmacological treatment of dias-

trophic dysplasia. Work supported by Telethon-Italy and the

European Community (FP7, “Sybil” project, grant n. 602300).

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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SPHINGOSINE 1 PHOSPHATE BLOCKAGE BY SPHINGOMAB

PREVENTS FROM OSTEOARTHRITIS IN MICE

Chahrazad Cherifi1, Augustin Latourte2, Olivier Cuvilier3,

Korng Ea1, Sabine Vettorazzi4, Pascal Richette5, Eric Hay1, Martine

Cohen-Solal6

1Hopital Lariboisire, INSERM 1132, Paris/France, 2Lariboisiere,
INSERM 1132, Paris/France, 3Sphingolipids and Cancer, Institute of
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Comparative Molecular Endocrinology,, University of Ulm, Ulm/
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Objectives: High bone resorption and osteoclast precursors (OC)

are increased in subchondral bone in mice with osteoarthritis (OA).

Our previous data suggested Sphingosine 1 Phosphate, a molecule

produced by monocyte lineage, plays a role in the osteoclast-chon-

drocyte crosstalk through S1P receptor 2 (S1PR2). Here, our purpose

was to assess the effect of the inhibition of S1P by blocking antibody

in the onset of OA.

Methods: S1P targeting was designed by administration of Sphin-

gomab, a S1P blocking anti-body in DMM-induced OA mice. Cartilage

structure was evaluated by safranin O staining. S1P production, as well

as the expression of the 2 kinases SPHK1 and 2, was measured in

murine osteoclasts in vitro and observed in murine and human sub-

chondral bone of OA and control mice. To assess which cells is the

source of S1P, we first evaluated chondrocyte catabolism (MMPs by

RT-qPCR and WB) in genetically SPHK1-depleted chondrocytes. We

then tested the effect of osteoclast conditioned media (Oc-CM) trans-

ferred in primary murine chondrocytes cultures and activity.

Results: Immunostaining revealed that the expression of SPHK1,

the main enzyme that metabolizes S1P, was higher in monocyte/

osteoclast subchondral bone of OA mice. The inhibition of S1P by

Sphingomab showed a significant reduced OA score compared to IgG

control (5.57±0.84 vs 2.58±0.69 p\0.05). We observed that both

SPHK1 and S1P secretion is increased during in vitro osteoclast

differentiation. Chondrocyte SPHK1 expression (but not SPHK2)

increased in presence of OC-CM; nevertheless SPHK1 ablation in

chondrocytes did not abolish the OC-CM effect on primary chon-

drocyte. Furthermore, in vitro assay demonstrated that OC-CM
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induced metalloprotease expression (MMP3, MMP13) in chondrocyte

via MAPK (P38, JNK) pathway.

Summary & Conclusion: Inhibition of S1P prevents mice against

OA. Our data suggest that monocyte-produced S1P by SPHK1, but

not by chondrocytes, contribute to OA. These data identify S1P as a

therapeutic target in OA.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteoarthritis, S1p, osteoclast, chondrocyte
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EFFECTS OF PHYLLOQUINONE AND MAGNESIUM ON

ATDC5 PRECHONDROCYTE DIFFERENTIATION
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Haeusler1
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Medicine, Vienna/Austria

Objectives: Growth plate maturation is dependent on cell-medi-

ated initiation of enchondral ossification Inhibitors of matrix

mineralization s.a. matrix gla protein (MGP) and osteocalcin (OC) are

expressed in growth plate chondrocytes and represent key regulators

of enchondral ossification. Pharmacological or nutritional phylloqui-

none (K1) depletion is known to affect skeletal mineralization by

reduced gamma-carboxilisation of MGP and OC. Constituents of

mineral matrix such as calcium and magnesium (Mg) additionally

regulate expression of mineralization inhibitors on mRNA expression

level. The effects of clinically relevant modifiers of mineralization

inhibitor activity on growth plate chondrocytes is unclear. This study

aims to characterise the effects interactions of K and Mg on growth

plate chondrocyte differentiation and proliferation.

Methods: Chondrogenic ATDC5 alginate bead cultures are treated

with 1, 10 or 100uM K1 in both regular and high Mg media (+2.5mM

Mg) for 14d. Chondrocyte differentiation marker and matrix inhibitor

expression is investigated by RT-PCR. BrdU labelling and MTT assays

are used for cell proliferation and metabolic activity determination.

Results: K1 reduces expression of collagen type I, II and X in a

dose dependent manner. Presence of 2.5mM Mg partly rescued col-

lagen expression resulting in significantly increased collagen type II

and X expression during differentiation.

Summary & Conclusion: We found K1 and Mg as modifiers of

MGP and OC activity, to affect chondrocyte differentiation in a

devergent pattern. While K1 downregulates collagen expression in

ATDC5 prechondrocytes, Mg reverses these effects. Our data points

to a possible counter regulation of matrix mineralization and growth

plate maturation by Mg and K1.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: growth plate, magnesium, vitamin K, differentiation,

chondrocyte
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EFFECT OF FIBROBLAST GROWTH FACTOR 1 (FGF-1) ON

CHONDROCYTES THROUGH CCN2 REGULATION AND ITS

POSSIBLE ROLE IN OSTEOARTHRITIS

Abdellatif Elseoudi1, Tarek Abd El Kader2, Takashi Nishida1, Eriko

Aoyama2, Takanori Eguchi3, Masaharu Takigawa2,

Satoshi Kubota1

1Biochemistry and Molecular Dentistry, Okayama University Gradu-
ate School of Medicine, Dentistry and Pharmaceutical Sciences.,

Okayama/Japan, 2Advanced Research Center For Oral and Cranio-
facial Sciences, Okayama University Graduate School of Medicine,
Dentistry and Pharmaceutical Sciences., Okayama/Japan, 3Dental
Pharmacology, Okayama University Graduate School of Medicine,
Dentistry and Pharmaceutical Sciences., Okayama/Japan

Objectives: Osteoarthritis is characterized by dramatic changes in

chondrocyte metabolism including the action of CCN family protein 2

(CCN2) in the cartilage microenvironment. CCN family proteins

(Connective tissue growth factor (CTGF)/CCN2, Cystein rich protein

(Cyr61)/CCN1, and Nephroblastoma overexpressed gene (Nov)/

CCN3, play important roles in development and regeneration of

cartilaginous tissues and so on, CCN2 plays a critical role through

stimulating the proliferation and differentiation of chondocytes.

CCN2 interacts with several growth factors involved in endochondral

ossification, which include fibroblast growth factor 1 (FGF-1).

However, the role of FGF-1 in chondrocyte metabolism has not been

investigated well. Therefore, in this study, the effect of FGF-1 on

CCN2 in chondrocytes was evaluated in relation to OA.

Methods: Effect of FGF-1 on CCN2 was evaluated with human

chondrocytic HCS-2/8 cells. The cellular phenotype was estimated by

the gene expression of chondrocytic markers. Effect of FGF-1 on

CCN2 protein level was evaluated by enzyme-linked immunosorbent

assay (ELISA). Reporter gene assay was used to examine whether the

CCN2 regulation by FGF-1 was mediated by the proximal promoter,

or not. Involvement of FGF-1 in OA development was assessed

in vivo by using immunohistochemistry.

Results: New finding was revealed through the analysis that

addition of FGF-1 to chondrocytic cell culture repressed the mRNA

levels of CCN2 and other chondrocytic markers (ACAN and

COL2A1) in HCS-2/8 cells. On contrary, FGF-1 induced MMP-13

mRNA in those cells. The ELISA revealed consistent results, in

which the protein level of CCN2 was drastically decreased by FGF-1.

Reporter gene assay suggested that FGF-1 down regulated CCN2

gene expression at a transcriptional level. It is worth noting that FGF-

1 was produced in articular cartilage upon OA induction, which was

evaluated in vivo with a rat model.

Summary & Conclusion: These results clearly indicate that FGF-1

strongly impinges on chondrocytic metabolism, possibly through

CCN2, which may lead to the OA development.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: FGF-1, CCN2, chondrocytes, OA
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THE ROLE OF FERRITIN AND ADIPONECTIN AS A

PREDICTORS OF CARTILAGE DAMAGE ASSESSED BY

ARTHROSCOPY IN PATIENTS WITH SYMPTOMATIC KNEE

OSTEOARTHRITIS

M Shargorodsky

Endocrinology, Wolfson Medical Center, Holon/Israel
Objectives: It is critical to recognize biomarkers which can reli-

ably identify individuals most likely to develop OA, as well as

individuals who have an increased susceptibility to develop severe

progressive OA with cartilage damage. The aim of the present study

was to evaluate whether biomarkers such as ferritin, adiponectin in

serum and synovial fluid correlate with cartilage damage severity

assessed by arthroscopy, a more reliable evaluation than radiography,

in patients with symptomatic knee osteoarthritis.

Methods: The 40 subjects with symptomatic knee osteoarthritis

were divided into four groups according to arthroscopy assessed

cartilage damage, using Outerbridge (OB) grading. Group 1 included

10 patients without cartilage surface defects (OB grade I), group 2

included 10 patients with cartilage softening and swelling (OB grade
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II), group 3 included 10 patients with OB grade III cartilage damage,

and group 4 included 10 patients with OB grade IV cartilage damage

as well as subchondral bone damage. Metabolic parameters and

insulin resistance markers were determined.

Results: Parameters of bone homeostasis such as PTH, Alc

Phosphatase, levels of 25OH vit D, serum calcium, and phosphorus

were similar in the four groups. Significant difference in terms of

serum ferritin was found: ferritin levels increased from Group 1 to

Group 4 in a continuous fashion (p\0.035). Significant by-group

differences in circulating ferritin persisted even after adjustment for

age. Althought all groups were similar in terms of serum adiponectin

levels, significant between groups difference in synovial fluid ADP

was found (p\0.037). However, after controlling for the age, there

was no between-group difference in terms of synovial ADP levels.

Summary & Conclusion: Conclusions: Serum ferritin is associated

with cartilage damage severity assessed by arthroscopy, a more reli-

able evaluation than radiography. This association was independent of

age, sex, BMI, and CRP levels and suggests that ferritin is actively

involved in the progression of cartilage damage in patients with

symptomatic knee osteoarthritis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: serum ferritin, symptomatic knee osteoarthritis, adipo-

nectin levels
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PATHOGENIC ROLES OF CXCL10 SIGNALING THROUGH

CXCR3 AND TLR4 IN COLLAGEN ANTIBODY-INDUCED

ARTHRITIS

Bongjun Kim, Won Jong Jin, Hong-Hee Kim, Zang Hee Lee

Cell and Developmental Biology, Seoul National University School of
Dentistry, Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic autoimmune

disease that is characterized by uncontrolled joint inflammation and

destruction of bone and cartilage. We previously reported that C-X-C

motif chemokine 10 (CXCL10; also called IP-10) has crucial roles in

the joint inflammation and bone destruction in arthritis. However, the

specific mechanisms by which CXCL10 regulates the recruitment of

inflammatory cells and the production of osteoclastogenic cytokines

in RA progression are not fully understood.

Methods: Bonemarrowderivedmacrophages (BMMs) andCD4+T

cells were isolated fromwild-type (WT), Cxcl10−/−, and Cxcr3−/−mice.

CXCL10-induced the migration was performed by using a Boyden

chamber, and CXCL10-stimulated the production of osteoclastogenic

cytokines were measured by quantitative real-time PCR and ELISA.

Collagen antibody-induced arthritis (CAIA) was induced by adminis-

tration of collagen-type II antibodies and lipopolysaccharide to the

mice. Clinical scores were analyzed and hind paws were collected for

high-resolution micro-CT and histomorphometry. Serum was used to

assess bone turnover and levels of osteoclastogenic cytokines.

Results: CXCL10 increased the migration of inflammatory cells

through C-X-C chemokine receptor 3 (CXCR3)-mediated, but not toll

like receptor 4 (TLR4)-mediated, ERK activation. Interestingly, both

receptors CXCR3 and TLR4 were simultaneously required for

CXCL10-stimulated production of osteoclastogenic cytokines in

CD4+ T cells. Furthermore, calcineurin-dependent NFATc1 activa-

tion was essential for the CXCL10-induced RANKL expression.

In vivo, F4/80+ macrophages robustly infiltrated into synovium of

WT mice with CAIA but were significantly reduced in both Cxcl10−/−

and Cxcr3−/− mice. Serum concentrations of osteoclastogenic

cytokines and bone destruction were also reduced in the knockout

mice, leading to attenuated progression of arthritis.

Summary & Conclusion: These findings highlight the importance

of CXCL10 signaling in the pathogenesis of RA and provide previ-

ously unidentified details of the mechanisms by which CXCL10

promotes the development of arthritis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: TLR4, RANKL, CXCL10, rheumatoid arthritis, CXCR3
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PROTEOMIC ANALYSIS OF PROTEIN EXPRESSION IN

OSTEOARTHRITIC BONE MARROW LESIONS

Maziar G. Shabestari1, Milaim Pepaj2, Janne Reseland1,

Erik F. Eriksen3

1Dept. of Biomaterials, Faculty of Dentistry, University of Oslo, Oslo/
Norway, 2Hormone Laboratory, Oslo University Hospital, Oslo/Nor-
way, 3Dept. of Clinical Endocrinology, Morbid Obesity and Preventive
Medicine, Oslo University Hospital, Oslo/Norway

Objectives: Bone marrow lesions (BMLs) in osteoarthritis are

associated with pain and progression of disease. Previously our his-

tologic characterization of bone marrow lesions in hip osteoarthritis

demonstrated pronounced increases in vascularity and bone turnover

as assessed by tetracycline double labeling. In this study we wanted to

analyze the proteome of BMLs to gain further insights into underlying

pathogenic mechanisms.

Methods: Bone samples were obtained from femoral heads with

(N=12) and without BMLs (N=9). For each patient, two samples of

100 mg homogenized bone powder was measured and processed

according to the TRIzol protocol as provided by the manufacturer

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA). The samples were analyzed by

nano LC-MS/MS after digestion and dimethyl labeling.

Results: For proteins quantified in both forward and reverse

labeling experiments, similar fold changes (ratios) were obtained for

the majority of proteins. Using a cut-off value of ≥2.0 and ≤0.5 for

up-regulated and down-regulated proteins, respectively, 51 proteins

showed significantly altered regulation. Several proteins were mark-

edly up-regulated in the BML group, with Hemoglobin subunit beta,

Serum albumin and IgG1 chain C region showing the biggest

increases, 73- and 30- and 12-fold over non BML tissue, respectively.

On the other hand, Hyaluronan, Proteoglycan link protein 1, Aggre-

can core protein and Fibromodulin were reduced 37-, 29- and 27-fold

in BMLs.

Summary & Conclusion: Virtually all up-regulated proteins reflect

increased vascularity, while the down-regulated proteins mainly

represent key constituents of cartilage, which also are synthesized by

osteoblasts and have been purported to participate in cartilage-bone

crosstalk.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: proteomics, vascularity, bone marrow lesions, bone

marrow edema, osteoarthritis
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Objectives: This study evaluated the clinical, histological and

immunohistochemical effects of low-intensity laser therapy (LILT) as

an alternative treatment, in a murine model of acute and chronic

inflammation.

Methods: FVB mice (n=72) were used and divided into 3 main

groups comprising two acute and one chronic arthritis LILT treatment

plan. Group G1 (n=24) consisted of mice with acute arthritis treated

15 min after Zymosan A injection, followed 24 h later by euthanasia.

Group G2 (n=24) comprised mice with acute arthritis treated twice,

15 min after induction and 24 h later with euthanasia at 48 h. Group G3

(n=24) consisted of mice with chronic arthritis and treated three times a

week for four weeks, totaling 12 LILT sessions. Euthanasia was per-

formed 24 h after the last treatment. Mice in all three groups were

divided into the following subgroups containing six animals each: A—

no LILT treatment; B—660 nm continuous wave LILT; C—808 nm

continuouswaveLILT; andD—LILT employing a 905 nmpulsed laser.

Results: Kruskall Wallis test indicated no significant differences

between knees affected by acute arthritis and treated once with LILT,

and an injured knee without treatment (p[0.05) for 660 and 808 nm

with some improvements for the 905 nm LILT. Mice receiving two

treatments for acute arthritis showed exacerbation of inflammation

and articular resorption following therapy with a 660 nm continuous

laser (p\0.05). For chronic inflammation, differences were not noted

between LILT treated and untreated injured knee joints (p[0.05).

Among the lasers, the 905 nm tends to show better results for anti-

inflammatory effect in acute arthritis, and the 660 nm showed better

results in chronic arthritis.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, LILT wavelength selec-

tion depends on the arthritis condition and can show anti-

inflammatory effects for chronic arthritis and reduced resorption area

in this murine model.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: inflammation, low-intensity laser therapy (LILT), his-

tology, immunohistochemistry, repair
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INCREASED EXPRESSION OF ANGIOGENESIS MARKERS

AND INTERLEUKIN-6 IN BONE MARROW LESIONS IN

OSTEOARTHRITIS

Maziar Shabestari1, Erik F. Eriksen2, Janne Reseland3,
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Objectives: Bone marrow lesions (BMLs) in osteoarthritis are

associated with pain and progression of disease. Previously our histo-

logic characterization of bone marrow lesions in hip osteoarthritis

demonstrated pronounced increases in vascularity and bone turnover as

assessed by tetracycline double labeling. In this study we wanted to

assess the expression of cytokines and angiogenic factors to gain fur-

ther insights into the pathogenesis underlying the formation of BMLs.

Methods: Bone samples were obtained from femoral heads with

and without BMLs. For each patient, two samples of 100 mg

homogenized bone powder was measured and processed according to

the TRIzol protocol as provided by the manufacturer. Aliquots of the

protein extracts were used to measure total protein content using the

bicinchoninic acid assay. Levels of cytokines and angiogenic factors

were quantified using a human bone and angiogenesis panel in the

Luminex-200 system.

Results: Luminex multiplex immunoassays demonstrated

increased tissue levels of angiogenesis markers VEGF-A, VEGF-C,

VEGF-D, endothelin-1 and angiopoietin-2, as well as increased

interleukin-6 (IL-6) in femoral heads with BMLs compared to those

without, whereas OPG was decreased (Fig. 1A). No statistically

significant differences were found for endoglin, leptin, DKK-1, OPN,

SOST, PTH, FGF-23 or insulin.

Summary & Conclusion: BMLs exhibit increased levels of 5

angiogenesis markers in keeping with the pronounced increase in

vascularity observed histologically. VEGFs as well as IL-6 are also

associated with increased nociception, and thus may play a pivotal

role for development of pain associated with these lesions.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: bone marrow lesions, osteoarthritis, angiogenesis, bone

marrow edema
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THE P394L POINT MUTATION IN SQSMT1, CAUSING

PAGET’S DISEASE LIKE DISORDER IN MICE, DOES NOT

PREDISPOSE TO OSTEOARTHRITIS
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Objectives: Mice with a proline to leucine mutation at codon 394

(P394L) of mouse Sequestosome 1 (Sqsmt1; P394L mice), equivalent

to the P392L SQSMT1 mutation in humans, has been shown to

develop a bone disorder similar to Paget’s disease of bone (PDB).

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a common complication in PDB. Here, we

investigate if P394L mice are more susceptible to OA caused by

destabilisation of the medial meniscus (DMM) or age-related OA than

wild type (WT) control mice.

Methods: 8-weeks after DMM-surgery (N=9–11), or after ageing

to 12 months (N=11) the severity of OA was graded histologically in

male P394L and WT mice using the OARSI scale. The maximal

scores for each region (medial and lateral tibial plateaus and femoral

condyles) were summed to determine a total score for each joint. The

tibial epiphyseal trabecular bone and medial and lateral subchondral

bone plate thickness were measured by microCT. Groups were

compared by Student’s t-test.

Results: The total OARSI scores for the knee joints were signifi-

cantly increased after DMM-surgery compared to un-operated knees in

both P394L and WT mice, showing that the mice developed experi-

mental OA. However, there were no differences in the total OARSI

scores for the DMM-operated or the aged knee joints comparing P394L

and WT mice. In addition, there were no differences regarding bone

volume/tissue volume, trabecular thickness or separation in the epi-

physeal trabecular bone, and no differences in the thickness of the

medial and lateral subchondral bone plates, when comparing the

DMM-operated or aged knees for the P394L and WT mice.

Summary & Conclusion: These experiments demonstrate that the

P394L Sqstm1mutation is not likely to cause OA. The OA in PDB is

instead probably caused by the deformities in the bones of PDB,

leading to excessive stress of nearby joints.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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A NOVEL COLLAGEN SCAFFOLD FOR IMPROVED TENDON-

BONE HEALING

Jillian Cornish1, Dipika Patel2, Dorit Naot1, David S. Musson1

1Medicine, University of Auckland, Auckland/New Zealand, 2Oph-
thalmology, University of Auckland, Auckland/New Zealand

Objectives: Tears of the tendon-bone interface are common, par-

ticularly in the rotator cuff, which affects 22% of the general

population, and over 50% of those over 60 years old. These injuries

show poor healing even after surgical repair. Augmentation with

tissue-engineered grafts has been suggested for improved outcomes.

Here, we evaluate a novel collagen scaffold, with organised lamellar

structure and desirable mechanical properties, identified to be a

potentially clinically viable tendon tissue-augment.

Methods: In vitro, immune response was assessed by measuring

expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines in human monocyte (THP-

1) cells cultured with collagen scaffolds for 24 or 48 h. alamarBlue®

and fluorescent staining were used to determine if the scaffolds could

sustain primary tenocyte cell growth over 7-days. In vivo, the

supraspinatus was excised from the humerus of 23 sexually mature

Sprague–Dawley rats. The tendon was either repaired using sutures

alone, or sutures augmented with scaffolds. Biomechanical properties

including elasticity and load to failure, were assessed using an Instron

device at 12-weeks post-repair. H&E stained tendon sections were

graded for collagen fibre density and orientation, healing at bone-

tendon interface, vascularity, and presence of inflammatory cells.

Results: In vitro, scaffolds did not increase the expression of pro-

inflammatory cytokines (IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-8) in the THP-1 cells

compared with either untreated controls or cells exposed to surgical

sutures. alamarBlue® and fluorescent staining confirmed adherence

and growth of tenocytes on the scaffolds. In vivo, scaffold augmen-

tation increased elasticity of the repaired tendon-bone interface, but

slightly lowered ultimate load to failure. There were no visible

structural differences between groups.

Summary & Conclusion: These results suggest that the scaffold is

cytocompatible, with potential to augment tendon-bone healing

without inducing adverse immune responses. Further work is under-

way to better characterise cell response to the scaffold, and to fully

determine its potential for improved healing outcomes in vivo.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: regenerative medicine, collagen scaffold, tendon-bone,

pre-clinical
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DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDITY OF A NEW QUALITY OF

LIFE QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE PATIENTS WITH HAND

ARTHRITIS

Han Joo Baek, Hee Jung Ryu, Mi Ryoung Seo, Hyo Jin Choi,

Hyo Jin Kim

Rheumatology, Gachon University Gil Medical Center, Incheon/
Korea, Republic of
Objectives: The informational technology (IT) such as personal com-

puters and mobile phones has been prevalent in modern daily life. Hand

functions for using these machineries have played a more essential role

for activities and quality of daily life. We intended to develop a new,

comprehensive questionnaire to assess quality of life (QOL) of the

patients with hand arthritis, which reflects the today’s life style.

Methods: We developed 16 items to assess hand functions in the

light of hand muscle movements and their frequencies of use in the

daily life. Final items were selected by medical panels from those items

and existing questionnaires for the patients with hand arthritis. The new

questionnaires were performed by osteoarthritis or rheumatoid arthritis

patients with hand involvement. The internal consistency and validity

of the questionnaire were evaluated by Cronbach’s alpha and correla-

tions with health assessment questionnaire-disability index (HAQ-DI),

functional index for hand osteoarthritis (FIHOA), patient’s global

assessment (PGA) and physician’s global assessment (PhGA).

Results: We designed the questionnaire which is composed of 6

subscales and 23 patient-completed questions (pain 2, stiffness 2,

overall function 3, physical function 10, aesthetics 2, and mental

health 4). The physical function subscale includes the questions about

using the mobile phone, computer keyboard or mouse. Each subscale

showed high internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha[0.70). The

overall function, physical function and mental health were signifi-

cantly correlated with both HAQ-DI and FIHOA (Pearson’s r[0.50,

p\0.01). The aesthetics was significantly correlated with only PGA

(Pearson’s r[0.50, p\0.01). PGA was significantly correlated with

pain, aesthetics and mental health. (Pearson’s r=0.37, 0.50, and 0.45,

respectively; p\0.05).

Summary & Conclusion: We developed a new, comprehensive,

patient-completed questionnaire to assess QOL of the contemporary

patients with hand arthritis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: hand arthritis, quality of life, questionnaire
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EFFECT OF ESTROGEN DEFICIENCY ON LOADED AND NON-

LOADED AREA OF TEMPOROMANDIBULAR OR KNEE JOINT

Soon Jung Hwang1, In Sook Kim2
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Seoul National University, Seoul/Korea, Republic of, 2Dental Research
Institute, Seoul National University, Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Low level of estrogen has regarded as a main con-

tributing factor of temporomandibular joint (TMJ) arthritis in young

women patients. However, there is lack of evidence about the

occurrence of arthritis in knee joint (KJ) related with estrogen defi-

ciency. This study aimed to investigate the effect of estrogen

deficiency on the loaded and non-loaded bone area of TMJ or KJ.

Methods: Total of 28 SD rats were allocated into two groups, the

sham surgery group and the ovariectomy (OVX) group. TMJ was

subjected to mechanical loading with elastic power chain between

mandibular angle and zygoma in half of animals. At 12 weeks after

OVX, all groups were scarified. Changes in the bone area of KJ and

TMJ were analyzed using micro-computertomography (micro-CT).

Results: We analyzed the bone area of joint region in TMJ and KJ

each which was compartmentalized into three areas on loaded, middle

and non-loaded area. Bone mineral density (BMD) and three-di-

mensional micro-CT parameters were compared between TMJ and

KJ. Non-loaded area of TMJ showed a significant decrease in bone

volume/tissue volume (BV/TV) and BMD at ovariectomized rats,

which was independent of mechanical loading. However, there was

no difference in BV and BMD either in loaded area of TMJ or in all

areas of KJ in both loaded and non-loaded OVX rats. Middle area of

TMJ in OVX rats with or without loading showed a significant

decrease in BV/TV, but no difference in BMD.

Summary & Conclusion: These results revealed that OVX-medi-

ated estrogen deficiency led to a significant decrease of bone

formation and quality in non-loaded bone area of TMJ and no

influence on bone area of KJ, suggesting that TMJ is more sensitive to

estrogen deficiency.
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EARLY ARTHRITIS INDUCES DISTURBANCES AT BONE

NANOSTRUCTURAL LEVEL REFLECTED IN DECREASED

TISSUE HARDNESS
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Objectives: Arthritis induces joint erosions and skeletal bone

fragility. The main goal of this work was to analyze the early arthritis

induced events at bone tissue level.

Methods: Eighty-eight Wistar rats were randomly housed in

experimental groups, as follows: adjuvant induced arthritis (N=47)

and a control healthy group (N=41). Rats were monitored during 22

days for the inflammatory score, ankle perimeter and body weight and

sacrificed at different time points (11 and 22 days post disease

induction). Bone samples were collected for histology, micro-CT,

3-point bending, nanoindentation and Fourier transformed infrared

spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis. Blood samples were also collected for

bone turnover markers and systemic cytokine quantification.

Results: At bone tissue level, measured by FTIR analysis and

nanoindentation, there was a reduction of the mineral and collagen

content and of hardness in the arthritic group, associated with an

increase of the ratio of bone concentric to parallel lamellae and of the

area of the osteocyte lacuna. In addition, increased bone turnover and

changes in the microstructure and mechanical properties were

observed in arthritic animals, since the early phase of arthritis, when

compared with healthy controls.

Summary & Conclusion: Arthritis induces very early changes at

bone tissue level characterized by decreased tissue hardness and of

collagen and mineral content. These observations highlight the per-

tinence of immediate control of inflammation in the initial stages of

arthritis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: early arthritis, bone properties, animal model, rat,
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EFFECT OF ALLOPURINOL THERAPY ON ULTRASOUND

PICTURE OF AFFECTED JOINTS IN PATIENTS WITH GOUTY

ARTHRITIS

Lesia Mykhailiv, Mykola Shved

Emergency Care, Ternopil medical university, Ternopil/Ukraine

Objectives: To investigate the effect of medication therapy on

ultrasound picture of affected joints at gouty arthritis.

Methods: general clinical examination, ultrasound examination of

the affected joints.

Results: There have been examined 54 patients with gouty arthritis.

The monitoring group consisted of 40 healthy volunteers of appropriate

age and gender. All patients received a daily dose of 400 mg of

allopurinol for 6 months. Before treatment patients with gouty arthritis

had been diagnosed with: micro calcification sand dual circuit of car-

tilage in 95%, joint effusion in 83%, subchondral bone erosions in

82.5%, tophus in 32.5%. After 8 weeks micro calcification sand dual

circuit were visualized in 70% (p\0.05), effusion in 42,5% (p\0.01),

erosion in 70%, tophus in 27.5%. After 6 months micro calcifications

and dual circuit were visualized in 52,5% (p\0.01), effusion in 30%

(p\0.01), erosion in 52,5% (p\0.05), tophus in 15% (p\0.05).

Summary & Conclusion: Arthrosonographic changes in patients

with gouty arthritis are presented by micro calcifications and dual

circuit of cartilage, effusion in the joints, erosions and tophus. Med-

ication therapy by allopurinol improves ultrasound picture in 8 weeks

of treatment (frequency of detection of micro calcifications and

effusion has been significantly reduced). Continued medication ther-

apy for 6 months reduces the frequency of detection of erosion and

tophus. Therefore arthrosonographic is recommended to be used in

the dynamic monitoring of the effectiveness of medication treatment

of gouty arthritis.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: gout, arthrosonography, allopurinol
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This abstract has been withdrawn.
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EVALUATION OF VITAMIN D RECEPTOR IN SUBSYNOVIAL

CONNECTIVE TISSUE OF CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME

Kahyun Kim, Hyun Sik Gong

Orthopedic Surgery, Seoul National University Bundang Hospital,
Seongnam/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Studies suggest that the pathophysiology of carpal

tunnel syndrome (CTS) is associated with pathologic changes in the

vascularity and physical properties of the subsynovial connective tissue

(SSCT) in the carpal tunnel. We evaluated whether vitamin D receptor

(VDR) is present in the SSCT endothelial cells in patients with CTS,

and whether its expression is associated with clinical features of CTS.

Methods: We obtained specimens of SSCT from 54 patients with

CTS during open carpal tunnel release, and stained VDR in the SSCT

endothelial cells using immnunohistochemistry. We evaluated correla-

tion of VDR expression with clinical variables such as serum vitamin D

level, age, body mass index and symptom duration, electrophysiologic

severity in terms of motor conduction velocity and distal motor latency.

Results: Diverse expression of VDR was observed in endothelial

vessels of SSCT. VDR expression was found to be significantly

correlated with age, symptom duration, and distal motor latency, but

not with other variables.

Summary & Conclusion: This study found that VDR exists in the

endothelial cells of the SSCT in patients with CTS. The association of

a higher VDR expression with age, symptom duration, and electro-

physiologic severity of the disease suggests that VDR may be up-

regulated and associated with the disease progression. Further studies

are necessary to confirm the role of vitamin D and VDR in patients

with CTS, and to determine whether vitamin D supplementation could

be helpful for prevention and treatment of CTS.
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FREQUENCIES OF LIGAMENT OSSIFICATION IN PATIENTS

WITH ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS ACCORDING TO

SEVERAL LIGAMENTS AROUND SPINE BY WHOLE SPINE CT

SCAN

Sang-Hoon Lee1, Ji-Young Choi2, Ran Song1, Seung-Jae Hong3,

Yeon-Ah Lee3, Hyung-In Yang1

1Rheumatology, Kyung Hee University, Hospital at Gangdong, Seoul/
Korea, Republic of, 2Rheumatology, Rheumatology, Kyung Hee
University Medical Center, Seoul/Korea, Republic of, 3Rheumatology,
Kyung Hee University Medical Center, Seoul/Korea, Republic of

Objectives: Ankylosing spondylitis is chronic inflammatory

arthritis with ligament ossification in spine such as ant. longitudinal

ligaments, post. longitudinal ligaments, or other several ligaments

around spine joints. We performd this study to know the feature of

ossification in ligaments around spine in asnkylosing spondylitis.

Methods: This is a retrospective chart review study. We enrolled

the patients who were diagnosed as ankylosing spondylitis by modi-

fied NY criteria in our hospital. Among these patients, we analyzed

the male patients who had been performed by whole spine CT scans

in ages between 40 and 45. Total 119 patients were enrolled. We

analyzed the frequency of ossification in ant. longtudinal ligaments,

post. longitudinal ligaments, ligamentum flavum, ligaments around

facet joints, interspinous ligaments, supraspinus ligaments and

annulus fibrosus according to C, T and L spine.

Results: The most frequent ossification site was lateral side of

annulus fibrosus in T spine (68.9%). Even regardless of C, T, L spine,

ossification of lateral side in annulus fibrosus was also the most

common (157). Second common ligaments were ant. longitudinal

ligaments (142) and third common ligaments were ligaments around

facet joints (109). Between spine, the ligaments of T spine were the

most commonly ossified (252). The ligaments in L spine were second

common (177). Interestingly ossification in the ligaments around L

spine did not developed, but developed in T spine in 27 patients

(22.7%). This is a very important finding because ossification in the

ligaments around T spine is not included in mSASSS method which

method is used to evaluate disease progression in ankylosing

spondylitis at present. Ossification in ant. longitudinal ligaments was

strongly statistically correlated with ossification in ligaments around

facet joints in L spine strongly (p=0.00. r=0.547).

Summary & Conclusion: Ligaments around T spine were most

commonly ossified in ankylosing spondylitis and we need to find new

method to evaluate of ossification in T spine.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: ankylosing spondylitis, ossification, calcification,

ligament
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CIRCULATING TUMOUR CELLS AS A BIOMARKER OF

EARLY/RECURRENT DISEASE AND THERAPEUTIC

RESPONSE IN A PRECLINICAL MODEL OF OSTEOSARCOMA

Marta Tellez-Gabriel1, Antoine Chalopin2, Marie-Francoise

Heymann3, Francois Gouin4, Dominique Heymann5

1Laboratorio Hematologia Oncologica Y De Transplantes, Institut
Investigacions Biomèdiques (ibb) Sant Pau, Hospital de la Santa Creu
i Sant Pau, Barcelona/Spain, 2Inserm, Umr957, University of Nantes,
Nantes cedex/France, 3Oncology and Metabolism, Inserm, Sarcoma
Research Unit, University of Sheffield, Medical School, Sheffield/
United Kingdom, 4Dept of Orthopaedic Surgery, Nantes University
Hospital, Nantes cedex/France, 5Oncology and Metabolism, Inserm,
Lea Sarcoma Research Unit, University of Sheffield, Medical School,
Sheffield/United Kingdom

Objectives: Osteosarcoma is the most common bone sarcoma in

adolescents. Unfortunately, a poor therapeutic response to the conven-

tional chemotherapy is observed highlighting the need for improving the

current regimens and the identification of early markers of the recurrent

and metastatic disease. The present study aimed to: (i) isolate and

characterize osteosarcoma Circulating Tumour Cells (CTCs) at the sin-

gle-cell level; (ii) analyse the kinetic of CTCs in blood; (iii) determine

the modulation of the CTC number after ifosfamide treatment.

Methods: The human osteosarcoma mouse model was generated by

inoculation of GFP-expressing MNNG/HOS osteosarcoma cells in mice

treated or not with ifosfamide. CTCs were isolated from blood samples

by flow cytometry and/or by the DEPArray™ microfluidic system for

single cell isolation. CTCs were counted and their proliferation and drug

sensitivity were determined by WTS-1 assays. Cell invasion/migration

were performed by using Boyden chambers with or without Matrigel.

The gene expression profile was analysed by RT-qPCR.

Results: CTCs were early biomarkers of tumour development. Indeed,

CTCs were detectable into the bloodstream 10 days after cell inoculation

before any palpable primary tumours. The number of CTCs was neither

correlated with the tumour volume nor with lung metastases. Ifosfamide

slowed down the tumour growth rate and the development of lung

metastases and in contrast increased the number of detectable CTCs in

blood. In vitro assays of isolated cells revealed their high heterogeneity.

Summary & Conclusion: This study demonstrated the interest in

CTCs in osteosarcoma, which could be used as biomarkers of early

and recurrent disease. In this preclinical model, isolated CTCs appear

very heterogeneous and the increase of the CTC number after ifos-

famide treatment correlated positively with the therapeutic response.

This increase could be explained by a release a cancer cells from the

primary tumour induced by chemotherapy and with reduced proper-

ties for inducing lung metastases.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: preclinical model, osteosarcoma, circulating tumour cells,

biomarker
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EXTRACELLULAR VESICLES MEDIATE THE CROSSTALK

BETWEEN OSTEOBLASTS AND BONE TUMOURS

Alexander Loftus, Cristopher George, Riccardo Paone,

Marco Ponzetti, Alfredo Cappariello, Anna Teti, Nadia Rucci

Department of Biotechnological and Applied Clinical Sciences,
University of L’Aquila, L’Aquila/Italy

Objectives: Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are membrane-bound

containers of biologically active molecules shed by cells, which are

emerging as mediators of several pathological processes, including

cancer. However, their role in primary and metastatic cancers of bone

has been poorly explored. We investigated EV-mediated communi-

cation between tumour cells and bone cells.

Methods: We collected EVs from breast cancer (MDA-MB-231

and 4T1), osteosarcoma (MNNG-HOS) and mouse calvarial osteo-

blasts, and assessed their reciprocal influence and therapeutic

properties by in vitro assays.
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Results: In osteoblasts, tumour-derived EVs increased mRNA and

protein expression of IL-1β (12-fold, p\0.001), IL-6 (10-fold, p=0.05),

and induced a trend of increase of RankL (1.8-fold, p=0.3). Further-

more, they inhibited osteoblast transcripts expression, including Cyclin

D1 (−75%, p=0.02), Runx2 (−80%, p\0.001), Osx (−85%, p\0.001)

and Col1α2 (−70%, p=0.001), and increased Nos2 mRNA (15-fold, p=

0.015). Flow cytometry showed that osteoblasts treated with MDA-

MB-231-conditioned medium shed EVs enriched in RANK-L (1.5-

fold, p=0.008) and enhanced the osteoclastogenic potential of mouse

bone marrow-purified mononuclear cells (fourfold, p=0.02). To assess

the reciprocal EV-mediated communication between osteoblasts and

tumour cells, we investigated the effect of osteoblast-derived EVs on

tumour cell survival, and observed a life span reduction of osteosar-

coma cells (−40%, p=0.01), with no effects on MDA-MB-231 and 4T1

cells, suggesting highly specific osteoblast EV modulating role in the

osteoblast-like tumour lineage. Delivery of doxorubicin encapsulated

within osteoblast-derived EVs potently disrupted osteoclasts, breast

cancer and osteosarcoma cell lines. HPLC analysis showed that

effective doxorubicin concentration delivered through osteoblast-EVs

was 10 nM, about 400 fold less than the effective free doxorubicin

concentration (4 µM), suggesting high potency of our targeted delivery

system, which could reduce the toxicity of this chemotherapeutic drug.

Summary & Conclusion: These data (i) demonstrate that tumour

EVs impact on bone cells altering their functions, (ii) highlight a

modulating role of osteoblast EVs on osteosarcoma cells and (iii)

point to osteoblast EVs as potential novel and highly efficient vectors

for bone targeted delivery of chemotherapeutics.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: extracellular vesicles, bone metastases, breast cancer,

osteosarcoma
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EFFECTS OF RHBMP-2 ON THE PROLIFERATION OF BREAST

CANCER MCF-7 CELLS THROUGH INHIBITING PI3K/AKT/

MTOR SIGNALING PATHWAY

Shuzhong Liu, Yipeng Wang

Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Peking Union Medical College
Hospital, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences & Peking Union
Medical College, Beijing/China

Objectives: To explore effects of recombinant human bone mor-

phogenetic protein-2 (rhBMP-2) on proliferation of breast cancer

MCF-7 cells and mechanism behind these effects in vivo and in vitro.

Methods: In vitro study: Cell proliferation of MCF-7 under dif-

ferent concentrations of rhBMP-2 was determined by MTT assay and

flow cytometry in serum-free condition. RhBMP-2 signal transduction

pathways especially for expression of p21, cyclin E and phosphory-

lation of PI3K/Akt were estimated by Western blot and Real-time

PCR. In vivo study: Twelve female animals were divided into 2

groups; one(control=6) was breast cancer cells alone, while the other

(experiment=6) was rhBMP-2+breast cancer cells. Cancer cells were

injected into 2 sites(subcutaneous and femur) of 6-week-old nude

mice with or without rhBMP-2. Tumor size was determined by direct

measurements every week for subcutaneous tumor formation and by

femur radiographs after 8 weeks. Histological and immunohisto-

chemical analyses of tumor tissue were performed.

Results: In vitro study: RhBMP-2 markedly inhibited the prolif-

eration of MCF-7 cells in serum-free condition. Inhibition was

associated with phosphorylation in the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway

and was ultimately mediated through effects on various cell cycle

proteins such as p21 and cyclin E. Furthermore, rhBMP-2 inhibited

the growth of tumor both subcutaneously and intrafemorally in vivo

study, with decreased expression of ki-67 in tumor tissue.

Summary & Conclusion: In this model using human breast cancer

MCF-7 cell line, rhBMP-2 has significantly suppressive effect on cell

proliferation of MCF-7 by influencing the PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway.

Therefore, we can provide the basic science data to avoid risks of

breast cancer and to support the utilization of rhBMP-2 in the man-

agement of spinal fusion operation, open fractures, bone ununion and

other orthopaedic disorders.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: rhBMP-2, PI3K/Akt/mTOR, MCF-7 cell line, cell pro-
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MICRORNA-30A DOWNREGULATION CONTRIBUTES TO

CHEMORESISTANCE OF OSTEOSARCOMA CELLS THROUGH

ACTIVATING BECLIN-1-MEDIATED AUTOPHAGY

Shuzhong Liu, Yipeng Wang

Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Peking Union Medical College
Hospital, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences & Peking Union
Medical College, Beijing/China

Objectives: Autophagy has been recognized as an important ele-

ment of tumor cell migration, invasion, and chemoresistance, and our

previous results showed that Beclin-1-mediated autophagy contributed

to osteosarcoma chemoresistance. However, the regulating mecha-

nism of autophagy is still unclear. In this study, our aim was to clarify

microRNA (miRNA)-related mechanisms underlying Beclin-1-medi-

ated autophagy followed by chemotherapy in osteosarcoma.

Methods: First, miRNA screening using qRT-PCR identified that

miR-30a was significantly reduced in Dox-resistant osteosarcoma

cells. Second, the autophagy activity in Dox-resistant increased while

miR-30a expression reduced after chemotherapy agents as indicated

by the enhanced expression of Beclin-1, the increased conversion of

microtubule-associated protein LC3-I to LC3-II. Furthermore, over-

expression of miR-30a significantly promoted chemotherapy-induced

apoptosis and reduced autophagy activity responding to chemother-

apy. Moreover, rapamycin, an autophagy promoter was able to partly

reverse the effect of miR-30a and Luciferase reporter assay identified

that miR-30a directly binds to the 3′-UTR of Beclin-1 gene, which

further confirmed that miR-30a reduced chemoresistance via sup-

pressing Beclin-1-mediated autophagy.

Results: First, miRNA screening using qRT-PCR identified that

miR-30a was significantly reduced in Dox-resistant osteosarcoma

cells. Second, the autophagy activity in Dox-resistant increased while

miR-30a expression reduced after chemotherapy agents as indicated

by the enhanced expression of Beclin-1, the increased conversion of

microtubule-associated protein LC3-I to LC3-II. Furthermore, over-

expression of miR-30a significantly promoted chemotherapy-induced

apoptosis and reduced autophagy activity responding to chemother-

apy. Moreover, rapamycin, an autophagy promoter was able to partly

reverse the effect of miR-30a and Luciferase reporter assay identified

that miR-30a directly binds to the 3′-UTR of Beclin-1 gene, which

further confirmed that miR-30a reduced chemoresistance via sup-

pressing Beclin-1-mediated autophagy.

Summary & Conclusion: Collectively these results indicate miR-

30a and its downstream target gene Beclin-1 can be used in treatment

of osteosarcoma chemoresistance in the future.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: beclin-1, chemoresistance, osteosarcoma, microRNA-

30a, autophagy
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ROLE OF THE WNT RECEPTORS RYK AND FZD5 IN

PROSTATE CANCER

Stefanie Thiele, Andy Göbel, Ariane Zimmer, Sandra Hippauf,

Tilman Rachner, Martina Rauner, Lorenz C. Hofbauer

Department of Medicine Iii, Technical University, Dresden, Division of
Endocrinology, Diabetes, and Bone Diseases, Dresden/Germany

Objectives: Wnt proteins and their cognate receptors play a sig-

nificant role in malignant diseases, in particular in prostate cancer

(PCa). We previously showed that WNT5A is highly expressed in

primary PCa tissues and that high WNT5A expression is associated

with a better overall survival. However, the role of WNT5A receptors

remains unknown. Here, we determined the role of two Wnt receptors

(RYK, FZD5) in primary prostate cancer.

Methods: A tissue microarray was used consisting of 400 mainly

high-risk PCa patients, who underwent radical prostatectomy between

1996 and 2005. Immunohistochemical staining was performed for

FZD5 and RYK on 2 µm-thick sections. The cores were scored based

on the staining intensity as: 0 (no staining), 1 (weak staining), 2

(moderate staining), or 3 (strong staining) and considering the

quantity of the stained tumor area: 0 (0%), 1 (1–25%), 3 (51–75%), or

4 (76–100%). Analysis of the RYK receptor was further separated

into cytoplasmic RYK (RYK) and nuclear RYK (RYK-ICD) staining.

Results: Expression of FZD5 and RYK was higher in patients with

PCa as compared to patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH)

(p\0.001, p=0.0148, respectively). However, RYK-ICD showed a

lower expression in the tumor compared to BPH tissue. Overall sur-

vival and disease specific survival of PCa patients did not show

correlations to the receptor expression levels. In contrast to RYK,

FZD5 showed positive correlations with WNT5A expression

(r=0.01223, p=0.0270) and the preoperative PSA level (r=0.01218, p

=0.0277) of the patients. RYK-ICD is increased in high risk patients

and correlated positively with Gleason Score as well as TUNEL and

Ki67 staining (p\0.001) in the samples.

Summary & Conclusion: These data suggest that WNT5A may

mediate its effects through both, RYK and FZD5 in prostate cancer.

Moreover, the RYK-ICD may play a particular role due to its ability

to transduce the signals from the cell membrane directly into the

nucleus.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: Wnt signaling, prostate cancer, Wnt5a, Wnt receptors
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INVOLVEMENT OF INTERLEUKIN-34 IN THE

COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN OSTEOSARCOMA CELLS

AND THEIR MICROENVIRONMENT

Kristina Schiavone, Stuart Hunt, Hannah Brown, Aude Segaliny,

Regis Brion, Paul Heath, Robin Young, Dominique Heymann

Oncology and Metabolism, University of Sheffield, Sheffield/United
Kingdom

Objectives: Interleukin-34 (IL-34) is a cytokine which binds and

activates the M-CSF receptor (M-CSFR). Consequently, IL-34 shares

functional similarities with M-CSF such a the regulation of the

myeloid cell differentiation. We recently demonstrated that IL-34 had

a central role in osteosarcoma (OS) by modifying the bone niche,

promoting the formation of new blood vessels, and attracting M2

macrophages to the tumour site. Aims: This work aims to better

characterize the functional impact of IL-34 in the communications

between OS cells and their environment.

Methods: Human MG-63 and MNNG/HOS osteosarcoma cell

lines overexpressing huma-IL-34 were generated. The differential

expression gene between IL-34-overexpressing OS cells and control

cells was analysed by affymetrix gene chip microarray. Extracellular

vesicles were isolated and purified from osteosarcoma cell lines using

differential ultracentrifugation. Their presence was validated by tun-

able resistive pulse sensing (TRPS), and by Western blot. The effects

of OS exosomes were analysed on various cell types (e.g. osteoblast,

osteoclast, macrophage, endothelial cell).

Results: IL-34 overexpressing cells show a differential gene

expression profile compared to the control cell lines. As revealed by

TRPS analysis, the size range of OS extracellular vesicles were from 50

to 150 nm in diameter and Western blot the expression of CD63 and

CD9. Extracellular vesicles produced were internalized by OS cells.

Summary & Conclusion: A workflow for efficient extraction of

exosomes from osteosarcoma cell lines has been developed. IL-34

modulated the behaviour of OS biology by modulating the functional

communication between OS cells and their microenvironment.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: interleukin-34, microenvironment, osteosarcoma,

exosomes
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ANTI-OSTEOSARCOMA ACTIVITIES OF PYRIDAZINONES

Aurélie Moniot1, Camille Bour1, Christine Guillaume1, Janos Sapi2,

Sophie Catherine Gangloff1, Stéphane Gerard2, Frédéric Velard1

1Ea4691 Bios, Université Reims champagne Ardenne, REIMS/France,
2Icmr, Umr 7312 Cnrs, universite reims champagne ardenne, reims/
France

Objectives: Osteosarcoma is a primary bone cancer which mostly

affects children and young adults (Mirabello L et al., 2009). Thera-

peutic approaches combining surgery and chemotherapy are

unfortunately insufficient to avoid relapse and metastasis. In addition,

progresses in terms of patient survival remain at the same level since

20 years (Perkins SM et al., 2014). Pyridazinone derivatives exhibited

an anti-phosphodiesterase type 4 activity which is intended to impact

cancer cell survival (Savai R et al., 2010). In this study, we propose to

validate in vitro, novel pyridazinone derivatives as potential anti-

cancer therapeutics (Akhtar W et al., 2016).

Methods: We have tested three pyridazinone scaffold-based mole-

cules (two deriving from agro-resources), in vitro against osteosarcoma

cell lines. Their cytotoxic (WST-1 and LDH assays, DNA quantifica-

tion) and anti-migratory properties (wound healing)were tested onMG-

63 and SAOS2 (ATCC). Human primary bone cells from patients’ bone

explants were used as control (n=7) (Orthopedic and Traumatology

Department, University Hospital Center of Reims, France).

Results: Our results have evidenced differential cytotoxic effects.We

have pointed out that pyridazinone scaffold-based molecules induce

SAOS-2 death while they only impacted proliferative skills of MG-63

cells. These same tests on healthy human primary bone cells exhibited no

harmfulness. In addition, MG-63 and SAOS-2 also showed a different

inhibitory effect on migration depending on the cell line. Actually, only

MG-63 cells were impacted by treatment with our molecules.

Summary & Conclusion: Our results tend to indicate that pyri-

dazinone derivatives, including agro-resourced-derivative ones, may

be interesting candidates to be used as therapeutics against

osteosarcoma as they demonstrated cytotoxic activity and seemed to

be able to limit metastasis progression.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteosarcoma, pyridazinone, agroressource, cytotoxicity,

cell migration
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MATERNAL EMBRYONIC LEUCINE ZIPPER KINASE (MELK)

INHIBITION HAS DIRECT EFFECTS ON BONE CELLS AND

PREVENTS THE DEVELOPMENT OF OSTEOLYTIC BONE

DISEASE IN MULTIPLE MYELOMA

Roy Heusschen1, Joséphine Muller1, Arnold Bolomsky2, Kathrin

Schönfelder2, Erwan Plougonven3, Angélique Léonard3,

Yves Beguin1, Martine Cohen-Solal4, Heinz Ludwig2, Jo Caers1

1Giga-i3 - Hematology, University of Liège, Liège/Belgium, 2Medicine
I, Wilhelminen Cancer Research Institute, Vienna/Austria, 3Chemical
Engineering, University of Liège, Liège/Belgium, 4Umr-1132,
INSERM, Paris/France

Objectives: Bone disease is a hallmark of multiple myeloma

(MM) and remains a major cause of morbidity and mortality. In this

study, we investigated the role of MELK in this context and deter-

mined the effect of MELK inhibition (OTSSP167) on the

development of MM bone disease.

Methods: See results.

Results: MELK expression is increased in MM cells of patients

with bone lesions compared to without lesions (GSE755, 250±16 vs

190±13, p\0.05) and inhibition (50nM OTSSP167) or knockdown

(shRNA) of MELK leads to decreased DKK-1 expression by various

MM cell lines (qPCR, up to −99%, p\0.001). RAW264.7 treatment

with[10nM OTSS167 resulted in cell cycle inhibition or apoptosis

and a dose-dependent decrease in RAW264.7 (N.Oc/FOV: 53.1±5

(DMSO), 13.3±2 (10nM) and 0 (100nM), p\0.001) and primary

human (N.Oc: 142.9±40 (DMSO), 34.3±10 (10nM) and 2.1±1

(25nM), p\0.05) osteoclast differentiation (TRAP staining). 1nM

OTSSP167 resulted in decreased bone resorption (Von Kossa-area:

267857±57371 vs 82308±24846, p\0.05) and a decrease in TRAP

expression (qPCR: 0.08±0.007 vs 0.05±0.008, p\0.05). We

observed no effect on actin ring formation. Interestingly, expression

of MM stimulatory factors OPN (0.65±0.04 vs 0.30±0.05, p\0.01),

ANXA2 (0.19±0.005 vs 0.11±0.01, p\0.01) and IGF1 (0.013

±0.0003 vs 0.004±0.0003, p\0.001) by osteoclasts was decreased

after OTSSP167 treatment. Experiments on osteoblasts are ongoing

and initial results indicate a dose-dependent decrease of AP activity

by BMSC-TERT+osteoblasts. Finally, we used the 5TGM.1GFP+

model for in vivo experiments. Treatment with 15 mg/kg/d

OTSSP167 prevented the development of MM bone disease, reflected

by a restoration of Tb BV/TV (3.3±0.3 vs 5.0±0.4, p\0.05), Tb.Sp

(296.4±8.4 vs 269.5±2.3, p\0.05) and Tb.N (0.0009±0.00007 vs

0.0015±0.00009, p\0.01).

Summary & Conclusion: We report an inhibitory effect of

OTSSP167 on the development of MM bone disease. Our results

indicate that OTSSP167 exerts this effect via the modulation of

osteoclasts, osteoblast and MM cell function. Additional analyses to

expand on our findings are ongoing.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: multiple myeloma, bone disease, MELK, OTSSP167
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GALECTIN-1 DECREASES DURING OSTEOCLAST

FORMATION
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Carmeliet3, Yves Beguin4, Roy Heusschen1, Jo Caers4

1Giga-i3 - Hematology, University of Liège, Liège/Belgium, 2Biolog-
ical Hematology & Immuno-hematology, University Hospital of Liège,
Liège/Belgium, 3Clinical and Experimental Endocrinology, University
of Leuven, Leuven/Belgium, 4Hematology, University Hospital of
Liège, Liège/Belgium

Objectives: Osteolytic bone disease (OBD) is a devastating

complication of multiple myeloma, a haematological malignancy

characterized by the accumulation of malignant plasma cells within

the bone marrow. OBD is caused by an uncoupling of bone remod-

elling, with higher bone resorption due to increased osteoclast

activation and osteoblast inhibition. Lectin-glycoprotein interactions

have been implicated in osteoclastogenesis. In the current study, we

set out to investigate the role of lectins in this process and hypothesize

that targeting lectin-glycoprotein interactions has therapeutic poten-

tial in myeloma OBD.

Methods: Following a gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) on

microarray data, we studied in vitro RNA and protein levels in

osteoclasts by qPCR and Western Blot. Osteoclast activity was

assessed by tartrate resistant acid phosphatase staining and resorption

assay. Bone structure was analyzed using X-ray microtomography.

Results: GSEA showed a lower expression of galectin-1 (gal-1), a

ß-galactoside binding lectin, in mature osteoclasts compared to

monocytic progenitors. We confirmed a decrease of gal-1 expression

during osteoclastogenesis on the RNA and protein level on primary

(p\0.01) and cell line-derived (p\0.05) osteoclast cultures. Gal-1

localization by confocal imaging was found to be predominantly

membranous in osteoclasts while it was ubiquitous in progenitors.

Analyses of primary cultures derived from gal-1−/− mice showed no

difference in osteoclast number compared to wild-type controls.

However, gal-1−/− osteoclasts showed a higher resorption activity (p\
0.05). Moreover, µCT shows a decrease of trabecular thickness and

cortical bone volume density in gal-1−/− bones. Myeloma injection in

gal-1−/− mice showed early myeloma development with higher bone

marrow infiltration compared to control mice.

Summary & Conclusion: These observations implicate gal-1 in

osteoclast biology. Further analyses by immunohistomorphometry in

gal-1−/− and wild-type mice are currently ongoing. In addition, sig-

nalling pathway analyses are performed and functional interactions

are studied. Finally, the role of gal-1 in myeloma OBD is being

further explored in the 5TGM.1 murine myeloma model.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Prostate cancer is the second most common cancer in

men, and lethality is normally associated with the consequences of

metastasis rather than the primary tumor. In particular, bone is the

most frequent site of metastasis and once prostate tumor cells are

engrafted in the skeleton, curative therapy is no longer possible. Bone

morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) play a critical role in bone physiol-

ogy and pathology. However, little is known about the role of BMP9

and its signaling receptors, ALK1 and ALK2, in prostate cancer and

bone metastasis. In this context, we investigate the impact of BMP9

on primary prostate cancer and derived bone metastasis.
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Methods: The human ALK1 extracellular domain (ECD) binds

BMP9 and BMP10 with high affinity. In order to study the effect of

BMP9 in vitro and in vivo we use a soluble chimeric protein, ALK1

ECD fused to human Fc (ALK1Fc), for preventing the activation of

endogenous signaling. ALK1Fc sequesters BMP9 and BMP10, pre-

serving the activation of ALK1 through other ligands.

Results: We show that ALK1Fc reduces BMP9-mediated signaling

and decreases proliferation of highly metastatic and tumor initiating

human prostate cancer cells in vitro. In line with these observations, we

demonstrate that ALK1Fc reduces tumor growth in vivo in an ortho-

topic transplantation model. Moreover, we provide evidence for the

interplay between BMP9, NOTCH signaling and ALDH1A1 in human

prostate cancer cells. The propensity of the primary prostate cancer to

metastasize to the bone is also investigated. In particular, we report how

the ALK1Fc influences the prostate cancer cells in vitro and in vivo

when these are probed in different bone settings (co-culture with bone

cells and intraosseous transplantation in mice).

Summary & Conclusion: Our study provides the first demonstra-

tion that ALK1Fc inhibits prostate cancer cells growth identifying

BMP9 as a putative therapeutic target and ALK1Fc as a potential

therapy.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Multiple myeloma (MM) is an hematologic malig-

nancy characterized by the accumulation of tumor plasma cells in the

bone marrow, which causes bone destruction and marrow failure. MM

bone disease (MM-BD) is the most frequent complication in MM,

resulting in osteolytic lesions affecting new bone formation. In MM-

BD, the perfect balance between bone-resorbing osteoclasts (OCs) and

bone-forming osteoblasts (OBs) activity is completely unbalanced in

favour of OCs, thus resulting in severe skeletal disorders. Inside the

bone marrow niche, MM cells lie in close proximity to the sites of

active bone resorption and are able to produce themselves or induce

other cells to produce “osteoclast-activating factors”. Glucose-related

protein 94 (grp94) is an endoplasmic reticulum paralog of HSP90,

highly expressed in many types of tumors and involved in tumorige-

nesis by regulating multiple signaling pathway. In MM higher

expression of grp94 is associated with worse disease, even if the role of

grp94 in the progression of MM is still unknown.

Methods: Here, we propose to analyze the role of grp94 in MM-

BD, by using a unique grp94-monoclonal antibody (mAb-W9), which

has the specificity to recognize an extracellular epitope of grp94,

selectively expressed on the membranes of many types of malignant

cells, with a restricted distribution in normal cells.

Results: In human MM cell line (MM1s) treated with grp94-

specific mAbW9, we found: (1) an anti-proliferative activity; (2)

induction of apoptosis; (3) reduced expression of RANK-L (involved

in OCs differentiation) and increased expression of DKK1 (involved

in OBs differentiation). In human primary pre-OCs treated with

grp94-specific mAb W9, we found: (1) reduced expression of

osteoclastic differentiation markers (TRAP; CathK; MMP9); (2)

reduced number of multi-nuclear differentiated OCs; (3) reduced

bone resortpion activity.

Summary & Conclusion: Data obtained until now have been very

encouraging, because it may highlight significant use of these mon-

oclonal antibodies also to counteract the tumor microenvironment in

MM-BD.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Osteosarcoma (OS) is the most common primary

malignant tumour of bone. Cabozantinib (CBZ) is an inhibitor of

c-MET, which is overexpressed in OS. We aimed to analyse the direct

effect of CBZ treatment and the effect mediated by bone microen-

vironment on an in vitro model of OS.

Methods: HOS, MG-63, Saos-2 and U-2OS cell lines were cultured

according to manufacturer’s protocol. Human osteoblasts (OBLs) were

obtained fromhumanmesenchymal stem cells. Proliferation ofOS cells

was evaluated through growth curves and cell cycle analysis, whereas

migration through wound healing assay. Gene expression was per-

formed by Real Time PCR and protein analysis by Western Blot.

Results: CBZ shows an inhibition of OS cells proliferation. This is

caused to cell cycle arrest in G1 phase in MG-63, Saos-2 and U-2OS

cells. Conversely, HOS treated cells show an increase in sub-G1 cell

cycle phase and formation of aberrant mitosis. Migration rate of OS

cells is strongly impaired by CBZ treatment. c-MET phosphorylation

is inhibited starting from 30 min after treatment; this inhibition leads

to an alteration in ERK and AKT pathways and activation of autop-

hagy. CBZ treatment affects mature OBLs decreasing receptor

activator of NF-kB ligand and osteoprotegerin ratio (RANKL/OPG).

GFP+ OS RANK-positive cells (HOS, MG-63 and Saos-2)

directly co-cultured with CBZ-pretreated OBLs show a strong inhi-

bition of proliferation compared to cells co-cultured with untreated

OBLs. This effect disappear when U-2OS cells (RANK-negative) are

tested.

Summary & Conclusion: Due to the high heterogeneity of OS,

scientists are currently focused on the role of tumor
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microenvironment in modulating response to cancer treatment.

Intriguingly, we found that CBZ inhibits OS proliferation not only in

a direct way, but also through bone microenvironment, suggesting a

key role of OBLs in OS progression. In this scenario, RANK

expression may represent a predictive factor of response to CBZ

treatment in OS (Fig).

Disclosure: No significant relationships.

Keywords: osteosarcoma, cabozantinib, c-MET, bone microenvi-
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Objectives: Prostate Cancer (PCa) is the most common cancer

diagnosed in males, lethality is associated with bone metastasis. TGF-

β signaling plays a major role in bone remodeling, according to the

“vicious cycle hypothesis” it regulates the maintenance of prostate

cancer cells in lytic bone lesions. PMEPA1 is an important regulator

of TGF-β signaling. microRNAs (miRs) are a class of small non-

coding RNAs that regulate many biological processes. Previously,

miR-221 was associated with prostate cancer progression. Here we

studied the effect of miR-221 on TGF-β signaling and the impact of

miR-221 on tumor growth in vivo.

Methods: Human osteotropic prostate cancer cell lines PC-3M-

Pro4Luc2 were transfected in order to overexpress miR221. In vitro

(proliferation, gene expression and dual luciferase assay) experiments

were used to determine the effect of miR-221 on the target gene

PMEPA1 and in vivo (zebrafish) to determine the potential of the cells

to extravasate. PMEPA1 expression was quantified in the bone metas-

tasis-associated stroma of a mouse xenograft model by real time qPCR.

Results: miR-221 overexpression resulted in decreased PMEPA1

mRNA and protein in PC-3 cells. Luciferase reporter assay showed

that miR-221 directly interacts with PMEPA1 3′UTR. miR-221

overexpression showed enhancement of the proliferative effect of

TGF-β in PC-3 cells and increased Smad2 activation. PC-3M-Pro4

cells overexpressing miR-221 resulted in reduced tumor burden

compared to control in zebrafish embryos. An inverse correlation

between miR-221 and PMEPA1 expression in normal vs tumor tissue

collected from PCa patients was found. PMEPA1 upregulation was

also observed in bone metastasis-associated stroma of mice.

Summary & Conclusion: Our findings indicate that miR-221 is a

crucial regulator of TGF-β signaling via modulation of PMEPA1 and

miR-221 overexpression reduces tumor growth in vivo. This suggests

that miR-221 represents an interesting molecule to reduce prostate

cancer growth and to interfere with the maintenance of PCa cells in

the bone microenvironment.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Authors observed a group of 490 patients with breast

cancers to confirm low vitamin D levels.

Methods: The patients were divided to 4 age groups: 18–39, 40–

65, 66–80 a 81 and older. Level of vitamin D was measured in all

patients.Our control group formed by 2900 patients where level of

vitamin D and BMD was evaluated and did not have the breast

cancer. Originally we intended to split the breast cancer patients to 2

groups: A with supplementation and Group N with no supplementa-

tion and results would be compared with the control group. General

assumption was that patients with no supplementation would have

much lower level of vitamin D than the control group, which had

clearly defined supplementation.

Results: Overall results did not support the original assumption.

This finding lead to study sample split to 3 groups according to BMI:

lower than 19, 19–29 and 30 and more with or without supplemen-

tation. 180 patients from breast cancer group undergone DXA

measurement. In the group with no supplementation the level of

vitamin D correlated with BMD and timing of blood collection

(winter or summer) while there was a negative correlation between

higher BMI and vitamin D level. There were no correlations or trends

found in the supplemented group. Spine T score spine was lower in

both groups stratified on BMI. In the group with BMI bellow 19 was a

significantly lower BMD compared to the other groups. The group

with supplementation had T score in spine significantly lower in BMI

20–29 compared to BMI above 30. There were 3–10% of patients

with BMI\19 according to the age group. There was no report of

alcohol abuse or lower physical activity during FRAX evaluation.

Summary & Conclusion: Increased BMI, lack of physical activity

and increased alcohol consumption are perceived as the main risk

factors in treated patients.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: IκB kinase subunit alpha (IKKalpha), a key compo-

nent of the NFκB pathway, is implicated in prostate cancer

progression, but its role in the regulation of bone metastasis associ-

ated with prostate cancer remains unknown.

Methods: Here, we tested the effects of pharmacological inhibition

and knockdown/over-expression of IKKalpha on human prostate

cancer cell growth, migration, invasion and ability to influence

osteoclasts and osteoblasts in vitro.

Results: IKKalpha is expressed in human prostatic tumours and

various prostate cancer cell lines including the osteotropic PC3,

PC3-BT and C4-2B4 cells. The novel and highly selective IKKa

inhibitor SU1349 (Ki=16nM) suppressed the proliferation of

LNCaP and PC3 and their bone-tropic clones C4-2B and PC3-BT

in a time- and concentration-dependant manner (IC50, 0.2–1.4 μM).

SU1349 (1 μM) enhanced the anti-tumour effects of a panel of

chemotherapeutic agents including Docetaxel by up to 50% (p\
0.05). Stable knockdown of IKKalpha in PC3 reduced cell viability

(33%; p≤0.001), migration (20%; p≤0.01) and invasion (43%; p≤
0.01), whereas its overexpression was stimulatory (viability, 42%;

migration, 61%; invasion, 51%, p≤0.05). IKKalpha overexpression

in PC3 cells enhanced their ability to induce osteoclast formation

(69%, p≤0.05), whereas SU1349 treatment (0.1 μM) and IKKalpha

knockdown reduced both PC3- and RANKL-induced osteoclasto-

genesis by up to 93% (p≤0.001). Exposure of the osteoblast-like

cells Saos2 to conditioned medium from IKKalpha deficient PC3 or

SU1349 (0.01 μM) enhanced alkaline phosphatase activity (up to

34%, p≤0.05) and bone nodule formation (up to 61%, p≤0.01).
Protein microarray analysis of tumour-derived factors in PC3 con-

ditioned medium showed that these effects were associated with

significant inhibition of various NFκB-mediated pro-inflammatory

factors.

Summary & Conclusion: We conclude that IKKalpha inhibitors

such as SU1349 may be of value in the treatment of skeletal tumour

burden and osteolysis associated with prostate cancer. In vivo studies

to test the effects of SU1349, alone and in combination with Doc-

etaxel, on mouse models of prostate cancer metastasis are ongoing.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Pharmacological inhibition of Src-tyrosine kinase in a

preclinical mouse model of bone metastases has previously been shown

to reduce both bone and visceral metastases. A recent study suggest that

factors produced preferentially by bone-derived cells could impact Src

activity and affect breast cancer behavior. In this study we examined the

efficacy of the src kinase inhibitor Dasatanib to inhibit bone metastases

at different bone sites, predominantly the tibia and the mandible.

Methods: 6 Week old female SCID-Beige mice were intracardially

inoculated with MDA-MB231-Luc2 bone homing cells (n=30). The

next day mice were allocated into control and treatment groups (n=

15) and the treatment commenced with Dasatanib at a dose of 10 mg/

kg/d. Weekly bioluminescent imaging was performed to monitor

tumor growth for a period of 5 weeks.

Results: No metastases were observed at week 3 following tumor

inoculation except for one mouse in the control group. At week 4, a total

of 5 mice developed metastases in the treated group and 12 mice in the

control group. By week five 8 mice in the treated group had metastases

but no further increase was observed in the control group. The size of the

tumors was measured at week 4 and week 5. Tumor growth increased in

control mice with hind leg metastases and also with metastases at other

bony sites, predominantly the mandible. In the Dasatanib treated group

tumor growth did not increase in mice with hind leg metastases but the

size of the tumor increased at other bony metastatic sites.

Summary & Conclusion: Our data support previous findings that

pharmacological src kinase inhibition reduces the incidence of bone

metastases. The data also indicate that bone cells from the mandible

and the tibia may be heterogenous in their secretion profile and thus

affecting the src activity in tumor cells.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Treatment of cancer metastasized to bone is a challenge

due to hydrophobicity, instability and lack of target-specificity of

anticancer drugs. Curcumin is a hydrophobic anticancer drug with bone

anabolic properties. Poly (ethylene glycol)-poly (ε-Caprolactone)
polymer (PEG-PCL) is an effective and biocompatible hydrophobic

drug carrier but lacks bone specificity. The poly-aspartic acids with 8

peptide sequence ((Asp)8) has a strong affinity to bone surface. The aim

of this study was to design (Asp)8-PEG-PCL micelles as a bone specific

carrier of curcumin to treat cancer bone metastasis.

Methods: The (Asp)8-PEG-PCL micelles were synthesized, and

characterized using 1H NMR, FTIR spectroscopy, particle size
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analyzer, and TEM. Biocompatibility, hemolytic effect in vitro and

bone specificity of the (Asp)8-PEG-PCL micelles in vitro and in vivo

were analyzed. Cellular uptake, curcumin loading and releasing

ability of the (Asp)8-PEG-PCL was tested. Anti-tumorigenic ability of

curcumin loaded (Asp)8-PEG-PCL was tested in vitro.

Results: 1HNMR, FTIR and TEM data showed that the (Asp)8-PEG-

PCL micelles (size 100 nm) were synthesized successfully. The (Asp)8-

PEG-PCL was uptaken by cancer cells and did not promote erythrocyte

aggregation. The (Asp)8-PEG-PCL did not show cytotoxic effect at the

concentration of 10 to 800 μg/ml on MG63 and HUVEC cells. The

(Asp)8-PEG-PCLwas bindedwith hydroxyapatite twofoldmore than the

PEG-PCL. Intravenously injected (Asp)8-PEG-PCLwas accumulated in

boneniche in higher amount compare to the PEG-PCL.The (Asp)8-PEG-

PCL showed 11.07% loading capacity and 95.91% encapsulation effi-

ciency. The (Asp)8-PEG-PCLgave sustained release of curcumin in high

dose for more than 8 days. Curcumin loaded (Asp)8-PEG-PCL showed

strong anti-tumorigenic effect in vitro.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, the (Asp)8-PEG-PCL

micelles were biocompatible, permeable in cells, potent carrier and

efficient releaser of anticancer drug, and bone specific. Curcumin loaded

(Asp)8-PEG-PCL micelles showed strong anti-tumorigenic ability

in vitro. Therefore, the (Asp)8-PEG-PCL micelles could be a bone

specific potent carrier of curcumin to treat cancer metastasized to bone.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objectives: Cancer progression is associated with neurogenesis as

well as angiogenesis. Increased neurogenesis in the tumor or cancer

invasion around nerves, known as perineural invasion, is correlated with

poor outcome in cancer patients. However, the contribution of neurons to

cancer progression is unclear. Breast cancer (BC) preferentially spreads

to bone and disseminates to distant organs after a persistent period of

dormancy, resulting in secondary metastasis that increases the mortality

of BC patients. Bone is densely innervated by sensory neurons (SNs),

thus BC cells in bone interact with SNs. We hypothesized that BC pro-

gression in bone, subsequent disseminationofBC tovisceral organs from

bone and bone pain induction are regulated by SNs innervating bone.

Methods: To investigate the contribution of SNs to 4T1 BC pro-

gression in bone, we examined the effects of SB366791, a specific

antagonist for the transient receptor potential channel-vanilloid sub-

family member-1 (TRPV1), which is a pain-mediating acid-sensing

ion channel predominantly expressed on SNs.

Results: We found that PGP9.5+ nerve fibers were increased in

bone in mice injected intratibially with the 4T1 mouse BC cells (4T1

mice) compared to sham mice. And nerve fibers expressed Hepato-

cyte growth factor (HGF). Treatment with SB366791 significantly

reduced neurogenesis and HGF expression in bone, 4T1 BC growth in

bone and metastasis to lung from bone. Administration of SB366791

significantly alleviated bone pain in 4T1 mice. Treatment of 4T1 mice

with a combination of SB366791 and a suboptimal dose of doxoru-

bicin suppressed 4T1 BC progression in bone, lung metastasis from

bone and bone pain to a greater extent than each agent alone.

Summary & Conclusion: In conclusion, our results uncover the

previously-unidentified role of TRPV1 on SNs in BC bone metastasis

and secondary metastasis from bone. They suggest that TRPV1 on

SNs is a potential and novel therapeutic target for treatment of BC in

bone and its sequelae.

Disclosure: No significant relationships.
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Objective:Colony stimulating factor 1 (CSF1) plays a central role

in survival, proliferation and differentiation of hematopoietic cells,

including osteoclast progenitors. Csf1 receptor (csf1ra) function is

linked to skeletal remodeling and pigmentation in zebrafish. Csf1ra
mutants have deformities in vertebral arches and decreased osteoclast

numbers. However, the effect is mild suggesting other parallel

mechanisms functioning in the fish. Here, we generate a mutant in a

functionally uncharacterized csf1r paralogue, csf1rb and characterize

the function of csf1r in skeletogenesis in the zebrafish.

Methods: Using both forward and reverse genetic approaches, we

isolated loss-of-function mutants in csf1ra and csfr1b in the zebrafish.

We then compared their skeletal phenotype with a specific focus on

osteoclast number and bone resorption.

Results: Only one csf1r paralogue has previously been identified in

the clade of teleost fish, Ostariophysii, that includes zebrafish. Csf1rb

is a less-differentiated paralogue that looks to be selected within
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distinct fish lineages suggesting a key function. Csfr1a has an

essential role in pigment patterning in the adult as stripes do not form.

In contrast, csfr1b is not essential for normal pigmentation. As

expected, csf1ra mutants showed significantly reduced numbers of

osteoclasts and almost absent bone resorption when compared to

wildtype. Interestingly, the csf1rb mutant also showed a reduction in

the number of TRAP+ and Cathepsin K+ cells. While pigmentation

remained unchanged, analysis of double mutants heightens individual

skeletal phenotypes in an apparent additive manner. Importantly, the

two csf1r genes have synergistic effects in modeling the dentition,

whereas single mutants alone have little effect.

Conclusion: Both csf1ra and csf1rb paralogs contribute to regu-

lation of osteoclast function, Retention of function in both paralogues

in evolution may stem from separate and synergistic functions in

pigmentation and tooth replacement/remodeling, respectively. This

work provides an important foundation supporting in depth functional

genetic analysis of osteoclast activity in zebrafish.

Keywords: zebrafish, osteoclast, csf1r, csf1

P-FB-2

INTRAMUSCULAR BONES OF THE ATLANTIC HERRING FISH

AS A NEW MODEL TO ESTABLISH THE LINK BETWEEN

MINERAL-RELATED PARAMETERS AND MICRO-

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AT EARLY STAGES OF TISSUE

MATURATION

Imke AK Fiedler1, Baptiste Depalle2, Andre Duarte1,

Xizhe Zhao3, Luis Cardoso4, Shi Jin3, Jean-Philippe Berteau1

1Department of Physical Therapy, City University of New York - College
of Staten Island, USA; 2Department of Materials, Imperial College
London, UK; 3Department of Chemistry, City University of New York –
College of Staten Island, USA; 4Department of Biomedical Engineering,
City University of New York – City College of New York, USA

Objective: Early stages of bone development involve the miner-

alization of the collagen matrix, whereby carbonated hydroxyapatite

crystals are first deposited intra-fibrillarly and, at a later step of

mineralization, extra-fibrillarly [1]. The role of individual nanocom-

ponents at different stages of tissue maturation on the mechanical

behavior of bone remains unknown. Intramuscular bones of the

Atlantic herring (C. harengus) solely consist of assemblies of intra-

fibrillarly mineralized collagen fibrils without any additional hierar-

chical structures [2]. The lack of remodeling in these bones suggests

that tissue age corresponds with animal age. Using these bones, this

study aimed to investigate the link between intra-fibrillar mineral and

micro-mechanical properties at two stages of tissue maturation.

Methods: Bone samples from two age groups (N=9 from juvenile,

N=21 from adult fish) were compared for TMD, crystal size and

mechanical properties. Ex vivo sample analysis included microCT

(Skyscan 1172, Bruker, BE), wide-angle X-ray scattering (NanoSTAR,

Bruker AXS, US) and micro-tensile testing (Xpert4000, ADMET, US).

Results: Compared to younger tissue, older tissue presented a

lower Young’s modulus, larger crystal size and same TMD (Table 1).

Compared to fully mineralized mammalian bone, fish bones presented

smaller crystal size and lower stiffness.

Summary and Conclusions: Here, we present for the first time a

difference in the micro-mechanical behavior of solely intra-fibrillarly

mineralized bone tissue at different stages of maturation. Our results

support the key role of crystal size to the mechanical performance of

bone at the tissue level. Intramuscular herring bones are a new model

for investigating bone tissue maturation and fundamental links

between nanoscale components.

References: (1) Balooch, Struct Biol, 162:404-10, 2008; (2) Lee, Mol

Biol, 217:487-01, 1991

Keywords: bone tissue maturation, crystal size, tissue mineral den-

sity, stiffness
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AGEING ZEBRAFISH TO MODEL OSTEOARTHRITIS

Erika Kague1; Karen Roddy1; Roddy Skinner1; Elizabeth Lawrence1;

Kate Robson-Brown2; Chrissy Hammond1

1Physiology, Pharmacology and Neuroscience, University of Bristol,
Bristol, UK; 2School of Arts, University of Bristol, Bristol, UK

Objectives: A majority of people will suffer from either

osteoarthritis (OA) or from back pain at some point in their lives and

radiography often reveals changes to limb joints and the vertebral

column including reduced joint spacing, intervertebral disc collapse

and osteophyte formation. Despite the frequency of these degenerative

conditions, many of the molecular and genetic changes that underpin

such changes to the skeleton remain unclear as does the role played by

the OA susceptibility genes identified through Human Genome Wide

Association studies (GWAs) on skeletal cell behaviour.

Methods: Ageing wild type zebrafish skeletons were studied

through high resolution Micro Computerised Tomography (microCT)

scanning, and collagen alignment observed by picrosirius red staining

visualised with polarised light microscopy and Second Harmonic

Generation with a multiphoton microscope. Immunohistochemistry

for a number of skeletal proteins and proteoglycans as well as his-

tological stains were used on sections from ageing fish. We also

examined genetically wild type fish and fish carrying mutations in OA

susceptibility genes Chst11, Col9a1, Col11a2 and Gdf5.

Results: We show that visible deformities are accompanied by

radiographic changes to the skeleton, including: misalignment of

joints, formation of osteophytes and changes to local bone density.

Ageing fish shows changes to cartilage and bone ultrastructure and

express proteoglycan epitopes that correlate with the severity of the

phenotype. And finally, fish carrying mutations for OA susceptibility

genes present increased frequency and severity of skeletal changes,

which are underpinned by earlier changes to cell specification.

Summary and conclusions: We demonstrate that skeletal defor-

mities, such as joint misalignment, intervertebral disc collapse and

osteophyte formation strongly resembling those seen in other fish

species and humans, occur in ageing zebrafish and are prematurely

observed in fish carrying OA susceptibility mutations. Therefore,

zebrafish show to be a powerful model to genetically and molecularly

probe changes that underpin the ageing skeleton.

Keywords: osteoarthritis, zebrafish, ageing, skeleton, mutants

P-FB-4

MICROCT-BASED SKELETAL PHENOMICS IN ZEBRAFISH

REVEALS VIRTUES OF DEEP PHENOTYPING AT THE

WHOLE-ORGANISM SCALE

Matthew Hur1, Charlotte A. Gistelinck2, Philippe Huber1,

Jane Lee1, Marjorie H. Thompson1, Adrian T. Monstad-Rios1, Claire

Table 1 Mechanical and mineral-related properties at two stages of

tissue age

Juvenile Adult Significance

Young’s modulus (GPa) 4.3±1.1 2.6±0.5 p=0.002

TMD (gHAP/cm) 1.62±0.06 1.60±0.13

crystal size (nm) 27.2±1.0 29.3±1.0 p=0.034
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J. Watson1, Sarah K. McMenamin3, Andy Willaert2,

David M Parichy4, Paul Coucke2, Ronald Y. Kwon1,5

1Department of Orthopaedics and Sports Medicine, University of
Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA; 2Center for Medical Genetics,
Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium; 3Biology Department, Boston
College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts, USA; 4Department of Biology,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, USA

Objective: The ability to characterize phenomes—i.e., to acquire

in-depth phenotypic profiles at the scale of the whole organism-holds

promise to enhance our fundamental understanding of genes and

genomic variation. Yet, methods for phenomic profiling in vertebrates

remain limited.

Methods: MicroCT scanning was performed using a Scanco

vivaCT40. Image processing methods were implemented as custom

software developed in MATLAB. We implemented the MIJI package

to enable calls to libraries developed in FIJI/ImageJ. We developed a

graphical user interface (GUI) to facilitate user interaction.

Results: We describe one of the first instances of large-scale, deep

phenotyping in a single organ system at the organism-wide scale. We

profiled over 20,000 data points derived from over *2500 skeletal

elements in wildtype fish of different degrees of developmental pro-

gress as well as mutant lines associated with human disease. We

developed a statistical workflow to test for differences in phenomic

patterns in mutant populations, and show through multiple analytical

strategies the potential for vertebral patterns to confer heightened

sensitivity, with similar specificity, in discriminating mutant popula-

tions compared to analyzing individual vertebrae in isolation, even

when the latter is performed at higher resolution. We performed in-

depth phenotyping in zebrafish models of brittle bone disease and

thyroid stimulating hormone receptor (tshr) hyperactivity, and iden-

tify multivariate phenotypes in zebrafish associated with human

skeletal disease. Finally, we developed phenome-based allometric

models and show that they are able to discriminate mutant phenotypes

masked by alterations in growth.

Summary and Conclusions: Our studies reveal virtues of deep

phenotyping within a single organ system at the whole-organism

scale. The enhanced sensitivity afforded by the analysis of phenomic

patterns may not only increase productivity in genetic screens, but

also facilitate the study genetic variants of smaller effect size, such as

those which underlie the overwhelming majority of complex diseases.

Keywords: microCT, zebrafish, phenomics, osteogenesis imperfecta
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MODELLING SKELETAL ASPECTS OF STICKLER SYNDROME

IN ZEBRAFISH

Elizabeth Lawrence, Karen Roddy, Erika Kague,

Chrissy Hammond

Faculty of Biomedical Sciences, University of Bristol, Bristol, BS8
1TD
Objective: Stickler syndrome is a hereditary connective tissue disor-

der caused by collagen defects. It is characterised by skeletal,

orofacial, visual and auditory abnormalities including scoliosis,

hearing loss, retinal detachment and premature osteoarthritis. Defects

in ColXI have been associated with autosomal dominant Stickler

syndrome, whereas defective ColIX has been linked to autosomal

recessive Stickler syndrome. Both collagen XI and IX are expressed

in the notochord and otic vesicle, but only ColXI is expressed in the

jaw of larval zebrafish, with ColIX expressed in the eye. We have

identified zebrafish lines with mutations in these genes, thus enabling

us to study the impact of these mutations on skeletal, auditory and

ocular morphogenesis.

Methods: Larval fish from Col9a1b and Col11a2 mutant lines were

fixed at 3, 5 and 7 days post fertilisation and at juvenile stages, with

immunohistochemistry used to visualise the skeleton and otic vesicle.

Fluorescent reporters for skeletal development were live imaged with

confocal microscopy, and photoconversion of cells expressing sox10:

kaede was used to track morphogenesis and cell behaviour in the

developing skeleton.

Results: Preliminary results suggest that mutations in type IX

collagen cause an eye phenotype and that type XI collagen mutations

result in morphological abnormalities in the jaw, spine and ribs of

zebrafish; accompanied by alterations to collagen organisation and to

skeletal cell behaviour.

Summary and Conclusions: Our preliminary results indicate that

mutations in genes associated with Stickler syndrome alter spine, rib

and craniofacial morphology of zebrafish. Further understanding how

these mutations affect morphogenesis by altering cell behaviour is

crucial for modelling Stickler syndrome in zebrafish. We plan to use

this model to explore how mutations in collagen affect its secretion

and assembly, and how the resulting skeletal morphology affects

susceptibility to, and age of onset of, osteoarthritis.

Keywords: zebrafish, collagen, Stickler syndrome, skeletal

morphology
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LOST IN EVOLUTION: NOVEL FORM OF MODELING

BYPASSES THE NEED FOR OSTEOCYTES IN THE

ADAPTATION OF BONES TO MECHANICAL LOADING

Lior Ofer1, Elazar Zelzer2, Ron Shahar1

1The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Laboratory of Bone Biome-
chanics, Rehovot, Israel; 2Department of Molecular Genetics,
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

Bone is a tough tissue, subjected to repetitive and cyclic loading

throughout life. In the absence of proper adaptation to changes in

loads, bones will be destined to fail due to damage accumulation. To

avoid failure, bone-forming cells (osteoblasts) and bone-resorbing

cells (osteoclasts) are continuously reshaping (model) and repairing

(remodel) bone material. The main orchestrators of these synergetic

processes are osteocytes, which constitute more than 90% of all bone

cells. They use signaling proteins, most notably sclerostin (SOST), to

regulate re/modeling. Considering the pivotal role osteocytes serve, it

is very surprising that while bones of all vertebrates, including basal

fish, contain a huge network of osteocytes, the bones of most extant

fish completely lack them (anosteocytic bones). This raises questions

regarding the ability of anosteocytic bones to adapt to loads or to

regulate adaptation. In our studies, we show remarkable response of

anosteocytic bones to loading, such as osteoblasts recruitment,

material formation and architectural changes. Despite the lack of

osteocytes, we detected expression of the main modeling-regulating

gene, SOST (normally expressed exclusively by osteocytes), in

peripheral cells such as osteoblasts and chondrocytes. Macro-to-nano

structural and mechanical studies revealed similar adaptive response

and material formation patterns in both osteocytic and anosteocytic

fish bones. To our surprise, not only is the adaptive response similar,

but so is its regulation: although we expected osteocytic bones of

basal fish to express SOST exclusively by their osteocytes (as in all

other vertebrates) it was mostly expressed by their peripheral cells—

similarly to what we found in anosteocytic bones. Our findings so far

suggest on intriguing novel form of modeling-control in fish bones,

which differs from that of other vertebrate groups and might explain

the evolutionary shift toward anosteocytic skeleton in fish.

Acknowledgements: We wish to sincerely thank prof. Christoph

Winkler for kindly providing us ctsk:nlGFP-osx:mcherry Medaka
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fishes and prof. Shannon Fisher for kindly providing us osx:mcherry

Zebrafish.

Keywords: anosteocytic, modeling, teleost, sclerostin, SOST
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BASIC HELIX LOOP HELIX TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR

TWIST1A AND TWIST1B AND THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN THE

SKELETAL DEVELOPMENT OF ZEBRAFISH

Jérémie Zappia, Thomas Windhausen, Jordan Cornet,

Joerg Renn, Marc Muller

Laboratory of organogenesis and regeneration, GIGA-R, Université
de Liège. B34 Sart-Tilman 4000 Liège
Objective: The twist1a and twist1b genes code for transcription fac-

tors involved during embryogenesis in the craniofacial development.

The human ortholog of twist1a and twist1b, TWIST1 has been shown

to be mutated in cases of the Saethre–Chotzen syndrome (SCS).

However, the roles of these genes in skeletal development in zebrafish

remain to be clarified. The aim of our research is to characterize the

effects of the knock-down of twist1a and twist1b in the zebrafish.

Methods: Antisens morpholino are used for the knock-down of

twist1a and twist1b (respectively MoTwist1a and MoTwist1b). The sox9a
expression is investigated using whole amount in situ hybridization.

Results: We show the spatio-temporal expression pattern of

twist1a and twist1b during the first 6 days of zebrafish development

and present the effects observed on cartilage and bone formation upon

knock-down of these genes in zebrafish larvae. The results reveal a

decrease of the cranial cartilage and bone formation in both MoT-
wist1a andMoTwist1b. Interestingly, whenMoTwist1a andMoTwist1b
are co-injected, the cranial cartilage formation is strongly reduced,

while ectopic cartilage formation appeared in the front of the head.

We also show an increase in expression of sox9a, a master regulator

of chondrogenesis, in morphants.

Summary and Conclusions: Even though it was shown that twist1a
and twist1b maintain a pool of osteoprogenitor-like cells, we show

that a knock-down of these genes induces a decrease of skeletal

formation. Our hypothesis is that the morphants run out of progenitor

cells to assure correct bone and cartilage formation. In the future, we

plan to generate twist1a mutants in order to further characterize the

effect of this mutation. The twist1a mutant will eventually serve for a

rescue study using human TWIST1 mRNA, wild-type or mutant in

order to have a better understanding of the human disorder SCS.

Keywords: twist1a, twis1b, cartilage, bone, embryogenesis
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Ostertag, Agnès OC2.6, P-OPTX-2 & P-OPPE-2
Ottewell, Penelope PLO3
Paccou, Julien P-OPTX-3 & P-OPPE-5
Padidela, Raja P-PEDI-2 & P-PEDI-3
Paganini, Chiara P-CHON-4
Pagel, Charles N. P-OBBF-10
Paggiosi, Margaret P-OTHD-10 & P-OTHD-40
Paggiosi, Margaret A. P-BCHT-4, P-OPEV-2 &
P-OPTX-8

Paiva, Katiucia B. P-OBBF-23
Pal, Subhashis P-OPTX-24
Palagano, Eleonora OC2.1 & P-OCBR-14
Pálinkás, Márton P-OTHD-28
Paljetak, Hana Cipcic P-BDEV-13
Pals, Gerard P-HORM-11
Pan, Yihuai P-CANC-17
Panahipour, Layla P-BDEV-11
Pang, Qian-Qian P-PEDI-8
Pannacciulli, Nicola PLO2
Pantano, Francesco P-CANC-12
Paone, Riccardo P-CANC-2
Papachristou, Dionysios J. P-MEFG-9
Papachristou, Nicholaos I. P-OBBF-22& P-MEFG-9
Papagelopopoulos, Panagiotis P-OTHD-42
Papaioannou, Nikolaos P-OTHD-42
Papavassiliou, Athanasios G. P-OBBF-9
Papo, Niv P-OPTX-15
Parés, Albert P-OTHD-16
Parichy, David M. P-FB-4
Pariente, Emilio P-OPPE-16
Park, Dan-Bi P-OBBF-3
Park, Hyoung Moo P-OPTX-32, P-OPTX-33,
P-OPPE-26 & P-OPPE-27

Park, Jin-Sung P-MUSC-18

Park, Sangeun P-OPTX-29
Park, Seung-Yoon P-BDEV-2
Park, Si Young P-OPTX-17
Park, Soonhong P-OBBF-28
Park, Ye-Soo P-OBBF-11, P-OPEV-24, P-OPTX-
30 & P-MUSC-18

Paschalis, Eleftherios P. P-OBBF-12 & P-BMEC-5
Pascual, Èlia Valls P-OPPE-10
Passeri, Giovanni P-MUSC-11
Pastore, Anna P-PEDI-6
Patel, Chirag J. P-NUTR-6
Patel, Dipika P-ARTH-7
Patel, Rajvi OB1.1, OB1.2 & P-OCBR-2
Pathak, Janak L. P-CANC-17
Patsch, Janina P-OTHD-32
Pauk, Martina P-BDEV-13 & P-BDEV-14
Pedersen, Steen Bønløkke P-BCHT-5
Pedersen-Bjergaard, Ulrik P-GENE-8
Peel, Nicola P-OPTX-8 & P-OTHD-3
Pehar, Sanja P-BDEV-14
Pekhnyo, V. P-OPTX-20
Pellegrini, Gretel P-BDEV-8
Peloza, Olga Cvijanovic P-MEFG-7 & P-OTHD-38
Peltonen, Juha P-OCBR-6
Peltonen, Sirkku P-OCBR-6
Peng, Songlin P-OPTX-26
Pennanen, Paula P-OCBR-6
Pennell, Craig E. P-GENE-15
Pensch, Manuela P-BDEV-1
Pepaj, Milaim P-ARTH-3
Pepe, Jessica P-HORM-3 & P-HORM-7
Perego, Silvia P-MEFG-8, P-NUTR-9 & P-MUSC-10
Perez, Adolfo Diez CU2.2, WG1.3 & P-BMEC-2
Perez-Campo, Flor M. OB3.6
Perez-Nuñez, Maria I. OB3.6
Peric, Mihaela P-BDEV-14
Peris, Pilar P-OPEV-14, P-HORM-4 & P-OTHD-16
Perosky, Joseph E. P-OTHD-12
Perry, John R.B. OC2.3
Peters, Stephanie OB1.6 & P-MEFG-11
Petrova, Nina L. OC3.6
Peyrin, Francoise WG1.1
Phillips, Dawn P-OTHD-44
Picke, Ann-Kristin OB3.4 & P-BDEV-12
Pieber, Thomas R. P-MEFG-6 & P-NUTR-10
Pierrefite-Carle, Valérie P-OCBR-15
Pietschmann, Peter P-IMAG-1, P-OPPE-12,
P-GENE-10 & P-OTHD-32

Pignataro, Paolo P-MUSC-11
Pignochino, Ymera P-CANC-12
Pihl, Susanne P-HORM-12
Pikner, Richard P-OPTX-13
Pinto, Maria Rita OC2.1
Piperi, Christina P-OBBF-9
Pisconti, Adolorata P-OBBF-15
Pittarch, Concepción P-HORM-4
Platzbecker, Uwe P-OCBR-7 & P-OTHD-23
Pleyer, Conny P-IMAG-1
Plotkin, Lilian OB3.2
Plougonven, Erwan P-CANC-8
Ponzetti, Marco P-CANC-2 & P-CANC-15
Poole, Ken S5.2
Poór, Gyula P-OTHD-28
Popa, Alina P-OPTX-16
Portale, Anthony P-PEDI-3
Portell, Enric P-OPEV-14
Povoroznyuk, Vladyslav P-OPEV-17, P-OPTX-20,
P-OPPE-18, P-OPPE-19, P-OPPE-20, P-OPPE-22,
P-MUSC-15 & P-PEDI-7

Powell, David R. P-OPTX-12
Prentice, Ann P-MUSC-2
Pretterklieber, Michael P-OTHD-32
Preželj, Janez P-OPEV-11
Prince, Richard P-OPEV-19
Prins, Jan M. P-OTHD-46
Prinz, Adrian P-BCHT-1
Prystaz, Katja P-GENE-5 & P-BDEV-3
Psaty, Bruce M. OC2.3
Püschel, Klaus P-BMEC-8 & P-OPTX-11
Pytlik, Maria P-OPPE-9 & P-NUTR-5
Qiu, Weimin P-MEFG-13
Rachner, Tilman P-CANC-5
Radjabzadeh, Djawad P-MEFG-14
Radmer, Sebastian P-OTHD-1
Raimann, Adalbert P-CHON-6
Raimondi, Lavinia P-CANC-11
Raitakari, Olli OC2.3
Rajpar, M.H. P-OTHD-12
Rakocevic, Zoran P-BMEC-3
Ralston, Stuart H. OC1.4, OC2.3, P-GENE-6,
P-OTHD-29 & P-ARTH-6

Ram, Gali Guterman P-OBBF-19 & P-OCBR-11,
P-OCBR-12 & P-OPTX-15

Ramadani, Lirim P-OCYM-5
Ramin, Julian P-OTHD-1
Ramnemark, Anna P-MUSC-7 & P-MUSC-8
Ramos, Junia P-OPEV-4 & P-OPEV-5
Rana, Ippolita OC2.5
Rapp, Anna E. OB3.5
Rapp, Kilian P-OPPE-1
Rasmussen, Caroline P-HORM-12 & P-BDEV-17
Rásonyi, Rita P-OTHD-28
Rauch, Frank P-PEDI-4
Raum, Kay P-BMEC-10
Rauner, Martina OB3.4, P-OCBR-7, P-OTHD-13,
P-OTHD-20, P-OTHD-23, P-OTHD-26 & P-CANC-5

Raza, Ahsan P-BDEV-18
Reber, Stefan O. P-BDEV-5
Redl, Heinz P-GENE-3 & P-GENE-4
Reid, Ian R. OC1.1
Rejnmark, Lars P-BMEC-9, P-HORM-13, P-MUSC-
3, P-OTHD-31 & P-OTHD-45

Rekasi, Heike P-OBBF-7 & P-OTHD-14
Renema, Nathalie OB2.1 & P-OPTX-19
Renn, Joerg P-FB-7
Reppe, Sjur OC2.3
Reppe, Sjur P-GENE-13
Resch, Heinrich P-OPPE-12 & P-GENE-4
Reseland, Janne P-MUSC-11, OC3.5, P-ARTH-3
& P-ARTH-5

Resmini, Giuseppina P-OPTX-10
Resnati, Massimo P-OCBR-10
Rhee, Sang Youl P-OBBF-31
Riancho, Jose A. OB3.6
Riancho, José Antonio P-OTHD-17
Ribelli, Giulia P-CANC-12
Richards, Brent P-GENE-13
Richards, Brent J. OC2.3
Riches, Philip OC1.4
Richette, Pascal P-CHON-5
Ricquebourg, Manon P-OPPE-2
Ridker, Paul M. OC2.3
Riedmiller, Hubertus P-CANC-13
Rigoni, Rosita P-OCBR-14
Rivadeneira, Fernando OC2.2, OC2.3, OC3.4,
P-GENE-13, P-GENE-15, P-MEFG-10, P-MEFG-
14, P-NUTR-6, P-NUTR-11, P-NUTR-12 &
P-MUSC-17

Rivas, Ana Carolina P-OPEV-4
Rizzo, Sebastien P-OCYM-1
Robbins, John A. OC2.3
Roberts, Simon B. P-ARTH-6
Roberts-Pilgrim, Anna OB1.3
Robineau, Olivier P-OPPE-5
Robling, Alexander G. P-OTHD-21
Robson-Brown, Kate P-FB-3
Roca-Ayats, Neus P-GENE-12
Rochester, John R. P-OPEV-2
Rockman-Greenberg, Cheryl P-OTHD-8
Roddy, Karen P-FB-3 & P-FB-5
Rodriguez, Silvia P. Gonzalez P-OPEV-7
Rodríguez, Susana P-OTHD-43
Roetto, Antonella P-OCBR-7
Rohnke, Marcus P-OPEV-6
Rolighed, Lars P-HORM-13
Romagnoli, Elisabetta P-OPTX-10
Roodman, G. David OB3.2 & P-CANC-18
Roscher, Stephanie M. OB2.6 & P-CANC-16
Roschger, Paul P-OPTX-5, P-PEDI-4, P-OTHD-12
& P-OTHD-13

Rosenfeld, Lior P-OPTX-15
Rosenkranz, Alexander P-OPPE-17
Rosolen, Thales P-OPEV-4
Ross, Stephanie OC2.3
Rossi, Antonio P-OTHD-34 & P-CHON-4
Rossi, Michela OC2.5 & P-PEDI-6
Rouleau, Matthieu P-OCBR-8
Rozas-Moreno, Pedro P-OTHD-43
Rubert, Marina P-OPTX-18
Rubinacci, Sandro P-BCHT-6
Rucci, Nadia OB1.1, OB1.2, OB2.5, P-OCBR-2,
P-BMEC-1, P-CANC-2 & P-CANC-15

Ruiz, M. Esther P-PEDI-5
Ruiz, Sheila P-OPPE-16
Ruiz-Gaspà, Silvia P-OTHD-16
Rukhadze, Tamar P-OTHD-4
Rumpf, Anna-Lena OB2.6 & P-CANC-16
Ruth, Katherine S. OC2.3
Ruzickova, Olga P-OPTX-9
Ryan, Brittany A. P-HORM-1
Ryoo, Hyun-Mo P-OBBF-2
Ryu, Hee Jung P-ARTH-8
Saag, Kenneth PLO2 & OC1.6
Saalbach, Anja OB3.4
Saarakkala, Simo P-ARTH-11
Sabrina Buonuomo, Paola OC2.5
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Sagmeister, Susanne P-CHON-6
Sakai, Sadaoki P-OPTX-4
Sala, Miquel P-HORM-4
Salam, Syazrah P-OTHD-10 & P-OTHD-40
Salminen, Helena S. P-MUSC-5
Salmón, Zaida P-OTHD-17
Salzmann, Martina P-IMAG-1
Samvelyan, Hasmik J. P-MUSC-6
Sanaei, Reza P-OBBF-10
Sansoni, Veronica P-MEFG-8, P-NUTR-9 &
P-MUSC-10

Santini, Daniele P-CANC-12
Santucci-Darmanin, Sabine P-OCBR-15
Sañudo, Carolina OB3.6
Sapi, Janos P-CANC-7
Sastre, Enrique A. P-OCBR-7
Sato, Yuho P-OPEV-3
Saveljic, Igor P-BMEC-3
Scerri, Daniel P-GENE-9
Scheidt, Annika Vom P-OCYM-3 & P-OPTX-11
Schem, Christian OB2.6, OB3.1 & P-CANC-16
Schenk, Christian P-OPPE-1
Schiavone, Kristina P-CANC-6
Schini, Marian P-OTHD-3
Schinke, Thorsten OB1.6, P-OBBF-18, P-MEFG-11
& P-OTHD-34

Schmidt, Albrecht P-MEFG-6
Schmidt, Felix P-OBBF-19
Schmidt-Bleek, Katharina P-BDEV-7
Schnabl, Jakob P-OBBF-18
Schneider, Johannes P-BMEC-10
Schneider, Philipp P-OBBF-21, P-OBBF-26 &
P-IMAG-2

Schneider-Kramann, Rebekka PWS1.1
Schnetzer, Richard P-OPPE-1
Schober, Hans-Christof P-OPPE-11
Schönfelder, Kathrin P-CANC-8
Schoufour, Josje D. OC3.4, P-NUTR-11, P-NUTR-
12, P-MEFG-10 & P-MUSC-17

Schreuders-Koedam, Marijke P-GENE-13
Schröder, Guido P-OPPE-11
Schuyler, Scott C. P-OPTX-25
Schwarze, Uwe Y. P-OTHD-39
Schweighofer, Natascha P-OPPE-17
Schweikert, Bernd P-OPPE-7
Schweizer, Michaela P-OCYM-3
Scott, Janis P-PEDI-2
Scott, Jessica R. P-OPTX-8 & P-BCHT-4
Scott, Robert OC2.3
Scragg, Robert OC1.1
Seefried, Lothar WG1.3
Seeman, Ego P-BMEC-9
Segaliny, Aude P-CANC-6
Seibel, Markus OB2.4 & P-HORM-2
Seijo, Mariana P-NUTR-3
Senesi, Pamela P-BCHT-6
Senk, Frantisek P-OPTX-13
Seo, Mi Ryoung P-ARTH-8
Seong, Sook Jin P-OCBR-1
Serizawa, Kenichi P-OPTX-4
Sermet-Gaudelus, Isabelle P-OTHD-19
Severi, Ilenia P-MUSC-11
Shabestari, Maziar G. P-ARTH-3 & P-ARTH-5
Shabestari, Yashar R. P-ARTH-5
Shadoan, Melanie K. P-OPTX-12
Shahar, Ron P-FB-6
Sham, Pak OC2.3
Shargorodsky, M. P-ARTH-1
Shaul, Jonathan P-IMAG-3
Shaw, Nick J. P-PEDI-2
Shevroja, Enisa OC3.4, P-OPEV-18 & P-GENE-15
Shi, Kaikai P-OBBF-8 & P-MEFG-13
Shi, Shuai P-CANC-17
Shimano, Antônio C. P-BMEC-6
Shimano, Roberta C. P-OPTX-21, P-BMEC-6 &
P-OPEV-5

Shin, Dong Min P-OBBF-28 & P-OCBR-19
Shochat, Chen P-BDEV-9
Shokrimashhadi, Mahnaz P-BDEV-11
Shumnalieva, Ruska P-OPPE-6
Shumnalieva, Russka P-MUSC-12 & P-MUSC-14
Shved, Mykola P-ARTH-12
Sierra, Isabel P-OPPE-16
Siglinsky, E. P-OPEV-16
Signo, Michela P-BCHT-6
Sikjaer, Tanja P-MUSC-3, P-OTHD-31 &
P-OTHD-45

Silverman, Stuart OC1.6
Sims, Natalie A. P-HORM-1
Sing, Chor-Wing P-OPPE-24
Skalicky, Susanna P-GENE-3, P-GENE-4 &
P-GENE-10

Skalli, Wafa P-BMEC-4

Skarantavos, Grigoris P-OTHD-42
Skerry, Tim M. P-MUSC-6
Skinner, Roddy P-FB-3
Skondra, Foteini P-OBBF-9
Skrinar, Alison P-PEDI-3
Sladden, André J. P-GENE-9
Śliwiński, Leszek P-OPPE-9
Smalcelj, Ruzica P-OTHD-2
Smith, Albert V. OC2.3
Smits, Alexandra OC1.3
Smoljan, Ivana P-OTHD-37
Snaar-Jagalska, Ewa P-CANC-13
Snyder, Michael P-OPTX-25 & P-NUTR-6
Sobacchi, Cristina OC2.1 & P-OCBR-14
Soboļevska, Kristīne PWS2.2
Soen, Satoshi OC1.6
Sokalska, Magdalena P-OPTX-9
Sołtysiak, Patrycja P-NUTR-5
Sonato, Chiara P-HORM-3
Song, Insun P-GENE-1
Song, Ran P-ARTH-15
Song, Yuwen OC2.0
Sonntagbauer, Sebastian P-NUTR-10
Soo, Chan P-MUSC-19
Sorensen, Henrik A. OC3.1, P-OPPE-3
Spahn, Martin P-CANC-10 & P-CANC-13
Španjol, Josip P-OTHD-38
Spasic, Maja Vujic OB1.5
Spector, Tim D. P-GENE-15
Spector, Timothy D. OC2.3
Spiro, Giovanna P-MUSC-11
Spitzer, Silvia P-OBBF-12
Sprogoe, Kennett P-HORM-12 & P-BDEV-17
Stadlbauer-Koellner, Vanessa P-OPPE-17
Stähli, Alexandra P-OBBF-24 & P-OCYM-5
St-Arnaud, René P-HORM-1
Starup-Linde, Jakob P-MEFG-1
Stathopoulos, Konstantinos P-OTHD-42
Stavenuiter, Andrea P-HORM-11
Stefansson, Kari OC2.3
Stegenga, Merel OC1.3
Stehlikova, Eliska P-OPTX-9
Stenbeck, Gudrun P-OBBF-27
Stewart, Alistair W. OC1.1
Stimpfl, Elmar P-OPPE-1
Stoetzel, Sabine P-OCYM-7
Stolakis, Konstantinos P-OPPE-15
Stoll, Delphine P-OPEV-18
Stötzel, Sabine P-OPEV-8 & P-BDEV-10
Strauss, Franz J. P-OBBF-24 & P-OCYM-5
Stricker, Bruno P-NUTR-11
Strina, Dario OC2.1
Styrkarsdottir, Unnur OC2.3
Suh, Kwang Sik P-OBBF-31
Suh, Seung Woo P-OPTX-17
Sung, Il-Hoon P-OBBF-11
Suntornsaratoon, Panan P-OTHD-36
Superti-Furga, Andrea P-CHON-4
Suris, Xavier P-HORM-4
Susani, Lucia OC2.1
Svandova, Eva P-BDEV-4
Syggelos, Spyridon A. P-OBBF-22 & P-MEFG-9
Syversen, Unni OC3.5
Szulc, Pawel OC3.3
Tachiki, Takahiro P-OPEV-3
Taeck, Bom P-OPPE-4
Taisne, Nicolas P-OPTX-3
Takeda, Satoshi P-OPTX-4
Takigawa, Masaharu P-CHON-7 & P-OPEV-23
Taloyan, Marina P-MUSC-5
Tamaki, Junko P-OPEV-3
Tamura, Yukinori P-OBBF-17
Tanaka, Keisuke P-OPTX-4
Tanaka, Sakae P-OPTX-28
Tang, Wegin OC3.6
Taranta, Anna P-PEDI-6
Tarver, James E. P-OPTX-12
Tavares, João Manuel R.D.S. P-BMEC-6
Taylor, Juan López Y. P-OPTX-23
Tejeda-Chávez, Edgar S. P-OPTX-23
Tellez-Gabriel, Marta P-CANC-1
Ten Dijke, Peter P-CANC-10
Terruzzi, Ileana P-BCHT-6
Tesarz, Manfred P-BCHT-7
Teschler, Marc P-MUSC-13
Teschler-Nicola, Maria P-OTHD-32
Teti, Anna OB1.1, OB1.2, OB2.5, P-OCBR-2,
P-BMEC-1 & P-CANC-2

Thai, Lee J. P-HORM-2
Thalmann, George P-CANC-10 & P-CANC-13
Thammayon, Nithipak P-NUTR-2
Themistocleous, Marios S. P-OBBF-9
Thiele, Stefanie P-CANC-5

Thompson, Andrea Y. P-OPTX-12
Thompson, Marjorie H. P-FB-4
Thonapan, Natchayaporn P-CHON-1
Thorsteinsson, Anne-Luise P-OPTX-6
Thouverey, Cyril OB3.3
Thurner, Philipp J. WG1.2, P-OBBF-26 &

P-IMAG-2
Tian, Yun P-PEDI-23
Tietgen, Maren OB2.6 & P-CANC-16
Timm, Wolfram P-OPEV-10 & P-OPEV-12
Timpson, Nicholas J. OC2.2
Tiwari, Sanjay OB2.6, OB3.1 & P-CANC-16
Tjelum, Louise P-GENE-8
Todorova, Milena P-OPPE-6 & P-MUSC-1
Toma, Selena P-OTHD-35
Tomasova, Jana P-OPTX-9
Tomazos, Ioannis C. P-OTHD-9, P-OTHD-25 &
P-OTHD-44

Tome, Daniel P-NUTR-8
Tomizawa, Haruna P-OPTX-4
Tonelli, Francecsa OB1.4 & P-OTHD-34
Tonini, Giuseppe P-CANC-12
Tonkin, Brett A. P-HORM-1
Tooze, Sharon A. PWS3.1
Topi, Majlinda P-OCBR-8
Törnqvist, Anna E. P-ARTH-6
Torre, Iñaki P-PEDI-5
Torrea, Maria P-OPTX-1
Toth, Emese P-OPPE-7
Tournis, Symeon P-OTHD-42
Tower, Robert J. OB3.1
Trajanoska, Katerina OC2.2, OC2.3, P-GENE-13,
P-GENE-15, P-NUTR-12 & P-MUSC-17

Tran, Doris P-BMEC-4, P-OPEV-16
Tranah, Gregory OC2.3
Trauzold, Anna OB2.6 & P-CANC-16
Trawitzki, Bianca F. P-ARTH-4
Tricarico, Domenico P-MEFG-5
Tripolt, Norbert P-MEFG-6
Trompet, Stella OC2.3
Trummer, Olivia P-OPPE-17
Tsaryk, N. P-OPTX-20
Tsourdi, Elena P-OTHD-13, P-OTHD-20 &
P-OTHD-26

Tuckermann, Jan OB3.5
Tueur, Giulia P-OPPE-2
Tung, Joyce Y. OC2.3
Turner, Thomas P-IMAG-3
Ubaidha, Ceeneena P-OBBF-24
Uder, Michael P-OPEV-15
Ueng, Wenneng P-GENE-2 & P-CHON-3
Ugai, Ludmila P-OPPE-23
Uitterlinden, Andre G. OC2.3, OC3.4, P-GENE-13,
P-MEFG-10, P-MEFG-14, P-NUTR-6 & P-MUSC-
17

Ulbing, Matthias P-OPPE-17
Ulmer, Hanno P-OPPE-1
Uluckan, Özge P-OBBF-18 & OB2.3
Underbjerg, Line P-OTHD-45
Ungur, Rodica P-OPTX-16 & P-MUSC-16
Urayama, Koji P-OPTX-4
Urban, Robert P-IMAG-3
Urreizti, Roser P-GENE-12
Ursem, Stan P-HORM-10 & P-MEFG-12
Urso, Katia P-FB-1
Usategui-Martin, Ricardo P-GENE-6
Uva, Paolo OC2.1
Vacante, Fernanda P-BCHT-6
Valbret, Zoe OB2.5
Valea, Ana P-OPTX-22
Valenzuela, Elena Nebot P-OTHD-32
Valero, Carmen P-OTHD-17
Van De Laarschot, Denise OC1.3
Van De Peppel, Jeroen P-GENE-13
Van Den Bergh, Joop P-OPEV-9
Van Der Pluijm, Gabri P-CANC-10
Van Der Veen, Albert P-HORM-11
Van Der Velde, Nathalie OC2.3 & OC3.4
Van Der Velde, Robert P-OPEV-9
Van Duijn, Cornelia OC2.3
Van Essen, Huib P-HORM-11
Van Heerden, Bernadette P-OCBR-13
Van Hul, Wim P-GENE-12
Van Leeuwen, Johannes P.T.M. OC3.2
Van Meurs, Joyce P-GENE-15 & P-MEFG-14
Van Rooij, Jeroen P-GENE-13
Van Wieringen, Wessel P-HORM-11
Vanderschueren, Dirk P-HORM-11
Van’T Hof, Rob P-OBBF-15 & P-OCBR-10
Van’T Hoff, William P-PEDI-3
Varga, Franz P-OBBF-12
Veeriah, Vimal P-BMEC-1
Velard, Frédéric P-OTHD-19 & P-CANC-7

Verlouw, Joost P-GENE-13
Vernillo, Gianluca P-MUSC-10
Verroken, Charlotte P-BDEV-15 & P-BDEV-16
Vervloet, Marc P-HORM-10 & P-MEFG-12
Vesela, Barbora P-BDEV-4
Vestergaard, Peter P-OPTX-6 & P-MEFG-1
Vetsch, Jolanda R. P-OPTX-18
Vettor, Roberto P-MUSC-11
Vettorazzi, Sabine P-CHON-5
Vezzoni, Paolo M. P-OCBR-14
Vidal, Bruno P-ARTH-11
Vidal, Joan P-OPEV-14
Viget, Nathalie P-OPPE-5
Vilaca, Tatiane P-MEFG-4
Vilardell, Mireia P-GENE-12
Vilayphiou, Nicolas P-OPEV-2
Villa, Anna OC2.1 & P-OCBR-14
Villa, Isabella P-BCHT-6
Vincenzi, Bruno P-CANC-12
Viry, Flore P-OPTX-2
Vlahovic, Tomislav P-BDEV-14
Vlasenko, Roman P-OPPE-20
Vlot, Mariska C. P-OTHD-46
Vollersen, Nele OB1.6
Volpon, Jose B. P-BMEC-7
Voortman, Trudy P-NUTR-11 & P-NUTR-12
Vranken, Lisanne P-OPEV-9
Vucic, Strahinja OC2.2
Vukicevic, Arso P-BMEC-3
Vukicevic, Slobodan P-BDEV-13 & P-BDEV-14
Vyskocil, Vaclav P-CANC-14
Wagman, Rachel B. PLO2
Wagner, Erwin F. OB2.3, P-OBBF-18
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